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u_ __+The second Spacecraft C_rsin8 +_eehnOloay COnfeCenee _8 _heid a_ the U.S.
Air Force .&cademy f_om October 31 to Novaber 2; 1978, The _:Lrst cotiference,
held two ye_rs Utlier, wee so auccessfuX in brtnSin$ tosether e_perte from
diverse area8 of title technoloay to exchan8e results and vie_po£nt8 that it yes
believed anbther conference would be of substantial benefit, o

_
.... The tenor of the preeentation8 at this Conference was 8ratifyina. No

_ lonser 8re we vorkins with f£_et concepts end theories, lie nov have, tn hand,
i space and Sround feet data that correIate we11; 8nalyt£cal proarms that can

mad61 the observed phenomena; end the tnninent flisht of the SCATtL_Spacecraftj
+++• ( which v111 ex_end our knowled8e of the O_ececfaft chs_8_ environment, kl-
+ _ thoush the technoioBy 4s f_ar from beam8 Complete, there was a feeling of con- +_

fidence amens the participants that we ere be_innin8 to develop a working kno_-
ledae Of the problems and their potent£aX remedies. •

+ One session of this conference introduced a nee are_ Of seneral interest, J
environmental interacttot_s _lth on-board, hiah-voltaae spacecraft systems oper- |

i atin8 over • vide tense of altitudes from low _rth orbit tO BeosynchronoUs 4
orbit. These JJ_teract_ons must be considered durin8 the initial desian phases i

+++ of future hisb-power space systems. 1t
'i

The proceedings £nclu_ies 52 of the 54 paper_ pt_esented at the conference,
_ L The panel discussJ.on was recorded, has been transcribed and edited, and + is in-
i cXuded. The proceedtnss follows the conference session format. FOur pap_r_ are !
• p_inted at the end of the proceedinSS tl_t were not presented at the conferehce. !

!

_ C01. John E. Brooke, Assibtaut g4rector Of ScJ.enCe and TenhnoXo_y, US&F +i
Systems COl_and; and James J. Kramer, kSeo_:J.ate Administrator for keroriautic8 i

i and Space TbchhoXosy, M_tional Aeronautics and Skate Adminiet_ation, approved !
end endorsed the conference. CoX. Bernard S. Mor88n, Jr., Commander of the USAF
Geophysic_ Laboratory, USAF Systems COmnd, and D_. JOhn F. McCarthy, Jr., ° !

• Director of the NASA Levis Research Cen_er, eneoutt_ed _nd supported the con- !
ference. Lt. Gen. K. L. TeXlman, Superintendent of the U_AF Academy, arranged +i!
eccoumodetion8, transportation, meals, and fac£Xit£e=, Capt. _£lliam gent6n, \i
Directorate of Conferences, USAF, save outstandin8 8_pport at the _onfetence.
The u_nbers of the Conference ProSram Co_ittee were M8_. GeorSe Kuck, Capk+

.... Henry Garrett, Dr. William Lehn, N. John Stevens, Dr. Elden Whipple, and Dr.
Alan Rosen. ..

Robert C. Finke
; NASA Lewis Research Center .........

Charles P. Pike

USAF Ceophys;cs Laboratory
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_EYNOTE ADDRESS _

Floyd R. S_uart, Col., USAF
USAF Sp_,-e end Missile Systems Organization

Good Morn.tng - Both General Ward and Colonel Brool_e asked me to convey
their regrets :!._ornot being here due to the press of business.

0

I _ould like to welco_.e you to this, the second Spacecraft Charging
Technology Conference., I am enthusiastic about thi£ conference because I
feel this is tht'_ best way to insure a maximum exchange of results. As you
can sees we haw_ an e_.cellent t_r_out - about 150 _ttendees. _here are
representatives from U.$o industries and un£versit£ess from the European Space
_,_ency and, quit,_ nat_lrallys since this is a join'_ DO.D/NASATechnology Pro-

_;ram, we have NA_'_ as well as Army.s Navy and Air Force participants°

This is the second _.onference° The first was a smashing success. There
_re ove_ 225 attendees and 60 papers. From all indications, this conference
_ll also be a succ_._ss.

Technolo_ irr_olvi.ng spacecraft charging is one o£ the many inter-
dep_ndent research areas in aeronautics and astronautics that are coordinated

_. by the AFSC/NASA Fpace ReseaT_ch and Technology Review Group. These inter-
dependent technology programs have resulted from our awareness that many
technical proble_,s are conn_n to both agencies ands also, from the fact that
we bc,th share budgetary constraints°

i_. _A and FOD strive to identify these common technical problems and then
=_ assign agency tesponsibilit 7 for providing the required technology. If one

agency' has th_ technical lead iu an area_ then we assign to it respo_sibili_y
for developi_ t_e technology for both agmicieso In so_e cases, an agency
has cancell_;d its program and trmxsferred funds to the responsibl_ agency.
_ere both agencies have desired to maintain programs s the progra_J_ _ve been

i_" Jointly me,_ed and the technical responsibili_y has been clea_ly established.

The,. concept of interdependency has taken hold, and benefits are beginning
to acc_.lae° Interdependency allows us to stretch our l_ELted research and
development dollars, to reduce or eliminate duplication, and to ,naxi_ize the
technology return per dollar invested°

_p_cecraft char_ing ts a $ year program bet_en Air Force _ystems Com-
mand and NASA_8 Office of AeronaUtics and Space Technology. A steering
conmittee incorporates NASA and DOD requi-ements into the investigation° The
ultimate objective of the program is to protect our satellites from the hat_n-
£ul effects o£ high voltage are-discharges. This objective i_ met by develop-

.,!

!i '!

. J
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i_ design criteria _nd test method_. Each element of the prog_ is assf.gned
to either NASA or the Air Force with well defined accountability. Contractual

• and in-house efforts are _orkins on this progrom. Program success requires _
eVeryone ifivolved to execute their portion successfully. Technology elo_eflt8
tp_lude development of analytical progr_ to define the environment and m0del

: the spacecraft interaction with this environment. 'fho_o are expOrimental
prestos to develop ground facilities to simulate the environment, to detenKne
the response of spacecraft materials Co this environment, and to develop nm_
or modified materie.ls.

The spacecraft _charging a_ high altitudes or "SCATHA" satellite managed
by the SANSO STP office will be used to define the environment, to measure
charging and discharging characteristics of materials, to proVide data for
calibration of _he analytical r_odels, and to measure satellite contamination.

| The electrical potential of SCOTIA will be a_t£vely co_ttolled using an
' electron a_d ion bean_ system.

I see significant progress An the program and I will mention Just a few
o£ the accoupiishments.

All SCATHAtnstru_entation has been delivered and integrated. Systems
level testing is finished and launch is scheduled for early next year. t

A rocket flight showed that electron and ion b_ams can contr_l vehicle ipotential. MeasUrements on the ATS-5 and 6 satellites show the plasma
neutralizer can control tlie surface potential over the spacecraft. _

I

A baseline "Military Standard" for spacecraft charging has been written i

including a specification of the enviro_nt. _

A "Desi_ Guidelines Monograph" details techniques to uL£nt_ze satellite
charging.

Stlica-2abric thermal control coatings have been developed for use in
satellite charging control. Transparent conductive coatings for controlll_
charging on themal blankets, on second surface _Lirrors. and on solar cell
covers are now svaiiable.

A model of the internal charge butld.p within insulators ts operating and !
environmental sin_lation facilities are characterizin_ the charging o£
insulators o

The NASA C_argin_ Analyzer Computer Program is betn_ used to compute ',
satellite voltage distributions.

In addition to these accomplishments, new programs have been initiated. :i
One deals wi_h tuvestigactn_ the effects of a systems generated elettrom_- 1
nettc pulse on an electrically (;harKed satellite. Another investigates the
charge buildup on a satellite, ,_hich occurs after a high altitude detonation, ;I
and the charge breakdown processes. ! !

00000001-TSA11



. In conclusion, spacecraft char_lng lea succe_s£ul cooperative e££ort. _"
Your e££orts have produced rcsulto that, todayp are _osential to the design o£

-. roliable and sut'vivable space eystemo, Ao ve move into the ne:(t era o£ space
t. technology in _diich eatellites _v£11 grow Ln size, power, complexity, and co_t,

_- you agsin _£11 be called upon to develop the required technology to insure
= 8UCC eBl_,

We have a full agenda - so I donWt want to t_e _.sny more o£ your time,
Asai_t -- I velcome you to this - _e second Spacecraft Charglng Technology
Con£erence.

__. _hank you.

? ,

-"-';-' ' ........ " " " ooooooo_TSA12



DESCRIPTION OF THE SPACE TEST :PROGRAM

P78-Z..&O.ACECI_AFT AND PAYLOADS

Lt Col $ohn C. Durrett

USAF Space & Missile Systems Organization

John R. Stevens
The Aerospace Corporation

( INTRODUCTION

The USAF Space Test Program was designated in 1975 as the manage- 1

ment agency for procurement of the Department of Defense spacecraft Iwhich supports the government USAF/NASA spacecraft charging at hi&h
altltude program. The spacecraft was designated the Space Test Program
P78-Z spaceflight. Built by the Martin Marietta Corporation in Denver,
Colorado, the spacecraft and its payioads are designed to measure the
environment at near synchronous altitude and the interactions of '_he
environment on the spacecraft.

SPACECRAFT

The P78-2 spacecraft is spin-stabilized and will be h:_,_ h, a near
synchronous, equatorial earth orbit from the Eastern T_,_t Rang_ by a
Delta 2914 in January 1979. The spacecraft houses, protects, and supports
several scientific and engineering payloads. It spins about an axis which
iies in the orbit plane and is normal to the earth-sun line. On-orblt, the
satellite will be controlled by the Air Force Sate11Ite Control Facility
(AFSCF) and will comm',nicate directly with remote tracking stations in
New Hampshire, the k, dian Ocean, Guam, Hawaii, and at Vandenberg AFB.
The mission is planned [or a one-year duration but the spacecraft is
provided with sufficient expendables for two years. Actual lifetlme of the
satelllte will probably be limited by survival of electronic equipment in the
ionizing radiation environment.

The body of the spacecraft has a cylindrical shape approxim Ltely
I. 75 m in both length and diameter. Booms, antennae, and some instrument
protrusions alter the basic cyU,ndrical shape. Most of the spacecraft and
payload equipment is mounted in the central portion of the cyUnder.
On orbit, seven experiment booms are deployed. The boom arrahgement

" isolates sensitive instruments from spacecraft influences and provides

ii clear fields of view for other instruments. Two solar arrays encircle thecylinder, one forward and one aft of %he central portion. An apogee
_I;_ insertion motor is housed in the aft central portion of the spacecraft.

0000000"I-TSA'I4
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In addition to _he ,:Sual spacecraft components, a transient pulse
.... monitor has be_n ,.. _p0rated as part of tl_e spacecraft. This instrument

obtains qL/antitattve measurements o_the electromagnetic paise charkc-
teristicS on the spacecraft. It measures the number of pulses, the positive
and ne_atlve pulse amplitudes, and the positive and negative integral of
the pulses.

Fabrication and assembly of the spacecraft have been completed. The
spacecraft has been shipped from Denver tO the Goddard Spaceflight Center
where the magnetic and moment of inertia characteristics og the spacecraft
are being measured. Next, the spacecraft wili be shipped to the Eastern

LI: Test Range from which it will b6 launched in January 1979. The expected
( orbit paran_eters are listed below.

Apo_.e 4Z. _-50 km
_. Perigee _-7,500 km
_ InClination 8o 5 deg

The final orbit Will have an easterly drift rate of 6 deg/day _or the
_ satellite,

_:i PAYLOADS

• The payloads have been Sponsored and produced by n_fly di_eJ_ent ':
agencies. The attached table delineates the many participants. A brief io
description oI' each payload followS. A more detailed description of the
spacecraft and its payloads was distributed as part of the registration
material. Additional copies of the detailed payload descriptions entitied
"Description of the Space Test Program P78-Z Spacecraft and Payloads"

i can be obtained by wriLing to:

i

_. _. I_Q SAMSO/YCT

:i_, • Attn: Lt Col J. C. Durrett
>. P.O. Dox 9Z960

, WOrldway Postal C_r.:_r

. !, Los Ang©le.a, C.& 9L_009

ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTS SC I

D

One oi the engineering experiments measures the profile 0_ charging
events on insulators, grounded insulators, arid isolated conductors in

conjunction with various environmental parameters measured on the same
satell4te. Surface potentiais up to Z0 kV are measured using an electro-
static voltmeter and also by measuring leakage currents.

Other experiments measure the power spectrum of very low frequency
.... '_ electromagnetic waves. Using a spectrum analyzer the spectrum from

/:
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400 Hz to 300,000 Hz is measured in eight frequency intervals° Spectrum
measurements are also made in the RF regimen of the electromagnetic
speCtrUm. Five measurements are made in the 2 to 30 h/_Hz band,
Objectives of these lrmtrurnents are to measure characteristL_.s oi electro-
magnetic disturbances on the spacecraft and to measure the intensity and
spectra of e,e_tromagnetic and electrostatic emissions caused by the
energetic particles near the spacecraft.

A pL_lse shape analyzer measures the shape of electromagnetic pulses
in the tlme domain from 7 nsec to 3.7 msec.

SHS&TH ELECTLIC FIELDS SC2

( i,

This experiment is intended to provide the electron and ion distribution /

functions over a limited energy range, less than 20 keV, at three positions i
in the spacecraft plasma sheath. The experiment also measures the
floating potential relattv_ to the spacecraft gro_nd of two b_sable spherical
probes. The ah.-_s cf the expe_ziment are to obtain insight into the
characteristics (.° ._9_c_raft sheath fields, to observe the effects of
particles that c_n,,. : i._e the energetic plasma near a spacecraft, and to
observe the poten_', that a relatively simple geometrical shape
attains in the piasma environment both in sunlight and in shadow.

The proton detector consists of a two-element solid-state telescope, o
Protons with energy between 17 and 717 keV are meaSL/red in six energy
channels.

a.n ion _te_tion system consists of a two-element solid-state telescope
that Is h_gbl:r _ollimated and heavily shielded. Ions with energies greater
than 90 keV/nucleon are detected.

r

HIGH ENERGY PARTICLE SPECTROMETER SC3 _,

The instrument is a solid-state particle spectrometer consisting of
four sensor elements. Various logic combinations Of the four sensors in
the instrument are used to determine the particle types and energy ranges.
The various particle types and energy ranges are measured in several time-
multiplexed modes of operation that are command-selectable. _-lectrons
with energy between 50 keV and S MeV are analyzed as are protons with /!

energy between S and ZOO MeV. ._

SATELLITE ELECTRON AND ION BEAM SYSTP_M SC4

The satellite electron beam system is to be used for the ejection of
electrons from the P78-2 spacecraft, Instrument ground is connected by a
low impedance path to the space3raft ground, and thus ejection of electrons

6
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-- i frQm_ the,._le_trong_-Lwlli dr_ve the _ Chilli-of the_spacecr_ft po_ttvelwl_
!.

_'_' :_I respect tothe ambisnt plasma_ The payload will be_eed (1).to determinei:..... _ t_e electron current_equired t?-preyer_.,¢harging of the spacecraft ground i
I i I cauaed by insit_ _electrons ands(2) to swing the vehicle to a positive potential

_: ! relative to the ambient plasma;

. aS .u the 7S-Z:
'/ spacecraft' for .the aJectionlof charged p&rticles.'p0sitive..ions ,..electrons,

""' i or bed.ms Containing both positive ions. ,andele.ctr0ns, ,. The pay.load/is
" '...... .sround.thrOUgh .....electrically connected.to ..the .P78.-2 spacecraft i . a low_-.

_,' impedance path so that _he _ejection of charg_ WiU play_a large.r_ole in.,
"_ _; determining the potential difference between spacecraft ground and the

_" ambient ptasm&. The ion source is a X_m0n discharge Chamber:. This i
•.._ _:_ instrument can be used to adj_ist the p_enttal of"_e spacecraft With _espect

_ to the ambient plasma. The potential can be. either negative or positive

(, i_ depending on how much e'lectron neutralizer c_rre'nt is used. .,

i
" i_ RAPID SCAN PARTICLE DETECTOR SC5

_"- i., This detector will measure the flux of. electrons andion_ incident to the i .::-

i_ The number density, temperature, and _u!k £Io_ 0f.the pl.a."sma anti.the= ,...'.-
_. relationship of these qu_tltles, to the Occurrence Of :Spacebraft: charging.will _
_" " _ The instrur, xent &lso monitors the Electron,_, i be determined. . ......... operation of '
: ...... and Ion Beam-system.

._' The instrument consists of two sets of spectrometers mounted
perpendicular and parallel to the spin axis of the satellite. Each set of

i' spectrometers consists Of eight sensors; four measure electrons an_ fo,ar
measure ions. These sensors measure electron differential flux from
50 eV to i. 1 MeV and ion differential flux from _0 eV to _5 MeV.

i THERMAL PLASMA ANALYZER SC6
i.

This instrument is intended to measure _he ambient thermal piasma and
the electrostatic potential O_ the Satellite with respect to the ambient.

_ plasma. The ion density is measured in the range. 101 to 105 per: cm _.
The particle temperature is meas.ured from 0, 5 eV to 100..eV. _. The
satellite p0te_i_I is measured .in the range• of -i00 V to +100 V: In
addition, the instrument mounted on the satellite body will measure the
flux of photoelectrons from the satellite, The Thermal Plasma Analyzer
consists of three identical pl&nar particle traps which can be operated as
retarding potential analyzers.

,, I
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LIGHT ION MASS SPECTROMETER SC7

- Three spectrometers a_e designed to measure the density, temperature,
and composition of the loW-energy ion plasma in the vicL'dty of the P78-2
spacecraft. In order to understand the complex plasma-satellite interaction,
all important charged particle populations must be ident_ied and measured.
The cold plasma (E <100 eV) component is important at and near synchronous
orbit altitudes and at times can _e the dominant component in terms of
density, exceeding 100 ions/cm _.

Th{B payload consists of three sensor heads and one central electronics
package. Each sensor head consists of a retarding potential analyzer, ion

( mass spectrometer, and ion detector° The fluxes of oxygen, helium and
, hydrogen are measured for energies less than 100 eV.

ENERGETIC ION COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT SC8

This instrument is an energetic ion mass spectrometer containing three
parallel analyzer units, each o£ which measures ions in a different energy
region of the range gtOm 0.1 to 32 keY. Each unit consists of a crossed
electric and magnetic field velocity filter (Wein filter) in series with an
electrostatlc analyzer (ESA) and a channel electron multiplier sensor.
Elements with mass from 1 to 160 AMU are analyzed With mass resolution
of 1 to Z0 AMU, respectively.

UCSD CHARGED PARTICLE EXPERIMENt" SC9

The experiment measures charged particle fldxes as a function of
energy, direction, and time. The charged particles that will be measured
consist of environmental electrons and ion8 and also particles emitted from
the spacecraft, such as photoelectrons, secondary electrons, and particles
emitted by the Electron_on Beam System.

The experiment has five electrostatic charged particle detectors. Two
detectors (one for negative and one for positive particles) are contained in
each rotating detector aJsembly. Each rotating detector assembl 7 Can _e
rotated through a maximum of 220 def. One ro_atiilg dete :tot assembl 7
rotates so that its detectors look in a plane tangent to the cylindrical side of
the spacecraft. It is capable of measuring particles with energy from a
few eV to 8] keY. The other rotating detector assembly looks in a plane
that cuts across th_ forward face of the spacecraft, and is capable of
measuring particles with energy from 0. Z eV to 1550 e_/.

8
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• ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR SO10
.+ !

!': ..... This instrument is a double floating ensemble that will n_.easure DC

electric fields in the ambient plasma and also spacecraft chargLng events.
The antenna is a dipole which is |00 M tip to tip, Both differential and
common mode measurements can be made. The signal streng%h from DC

: to ZOO Hz can be analyzed.

.j
-f
'" ' MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR SC II

i '(
, The instrument iS a triaxiai fluxgate magnetometer. Each axis has a

range of approximately eS00 Y, The resolution of the magnetic field
measurement is 0. 3 7. The spin axis component is analyzed through a
spectrometer with a sensitivity of _Z0 m F for frequencies between 5 and

_ 100 Hz.

I SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION MLI2

This experiment is designed to determine if spacecraR charging
contributes significantly to the _'ate of conta_hlatt0n arriving at exterior
spacecraft Surfaces. The contamination transport mode under investigation
involves the ionization of molecules outgaesed or released by the vehicle

' within the vehicle plasma sheath and their subsequent electrostatic attraction
to the vehicle. One sensor Is a combined retarding p0tential an aly_er and

-. temperature controlled quartz crystal microbalanCe. With it, distinction
can be made between charged and uncharged arriving molecules. Informa-
tion concerning the temperature dependence of contamination adsorption

" ' and desorption rates Can be obtained. Another sensor, thermal contr-1
coating trays, exposes sample, of different spacecraft surface materials to
arriving contamination and _ontinu0usly measures the temperature and
hence _olar absorptance of these materials.

9
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TABLE I. PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS/SPONSORS

Principal Investigator / iExperiment
14umber Title Sponsor Address

SCi Engineering Experiments Dr. H. C. Keens/ The Aerospace Corporation
USAF/AFSC/SAMSO P.O. Box 92957

_ Angeles, CA 90009

SC2 Spacecraft Sheath Dr. J. F. F0nnell/ The Aerospace Corporation
Electric Fields USAF/AFSC/SAMSO P.O. Box 92957

Los Angeles, CA 90'009

( SC3 High Energy Particle Dr. 3. B. Reagan Lockheed Pale Alto Research
, Spectrometer Office of Naval Lab, 3Z5t Hanover Street

R_search Pale Alto, CA 94304

SC4 Satellite Electron and Dr. H. A. Cohen/ Hanscom AFB/LKB __
Positive Ion Beam System USAF/AFSC/AFGL Bedford, MA 0173|

SC5 Rapid Scan Particle Lt. D. Hard_r/ Hanscom AFB/PHE !
Deteclor USAF/AFSC/AFGL Bediord, MA Oi?3i

SC6 Thermal Plasma Analyser Dr. R. C. Sagalyn/ Hanscom AFB/PH_
USAF/AFSC/AFGL Bedford, MA 0i73/

SC? Light Ion Mass Spectrometer Dr. D. L. Reasoner/ I_ASA Marshall Space Flight
Office of Naval Center. Code BS-23
Research Huntsville. AL 35815

SC8 Energetic Ion Composition Dr. R. G. Johnson/ Lockheed Pale Alto Research
Experiment Office of Naval Lab, 3P-St Hanover Street

Research Pale Alto, CA 94304

SC9 UCSD Charged Particle Dr. S. E. Deforest/ University of California
Experiment Office of Naval Re- B0i9 Dep:. of Physics

search/USAF/AFSC/ La Jolla, CA 92095
SAMSO

SOl0 Electric Field Detector Dr. T. L. A_isson/ NASA Goddard Space FUght
Office of Naval Center, Code 625
Research Greenbelt, MD 2077i

SC| l Magnetic Field Mohi_or Dr. B. G. L,edley/ NASA Goddara Space Flight
Office of Naval Center, Code 6_-5
Research Greenbelt, MD 20771

MI,12 Spacecraft Contamination ., Dr, D. F, Hall/ The Aerospace Corporation
USAF/AFSC/AFML P.O. Box 92957

Los Angeles, CA 90009
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i H. S'_ Ga'rrett ,i
i Air Fot'ce Geophysics Laboratory i

i S_RY

i An analytic simulation of the ge0synchronous e_viromnent £n terms of local

_ time and the daily Ap index ts presented. _he sinmlat£on is compared with i!
actual statistical data from approximately 50 d_ys of ATS-5 plasma data and 50 01

!: days of ATS-6 plasma data. At low levels of activity the model adequately ,i'i
simulates the local t._ne variations of the plasma parameters. At high values "
of geomagnetic s_tiVityp the predicted ma_nitudes o£ the plasma parameters
agree with _iie statistical results but the effects of multiple injections are

_, evident in both the data and the striation, biasing the local c_me variations.

, INTRODUCTION

The geosynchronous enviro_nent is probably the harshest s_ace environment
,, from a spacecra£t charging s_andpo£nt. As _ _esult_ the modeling o£ the geo-
i Synchronous plasma and of the associated potential Variations ts critical to a

proper Understanding o£ spacecragt charging. AS this is also the re_ion o£
primary communication saceliite operation_ it iS dOUbly important co accurately
model this region. In this paper we _a£11 discuss the efforts of the Air Force
Geophysics Laboratory in deg£n£_ the seosynchronous env£ro_nent. The first
section will present the types of models and data available from AFGL. TheSe

• models W£11..be compared and preliminary results discussed in subsequent
sec_iOns.

DEFINITION OF MODELS

)i
Philosophical Considerations

.!

i_' There a_e at least four types of magnetosphertc models that are o£ COn- i
;_ tern to the epac#c_aft charging coe_nni_y. Briefly, _he simplest (concept_aliy) i
_ is a statistical compendium or histogte_ of Various parameters as a _nction ,_,

ci
k-._ of space and tl_e. Such models have little theoretical input_ being based on
• actual measurements. Consideration of basic physical principles makes possible i

the creation of simple analytic expressions capable of si_lat£ng the environ- i
_,_- merit - the second _ype of model. Third_ are static field models . that ls_ i

models _hlch employ theory to predict _he trajectories of charged particles :

11 ,i

i
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1.

_ in static masnetospheric electric and mas_let£_ fields. Finally, the =ost
co,plate models from a theoretical St&Odpo_nt are full, 3-dimensional time-
dependent models capable of accountibE for real time variations £n the plasnm

: environment. Considering the level of our current efforts in spacecraft
charging, we will limit oura_lves to _he first t_ types of models - the latter

i_I i! tic models are ,,_nh too detailed for our present needs (see Garrett_ 1978, for
a review of current models in each of _ese categories)o

Statisticai Model

3tatiStical models, as defined here, are compendiums or histograms of
various plasma parameters based on actual data. Basic examples of this type
of model are the distri_Jtion functions of Chan et al, (1977) 1_ho generated an

,. ( "aVerage" spectrum in t_ms of enersy and differential number flux for various
magnetospheric and solar wind regionS. Likewise_ Su and Konrad£ (1977) have
averaged a year of ATS-5 Seosynchronous data to obtain average particle dis-
tribution functions and other statistical patterers. Although we have taken
a somewhat similar course at AFt, We have limited our analysis to the first
four integral mmaents (c go, DeForest and Mcllwain, 1971) of the distribution
fun_tion,

The $ moments are defined as follows:

2 11'f',_i I
ee

@i) - 4 11' (1/3 mi) _ (V2) f£ V2 dV = nlkT i (3)

<'_.> - ('_=i)--j'(va)f.,v_dv- ,_,,_ i, 'k'_i_,3/_ (',)
fll

't_llere

_i.t > " number deViL7 for species £ (number/cm 3)

<"Fi_ -number flux for species i (numbericm2sec-sr)

(p£> m pressure for species i (dyneslcm2) "

4_Ui_) "enersy £lux for species i (ergslcm2see-sr)

The integral results on the -_ighc are fok'a Maxwell=Boltzmann distribution:

3/2 -mVt2/2kTi

fi (v)- ni ( _ ) • (_)
. 2
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_i_ '+ 't

i! ++

..i+(i !: _here n i - number derisit:y o£ species £ i

- ,_i " mass of _pecies 1

m'_ T1 " temperature of species 1

'i+'I. + '£ " velocity of _pecies £

i, K - Boltzmann constant

/kjn6+ _ £ a distribution in sec 3

i i
: Ti_e _lescrip_ion of the plasu_ in terms of _ _se quantities is quite usefuli. i

aS not only are they physically mean£nggu_ in th_,r own right, but they can be +t
( used to derive a Ma_eilian or 2-Max_eliian distribution of the environment
i_, (see Garb'err and DeForest, 1978).

Su and Koflradi (19i7) have compiled StatistiCs on the 4 moments for ATS-5
during 1970. Their data consist of 10 _nute values for the distribution
functions derived from scanning ATS-5 spectrograms. We have undertaken a
similar study of approximately 50 days of ATS-5 data from 1969 and 1970 and 45

ii days of ATS-6 data from 1974 and 1976 (Johnson et al., 1978). In our study the
original digital data were ibte_rated to give the _ moments of the distribution

! function for each satellite. The ATS-6 data Were corrected for satellite
potential av_ return currents (the A_S-5 satellite spectra begi:: at 50 ev pre-

• cluding a Correction except in extreue cases like eclipses). The _ moments
:i_ were combined to give 10 minute averages (note: the _ moments can be properly
, aver_ed _n a physical and mathematical sense, the temperature cannot). For
_

_, _ ATS-5 we ha_e the detector components both parallel and perpendicular to the
)+ • satellite spin axis, for ATS-8 We h_ve Only the component parallel to the
•_ earthls bpin axis. The tapes were then merged w_th geophysical and ephemeris

.... da_a (Garrett et al,_ 1978).

= ! The tapes were _d are being analyzed by a variety of techniques. In
_ response to a desire on the part of the spacecraft charging conmmity, we have,

_',.' as a first step, compiled tables of the characteristics of the electron and
i' ion currents and temperaUtres. _he occurrence frequencies _.note: the ATS-6

data are still being reviewed and may be subject to revisi_,n) for these para- ,!
meters are plotted in figure 1. geveral features are apparent in this ,._ure
_hich Will be discussed in detail later.

_- _ An important point in the _erivation of figure 1 that must be considered _i

,, is the estimation Of the plasma temperature from t_e _ moments of the distri-
button function. A sidle temperatUre ca_ot be defined tf the plasma is not

• M_x_elliafl or in the case the plasma consists of t_o or more Maxwel_tan corn-
' ponents- circumstances _hich are the norm at geosynchr0n0us orbit. As a test

of this effect_ we have defined two "temperatUres:"

_,++ _ (AVG)- t,) (6)
c

_ r_
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!_!,ii These temperatures will be equal and have meanint' as temperatures if
_-: o_nl_z i__ the plasma is a Maxwellian plasma (£.eop 'reprtssentable by equaCio_ 5)0

The marked difference between T(AVG) and T(RMS) in figure 1 ts a direct: result
of the absence of a MaxWellian plasma at geosynchronous orbit.

If the plasma is considered to consist of 2 Maxwellian components: then
we can define two temperatures and two densities as follows for species i:

2

t mi _3/2 " m'lV£ /2kT'l£ / _3/2 "mJ'Vi2/2kT2£ "++i

f 2i (Vi) -nl£ _2ffkTll/ e +n21_i)2 e+ (8) _inll P Tll _ n2i _ and T2i cam be derived dlrectly from equations I through 4.

T (AVG) and T(RMS) can be expressed in terms .of these quantities: '_i

|

-i

T (AVG) _ _ nlTi + n2T2 (9) i

nl + n2 1

3/2 3/2

(m4s)"k .n__l,., + n2_2 (to) _i

+ n2T2 ii
i

For tTpical values we find: t

1

For Electrons For ,ions i

"l" 1/_"3 nl " 1/_3 !

TI " 500 eV Ti " 100 eV ++,+

n2 "- O,2/cm 3 n2 ., 1/cm3

T2 - 6000 eV T2 . 9000 eV

T(AVG) _ 1400 eV T(AVG)_t4550 eV

.o T(ass) = 2750 eV T(t_,S)= 8150 eV

14
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"'J ,nd, ve  e . eve;readilyexpiatn difference, (UO) and J
_I;. }+ llC £_ _leo imports'he to zibCe tha_t TI andLT2 a_;e not uecessarii_' vall_l+tefttpeca . i' "-- " F

_ i% ear_, _hey:.are the rebuit of a definite f£tt:lng process - their primary use
:i_. i' be£ng ao scalin8 parmueCers in obtaining a-2-i_Jbx_ellian:_tC Co the distribution

j_. _ function. A common p_oblem ts that when the plasma ts close to Me:_eli_an, one• :,., of the temperatures _£I1 be uflrealisticsliy large even though the fitCed.dis-
_' i tribution is quite cioSe to the actual one,

2,.. _
t

- :2
J,.

i: Analytic Simuiation Model

, lfl the previo.s section we outlined the steps involved in deriving our
_" ( statistical data base and indicated some of the problems we encountered £n

attempting to derive "temperatures." In this section we discuss a straight-

_.. _ forward appiication of the _ moments. Br£efly_ a m_Jor deficiency in the sta- ,
Clerical model of the geosynchronous orbit is tha_ it only gives average ValueS_.,
and ranges for given p_ametet's, flo attempt being made to preserve the sin,1-
taneous time variations in different parameters (£.e, _ if A is large_ how do
we know if B is large or small?) In o_der to maintain the correlated varla-

tto_ in different pe_ameCe_s, we ha_re at-de use of _near reg_ession techniques.

___.!.. " Three hour averages of the # moments of tl_e electron and ion dis_ributicnfunction_ foc I0 carefully selected days* of ATs-5 data (see Table i) _ere fit
_- by linear regression techniques to an equation varying linearly in the geomag-

netic index Ap and diurnally and semidiurnally in local time LT;

_, ,_) - (% + al ,_) bo+ bl cos _T + t l)

+b2 c°s [_ (LT+t2)]) "

where M(LT, Ap) - predicted value of ".he momen_ M at local time L_ aud

for activity _evel _ - _ (i.e., daily ave_nge of .ap)
-._ 8

_- ao' al' bo' bl_ b2' tl B__2 :' coeffielenetS determined

by the _egressXon (see Table I).

.c

To use the model, one prb_vides Ap and local time. The model _hen returns
:_ the tt moments for the electrons and ion in the units given _n Table I. 2_e

reader is referred to Gerrett (1977) for a detailed discuss£Sn of the uses ,_n_

*---_e days'were car's'fully selected to correspond to periods when plasma was

i injected while the satellite was at midnight - periods when maximum spacecraft

.;_, charging is believed to take place, i

: 15
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i: applications o£ the i,odel and probl_as associated with it:. Only a cursory
description will be ,_iven bert.

The analytic model has been found to adequately s,_.mulate variations in the
geosynchronous enviro_onent following substo_ ln_ectlon when a satellite IB at

:!i' local _tdnight for bp values of *" 4 to - 48 (i.e., low to moderately hifih
I:_ activity). Above -- _,8, the model properly vlmlates the envlron_ent but Is

biased toward the plasma parameters on t_e pa1"tleular days 0£ hiflh actlvlty

that were studied, _ average conditions. The parameters returned by the
model show the peak in charging to shift fro[. near midnight (as expected) to
near no_',u for high levels o2 activity. This was traced to the dctual data for
which the plasma parameters clearly peak nest noon for high activity (i,,e, days
348, 1970; 217 and 223, 1972). As _e _ere careful to select only days for
which injections began when the ATS-5 satellite _as near midnight, this may _¢ell
be a common feature o£ the plasma _ovAitions associated with high activity,

(
r

MODELING RESULTS

Figure 1 presented the results which form the basis of the AFGL Environ-
mental Specificationo Figure 2. is a plot of the average local time variations
of T(AVG), T(RMS), and current for ATS-5 and ATS-6_ Error bars have not been
indicated but they are roughly 50% of the average value. Also sho_n are

estimates of T(AVG), T(RMS), and current for an Ap value of 15 (or average
geomagnetic activity) as derived from the AFGL simulation model, For ATS-5
the results for the statistical model and the slu_lation model are in excellent

agreement confirming that the sLnmlation adequately predicts average conditions,

_I._ Figure 3 Indlcates typical (Ap _ 15) and active (_ = 207) conditions as
predicted by the simulation model _che average energy is the ratio of the

I energy density to number density and is equal to 3/2 T(A"G))° The results arein good agreement w_th DeForest and McZlwaln (1971) for "typical" activity

. levels. Figure 4 gives the results for nl, T , n2, and T Note in all cases
that there is an approximately Xl0 change in t_e 4 moments _or the electrons and
X4 for the ions with geomagnetic activity (also, the current as current density
is directly proportional to number flux), but little in energy (or temperature).
This observation is also born out by the statistical model (see Garrett, et el,

1978), there being, at most, a doubling of temperature_

Although the _ifferences between ATS-5 and ATS-6 as presented in figures

1 and 2 are likely due to the near-doubllng in geomagnetic activity between

the ATS-5 and A_:S-6 data, the foregoing observatlons awl differences preclude

an unambiguous ez.pla.natlonat this time, Interestlngly_ there is significant

I_. qualitative agreemen_ as to the local time variation between ATS-5 and ATS-6.
T(RMS), for example, peaks near 1800 for electrons e.nd ions while the current

i'. peaks near midnight, T(AVG) peaks near 2100 for the ions (the case is not

: _.". c:._ar for the electrons). Considering the varied data sources from _hich the
_I._ r,isults came, thi_ agreement is quite surprising and deserves further analysis,



CONCLUSIONS ._

The Air _'orce Geophysics Laboratory has developed _ oimple _odQls o£ the
geosyv_hronouo plas_ environmenC. These ,_dels were speci££calJ.y developed in
response Co d:e needs of _e spacecraft charging co_un_eyo In su_ry_ a
deta£1ed model' (£.e. m the histosrams and everest values versus local _.£me) was
developed based on ATS-5 and ATS-6 data. Al_iough this model provides infer-
mation on the ranges o£ parametersp it does not simulate actual plasm_ chanses
in time. An analytic simulation model expressible in a particularly co--pact 1
form was developed in response to this latter need. The two models were shown

J
to be consistent £or averase conditions. The simulation is known to r_.ediec
maximum spacecraft potentials near noon for high levels of 8eomagnetic activity I
as it ts deliberately biased toward injection events besinning when the satel-

( lice ts near midnight° Even so, it adequately predicts geosFnchronous plasma _
' variations under a varieCj of conditions.

A fJ, nai point is the importance of the observation that T(AVG)# T(RMS)
most o£ the _,'.me. This means Chat only rarel_ (apparently primarily at mid-
night) is the low energy plasma representable by a Maxwellian distribution and,
hence, a temperature in the classical sense of the word. Errors as great as
a factor of 3 are common between T(AVG) and T(RMS)_ It is, therefore, strongly
recommended chat a 2-Maxwellian distribution be used where possible as a ,uLni-
ms1 representation of the plasmas This distribution is readily derived by a
simple algebraic expression from the 4 moments of the distribution fJnction
(see Garrettp 1977). All data and computer programs are available from AFGL.
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l_i ' AVERAGE PLASMA ENVIRONM_TT AT GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT

S.-Y. Su
Lockheed Electronics Co._ Inc.

_' ' A. Konradi

NASA Johnson Space Center

SUMMARY
..).

_" (! The average plas_a environment at geOsynchronous orbit (GSO) is derived
_i from a whole year's worth of plasma data obtained by the UCSD electrostatic !

electrometer on board ATS-5. The result is primarily intended for use as a _lq
, general reference for ,engineers designing,a large spacecraft to be floW_ at
"_ GSO. A simple mathematical formula using a 3rd order polynomial is found toD i

! be adequate for representing the yearly averaged particle energy spectrUm from i
70 to _I,000 eV under different geomagnetic conditions. Furthermore, corre-
lation analyses with the geomagnetic planetary index Kp and with the auroral "
electroJet index AE were carried out in the hope that the ground observations '
of the geomagnetic field variations can be used to predict the plasma varia-
tions in space. Unfortunately, the results indicate that such forecasting is _I
not feasible by use of these two popular geomagnetic parameters alone.

INTRODUCTION

:_ A general introduction to the plasma enVironment near geosynchronous orbit
" (GSO) was glven by S. E. DeForest (ref. i) at last year's conference. It was
_ understood that the dynamic behavior of the plasma environment near GSO is

extremely complicated and that the observations made by a single spacecraft so
far fail to resolve the temporal and spatial variations of the enVironme_t.
Without complete knowledge of the physical processes of the environment, it is
impossible to present any nUmerical model to quantify the plasma parameters
that describe the complicated dynamic magnetosphere duri_ the substorm period.
HoWever, long-term statistical averages of the plasma environment can be used
as a ground-zero approach in defining the plasma environment at GSO. Such a
model can be used by theoreticians as the stea_7-state solution in the particle-
spacecraft interaction model. It also is a great asset to engineers in under- "_
standing the long-term dosage of the low radiation to be considered in the

• design of a large spacecraft. /,

Only a few spacecraft have carried detectors that are capable of measur- :i
ing particles with a wide range of energies. The UCSD plasma experiment flown _I
on ATS-5 at GSO measured plasma energy flux intensity for the energy range :,_ 1

I

from 50 to 50,000 eV for both positive ions (assumed to be protons) and i /

. electrons. These particle data represent the typical pia_ma environment at :_i _
GSO. They are available to the science community in the form of particle
energy spectrograms plotted on microfilm, with differential energy flux _ i

_ intensities encoded into a range of gray scales. No example of such a spectro- :
gram will be shown here because it is ass_med that the audience is familiar
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with the form_,t of McIlwain's spectrogram (ref. 2). The d_ta coverage was

_ fairly complete at the beginnin_ of experiment SO that the year 1970 Was
chosen for long-term statistical _nalysis. The year 1970 is quite close to
the sun-spo+_ maximu_ of the ll-year sola_ cycle; thus, these plasma data should i

represent a moderately active radiation environment at GSO.

DATA REDUCTION i

To obtain the numerical Values of the particle energy spectrum for the i
: present analysis_ we first used the Boiler and Chivens Photometric Data i

' System's Microdensitometer to digitize the gray ccdings of the energy flux !

intensity in the spectrogram from the microfilm. In order to avoid edge- i
interference of the data on the microfilm during the _,oceSs of digitization,

the minimum and maximum energy limits are set at 70 eV and 41,000 eV, respec- !!

tively. Forty-eight energy level steps between the minimum and _aximum limits 1

were chosen to cover approximately equ_l energy intervals on a logarithmic I
scale. The data Were digitized at lO-minute spacings of universal time (UT).

The numerical data of day i and d_7 2 of 1970 obtained by the digitization

procedure were plotted to compare with the data published by DeForest and

Mcllwain (ref. 2). The digitized data were found to be accurate within a

factor of 2 of the original data. _ne digitized particle energy flux inten-

sities were converted to particle number flux intensities by dividing the

energy flux intensities by the corresponding energy level measured in eV. The
data for each 10-minute interval is then stored as a single data point in the

computer's memory to create a large data bank for the analysis carried out in
the next section.

Owing to the man-power shortage for digitizing the spectrogram on the
microfilm, only the particle fluxes perpendicular to the local geomagnetic

field lines were digitized. The pitch angle distributions of the particles

are not available _n the present analysis. :

DATA ANALYSIS

The data are presented in local time (LT), instead of universal time (UT),
to indicate the satellite location in the magnetosphere. The local time is

related to universal time by the formula LT = UT-7. As mentioned before, the

dat,_ are obtained at lO-minute intervals and are stored in the computer's

memoi_ bank. Three consecutive data points are then averaged into one half-

hour Qata point. All available half-hour averages in 1970 were then averaged

into 2_ hourly averaged data points along the satellite's 2_-hour period

). orbit. The results are shown in Figure i. The electrons are seen to have
)

_.\I_5 _ higher flux intensities than the protons at all times. The shapes cf theenergy sp, '-_ for both protons and electrons change very little between two

_ : adjacent ic_al-tlme observations. However, noticeable changes are evident in
_ the flux intensities and in spectral shapes betwee_ Widely separated local

_ times (e.g., compare 00-01 LT and 12-13 LT). The reason for such differences _:

_ is that the sa_ellite detects large flux intensities in the night-side magneto- _i
sphere where the low energy plasmas are energized during substorms. As those "

_ newly energized plasmas begin to drift around the earth toward the day-slde

magnetosphere, they are subjected to various loss mechanisms and to particle
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dispersion effects. Thus, they appear to be different in spectral shape and in i_
: intensity level When they art detected by the spacecraft on the d_V-side or on r _,_ _

the night-side. The observation of a local minimum in both the proton and i
_, :_._ electron spectra for the energy range f_om 500 to 8000 eV, in the d_V-side mag- !

netosPhere, indicates that both parti_le species in that ener_ range have been

, greatly depleted due to a greater loss process operative on them. i _

The results of the averaged, energy-integrated number flux_ energy flux,
and energy density of low energy plasma particles observed in 1970 are listed ':

,, in Tables 1 and 2 for protons and electrons0 respectively. _t is known from i
experience that protons and electrons with energies het_reen 10,000 and 200,000 _ ,

ii eV contribute substantially to energy flux intensity and ener_ density, but ,
not to number flux intensity. Since the present study covers only particle
energies up to _i,000 eV, to obtain estimates of the particle energy flux and

{ _ the energy density at GSO We should mUltiply the values given in Tables 1 and 2 i
_ , by factors of 2 to 5. _

i i

A frequency distribution of the occurrence of large integral flux levels
along the satellite orbit is plotted in Figure 2. The criteria for selecting

" the critical flux levels for protons and electrons are set so that they repre-
sent flux intensities that are coRnonly observed during moderate substorms.
The high electron flux intensities are primarily observed in the nlght-side
magnetosphere, with the maximum frequency occurrence located between 01 and 02
LT. On the other hand, high proton flux intensities are observed at all local
times although the peak frequency is still cer,_ered around 00 LT. The reason

.... for such contrast in distribution is that the electrons are more readily pre-
cipitated into the upper atmosphere as they drift toward the day-side magneto-
sphere after they are injected in the night-side ma_etosphere; thus, they
rarely show high flux levels on the day-side. Protons, on the other hand, are
more stable so that the level of flux intensity is more or less maintained along
the drift paths after they were injected in the night-side magnetosphere.

Because the loss mechanism is not very operative for protons, the level of
proton flux intensity along the GS0 changes very little, indicating lesser de-
pendence on geomagnetic conditions, While the electron flux intensity fluctu-
ates drastically in accordance with geomagnetic activities. In other words,
the maximum and minimum electron flux intensities can differ by _bout a factor
of 750, yet the maximum and minimum proton flux intensities differ merely by a
factor of 20.

One of the objectives of the present data analysis is to correlate the
energy-integrated flux intensities observed at _0 with .the geomagnetic activi-
ties represented by some types of ground o_servations. This is carried out in
the hope that the total flux level in space can be predicted from observations
of geomagnetic indices on the grouud. Because of the different loss mechanisms
operative upon protons and electrons at GS0, the measured electron flux inten-

' sities may fail to show any large flux variations in the d_y-side magnetosphere
as seen in Figure 2. On the other hand, the newly in_ected protons may blend
with the old residual proton fluxes _nd drift together around the earth to be-
come indistinguishable from each other. The complicated temporal and spatial
variations of the protons and electrons in space may ixmit the utility of the
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_ li correlation analysis. Nevertheless, a linear correlation analysis was carried
,, out to determine the degree of the relationship between the particle flux in-

tensities and the geomagnetic indices. The geomagnetic indices used for the _'_
ii analysis are the auroral electro Jet (AE) index an_ the geomagnetic planetary

(Kp) index, The AE index can_ in principle, reveal substor_ activity in the
magnetosphere and is available in half-hour aversgeS for the present stud_. On
the other hand, the K_ index is only available in 3-hour averages so that cor-
relation analysis With this index is carried out for supplementary purposes
only. The linear correlation coefficients for the electron and proton fluxes
with AE indices at various lag times are shown in Figure 3. The correlation I
analysi_ was carried out hY using logarlthfaicvalues of the flux intensities

A

/j
and the A_ values. Analyses with different combinations in the form of the
flux intensities and the AE indices were also performed. No significant
changes in linear correlation coefficients were noticed so that Figure 3 can be

( regarded as a typical result, iI

' As was expected, a correlation between the particle flux intensity in space
and the AE index observed on the ground exists, but is not as striking as one
might anticipate. Although the correlation coefficient is barely larger than
0.2 as shown in Figure 3, the probability of having 15,000 random pairs of num-
b_.rsfor a correlation _oefficient of 0.2 is much les._than 0.0001 (Bevington,
ref. 3). Therefore, a definite, causal relationship does exist between the oh-

4

servation of high particle flux intensity in space and recordings of the large
AE values by ground stations. However, the low correlation coefficient also
indicates that we cannot expect a one-to-one correspondence between the varia-
tions of the flux intensity and the AE index. In general, the correlation co-
efficients between the electron flux intensities and the AE indices are better
than those between proton flux intensities and the AE indices, but still lack
any striking significance. Since the particles are most likely to be energized
in the night-side magne_..sphereand therefore show high flux intensities during

_:, substorms, there may exist a better correlation between particle fluxes and the
substorm indicator index AE during the 12-hour period each day when the satel-
lite is in the night-sido magnetosphere. Therefore, we have calculated another

correlation coefficient between the electron flux variations and the AE indicesin regions of local time from 20 LT through midnight to 08 LT. This coincides
._ with the regions of high probability for observing large electron flux intensity

as seen in Figure 2. The result is shown in Figure 4. The correlation coeffi-
_ cients are impressively high. The peak correlation occurs with the AE ir,dex

shifted half an hour ahead in time of the observed electron flux intensity. The
.... peak coefficient of 0.65 implies that there is probably a one-to-one correspond-
i_: ence between the peaks of the AE index and the electron flux intensity. With
i_; the best correlation being obtained bY comparing the flux intensity with the AE

index half an hour before the flux observation, we might think that we could
: forecast the arrival of a large electron flux at the spacecraft. However, the
:_ slow changes in _he correlation coefficients around the peak value as seen in

Figure _ means that the prediction may be impractical because of the lack of
definite cut-off criteria for selecting the peak.

The proton fluxes, on the other hand, fall to show an improved correlation
• _ith the AE index even when the satellite observation is limited to the night-

side magnetosphere so that we did not plot the results in Figure 4.
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Furthermore, neither proton nor electron fluxes show a good correlation with

the Kp indices. Since the Kp index can now be forecasted on a real-time basis,

as a referer_ce to the expected values of the particle flux intensities at ._
different Kp values, Table 3 lists the maximum particle flux inten-

sitles observed at various local times for different Kp values. The particle
_ flux intensity, in gener_l, increases as Kp increases. However, there are

io some flux intensities wltich are observed during very high Kp yet show smaller
values than those observed at lower Kp as seen in Table 3. The reason for

such a discrepancy is dt_e to the fact that the number of observations made

during high Kp is too sn_ll to yield a good statistical representation.

MATHm_ATICAL MODEL

Another objective of the data analysis is to derive a mathematical model

for particle flux intensities observed at GSO. The model can be used for
( simulation of particle encounters by a spacecraft at a certain local time with

a _pecified geomagnetic _ondition. However, we should always remember that the

dynamic behavicr of the plasmas at GSO is so complicated that only the statis-
tical averages of the p_rticle fluxes can be predicted.

From inspection of Figure i, we conclude'that the particle energy spectrum

cannot be fitted by a si:._le Maxwellian distribution function, but a reasonably
good fit may be obtuined by a composite of several Maxwellian distributions.

The search for correct components in the optimum set of the composite functions ii

can become a very tedious and la'oorious process. SinCe the use of composite _

functions may bear no physical significance with respect to the actual particle i

flux distribution, we m8_ as Well use a polynomial curve to _xt the particle I

flux intensity. We sele:ted polynomials varying from ist to lOth order to _!
carry out the lea_t-squares procedure for fitting all the flux intensities "_ii
in Figure i. The chi-sqaare test is then applied to choose the best-fit I•

polynomial. It was found that a 3rd order polynomial yields a consistently
low value of chi-square. On this basis, we conclude that the 3rd order

polynomial can _e_t represent the flux intensities in Figure i.

The result of the polynomial fit is given by

lOgl0 (F) - A1 + A2 (lOgl0 E) + A3 (lOgl0 E)2 J

o

+A_ (loglo E)_ (i)

where F is the particle number flux intensity and E is the particle energy in

eV. The coefficients AI through A_ have also been evaluated for different
local times and geomagnetic conditions. Tables _ through 6 show values of

these coefficients for the mcdel applied at the given _o_al time under a speci-

fic geomagnetic condition. The value of the particle flux intensity calcula-

ted from Equation (i) is of course valid only for the particle energy range
from 70 to 41,000 eV.
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I TABLE I. Protons _t Oeo_tatiouary Altitude ._j
i

,_,: Local Flux Intensity Energy Density Energy Flux Intensity

Time protons/cm2-sec-ster ergs/cm3-ster erg_/em2-sec-ster

00-01 l.lh E 7 1.48 E-9 0.278

01-02 1.08 E 7 i.hO E-9 0.268

02-03 1.34 E 7 1.45 E-9 0.268

03-04 1.45 E 7 i.54 E-9 0.291

04-05 1.00 E 7 1.17 E-9 0.222

05-06 9.OlE 6 1.12E-9 0.215
06-07 8.47E 6 1.09E-9 0.212
Q7-o8 7.85 E 6 i.03 E-9 0.203

( 08-_9 7.39 E 6 9.96 E-lO 0.200

09-_i_, 7.08 E 6 9.88 E-10 0.203

10-11 7.13 E 6 1.02 E-9 0.210
11-5.2 7.29 E 6 1.06 E-9 0.218

12-13 7.55 E 6 1.12 E-9 0.231

13-14 8.12 E 6 1.21 E-9 0.249 i
14-15 8.60 E 6 1.28 E-9 0.259

15-16 9.16 E 6 1.37 E-9 0.278 :'i
16-17 1.00 E 7 1.45 E-9 0.290

• 17-18 i.i0 E 7. 1.59 E-9 0.316 i
18-19 i.I0 E 7_ 3..59 E-9 O.315

19-20 i.i0 E 7 i. 57 E-9 O.310 i
20-21 l.lh E 7 1.61 E-9 0.315 _',

_ 21-22 1.15 E 7 1.61 E-9 0.315

22-23 1.17 E 7 1.61 E-9 0.312

23-24 1.16 E 7 1.55 E-9 0.295
I

I
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!
TABLE _. Electrons at Geostationa_y Altitude ._

Local Flux Intensity Energy D_n_ity Energ_ Flux Intensity
Tlmo oloctrons/em_-soc-st_r ergs/cmS-ster orgs/cm2-see-ster

00-ol 2.90E 8 5._7E-ie 3.03
: 0!-02 3.h9 E 8 6.76 E-IO 3.87

02-03 3.41 E 8 6.69 E-I0 3.85
03-0b 3.26 E 8 6.55 E-10 3.89
04-05 3._4 E 8 6.07 E-lO 3.61
05-06 2.73E 8 5.43 E-10 3.24
06-07 2.39 E 8 4.81 E-3.0 2.93
07-08 _.98E 8 4.07E-_0 Z._4
08-09 1.56 E 8 3.26 E-10 2.06
09-10 1.21E 8 2.54E-I.0 1.65

{ i0-II 1.01 E 8 2.14 E-lO 1.41
11-12 8.38E 7 1.78E-10 1.18
12-13 6.9( E 7 1.53 E-10 1.02
13-14 6.45E 7 1.42E-i0 0.952
1_-15 5.88 E 7 1.28 E-lO 0.856
15-16 5.52E 7 1.18E-10 0.787
16-17 5.89 E 7 1.21 E-IO 0.795
17-18 5.35 E 7 1.01 E-IO 0.638
18-19 5.69 E 7 1.01 E-lO 0.614
19-20 6.66 E 7 i.!0 E-lO 0.629
20-21 9.90 E 7 1.66 E-10 0.907
21-22 1.47 E 8 2.55 E-10 1.41
22-23 1.95 E 8 3.38 E-IO 1.79
23-24 2._4 E 8 4.38 E-IO 2.34

3O
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TABLE 3A. Maximum Proton Integral Fluxes
(Protons/cm2-sec-ster) i_

- z o-2 2+-_ 4'+-6 _..-_-
T_" ' , ,

00-03 1.08E7 1.39E7 1.93E7 1.59E7
03-.06 1.19E7 1.46E7 1.83E7 2.10E7
06-09 ......1.22E7 1.56E7 1.6_E7 2.38E7
09-12 l.OOE7 1.27E7 1.93E7 8.17E6
12-15 8.36E6 1.05E7 1.83E7 i._7E7
15-18 7.25E6 9.59E6 1.73E7 1.18E7
10-21 7.98E6 1.02E7 1.51E7 7.23E6

( 21-24 9"_iE6 1.21E7 1.69E7 2.12E7

*LT = UT-7

TABLE 3B. Maximum Electron Integral Fluxes
(Electrons/cm2-sec-ster)

t K o-2 2+-_ 4+-6 64L9
i

00-03 5._3ET 8._9ET 3.30E8 3.91E8
_ : 03-06 1.12E8 3.58E8 5.5hE8 9.49E8

;-_. :: 06-o9 3.22E8 5.86E8 9.23E8 1.08E9
!_ 09-12 3.20E8 6.37E8 8.65E8 8.17E8
_' 12-15 2.0hE8 4.50E8 7.65E8 6.89E8 4

15-18 1.18E8 2.31E8 h.88E8 1.73E8

18-21 8.27E7 1.08E8 1.23E8 5.25E7
21-2h 7.59E7 6.8_E7 8.05E7 .2.46E8

*LT = UT-7 !
D
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TABLE 4. Coefficients of the polynomial fit to the yearly averaged fluxes

LT A2 A3 J
_:_ Protons 00-01 7.193 -3.491 -0.976 -0.099
I 01-02 8.039 -4.177 1.I_8 -0.113

02-03 7.216 -3.276 0.850 -0.082
03-04 6.431 -2.465 0.572 -0.052
04-05 6.103 -2.019 0.414 -0.035

i_ 05-06 5.707 -1.5o0 0.222 -o.o14
06-07 5.554 -1.329 0.146 -0.004

_ 07-08 h.982 i01705 10.007 0.021
08-09 5.763 0.519 -0.495 0.067

._ o9-1o 3.641 0.869 -0.673 o.091
( lO-ll 3.748 0.782 -0.670 0.094
, 11-12 5.008 -0.385 -o.349 0.067

12-13 6.788 -2.108 0.161 0.019
13-14 8.50Z -3.954 0.758 -0.041
14-15 10.529 -6.041 1.439 -0.112

i 15-16 12.002 -7.589 1.953 -0.165
16-17 11.561 -7.238 1.903 -0.167 I
17-18 13.097 -8.940 2.486 -0.229
18-19 13.565 -9.370 2.616 -0.241
19-20 11.908 -7.944 2.220 -0.206
20-21 12.424 -8.415 2.377 -0.223
21-22 11.050 -7.099 1.986 -0.186
22-23 10.313 -6.351 1.770 -0.167
23-24 8.962 -5.202 1.475 -0.144

Electrons 00-01 9.789 -5.258 1.892 -0.237
01-02 8.721 -3.981 1.446 -0.187
02-03 9.550 -4.797 1.699 -0.212
03-04 9.417 -4.599 1.595 -0.197
04-05 9.470 -4.578 1.565 -0.193 _
05-06 9.917 -4.899 1.631 -0.196
06-07 10.353 -5.194 1.662 -0.194
07-08 10.723 -5.411 1.670 -0.i89
08-09 11.157 -5.731 1.708 -0.187
09,10 11.635 -6.232 1.828 -0.195
i0-ii 12.432 -6.883 1.986 -0.207
11-12 12.933 -7.362 2.107 -0.216
12-13 i2.472 -7.041 2.016 -0.207
13-14 12.747 -7.435 2.146 -0.221 '>_
14-15 12.353 -7.o16 2.o14 -0.208
15-16 12.274 -6.935 1.972 -0.202
16-17 11.252 -5.849 1.644 -0.172
17-18 10.280 -4.844 1.316 -0.139
18-19 9.204 -3_832 1.049 -0.118
19-20 7.502 -2.188 0.574 -0.076
20-21 7.902 -2.895 0.936 -0.125
21-22 8.017 -3.029 1.019 -0.136

, 22-23 9.655 -4.873 1,694 -0.213 '_
" _ 23-24 9.317 -4.750 1.728 -0.222

'i
i
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averaged fluxes

.... Table 6. .Ceeff.of the polynomial fit to the disturbed-time

i'_ LT A1 A2 A3 A_

.... ' Protons 00-01 3.998 -0.421 0.05_ -0.009
_! _ 01-02 _.907 -1,069 0,192 -0,018
• I 02-03 5.12_ -1.207 0,233 -0.023

03-0_ 3.512 0.248 -0.186 0.016
04-05 h.547 -0.683 0.080 -0.009
05-06 _,925 -0.979 0,171 -0,019
06-07 5.1_8 -1.293 0.265 -0.027 _
07-08 _.270 -0,291 -0.096 0.013 _
08-09 2._29 1.568 -0,689 0"07_l
o9-10 Z.I01 2.13_ -0.960 0.110
i0-ii 2.366 2.162 -1.042 0,126

( 11-12 3,836 0.729 -0.655 0.09_
, 12-13 6.63_ -2.135 0.232 0.008

13-i_ 8.968 -_.5_3 0.996 -0.069
i_-15 10.930 -6.562 1,671 .-0.i_0
15-16 11.609 -7._07 _.991 -0.177
16-17 I0.R88 -6,137 _,588 -0.138
17-18 7.322 -3.516 0.915 -0,083
18-19 9,508 -5.596 1.534 -0.i_2
19-20 8.326 -_.552 1.2_9 -0.118
20-21 10.809 -6.988 2,029 -0.198
21-22 7.23_ -3,520 0.950 -0.090
22-23 7.188 -3._lh 0.910 -0.086
23-2_ 5.663 -2.035 0.5_2 -0.056

Electrons 00-01 7,7_3 -3,213 1.27_ -0.17_
01-02 6.978 -2.325 0.989 -0.i_6
02-03 7.3!7 -2,457 0.961 -0.136
03-Ok 6.893 -1.933 0.767 -0.113
0_-05 6.600 -1.73_ 0.721 -0.ii0
05-06 7.2_i -2.227 0.826 -0.i17
06-07 8.379 -3.233 1.08_ -0,137
07-08 8.391 -3,087 0.991 -0.123
08-09 7,775 -2.31_ 0,68_ -0.087
09-10 9,107 -3,580 1,016 -0,115
i0-ii 11,298 -5.575 1.570 -0,163
11-12 12._12 -6,722 1.883 -0.190
12-13 13.674 -8.2_9 2.383 -0.2hO
13-i_ i_.368 -9.004 2.618 -0.264
i_-15 13,778 -8._69 2._4_ -0.2_6
15-16 13.343 -8.103 2,339 -0.237
16-17 10.763 -5.34_ 1.474 -0.153
17-18 8.47_ -3,835 0.841 -0,103
18-19 8.656 -3.h69 1.108 -0.1_h
19-20 8.655 -3.5_6 1.20_ -0.162
20-21 9,633 -_.922 1,763 -0,226
21-22 9.3h3 -4.568 1.62_ -0,203
22-23 10.996 -6,438 2.321 -0.287
23/2_ 9,675 -5,2_5 1,976 -0.25_
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Figure i: Hourly averages of the proton and electron fluxes observed by ATS-_ ]!
geostationary satellite in the year 1970. The upper curve in each _
frame is the electron flux intensity while the lower one is the

proton flux intensity. Although the flux intensities between two

adjacent local time observations are seen to be the same, great _

..,. variations exists for flux intensities at widely separated locations.
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Figure 2: The frequency distribution of the occurrence of high flux inten-
sities observed by ATS-5 in 1970. In general the high flux inten-
sities were observed when the satellite was in the night-side

magnetosphere.
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_" Figure 3: The linear correlation coefficients between the proton and electron
flux intensities and the auroral electrojet (AE) indices at various
lag times.
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: Figure 4: The linear correlation coefficients between the electron flux inten-
sities observed by ATS-5 in the night-side magnetosphere and the AE
indices at various lag times.
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_! ATS-5 AND ATS-5 POTENTIALS DURING ECLIPSE '

,_2__ Allen G. Rubiu a_..d Nen_/ B. Garrett
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

su_Y

ATS-5 and ATS-6 data for spacecraft charging during eclipse conditions
is analyzed. ATS-5 and ATS-6 charged to voltages greater than 100 volts for

( about 557. of the eclipse periods exan_ned. The mean spacecraft potential
' during eclipse was 2 keV for ATS-5, and the highest potential measured was

I0 kilovolts. For ATS-6, the mean potentlai during eclipse was 4 keV, the
highest potential measured being 20 keV. lhe average measured spacecraft

potentials for both ATS-5 and 6 depend approximately linearly upon _, This
relationship is due mainly to the dependence of electron current density on

Kp near midnight, Spacecraft potentials at geosynchronous orbit may, to a
_. rou_.tappro_tmation, thus be inferred £rom ground-based measurements of _,
-_ the planeta.ry3-hour index,

INTRODUCTION

': As the ATS-5 and ATS-6 spacecraft have been monitoring the plasma
environment at synchronous orbit since 1969, the data provided by these

•. satellites comprises the most extensive data base available of lo_energy
plasma conditions at geosynchronous orbit.

The present paper is a study of the statistics of charging events based
on data from 157 eclipses from ATS-5 and 40 eclipses from ATS-6.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF CHARGING POTENTIALS

For these eclipse charging events, ten minute averages of the chatting
_otentials were obtained. Figure i shrews the distribution of charging
potentials plotted separately for ATS-5 and ATS-6.

For ATS-5, 55_ exhibit charging to negative potentials greater than 110
volts and 54_ of the ATS.6 charging intervals are greater than 100 volts. This
means that both ATS-5 and ATS-6 charge to substantial negative voltages in
more than half of the eclipse intervals. The mean charging voltage of ATS-5

_ is 2 kilovolts for ATS-5 and 4 kilovolts for ATS-6. The highest observed
potential is I0 kilovolts for ATS-5 and 20 kilovolts for ATS-6.

Figure 2 shows the distribution o_ _ and the 3-hour planetary index
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for the &TS-5 and ATS-6 data time periods• ATS-6 data Was taken during a more
active geomagfletic period than ATS-5, so that the mean value of Kp for the : _

_ ATS-6 time period is considerably higher thafl that for the ATS-5 time period.
The higher mean Cha_ging potential for ATS-6 iS no doubt due to hotter injected
plasmas for the ATS-6 time period, i

CHARGING POTENTIALS VERSUS

Eclipse potentials versus Kp are shown in FigUre 3 for eclipse events on
ATS-5 and ATS-5 for Kp values up to 6. The error bars shown are the standard
deviations _ 1 a ) of the data. The _pacecraft potential rises linearlywith :

( Kp within the error, i

Sho_m on this figure as well is a theoretical curve based on a current
balance _:alculationin Which secondary emission properties of ATS-5 and 6 i_

materlal_1have been accounted for in an approximate mannerj using an average .:
secondary emission coefficient• This theoretical curve is given by

4

qVo ffiTe in ( Je ) i.i
I0 Ji i

where the factor 10 take_ account of secondary emission _coperties (Garrett and .0
Rubin, 1978).

R•M.S• electron temperature as a function of _ is shown in Figure ¢ for
the time period 2100-300. The electron moan temperature varies from 2 to 4

keV. The variation of the ratio of electron to ion current densitieE with Kp
is much greater, as shown in Figure 5• The theoretical prediction of space-
craft potential, as the product of Te and in (Je/10 Ji), shows that it is the

r dependence of the ratio of electron to ion current densities on the magnetic '
activity index, Kp, which,is responslble _or the strong dependence of charging

) potential on Xp. The mean R•M•S• electro_ temperature at a glvenKp for the
2100-0300 time period, for the entire ATS-5 and ATS-6 data bassi was employed

_" for this calculation• The theoretical curve corresponds very Well to observed

potentials for _ valu;s up to 4, but is somewhat higher at values.
larger Kp

The spacecraft potential is sho_._,,_o be proportional to _ for the 6-hour
period around midnight. _ is an easily accessible quantlty,havlng long been

D used as an indicator of geomagnetic activity• Since _ is calculated from
ground-based magnetometer systems_ it will be useful, _o the accuracy of the
error bars, as an indicator of the maximum potentials to be expected on a i
shadowed spacecraft surface at geosynchronous orbit. As ATS°5 and ATS-6 have
radically different sh_Lpes, this result could be applicable for a variety of
satellites (see Purvls et al , 1977, for a comparison beCween ATS-5 and ATS-6
potentials in eclip_p_•
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!-i'-- SUMMARY OF THE TWO YEAR NASA
J PROGRAM FOR ACTIVE CONTROL OF ATS-5/6

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARGING

Robert O. Bartlett

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Carolyn K. Purvis
_ NASA LeWis Research Center

i

SUMMARY

Over the past several years nUmeroUs experiments have been conducted on the
ATS-5 and ATS-6 which have demonstrated the feasibility of modifying or clamping the

environmentally induced potential of these spacecraft. This has been accomplished
utilizing the len engine experiments and monitoring their effects with the University of
California, San Diego, Auroral Particles instruments on each spacecraft.

The results of these experiments have shown that a thermiontc electron source

is capable of replacing photo-emitted electrons dtzring eclipse. However, the utility of
this type of device is limited ff its emission is suppressed by local electric fields o On
the other hand, it has been show1 that a plasma source will not only serve as a substitutz

for photo-emitted electrons but will also suppress differential charging of isolated ele-
ments of the spacecraft which would tend to suppress electron emission. This later

device is therefore capable of clamping the potential of a spacecraft without special con- t

sideraflon of its coupling to the ambiellt plasma. I

1
An overview of the experiments and a summary of their results are presented el

in this paper. Therefore, this paper serves as a "road map" to the spacecraft charging

experiments conducted on ATS-5 and ATS-6.
i

INTRODUCTION '_

In May of 1976, the National Aeronautics and Space AdministraUon (NASA) awarded
a contract to the University of CalifOrnia, San Diego (UCSD) with the objecUve of studying

active control of environmental eharglng on the Applications TechnOlogy Satellites (ATS)
5 and 6. This study was an element in the JOint NASA/Air Force Investigation of geosyn-
chr¢ _ons satellite charging (Lovell et al., i976). The in-orblt experimental phase of
this study has now been concluded. The contract report of the first year's activities Is _

p
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now avaliabie0and thefinalreportwillbe availableinthenearfuture.Initial_csults ._
of this effort will be summarized hero; t,owever, further analysis is warranted, and it ,_
is the hope of the authors that this paper will provide sufficient stimulUs to encourage
additional investigation of these data.

The results of these experlmettts have provided 2i5 data sets from ATS-5 and 36
data sets from ATS-6. Several Ofthese experiments w_xe conducted simultaneously on

,, the two satellites. During the course Of these measurements, 111 instances of environ- '
mental charging tOpotentials in excess of 1000 volts have been observed. No anomalous
effect has been associated with a.-_, of these charging events on either satellite.

The p,TS-5 and the ATS-6 satellites each carried an Auroral Particles Experiment
( and a Cesium I0n Engine Experiment. These instruments were jointly utilized to conduct

this investigation of actively controHiDg satellite charging. While neither instrument
was developed with this application ad an objective, the experimental results demon-
str_ted the achievement of altered or clamped satellite potential. There are features
of these experiments which raise questions which have not been conclusively answered.
Instruments specifically designed to study active control of satellite charging will clearl_
yield more definitive results. However, it is felt that the experiments described here
have added to the understanding of the environmental charging phenomenon and should
complement the results of future experiments Such as the USAF Space Test Program,
978-2 (Durrett et al., 1978).

DESCRIPTION O_' ATS-5 AND ATS-6 INSTRUMENTATION

if The detaiis of the ATS-5 and ATS-6 spacecraft and their respective instruments
have been previously presented (Bartlett et al., 1975; Purvis et ai., 1976). In summary,

i i Figures 1 and 2 depict the key features of each of these satellites including the relative
locatic¢ts of the Auroral Particles Experiment and the Cesium Ion Engine Experiment.

i,. The Auroral PartiCles Experiment on ATS-fi provided measurement of ion and electron
- flux in the 50 eV to 50 key energy range at fixed instrument apertures. The ATS-6

Auroral Particles EXperiment extended this range from 0.1 eV tO 80 kcV and lncorpora-
12 ted a scanning aperture to provide angttlar resolution. The ATS-5 ion engines are of the
,: contact ionization type utilizing a thermlonlO electron SoUrce (neutralizer). Alternately

the ATS-6 ion engines are of the bombardment type Utilizing _tlow energy cesium plasma
as its neUtralizer. When the cesium ion source is operated, the neutralizer serves as a
ready source of electrons to maintain a net charge neutrality. The neutralizer can also
be operated without the ion source. The ion sources and the neutralizers were utilized
to alter the current balance of each spacecraft and thus actively control the spacecraft*s
potential The Auroral Particles Experiments were utilized to measure this effect.
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. TEST CONDITIONS ,|

,-_ Since geogTnchronous spacecraft charg/ng was first measured (DeForest, 1972),
_:,'_ it Was clenr that the spacecraft norrp_ailydominates s_nbte_,t plasma perttwbatiou with a
'_" ready source of photo-emitted electrons. The obviouS exception Occurs during the ver-

ned and au0_nnal eclipse of the Sun, The most recent study of ATS-6 and ATS-6 poten-
tials during eclipse is reported by Rubin et al., 1978.

Neither ATS ion engine was dosigited to provide a bias of the neutralizer or ion
source relative to spacecraft ground. TherefOre, most of the potential control experi-
ments have been condUcted durb_ eoilpse when natural spacecraft Oharging events were

( likely. All of these eclipse tests have utilized only the noutra]lzere on the spacecraft.
, A few operations of the ATS-6 and ATS-6 ion sources have eccurred during full Sun

periods of the orl_t. The design of each ion engine required that the neutralizer be.
operated when the ion source was operated. 1 This restriction has been eliminated and
other features, such as blaslz_, ha-:e been Incorporated into the lon/e,_,ectron source to
be flown on USAF Space Test Program mission P78-2 (Cohen et al., 1978).

A sttmmary of the meaBurements relatin_ to active centre1 of the ATS-5 and ATS-6
potential is shown in Table 1. Various restrictions and problems precluded all com-
binations of instruments and test conditions, it is felt that the results of these measure-
merits provide a basis for predicting the behavior of electron and ton sources as
spacecraft potential control devices. The missing data sets therefore represent de-
sirable bUt not eSsen_al experiments relative to the ATS-5 and ATS-6 space, raft
charging stttdy.

ATS-5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

While the ATS-5 ion engine waS operated briefly as a thruster (DeFOrest ei al.,
1973), the far more interesting result_ were Obtained from the operation of its therm-
ionic nouti.alizer during eclipse. This is primarily due to the large s_acecr_d_ poten-
rials encountered during eclipse which Well exceeded the 50-eV minimum energy
resoi_tiOn of the UCSD Auroral Particles Experiment. lrtecent spectrogram data from
day 87 of 19'/8 are pr6sented in Figure 3 as typical of a spaoecrai_ Charging event which
is modified by the operaUon of the thermionic neutrali_er. The spectrogram is a time
plot showing energy of arrivi_ electron and ion fluxes. The density of the particle flux

1A special operation of the ATS-5 ion engine was conducted in 1973 commmzding
i_ off in an abnortnal manner. This briefly produced an ion beam while the n¢'atralizer
was off. Limited data indicate that the spacecraft charged to a pOtential of about
-3000 V (DeForest et al., i973).
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C,

is indicated by the gray Scale moving from dark (minimum) to light (maximum). At theonset of eclipse, denoted on Figure $, the spacecrdft charged to a potential of about ' '

Ii -2000 volts. This can be seen in Figure 3 as the dense (light) band of ions rising in

energy. As the spacecraft potential goes negative, low energy tons from the ambient
are attracted to the spacecraft and their energy upon arrival would be that of the space-
craft's potentl_d. It follows that no ions ca_ have energy less than the spaeecraft|s
potential. The apparent ion flUX at energies less than the sp_tceeraft potetitial is there-
fore instrument noise. Considering the nearly 9 year_ o_ orbital operation, this instru-
ment remains remarkably sensitive.

The spectrogram primarily finds its utility in qualitative examinations of environ-
mental flux features. By extracting the spacecraft's potential from the environmental

i { data, the effect of the operation of the ion engine's thermioWc neutralizer during day 97,
19'/8, eclipse is shoWn agqin in Figure 4. This linear plot more quantitatively demon- J°t
strates the effect of the neutralizer's operation. When the hot filament is flrs_ turned
on, the spacecraft initially discharges to a potential below -130 volts. The time between
the energy scans showing the spacecraft at -1500 volts and -13_) volts is about 14 seconds.
Subsequently, the spacecraft is charged to a potentisl of about 1000 volts. Following
the turn-off of the neutralizer, the spacecraft charged to about -2500 volts.

I The slow charging of the spacecraft while the neutralizer is on is believed to have
resulted from the suppression of electron emission by differential charging between the
spacecraft strUcture at neutralizer potentl._l _tnd the insulated thermal cover around the

t: neutralizer. The hot neutralizer filament is mounted _ppt'oximate|y 3 cm inboard Of the
!_: spacecraft skin. 1"he _uppression of electron emission from the ion engine neutralizer

in this geometry has been measttred in the laboratory (Goldstein, 1976). Additionally,
laboratory measurement of differential charging between conductive and nonconductive

'_ materials immersed in a high energy electron beam has been performed by =_urvis (1978)

which simulated the emission of electrons from the conductive element of the spacecraft.
_y A charging of the insulated materials with a similar time constant to that measured in

orbit was observed. The potential overshoot observed at the turn-off of the neutralizer
(Figure 4) is also typical of numerous active charge control experiments. This phe-
nomenon can a|so be explained as an effect of differential charging of the insulated
spacecraft surfaces associated with the operation of the neutralizer. The artiflcihlly
higher negative potential on _ese surfaces at neutralizer turn-off would alter the natural
current balance with the ambieiice until all surfaces reached their equilibrium potentials.

An additioaal series of orbital tests was structured to further examine the effect

of the neutraiizer's operation on s_acecraft pOtential. Simultaneous operation of both

the ion ei_ine neutralizers on ATS-5 was performed. Typical results of these expert-
merits are presented in Figure 5. Three such data sets were obtained. The turn-on of

the second neut..alizer did not have a marked effect. However, when the first neutihalizer
was turned off, a slight decrease in the spacecraft potential was observect during all
three tests. This phenomenon is not understood. When the second neutralizer was
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turned off, the spacecraft potential rose in a fashlon ty_|e_tl of si_gle neutraiizer opera-
lions. ,_

• In sUmmary, the hot filament neutralizer has been sb0wn tO have a significant
effect on the potential of ATS-5 during a Spacecrsft charging event. However, due to

! suppression of electron emission, the spacecraft was not clamped at plasma potential.
Laboratory data support the likelihood that differential charging of insulated svacecraft

i surfaces is suppressing electron emission. This hypothesis is consistent with the
transient behavior observed at the _rn-on and turn-off of the neutralizer in orbit..AI- /

ternately, the suppression of electron emission by a plasma sheath around the Space-
craft can not be ruled out. Measurements suggesting the presence of such a barrier

around ATS-6 have been presented (Whipple, 1975). Additional consideration of these _1

( data seems well justified.
t

ATS--6 EXPERIMENT RESULTS ._

The resultsof the ATS-6 experiments complement those of ATS-5. Sincethe

ATS-6 ion engineneutralizerutilizeda low energy plasma as an electronsource, the
effectsofa second-type neutralizercouldbe meastlred. Additlonal!y,the ATS-6

Auroral Particles Experiment provided significantly enhanced energy resolution.

The effect of the ol_ration of the ATS-6 ion engine as a thruster has been studied
by Goldstein et al., (1976) and more recently by Olsen (1978), In this cozifigtttaUon
the ion source and neutralizer are simultaneously operated. To summarize these tests,
Figure 6 is presented. The data demonstrate that the potential of ATS-6 was clamped
at about -4 volts throughout the 4-day operation of the Ion Engine Experiment.

The cesium vapor flow to the plasma neutralizer is regulated to control the poten-
tial of an anode probe in its discharge. The potential of the probe during the four-day
operation of the ion engine was about +4.5 V relative to spacecraft ground as measured
by telemetry. Since the neutralizer cathode potential is that of spacecraft ground, the
potential of the anode probe is at or very near the potential of the ambient plasma. If

the probe were Operated at spacecraft potential end the cathode o_ the plasma neutralizer
were operated with a negative bias, the spacecraft might well have been held at plasma
potential. The ATS-6 Ion Engine Experiment had no such bias capabili_;, it remains
for this concept to be demonstrated.

Several other interesting f_atures of the UCSD data were observed while the ion
thruster and neutralizer were Jointly operated. There are indications that differential
charging on ATS-6 was suppressed during this operation and that the measurement of

environmental data was enhanced by a constant spacecraft potential (Olseu, 19"/8).
Although the UCSD particle detectors cannot distinguish between protons and other ions,
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further analysis of the data may yield additional insight into the nature of particle flux .'_
_ - to the ATS-6 while the Ion Engine Experiment was operating. Present indleations are

_'__ that vsriaflon t_ low energy ion flux appears to m0re nearly folloW flatural variatlo_m of
the piasm{t rather than an ion fiux orlginating from the ion engine itself (Olsen, 19_8).

i_ Of equal interest were the ATS-6 ion engine neutralizer tests that were conducted
::) during eclipse. A spectrogram of such a test on day 97, 19"/'/, is presented in Figure V.
: The spacecraft potential from the same data Is linearly plotted in FigUre 8. Phese data

demonstrate that the low energy plasma neutralizer is sufficient to discharge the space-
craft. Due to the absence of natural low energy ions during this test, the exact pOtential
to which the spacecraft was clamped can not be measured with precision. Other experi-

_ ments of this type have shown that the spacecraft potential is clamped to approximately
( -5 V by the neutrallzer's operation, The operation of the plasma neutralizer has also

been shown to reduce differential charging of the spacecraft, but not to the same extent
_ts the operation of the ion thruster. This is most likely due to the larger density of

free low energy ionsassociatedwith the ion thruster'soperation.

Closer examinationof the data presented in Figures 7 and 8 provides severalin-

terestingobservations. The operationof the plasma neutralizerdifferssignificantly

_i from that of the therrnlonic neutralizer. To operate the thermionic neutralizer onATS-5, power iS simply applied to a tantalum filament by command, and the filament
_= reaches its operating temperature in a fractlon of a second. When the plasma neutralizer

is commanded on, power is applied to a heater which warms a supply of cesium in order
to deliver cesium vapor to the plasma neutralizer. When the density of the cesium
vapor and the cesium surface coverage of the neutralizer cathode are sufficient, a
plasma discharge strikes. Initially, this discharge operates from a relatively low
cesium vapor flow rate and is referred to as the plume mode of operation because of
its physical appearance. As the cesium supply continues to heat, the cesium vapor
flow rate increases and the plasma transitions to a point discharge described as the
spot mode of operation. As seen in FigUre 8, the occurrence of neutralizer spot mode
operation, which is telemetered, had no measurable effect on the spacecraft's potential.
The occurrence of plume mode, which is not telemetered, seems tO have provided an

ample source of electrons to discharge the spacecraft wlth a time constant too short
tO be measttred with the 16-second energy range scan of the UCSD instrument. As shown
in Figures '/and 8, the discharge of the spacecraft occurred tOward the end of the pre-
dicted time when the neutralizer would strike based on ground test data. Due to n mal-
function of the ion engine, the neutralizer vaporizer heater was operating at a slightly
reduced power, so a longer start-up time for the neutralizer would be expected. To
turn off the neutralizer, all power was removed from the experiment. This effectivelY.
meant that the neutralizer would instantaneously cease providing electrons and ions.
Figures V and 8 indicate that the time constant associated with the spacecraft naturally
recharging was significantly longer than that required to discharge the spacecraft with
the neutralizer. Also note that natural charging and discharging time constants as-

seclated with the onset and exit from eclipse are similar to that associated with the
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recharging of the sprzcecraft following the neutrali_er opet'atlon. The conclusion _
drawn from these fl/,cts is that the ambient plasma currents on this day were Over-
Whelmtngly dominated by the operation of the neutralizer. This same conclusion
was supported by all other ATS-6 active charge control experiments.

CONCLUSION

The generalized conclusions presented here are based on the results of all active :t
spacecraft charge control experiments conducted on ATS-5 and ATS-6 rather than the

A

limited data presented in this paper. In summary, these experiments have provided
the first lmowu measurements of the interaction of the natural plasma and an artificially

( produced plasma at geosynchronous altitude. The effects of these experiments on the
potentials of ATS-5 and ATS-6 have been examined with the following observations:

• The thermlonlc electron source on ATS-5 provided electrons to replace photo-
emitted electrons in eclipse; however, charging of the insulated surface
around this emitter suppressed electron current and prevented the spacecraft
from being driven to plasma potential for all plasma conditions.

• The neutralizer plasma source on ATS-6 maintained the spacecraft potential
within a few volts of the ambient potential for both positive and negative
charging events for all observed plasma conditions.

• Based on these measurements, it seems likely that a spacecraft could be
clamped at plasma potentiai by a low-energy plasma discharge Which could
be biased to compensate for the coupling to the ambient. This has not been
demonstrated however.

• Operation of the ion engine on ATS-6 was shown to Suppress differential
charging and clamp the spacecraft potential at a fixed voltage relative to the
ambient plasnU,.

• Active spacecraft potential control has not hindered, but has enhanced the
ability to make environmer.tal measurements at energies less than a few volts.

It has previously been shown that the environmental charging of ATS-B and AT$-6
has produced nearly identical potentials when the two satellites were at similar longi-
tudes (Purvis, 19"/6). This seems quite astol_tshing considering the marked dLfferenco

I between the two satellites as summarized in Table 2.
i_ Based on this observation, it follows that the dominant factor controlling the

equilibrium potential of a satellite is not the satellites' characteristics but the constit-
.: u_ncy of the ambient _-]asma. It is therefore felt that the above observations are gener-

_:_ ally valid and do not apply solely to the satellttes upon which the measurements were made.
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- Lastly) the time constants associated with all observed natural charging and dis-

i _. i charging events well exceeded the time constant associated with the discharging of theI satellite by either of the two active control devices. It Is therefore clear that these active

i__: I centre! devices completely dominate all natural current sOurces during these experiments.
i Since no spacecraft anomaly on ATS-5 or ATS-6 has been associated with a natural charg-

trig eveht or an active control experiment, It follows that the task of insuring that a satellite
! is not sensitive to the electromagnetic interference (EMI) potentially associated with en-
! vironmental charging is feasible. There Is no question, however, that tmique satellite
! design constraints may make the task of EMI senSitivJ.ty quite severe.
i
ii
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!_ Table 1. - Summary of Te_t _ondttions
i- .

ATS-5 ATS-6

iJ,
.-..,•

::' SUnlite - 9. Sunlite - 2

i_, Ion Source• w/Neutralizer Eclipse - None Eclipse - None

__ Sunlite - 24 SUnlito - 9.2 ._

Neutrali-er
!_ Only* Eclipse - 217 Eclipse - 14

. *The ATS-5 neutralizer produces electrons only while the ATS-6
neutralizer produces both electrons and ions.

Table 2. - Spacecraft Characteristics Summary

ATS-5 ATS-6
Launch (technology) 1969 1974

Attitude control Spin stabilized 3 axis stabilized

Exterior surface Quartz, paint Kapton, aluminum,

: quartz, silicon,
paint

Characteristic dimension 2 m 10 m
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I:: OPE T ONSOF ATS-6 ENG N'-*R. C. Olsen and E. C. N_tpple
°_" UniVersity of California, San Diego

ABSTRACT

The ion engine experiments on ATS-6 have been operated in daylight and
eclipse. The effect on particle fluxes to the spacecraft was monitored with

( the UCSD Auroral Particles Experiment. These data also provide information
on the potential of the spacecraft with respect to the ambient plasma and on
the local electric fields caused by the charge distribution on the satellite°

DaylJ_tc operations of the plasma bridge neutralizer and the cesium
thruster in fall, 1974, served to hold the spacecraft between -3 and -8

volts with respect to the ambient plasma. Neutralizer operation reduced
differential charging effects, while operation of the thruster usually
reduced the effects below the detectors sensitivity. Eclipse operations of

the neutralizer reduced kilovolt negative potentials to a few volts. Opera-
tion of the thruster prevented possible charging of the satellite during
substorms, making it possible to study low energy particle spectra which are
at times obscured by charging during substorms.

INTRODUCTION

Applied Technology Satellite 6 carried two cesium ion thrusters up to
geosynchronous altitude in 1974. Also on board was the UCSD Auroral
Particles Experiment, designed to count electrons and ions in the 0-80 key
range. The ion engines were operated in 1974, and met most of their
objectives. Unfortunately, neither engine could be restarted after their
initial tests, but in 1976 and 1977 the plasma bridge neutralizers were
successfully operated. These operations have been monitored with the UCSD
instruments to determine the spacecraft potential and to try Co understand J

the local electric fields. ',]

ATS-5 and ATS-6 have experienced charging of several hundred volts in i
daylight, and potentials up to 18 kilovolts in eclipse. DeForest (1972) !
has reported on the former satellite. This charging accelerates ions into
the spacecraft and repels electrons, degrading measurements of the environ-
ment. Differential charging is even more serious in its effect on data.

(Grard, DeForest, and _nlipple, 1977), Whipple (1976) has studied the
trapping of photoelectrons by ATS-6. He shows that a barrier can be set up
around the spacecraft, returning spacecraft generated electrons (primarily
photoelectrons) to the spacecraft, and shutting out the ambient electrons.

_ *This work was s'Jpported by NASA Lewis Research Ccn_er Grant NSC 3150.
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The ion engine operations are being Studied as a means of controlling

charging. Based on preliminary results from the 1974 operation, s. the neutral- ,_
Izers were operated with the objective of modifying large potentials.
Goldsteifl and DeForest (1976) have reported on the engine operations and on
some of the similar tests run on AT$-5. A report cataloguing the data up
through 1976 was compiled by 01sen and _ipple (1977).

Following are more detailed descriptions of ATS-6, its ion engines, and
the UCSD detectors. The electrostatic characteristics of the spacecraft will
be emphasized. Following this is an analysis o£ the operations of the two
engines in dayllght and an operation of the plasma bridge neutralizer in
eclipse with the spacecraft highly charged.

ATS-6
(

The sat.b.llice is a large (_ 15 meters) inhomogeneous array of materials
(see figure L). The UCSD experiment sits on tup of the satellite in the
environmental, measurements package (EHE). The exterior of the EME package is
nominai.y conducting. It is flanked by solar arrays (insulatorS) which are
on booms extending 25 feet on either side. Below the EME package is a para-
bolic antenn_ 9 meters in diameter. Its electrostatic properties are not well
known. Constructed from dacron mesh, it is coated with copper, which is in
turn covered by a lubricant (insulator) to aid deployment. Five meters below
the antenna is the earth viewing module (EVM) which contains the ion e_lgines.
The surface of the EVM is conducting. I_ short, ATS-6 is a large electro-
statically complicated satellite. Geometrically, the ion engines and-the
particle detectors are well separated.

i_ ION ENGINES

_-- The ion engines are ceSiur_ bombardment engines utilizing the magneto-

,_ electrostatic containmen _. concept (see figure 2). Two grids are used to
extract and accelerate the plasma. Neutralizing electrons are supplied by a
plasma bridge neutralizer. The neutrallzer generates its own cesium plasma
at the plasma probe potential. This plasma provides the necessary electrons
to the ion beam. The neutralizer is the main link between the engine, beam,
and the spacecraft mainframe. The main th.-_ster is essentially floating.

The beam is nominally .1 amp accelerated through 1.1 kv, with the outer grid
' at -560 volts. It produces 4.45 mN (I milllpound) of thrust (see Worlock,

et at., 1975).

DETECTORS

The UCSD Auroral Particles Experiment consists of two sets of rotating
detectors and one fixed detector. The rotating detectors are paired ion and
_lectron detectors; the fixed detector measures only ions. All count

particles as a function of energy (0-81 keY in 64 exponential steps, 16 set.)
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_, and angle (220 ° in 2 1/2 minutes). These instruments can be considered dif-

ferential in angle, area I and energy (Mauk and McIlwain, 1975). i'_

OPERATIONS

The ion engines w_re operated in two main experiments. The first lasted
about one hour and was conducted in a low energy environment. The second

operation lasted 92, hours, began during a fairly active period, and included
a variety of environments.

_r Day 199/74

_ The first ATS-6 ion engine operation was on July 18, 1974. The data is
presented in spectt'ogram form in flgure 3. The spectrogram provides the

count rate as a function of tlme (horizontal axis) and energy (vertical axis).

The energy scales are logarithmic, with the ion scale inverted° Electrons are

in the top band, ions in the lower. The intensity iS proportional to the
count rate. In tbese Spectrograms, the intensity cycles, that is, it reaches

a maximum lightne_S, and then cycles to black and starts over again. This
occur_ in figure 3 for the i0 eV ions. The pitch angle for this detector is

plotted over the spectrogram, and is seen here cycling between lO° at the

bottom and 150° at the top. The spectra varies as the detector rotates, show-

' ing the pitch angle distribution.
• 0

• There is a band of low energy electro_s from 0-50 electron volts visible

in the spectrogram. The bottom few eV of the spectra are photoelectrons, the

rest ambient plasma. There is no apparent differential charging. When the
neutralizer ignites at 3:10, there is a change in the low energy spectra for

electrons and ions. The decrease in intensity of the electrons is mirrored

by an increase in the _on intensity. This and the absence of ions below 4 eV

are interpreted as a shift in potential to about 4 volts negative. By com-

parison of the particle spectra before and after neutralizer ignition, we
infer the spacecraft was 4 or 5 volts positive before _he neutralizer ignited.
After the potential shifts, the photoelectrons are repelled by the spacecraft.

The neutralizer arced off at 3:16, and both it and the ion.engine turned

on at 3:32. The spectra changes promptly at both transitions. The spacecraft
then goes to -5 to -7 volts potential, and remains there until 4:03, when the
engine and neutralizer flamed out. The engine reignites at 4:08, and stays

on untll 4:35, when the experiment ended. At each of these shutoffs the
spectra resumes the form _u had before the tept. The amblent plasma can be
considered constant over this time period.

These data show the_ operation of the plasma bridge neutralizer, with
and without the engine, ca_Ises the spacecraft to shift from a small positive

i_ potential _o a negative potential o[ a few volts. Simple current balance

_'i .... _ arguments show that in the neutralizer-only mode the neutralizer was emitting

,/.., a net positive current, i.e., ions.
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I Day292/74
The second ion engin_ test was conducted ut:der different environmental

conditions, and lasted for a much longer period of time (92 hours). The

_ engine ignited in the latter stages of a substorm. The spacecraft was chargedto -50 volts, accompanied by a differential charging barrier of about 90

i_ volts. These effects can be seen in figure 4, which shows the ignit.ons of
i_ the neutralizer and thruster. These transitions are at 7:44 and 8:05

;-- respectively. The shorter time period of the spectrogram emphasizes the
angular variations in the spectra. The effec=s of the differential charging
before the engine ignites can be seen in the low energy band of electrons in
the top half of figure 4. The sharp transition at low energies is the sig-

i_ nature of this effect. It implies that some surface of the spacecraft is at

least 100 volts negative with respect to the satellite mainframe and our( instrument.

i_ The potential of the mainframe is plotted in figure 5. The spacecraft
potential was inferred from the first (lowest) energy channel of the
detector containing an appreciable number of ions. We have assumed that we

are not seeing any cesium ions from the engine. To add consistency to the
data most of the data points were taken with the detector at _ 90 °, which

corresponds to looking straight out from the spacecraft. The detector was
not pointed at 90 ° during the ignition of the neutralizer at 7:40 so two
data points taken at 170 ° were included. It can be seen that the neutralizer

quickly brings the spacecraft within a few volts of the ambient pla_ma.
Uncertainties in the spacecraft potential are largely due to a lack of low

energy particles at 90° thus making most of the points between 7:40 and 8:05

an upper bound on the magnitude of the potential. The potential leveled off
at about -4 or -5 volts when the thruster stabilized.

The differential barrier around the spacecraft shows a more interesting

variation. The value plotted in figure 6 is the energy of the transition

from high to low counts. The error bars are basically plus or m_nus one

energy channel. When the neutralizer igniteo at 7:40 there is a sharp drop
in this energy but it does not reach zero. The thr1_ster comes on at 8:05,

and by 8:10 the differential charging signature is gone. This behaviour

could be explained by the need of negatively charged insulators for an extra

ion source to discharge them. The neutralizer is not putting out enough ions

to do the job. The thruster provides a source of charge exchange ions which

could be diffusing around the spacecraft, drawn by the local fields.

This ignition process showed that a plasma bridge neutralizer is capable
of discharging a negative satellite. In contrast to the previous operation,

it is supplying a net negative current, i.e. emitting electrons. The space-
craft again attains an equilibrium potential of a few volts negative. This
is effectively the coupling potential between the spacecraft (the neutralizer

probe) and the ion beam. Differential charging is reduced by the neutralizer
but is not completely eliminated until the thruster has been on for 3-5
minutes.
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Days 292-296/74 ,_

The spacecraft was held at about -4 or -5 volts throughout the 92-hour
- operation. A number of magnetospheric substorms occurred duriflg this time

period. During similar storms outside this time period, the spacecraft
charged several hundred voles negative and was accompanied by severe dif-
ferentiai charging. Data from this time period are displayed in figure 7.
The engine operation begins on day 292 at 8:00 and ends on day 296 at 04:00.
The largely constant band of ions at 10 eV show the constancy of the poten-
tial, The potential is gluctUating before and after this operation, negative

_ before (up to -300 V) and probably positive afterwards. The White blotches

at the middle of the spectrogram, centered around hour 18 o_ each day_ are
due to an instrumental effect, and are effectively data dropouts in that
energy region. The electron data is undisturbed by differential chargi_g.

( We see here an example of the improvement in the data when the space-
' Craft pot_ntlal is controlled.

Day 98/77

If the spacecraft goes into eclipse, the absence of photoelectrons
changes the balance of currents to the spacecraft. It is conu_on for the

spacecraft to be at equilibrium at a few volts negative in eclipse. When the
plasma bridge neutralizer was operated under these co_dltions, there was
little or no change in the spacecraft potential. However, if the environ-

ment is energetic, as in the aftermath of a geomagnetic substorm, spadecraft
at geosynchronous orbit sometimes reach several kilovolts. On April 8, 1977
(day 98), ATS-5 reached -8 kV. The neutralizer was operated during the
eclipse to modify the spacecraft potential. The data for this event are pre-

sented in figure 8. The solar array current is a function of the spacecraft

illumination. The neutralizer probe voltage shows that the neutralizer is

on, but the telemetry saturates at 15.7 volts. Ignition of the neutralizer

(into "plume" mode), is recognized more sensitively by the spacecraft poten-

tial, the bottom graph. The break in the probe voltage curve at 9:22 is the

neutralizer entering "spot" mode. Prior to eclipse, the spacecraft was at

-50 V. Upon entering eclipse (9:05) it charges even higher and then dis-

charges quickly When the neutralizer begins supplying electrons (9:12). When
. the neutralizer is turned off (9:30), the spacecraft promptly charges back up.

Upon exiting eclipse (9:35) the spacecraft discharged again. This and other
operations under similar conditions showed that the plasma bridge neutralizer
is capable of discharging kilovolt potentials.

SU_R¥

' ATS-6 ion engine operations from 1974 and a neutralizer operation from
1977 have been analyzed. These operations showed that the r:lasma bridge

_ neutralizer operating alone could discharge a negatively ch_rged spacecraft,
:I or shift a positive spacecraft to slightly neg;_tive. The neutralizer reduced

but did not eliminate dlfferential charging. Operation of th_ mai_ thruster
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_._ clamped the spacecraft at _ -5 voles, the potential dlff¢rence between the ,_
spacecraft and the ion beam, and eliminated differential charging at. the................

-_; startup of the thruster.

To £urthzr understand these results, more work needs to be done in
eharacterizing ion engines as particle sources, particularly in the low
energy region, and as a function of time at ignition.
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;: CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENTIAL CHARGING OF ATS-6*

I Bruce Johnson and Elden Whipp!e

University o£ California, San Diego

Since the launch of the ATS-6 satellite into a geostationary orbit in
June of ]974, the UCSD Auroral Particles Experiment has collected an enormous
wealth of data. It was not surprising to find these data indicating the AT3-6
satellite was charging to negative potentials of hundreds of volts since ATS-5

charged to such values (DeForest, ref. 1). Since then it has been well estab-
lished that spacecrafts of varying configurations can frequently charge to

( hundreds and sometimes thousands of negative volts (DeForest, ref. 2; Reasoner
et al., ref. 5). Less well understood is the phenomena of differential

i charging. Differential charging is simply the charging of different parts of
a spacecraft tn different values. Clearly this could happen since a typical
spacecraft has solar arrays, conducting surfaces, thermal blankets, etc., all
o£ which have differe_xt charging properties; but the identification of dif-
ferential _harging as such is not as simple as the idea. Fortunately ATS-6
has some peculiarities in its data that lend well to a differential charging
explanation, and that is the topic of this paper.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT AND DATA

The UCSD Auroral Particle_ Experiment consists of five particle
detectors. There are two rotating heads each containing a positive ion and
electron detector. One head rotates in the north-sout_._ plane, while the other
rotates in the oast-west plane. The fifth particle detector is a fixed ion
detector pointed eastward in the direction of the spacecraft motion. The
rotating heads have a 220 ° range. Each detector can collect particles at 64

energy steps, ranging from 0 eV to 81 KeV, with the capability of dwelling at
one particular energy step or scanning through all 64 steps in 16 seconds.
The resolution of the particle analyzers is such that AE/E is approximately
2C%. The angular t'esolution is approximately 2.5 ° by 6.4 ° for a flat spec-
trum. (A more detailed description of this instrument package is given in
Mauk and Mcllwain, ref. 4.)

;: Thirteen days of data were analyzed containing peculiarities in the

electron data attributed to differential charging. On one of these days the
i_> satellite was eclipsed by the earth at local midnight. A useful visual aid

for examining the data are spectrograms (fig. I). A spectrogram plots

_: univeraal time on the horizontal axis and energy in eV on the vertical axis.

:_ Particle count rates are represented by the intensity of the gray scale. The

top half of the spectrogram is for electrons; the bottom half is for ions.

The ion energy scale is inverted.

0_

*This research was supported by NASA Lewis Research Center Gra,_ NSG-3150.
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DATA :_

. Referring Co figure I, tlle particle detectors (i.e. spacecraft) are
definitely charged negaClvely since ion count rates are zero up to a certain
energy which defines the potential. Starting at about hour I0 the negative

potentlal increases in magnitude to over 600 volts at about 10:30. Mirror-

ing this ion behavior is the peculiar electron shadow up to a couple hundred
eV. Along the boundary of this shadow just after the tenth hour is a I0
minute period of intense count rates, This shadow and intense band are
apparently photoelectrons and secondary electrons emitted from the spacecraft
and returned to the particle detectors. The electron shadow always appears
with the charging event. Its peak energy increases as the charge on the

( detectors increases. Even when there is no charging there is always a low
energy, less than 20 eV, band of electrons. It has been shown that these
eloctrons are photoelectru, s and secondary electrons emitted by the space-
craft (ref. 6, Whipple, E. C.). The particle spectra are Maxwellians having
temperatures of < 10 eV and densities < 100 per CC. The particles could not

be from the ambient plasma since the ambient density is changed by e -V/kT when
measured by a negatively charged detector. V is the potential difference
between the ambient plasma and the detector, kT is the temperature of the
electrons. Even for modest charging of a few times kT, the ambient density
would be well over IO0/CC which is contrary to observations. Ambient
densities are less than IO/CC. Thus the electrons are photo and secondary
electrons from the spacecraft, and since they mirror a charging event, the
shadow must tell something about the charging characteristics. Further

evidence that these particles are photoelectrons comes from eclipse data.
Figure 2 shows day 66 of 1976, during which the satellite went into eclipse

at about 21:20. Eclipse removes the solar photon flu_ and thus any photo-
electron currents. Removal of this electron current carrying charge a_ay
from the spacecraft requires more negative potentials to balance the ambient
current to the spacecraft. Thus an increase in charging occurs, to about
-10,000 volts. Notice the loss of the shadow when this happens, indicating
the electrons are indeed photoelectrons.

But the existence of these peculiar photoelectrons does not necessarily
imply differential charging. However, if the spacecraft were uniformly charged
to a negative valuej a potential barrier would have to exist to return the

photo and secondary electrons. Whipple (ref. 6) found that the magnitude of

the barrier needed to return tens of eV electrons was too large to be explained

by a uniformly charged spacecraft. That the bar_ier must exist is evidenced by

the outline of the photoelectron shadow. Electrons with energies less than the

energy outllne are barrler-returned photoelectrons, whereas at larger energies

are the ambient electrons with enou_l energy to penetrate the barrier. The only

other way to sensibly produce a barrier is dlfferentlal charging. Information
about this barrier can be obtained by analyzing the intense count rates along

the boundary nf _he photoelectrons as seen in flg_res I and 2. These intense

count rates are termed spots.

In analyzing the spots, the particle count rates measured need to be

clarlfied. The UCSD particle detectors actually measure the count rate over
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an energy range E to E �AE.This dlfferentla_ count rate for a _axvelllan :_
!.-. shifted by a positive potential goes as E2e (E V)/RT, where E is the detector

energy. V is the potential difference and here taken to be >0. The peak in :
the dif£erontial count rate occurs at 2 kT, assuming the distribut£o_ function

i/ ; has not been shifted to energ£es greater than 2 kT. This £s shown in figure
3. So for photoelectrons o_ Secondary electrons originating on a more neg-
atively charged source, the count rate Will be enhanced by e(V/kT) for E > V,
an_ _he count ratc will be zero for E < V.

As mentioned even with no significant charging, there are lo_ energy
(< 20 eV) photoelectrons typically having a kT of less than 10 eV, and so

peaking at E < 20 eV. Nevertheless even during large charging events a peak
in the counting rate at E < 20 eV can still be observed. T_us these electrons
must originate on a source with a differential charge of not more than 20 eV.

( It normally appears that V £s approximately O, so these photoelectrons
probably origi_ate £rom the package on which the detectors are mounted.
Conductingn_terials cover these parts end are connected, so they have the
same potential. He, ever, during charging events where the shadow boundary
exceeds 80 eV, the electrons at the high energy values also have temperatures

less than 10 eV usually, but their count rates are too large to come from a

source with V approximately zero. A Maxwcllian of kT = 10 eV, N = 100/CC
produces only aboUt 400 counts per sec at E = 100 eV. Count rates at i00 eV

are often over 1000 counts/set during charging events. This implies some
differential charging. An even stronger indication of differential charging
and a potential barrier are the spots.

The spots are generally large count rates, ranging from 300 to 20,000
counts per second, observed at energies from gO to 150 eV. Seldom does the

_ spot count rate spectrum ever show a peak, but usually shows decreasing count
_ rates with increasing energy for a couple of detector energy steps. This

implles that the 2 kT peak of the spot is less than the energy of the first
detected spot electrons. This energy of the £irs_ detected spot electron is

; termed the spot energy. Normally kT was around 30 eV for the spots analyzed,

with the around I00 eV. 4 shows the local time of
spots occurring Figure

occurrence of all the spots Studied. The local tlme axis is in half hours,
so 12 corresponds to hour 6 eh£ch is dawn. Hour 0 _s iota1 midnight. This

ir is the same local time distribution reported by Reasoner et a16 (re_. 5).
Charging, and thus di=ferentlal charging, occurs around local midnight due to
the larger electron fluxes caused by particle injections. Large electron

_,. to spaczcraft imply a large negative current, requiring a negative£1uxes the

_ potential for current balance. Thus the spots are a charging phenomena also,
probably related to high electron fluxes. Figure 5 shows the percent number
of spots detected at different NS detector positions. 0 implies north, and

_ 90 corresponds to looking away from the earth. The spots appear to come at
all different angles, not readily identifying a single source. Likewise the
spots occurred over a large pitch angle range for both the NS and EN :etec-
tots, so the spots are not always magnetically returned particles. _iat is,
they are not always particles emitted from their source and spiralled around
the magnetic field into _he detectors. Potential differences are needed to
return the electron_, and the spot energies give some insight as to the mag-
nitude of these differences.
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F_gurc 6 shows tho spot enecgy versus the negative potential of the

detector; all energies are tn eV. First, notice that detector potentials can ,:_v
be over 800 eV, but the spot ehergies do not exceed about 280 eV. Over 80Z
of the spots occurred at energies less than 150 eV. It is not unreasonable

to assume that the potential difference between the spot source and the ,i

i_ particle detectors, V, is equal to the spot energy. This is _easonable since
the spots occur very abruptly with large count rates, a behavior typical of
the spot energy equalling V as in figure 3. This assumption gives the maxi-
mum v.lue V could have, and the actual V ts probably not much less than this
to produce such enhanced count rates. If this assumption is nearly correct,
then the spoC energy versus detector potential is bounded by a line of
V = .35 (potential), or the spot source charge is 1.35 times the potential.
The charging of this source continues up to a maximum of V = 280 eV so it
appears that the source of the spots will charge up faster than the detector,
and then level off and stay a fixed 280 eV more negative than the detector at
higher potentials. Figures 7 and 8 show the spot energy versus the potential
for some typical days. They have the same charge up characteristics. Since
these spots are always found at the top boundary of the shadow, their source's
potential could be the main contrlbutor to developing a potenti_1 barrier that
returns spacecraft emitted particles.

A detailed study of day 33 (fig. 7) showed that as the detector potentlal
increased the spot energy incre_sed. 1"he count rates increased not only from
V increasing, but the temperature of the spot electrons increased from 30 eV
to 50 eV. If V was taken as the energy of the spot as before, the densities
of _he electrons were from 1 to 4 per CC. Also the source potential of the
spot increased about two times as fast as the detector potential. Since the
electron flux was changing during this time, the changing temperatures and
densities along with changing V seem to indicate that spot electrons were

secondary emitted electrons. Temperatures of over 30 eV are not charac-

teristic of photoelectrons, and neither is the changing temperatures since

the solar photon flux doesn't change. However, as shown in figure 8 t:e
secondary yield of a material is energy dependent. Thus, changing tempera-
tures and larger temperatures (> I0 eV) can be characteristic of secondary

electrons (ref. 3, gnott)o A strong candidate for the source is the

Minnesota experiment which sits protected from the sun on the packag_ con-

taining the particle detectors. Not being abl_ to emit photoelectrons, it

could charge faster than the detectors as electron fluxes increased.
Covered with a thermal protecting paint it may be Ideal for charging and
emitting different spectra of photoelectrons in response to changing fluxes.
On day 236, 1974, the count rates of the spots were observed to change as
the Minnesota experiment rotated into new positions. Only on this day was
such an obvious correlation found, but it does indicate that it probably is
involved. Being less tb_n a meter from the detectors, this experlmen_ could
dominate the local potentials since it is the only insulator so close.

Charging to larger negati.e potentials than the detectors or package, it

could produce a bmrrier. Other possih$.!Ities are the solar panels, but they
are over 7 meters _way_ attd their effect would be expected to be less_

Further work needs to be done on determining the secondary electron

spectrum of the spots. Equations in reference 6 for the yield as a function
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_ i_,_ ,!of energy could be used to calculate temperatures and d_nstcies of different
material_. Potentials as _ function of ambient flux could be calculated to
see if the potential, of the Source could behave as observed. If the calcu-
lated v_lues agree with _:hosemeaSured here, the _ource of the spots _tll be
better understood and s£_le electric fields could then be modelled around
the spacecraft.

i CONCLUSION

In conclusion, differential charging seems to be responsible for ret_rn-
ink _toCoelecCrons Co the spadecrafc up to a couple hundred eV, depeudLng on

( the spacecraft charge. Potential differences of 200 eV can exist between
parts of the spacecraft, e_hancins the count rates of emitted particles. Ic
is believed Chac the Minnesota experiment on&TS-6 is largely responsible for
producing a potential barrier chat returns particles and produces incense
sFocs in the count races. :
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The ejection of charged particles from a space vehicle creates a
difference in potential between the vehicle and the ambient plasma. For steady
state this potential difference causes a return current flow to the vehicle

iI equal to the ejected _trent, Although there have been a number of flights

during _hich energetic electrons have been ejected from rocket payloads, a
relationship to predict the vehicle to ambient plasma potential difference

t created by an eJectcd electron current is still unknown. In fact, questions

still remain as to _ich environmental parameters are critical in deter_ning
this potential difference. There is even far less experimental data available
from payload flights in which posltlvep rather than negative charge has been

ejected. A primary purpose for the flight of the Spacecraft Chargln& Soundin 8
Rocket Payload was ¢o create charging on the payload by the emission of both

_ positive ions and electrons, anQ to determine the rela_ionship between environ=
mental parameters and changes tn vehicle potential during periods of erLlission.

The design and choice of instrumentation for this Spacecraft Charging
Sounding Rocket Payload were also influenced by the desire ¢o test prototypes

I cf some of the SCATHA satellite payloads: the positive and negative chargeejection system - the Transient Pu_se Monitor (TPM) and the Rocket Surface

i Potential Monitor (RSPM). Data _er_ desired on not only the operation of these

_'_ instruments, but on .their ,_tual interactions during operation. The fllght of
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_he Spac_.c_a£t Charging Sounding _cket payload also permitted a comparison of ,_
m_u_emeuts mad_ w_h SCAT_ payload_ to measurements made with otheT more

_toudard teehni_ue_ not availo, ble _or SCALA uo_.

INSTRUMENTATION

Th_ launch v_hiclo for this payload was an Astrobee F rocket. °_he pay-

load was divided int'+otwo alGct_cally isolated sections by a non-condu,_.ting

disk. The p_yload £orward _octlon, a cylinder 25¢ cm in length and 38 cm in

diameter_ contained all the vehicle diagnostic instrumen_ation. The rear
section, a cylinder 41 cm in length and 38 cm in diameter, contain_:d _/_e pay-
Load recovery parachute, and was electrically connected to the frout payload
section only through a bipolar voltmeter. The instrumentation, classified

into four broad eatesories, is listed and briefly described in Tab+_,, _.

A major operational problem that had to be overcome for this _:]i_ht was
_he startiv_ of the satellite positive ion beam system (SPTBS). _h_ usual

_tartlng procedure for the system during testing in laboratory vacuum chambers

cas to pump down the source for ag least 2¢ hours before trying to £8,._itethe

l£scha_'geo The actual inltial £_nltion following this pump down ha_, _aken

[rom five minutes to a half hour, depending on the previous exposure of ion

_ystem_8 hollow cathode and expellant assem61y llne to air. _ith _he system

:ontinuously under vacuum conditions once the ignition has been in_t'£ally
_tarted, reignitlon can be achieved in periods from ten seconds to o_e mlnu_e.

,_is initial starting period requirement, acceptable for satelllte _l'£_hts,

,as completely unacceptable for a limited duration sounding rock_:t 1!._i._,_ht.The

Enition problem was solved b> pumpir_ down the ion beam system on l:he_round
efore launch, and starting a discharge in the ion beam system 1/2 ho_r before

aunch. Close to launch the system was _ealed off with the gas still glowing

nto the ion source and with the dischar_,e still on. At the prope_ t._],tlt_ade,

he cap was opened swl _te ion beam syst_ allowed to emit high ener_y 'positive
on8,

Ambient Electron Density

Launch date and time were se| so that _here could be a low numbe_- clen_It3,,

nd a wide dynamic rathe of number densltle_ of electrons over the e_pe,_ted

Ititude range for particle ejectlon_ 120 to 250 km.. These _wo compat_.ble

¢Iter£a were best expected to be f',,ifilledseveral hours aftec sunset: ,duuing
-_riods of quiet geomagnetic actlvi_y. Geomagnetic values and 3 hour pred_c-

tons were obtained durln_ the course o_ the launch day from ','_eAir ]._rce
tobal Weather Central (AFG_C)° Envlronmental conditions at the time of _:he

.Ight are summarized in Table 2.

An ionosonde locat,,d at the White Sands Missile Range _._asused to _:_|_:_

rtlcal incident ionogr_,ms at I minute Interv'als during the flight perb::.d.,,
e iono_rams show that a sporadic E layer (Es) with a peak ne of appro_:la_._e_.y

IO_ _-lectro_s/em3 ezisted at an altltude near 104 _ throughout the f.'11+:+h_...
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_ _is Es layer prevented a direct measur_ent o£ the. Jo_oophere in the 104 to
= g ;, ,_ _20 km res£on. The ne above 220 km W_ dete_dLned by an £onogram leiversion

techn/que developed by h. K. Paul _ J. W. Wright (1963). The resion between
,,, _,i"_ 10'2 sad 220 Ion Vas modeled to correspond co the relative shops of at mid-lair-

t! rude, maSuetically quiet (Kp - O) electron deftly p_ofiie determined from. ionolpram uaulyats by Wuku£(1S_7), The model _alues were Iterated until they
.qsreed qrlth the average valley ne o£ 3.8_ x lO electrons/tin J detet_n£tted _rom
t_e iono8rom analysis. _le technique o£ determining ne in the valley region
do_e aoC siva any small scale structure, hue is generally accurdCe to appro_lL-
mat_ly _+207.. _lhe eke so determined is shown J_ Fisure 3.

FLIGHT D__ION

(

The payload Was laughed _rom the _£te Sands l_lLss£1e Ra_e. New Me_lLeo !
(iat 320_OtN. LO_ 106°301_) o_121 Ja_ssry 1978 at: 0900 U_ (0200 LST). The , i
flt_t t_raJecCor_ ia sho_ in Fi_ur_ 1. The major flight events noted tu ._
_isure 1 are also listed in Table 3 in the sequence tn _hich they occurred.
I_espin o£ the rocke_ produced a spin race o£ approximately 1 rotation per 23
_leconds for the data ga_hert_ interval (approximately 124 lan on ascent to
Ill _an on desce_t)o Separation o£ the payload groin the _ocket motor prod_.ced
a cumblin_ of the payload through axial magnetic pitch an_les ranging from
appro_cely 5° to 1_0 °.

With exceptions noted, all the instruments operated _ell; excellent data
I_._ _e_e obtained durin_ the entire course o£ the £iiS_t _ith no ce_emetr_ losses.

As planed, power to the payload charge ejection systems and sensi_ instru-
mentation was turned o££ at 111 km dur_n_ d_scent. _e payload parachute

!i opened and opecaC_d successfully. D_rin_ descent_ into the loWer acmosphere_
_e probe arm _teh was gully extended came o££, and the 8old plated surface
'_aterial on the RSPH came of_. On _npact, the groat disks o£ the ion beam
source _re broken. All the Other equipment_ speci£ically the camera and £ilm,
and the electronics o£ all the instrumentation were recovered in excellent re-
•,sable condition.

RESULTS

At launch plus 81 seconds _en the P_A and TEP high Voltage was turned on.,
high _lcase arciu_ _r_th_n the payload destroyed the electronic circuitry _tch
control'.led the RPA grid volt_ges. This caused the RPAs co guncCio_ obly as
electro_e_ers with the eXception that _PA #1 had a +2 Volt potential on the grid
flush n_tmted _r_th the payload skin. The arcing 4n the RPA_ _o_ether with
arcing produced later in the SPIBS, caused erratic behavior in the mode program-
mer throus'hout the klight, _hich in turn produced va._uable unp'tanned, as _ell
as the plmmed, SPIBS e4_ction modes. The arcing in SPIBS was first ident£gied
by characteristics o.: the output channels during laboratory tests. The tim_s
o£ srcin_ Were c¢croborated during the £1ight by the Transient Pulse Monitor.

_r
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For a short time period after the SPIBS cap openins, a cathode to a_de

_ discharge was _intained in the ion source chamber. This permitted the e Jet-
clan of 1.7 key positive xenon ions at currents with values up to 370 _A.
Durt_ the major portion of the _lisht, during ascent as veil as descent, the
cathode to _ode dt3charge as the source o£ Jon9 _mS replaced by the _.a_Odc
to keeper discharge _htch resulted in ejected currents of 8 _A at .8& keV and
12 _A at 1.7 keV. A third unplanned SPIBS mode o£ i _A at 200 eV was also
obtained. Electrons were en_tted by the same ion beam sysLem during the neu-
tralizer fil_ent bias mode. _he ion beam system was operated from 125 ion on
._scent to 111 _ on descent, a period of 350 seconds, and except for a short
interVal after _he cat, opent_ sequence, particles were emitted tn a p.-ogram-
reed cycle; the overall repetition rate was _tnally Stx secondS, but some

( longer and charter cycles _ere created due to SP_BS arcing. The electron beam
system showed signs of cathode poisoning but did en_tt low currents of high
energy electrons.

As Shown in Figure 2_ the sensors showed that the payload charged nega-
tively and then positively _th respect to the ambient plasma during th_
charge ejection of poSZtive and negative particles respectively, As shown tn
Figure 3, the Thermal En_sstVe Probes, BtpoXar-lntecse_nent Voltmeter, and
Surface Potential _on_tor responded to changes in vehicle potential in quite
si_lar ways and had htgh negative correlations _r_th ambient plasma density.
All three Sensor types g_ve repeatable results for ascent and descent. Fibre I
4 shows more clearly that although the sign and magnitude of pate, rials _ea- I
sured were the same, the actuai values differed between the probes. These
differences can be explained by the input impedance and t_e constants of the
devices used to measure the voltages, the particle fluxes at the location o£
the probes: the magnitude o£ the voltages being measured, and the probe geo-
metry. An analysis o£ these factors, using probe characteristics and load line
diagrams, indicates in conformity _th the majority of exper/_nental results that
at high voltages the Surface Potential _n_tor should give the highest potential
differences galloped by the Bipolar lntersegment Voltmeter, and the Thez-_al
F_t_sive Probes. The analysis shows that the probes should agree at lo_er
voltages: and, in fact, at measured potentials less than 50 volts all three
probe systems gave the same results.

The follo_r_ng is a m_nary o£ some of the results from the _asurements og
the probes during charged particle emission of the flight.

1. Unneutralized beams of positive and negatively charged p_rticles :an
be emitted from a sounding rock_t payload.

2. The payload can be charged either positively or fiegatively using
charge ejection techniques.

3. There _as excellent correlation between vehicle charging and ambient

_ plasma density.
_: _. _rin_ periods of positive ion emission greater than 7 microamperes, :_
"." vehicle charging levels were independent of vehicle pitch angle and ambient

...... neutral particle density.
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_ 5, There vas compatible and sometimes cooperative operation of the
i_ prototypes of Instrumeats intended as $r.A_ payloads, /
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Ins trument

Method of Operation

I _ar ge Ejection

Ao Electron Beam System

Electrons e_Ltted from an indirectly heated oxide coated cnChode main- i

( rained at negatiVe potentials v£Ch respect to vehicle ground, i1
/ .:

B. Satellite Positive Ion Beam System ]

Positively charged xenon ions extracted from a Penning discharge main-
tained at positive potentials with respect to vehicle ground, Electrons emit- !
ted from a heated filament kept at negative potentials with respect to vehicle

I

ground. 1

I1 M_easure_ent of the Payload Ground to Ambient Plasma Potential
Difference

A. _ermal Emiss__ve Probe

Coupled hot filament - passive probe mounted on an extendable boom.
Outer shields of mounts driven to track probe voltages. A high impedance volt-
meter measurement of probe to vehicle potential difference.

B. Bipolar lntersesment Voltmeter

A high impedance direct current equilibrium voltage measurement and a _,
low impedance high frequency cransieut voltage measurement made between the
isolated payload section and pa_'!.oa_, Erouud. t

C. Surface _otential ,Men,tot

Electrostatic measurement of the back surface potential of isolated
kapton and gold surfaces. Also measurements of the current flow from the
samples co vehicle ground.

D. Retarding Potential Analyzer

Measurement of the current to a collector placed behind a grid as a
function of the retarding voltage applied to the grid.

:" • _ A. Transient Pulse Monitor

F
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T/a_g 1o (Continued)

._: Ra4£atioU meaWurement of rate and amplitude of high frequency

el,ectwic s£Snals £rcm discharges.
B. Camera-Arc Gap System

Photography o£ the dielectr£c surface gap bet_eer, pairs o£ po£nted
comductors eXtended from the electrically £solated paylo¢_ and the ma£n pay-
load sect£ons.

C. Camera-Sheach MeasueemenC System

( Photo_caphy o£ a wedge of space adjacent co the payload skin.

IV Aux£1£ary Payload Me_sure_nencs and Controls

A. P£ech An_le Measurement

B. Telemetry

C. Programmer

• , oo ,.o ° o ,, °<, ,°:, ;) o . o.(J , . _, "o . o
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TIME-J_,TERlAUNCH ALTITUDE EVENT

(see) (Ira) :i53 53 Motor Burnout

64 74 Despin

66 78 Motor Separat ion

69 83 Tip Blown ,+
69 83 Boom Doors 1,SQ.Blo_1

( 69 83 Aerospace SSIq4 Door Blo_
69 83 RPA 4;2 Door Blown

71 87 RPA #1 Door Blown

71 87 Camera Door Blown

81 105 TEP and RPA H.V. On

87 114 Electron Gun Cap Blown

94 125 Ion Gun Cap Blovm

94 125 Camera On

95 127 500@ TEP Booth E:_:ended_

103 139 Ion Beam System On

157 20.5 Electron Beam System On

264 257.7 Apogee

443 111 Power O£f

* 300V TEP Boom never fully extended. It may have remained totally inside
the payload, or extended out to where the outer probe sphere was approxi-
mecely 13 cm from the: payload skin and the inner probe sphere was approxt-
merely 2.5 cm from t_ ,ayload skin, or moved about somewhere between the
limit tng values.

_f
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! DESCRIPTIONANtiCHARGINGi_SULTS FROMTH_ RSPM*

_. P.P. Ntzor_, E. R. Schn_u_s, al+d R. Vomdre i

tl The Aerospace Co/'poratim, ,,
IE. G. Mullah

Air Forece Geophysics Labor0tory

SUMI_IARY
r!

( I
i

Representative satellite materiels, to be flown on 6TP-78-2 in 1979 on the SSPM t
instruments, Were included as part of the AFGL Rocket payload flown from White Sands
Missile Range on January 91, 1978. Potentials as high as ~ +1100 volts on the conductor i
and ~ +400 volts on the insulator were recorded by the RSPM neap the minimum in the
electron density vs altitude profile. In addition to the charging potentials measuredduring
ion gun operation, sample charging currents also were recorded with time resolutions neap :_:i
30 milliseconds. These results demonstrate the validity of the experiment concept of the
SSPM on SCATHA.

INTRODUCTION

_: Spacecraft charging during rmtuPal and artificial events including solar eclipse will
i_; be studied in detail on the STP 78-9. (SCATHA) satellite. The charging of various thermal

control materials [A1/kapton, OSR, Astroquartz, Ag/Teflon] wili be measured by three
++:-+ Satellite-Surface-Potential-Monitors ($SPM), each capable of making measurements on up

,++_, to four different _amples. Specifically, each SSPbl contains separate electronics to provide
_ the back surface potential and associated bulk or Induced currents of individual samples.

The Rocket-Surface-P0tential-Monitor (RSPM) is essentially one-half of an SSPM contain-

_ ing two _amples, a gold plated magnesium conductor and an aluminized kapton instllatoP.

_,_: One of our primary purposes ToP including a modified version of the SSPM
instrUment on the AFGL rocket was t¢, verity the concept of measuPiiig back surface

:+_. potentials to provide front surface values during artificial charging events. It was not
_ feasible to directly measure the front surface potential o_ a sample material in space. The

major design effort fop the SSPM/RSPM was the development of a technique for measuring
the rear surface potential of the samples so that the front surface potential could be
dePived.

i ii i i

++ Work performed under USAF Contract F04701-78-C-0079
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_. Phyqleal Description

" The RSP[_i i_ paekaFed in a rectangular, gold-plated, magnesium box, 33 em by ,_|
t_ 16.5 em by 5.1 em and welf, h_ 1.6 Kg (Fig. 1), The box, machined from a _tnglo piece of

:l magnesium, eontain_ four eVUs for hoU_lflg circuitry, instrumeatatlon and samples. Two" L

,_!!_)_ adjacent eel i_ on one side (each approximately 16 t)y 16 by _5 era) eontain potential andcurrent measuremeht instrumentation _md provide mounting for the samples. The signal
eonditioning circuitry, power supplies and interface hardware are behind the sample
assemblies.

4
i

Sample lViaterials

The two samples used on the RSPM _ere a sheet of b rail kaptGn, aluminized on one
( surface, and a gold plated magnesium plate electrically isolated by a polyearbonate frame.

The aluminized bark surface of the kapton sample was attached to a copper clad
fiberglass _mple board (Fig. 2) using conductive epoxy as an adhesive. The sample board
contained a eentraliy located hole (.635 em dia.) concentric with a circular area of the
same size etched free of aluminum on the kapton sample. The Monroe elaetrostatie field
sensor was mounted with its sensitive aperture centered under the hole in the sample
board. This sensor was spared about .25 mm from the bark eurfaee of the kapton sample.
Surface charging on the kapton sample induced a corresponding potential on the beck
surface (cleared of aluminum) which was detected by the electrostatic sensor.

Bulk and induced cUrrents, on the bark side of the kapton sample, Were collected by
the rear surface electrode system (Fig. 3). They Were conducted to ground through a

iI sensitive electrometer.

The gold/magnesium sample plate was mounted in a Lexan 500 frame 2 mm above
the Monroe sensor holder assembly. The plate, being an isolated eonduetor, allowed simple
calibration by direct voltage stimulation of the front surface. The currents appearing in
the sample board electrometer circuit were limited to eapaeitively induced currents since
the sample was electrieal)y isolated.

iti Signal Conditioning

The KSPM outputs Were analog 0 to 5 volt DC signals. Sinee the SSPM outputs are
c_igital, modifieation of the telemetery interface was required. A fresh appreaeh was
needed for the problem of a logarit_mie eurrent amplifier eovering in excess of foU_

; decades of positive and negative current with the resulting output spanning zero to +5 vcfltsDC (Fig. 4). The small temperatare ehal,qes forecast allowed a simple diode feedback to
"_i.- be used for the lognrithmte function. The second stage up-amp is driven to the rails by

_! small current signals. Larger currents cause the drop across the feedback diodes to
• .'1increase into the conduction raglo, thereby redueiag the voltage to the final amplifier.

This results in an output at zero or +5 volt, ¢_ependingon polarity, for zero input current.

!i Larger currents cause the output to go toward +2.5 V. The positive and negative current
I_ curves cross each other at the 2.5 V line when th_ input is 5 x 10 A. (Fig. 5). This circuit

_: provides a very sensitive indication of small eurren*s, and allows sufficient dynamic range.

92 ,
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_ Temperature Measurementq

.-_. Temperature mea_ure{nent_ of eaeh sample board were provided by a _tandard ,_"
thermi_to_ whore resit_tanoo wa_ converted to t_ 0 to 5 volt output, Temperature ranged

_ from ~16 C dowa to 6°C for kapton and remained relatively constant at ~18"C for the gold

._ plate sample aq_embly.

Sample CaUbk'ation

The potential ealibrattcn was made using direet eontaet of an electrode on the front
surfaee of the qample. The ealibrating voltage was Jneremented in 100 volt steps between
-3000 volts ancl +3000 volts (Fig. 6). A nonlinear calibration curve w-as used tc provide

'.] more sensitivity to small potentials while still preserving the a_timpated dynamic range
requirement.

Current calibration was made by directly injecting a known current from a constant
current source into the i_put of the eleetrometer eireuit. The range for both positive and
negative currents was 10-° A to 10-lO A.

Temperature calibration was performed by taking nt,merous measurements artier
non-op_rating soaking periods at each temperature. The calibrated linear range wa._ -1 _"C
to +25_C.

RESULTS

The primary purpose for including the RSPM on the Air Force Geophysies Labora-
tory (AFGL) rocket was to test the feasibility of monitoring a conductor and an insulator
with P,ionroe electrostatic sensors during gun operations. The flight also provided a
qualification for the non-standard _ionroe flight assembly on STP 78-2. In the previous

paper given by Cohen et al., _: was clearly shown that the upper stage of the 4"oek_t
achieved negative potentials es high as 1001_-1100 volts near electron densities of 10O/em .
These calculated densities were for altitudes near 150 km and eor:.esponded to flight times
near 111 qee and 418 see.

For display purposes, we need to compare the RSPM measurements with a potential
and a current monitor that describes the incident flux on the _mples. The outer Thermal
Emissive Probe (TEP) was used as a potential monitor and the Retarding Potential Analyzer
(RPA) 2 was used as a current monitor.

Figure 7 shows these two measurements for the downleg low altitude portion of the
flight. The top curve is the calculated electron density described in the previous
presentation. RPA 2 is in Units of nanoamperes and the TEP is in volt_. The bottom two
curves are the back-surface potentials of the gold plated magnesium sample and the
aluminized kapton sample. During the time following ~395 seconds, the xenon ion source
went through its pre-programed cycle that was discussed in the previous paper. In
summary: ions are emitted at ~9 pampa witll energy near 840 eV for 1 second, 12 pampa at
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J !t.7 ke¥ for 1.5 seconds, 80 eV eleOtrons at approximate 10 mltliamps for .5 seOonds, ions at

840 eV at 0 _mps fe_ .5 _aeenndsfolloWedby _200 volt ions at 1 pamp f0t 2.5 seconds tocomplete the eye!-..

BOththe conductor and insulator sample track the potential monitor throughout this
time period AVerage potentlal_i are indieated. The time constants for the RSPM voltage
sensorsare much faster than the 0.5 see averages shown in Fig. 7. The slow inerease in
voltage for the highest ion step (1.7 keV) B duplicated by the steady increase in RPA
eurrent. The most significant aspect of the potential profiles is when the ion gun eyries to
low voltage for ~2.5 see. The potential monitors (including the TEP) indicate a drop in
potential of the rocket ehamis. The samplepotentials, measuredI_ the RSPM reinaln at
the initial value. If the potentials measured from the RSPM samples Were due only to
changes in the reference level in the circuitry, then the potential would drop when the
chassisswinge,toward zero. The observations that the potentials remain up Until a negative
current is emitted from the gun (that drives the chsssi_ positive to ~80 volts) is definitive

( p_of that both the gold magnesium and kap_on RSPM samples were charged during this
, flight. [A detailed description of the charging profiles has not been done at this time.]

I

Figure 8 shOWSthe same measurements as the previous figure but for the upieg
portion of the flight where the calculated density is a minimum. DUring the initial stages
of the flight, the responseto the ion gun was different. For example at T = 103 _ee into
the flight, the TEP measured values near i000 volts With a collecting current in the RPA
greater than 10 namps. As the gold magnesiumconductorrecorded Valuesnear 1100 volts,
the kapton averaged -300 volts, A thorOughanalysis of ion produced secondaryelectron
production Would have tO be performed to compare with these numbers. Another
interesting aspect of this data shows the first 0.5 see average to be the highest value
attained by the kapton back surface, While the gold sample continued to increase for the
next second,the kaptOnpotential decreased. This example wili be addressedin more detail
in Figure 9.

Another region of intere�t oOcUrrednear 108 see. Negative Current was recorded in
the RPA between 10-30 namp_ for -8 see The T_P monitor measured a negative potential
changeon the rocket chaSsisfrom -60 to -250 vo|ts. The kapton potential changedfrom -3
to -15 volts. The gold plated magnesium sample, however, remained at -25 volts. A
preliminary interpretatiOn is that secondaryelectrons, producedby electron fluxes imping-
ing on the sample, prevents significant charging. Laboratory measUrement_ using electron
beams show that significant charging o, gold doesn'toccur until electron energiesgreater
than ~4 key are rea(hed.

One of the longest charging profiles in the entire flight occurs near 123 see. The
gold magnesiumreached eqUilibriUm in one second as does the TEP monitor. However,
kapton continuesto increase foe several seconds.

Figure 9 shows the high resolution data from the RSPM. Each point is a 30
millisecond sample of the kapton .potential and current on the left side dnd tb_ gold p1[ated
magnesium voltage and induced current on the right side. This figUt_ giw._ an indieation of
the time resolution of the I_3PM to ehargitig in space. For example the deeay of the
ehe 3_ingcurrent on the gold sample falls by 1/e in less than 20 milliseconds. The rise time
(1/el uf the kapton sample is approximately the sampling time. Thi_ example Was shown in
the ,-revious figure and showed a deep in the kapton voltage after the.initial 0.5 see. or so.
From the bulk current monitor on kapton, there is no obvious reason why the back surface
voltage should decrease.
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i

The final figure shows the RSPM instrument parameters, Based on our preliminary ,_
a_alysls, the major objeetlves were met with eomplete stieee.qs. We would like to suggest
that operational programs concerned with material charging in orbit shouldconsider flyingsuch a monitor for _ direet in situ measurement, ff the SSPM mgtruments on SCATHA
perform as well as the RSPl_l instrument did then we can expect a wealth of u_eful
material charging data in the eomtng year.

b,
b7
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Figure 1 A sketch of the Rocket Surface Potential Monitor with
." aluminized kapt_n and gold plat_'d magnefflum samples

: i

o

I*

i. Figure Z Typical SSPM sample board on which the RSPM kapton

:-, sample was mounted. Active current colle_ting area is
. approximately 5 inches square or _ 160 cm .

9_
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,- FRAME IN in.HOLE POSITIONOF
TESTSAMPLE

i" FIBERGLASS CHOPPER

,, . EPOXY V OUT I OUT
} t

:' Figure 3 Schematic representation of the dielectric sample holder
and associated sensors. The electric field sensor is posttton_l

,,_ under the back sur£ace of kapton with a 0.25 inch diameter .............
_'}. _. aluminum etched region.

2

• . LOWLEAKAGE

_i: INP_ D|QDES IOM 100M

il0M 10K

-" OOTPISI
2.5-5V= -CtJRREI_T
0-2.5= + CURRENT

Figure 4 Scher/mtic diagram of the logarithmic current amplifier
designed for the RSInM that takes the digital electrometer

,_, outputs and converts them to analog T/IV[.
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Figure ? High resolution (-_ 30 rn sec/sample) data from potential
and current outputs o_ the RSPM. The charging times o£
the kapton and the isolated gold plated conductor cal, be
easily resolved.

,! ell

IVEASUltES:lllO VOLIAGES
IIit10CURRENTS
IWO 'IEMPERAIURES

Figur_ I0 Characteristico of the RSPM.
i
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THE CAPABILITIES OF THE NASA CHARGING ANALYZER PROGRAM*

I. Katz, J. J. Cassidy, M. J. Mandell,

_ G.W. Schnuelle, P. G. Steen
Systems, Science and Software

J. C. Roche

_/ NASA Lewis Research Center

ABSTRACT

'i Desirable features in a spacecraft modeling code are enu-
i_ merated. The NASCAP (NASA Charging Analyzer Program) is discussed
i_ _ in terms of its approach to the problem. Samples of problem set-

i_ up and output are provided which demonstrate the ease with which
the program can be used. A simple but interesting case of space-

_ craft charging is examined and other applications are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The basic concerns of a computer spacecraft model can be
broken down into five areas.

1. Features of the spacecraft itself
2. Features of the environment
3. The spacecraft-environment interaction
4. Man-hours to set up and computer time to run a calcula-

tion

5. A way to verify the model

In modeling the spacecraft itself, the point is to get in as
much detail as can reasonably be included. This will vary de-
pending on the type of model being used. The features desired
(Whipple (ref. 1)) are first, some geometrical detail, such as
the basic shape of the spacecraft body and any protrusions such
as booms and antennae. Second, one would want to include which
parts of the surface are bare conductor and which are dielectric
coated. Third, it would be nice to have some representation of ....
the electrical circuitry connecting parts of the spacecraft sur-
facer .....

- i

This work supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, Lewis Research Center, under Contract NAS3-21050.
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oLoi!
_L_; it is also impcrtant to decide what approximations go into

__i the environment surrounding the spacecraft. The most basic de- _*_

¢isiOn is how to model the ambient plasma. Can you include the
region far from the spacecraft, and get a detailed look at the
region close in? Can you specify normal and extreme conditions?

o i_i, DOes the plasma change in time? Other aspects of the environment
that are of concern are the sun_ the plasma sheath, and particle
trajectories.

The spacecraft-environment interaction is mainly a matter of
particle currents to and from the spacecraft surface. The im-
portant Charging currents are

1. Incident electrons
2. Photocurrent

I 3. incident protons
4. Secondary electrons from electron impact
5. Secondary electrons from proton impact
6. Electron backscatter

These processes vary around the spacecraft surface, depending on
local potential, surface material, and solar illumination. An
ideal model would take all this local information into considera-

tion when calculating particle fluxes.

I

Con_puter time for spacecraft modeling can be prohibitive. A _
model that is general ends up solving a Series of equations with
hundreds or thouSandS of variableS. An exact solution is enor-

mously expensive, and it may be hard to get convergence from an
iteratlve solution. Much care must be put into this aspect of
the problem, lest an otherwise elegant modeling program start to
impersonate an infinite loop.

The most expensive way to verify a modeling program is to
build a spacecraft like the model and send it up. Other, more
reasonable techniques, are to model ground experiments, to check
answers for reasonableness, and to test the program on known
problems.

NASCAP APPROACH

As We have seen, the physics which must be examined in order
to model spaCeCraft charging presents a problem of formidable di-
mensions. It would b _. impractical to develop a computer code that
was state of the art in every aspect of the problem. By placing
restrictions on the class of problems to be examined we have been

_. able to construct the NASA Charging Analyzer Program which pro-

i_._ vides useful information in those cases of most practical inter-
i_ est. It is most applicable to the high voltage charging caused

i_, _ by.magnetospheric substorms.
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iJ
,_ Our approach has been to limit thu range of ambient environ-

ments to those whose Debye lengths, AD, are large compared to
117 object dimensions. For magnotospherlc substorms this i_ defi-
__ nit_ly true.

i_ ee _ 10,000 eV
-3

ne _ 1 cnt

XD _ 0.7 km

Only for the very largest conceivable spacecraft are object dimen-
sions comparable to Debye lengths. For finite Debye lengths we
have included ambient plasma screening approximations, albeit of
modest applicability.

I

Overall, we have modeled all aspects of the problem except
electromagnetic wave propagation. Our idea has been to use the
best available analytical theories wherever possible and to mini-
mize the brute force number crunching. By doing this we have
been able to combine good treatments of ambient environment,
sheath, complex object, and electrical and particle interactions

_> into a single code. This is done by using known physics and de-
_- veloping approximate models where necessary. For example, NASCAP

contains analytical approximations to electron backscatter as a
function of electron energy and angle. _hile not as accurate as
Monte Carlo transport results, these formulations do give reason-
able yield estimates and can be evaluated quickly at hundreds of
surface locations each timestep. Thus we obtain reasonable esti-
mates in reasonable amount_ of time as opposed to best estimates
regardless of cost. This philosophy permeates the code. Where
quasi-analytical models were necessary but unavailable, we have
developed them.

The procedure followed in the code is to approximate the
spacecraft in a 3-D Cartesian grid. Free space around the satel-
lite is provided by nesting grids within grids where each grid
has a linear dimension twice that of the grid it sUrroUnds. There
can be an _rb_trary number of these nested grids. However, the
more grids, the longer the computer time per calculation (fig. 1).

All parts of the spacecraft must remain in the innermost
grid, except for booms which can extend ir_to several grids. The
object itself is ccmposed of an assembly of cubes, sliced cubes,
plan_ surfaces, and skinny cylinders, as _hown in figure 2. Each
surface can be of an independently sp_cifJ.ed material, with up to
15 different materials permitted (fig. _). Certain classes of
surfaces may be subdivided for higher resolution.

Object definition i ' far the most complicated aspect of
using a three-dimensiona purer code. To make the program
easy to use, NASCAP provi. _ an extremely simp£_ object definition
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11 language. Complex three-dimensional spacecraft can be described

wJ.th a minimum of effort. The satellite shown in figure 4 is a
_ good example The central structure is octagonal with a gold• •

circumference and aluminum top and bottom surfaces. The two
planar sheets represent solar cells with kapton covering th_ back
surface. They are attached to the main body with kapton coated
cylinders. This object was defined using 31 brief lines of input I
(fig. 5). The simple object definition commands are fully ex-
plained in the NASCAP User's ManUal (ref. 2).

Once the object definition is complete, the program alter-
nately calculates charge accumulations on surfaces and potentials
caused by these charges. Due to the variety of timescales in the
system, the algorithm used to advance the charge distribution in

i time is extremely complex, so complex that it uses a couple
( thousand element self-generated capacitor model as its own inter-
' hal estimator.

NASCAP produces a variety of printed and graphical output, i
The fundamental idea is to help the user follow the progress of
the calculation (figs. 6-14).

The first graphic output is a two-dimensional view of the
spacecraft with surface cells shaded to show the material types.
Each surface cell is individually classified by material, with
up to 15 different material types allowed.

Next is a three-dimen:ional perspective view of the space-
craft without hidden line removal. This is helpful in tracking

_ down object definition problems. It is followed by a view from
_ the same perspective with surface cells outlined. In this sur-

face cell plot, hidden lines are removed. The user gets a quick
_ and accurate feeling for the defined object. The routine that

generates these plots also calculates exposed surface areas for i!_i determining photoelectron eaission. i
These plots are generated at object definition time, before

the actual satellite charging begins. The major outputs of the I
charging calculation are the flux breakdown printoUt and potential _
contours, i

The flux breakdown printout shows, for any surface cell(s), i
the charging currents operating on that c_ll. Each individUal
surface cell requires a separate calculation. By requesting flux
breakdown printouts, the user can closely follow the charging pro-
cess at any point on the surface. .q

Contour plots are an efficient way to.show what's happening _

to the electrostatic potentlal both near the spacecraft and far
away. The u_er can look at the potential contour plots generated
every time cycle and get a good feeling for global changes in the
spacecraft sheath.
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NASCAP detector routines plot flux density versus energy of

particles reaching the detectors. Detectors can be placed, at the ._
user's discretion, on any surface cell. ,_

. Tho emitter routines plot trajectories of particles emitted
at various energies. These trajectories, along with potential
contour plots, give a very good idea of fields surrounding the
spacecraft or test tank object.

Finally, if local electric field stresses exceed some user
i specif%ed threshold value, a message is printed and the code re-
_ distributes charge as if a discharge had occurred.

( VALIDITY OF THE MODEL

With a model as broad in scope and as complex (over 400 sub-
routines) as NASCAP, the immediate question is "How do you know
that it gets reasonable answers?" So that we have confidence in

: NASCAP results, testing and comparing to analytical results has
been a major part of the development program. The accuracy of the
various components have been examined in configurations simple
enougt, to determine their inherent accuracy.

Since the capacitances of simple objects such as spheres,
cubes and cylinders are known quite well, we have used these to
determine how well the potential routines work. For all cases
the NASCAP results were within i0 percent of analytical predic-
tions, and for objects of more than a zone resolution and for
booms of radius much less than the grid spacin-, the NASCAP re-
sults were accurate to a few percent. The electric fields in
space were of corresponding accuracy near the satellite and in-
creasing accuracy away from the vehicle. The accuracy of the
potentials are limited only by the ability of the finite element
interpolation functions £6 represent the true solution. For com-
plex objects, the NASCAP code uses the same algorithms and the
accuracy should be comparable. Since NASCAP automatically takes
into account mutual capacitances, it is a vast improvement over
hand generated capacitor models for complex spacecraft.

NASC&P assumes that charge is accumulated on, as opposed to
deposited within, dielectrics. Bulk conduction is included. We
have performed detailed one-dlmensional calcUlations of charge
transport within dielectrics, and have found this to be a reason-
able approximation for electrons of a few to tens of kilovolts in
all but the thinnest of dielectrics. It is also an approximation

_ that can easily be modified in the future if the need...arises.

The charging currents are the algebraic sum of incident
fluxes and backscattered, secondary, and photoemitted electrons.

.,* For spherical test cases we have compared NASCAP reverse
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:_ trajectory currents with spherical probe formulas (ref. 3). De-
_ pending on the number of trajectories sampled the results were in _

reasonable agreement, the largest errors due to the differences
"i between numerical and analytical integrals over angle of the back-

scatter and secondary emission formulas. Thus the two basic ro-
iJ quirements of a charging calculation, the potential and charge ac-

cumulation, are performed well by NASCAPo

The NASCAP material interaction models have been developed
from literature results. Their predictions are being compared
with laboratory experiments and are the subject of another paper
in th_s session. It should be pointed out, however, that NASCAP
accepts parameters for these models as input and that the models
themselves are contained in very short, easily replaceable sub-

( routines. Consequently, modifications and improvements in the
' formulations can be made very simply if ,_eeded.

The particle trajectory algorithms are second order accurate
in particle timesteps insuring good conservation of energy and
magnetic moment. Orbits are followed beyond the outermost grid
boundaries by using an extrapolation of the monopole potential.
This allows long excursions of emitted particles to see if they
return to the spacecraft.

The algorithm employed to integrate charging currents over a
timestep is quite complex to ensure physical results. Rather than
describe the technique in detail, we present a calculation which
illustrates how it works.

A simple example, which nevertheless displays some of
NAScAP's usefulness as a model, is the case of a spherical object
in sunlight. Since the photocurrent is larger than the incident
electron current, a capacitor-current balance model would lead
one to the conclusion that a sunlit surface will remain at a posi-
tive potential relative to the surrounding plasma. However, the
NASCAP charging current integration routines recognize that space
charge limiting prevents photoelectrons and secondary electrons
from supporting a potential barrier of more than a few volts.
This feature, combined with the multidimensional aspects of the
potential leads to a very different equilibrium, one with the il-
luminated surfaces a kilovolt negative.

We ran NASCAP for the case of a teflon coated sphere in sun-
light. The environment for this case is an isotropic, Maxwellian

plasma with a temperature of 20 keV and a density he.= n i =
1 cm -3. Sunlight was incident on one side of the sphere (fig. 15).

Figures 16-22 show the time development of the e_ectrostatic
field. (The satellite-sun line lies in the plane of these fig-
ures. Dark and sunlit cells are differentiated by shading.) For
the first _0.I second the sphere charged uniformly. Over the next
few seconds, the negative charge accumulated by the shaded
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surfaces began tO dominate the electrostatic field, causing a
• saddle point to a_pear in front of a sunlit surface. At about

10 seconds the _otential at the saddle point became negative.
- The sunlit surface maintained a potential a few volts positive

relative to the saddle point. Final steady state is reached With
: the sunlit surface at -I.0 kV and the shaded surface at -3.6 kV.

The final steady state pOtentialswere reached at time t
i 104 seC. This involved some 30 timeSteps, and used total computer

time of about one-half hour. Thus in a reasOnable amount Of com-

i puter time NASCAP can provide good physical insight into charging _

i phenomena, insight which is uncbtainabie using simpler computermodels.

i,
_: 4. APPLICATIONS OF NASCAP

IC

NASCAP is designed primarily to give engineering estimates J
_ of spacecraft potential_ during magnetoSpheric sUbstorms. It also
z can provide detailed particle spectra for a given environment and

spacecraft potential configuration in order to aid in interpreting
results of scientific experiments. As of this time the applica-
tions of NASCAP have been limited to the comparison with labora-
tory material charging test results and to the generation of mod-
els of a few scientific spacecraft. CompariSons have been done to
validate the material properties portion of the code. A later
papar in this section (Roche, et ai.) will discuss the results
of th_se studies.

One application of NASCAP which is of engineering importance
._.sthe study of active charging control. The operation of onboard

_ charged particle beams has been proposed as a means of minimizing
the effects of ambient environment spacecraft charging. N_qCAP
features an emitter algorithm that models the trajectories and
charge transfer effects of such beams. For example, we have
placed a one kilovolt, one milliampere electron emitter on a satel-
lite precharged to -2.5 kV. The potentials on spacecraft ground
and on an insulated surface as a function of time are shown on

• figure 23. Notice that the insulator will differentially charge
! to a substantial negative potential. Sample particle trajectory

plots during the charging phase are sho,-._in figure 24. By
modeling such systems NASCAP can estimate their utility and
point out any severe design problems, so that actual flight ex-
periments have the best chance for success.

An important problem, particularly in the future, is the in-
teractions of large space structures. While not specifically de-
signed for this application, the finite Debye length sheath treat-
ment in the NASCAP code will combine with the reverse trajectory
particle flux routines to give good estimates of space charge
limited charge collection. The present algorithm employs linear
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i ,_ blent plasma sheath more relevant to dense collisionless plasmas,
will be implemented. The object definition routines can already

_ _i handle objects of large size by decreasing the object resol,t10n
_i (_ig. 27). t

The most ambitious application to date iS the generation of
the SCATHA model. This model utilizes the full capabilities of
the code. The mode1 and some preliminary calculations are the
subject of the followin_ p_per.
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, Figure 1. A two-dimenslonal view of the first four nested meshes.
Each succeeding mesh increases the volume of calculation Space by
a factor of eight. Calculation time is roughly linear with the

' number of meshes.

: I I

Y

Figure 2. NASCAP can simulate virtually any object that can be
built from these fundamental shapes - cube, three types of sliced
cube, planar square, and £hin cylinder.
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Figure 3. The spacecraft surface is made up of aS many as 1200
surface cells. Each cell is assigned a material _ype and an
underlying conductor. The surface cell may represent either
bare conductor or dielectric layer.

Figure 4. Paddle satellite• A geometrically complex object with
four types of surface materia].
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Figure 7. Object structural plots give a perspective view with-
out hidden line removal.

Figure 8. Surface cell hidden line plots give a clear idea of
overall spacecraft structure.
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Figure 10. Two-dimensional potential contour plots give a clear
_, picture of electrostatic potential at each timestep.
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Figure ii. Particle emitters can be specified at any surface
cell. This plot shows particles from five emitters for various
angles of emission.
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Figure 12. Particle aetector plots show energy versus flux den- +_+._
sity. Detectors can also be located at any surface cell.
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Figure 13. Graphi_ output for a test tank case includes tra-
jectories of electrons from the source to the object.

FigUre 14. Potential contours around a fully charged teflon
covered grounded plate in a ground test tank. An electron
beam is coming from the left. Notice the fully formed poten- "_,
tial saddle point to the right of the plate.
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Figure 15. A NASCAP sphere - modeled as a twenty-six faceted
object. This one is 3 meters in diameter with 158 surface cells
and 144 surface nodes.
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Figure 16. P_tentials on shadowed and solar illu_inated surfaces
of a teflon sphere in a plasma (Ne = i06/m 3, % = 20 keY).
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__ Figure 17. Potential contours about a sunlit sphere early in
D time.
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Figure 18. Potential contours around sunlit sphere showing early

appearance of saddle point ( „-5.6 volts.
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Figure 19. Potential contours around sunlit sphere showing fully
formed saddle point at approximately -8 volts.
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Figure 20. Potential. contours about sunlit sphere showing saddle
_ point at approximately -25 volts.
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i Figure 21. Steady state potential contour_.-about sunlit sphere.

i

/ i

Figure 22. Trajectories of electrons emitted at various energies
from fully charged sunlit sphere.
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Figure 23. Active control simulation. A 1 mA particle emitter

'_ is activated with beam energy of 1 keY. The spacecraft goes from

a negative 2.5 kV potential to positive i.0 kV. Spacecraft ground
remains at about that level while a solar cell on the surface

, falls back to a negative potential.

i/' , I

i KeVBEAM

[1 _ CUP,REfiT

52% ESCAPE

Figure 24. Particle emitter trajectory plot. Some of the emit-

ted particles escape the spacecraft vicinity, while others re-

turn to v_.rious points on the surface.
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Figure 25. An approximate screening expression is employed to
show shielding effects. Shown is a two meter cube charged to
-i00 V, in a plasma with Debye length of 33 meters.

),D.,3,/I. L'2.

Figure 26. Here the same cube is charged once again to -I00 V.
This plasma has Debye length of 3.3 meters. The denser plasma
leads to more significant shielding, and the potential falloff
is steeper near the cube.
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_ I CHARGING ANALYSIS OF THE SCATHA SATELLITE*
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i M. J, Mandell, P. G. Steen, J. J. Cassidy

Systems, ScienCe and Software

i A. Rubin
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ABSTRACT

• We describe here a detailed model of the geometrical, mate-
rial, and electrical properties of the SCATHA satellite for use
with the NASA Charging Analyzer Program (NASCAP). Charging cal-
culations in an intense magnetoSpheric subSt-_m environment demon-
strate that (1) long booms can significant1) _erturb the poten-
tials near the spacecraft, and (2} discharging by Sunlight or by
active control c_ cause serious time-dependent differential

_' charg_n_ p_oblems.

INTRODUCTION

We have developed a detailed model of the SCATHA sateliite
for Use with the NASA charging Analyzer Program (NASCAP) (refs.
1 and 2). The model accounts for such geometrical complexities
as booms, shadowing, and th_ presence of insulating materials
over portions of the conducting ground of the space vehicle. The
effects of photOemissiOn and _econdary emission caused by electron
and ion impact, active control devices such as electron and ion
beams, and _urface and bulk conductivity are included in the
model. To our knowledge, this model represents the most complete
and realistic treatment of spacecraft charging attempted to date
for any satellite.

section 2 below describes the SCATHA model employed in

NASCAP. A detailed shadowing study was performed for a geometri-
cally more accurate SCATHA model| this work is described _n Sec-
tion 3. We have performed charging calculations for one environ-
• ent _sing the present model, and the results of these calcula-
tions are described in Section 4. Preliminary conclusions of this
study are summarized in Section 5.

&
This work supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration, Lewis Research Center, under Contract NAS3-21050.
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_ SCATHA MODEL DEVELOPMENT

i)i
i [! The NASCAP prOgrax,_ allows the s_ecification of the geOmetri-I cal, material, and electrical properties of a spacecraft in con-

siderable detail, we have attempted to incorporate the most cur-
rent and complete information available for SCATHA into our model.
However, th_ present model is meant primarily to illustrate the
intended level and Scope of our study, rather than to provide the
final word on a model specification. The NASCAP code allows model
features to be easily altered to make our model a more faithful
representation of the SCATHA satellite if the need arises.

Perspective views of our gridded model are shown in figures, l
( and 2. The main body of the satellite is represented as a righ_ i
' octagonal cylinder, with the aft cavity visible in figure 2. The

OMNI antenna and the SC9 cluster of experiments are visible on
the forward Surface of the satellite. Our model r_produceS the
actual SCATHA geometrical features extremely well, as shown in
table 1. Note in particular that the treatment of booms in
NASCAP allows the actual boom radii to be reproduced exactly in

the model. The requirements in NASCAP that bOomS parallel coordi- !7
nate axes and intercept mesh points in all grids effectively force
any long booms to pass through the center of the innermost mesh.
Therefore, our present model includes only the SC6, SCII, and the
two SC2 booms, with the orientations fixed at right angles to one
another.

Figure 3 illustrates the computational space in which NASCAP
solves Poisson's equation for this model. Monopole boundary con-
ditions are imposed on the edges of the outermost grid, which is

i

a rectangular prism of dimensions 1.6 x 1.6 x 3.2 m. The zone

size decreases by a factor of 2 in each of the four successive !
inner grids, so that the effective resolution is 11.5 cm near the

i satellite body. (Local mesh refinement techniques in NASCAP allow 1i

i a resolution of 2.5 cm for selected zones on the satellite.) I

! Our model includes the specificatio_ of 15 distinct exposed
surface materials, each of which is specified by the Values of
some 13 user-supplied parameters. The Surface materials are de-
scribed in table 2. We have attempted to find experimentally

_ measured values for all parameters_ Where this has not been pos-
_ sible, suitable estimates based on the properties of similar ma-
i_ terials have been Used. Table 3 lists the values employed in the

calculations reported here. The analytical expressions in which
:': these parameters are used to evaluate net surface currents are
•_ described in detail in reference 5. The formulation of electron

backscattering in NASCAP has been somewhat modified recently, and ;
i the newer treatment is described in appendix A. The exposed

i" materials are illustrated in figure 4 in which the locations of
several of the SCATHA experiments are also shown. Experiments at

• _ the ends of SCATHA booms are modeled as a single boom segment

i24
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whose radius is adjusted to match the exposed surface area of.¢he

i2_ actual experiment. ,_

The model includes six distinct underlying conductors:
_ spacecraft ground, the reference band, and the fou- ._perlments

:_ SC2-I, SC2-2, SC6-1 and SC6-2. Each o£ these under]iing con-

j ductors is capacitively coupled to spacecraft groun@, and each
can be separately biased with respect to ground. A Seventh con-
ductor could be introduced to underlay the solar cells at an ap-
propriate bias. In this study the reference band was allowed to
float and all other conductors were biased to the ground potential.

NASCAP has extensive capabilities to model particle emitters
and detectors located on the Spacecraft body, as described pre-
viously (ref. 2). These features of NASCAP can be "-Red in the

_ ( analysis of the operation of, for example, the SCA% experiments
SC4, SC5, SC6, SC7, and SC9. Such studies should be particularly
helpfui in determining the influence of spacecraft fields on
particles emitted during active control, and in determining the
source of particles seen at detector sites.

SHADOWING STU_._

For the SCATHA shadowing study, we were required to generate
percent shadowing tables for various experiments. We were able
to generate accurate tables using relatively small amounts of com-
puter time: less than 5 minutes Univac 1100/81 time was req,2ired
for a table of 7560 entries.

Since the geometrical capabilities of the NASCAP shadowing
routines are moro general Lhan the rest of the code, we were able
to employ a SCATHA model for shadowing in which each experiment
was treated geometrically in much finer detail than in the model
described in Section 2. Figure 5 shows the level of detail in a
perspective view of the MLI2-7 experiments on the forward sUrface.
Booms were placed at their actual locations on the satellite, and
the experiments at the boom ends were given a great deal of geo-
metrical complexity. Figure 6 shows the SC2-1, SC1-4, and SC6-1
booms as they were resolved in the shadowing study.

These detailed geometrical shapes were input to the usual
NASCAP shadowing routines (HIDCEL) for table generation. The
tables cover satellite rotation in 1 ° increments for the satel-
lite plane deviations from the sun line of -5 ° to +5 °.
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i_ CHARGING CALCULATIONS

:_i_ The model Was subjected to an extremely intense substorm de-
°_ sdribed by a slzperposition of two MaXwellian plasmas with the fol-

lowing parameterS:

eel = 40,000 ev 8e2 = 100 eV

0il = 20,000 eV 0i2 = 100 ev

he1 = 10 cm -3 ne2 = 10 cm "3

nil = 10 cm -3 ni2 = 10 cm "3

The effects of ambient space charge were neglected in the solution

of Poisson's equation here, since the mean sate11ite radius, r s,
is much smaller than the plasma Debye length, _D'- ......

r s _ 100 cm

AD _ 700 _-- _ 2200 cm
e

rs/A D _ 0.05

There was no sunlight present in the first calculation described
_-' below.

:_. Pote_itial contours during the initial overall charging phase
(_I0-3 seconds) are shown in figUres 7 and 8. The question of

: whether booms have a significant effect on the sheath potentials
is clearly answered by examining figure 9, which shows potential
contours in a plane a half meter below the plane of the booms.

_, Figure I0 shows similar contours in a calculation with the booms
_- omitted_ the distortion of _ontours by the booms iS obvious.

While the boom radii are Small, _2 cm, the effect on potentials
is related to the boom capacitance, which varies only logarithmi-
cally with radius. This results in long range potential inter-
actions from thin booms, where the characteristic decay distance

is closer to the boom length than to the boom radius.

The rapid initial charging is followed by a much slower de-
velopment of differential charging, as iilustrated in figure 11.
For this example the maximum differential developed after 22 sec-
onds was 700 volts and the maximum field strength in a dielectric
layer was 24,000 volts/cm. Figure 12 shows contours in the plane
of the booms after 22 seconds_ note the differential charging de-
veloped at the boom ends due to variations in the material proper-
ties between the experiments and the boom coatings.
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! : The two-Maxwellian description of the plasma leads to a low
overall charging voltage of only -7.3 keV despite the presence of ..4
a plasma component with an electron temperature of 40 keV. For
the particular case we have studied here_ low energy protons are I
being collected at an enormous rate and these, augmented by the
secondary electrons they produce, balance the incident electron
current. NASCAP uses a proton collection model in which the
collection increases linearly with voltage, which is valid in the

present case where r@/A D is small, as discussed by Laframboise
(ref. 4), Table 4 snows the detailed current balance near equi-
librium for the boom surface material in the presence of the
double Maxwellian environment described above. Also shown in

table 4 is a similar breakdown for the same material subjected

i only to the high energy single MaxWellian component. The equi-
librium potential is -32 keY in this case, indicating that the i
final potentials reached would have been much lower had we em-
ployed a single Maxwellian plasma model. For both plasma models,
the final potentials reached will depend on the exact values em-
ployed for the proton and electron induced secondary yields.
Great care should be exercised in the determination of the values

and associated error estimates for parameters which affect the
production of secondary electrons in these and similar calcula-
tions.

Finally, the atomic number dependence of backscatter coeffi-
cients tends to make high-Z materials charge less negatively than
other elements. For SCATHA, this means th.lt the magnitude of
the boom potentials will be significantly tower than most other
surfaces, since exposed platinum constitutes much of its surface
area.

We have performed a similar calculation on this model in
which the sunlight was turned on after 22 seconds of charging in
eclipse. The photoemission results in strong differential charg-
ing (%3 keY) along the booms, as shown in tigure 13. In our model
the boom surfaces are very weakly capacitively coupled to the
grounded cable shields which exten_ the length of the booms, while
the experiments at the ends of the SC2 and SC6 booms are coupled
closely to spacecraft ground. This W_ak coupling has the effect
of allowing the booms to reach rapidly to environmental perturba-
tions compared to the rest of the satellite, leading to temporary
conditions of high differential charging. We have observed simi-
lar effects when discharging the satellite with an electron gun.

The potentials near the satellite in sunlight are dominated
by the monopole field of the spacecraft body. A photoemitting
boom surface element can discharge only to the value of the local
monopole potential, since further discharge is limited by immedi-

_ ate reflection of photoelectrons. This has the amazing conse-
quence that the booms, strongly perturbing in eclipse, now seem
to disappear in the potential contours near the satellite body.
Note that significant differential charging in sunlight along the
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SC2 booms will certainly persist at equilibrium due to large dif-ferences between the photoemission from surfaces on booms and on
the SC2-I and SC2-2 experiments. Our calculations neglect an_

_ effective surface conductivity parallel to the booms due to the
i_ presence of a photosheath. The surface cOndu_ti¢ity features of

NASCAP could easily be invoked to simulate this effect, which

would reduce the magnitude of the differential charging ObserVed

• _ here.

The calculations reported here were performed on the Univac
1100/81 computer at Systema, Science and Software. Each cycle of

! charging and solution of the potential equations required approxi-
,_ mately 15 minutes CPU time during differential charging, and 5

_ minutes CPU time when no differential charging occurred. Approxi-• ( mately i0 cycles of each type were required for the calculations
• , reported here. We have developed a second SCATHA model for test-
i.... ing purposes in which the zone s_ze is twice that of the model
i_ presented here and the booms are shortened; computer times are
_ reduced by roughly 80 percent for this model, and all of the re-

sults described above can be observed in calculations using the
smaller model. The half-scale model will be useful whenever fine

i_ resolution on the satellite surfaces is not required.
_ CONCLUSIONS

We have completed the development of a detailed model of the
SCATHA satellite. Preliminary results from calculations in one
magnetospheric environment indicate that:

• The presence of a low energy component in a two-Maxwellian
description of the magnetospheric environment reduces the
maximum charging of a satellite relative to that found for
a single Maxwellian.

• The booms have substantial impact on potentials near the
spacecraft in eclipse.

• The use of high atomic number coatings, such as platinum
on the booms, may increase the severity of differential
charging.

• Discharging by sunlight or by active control may lead to
transient increases in differential charging along the
booms due to the weak coupling of the booms to spacecraft
ground.

Our calculations demonstrate that the prediction of space-
craft potentials for SCATHA is an exceedingly complex problem, in
which the full capabilities of the NASCAP treatment of geometrical
features, material properties, and dynamic interaction with the
environment are utilized. We plan to continue this study of
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SCATHA using NASCAP with particular emphasis on boom perturbations
and the effects of active control.

APPENDIX A. ELECTRON BACKSCATTER i

Electron backscatter is modeled in NASCAP as a function of

electron energl and mean atomic number of backscattering material.
The formulation first used in NASCAP (ref. 5) was v_lid only for

_ low-Z materials. To remove this restriction we have used a for-
mula of Burke (ref. 6) to obtain the backscatter coefficient for
isotropicaily incident electrons as

nI = 0.475 Z0"177 - 0.40 (AI)

The backScatter coefficient for normal incidence, no, is then
found by solving the equation

:'i

_1 = 211 - _o(l-_n _o)]/(_n _o ) (A2)

which comes from assuming the angular dependent backscatter co-
efficient (ref. 7) to be

n(O) = nO exp[-(_n no ) (i - cos0)] (A3)

The energy dependence (ref. 4) is then taken to be

no(C) = Y(c) (no + 0.i exp(-_/5)) _A4)

I 0 _ < 50eV

• y(c) = _n (20 _)/_n 20 50 eV < ¢ < 1 keV
1 c > 1 keV

where _ is in keV.

The energy dependent no from (A4) is then used in (A2} or
(A3) to calculate the relevant backscatter coefficient.
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF ACTUAL SCATHA GEOMETRICAL FEATURES TO
! GRIDDED NASCAP MODEL

( Zone Size _ 4.54 in. (.11.5 cm)
!

SCATHA MODEL

\ Radius 33.6 inches 32.0 inches

Height 68.7 68.0

Solar Array Height 29 27.2

Bellyband Height 11.3 13.6

scg-I EXperiment 9.2 x 6 x 8 9.1 × 4.5 x 9.1

- SC6-1 Boom 1.7 (radius) 1.7

118 (length) 113.2

Surface Area 2.16 x 104 sq. in. 2.11 × 104 sq. in.

Solar Array Area 1.23 x 104 1.15 x 104

Forward Surface Area 0.36 x 104 0.34 x 104
D
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TABLE 2. EXPOSED SURPACE MATERIALS !

( GOLDI gold plate
!

SOLAR: solar cells, coated fused silica "i

• WHITEN: non-conducting white paint (STM K792) !

SCREEN: SC5 screen material, a conducting fictitious
material which absorbs but does not emit

charged particles

YELOWC: conducting yellow paint

GOLDPD: 88 percent gold plate with 12 percent conductive
black paint (STM K748) in a polka dot pattern - i

BLACKC: conductive black paint (STM K748)

KAPTON: kapton

SIO2: SiO 2 fabric

TEFLON: teflon

INDOX: indium oxide

YGOLDC: conducting yellow paint (50 percent)
gold (50 percent)

MLI2: MLI2-3 and MLI2-4 surface, a fictitious material
whose properties are an average of the p_oper-
ties of the several materials on the MLI2 sur-
faces

ALUM: aluminum plate

BOOMAT= platinum banded kapton

i: 132
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?ABLE 3. (Continued) _i

i_ aThe materials are described in Table 2. I

bThe thirteen properties are as follows (see Reference 4 and

Appendix A for further details):

Property i: Relative dielectric constant for insula-
tors (dimensionless).

Property 2: Thickness of dielectric film or vacuum gap _
(meters). i

( Property 3: Eleetrical conductivity (mho/m). The value i
indicates a vacuum gap over a conducting

surface, i

Property 4: Atomic number (dimensionless). I
i

Property 5: Maximum secondary electron yield for elec-

tron impact at normal incidence (dimen- i
sionless).

Property 6: Primary electron energy to produce maximum

yield at normal incidence (keY).

Properties 7-10: Range for incident electrons. Either:

P8 PI0
Range = P7 E + P9 E

where the range is in angstroms and for

the energy in keV, i

or

i

P7 = -i. to indicate use of an empirical iI
range formula

P9 = density (g/cm 3)

PI0 = mean atomic weight (dimensionless).

Property Ii: Secondary electron yield for normally

incideDt 1 keV protons.

Property 12: Proton energy to produce maximum secondary

electron yield (keV).

Property 13: Photoelectron yield for normally incident

sunlight (A/m2).

CThe dielectric constant and thickness for the boom surfaces were

_ chosen to reflect the effective capacitance to the underlying

cable shield.
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TABLE 4. COMPONENTS OF INCIDENT AND EMITTED CURRENTS (10-5 A/m 2)
FOR BOOM SURFACE MATERIAL NEAR STEADY STATE.

Double Single
Maxwellian Maxwellian

Potential -7000 Volts -32,000 Volts
(,
, _ Incident Electrons -4.6 -2.3

Resulting Backscatter 2.7 1.4

Resulting Secondaries .7 .4 _!

i "i

Incident Protons .6 .2 i

Resulting Secondaries .6 .3
!
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SC6-1 ,_

:,t _ SC2-1

( SC2-2 __-

Sell-!

Figure 1. SCATHA model: side view. The 50 m antenna and the
SC1-4 boom are not included in this model.

Figure 2. SCATHA model: bottom view with aft cavity visible.
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Figare 3. Computational space surrounding the SCATHA model, show-
ing the nesting of the grids. The tic marks along the axes indi-
cate the outer grid zone size; the zone size decreases by a factor
of two in successive grids.

SC9

_'_ ALUHIN _ TEFLON

, _//_ YGoLDc:: INDOX
MLI2-7

_ $66-2 _ GOLD SCREEN

._ .._ .;:"_' YELOWC _ BOOI_T

: SC7-2 _'"_L'_ _ BLACKC "//,_/_,. KAPTON
_ GoLDPO_ s_o2

_ :::'..?._u2 r-"l SOL_R

! r-j:: /.._...-
• l'b _" " •

SCT-.I . " ,.

Figure 4a. SCATHA model with
exposed surface materials il-
lustrated.
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Figure 5. ML12-7 experiment as resolved for the SCATHA shadowing
study.

SC2-1

SC6-1

Figure 6. SCATHA booms as resolved in the shadowing study.
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Figure 7. Potential contours in a vertical plane through SCATHA

i__ center (only two of the four grids are plotted). Note the con-

tours extending into the aft cavity. Time _i0 -3 seconds. Con-

tours from -450 to -1250 volts in 50 volt steps.

L ,\ \ \\.",,h_k!_ll_/l;,__,//II
, ,,\\\]III_;:/."/i

Figure 8. Potential contours in a horizontal plane through SCATHA
center. Time _10 -3 seconds. Contours from -300 to -1200 volts in

!00 volt steps. The relative orientations of the booms is the

same in later figures. The dimples in the potential contours

near the boom ends are artifacts associatea with an imperfect

match of potential interpolation functions.
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_igure 9. Potential contours in a horizontal Flane 1 m below : _:
:_ SCATHA centor. Time _10 -3 seconds Contours from-250 to -1150 _:

: volts in 50 volt steps

,j

L / ,t
,,_

Figure I0. Potential contours in a horizontal plane I m below ; i
SCATHA center for a model in which the booms have been removed. •

Time _i0 -3 seconds• Contours from -300 to -1900 volts ifi i00 .. :.

liI volt steps. ._ !
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o . 0____4____.REFERENCE_N
-10 .... I I t, I I
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Figure ii. Spacecraft r?otential versus time for two points on
SCATHA satellite.

........///_
Figure 12. Potential contours in a horizontal plane through
SCATHA center, with differential charging along booms. Time
%22 seconds. Contours from -2000 to -7000 volts in 500 volt

steps.
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Figure 13. Potential contours for sunlit case in a horizontal
plane through SCATHA center. Time _38 seconds. Contours from
-i000. to -7500 volts in 500 volt steps.
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COMP_ISON OF NASCAP PREDICTIONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

James C. Roche and Carolyn K. Purvis
NASA Lewis Research Center

Stn_ARY

NASCAP (the NASA charging analyzer program) is a three-dimenslonal, finite- 1

element computer code capable of simulating the electrostatic charging of an ]

arbitrary body either in a ground test tank or in the space environment. The _!

code incorporates surface property parameters needed to simulate insulating and i
conducting materials. These parameters are being updated as required to bring

the NASCAP predictions into correspondence with data from ground tests conducted

at the Lewis k_search Center. NASCAP predictions are also being compared with
data from the ATS-5 spacecraft. The significance of these results is discussed.

INTRODUCTION !

i

__ In the past few years the electrostatic charging of spacecraft by the

charged-particle environment has become an area of concern to both spacecraft
designers and space scientists. This concern arises from the statistical cor-

relation between the occurrence of electronic switching anomalies on spacecraft
and the detection of geomagnetic substorm conditions by ground stations

(ref. I). The hypothesis is that this hlgher-energy-particle environment

charges spacecraft surfaces to a point where breakdown occurs. The resulting

electromagnetic interference is picked up by the spacecraft electrlcal wiring
and triggers logic circuits, thereby causing the anomaly. Experimental and i

theoretical investigations have been established to test this hypothesis. _

As usual, there are problems with both approaches. It is impossible to
simulate completely the space environment in ground facilities. The usual tom- i

_ promise is to use energetic electrons (2 to 20 keV). Purely theoretical methods /Ihave been restricted to slmp_Ifled cases Involving equilibrium conditions or

symmetrical geometry. A generalized digital computer simulation has a different i
set of strengths and weaknesses and could be used to complement both experiment

and theoretical analysls. Clearly an analytlcal tool is needed to aid in the

understanding of electrostatic eharglng phenomena. _i

Generallzed dlgital computer simulations have been used in the past to
solve complex body interactions, for example, thermal and structural analyzer

computer codes such as SINDA (ref. 2) and NASTRAN (ref. 3). The NASA charging

analyzer program (NASCAP) is a fully three-dlmenslonal, Cartesian finite-

element code with no symmetry or equilibrium restrictions. By taking time
st_ps in a quasl-statlc manner, it can simulate the charging history of a gen-

eral object either in space or in a test tank. However, the primary weakness
4
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i

_i_- i. of any finite-element approximation to a continuum $8 _hQt f_te-g_ain phenomena ,_
can occu_ between the finite nU_beE of lattice points _nto which the _p_ce ._ ...........

i" _ divided,

l/ Accurate modelin8 of the surface interaction propertie_ for the outer sur-
face materials of an object is another _oblem that is co.non to bo_h computer

' simulations and purely theoretical approaches. Near equilibrium, the net ,I
charging current to the object is the small difference between relatively large

! incoming and ou_goimg currents. The outgoin_ currents are due to such process-
es as backscatterin8, secondary emission, and photoemission. The _odels of
these processes used in NASCAPWere derived from the open literature. Parame-
ter values for five common spacecraft surface materials (two conductors and
three insulators) are included in the code.

( This paper compares the NASCAP code computations with the results from a
' simple tank experiment. Also, by using a simulation of the ATS-5 spaceeraft_

comparisons are made between the predicted and actual potentlals of the space-
craft structure. It is only through such comparisons that confidence can be
built up in other, more complex, appllcatlons of the code.

: NASCAP CODE DESCRIPTION

The NASCAP code is a flnlte-clement spacecraft-charglng simulation that is i
written in FORTRAN V and is currently oreratlonal on two computers: the Univac
ii00 at the Lewis Research Center and the CDC 6600 at the Air Force Geophysics
Laboratory. An overall description of the code and its capabilltles is given
in reference 4. A detailed discussion of i_s physical bauis is given in refer-
ence 5. The structure of the software itself is described in detail in refer-
ence 6.

Program Eleme_s

This description of the program elements is Intended only as a brief sur- ivey to provide background information for this paper an&.£s-keyed to the flow

_i!i chart in figure I.

Environment definition. - One of two basic operating modes is specified_
ground test tank or space. For the ground-test mode, the outer boundary of the
computational grid is grounded and an electron beam of an arbitrary current-
density pattern is aimed along the central axis. For the space mode, a plasma
environment is specified at the outer boundary - either pure _xwellian or an
arbitrary distribution. For either case the direction and magultude of the in-
cident solar illumination is specified.

_ Object definition. - The object to be defined and the space immediately
_, adjacent to it are divided into a number of volume cells (referred tO as _he

inner _rld) from 16x16x16 to 16x16x32. The object is modeled by using cubical i

: cells and such portions of these cells as can be constructed by section_tg

!i

.i
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' _ cubes (fig. 2). There can be os many as 1000 surface cells, each of which can IX
either be covered with an Insulatln8 film or left bare, Th_ number of nested
8rlds (fig. 3) is then specified, each of which has twice the size and half the

:_, resolution of the n_xt inner grid. For examp!e, an inner grid plus two nested

,__ _ 8rids would contain from 13 000 to 26 000 comp_tational points.

Trajectory ca!culat_%ns, - Starting from a known particle flux at the
outer boundary and an assumed initial potential, the incident flux to each sur-
face cell is computed,

Shadowing. - Starting from the known solar vector, the percentage of il-
lumination that falls on each surface cell is cemputed.

:3 ( Surface interactions. - Starting from known particle and photon fluxes on
each surface cell, the backscattering secondary emission and photoemission are
computed. Surface materials and their interaction processes arL modeled by
using the following list of parameters (table I):

(1) Relative dielectric constant

(2) Thickness of dielectric film

(3) Electrical conductivity

(4) Atomic number

(5) Maximum secondary-electron yleld for electron impact at normal inci-
dence

(_) Primary-electron energy to produce maximum yield at normal incidence

(7-10) Four empirical parameters for use in a double-exponential model of
penetration depth of incident electrons (range)

(11) Secondary-electron yield for normally incident 1-keV protons

(12) Proton energy to produce maximum secondary-electron yield

(13).Photoelectron yield for normally incident sunlight

The atomic number is used in the computation of back-scattered electrons and
also_ if required, in the Feldman range formula (table I, footnote c). The
range is used in the computation of secondaries due to primary electrons. The
values of all these parameters for five materials as initially incorporated into
the NASCAP code are given in reference 6 and are repeated here in table I,

Charge accumulation. - The net current to each surface cell is determined
and assumed to hold constant over one time increment. This results in an up-
dated charge pattern over the surface of the test object.
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Poteat:i.al solver. - Given the updated charge pattern on the surface of the '_
object, the potential solver uses a conjugate gradient iteration method to com-

_ pure the potentials at each grid point. These new potentials can now be used
to compute new flUxes to each cell for the next time step.

OPERATINGCONDITIONS

A few words are in order regarding the computer running time for these
simu_.ations. The tank model, for example, has 22 000 grid points and required
about 13 seconds of computer time for each potential iteration. NASCAP prints
out a numerical measure of convergence, and it is possible to inspect this pa-

( rameter hnd Judge the appropriate number of iteratiot,s for each ti_e step. A
method for automatically adjusting the number of iterations so that the poten-
tinl converges to within some specified accuracy is being Ivcorporated into the
code. The length of the time step and the accuracy could then be selected ac-
cording to the physical situation with the knowledge that the number of poten-
tial iterations will adjust itself to meet these constraints.

For space-mode calculations the current version of NASCAP is capable of
handling spacecraft that are three-axis stabilized or slowly spinning. A
rapidly spinning spacecraft in sunlight fs difficult to simulate. This case is
discussed in more detail in the section Summary of ATS-5 Comparison. A method
of applying average levels of illumination to the appropr':ate cells on a con-
stant basis will be incorporated into the code to handle rapidly spinning space-
craft in sunlight.

COMPARISONOF NASCAP PREDICTIONS NZTH GROUND-TESTDATA

Zn ground-test-tank experiments, material specimens are exposed to the t
flux from an electron gun. Therefore only those properties of the material
that are related to electron impact, such as backscattered electrons and
secondary-ei_ctron emission, are relevant. Comparing NASCAP predictions with
test da%a wculd then verify the electron-impact material parameters. This
leaves the parameters related to proton impact yet to be evaluated. This could
be accomplisl_d by space flight data comparisons.

Procedure

The test-tank experiments used for comparison with NASCAP predictions were
conducted in a 2-meter-diameter vacuum chamber at the Lewis Research Center.
Flat t:.'st specimens were irradiated with an electron beam, and their surface

, voltages were monitored with a field.-senslngprobe that scans across the sur-
face at regular intervals at a distance of 3 millimeters. Before each experl-

_ meat, the surface of the specimer,was "_.schargedwith a plasma source. This
facility end its instrumentation are a_scribed iz_ detail in reference 7.
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The NASCAP model of this facility is shown in figure 3. The cylindrical
tank is modeled by the square cross-section of the third and outer grid, which •
is truncated at each end to the correct length. There are a total of approxi- ,_
m_tely 22 000 grid points in this relatively simple model. The test specimen
has a cross-section of 15 centimeters by 20 centimeters and is located, as
shown, in the inner grid. The resolution in the test specimen is 2.5 centi-
meters. The electron beam is aimed along the central axis of the tank. Since
NASCAP is capable of modeling an arbitrary current-density pattern, data from
an electron gun calibration were inserted into the code. After a slight beam
curvature - caused by the magnetic field of the Earth - is allowed for, the gun
current-flux profile is taken to be that which would produce the measured
current-density pattern in the plane of the test specimen before any charging.
As the specimen charges, the current-density pattern spreads, but the flux prO-
file at the gur, remains constant.

(
Tests were conducted on the following types of spectLens: bare aluminum

baseplate, silvered Teflon (0.127 mm _hick), two types of thermal blanket, and
a solar-array-segment module. The thermal blankets beth consisted of a surface
layer of Kapton (0.127 mm thick) over multiple layers of silvered Mylar that
were grounded to the baseplate. The blankets differed only in the technique
used for grounding the Mylar layers. The aluminum baseplate was grounded for
all _ests except the first, in which it was left bare and ungrounded so that
its floating potential could be measured. Each _pecimen was irradiated with a
beam having a nominal centraldensity of 1 nA/cm z as measured with a Faraday
cup. The beam accelerating voltage was set at 5, 8, 10, and 12 k_Y for each
specimen.

The silvered Teflon was modeled as a plain, 0.127-mllllmeter-thick layer i
of Teflon since it was bonded to the baseplate with the silvered side against
the plate. Both thermal blankets were modeled as a O. 127-millimeter-thick
layer of Kapton since this was the composition of the top layer of both blankets i
and the metallized layers underneath were grounded. The solar-array-segment
module was modeled as a 0.203-milllmeter-thlck layer of silica.

Summary of Ground-Test Comparisons
1

Surface voltage profiles for the test samples, resulting from electron
bombardment, were compared with the NASCAP predictions by using the available 1

literature values for electron-_ipact material parameters (table I). The re- 1
sults are summarized here.

!

Aluminum. - The NASCAP comparison indicated that the aluminum test surface
was, in reality, an aluminum oxide surface. Using literature values for the
material properties of alumznum oxide instead of pure aluminum resulted in ex-
cellent agreement (fig. 4). Since no special precautions were taken to prevent
oxidation of the aluminum, it is reasonable to assume that the test surface was
aluminum oxide.

J

Only the steady-state potentials were compared for this specimen. To tom- I
pare transient surface voltages, the NASCAP c,,derequires a value for the ]

I
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¸'ii
t capacitance between the electrically floating aluminum _late and ground. Thiscapacitance value was riot available.

Silvered Teflon. - The steady-state NASCAP predictions for silvered Teflon

:. are in excellent agreement wlth the test data (fig. 5). The transient voltage _:
predi_tlonS ate in fair agreement but seem to lag consistently behlnd the ex-
perlmental charging data.

Aluminized Kapton. - Both the steady-state and transient predictions for
aluminized Kapton are in good agreement with the ii_ited test data (fig. 6).

Solar-array seRments. - There are significant discrepaudies between the

_,, predictions and the test data for solar-array (silicon diokide) segments
(fig. 7). The difficulty here could be similar to that Which was experienced

; with the bare alum_um plate. The solar-array cover slide that was tested had

a coating of an antireflectiVe compound, but the parameters in table I were de-

rived for pure silica. This case is still under investigation, and parameter
adjustments will be made when additional data are available.

COMPARISC_ OF NASCAP PREDICTIONS WITH ATS-5 DATA _I
I

The spacecraft that was selected for comparison with the NASCAP code was _I

th_ ATS-5. This spacecraft carries a particle analyzer, and thus there is a
large amount of information available concerning its charged-particle environ- i

ment. II:formatlon on the spacecraft itself and its Instruments is given in 'i
reference 8. Data from its particle analyzer have been reduced and fitted to
a double Maxwelllan model (ref. 9).

Procedure

The NASCAP model of the ATS-5 is shown in figure 8. The cylindrical outer
surface of the spacecraft Is modeled as an octagon with a central region

!_ covered with Teflon and end regions covered with silica to simulate the solararray. The cavities at each end are covered with Teflon. Since about 10 per-
cent of the solar-array area consists of exposed metallic interconnects,

!_ I0 percent of the surface cells in the solar-array regions have been left as

exposed aluminum. There are 880 surface cells in this model. The environment

was slmulated by a single Haxwelllan approximation with a density of 1 partl-
cle per cubic centimeter and a temperature of 5 keV for beth species. These
values are typlcal of much of the actual data.

_D.

Summary of ATS-5 Comparison

First, eclipse conditions were simulated by using parameters from table I.

1_i_ resulted in a spacecraft ground potential of _pproxlmately -2300 volt_,
:, which did not agree with the flight data. However. the simple cxpedicnt of

halving the seco.dary yields due to _on impact on the Teflon ,_nd the sili,_a
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if:

(which are not well-kno_n_ values) produced a spacecraft ground potentlal of

i_ -3800 volts, a figure that _aas actually measured On the spacecraft several
times under similar environmental conditions. Figure 9 shows potentlal con-
tours in the charged condition (_pacecraft ground at -3800 V).

;_ The ATS-5 rotated at 76 revolutions per minute. As noted earlier, a rapid '_I

: spin rate presents a practical simulation problem. NASCAP models the rotation i, by changing the Sun angle and recomputing the shadow pzttern at each time step.
For this to be a realistic simulation, there should be at least 10 time steps
per revolution, or approximately 80-millisecond time steps. Although absolute
charging occurs in a matter of seconds, it takes many minutes for the differen-
tial charging pattern to fully develop. This would lead to a prohib_tive num-
ber of time steps.

If the spin rate is reduced so that larger time steps can be taken, another

!_ problem is encountered: saddle-polnt formation (ref. 10). This saddle-polnt
'- formation results from a field distribution around the satellite that effec-

tively reduces photocurrents from the i11umlnated surfaces. This limits the
NASCAP treatment of rapidly spinning spacecraft. This constraint will be alle-
viated in future modifications of the code. i

J

A simulation of a stationary ATS-5 model in "the sunllght was run for i
qualitative co_parlson only. The resulting potential contours are shown in

figure l0 and seem to be reasonable. The simulation indicated a ground poten-

tial from -400 to -500 volts. _llght data from the spinning ATS-5 have shown i

ground potentials near zero volts in the sunlight. Therefore, it seems plausl-
ble that a stationary ATS-5 that is having a fraction of its electron emission

suppressed by a saddle point on its sunllt side would develop such negative
potentials.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The work described herein demonstrates that the NASCAP code generates re-

sults that are in reasonable agreement with available ground-test and space-
craft data. Ground-test results reveal that better material-property values
are needed for the five common materials currently implemented in the code.
Alterlng the values of the code parameters is a simple task, and the code is
structured so that even the models of the processes could be changed without

disrupting other areas of the code. Also, a methodical system for altering the
values of the code parameters in response to experimental data is clearly
needed.
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l _I SPACECRAFTCHARGINGRESULTS ,!,
FORTHEDSCS-III SATELLITE

Mtchael O. Massaro and Dale Ling
; 6eneral Electrtc Space Dtviston

T

ABSTRACT :1
Spacecraft charging results are presented for the DSCS-IIi satellite for

(' a severe geomagnetic substorm. Spacecraft charging results were obtained by
the use of the Electrostatic Charging Analysis Program (ESCAP). The ESCAP
computer code which can determine both the transient or steady-state
differential charging potentials is ah engineering design tool that utilizes a
circuit theory approach to spacecraft charging. Using the ESCAPcode, the
steady-state(static)differentialpotentialsof the outer spacecraftsurfaces
and metallicstrUcturewere obtainedfor the DSCS-IIIsatellitewhen under the
influenceof a severe geomagneticsubstom during the local midnight-to-dawn
quadrant of its geosynchronous orbitalpath. The resultsobtainedindicate
that, in tllesteady-state,most of the DSCS-IIIouter surface materials wlll
not achieve differentialpotentialslarge enough to producean electrostatic
discharge(ESD).Recent changesto the ESCAP code to improve execution time
are dlscusseda; well as model improvementsfor future development.

INTRODUCTION..

_. The main purpose of this paper is to present the results of a spacecraft
charging analysis of the DSCS-III satellite, (DSCS-III is the third generation
satellite of the DefenSe Satellite Communication System,) In addition, a

ioli: discussion of an approach to determi ne the probabiltsttc rate of electrostaticdischarge (ESD) of dielectric materials is presented, Spacecraft charging
refersto that phenomenonwherebythe outer materials of spacecraft attain

!iI surface charges produced by the bombardmentof energeticchargedparticles.

. During a geomagnetic Substorm the outer dielectric surfaces can achieve
differential potentialsat which electrostaticdischarge(E.RD)can occur. ESD
can cause degradationof the thermalpropertiesof materials,state changesof

operationalcircuitry,and RF interferenceto receivers.Thus, it is important

. to determineif any of the outer dielectricmaterials,will be a source of
-_ ESD.

!i Spacecraft charging results were obtained by using the Electrostatic

il Ch_rglngAnalysisProgram (ESCAP)which was developedby the General Electric
L Space Divisionunder an internallyfunded researchprogram.The ESCAP code can

determlne both the transient and steady-state differential potentials;

oli however,at present,only the steady-statesolutionsCan be obtained with aU
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re_sonable amount of computerttme (20-30 mtnutes of main-frame computer ttme
for 1 tO 3 mlnutes of transient results versus 5-10 seconds of main-frame ttme ,_]
fop a complete steady-state solution). The E$CAPcode uttltzes a circuit theory !

,-_. appt'Oach to spacecraft charging. The spacecraft-to-environment Interaction Is
_ determined by representing the charged parttcle environment as equivalent cur-

_J rent source functions and by representing the spacecraft by tts electrically
equivalent ctrcutt wtth respect to the plasma charging phenomenon. The chargtn9
model tncludes a sun/earth/spacecraft orbtt model that simulates the sun Illumi-
nation conditions of the spacecraft outer surfaces throughout the geosynchronous
orbtt.

: Recent changes to decrease the computer time needed to execute a steddy-
state solution are discussed as well as improvements in the plasma current
source representation. In addition, the variation of S/C charging differential
potentials as a function of the secondary electron emission coefficient is

., presented.

The _aper is organized as follows. First, a brief description of ESCAP
is given. The S/C char9ing results for the DSCS-III satellite are presented
along with a description of its material and geometric configuration and the
pertinent plasma and emission parameters used in the analysis. Next, ESD
probabilities of occurrence are derived and lastly, the ESCAP code
improvements are discussed.

SPACECRAFTCHARGINGMODEL

The spacecraft charging model can best be described in terms of the flow
chart shownIn figure l. The ESCAPcode consists of four separate models: a
plasma model, an electrical model, a S/C geometrical model; and a
solar�earth�orbital model. The plasma model represents the charging and
discharging mechanismof the ambientplasmawith respectto the spacecraftby

i equivalentcurrentsources.The currentsources,which are dependent on the
particle energy distribution functions,constitutethe forcingfunctionsof
the chargingmodel equations.At present,the plasma _nerated currentsources
are assumedto have a single,omnidirectionalMaxwellian energy distribution
with time-independentparametersfor the durationof the subsystem.However,
the model can be easily modified to consider a "two- Maxwellian" energy
distribution plasma representation as well as field-aligned fluxes.The
approachto accomplishthis is discussedin a later section.

The electrical model defines the lumped element equivalent circuit
representation of the spacecraftsurfaceswith respectto the electrostatic
chargingphenomenon.The plasma model and electrical model are combined to
form the non-llnearspacecraftchargingequations.The spacecraftgeometrical
model definesthe spacecraftouter surfacesin terms of approximate planar
surfacesand curved surfaceprojectionsand definesthe verticesof all planar
and curved surfacesin terms of a spacecraftreferencecoordinatesystem.The
solar/earth/orbitalmodel determines the location of the spacecraft with

. respect to the sun and the earth. The geometrical model and the
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solar/earth/orbitalmodel are combined to determinethe variationof the sun-

illum';nationconditions of the outer surfaces with respect to orbital ._.
position. ,_

To complete the modeling, the surface material properties and
configurationare defined. The surface material properties that are most
importantin a spacecraftcharging analysis are the "relative dielectric
constant; the variationof the surfaceresistivitywith respectto electrical
stress level.',and the variation of the bulk resistivity with respect to
electrical stress level.The materialconfigurationdefinitiondescribesthe
locationof the variousthermalblanketand surfacecoatingmaterials.

A more detaileddescriptionof the programis given in referenceI.

( MATERIALAND GEOMETRICCONFIGURATION

DSCS-III is a three-axis stabilized spacecraft operating in a |
geosynchronous orbit. The spacecrafthas two nineteenbeam transmitmultiple
beam antennas,a sixty-onebeam receive multiple beam antenna, two earth
coverage receive antennas,two earth coveragetransmitantennas,a gimballed
dish transmitantenna (GDA_,and a receiveantennaand a transmitantenna for
the Single Channel Transponder (SCT). The main body of the spacecraftis
almost cube shapeawith the approximatedimensionsshown in figure 2. Also
shown in figure 2 is the outer thermal blanket material and coating
configuration.A summary of the thermal blanket material properties and
locations i= given in table 1. To preventthe fiberglassstructuralparts of
the SCT antennasfrom becominga source of ESD, the fiberglass strfaces were
co_tedwith conductiveIndiumTin Oxide (ITO).The thicknessof the conductive
coatingwas chosen to promotea gradualdepletionof the surfacecharge to the
structure with minimaleffect on the RF performanceof the SCT antennas.From
similarcoatingprocessesit has been found that a minimum total surface
resistance of 500 K 9 can be expectedfor ITO.The bulk resistivityvalues
listed in table 1 are the valuesmeasuredat a low voltagelevel;however,the
actual bulk resistivitycharacteristics,i.e., bulk resistivityas a function
of the potentialacross the material,were employed in the analysis.A summary
of the areas of the outer thermalblanketmaterialsand coatings is given in
table 2. The amount of exposed structuralmetal is also listed as well as
those surfacesthat are never exposedto direct radiationfrom the sun, i.e.,
the "permanentlyshadowed"areas.

PLASMA PARAMETERSAND SPACECRAFTCHARGINGEQUATIONS

-_ Recently there has been considerable effort to refine and expand the
plasma substormenvironmentaldata base, that is, the diurnalvariationof the
parametersthat characterizethe plasma substormparticledensity and energy
distributions. In particular, the Air Force GeophysicalLaboratories(AFGL)
has establisheda computerbased plasma substormparameterdata file (ref. 2)
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_17 which contains parameters for a "one" Naxwellian or "two" Maxwelltan
approximation to the actual measured plasma distribution. AFGL supplied the
Space Division with a representative range of plasma substorm parameter
values. Part of the information supplied was a single Maxwellian distribution

:.'_i_ function approximation of the actual n_asured particle density and energy
dtstributi_,ns, lhe single Maxwellian distribution approximation parameters

; were used in the ESCAP program,lhe range of plasma particletemperaturesand

current densitites supplied by AFGL and the range of secondary and
photoemission parameters obtaineafrom the literatureare presentedin table
3.

Also shown in table 3 are the parametervalues selectedfor use in the
ESCAP program. Three levels of substorm activitywere established-mild,

). ( moderate,and severe.Since the electron particieshave the greatestinfluence
on spacecraftcharging,the .lectroncurrentdensityand energy values were
used to classify the substorm.Spacecraftchargingr_sultswere obtainedfor
all three levelsof substorms; however, only the resuits for the severe
substormwill be presentedherein.

The equivalent plasma and photoemissiongeneratedcurrent sourceswere
derivedin reference1 and are based on a "singleNaxwellian"approximationto
the actual plasmaparticleenergy distributionfunctions.Incidentprotonsand
electronsas well as secondaryelectronsand photoelectronswere consideredin
the plasma model. For a large dielectricsurface,the currentforcingfunction
will have the generalform (see ref. I)

(JeoeV/Te/ /\ -V/Ts )]
+ |fed e - I " A (I)

where In is the total positivecurrent into a large dielectricsurface, A is

the ar_a of the surface,J_o is the averageambientelectroncurrentdensity
incidentto a neutralsurface,J is the average ambient proton current
density incident to a neutralr_urface,(J,h_)_is the averagephotoelectron

I- currentdensityemittelfrom an illuminated_(_t_aldielectricsurface, V is
the absolute potential of the dielectric surface, T_ is the equiva'lent
temperature,expressedin volt_, of the Naxwell-Boltzmanne(M_-B)distribution
approximatingthe plasma electronenergy distribution,To is the equivalent
temperatureof the M-B distributionapproximatingthe plbsmaproton energy dls-
tributionand is expressedin volts,Ts is the equivalenttemperatureof the
M-B distrlbutlonrepresentingthe energy distributionof the secondaryemission
electronsand is expressedin volts, TDh Is the equivalenttemperatureof thc
M-B distributionrepresentingthe enerby distributionof the photoelertronsex-
pressedin volts, fed is the secondaryelectronemissioncoefficientfor elec-

trons incidentto a dielectricsurface, fpd is the secondaryelectronemission
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coe,,,c,en,, r,o.,,e,ect,c.u,.ce.n,a,.,h.sunaspect angle for the d|electPtc surface. ._

I if s = +1 and V _>U; otherwise leave unchanged

eSV/X =

1 if s = -1 and V<U; otherwise leave unchanged

The sun aspect angle, a , is the angle between the sun-ltne and the surface
( normal vector and

for 1 l</2
cos a = _,o°s _

for ia l_>-/2(self-shadowingconditions) (3)

The positivecurrentflowinginto the metallic structureis (see ref. 1)

-V/T./ -V/Ts)P' IM(V) = AMTJpo(1 + VlTp)e P_I + fpme

+ Ap,Tdeoe me - (1 + IVITeI) :
.t

_ + _ AMl(Jpholm (cos alIe "V/Tph (41

where equations (Z) and (3) hold for the above equattgR and AMT tS the total
exposed metallic area, AMi is the exposed area of the i _ metalTic surface, m
is Che tot¢_ number of exposed metallic surfaces, a _ is the sun aspect anale
for the i _" metallic surface, f.. is the secondary electron- emission
coefficient for protons incident t_'"a surface, metallic fem is the secondary
electron emission coefficient for electrons i,cident to a _etallic surface,
and the following holds for the small area currection terms
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(1 + V/Tp) for V->O 1
(1 + V/Tp) = (S)

I for v<o

(I, IV/Tel)= (I + IV/Tel)for v<_o (6)
1 for V>O

( The lumped element, equivalent electrical circuit representation of the
spaCeCraft outer surfaces with respect to the electrostatic charging
phenomenon was derived in reference 1 and is shown in figure 3. The steady-
state spacecraft charging equations for the simplified circuit of figure 3 are
gl ven by

V1 - Vo
= I (VI) (7)

Rl (Vl - Vo) l

¢ D

e •

Vn - Vo

Rn (Vn . Vo) = I n (Vn) (8)
n

T: It=Oi=O

It has been assumedthat there are n outer surfaces. The i th surface has an

absolute potentia] of Vi volts and each surface, or node, has a corresponding
plasma and photoemission generated current source, 14, having the genera] form
of equation (1), The spacecraft structure has an absolute potentia] of Vn
volts and I n is the plasma and photoemission generated current source into th_
exposed metallic surfaces and is given by equation (4). Equations (7) and (8)
in general,w111 be non-linearsince the leakage resistances are non-linear

functions of stress level (Vi - Vo) and the plasmacurrentsare non-!inear
functionsof stress level also, i.e., voltagedependentCurrentsources.

The numberof equations, n, is a function of both the number of surfaces
with different materials and with different sun illumination conditions, t.e.,
the number of surfaces with different orientations with respect to the
spacecraft reference coordinate system. The solution of this set of n
simultaneous nonlinear equations is discussed in a later section.
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Spacecraft charging results were obtained for the peak of the winter-
i solstice and fallnequtnox orbital periods for a severe substorm. It was
- assumed that the plasma substorm had a duration of ntne hours starting at I

I r so.e
obtained during these two orbital periods. For example, during equinox the
spacecraft will experience eclipse conditions (total*Shadowing) and the
spacecraft structure achieves its highest negative potential; whereas during ,_
winter-solstice the spacecraft structure achieves its lowest negative
potential. The latter condition results from the fact that the South Panel has
more exposed metal than the North Pane] and that during winter-solstice the
South Panel is illuminated by the sun, The OSRcoverglass material exQ_tbited
the greatest steady-state potential difference, t.e., the putential difference
between the outer surface and the spacecraft structure. The steady-state
potentialdifferencesof the above materialas well as the absolute potential
of the spacecraft structureduring a severe substormare listedin tables 4
and 5, for fall-equinoxand winter-solstice,respectively. It can be seeen
from these tables that the spacecraftstructureachievesa maximumnegative
absolutepotentialof -14 kV during eclipseand a minimum negative absolute
potential of -170 V during winter-solstice. The OSR coverglassmaterial
achieves its greatest potential difference during winter-solstice. The
steady-stateabsolutepotentialsof all of the spacecraftouter surfacesfor a
severe substorm are shown in figures4 and 5 for fall-equinoxand winter-
solsticeat B:O0 LT, respectively. _+

A summaryof the maximumsteady-statepotentialdifferences achieved by
all of the outer surfacesduring the fall-equinoxand winter-solsticeorbital
periodsis listed in table b. It can be seen from table 6 that the OSR
coverglassachievedthe higheststeady-statepotentialdifference.5200 volts.
Because of the potential differences attainedby the OSR cove-rglass,this
materialmay be a possible sourceof ESD and the OSR coverglassmaterial will
be the only steady-state source of ESD during a severe substorm.Electron
bombardmenttests of this materialhave indicatedthat low-level, observable
discharges will occur at potentialdifferenceson the order of 7 k_J.In order
to assess the effectsof the ESD produced by the OSR coverglass on the
performance of the DSCS-III systemboth the radiatedESD field levels and the
rate of ESD had to be determined.Measuredvalues of the magnitudeof radiated
ESD fields are presentedin reference3 and an estimateof the probabili_tic
occurrencerate of ESD is derivedin the followingsection.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the above spacecraftcharging
analysis considered only the steady-state potential differences. It Is
possible for the solar array coverglassto produceESD becauseof transient
potentialdifferencesbetween the coverglass and the spacecraft metallic
structure. However, these discharges, if any, will be producedonly during
severe substormsand only when the spacecraftenters and exits eclipse.
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ESDPROBABILITIESOF OCCURRENCE ,_

In order to tier.ermine the probabiitttes of occurrence of ESD from OSR
coverglass, a sample of the matertal was subjected to electron bombardment
tests to simulate a severe substorm environment. The OSRGlas_ was bombarded

with ele6trons having an accelerating potential of 20KeV and a density of
1.Sna/cm_. This current density value is about twice the maximumelectron
current density of any plasma substorm that has been measured up to the
present time. Dischargeswere observedat the rate of about one every twenty
seconds.Since there are twenty separatesectionsof 0SR glass on DSCS Ill
(each section consisting of hundredsof cells of 0SR glass)and since each
sectioncan.dischargeindependently,a binomialprobability density function
was used to characterize the statistical occurrence of ESD from OSR

( coverglass,Thus, the probabilityof k dischargesin At secondsis

1

where P(k) is the probabilityof k dischargesin At seconds,n is the number
of sectionsof 0SR glass,20, p is the probabilityof a dischargeoccurringin I

At seconds and q is the probabilityof no dischargein At seconds.For
the OSR cover glass there results

At
P= T

m

q : p : (l-p) (10)

where T is the periodicityof a dischargefor one sectionof 0SR glass and is
equal to about 20 secondsfor the simulatedsubstorm.The probabilityof m-or- '!
more discharges occurringin one second is the complementof the probability !
of (m-l)-or-lessdischargesoccurringand from equation (7) is given by i

m-l i

Pr(m-or-moredischarges)= l-Pr((m-l)-or-!essdischarges)= I-_. P(k) (ll) i1

k--0 1
J

°_ Using equation (11), the ESD probabilitiesof occurrence were computed for ]

=:__ one-or-more up to ten-or-moredischargesoccurringrandomlyin one second and
_i the resultsare presentedin table 7. It can be seen from table 7 that the
I probability of ten-or-more discharges occurring per second is extremely
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remote; whereas, there is i_ high probability that at least one discharge will

occu- each s ,cond. _,._

_ In the above formuiatton it has been assumedthat each section of OSR
_i- glass, independent of the number of cells per section, Will have the same

dtScl_arge rate as the nine cell sample that was tested. This assumption is

ti valtd if there is a tendencyfor.mosJ:..of the cells to be affected by the
dischargeprocess.

t_ Variation of Differential Potential with Secondary EmiSsion

i-/._ In the simplified spacecraft charging approach presented herein, the i

i_. secondary electron emission coefficients were assu_d to be a constant value, ,
.5 for metals and .75 for dielectrics.To determinethe sensitivityof the

. ( steady-state solutions with respect to the secondary emission coefficient,
!_:, steady-state charging solutions for OSRcoverglass were obtained for secondary
_ emission coefficients ranging from .5 to .95. The re._ults for eclipse and at

__ winter-solStice, 8:00LT are shown in figure 6 along with the absolutepotential of the spacecraft structure for the winter-solstice orbital period
_: at 8:00 LT. It can be seen in figure 6 that for eclipse as the secondary

emission coefficient increases the covergla.ss becomes increasingly more

_. positive with respect to the S/C structure. This is to be expected since asthe secondary coefficient increases there is more net positive current flow
(less negative current flow) into the dielectric materials than into the
metallic structure which has an assumed secondary emission coefficient of .5.
Whereas, during winter-solstice at 8:00 LT as the coefficient decreases, the
coverglass, which is self-shadowed, becomesincreasingly negative with respect
to the structure. As the coefficient decreases there is less net positive
current flow (more negative current f;ow) to the OSR coverglass. The
structural potential also becomesmore negative as the secondary coefficient
decreases; however, it is strongly affected by the photoemission currents both
di rectly and i ndi rectly,

ESCAP Code Improvements

Recent improvementshave b_en incorporatedin the ESCAP code to decrease
the comutertime needed to execute a steady-statesolution.From equations(7)
and (8) the steady-stateequationscan be writtenas

_ Vi-Vo ]i--Ol- = o (lo)

for l_ISn, and

m

Ii : 0 (ll)
i=O
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The solutton to this system of equations can be viewed as an optimization
problem where equation (11), which represents a current balance condition, .,
must be minimized while simultaneously satisfying the se_ of n nonlinear ,w
equations (1U) which can be considered as constraint equations on the current
balance condition. If the structural potential, Yo, ts considered as an
independent vartable and the n surface potentials as dependent variables, then
for a given value of Vs (structural absolute potential), a of each of the n
variables V;, for l<t_<n, can be found from (10) and the valtdtty of the
current balance value can be determined from (11). Since a11 of the terms of
the left side of (10) are well-behaved, monotonic functions, a unimodal single
variable sequential search technique (ref. 4) can be used to solve (10) for V
when given a value of V , that value of Vi which minimizes (10) for
gtven va]ue of Vn i_' i.e.the desired solution. Since (11) as a function of Vrepresents the sum_f monotonically decreasing or increasing functions, ,

( also wtll be e unimodal function of V_. Consequently, a single vartable search
technique c_n also be used to find that value of Vo which minimizes (11). This
value of Vo represents the desired solution.

The Fibonacci sequential single variable search technique (ref. 4) was
employed to minimize (solve) equations (10) and (11). The total range of
possible surfaco potential values was divided into two regions and the search
was conducted in one of these two possible regions for each surface. For
surfaces with a positive or low negative potential, the range of potential
values from +IOV to -2OOVwas iteratively searched. Within only twenty-two
iterations the interval of uncertaintywas reducedto .007 (a factor of 3 x
I0-_).For surfaceswith a high negative potential the range of potential
values from -200V to -40,O00Vwas iterativelysearched.Within only twe@ty
ite;-ationsthe intervalof uncertaintywas reducedto 3.5V (a factorof I0"_). (
In the process of solving equations(10) and (II) by this approachit was I
found that thecfinalnet current incidentto the total outsidesurface was a
facto,"of 10_ less than the initialnet currentflow to the spacecraft.It
shouldalso be noted that the searchprocessproducedthe same solution after
starting the search at a numberof differentinitialstartingpoints;this
confirmed the unimodality assumption. In addition, the code has been
programmed such that it can automaticallydeterminewhich of the two regions
shouldbe searchedfor a particularsurface,and the polarityof that surface.

Recently it has been proposedin reference 2 that the actual plasma
particle current densitlesand energies could be adequatelyrepresentedby a
sum of two or more Maxweliiandistributions.As can be seen from the S/C
charging equations given previously, the form of the equationscan readily
accommodatetwo or more Maxwelllandistributionsand associatedparameters.In
addition,field-alignedfluxescan be includedby simply alteringthe current
sources,to the particularsurfacesof the S/C that are affectedby the field
alignedflux. The modified spacecraftchargingequationswould then have the
form
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(,;, ;:
)

) I1j
e D

• •

jl v"v° + (12)
Ri (Vi,Vo) = Itj If t

• e

Vk-Vo

Rk(vk.Vo)= IU +zfi
( "

I •

Vn'Vo
Rn(Vn-Vo) = j Inj

where the plasma generated net current flow tgha Surface ts+_epresented by a
sumof j Maxwellian distributions and the t _ through k_" surfaces are
affected by field aligned fluxes represented by an I_ equivalent current
source. The above modifications to the spacecraft charging'equations represent
possible future improvements in the ESCAPcode.

z

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presentedsteady-statespacecraftcharging results for the
DSCS-III satelliteduring the equinoxand winter-solsticeorbitalperiodsfor
a severegeomagneticsubstorm.It was shown that only one of the outer
dielectric surface materials,the OSR coverglass,could be a possiblesource
of ESD in the steady-state.Conductivecoatingshave been used to control ESD
on the dielectric structural parts of antennas operating at low frequencies.
Silica cloth materials and blanket_ have been used to control ESDon most of
the surfaces of the spacecraft• It was found that the steady-state solutions
were strongly deper_dent on the value of the secondary electron emission
coefficient.

At present, the computer model uses a stngle Maxwellian approximation to
the actual plasma distribution and the substorm is assumed to be time-
independent for the duration of the substom. However. the spacecraft charging
equations can easily accommodate a "two Maxwellian" approximation to the
actual plasma distribution as well as field-aligned particle fluxes. Once the
geometrical, electrical, and material configurations of a spacecraft have been
defined and entered into the code. the steady-state solutions can be obtained
at every hour over the orbital period from 23:00 LT to 8:00 LT with a small
a_ount of computer execution time (typically 3-5 minutes).
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Table 2. SurfaceArea Summary

! Si FAc ..................

IDENTIFICAT|ON MATEItIAL AREA (CM2)

i _ 1. BACKSIDE #_27 SILICA BLK, 62, 07_

EXPOSED METAL 709
lit ..

' 2, WF.ST PAIIEL #527 SILICA BLK. 38, 264

EXPOSED METAL 842

i_ ' " .... II I I

(_ 8.' NORTH PANEL #527 SILICA.BLK. 26,411

OSR GLASS 19,286

EXPOSED METAL 2,486
i i i i

4. SOUTH PANEL #527 SILICA BLK. 48.,174

OSR GLAS,q 7,200-

. EXPOSED METAL 2,7135. EAST PANEL #59.T SILICA BLK. 33,337

EXPOSED METAL 1 118

6. EARTH SIDE #527 SILICA BLK. 18,766

#670 SILICA CLOTH 6 453

#570/550/581 CLOTH COMPOSITE 23,596

FIBERGLASS WITH ITO 37

EXPOSED METAL 3,958

?_ SOLAR ARRAY COMPOSITE 116,968
SOLAR ARRAY

9 SUN SIDE #527 SILICA CLOTH (YOKE) 4,843
J', ii i i

"S. I

SOLAR ARRAY CHEMGLAZE (INCLUDING YOKE) 122,649& DARK-SIDE

t0.

11. PEh,_tANENTLY 0527 SILICA BLK. 8,860
SHADO',VEDAREAS

FIBERGLASS WITH iTO 289

EXPOSED METAL ............ 10,681
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!_ Table 3. Photoemlsslon, Secondary Emtsstun and _
t/ _n]dlrecttonal Plasma Par_mel:ers '

Tph IV_Tph_ _IV _V i

Ta flV_ T._4V 9V ]

%m o_ rom_x o._
% o. fo_"l o.,_ i
fpm 0 _ fpm _ ! o. g ,

fpd 0s flMt ! 0,75

T O IKV 5 T_ _'I.0KV 3.SKV _llJ)811I_TOnb'l)
g. ,qKV(MODERATI_SU_TORM)
T.0KV (SEVEHE SU_TOIIM)

$

( Tp _.51_ s Tp s 10.41_ 3.0 KV (MILD HUI_TORM)6.8 K" (MODEHATE 8U_qTOR,_,_

8, B KV (SEVERE SU_TOHM)

--Jnh0 0.8_ nn/om 2 SJp,,,b _ 4 nn/cm2 3 nn,/om2o, 9 n_cm _ (.DIELECTRICS)

Jeo 0. OO4nll/o_2 _ Jo_ _; 0, 8 era/ore_" 1.0n_/om 2 (MILDSUP_TORM)0.0n_/om p-(MODEHATESUBSTORI_

O.5n_/cm 2 (SEVERE SUBSTORM)

_p_'cm 2 < J;_ _ eSpc/era sJPo 18.8p_/cm 2 (MILD SUBSTORM)

lOpa/om: (MODERATE SUBSTORM)lOpa/cm (SEVERE SUBSTORM)

* THESE PARAMETERS REPRESENT A SRqGLE MAXWELLIANDISTRIBUTION
APPROXIMATION TO THE ACTUAL MEASURED PARTICLE DENSITY AND ENERGY
DISTRIBUTIONS. PAHA_ETER VALUES WERESUPPLIED BY THE AIR FORCE GEO-
PHYSICAL LABORATORY, HANSCOM AFB, MASS.

Table 4. Summaryof Steady-SLate Results For
A Severe Substom During Fal -Equinox

..... MATERIAL WITH THE MAXIMUM POTENTIAL ABSOLUTE
DIFFERENCE POTENTIAL OF

LOCAL ' S/C STRUCTUHE

TIME OSR GLASS ON NORTH AND SOUTH PANEL8 (VOLTS)
• _ii i m ,

23:00 - 6160 - 240

24:00 180 - 14180
(ECLIPSE)

1:00 - 5160 - 235

2:00 . - 5165 - 210

3:00 - 5166 - 205

4:00 - 8166 - 210

5_00 - 5165 - 220

6:00 - 4780 - 1490

7:00 - 5165 - 220

_ 8:00 - 8170 - 200
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._. Table 5. Summaryot _teany==LdLu .=_.,_ .....
Sevore Sub_torm DuPing Wintor-Soi_tice

- MATERIAL WITH THE MAXIMUM POTENTJrAL .... ABsoLuTE

DIFFERENCE (VOLTS) POTENTIAL OF
LOCAL _ _/C STRUCTURE
TIME OflR GLA_fl ON NORTH PANEL (VOLTS)

,J! 23.00 - 5175 _ 175

24:00 = 5170 _ 190

1:00 = 5125 = _75

2:00 = 5200 _ 170

3:00 = 5175 - t75

4:00 - 5170 + 180

5:00 - 5170 - 180

6:00 - 5170 - 200

7:00 - 5170 - 180

8:00 - 5175 - 175

Table 6. Summaryof MaximumPotentialDifferencesof Outer
Surfaces During a Severe Geomagnetic S.bstorm

MAXIMUM

POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE BEIWEEN
SURFACE AND SIC STRUCTURE (VOLTS}

1. BACK-SIDE NO. 527 SILICA CLOTH -220
BLANKET

?. '£Sl PANEL, NO. SSl SILICA CLOTH _110
_LAN_ET

3. NORTH PANEL, NO. 527 SILII-A CLOTH -170
BLANKET

4. NORTH PANEL, OSR GLASS COMPOSITE -52&0

5. SOUTH PANEL NO. 5El SILICA CLOTH IgO
BLANKET

6. SOOTH PENCE, OSR GLASS COMPOSITE -520C

7. EAST P_NEL, NC. 527 SILICA CLOTH 230

BLANEET

BN EARTH SIt)E, NO. _27 SILICA CLOTH Z25

BLANKET

9. EARTH SIDE, NO. 57D SILICA _LOTH 2_0

IO. EARTH-SIDE, NO. 5701550158l SILICF"--- -2_0
CLOTH COMPOSITE

IT. EARTH-_IOE, CONOUCTIVELY Cu_I'ED FIBERGLI,_S +_ "I,

17. SOLAR ARRAY, SOLAR ARRAY COVER GLASS I50D

1L S,'.AR ARRAY, CHEMGLAI[ PAINT -1370

14. PFxMAN_NTEY SHADOWED, CONOUCTIVELY COATED -_
(' IBLRGI ASS

|5. PERMANINTtY ';fiAT)OWED+NO. 527 -lGO
STLIC_ Ctor_
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_ Table 7. ESDProbabilities of Occurrence For the
OSRGlass Composite Material During A Severe
Substo,nfl* "__ i ii i_

_'. NO. OF ESD D_CHARGES
--!': OCCURRING AT RANDOM
._" TIMES iN ONI_ SECOND PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE

. i i

;_ i 0.642

> 2 0.264

> 3 0.0755

> 4 O. 016

_ ;_ 5 2.6 x 10-3
(

> 6 3.3 x 10.4

> 7 3.4 x 10"5

i > 8 3 x 10 -6

> 9 2 x 10 -7

> 10 1 x 10 .8 :_
i i .ji ?

J_

* THE SEVERE SUBSTORM WAS SIMULATED BY BOMBARDING THE
OSR GLASS MATERIAL SAMPLE WITH 20 KeV ELECTRONS HAVING

A CURRENT DENSITY OF 1.5 NA/CM 2

[-i t_ _,ACECEA,T 1

E_UAT_.,8 .... _ii

ELECTRICAL

MODEL _ "'

' I IMATERL_L NlIMERICAL .,. I
PROPERTIES SOLU TION OF

AND CONFIGURATION EQUATIO_ °. , ',I

EOMETRICAL _;

.........SUN-ILLU MINATION ABSOLUTE
CONDIT|ONB OF POTENTIAL8 OF

SURFACES VEiIBUB SURFACE8 AND :
OR BITA L POSITION 5TRUCTUI_E

I OEI31TAL _._! --

[ MOOEL I

"' Ftg,,ve l. Spacecraft Charging Model Fiow Chart.

_J

Ib - l ..... ,.
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FALL-EQUINOX S_UBSTORM: ._

i_!.... a:ooLT 7KEV
13' 0.5 X 10-9 A ,,_

CHEMGLAZE = -I 560

SOLAR ARRAY _, 0V
COVER GLASS BACKSIDE _ 0V

( PANEL 527 = -36SVi

NORTH PANEL. --_
OSR-- -5370V -

STRUCTURE = -200V

EAST PANEL

WEST PANEL. = -365V
527 _
- 365V

57O
COMPOS|TE = -490V

SOUTH PANEL

_;CT 52.7= -365V
FIBERGLASS OSR = -5370V
:-_- 198V

MAX _V = -5170V ILLUMINATED SIDES
_, .l, i

OSR GL_SS Oiv NORTH BACKSIDE
AND SOUTH PANELS EAST PANEL

Ftgure 4. Steady-State Absolute Potentials of DSCS-I]! :,
at 8:00 L.T. (Fa11-EqutPox)For A SevereSubstorm
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_,)I

' Wlj ,TER-SOLSTICE SUBSTORM: '_

_ 8:00 LT 7 KEV
0.5 X 10-9 A

CHEMGLA ZE - _15_0V
SOLAR ARRAY -

i COVER GLASS _ 0V
L

BACKSIDE _ 0V
NORTH PANEL

( OSR _"-53S0V

NORTH PANEL #527
_"-340V

EAST PANEL _ 0V

STRUCTURE _ -!76V
527 ; -340V •

S70COMPOSITE
_- -467V WEST PANEL. - -340V

SCT SOUTH PANEL
;_ FIBERGLASS = -175V 527_ 0V

i-_i _, OSR_ OV
,2

_ PERMANENTLY _- 570 _ -400V
_,J; SHADOWED

527_ -340V

::;. ILLUMINATED SIDES:
SOUi"H PANEL

MAX AV = -5175 V EAST PANEL
:, OSR GLASS ON NORTH PANEL BACKSIDE

Figure 5. Steady-State Absolute Potentials of DSCS-III ,_
"° at 8:00 L.T. (Winter-Solstice) During A ._

Severe Substorm. -_ ,]
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....o',)/" Jen-Sh£h Chang, S,M.L. Prokopenko, R. Coward and J.O. LaframboiSe

Centre for Research in Expertmenta_ Space Science dnd Physics Department !
"_or_ Un£versity

: ABSTI_ACT

the plasma environment of high-altitude spacecraft hss been observed to

involve ion drift velocities which sometimes become comparable to ion mea_
thermal'speeds. Such drifts may cause an electrically isolated spaceeraft
surface to float at a substantially increased negative potential if it is simul- "I

taueously shaded and downstream relative to the drift direction. We present a
calculation Of upper and lower bounds on Such potentials for a spherical

spacecraft, based on the fact that ion collection on the spacecraft at its t

downstream point is bounded above by the corresponding current which would be '_i
collected if the spacecraft were an equipotential (i.e. were mot _ attractive _-_

for ions elsewhere on its surface than it is in reality) and bounded belOW by
the corre_ponding result for a sphere at space potential. The results show 1that (I) the ion speed ratio at which drift effects become "important" (i.e. .

change the floating potential by at least 10%) can be as low as 0.1, and may be .:_
decreased if the ambient electrons are non-HaxWellian; (2) the effects of ion

speed ratio lncrecse With iflcreasing loft-to-electron temperature ratio; (3) i_1
negative floating potentials for drifting Maxwelllan ion velocity distributions !

with speed ratio u_ity are typically about t_ice as large as the corresponding J
potentials for nondrifting conditions. ]

INTRODUCTION

If a spacecraft is exposed to ambient ions whos_ drift velocity U is

comparable to or larger than thei_ most probable theraml speed [ion speed
ratio _i _ U/(2kTi/mi) _ _1, where k is Boltzmannts constant and mi and Ti are

,_ ion mas_ and assumed ion temperatureS, a large decrease in ion flux Ji to
downstream su#faces will occur. Unless such surfaces are able to expel Surplus
incident electrofl fluxes, e.g. by photoemiSsion, their floating potentials will
become substantially more negative e_ e result. If the ambient electron

temperature Te is simultaneously lar, or more generally the ambient electron
energy distribution has a significant nigh=energy compofient, then large absol-

ute increases in negative floating potentials will occor) with correspondingly
increased arcing hazards. Even if Te is relatively s_all) such effects may
influence surface potentials enough to disturb particle and field measurements.

S ! Values of orde_ ufiity may be reached In the Earth's outer magnetosphere
_lauk 1975; DeForest 1977) Figs. 6 and 8); larger values are likely in the
outer Jovian magnetosphere and _gnetosheath (Goldstein and Divine 1977), _nd
in the solar wind (Dessier 1967, Axford 1968, Nanka 1973). I_ both outec

/ |.l

_i *work supported by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research under

_:_:_ grant number AFOSR-76-2962. i
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_: _agnetosphere_ electron distrlbutlons havinR suhstanClaI hiRh-euorgy comport-
': ents have been obh_r¢od (DeForest _nd blcIlwatn1971, Goldstein and Divine 1977)

i-_, A cal.cul_tion of ion _lft ef_o_¢s on the floating potential of the lunar

i o:i_ surface has been done by F_nka (1973,. u_i,,g , local-current-balance _ormation. i
Parker (i978_ has done exact numerical calculations of floating surface potent-
ials for nonconductive finite cylindrical objects, including photoemission due
to illumination of one end and ion drift paral!el to the axis of symmetry.

: In this paper, we h_ve done an _,proximate calculation of ion drift
effects on the floating potential of a shaded, downstream, electrically isolated

• surface element on a spherical spacecraft (Fig. 1). using a local-current-balence
formulation which yields upper and lower bounds on such potentials. This

_ formulation is an adaptation of that of Prokopenko and Laframboise (1977_. The
i_ basis of the calculation is as follows: if one compares, on one hand, a

sltuation wherein the entlr_ spacecraft is at the same potential as the surface
element in question, with, on the other hand, a more realistic situation where-
in the rest of the spacecraft is at a less negative potential (Fig. 2), then

m in the latter case, the potential well surrounding the surface element will be
steeper and less spatially extended, and the fen collection will in general be
decreased. When Si _ O, this argument is subject to qualifications not present
in the nondri_tlng case, for which it is rlgorously true in a wide range of

!_ conditions (Laframbolse and Parker 1973, Laframbolse and Godard 1974). In

i_ particular, one can envision hypothetical asTmmetrlc sheath potentials which
would cause a hlgh-speed-ratlo ambient ion distribution to be focused onto the
downstream point. We exclude such cases in what follows.

The most extreme example of steepening would be a potential profile
which was equal to space potentlal almost to the spacecraft surface, then fell
discontlnuously to surface potentlal, lu th#.slimit, the surface element in
question would collect just the downstream space-potentlal current correspond-
ing to the given ion speed ratio. The downstream-polnt current-denslty Values
corresponding to a unlpotentlal sphere at, respectlvely, the potential of the
surface element and space potentiel amy therefore be regarded as upper and
lower bou_ds on the actual current collectlon at that potential, the upper
bound being subject to the above-mentloned qualifications. The resulting
values of local floating surface potential may correspondingly be regarded as
upper and iower bounds on more reellstic values of this quantity. The
above-mentloned upper and lower bounds on current correspond, respectively, _o
the "three-dimensional" and "one-dimensional" velocity-space cutoffs considered
by Prokopenko and Lafra_bolse (1977) for nondrifting situations.

THEORY OF LOCAL ION COLLECTION ON A UNiPOTENTIAL SPHERE

We a_sume a colllsionless plasma with a drifting Maxwelllan ion velocity
distribution an_ _egltgible magnetic field, containing a fully charge-absorbing,
unlpotentiai, sF,.erlcalelectrode. We assume that Debye length kD >>
electrode radius rs. In the resulting spherically symmetric Laplace potential
(r) ffi_srs/r, the nondlmenslonal ion current density at the electrode surface
s (Godard 1975, p, 31)

1.80
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i °+,+ o  oo°0 +
_ i: max(O,xs) 0 (2. l)i

i where X_ = q_s/kT, B = F_/kT, _=LO/(2mr _- kT), .I '+' J/[Nq(kT/2_m_+_'_, 'to is the
modifte_ Bessul function o£ zero order_ I_ is number-density far frc)m the

electzode, _ is angular surface position coordinate measured from t+ne upstream
direction, e is change in direction of the radius vector of a particle as it

moves from infinity to radial distance rs, and g is related to particle energy
E, angular momentum L, charge q and the potential profile _0(r_ by the following
expression (OoldstP.tn 1950, Ch.3_:

e = ; Ldr/{_r_[2mE- 2mq_(r) - L_/r_]} _ (2.2)
r 8

Ne have computed JJ. by integratt_g Eq. (2.1_ numerically. For the givenLaplace potetttial, Eq, (2.2) can b. integrated analytically. We obtain

e=sin-_["(2_+"%_/(_+4en)_l- sin-_[%/(_ +4e__'_ (2.3_ 1

For space potential (_s _O), Eq. 42.1) can. be Integrated analytically.
The result is (Tsien 1946) t

Jtffi_ _ Si cosl_[l+erf(S i cos_7] + e'xp(-S_ cos_l_) (2.4_ ;

Figure 3 shows results obtained for the ion current denslt] Jl_ at the

downstream point _ffi_, as a £unctlon o£ Si, with Xs as a parameter, _here Xsfecps
/kTi _0 and e =ql. As expected, Ji_ decreases wlth increasing Si and increases
wlth increasing [_sl. In Flg. 4, the same results are graphed logarithmically as

£uoctlons of Xs. Figure 4 shows that these results may be approximated wlth an
error <_ 5°/°by power-law relations of" the form

ji,,(x_) ffiji_(x_: o)+.%,lXsla'_• _0 (z.5)

The resultlng Si dependence of the (.r-£ficlents A_, _ and B -ji_(Xs = O_ i
is shown in Fig.5. _'

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Upper and lower bounds on negative downst_eam-polnt floatlng potent la'j ,,

for a shaded, isolated surface element, obtained by numerlcal solution of the

equation Ji+ Je=O, are shown _.n Fig. 6 for various ._on-to-electron temperature

ratios ¢ffiTI/T e. Here we have assumed that ambient electrons are Haxwelllan, i
and that Ji is given alternatlvely by Eq. 42.5) i¢ith Fig. 5, and by Eq. (2.4_,

yielding upper and lower bounds on ion current, corresponding respectively _o

"three-dlmensiona1" and "one-dlmenslona1" ion veloclty-space cutoffs (Sac. I_.

Ne have also assumed that secondary, backscattered, and photoemltted electron

i_! currents are zero. The lower-bound results are subject to the qualificat_o,s

!_+, noted in Sac. I. The dashed 11nes in Fig, 6 represent floating potentlals for

i_ the nondrlftlng case Sl= O, At ion speed ratios larger than those shown, the
sltuatlc,n becomes compllcated by electron speed ratio effects, especlslly at

:_= larger vdlues of ¢. In Flg. 6 we see that at larger values of ¢, effects of SI +:
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became Importan_ at Arrm|_erS_ _n]u_.s.

7, In Fig. 7, upper and lowe_ bound_ are shown which are similar to those of
:_+: Fig. 61 except that instead o£ Maxwellian electron velocity d_tributions, we

.j+ have used the "quiet" and "disturbed" electron distributions measured by Shield• and Frank (1970) and DeForest and McItuain (1971_ respectively in the Eartl_'s
outer magnetosphere, and approximated by Knott (1972_, aa described by
Prokopenko and LaframbOise (1977) and Laframboise and Prokopenko (1978_. The
ion temperatures used are 111.6 eV and 2.43 keY, respectively. These values
were obtained by integrating the electron velocity distributions to find Hem,
equating Ni_ to the result, then assuming that the tons were Maxwelltan and
that the ratio of ion to electron random fluxes was 0.025. This procedure
differs from that used by Knott (1972) and Prokopenko and Laf_ambotse (1977),
in which an ion-to-electron random flux ratio of 0.025 and a_ £o_ temperature
of I key were assumed simultaneously, thereby violating ambient charge
neutrality in general. The corresponding electron mean energies are 270 eV
and 8.78 keV. The method used for calculating electron currents is describe4
in Prokopenko and Laframbolse (1977). We see that Si effects become importar,t
at smaller Si values in "quiet" magnetospher£c conditions. The ratio of ion _;_
electron mean energies Implled by the above data is also larger in "quiet" can-
dttions, corresponding to the dependence of S£ e_fects on ¢ noted in Fig. 6.
The "quiet" and "disturbed" distributions also differ substantially in shape
(Knott, 1972j Figs. I and 2b). The onset of "significant" drift effects (i.e.
floating potential changes _ IOZ) Is seen to occur at St values as low as 0.1,
depending on conditions. It occurs at low¢. Si values in the presence of the
"quiet" distribution than in any of the other casea shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
In Figs. 6 and 7j negative floating potentials for St = I are in most cases
about twice as large as the corresponding potentials for nondrlftlng sltuatio_s.
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Figure I. Spherlcal spacecraft with downstream point (relative to ion drift
dlrectlon) shaded.
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Figure 2. (a) ?'ypothetlcal symmetric equlpotentlals around a spherlcal

spacecraft (b) nonsymmetrlc equlpotentlais around the same spacecraft.
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Figure 3. Nondlme_slonal _o_stream-polnt ion current density

J_= J_/[_e(kTi/2_ml)_3 as a function of _on speed ratio Si= U/(2kTi/ml) _

for various nondlmenslonal surface potentlai_ _ffie_s/kTi, assuming spherlcal
geometry, zero _gnetlc field, uniform surface potential, colllslonless

large-Debye-length conditions, and drifting Ma_elllan ions. For Si- O,

J_-1+ l_l when _<0.

/ Z
I "

Figure 4. Nondimensional downstream-point ion current density Ji_ as a func-
tion of surface potential X_ for various ion speed ratios Sl, for the same
conditions as in Fig. 3. T_e straight lines s_town are power-law
approximations.
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Figure 5. Dependence of the power-law coefficients A_, B_ and 0_ on ion
speed ratio S i.
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Figure 6. Upper and lo_ser bounds on floatlng potential 9f at shaded downstream
point of spacecraft, as a function of ion speed ratio _i for various
ion-to-electron temperature ratios ¢, for Maxwellian electrons and drifting

,, Maxwellian ions, for 1-dimensional and 3-dimensional ion velocity space

_ cutoffs.
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Figure 7. Upper and lower bounds ol, floating potential _ at shaded downstream
point o£ spacecraft, as a function of ion speed ratio S t for "disturbed"
and "quiet" 61ectron v_locity spectra representing seostationary orbit
conditions, gor 1-diu_nsional and 3-dimens_onal ton velocity space cutoffs.
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' NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS OF HIGH-ALTITUDE DIFFERENTIAL CHARGING:_

1 PREL_INARY RESULTS I

J.G. Lafram_oisep K. Godard and $.M.L. Prokopenko

PhySics Department, York University

!

ABSTRACT
i

A two-dimensional simulation program has been constructed in order to
obtain theoretical predictions of floating potential distributions on geosta-
tionary spacecraft. The geometry used is infinite-cylindrical with angle

dependence. Effects of finite Spacecraft length on sheath potential profiles
can be included in an approximate way. The program can treat either
steady-state coudi_ions or Slowly time-varying situations involving external
time scales much larger than particle transit tines. Approximate, locally

dependent expressions are used to provide Space-charge density profiles, but
numerical orbit-following is used to calculate surface currents. Ambient

velocity distributions are assumed to be isotropic_ beam-like, or some
superpoSition of these. Preliminary results are presented which demonstrate
the readiness of the program to play a useful role in spacecraft charging
studies.

INTRODUCTION

A n_merical simulation program has been constructed having the following
features:

(1) infinite circular cylindrical geometry with angle-dependence
(2) floating Surface potential dlstrlbut_on found using "quaslst_tic iteration"
(Laframboise and Prokopenko, 1977) in which sheath potential changes during !

particle transit times are ignored
(3) calculation of all incident currents by nun,_rical orbit-following, includ-

ing iterattve determinatio" of velocity-space cutoff boundaries for all particle
species
(4) use of simplified chdrge density e_pressions, rather than numerical :

orbit-following, in solving Poisson's equation fo_ sheath potentials
(5) incident particle velocity distributions isotropic or beam-like
(monokinetic), or some superposition of these
(5) input formats as flexible as possible with regard to inclusion of !

(a) velocity distributions of incident particles, photoelectrons,
secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, and gun emissi6ns
(b) internal current pathways including surface conductive layers
(c) surface capacitances.

Detailed rationales for the above features have been given by Laframboise
and Prokopenko (1977_. Effects of finite spacecraft length on sheath potential

i e i n i

Work supported by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research under
grant no. AFOSR-76-2962. i
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profiles can be included in either of t_o approximate _ays which lead to _
modifications of the two-dlmensional Poisson equation to be soived. We include
here a brief description of these _ethods, although neither has been used in
obtaining the preliminary results presented in Sec. 2. The first method is
derivpd by pretending that the circular inner boundary of the computation g_Id,
which represents the Spacecraft surface, is no longcr a cross-section of an
infinite cylinder, but rather is a cross-section through the equatorial plane
o_ a prolate spheroid of polar-to-equatorial axls ratio L _ I. We also assume
that the sheath potential is (for some unspecified reason) independent of the

_ latitude coordinate perpendicular to this plane. This beads to a modified
_ Poisson equation of the forta

i'_ tanh s ._ + tanh _ _ + = _D (ne " ni_ (1.1)

where X= e_/kT e, _ is a radiai coordinate in the equatorial plane and iS 1related to nondimensional radius.rfR/Rs, defined in the same plane, by the
relation

• r ffi (La- 1) _ sinh_, _sf_£n r(L+I)/(L-I)], 6 is angular coordinate in

the same plane, Rs is spacecraft radius, kD is Debye lengt.h, and ne and ni are
the nonditaensional electron and ion densities Ne/Nem and Ni/NI_ , where -N_ is
ambient density of either specles. Use of Eq. (1.1_ in place of the usual
polar-coordinate Polsson equation would result in sheath potential profiles
which becafue Increasingly steeper as L decreased, thus allowing for approxlmate
estimates of sheath potentials around finite cylinders. The limiting case L ffi1

, wouid correspond to an assumed spherical geometry without latitude dependence;
the limit L-.- leads to recovery of infinite cylindrical geometry.

The transformation S ffi_n coth _ leads to the alternative form

: cosh _ _ + _ = sinha_s k t-V (he " nl) (1.2_

which contains no first-Order term. For s_sll _, s varies Ic_garithmically
with r: for large g, s varies as r -_,

The second method is derived by first writing the nondimensional Poisson
_ equation for cyli.ndrical coordinates, which has the for_

_ _X I _X Rs
bZX _sX (

+ +

_, We then assume that x(r,U,z) is periodic in z, such that values of y. repeat
after nondimensional distance 2£ parallel to the z axis. I- particular, we
assume that X(r,_,+-_)ffisome given dependence x_(r,9), and that x(r,_,O)=

_o(r,_) to be found, We further assume that bXY_z=O at z=O, z=+._, z=+.2£,
etc, and that only the lowest Fourier component of the z dependence of X is
present. Then

x(r,O,z) = _[Xo(r,e)+ x_(r,O)]+ _[_(r,O) x_(r,O_] cos( _zTff

and, at z=O, we have

° (1.5
The Poisson equation for _>(r,9) now becomes
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_:! We See that in this Poi_son equation, effects of z-dependence are
represented by a homogeneous "Nelmholtz" term and a fictitious space charge
contribution° The z-dependence incorporated into this equation could represent
approximately the effects on Sheath potentials of finite spacecraft length and/
Or features Such as conductive circumferential bands. Equations (1.2_ and
(1.6) are both solvable by standard methods; both are linear. Both contain
only two (radius a_d angle) independent variables.

Other numerical simulations of the high-altitude spacecraft charging
problem include those of Katz et a1.(1977) f_r a wide variety of |

( three-dimenslonal geometries, Parker (1978a) for finite circular cylindrical

, geometry with azimuthal symmetry, and Parker (1978b) _or the three-dlmensional "idisturbed region around a thin rectangular plate. All of these treatments use
quasistatic iteration. Among older treatments, that of Soop (1972_ is note-
worthy because it is two-dimensional and fully time-dependent. _e treatments

of SchrBder (1973), Rothwell et a1.(1976), Nhipple (i976) and Larch (1976) i
involve self-conslstent calculations of space charge densities but assume that .,

sheath potentials have radial symmetry. The latter is a serious limitation
because of the inherently angle-dependent nature of the problem•

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1- 3 show equlpotentlal contours surrounding an i_flnlte cyilnd ....

rical spacecraft surface having two independently floating conductive sectors, "t

the smaller of which is shaded in aii three cases, and subtends angles of 90 ° , i
45 ° and 22_ °, respectively. In obtaining these results and also those in _:!
_igs. 4 and 5, an eight=level discretfzation in velocity space has been used ._

for each p_rticle species involved (ambient electrons, ambient ions, photo-
electrons, and, in Fig. 5, secondary and backscattered electrons). In Figs.

1 - 6, Tph is assumed photoelectron temperature. The calculation was Judged to
have converged sufficiently when the magnitude of the total unbalanced current _
to each sector was < 0.01 times the total current of ambient electrons to _he _I

same Sector. In Figs. 1 and 5, this criterion is unsatisfied off the larger
sector and on both sectors, respectively The resulti_g floating surface _• i

potentials in FigS. 1 - 5 are accurate to within approxir_tely 50 V or better.
A noteworthy feature of Figs. 1 = 3 concerns the dependence o5 the shaded=sector

p_mttal on sectorargle. _heindicated values of =2956V, -2956V and_%gV respectiveiy, i
provide an indication that ion collection is orbit-limited for sector angles i

of 90 ° and 45°, but orbit=limitation has (Just) broken down for a sector angie t
of 22_ °. T_.is result is consistent with a prediction by PrOkopenko and _i
Laframboise (1977_ that the potential wail configuration around a sufficiently i
small shaded electrically isolated surface element can produce breakdown of
orbit-limited ion collection On it, driving its floating potential _,ore

negative than otherwise. 'i

Figure 4 shows a situ_tion identical to that of Fig. 3 except that the
spacecraft has been rotated counterclockwise by 90°, bringing the smaller
sector partly into sunlight. As a recuit, its potential has risen, as expected.
At the same _ime the larger sector, which now has a smaller proportion of its
total area sunlit, _as become more negative.
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• Figure 5 shows a situation identlca! to that of Fig. 3 except that currents
_ dr,. to electro_ backscatterlng and also secondary em_sslon caused by electron J

impact have been Included. In compariSOn with Fig. 3, both sector potentials
' have risen substa_tlaliy because of the inclusion of these _urrents. A barrier

of negative potential is now evident on the sunlit side of the spacecraft
(Fahleson, 1970; Prokopenko and Laframbolse, 1977). In this case, the shaded-
sector potentlal has been influenced more strongly by breakdown of orblt-llmi_d
ion collection than in Fig. 3. If such breakdown had not occurred, the
shaded-sector potential would have been -1985V. The omission of seco_dary
emission due to ion impact in this caiculation causes the floating potentials

il shown to be siightly more negative than would otherwise be the case.

Figure 6 differs from Figs. 1 - 5 in that the situation shown is for an

insulating spacecraft surface, for which & _loating condition requires local .
( current balance to exist at eve .....point. _t also differs in being not a /

_ ' i converged result, but a "guess field" (firSt-lterate_ potential distribution //,

I. i based on a local current balance calculatlon in _hich attracted-specles curler, s /

were assumed orblt-llmlted everywhere, and all emlt_ed photoelectrons were /,.
: assumed to escape. The latte_ assumption is clearly wrong in view Of the /

i barrier of negative potential which exlsts on the sunlit side of the spacec_.
Excess electron collection will therefore occur on suulit surfaces, driving /'

their potentials more negative. A_tempts to converge onto a floating condlti_n

_ have provided qualitative cou£1rmation of such behavior, but successful con-,"vergence had not yet been achieved when this was written. The reason appeals

_ to involve the fact that on a curved _urface, photoemission current decreases
continuously as a function of distance from the subsolar point. A point _hose

location is not known in advance) will therefore exist at which _hotoemi_S£on
becomes insufficient to hold the surface close to spa_e potential. Be_hd this
point, surface potential will decrease rapldly as a function of poslt_.n. The
surface potentlal profile wii1 therefore contain a "shoulder" whose _'cation
evolves as the calculatlon proceeds. Combination of this situation(@ith
truncation errors in the photocurrent calculatlon appears to be r_ponslbie for

the observed lack of convergence. A variety of approaches are p_esently being
explored in an effort to overcome this difflculty, Includln8 th@"construction
of a surface-current model for photoemlsslon which Includes prqductlon-gradlent
as well as potentlal-gradlent effects.

CONCI,USIONS

_ We have presented _esults from a two-dlmenslonal numerical slmUlatlon of :
the hlgh-altitude differential charging problem. Although these results are

preliminary, they provide verification of a prediction by ProkopenRo and
LaframbOise (1977) that breakdown of orblt-lln_ited ion cOllectlbn can _ccur on

a sufficiently small shaded iSefated surface element, driving its floating
potential mOr_ negative than otherwise. _te results also verify another
prediction _ahleson, 1973; Prokopenko and LaframbOise, 1977_ that barriers of
negative potentiai can form on the su,lit side of a differentially charged
spacecraft in the absence of space-charge effects. A variety of other phenom-
ena, including effects of time-dependent external conditions, effects of
surface material properties inciOdlng those of "multiple-root'* materials
(Prokopenko and Lafrembotse, 1977), and effects of gun emissions remain to be i
investigated. The results obtained so far p',ovide evidence that the stmulbtton
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program is ready to play a useful role tfi studies of high-altitude spacecraft ._

il

charging problems.
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' Figure 1. Equipotential contours around an tn£tnite cylindrical spacecraft
w£th two conductive sectors having angles of 270 ° and 90O. Sector potentials i
are -735V and -2956V, respectively. Residual sector currents are -0.O066 _i
and -0.0060 times Sector electron random currents, respectively. Ti w Te =
IkeV, Tph = leV, New = 50 cm"s . AsSumed photoemlsston £1ux Jph is 42x lO-SA/m _ .i
at normal sunlight incidence (i.e. that £or aluminum). Secondary and back-
scattered gluxes are assumed zero. Computation grid contains 34x 16 inter-
vals. Space charge is neglected.
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Figure 2. Equipoteattal contours around an inf£nite cyl£_drical sr_cecragt
with two col_ductive sectors having angles of 31_ and 4_. Sector potent_k
are -856V and -2956V, respective|.y. Residual Secto_ currents are -0.0038
and -9.0x 10 -7 times sector electron random currentS, respectively. Other
data are saw as. for Fig. 1.

t'

?
t'

_. Figure 3. Equipotential contours around an infinite cylindrical spacecraft
.... with two conduct_e sectors having _ngles o£ 337_ end 22_ °. Sector pot-

entials are -893V and -2969V, respectively. Residual sector currents are
.... 0.0032 and 2.2x 10 "4 times sector electzon random currents, respectively.

Other data are same as for Fig. 1.
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F_ure 4. Saw as F_g. 3 except rotated by 9_ with respect to sunward
direction. Sector angles are 337_ ° and _2_ °. Sector pntentiais are -998V
and -1964V, respectively. Residual sector currents are -0.0071 and

'r "7"5X 10.4 tt_s sector electron random currents, respectively.

Figure 5. Sa_ aa Fig. 3 except Chat secondary and bac_sctered currents due i
to eiectron tnpact are included. Sector angles are 337_ and 22_. Sector
potentials are 0.124V and -2126V, respectively. Residual sector currents :!
are -0.042 and 0.021 ti_s _ector eiectron random currents, respect_ely, ii
Secondary and backscatter data used ose given £Or aluminum by i_
La£_a_oise and Prokopenko (1978). s'_ _,tals on unlabeled co,tours are '_

,i

-500, -750, -1000, -1500 _nd -200Or. i_
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i

• Figure 6. Equipotential contours around _,n infinite cylindrical spacecraft

having an insulating sur£ace_ corresponding to a "g_ess field" surgace
potential distribution determined using local current balance considerations,
w_th all potential barrier e££ects ignored. Maximum and minimum sur£ace

potentials are 5.42 x lO'3V and -2956V, respectively. Assumed values og Ti,

Te_ Ne_._ Tph and Jph are the same as for Fig, 1. Secondary and backscat-
terea _Luxes are assumed zero. Computation grid contains 34 z _6 intervals.

Space charge is neglected.
P
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ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE TII_ DEPENDENT SPACECRAFT-PLASMA _,:;'fERACTION*

" J.H. Cipolla, Jr. and H. B, Silevltch
!_" Northeastern University

Sb_AaY

A study of the time dependent interaction of an initially uniform equili-

brium plasma with a plane conducting surface has been made in order to achleve--

. ( a mute complete understanding of the dynamics of the charging process and of
the approach to the floating potential on the surface. Numerical solutions of

' the cold ion equations of. _otlon in conjunction with equilibrium _lectrons and
Poisson's equation show the formation of an ion-rlch sheath near the surface

and the coupling of the non-neutral region to the undisturbed plasma through a

quasineutral rarefaction. Analytical treatment of the quasineutral region

shows excellent agreement (wlthin 1X) Kith the numerlcal .results.

INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION OF EQUATIONS

Observations of anomalous behavior in synchronous orbit satellltes and

the attribution of these effects to the charging of spacecraft by energetic
i

electrons has led to the need for more complete understmtding of the dynamic

interaction of solid bodies with plasmas. £n this work a math_.matlcal model

of this time dependent interaction is presented. Previous analytical work on

time dependent plasma boundary value problems has been restricted to time de-

pendent probe theory, in which the sheath development and plasma response to

a known variation of probe potential is sought (ref. 1-_), to plasma expansion

into vacuum (ref. 7-9), and to _on acceleration in a steep density gradient
(zef. 10). It is essential to note, however, that in our work (in contrast to

these earlier treatments) both the probe potential and plasma response are un-

kno_ and linked through the self-conslstent set of equations to b_. set down
in further detail below.

Consider a planar conducting slab of arbltrary thickness initially tin-

charged and in equilibrlum with a colllslonless neutral stationary plasma

(fig. 1.. At time t © 0 the slab begins to absorb all charge incident upon it

but remains non-emlttlng. This non-emlttlng catalyt-_'_wall assumption is in-

troduced solely for simplicity; the effects of partial absorptlon and recombi-
nation of electrons and ions respectively and of such emissions as .,hotoemls-

sion, secondary emission, etc. can be included as adjustments in the boundary

conditions of the problem. This physical situation could describe either a

planar laboratory probe, a nonplanar laboratory system in contact with a small

*Thls work was supported by AFOSR contract F19628-76-C-0246 aud grant 78-3731.
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Debye length plasma, or planar portions of a satellite in contact with the ._
_ earth's plasma environment. For many conditions of interest, the electron to _'_•

_ ion temperature ratio Te/T i is equal to or greater than unity, so that the "I
_t ! random thermal electron flUx initially domlflates the ion flux to the boundary,

resulting in the buildup of a negative surface charge on both exposed surfaces
While the condition of zero electric field is maintained in the slab interior. I

Since all subsequent development occurs symuetrlcally, attention is focused on

_: the half space x > 0 with the right face of the slab located in the plane

x = O, keeping in mind, however, that within one skin depth of the surface the

electric field is uniformly zero. It is clear that the initial acquisition of

negative surface charge leaves an ion rich layer immediately adjacent to the
slab, in which a negative potential and electric field are established due to

the Inltial charge separation. These selL-consistent fields then act to de-

( celerate electrons and accelerate ions until a balance between their fluxes is

achieved (at least for singly ionized plasmas), at which point no net current i
flows to the boundary and the process achieves a steady state.

/i

' In our further discussion and analytical development it is convenient to

make the following assumptions: I
,i

i. Plasma electrons, with thermal energy kTe, are to be treated as el- ._

ways in a quasistatic equilibrium state relative to the ions. Thus the non-
dimensional electron number density and flux are given by

i erfc_)_ I (la) !i1 erfc _w__ ) (I - _he(_) = e-_(l -

1erf_-p-_

where the dimensional (with tildes) density, flux, potential, and wall poten-
tial, respectively, are defined by

_'e= %% ' "_e= Je%e ' -_' = ¢kZe/lel)q' ' -_,(o,t) = ¢kZe/lel)q,w

where no is the density of the undisturbed plasma and c = (kTe/mi)l/2 is the
ion acoustic speed. The complementary error function reflects the halfrange
nature of the electron distribution function due to the absorbing boundary and
has been discussed in detail by Hu and Zelrlng in reference ii. Equations

(la) and (Ib) are reasonable since the charging dynamics are expected to scale
as the ion plasYa period

-I = (eomi/noe2)I/2
)/ '%i
.%: whereas the equlpartition time for electrons can be expected to scale as

-, = ( I )zl_ -I
.,. _pe me mi pl "
Ls'.

'i
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!

: This argument is standard _nd should not predict unphyslcal results. /_

2. 'lhe ion thermal motion is negligible compared to the electrc, ns
(Te >> TI) so that Ion dynamics are governed solely by the self-conslstent

_ electric field in the cold ton approximation to the equations of mo_-ton.

;; Thus we may write as the complete system of equations

_n+L (nu) - 0 _2)8t _x

!.
I

_u + u ..- ,,
_"_ _x _x

c - n -. (o (4)
8x2 •

where n and u represent the ion density and velocity Scaled with respect to
the undisturbed plasma density no and the ion acoustic speed c. In addition,
t is time _easured in ion plasma periods _pi _1 and x is distance in electron
Debye lengths _Da with _De _pi " c. Asymptotic conditions Satisfied in the
undisturbed plasma are given vy

u, _, _0 , n x _® (5)

The catalytic wall boundary condition links the dynamic behavior of the non-
neutral sheath region with the continuing accumulation of charge on the _all.
Using GauSs _ law on a thin control volume surrounding the surface then gives

_Z
--' " J (_) - nu at x " 0 (6);)t e w

and the boundary condition on _ is then

d_ . S at x " 0 (7)dx

NUNERICAL R_SULTS

We have integrated eqs. (2)-(4) numerically using a schema similar to
that og Widner ecal. (re£. 12). First Potssonfs equation is solved using a
relaxation method with a variable coavergence factor. The derSvattve boundary
condition at x - 0 is incorporated Into the relaxation u_tng an Image point
technique and the asymptotic condition is satisfied by setting _ " 0 at some
x location sufficiently far Into the plasma (_ - 0 and x - 80 in the calcula-
tions presented here). The ton density and velocity are then advanced in
time by nt_ertcally integrating the finite difference form of the continut_y
and mome_tum equations using the potential and electric field previously ob- _
rained. These updated n and u are then used to advance the electric field at
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/

:!ii-_ ! the wall through eq. (6) which then serves to update the boundary condition '

L (eq. 7) for the next iteration _ Poisson's equation which now also includes _
an updated ion density. This procedure is then repeated until a steady state

! is reached. To start the _mlculatio_ We a_ume the initial su _ace electric

_ field to be caused by abzorptiOn of the random the.,_nalelectron flux through

i a matrix of stat._onary, uniform ions during an initial period of one electron

plasma period. Po_ssonts equation was then solved with this initial field at
x = 0 and th_ resulting potential and _lectron density distribution then

served as "initial" conditions for the subsequent calculations. The distance

and time spacings used were Ax = .2 and At = .01, with the x.axls divided into
400 intervals.

i
Figures (2 a) and (3 a) show plots of density and potenLial vS. x during

the initial stage of charging for t = O, i, and 2. Figures (2 b)-'and (3 b)

( show the final stages of the approach to a steady state. The development of a i_
non-neutral sheath region is clearly shown in these later times, with the i

sheath edge (n = ne) moving into a q_aslneutral region of the plasma which has

been pre-acce."-_rated by an advancing ion acoustic disturbance. We note that

neither the fleld nor potential vanishes at the sheath edge (xs --15 for
t = 72) although the field is gradually dlut_nlshing in t_me. Furthermore, the

wall potential _w is within 3Z of its floating value of 3.81 after only

i0 _pi -I, although the electric field and ion flux at the wall take somewhat

longer to approach their steady values of Ew = -.716 and nwUw = -.382, respec-
tively.

In order to place the qualitative behavior of th,a Sheath and pZasma into

better focus, consider the x-t diagram of £ig. (4). 1_e curve x = _(t) repre-

sents the sheath edge, defined as the locus Of points where n = ne. Andrews
(ref. 3) has shown that as long as _(t) > c, no disturbance from the sheath

and wall region may propagate into the undisturbed plasma. However, aS the

sheath edge decelerates through the point PI at which _(t I) = c, an ion acous-

tic rarefaction propagates into the plasma. As the sheath _pproaches the a-

symptotlc steady state (shown for convenience at P3), the constantly emitted

j rarefaction waves accelerate ions until at P3 and beyond the sheath hasi reached a stable position, and the ions reach a steady final velocity entering
.._, the sheath, shown below to be the ion acoustic speed.

_':_i-_:I A_AL_TICAL TItEATMENT OF QUAS'rNEUTRAL__LASMA

This composite picture of sheath development may be made quantitative by

considering the equations of motion in the quaslneutral region. Settlng

- e-_ (8), n = n e

in eqs. (2) and (3) an_ neglectlng Polsson's equation ylelds

:- a _n n + _u +u 8_n-_n " 0 (9)8t 8x 8x

2OO
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. The use of the equilibrium Boltzmann density for electrons (eq. 8) instead ofthe correct d,_.nsity as given by eq. (ia) is accurate to within about 1% for -_

• t > 10. The ,_.orrect halfcange behavior should be retained only during the .
early stages of charging while the wall potential is still relatively small. ; _'_

Adding and subtracting these equations then gives the characteristic forms
i

e"'_ = 0 (ii) .:

:° whe re

j+- i u -+£n n (12) i

+

D._:. + (u + 1) (13)

The solution to these equations is then i

+

J- = const (14) :

! on the characteristics f± defined by '
i

dx
--- _ u +- 1 (15)dt

At this point several comments may be made about the resulting quasineutral
plasma flow.

(i) The region beyond _(t) is called a simple wave region since the £±
characteristics are all straight lines. This may be seen by noting that at

any _oint in the plasma

I (j++ j-) (16)u = _"

Now consider two adjacent points P' and P" on the characteristic f2+ in

fig, 4. It is clear from eq. (14) that J+(P') " J+(P"). Furthermore, the

quantity J- is not only invariant along a given characteristic but_ since all

f- characteristics originate in a region o_'c_s_ant state with u = 0 and

n = 1, /" is also the same on different f" characteristics; therefore

J-Ce') - J'(i'") = 0 (17)

where J- has been evaluated in the undisturbed plasma. Consequently, u' ffiu"
and
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_ am am. ip, dt p,,

so that the slope of each f+ character4Stie is Constant. Therefore, the f+ :
characteristics represent lines of constant u and therefore also lines of con- j
st_t £n n.

(li) It is clear that along the characteristic fl+ i

I

.x I - ul + 1 - 1 (19)dt II

si_ce u! m O. Furthermore, in order for the dynamical quantities to achieve
( steady values at the sheath edge, the asymptotic characteristic (shown for

convenience as f3) mus_.._tbe horizontal. Therefore,

I m u3 + 1 - o (20)dt I
3

or

u 3 - -i (21)

ConSequently_ the rarefaction consists of a fan of straight llne characterls-
tics varyinE in slope from i to 0, which has the effect of acceleratln8 the

1: stationary ions to precisely the ion acoustic speed before appreciable charge
separation may occur in the sheath.

Using eqs. (12), (14), (16), end (17) gives for point pt

u' - 1 (j+ + j-) am 1 [us + _n ns] (22)
I

_I where us and n s are the ion velocity and number at point P2 on the sheath

_<: edge. Since u is constant on f2+
/,

2 u' - us = ue +_" £n ne (23)). or

-_ us = In n s = "_s (241

so that the f+ characteristics are also lines of constant potential. Since
us < O, it is seen that na < 1 and _s • O.

This effectively solves the complete gas dynamic problem in the plasma
zeEion. However, to construct the solution explicitly requires knowledge of

,- data along the sheath edge. which can only come in this self-consistent
charging problem from using the relevant dynamical equations t_ the sheath it-
self obtained in the numerical solution.
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i-,

I we_y, ho,,,ever,no, co.pieteiydescribe the steadystate sheathv,l_e_ J
- I: and use Chess to check our numerical results. Ustnb Us _-I as the steady _on !

Velocity at the sheath edse than sires :

i-,!" nO a e'li._ us ,, -1 , _s " i ,

Now us£n_ the steady conlinuity and momentum equations £or ions 8£ves

%uw - %% . -e-i

i uw2-2_v - us2-2_ s - -1

" ( and the balance o£ £on and eleeC_n currents to ch_ yell g£ves

" %%" Je(2 "
where ve have asa£n selected l:he halfrange character of the electron d£strt-

_ burros. The float£n8 porenttal may then be found as

- 1 + _ - 3.84

and the Ion yeloc£t:y at x " 0 as

- - -260%

An exmn£nation of the numerical solution then shovs the £1oatin$ potential.
(3.83.) and the ion ve3.octty at the va13. (-2.63.) are correctly computed to
_r£r_£n 3.Z of the exact values found usInB the utethod Of characteristics.
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• ELECTRON.TRANSPORT MODEL

OF
DIELECTRIC CHARGING_

Brian L. Beers, Hsing-chow Hwang,
Dong L. Lin, and Vernon W. Pine

SCIENCE APPLICATIONS, INC.

( SURRAR¥ I

1

A computer code (SCCPOEM) has been assembled to describe the charging of

.c dielectrics due to irradiation by electrons. The primary purpose for

developlng the code was to make available a convenient tool for studying the ',
internal fields and charge densities in electron-lrradiated dielectrics. The

code, which is based on the primary electron transport code POEM (ref. 1), is

applicable to arbitrary dielectricsD source spectra, and current time
histories. The code calcul:.'tlonsare illustrated by a seEies of semi-

i analytical solutiotLs. Calculations to date suggest that the f_ont face elec-
tric field is insufficient to cause breakdown, but that hulk breakdown fields

can easily be exceeded.

Pi INTRODUCTION

;Jo"

_°' One of the major concerns generated by the spacecraft charging problem

_! is the possibility of catastrophic breakdown and discharge of dlelectrically
stored charge. By this time, ample experimental evidence is available to

_I i indicate that such discharges do occur both in space (see, e.g., Eels. 2-3). and in laboratory slmulatious (see, e.g., refs. 4-12) of the electron charging

environment. While it is generally acknowledged that an understanding of these

events requires a knowledge of the internal fields and charge densities in the

i dielectric, very little work on this problem has been reported in the space-

craft charglng literature, the notable exceptluns being the paper of Meulenberg
(ref. 12) and certain estimates reported in the NASCAP code documentation

(ret. 13). It is the purpose of this paper to describe our _ntttal research
in developing tools for quantitatively understanding these important internal

i quantities.

if WThls work was sponsored, In part, by the COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH CENTRE of.... Canada.
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The general subject of charge trappi,g, charge storage, and current flow

in dielectrics is an exceedingly complex area of research (see, e.g., refs. _
14-16). Our approach to this problem for the situations _f interest to satel-

:_ lite charging has been to develop a computer model (SCCPO_) (ref. 17) of the

At dielectric charging proeesJ which
i>

• isolates the essential features of the charging
p_ocess which depend on the dielectric

• is sufficiently general to permit comparison to
laboratory simulation data

• is sufficiently general to permit easy application
to arbitrary dielectrics, electron source spectra,

!) ( and current time histories

• incorporates in a detailed quantitative fashion
all those features of the charging process which
are believed to be well-known

0 has the flexibility to add modular units which

may be necessary to describe addltlonal physics

• is inexpensive enough to run to permit parametric
studies

To achieve these goals, we have restricted the model _o one-dimensional
geometry and have coupled the existing SAI Monte Carlo electron transport code

POEM (ref. I) with various standard algorithms for computing the internal

charge and field evolutlon. The existing code configuration relles on macro-

scopic phenomenological descriptions of some of the _mportant dielectric pro-

cesses (e.g., bulk conduction is treated with an empirically determined con-

ductivity model). Work is currently underway to Include a detailed carrier
statistics package into the code description of the trappJ.ng.

After introducing the basic features of the model, code results are

illustrated by a series of special case analytlcal solutions which rely on the

basic transport calculatlons. The presentation utilizes the method of succes-

sive complication, i.e., the results proceed from the simplest to the most

complicated by the successive relaxation of constraints. _ecause dielectric
phenomena are generally so complicated, we believe this method to be essential

for isolating those ingredients of the model whloh are critical. Future
tesearch may then focus on these critical areas..

The analytical results are followed by completely numerical computations

for case_ which are too difficult to handle analytically. All of the sample

calculations suggest that the front face electric field arisiag from the

charge separation of the deposited electrons and the secondary emission elec-

tron depletion region is well below expected breakdown fields. As these

'_ results are not in keeping with the Meulenberg discharge hypothesis (ref. 12),
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_"i we pinpoint the assumptions Which give rise to o_r results', discuss limitations :_Of the calculations, and suggest experiments which may be useful in determining
i : i_ _ _ the range of validity of our predictions.

i" ONE-DINENSIONAL MODEL!i

li

_ Shown in figUre I is the basic one-dlmenslonal model which is assumed

i throughout this paper. We have chosen this model for several reasons. Our

primary concern is with th_ co_.dltlons which occur iuternai to the dielectric.

i The i_icated dielectric _eometry provides the simplest configuration which
{i can be investigated. This geometry has the advantage o_ is-latlng the

physlcal effects occurring within the dlelectrlc from complicated multi-
dimenslonal af_ect3 due to transverse currents and flelds. Addltlonally, it

is expected that a one-dimensional treatment of the dielectric is an excellent

approximation over most of the dielectrlc area. That is_ away from edges_ _

corners, h_les, etc., the external conditions vary slowly transverse to the

Surface compared to variations through the Sample (varlations in mils or leas).

Relating the incident spectru_ and primary current Jl to the source spectrum
and current J_ in one dimension is not generally Justified. For a reallstlC

satellite conflgur._tlon, this relatlonshlp can only be extracted by using a
three-dimenslonai code of the _;ASCAP type (ref. 13). _ecognlzlng this, we have

! establlshed our computational algorithm so that it will accept an incident

• _ spectrum and current from other soUrces. The speciflc relatlonshlp implied by
figure I, however, is itself useful, Most laboratory simulation arrangements

_. attempt to achieve this simple configuration to so_e degree. The computed
results may be d_rectly compared to the data from these configurations to
obtain meaningful In_omation. The addltlonal merit of tl,e confi_uratlon is

: that compllcated multl-dimenslonal effects do not obscure the attempt to under-

stand the basic chargl_g process.

SeVeral addltiOnal simpllflcatlons should be noted. It is assumed that

the beam energy and current density and the model dimensions are such that

(I) the potential does not change significantly durlng i
an electron transit time, and

(2) that space charge effects in the vacuu_ are negllglble, i

For laboratory applications in the regimes of interest to spacecraft charging,

these assumptidns are true to a very high degree Of accuracy. Under these
conditions, thb current density is constant throughout the Vacuum region. We ii

also assu_e that t_e source current is constant in time throughout this paper, ii

While there are undoubtedly interesting effects _hlch may be studied by ,_
:I;_ modulating the beam current, we felt it best to initiate Our studles with the _,

_-i_ customary laboratory condition of constant current. The code version of the i

i_ model, SCCPOEM, easily accepts time-4ependent curr_nts. We do, however, ;_
.... explicitly consider two separate time histo:ies for the source spectrum. We
, arbitrarily designate these as the "normal" and "feedback*' cases. The "normal" ,,

• !
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iJ _ case corresponds to the typical experimental circumstances in which the source
spectrum is constant. The "feedback" case _s distinguished by having an inci- °

:_ _ dent spectrum that is constant. Experimentally, this would correspond to _
_ applying an additional accelerating Voltage to the source spectrum which
_ _ exactly cancels the retarding potential of the charged surface. From an

1 analytical point of view, this condition has the merit of maintaining constant

_j source terms. Experimentally, this configuration could be useful for studying
the dependence of important charging quantities (backscatter and secondary
currents, for example) on the sample voltage and charging history.

Our notation for a number of the primary quantities, and our choice o_
spatial coordinate system is given in Figure I. The capacitance (per uni_
area) of the dielectric surface to the left hand plate (_) Co is related Cv the
distance to the surface L by CO = Co/L, while the sample capacitance CD is
related to the sample thickness 6 by CD = ¢/6 (_o and _ are the pet_aittivities

( of the vacuum and dielectric, respectively). For laboratory conditions Co
, (capacitance to tank) is normally determined by a dimension somewhat smaller

than the distance to the electron source, u_nerally, however, the condition
Co << CD holds. We still often find it convenient to eliminate the dependence
of the solution on thi_ laboratory dimension, and will take Co ffi 0 (with
appropriate limits). Th_ equations describing the basic charging process are
wellknown and have been documented elsewhere (ref. 17) for the model presented
here. They are presented as needed in the course of the text.

THICK SARPLES _ EXTERIOR CHARGING VARIABLES

The external charging process may be characterized by a simple circuit
model. The equations of the model are

dVo
Co d---_= J--o- _ (I)

dVD
CD d---_ffi_D - _ (2)

where V is the potential drop from the left hand plate to the surface, VD is
the dro_ from the surface to the right hand plate, and the other symbols have
the meanings noted above. Equations (I) and (2) are a rigorous consequence of
the Haxwell equations. During the normal laboratory charging operation, the
Sample plate is connected to ground using a low value resistor, so that effec-
tive short circuit boundary conditions are the rule (Vo +V D ffi 0). We con-
sider this case exclusively throughout. Under these condtttone, the external
(short-circ_it) current J_ is given by

To avoid repetition, we refer to current densities as currents, with the area
implied.
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where C = Co + CD is the total capacitance (parallel) of the sample surface tc
_ ground. The charging rate of the surface potentlal (Vo) is then determined by

dV
_ -- -7

_ C dt = Jo -D (4)

!which is the equation previously used by Purvis, et ai. (ref. 18).

_: Inter_al to thedlelectrlc theelectrlc field satisfies theone-dlmen- !]

i(_ sional equation of Polsson: ..

i" dE = 0/_ (5) ]_' _ dx
i'

i" where p is charge density in the dielectric. Let Q be the total charge (per
unit area) in the dlelectrlc. Integration of equation (5) yields the result

__ ¢(1 + _/L) V
Q - .(___) o (6)

where _ is the mean depth of the charge in the dielectric,

' f*p(x)xdx
0

_ i _ = Q (7)

If the inequality _ <<6 holds throughout the charging, then _ may be negl_cted
•: -- the voltage is determined by the geometric cap_cltance of the surface.7,,

Under these circumstances, the electric fleid is uniform throughout most of the
sample, and a bulk conductivity may be used to characterize the conduction
current through the volume. Thus, the conduction current JD in equation (4)
may be replaced by CVo, where G is the conductance per unit area. These obser- ;i
vatlons have been made numerous times and represent the standard approximation '

: for use in higher dimensional codes of the NASCAP variety (ref. 13). _i_

The point of this rather obvious exercise is that for thick samples
y ('_<<6)the quantities normally measured in charging experiments are effectively
_. decoupled from the charge distribution which determines the electric field in

the deposition region. This means that these measurements are unlikely to /i
provide direct information about how the charge and flelds are distributed in

:. the surface layer.
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i_ Shown in figure 2 are the range and mean penetration of normally ._

incident eiectronS in Teflon. Assuming that the electrons are trapped upon _
_ deposition in th_ materlal (_hlch is true for small enough charge densities),

we can see that even for 20 k_V (3.2 x 10-15 Joules) electrons, the mean pene-
ttatlon of 2 _Icrons (2 x I0"° m) is significantly _maller than the thickness

i_: of most upacecraft dielectrics (25 - 125 _m). If significant rearrangement ofthe charge does not occur via very low energy transport processes, then we may

expect that this slmple circuit model of the charging should adequately repre-

sent the internal charging measurementS. This is the approach which was

prevlouSly pursued by Purvls, et al. (ref. 18).

Let us assume that the secondary and backscatter yleJds from the dielec-

tric do not depend on the surface voltage or charging history of the sample,

but are a function only of the incident electron energy spectrum. Then the

spatlal current Jo is a function only of the source energy spectrum and the
( sample voltage. From above, the dielectric current J--Dequals GVo, where, in

, general, the conductance G is a function of Vo. The solution in this case may
be reduced-Co quadrature: i

V
O

= f d..._V" (8)

c oJ - OV')

The Leiatlon implied by equation (8) must be inverted to provide the voltage as

a function of time. Because the integral is not normally expressible in terms
of tabulated functions, the direct numerical solution of equation (4) as per-

formed by Purvis, et al. (ref. 18) is usually preferable.

Several simply expressible cases are worth noting. They are not

unreallStlc and provide excellent checks on numerical solutions. Let the-

conductanc_ be independent of fleld strength, and let Jo be constant

("feedback" case). In this case Vo is given by

V° = -_" I - exp(- _ t) (9)

Shown in figure 3 is the backscatter yield YBS from Teilon as computed by
SCCPOEM. It is reasonable to choose this quantity to be constant oveT the

range of Interost (2 - 20 keY)(3.2 - 32 x 10 "15 J). Also shown in figure 3
are two representations of the secondary yield curve for normally incident
electrons on Teflon as compiled by Wall, et al. (ref. 19), one using the
Sternglass fit (ref. 20), and the other using a power law fit of Burke, et al.
(ref. 21). An intermediate representation which varies inversely with elec-
tron energy is also Sketched. If we use this very crude intermediate repre-
sentation of the secondary yield for a constant conductivity dielectric, then

the integral in eq_atlon (8) may easily be resolved for the "normal" case of
monoenergetlc eleclrons. Let the secondary yield ¥s have the form ¥ s = A/E I,

_14
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:-': i_ " ! vhere 5i is the incident electron energy. Ths time history of the charging

!-_ _: iS described by the equation

(':::IIi::, 2 _ t - E+ 2,n(:, ° E+)(_.",[:)j...
I/: I

: "ti- [ (E+ eVO " E')(E + _'e'VO'' E'I')]- an (E - _.+)(_. ' Z' )' " (ZO)

.. , !.i where

i: i.: {_.. ]_±= (2o)-I G_.- e(1- YBS)j®

' I

i,

f e is the electronic charge, E the source energy, and YBS the backscatter
I Coe£ficient.

The potential to Which the sample will Charge is obtained by setting the
charging current to zero, i.e.,

J = _ ('2)
0

which is a special case of the charging equation which has been traditionally
used in the Spacecraft charging community. The equation £s, in 8enerai, a

_.i t_anscendental equation which _ay be solvSd by standard relaxation techniques.

)'or the "feedback'* current source the solution is simplest. Sho_n in figure 4" is the final voltage for the "normal" case of normally incident monoenergetic

i. electrons on Teflon, asstming a Constant bulk conductivity of 3.3 x 10"16 mho/m ......

(S/M). Note that the solution depends only on the ratio (o/6Jm), so
_.. solutions for other values of 0 may be obtain_ by scaling. The Solution

•"- shown in fiiure 4 assumes the correct po_er iav £ic of figure 3 for the secon-
dary yield. For small currents, tlie charging is stopped by leakage currents

'.-') while for large source currents, the charging iS Stopped by secondary e_ission.

'

,-..:
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_. ZNTERNAL FZELDS --- MONOENEPGETZC

NORMALLY ZNCZDENT SOURCES

_ We have seen above that for thick samples the external varJ ._s are .

_" effectively d_coupled from the internal variables. It is our prlm_y interest ,_
to understand the internal fields in the thin surface layer in which the charge
deposition takes place, in this section we give expressions for these fields
under various special circumstan_es for monoenergetic normally incident source

electrons, the customary laboratory configuration. It will be assumed throHgh-
out that secondary emission occurs from a layer which is much thinner (_I0"_ m)

_i than the primary deposition layer (at least 10 -7 m). The positive depletion

region will appear as a _urface charge.

i Shown in figures 5 and 6 are the charge deposition and dose -follies

( calculated by SCCPOEM for normally incident =onoenergetlc electro_ on Teflon.

Note the significant spread in both of these quantitieS. We will assume

throughout this section that these primary electrons are trapped in the _patlal
region where they thermalize and that all charge relaxation occurs via conduc-
tion mechanisms. Carrier dynamics will be discussed in future work.

i

i NON-CHARGZNG BEAM

Assume that the primary beam energy is such that the secondary plus back-

scatter current equals the incident current (E _ 2.5 keV) (4 x 10-15 J). Under

these_clrcumstances, the surface potentlal remains Identlcally zero, while

Jo = J = O. The current in the dielectric is given by JD(x) + o(x)E, Where Jp
is the current due to the incident electrons, and o(x) i_ the local conduc-

tivity (which we assume may depend on x, but no_ E). The internal electric

field E is given by

-o(x) ¢ i

The primary current Jp is proportional to the incident current Jp(x) = ¥(x)J Z,
where Y(x) is the current profile. Suppose that o(_) is the ambient conduc-

tivity. Under these conditions, the asymptotic field will scale with JI,
indicating that breakdown would always occur if the beam current were large

enough. In the regions of interest, however, dlelectric conductivity is

dominated by the radiation induced conductivity (driven by the pzlmary elec-

trons) in the primary deposition region. This conduc_Ivlty has the empirlcal

form (ref. 22):

c P

where Kp and d are empirically determined constants, and D is the dose rate inthe m.dlum. Experimentally, A i_ found to be in the range I/2 _ A _ I, with

contemporary opinion favoring unity as the correct value. Since the dose rate



'_, _, ii

larger and larger fields may be driven in the dielectric 5y using larger and _
i_ larger current densities. For A e_ual to unity, the asymptotic field is inde-

i:' pendent of JI' and is given byi

E = (i5).
CKpR(X)

/ Z

_ where R(x) is the dose profile in the medium.

_ The spatial dependences of the field and cha_e density are shown f_r
Teflo_ in Figure 7 using a value of Kv = 1.68 x I0-o (Rad_) -_ (!.68 x I0- ',

i (Gy)-') (ref. 23). The field scaleslnvetsely with KP" The peak field appears
(_:_ at the front face of the dielectric. The potential drop AV across this charge :_
,i- separation rf.gi_onis obtained by integrating equation (15). It 18 related to :;_ "':_

the mean field E by E = (_V)d, where d is the thickness of the charge trapping

i region. Clearly, withih this model, the value of the conductivity constant is
critical in determining whether the fields become sufficiently high for break-

: down to occur. Using the range of values quoted by Wall, et al. (ref. 19), we
li 'i: have computed the expected range of fields in this layer for Mylar, Kapton, ,

_ and Teflon. These results are shown in Table" I. :.i
With _he possible exception of the maximum fleld for Kapton (_i08 V/m), 'i

these fields are nowhere near breakdown fields. One mil samples of the three

_,_: materials have very similar breakdown strengths of about 3 x 108 V/re. Further,

this 8treng_th increases with decreasing thickness. In particular, for the
_ I000 A (I0-I m) charging depth of this problem, the maximum potential drop of :

only six volts would make it appear very unlikely that breakdown can occur for

•. any of these materials under the given irradiation condition.

_- The time required to reach this saturatioL' field depends on the incident

current. FOr Teflon, with a I nA/cm 2 (10-5 A/m 2) beam, _ = 1.68 x i0-5
:, (Reds)-I (1.68 x i0-3 (Gy)"I) (ref. 2_), the dielectric relaxation time T = _/O

has a value of 7.7 sec. This quantity scales inversely with beam current and

i, dielectric conductivity coefficient. Thus, the smaller value of Kp quoted in ':
' the literature (ref. 19) (e.g., _ylar) could have relaxation times-as long as ':

125 sec at a beam current of I nA/cm 2 (10-5 A/m 2). _one of these times is _

especially long compared to laboratory ._rradiation times. ._

"FEEDBACK" CONTROLLED CHARGING BEAM

For this case, the incident beam energy and current are constant. A

reasonable assumption is that the secondary and backscatter emission are also

constant, so that Jo is likewise constant. (Note that this type of experiment
would be ideal for checking this assumption.) The primary dose and charge

deposition profiles will also be constant in time. These simplifications make

the problem analytically tractable. If we assume that the conductivity is

independent of electric field, then an exact solution may be given. The method . .
of solutlon requires the appllcatlon of LaPlace transforms, a method we have

. Used elsewhere (ref. 24) for a similar problem. This solution is extremely
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unw£eldy and will not be detailed herein. Instead, we note that if CO = O_ _
then further simplification occurs. COrrections to the solution for finite _

Co are of order C /C , so that the approximate solution is an excellent repre-o D
sentatiou of reality for _ost laboratory configurations. With these assump-
tions, we find the following expression for E: r_

- Jp(x)] 1
E(x,t) = O(x) [1 - exp(- _ t)] (16)

/i

Note that this solution does not depend on the thick sample assumption. If we 1
consider the primary deposition region only (Jr _ 0), then the solution is

identical to that given previously, except tha_ (70 - Jp) is the current pro- !

file of interest. Note that the electric field profile now changes sign as ii
( was first pointed out by Meulenberg (ref. 12). For incidefit energies such thst 4

I% - Jp(O)l > 17ol the peak electric field can occur at the front face while
for the reverse inequality, the._peak field is always in the bulk. in the bulk,

the electric field is given by Jo/Oo, where uo is the bulk conductivity, so

that EBULK may be made arbitrarily large by increasing the incident current.

At the front face Jp(O) = (I - YBS)Ji and Jo = (I - YS - YBs)JI , where

YS, YBS are the secondary-and backscatter yields, respectlvely. Thus, at

saturation, the front face fleld EFF is given b_

YSJI

EFF = - 0-'_ (17)

For sufficiently large currents (>10-8 A/m2), the radiation-induced conduc-

tivity completely dominates the ambient conductivity, so that o(O) takes the

radlation-lnduced value. With a conductivity of the form of equation (14), we

again note that E_F may take on arbitrarily larg_ values for sufficiently large
currents if _ < I_ For the case that A has the value unity, the value of the

front face field is independent of the current. Moreoverj if we use the fit of

Burke, et al. (ref. 21) to the secondary emission yield shown in figure 3, we

find that EF_ is also independent of the primary beam energy. This occurrence
will be dlscussed in further detall below. The maximum value of the front face

electric field for Teflon, Mylar, and Kaptonmay be obtained from the maximum

Values given in Table I_ These occur for the mlnimumvalue of K_. A use of
the Sternglass flt (ref. 20) to the secondary yield shown in Fighre 3 would
result in smaller fields.

GROUNI)ED FRONT FACE

Another case of interest occurs when the front face of the dielectric is

coated with a thin layer (compared to an electron range) of conductor, and the
conductor is grounded to the sample backside. This situation also effectively

occurs when sunlight is present on the sample, so that a plethora of photo-
electrons are available to keep the sample from charging. The general solution

I
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i! +for the time dependence of this r.oblem has been given by us elsewhere

(ref. 24). It iflvolves i,_Plp=e transforms and is rather complicated, so it
i:/ will not be repeated here. The sat_ratlon field, however, has a simple form,
0+_ given by

_, E = 6(x) " (18) i

IX_.. where

6 J_(x)

:_ dx 0-_ (19)
• 0

_ and Jp(X) is the primary current profile in the medium. From equation (19),
we can see that the short circuit current _ is of order_o(_/_), where _ is the

mean penetration. Thus, for thick sample_ is small compared to JD'. _he

largest front face field occurs for _ = 0 and has the Value -(Jp(0) _ o(0)).
Specializing to the case Where conductivity is proportional to dose rate (our

above remarks hold for A < I), this field is again independent of current.

_:_ Shown in figure 8 is the stopping power for electrons in Teflon as a functlcn

of energy. For normally incident electrons, the surface dose also has this

shape, decreasing for increasing energy. Because the backscatter yield is

essentially constant in this regime (figure 3), Jp(0) is essentially constant.
This means that the front face electric field is an increasing function of the

primary bea_ energy. This is illustrated in figure 9 for Teflon, Mylar, and

Kapton using the mlnimumvalues of Ko quoted in Table I. A comparison of these
values with those given above, and i_ sections below, shows that grounding the

face has made the front face field larger. Of course, the bulk fields are
severely reduced.

"NORMAL" CHARGING BEAH

The case considered in this section represents the conventlonal labora-

tory charging condition of a monoenergetlc normally incident source for which

the source energy is constant in time. As the sample charges, the incident

electron energy decreases, and the dose and charge deposition profiles vary as

illustrated in figures 5 and 6. This situation appears too complicated for ,!

analytical attack_ We illustrate the numerical solution given by SCCPOEM for
5 mil (1.27 x I0 _ m) Teflon. The secondary yleld algorlt_used takes the

yield proportional ,:o the dose as suggested by Burke, et al. (ref. 21). For

normally incident electrons, this reproduces the power law fit given in !

figure 3. The bulk ¢_nductlvlty was taken from the data of Adamo and Nanevicz

(ref. 25). The tt_nslent conductlvlt_ was taken proportional to the dose rate,

with a coefficient of Kp - 1.68 x I0-J (Rude) -I (1.68 x 10-3 (Gy)"I) (ref. 23).
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With these inputs, it is found that the surface charges to _he voltage
given in figure 4. The tlme dependence of the voltage and current histories
are qualitatively similar Co the data presented by Purvls, ecal. (ref. 18).

quantlCatlvel¥, the calculations _how a slower chargln8 tha_data, and the

:_::_ calculated saturation current is far less than measured. As noted by Purvls_ i
et al. (ref. 18) these discrepancies are probably due to capacitive fringing' i
effects and surface leakage current. Artificially decreasing the capacitance

and inc_easlng the bulk conductivity g_ves solutions which adequately repre- i
Sent the deta.

Shown in figure 10 is the time dependence of the electric field profile i
for a 12 key (1.92 x I0-15 J) I nA/cm 2 (10-5 A/m 2) charging beam. It should
be noticed Chat the front face field is already at its saturation value at the :,
first time plot (t = 50 set). The bulk field evolves to its final value as i

V/_, where V is given by the e_ternal charging variables. Shown in figure II i

( is the saturation field in Teflon aS a function of the primary beam energy. :i

' Note that the field near the front face is identical for all the charglng ::i
energies, while the magnitude of the bulk field reflects the equilibrium i

voltage shown in figure 4, i:
4

It certainly makes sense that the f$_ids near the front face are !

identical, because as external saturation ls reached, the incident electrons i
take on very nearly the same energy. For later time, this corresponds to _i

constant Jo, dose and charge deposition profileS. The solution is then easy
to demonstrate explicitly by using the Internal equilibrium condition J = J

but will not be pursued further here. What may perhaps be more surprising to

the reader is that the value of 1.hefront face fleld shown in these figures

is, in fact, a much more general result. This will be shown below after
discussing several further ex_mi,.!es. 4

INTERNAL FIELDS -- OTHER SOURCES

J
4

The charging conditions ,_hich can occur are more general than those :,
dlscusscd above. TheSe include the complications due tO angular dependence in ii

the source spectrum, as well as energetically distributed sources. While our

charging geometry is much less reallstlc for these more general source configu-
rations, It is instructive to briefly indicate _hese effects.

!

MONOENERGETIC ISOTROPIC SOURCE

Shown in flgure 12 are the voltage time histories of 5 roll (1.27 x 10-4 m)

Teflon subjected tO normally incident and isotropically incident 20 keV
(3.2 x I0-15 j) electrons. The saturetion electric fields are compared in

figure 13. The isotroplc source charges much more slowly and reaches a

significantly smaller voltage. This result occurs because both the backscetter

J and secondgry yields are slgniflcantly higher for the Isotropic source.

:i.' Internally, the. fields close to the front face evolve slowly (following the
_ voltage curve of figure 12). Note that the front face field for the isotroplc

, source is Identical to the front face fleld for normall, incident sources.
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_7 ISOTROPIC MAXWELLIAN SOURCE ._

, We have computed the electron transport for a I0 keY (I.6 x 10-15 J)
: isotroplc Ma_welllan distribution. The backscatter yield was determined to be

_i_ : 0.34, while the secondary yield was determined to be i 55. Thus, it is
:_ expected that the Teflon will charge positively. The code is not equipped to

handle this posslbility. The plethora of secondaries _ean that the sample will
charge to a few volts positive in a very short time, the exact value of the
voltage depending o_ the secondary electron distribution. The voltage will
adjust to make the net current to the surface zero. So far as the internal
fields are concerned, this is precisely _he case described above as the "non-
charging" beam (similarly, the grounded front face situation). Thus, the
internal electric field is given by equation (13). Our numerical results
indicate a broad positive charge layer (_I _m) near the front surface and a
deeply buried negative charge. We are still investigating the correctness of
this pecularlty.

GENERAL FRONT FACE FIELD

The appearance of a single value for the front face field under a number

_. !i of circumstances suggests a universality of this value within our computational
:_ : model. This is indeed the case. The followlng considerations hold for

i charging conditions which result in a negative voltage (not artificially i
grounded). The _leld at the surface satisfies..•

(o,t) J - J(o,t) (20) --_t = ¢ '
i

For the case of vanishing tank capacitance (CO = 0), J = Jo" The current in
the dlelectrlc consi_stsof the primary current Jv and the conduction current

or. At the surface Jo " Jp(o) = -JBS' so that equation (20) becomes

. -_t(o,t) +0(°)E(o,t)¢ = -JBs(t).. (21)

The primary assumption of the computational model is that the backscatter cur-

rent is proportional to the surface dose rate (-J S = uD) and the conductivity
" With these two assumptions, the sur-is proportional to dose rate (0 = ¢_D). B

face field solution is

E(o,t) _ '
= (-_---),1 - exp[-KpD(t)]) (22)

P

Thus, the field takes on a value dete_ined only by the dose and saturates to

a universal mat_rlal dependent value (_/_Kp). This value is that given in
Table ! and is independent of the charging spectrum and time history.
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FIELD9PENDES TSPORT
_. For eompleeeness_ we have performed the pr_a_y electron transport,

including the effect of the internal electric fields on the electron motlo_.
The effect was found _-be completely ne_iigible. A glance at figure 8 makes

this easy_9 ufldetsta.,,_ The minimum value of the stoppin_ power [fot 20 keV
(3.2 x 10 L_ j) electrons] (in electric field units) is 2 x 10_ V/m_ Since the
maximum fields encountered i_ these calculations are a few times 10e V/m, the

ii fields have, at most, a IOZ effect. For "norial" charging conditions, the
effect is far less than this _aximum, because of the sharp rise in stopping
power for lower electron energies and the small value of the front face field.

( CONCLUSIONS
!

We have presented a detailed model o_. the charging of dielectrics due to
incident electrons. The computer model (SCCPOEM) as currently configured does
not include the following effects:

• sunlight effects
• thermal effects
• ionic effects
• multl-dlmensional effects

, • field and charging history dependent

If' secondary emission effects• detailed carrier statistics effects, and
_-- • very long time effects

: o

The first fou_ Of these limit the applicability of the code to specialized
_ charging situations but do not constitute limitations of principle.

_' The code presently chooses the secondary emission coefficient to be
!_ proportion_l to the computed surface dose as suggested b_ Burke, et el.
i: (r_.f.21). While this algorithm _ay fall a_ low energy Lbelow a kilovolt
-. (i.6 x 10"16 J)], it appears consistent with the experimental data above this

energy. It is possible, however, that the secondary emission depends on the
s_rface fields arid charge profile which develops [see, e.g., Dekker (ref. 26)].

_ Some evidence is being by (ref. _.*_)accumulated Robinson that this effect
occurs under the conditions of inte_est. Should the effect be demonstrated to
be important, it can readily b_ incorporated into the code. This is true
be:ause the secondary emission prima_ily affects the external charging
algorithm and _nters the internal calculations as a boundary condition.

The major matters of principle not currently handled by the code are the
details of the car_ier statistics and migration. Empirical models are being
utilized for both the bulk conductivity and the radiation induced conductivity.
This shortcoming is currently being rectified. A version of the code which
inco_porates a carrier kinetics description of the conduction process is being
developed. In defense of our p_'esent trea_nent, however, it must be mentioned
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that a model U_lllzl_g direct empirical d_ta has a major advantage over a more _fundamental approach. Typically, the quaatities which are required for a
i kinetic approach are very poorly known. The em_lrical conductivity data, while
i reflecting all these more fundamental quantitie_, has the advantage of being

direct measure of the relaxatloi, phenomena. If used in the proper domain, the
only uncertainties are the direct uncertainty in the conductivity measureme_Lt
itself. The major uncertainty of principle is the domain of applicability. A
good way to determine this domain is to use the m_dei, make predictions, and

• compare to experiment. We have chosen this path. Indications are that the
model Is satisfactory for reasonably thick samples with fields not too near
breakdown.

Dielectrics subject to electrical stresses undergo persistent change over
very long periods of time (many years). This type of effect is completely
beyond the scope of our present model.

Within the above constraints, the model provides a simple and effective
tool for computln_ in_ernal fields and charge d_nsitles in electron-irradiated
dielectrics. Our computations to date indlcatu the following:

• At low charging currents,_the flnal voltage is
limited by bulk conduction, while at high currents, 'I
the voltage is limited by secondary emission.

• Normal charging gives rise to a field reversal layer !
as suggested by Meulenberg (ref. 12) but does not _
appear to give breakdown level fields at the surface .... I

!

• Charging with normally incident electrons under i
conditions in which the voltage is secondary limited
gives rise to similar field profiles near the front
face independent of charging energy°

• Secondary limlted charging gives rise to a "universal" ;i

material dependent front face fleld. _
,j

• Grounded coatings on the f_ont face decrease the bulk

field but give rise to enhanced fields at the front i

face. i

• Strong internal flelds,can arise even in low voLtage ]
positive charging environments.

t• Angular distributions of monoenergetic electrons give
less severe internal fields than normally incident
electrons.
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' Tha kay assumptione which give rise to tha above concluslons are

: :.'- e Th_ independonco of the 8ocondary ylold on chargin8 ;g
-. conditions (dapondenco on only the incident electron

_j": spectrum).
• The proportionality of the secondary emission current

to the dose rate.

a The use of the e_apirical conductivity model of
equatiofl (14) with A = I.

• The value of the emp_rical transient conductivity

_i'i: _ constant K .

_: We note some experiments which may be performed to test our conclusions
! and some of the assumptionS:

i • "Feedback" controlled experiments can be used to check
the constancy of the secondary emission current.

• High current "non-charging" beams may be used to check
the linearity of the transient conductivity with dose
rate.

• Charge density interrogation experiments of the type
suggested by Sessler, et al. (ref. 28) may be performedi
tO dlrectly compare to predicted charge densities.

• Grounded front face experiments may be performed to
compare to short-clrcult current predictions and check
for breakdown.

• Very thin sample experiments can be performed with con-
venCional measurements to check the influence of internal

charge location on external variables.

We believe experiments of the above type, coupled with a detailed
investigation of carrier kinetics restrictions, should lead _o further under-
stonding of the dielectric charging process.

We are indebted to Dr. J. V. Gore for numerous discussions, as well as
certain of the calculations which appear herein.

ii
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TABLE 1. RANGE OF VALUES OF PEAK
ELECTRIC FIELD FOR NON-CHARGING BEAM

Range reflects spread in quoted values o£ the Transient '_

Dielectric Conductivity Coefficient Kp (ref. 19).
I

PEAK MEAN POTENTIAL
ELECTRIC FIELD ELECTRIC FIELD DROP

flATERIAL (x 106 V/m) (x 10 6 V/m) (volts)
II I I

TEFLON 0.11 - 5.5 0.06 - 2.9 0.007 - 0.372

RYLAR 52. - 61. 28. - 32. 3.5 - 4.1

KAPTON 1.8 - 92. 1.0 - 49. 0.1 - 6.2
I

,jlot EI,E_"rRIC

l _._" ¢'¢0 ...
BACK$C,It'p£1t I / +

CURR_'r /

SOURCE ¢ " tO
CURREIrf

|IICIDETP /J- ,RI|h_RY

_ _ &_RRnT

l,. , .......81iORT-¢|RCU|T CUIIRIDIT
|_. .
;+P

'!" FIGURE 1. ONE-DIMENSIONALCHARGINGMODEL
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FZGURE6. DOSEPROFZLEZN TEFLONFOR
NORNALL/ZNCZDENTELECTRONS
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FIGURE 7. SATURATION ELECTRIC FIELD IN TEFLON
FOR NON-CHARGING NORMALLY INCIDENT BEAM
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FIGURE 8. ELECTRONICSTOPPING
iPOWEROF TEFLON _,
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FIGURE 12. CHARGINGVOLTAGETIRE HISTORIES FOR t
NORRALLYINCIDENT AND ISOTROPIC 20 keY ELECTRONS

ON $ mtl TEFLON
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THE C.ALCtJ!_TION OF SPACECI_.FT POTE_trLA.L- '_

,j COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND OBSERVATION

Ho B. Garrett

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

SUMMARY I

'.3 c
, A simple charge balav_e model based on t_e work of DeForest has been

adapted for the calculation of spacecraft potentials. The model is -alibrated
with ATS-5 plasma data from the University of California plasma experiments.
Once calibrated, the model is used to calculate the time-varying potential that
is observed as a spacecraft passes in and out of eclipse, EzTors on the order
of +800 volts are observed over a range of 0 to -i0,000 volts. Possible appli- 1
cations of the model to large space structures are discussed, Of speclal 7
interest is the unique use of eclipse observations to test the spacecraft i

charging model. 1

INTRODUCTION I

The calculation of the potential on a satelllte Innnersedin a plasma is,
at best, a difficult problem. In particular, the accUrate prediction of the
potential on a spacecragt in the space environment requires the simultaneous
calculation of the paths of all charged particles in the vicinity of the space-
craft. In principle this is possible, in practice it is not feasible and a
variety of techniques have been developed to simplify the problem (see, for
example, Whipple, 1965 (ref. 1); R_th_ell .et al., 1977 (ref. 2); Laframboise
a_d Prokopenko, 1977 (ref, 3); Parker, 197_f. 4) and references therein).
Although capable of an accurate treatment both in time and sp_ce, these models
are limited in usefulness as they require large amounts of computer time or do i

not include all of the various current sources necessary to simulate the .i
charging phenomenon. This paper describes an approximate solution to the !
problem that yields spacecraft potentials by making assumptions Which are t
equivalent to the "thick sheath" probe solution for a sphere. Though similar

models have been developed by Rosen (1975) (ref, 5); Massaro et a._._.!l,(1977.) 1
(ref, 6); Inouye (1976) (ref.7), and Purvls et a._.._!l,(1977) (ref, 8), none have
included the actual measured spectra in their calculations. The _odel to be 1
described tn this paper uses actual ATS-5 data and is adapted from methods 1
originally developed by Whipple (1965) (ref. I) and DeForest (1972) (ref. 9). |
ThQ model, limlted somewhat in its range of appllcabillty to potentials of I-I0.000 volts and plasma temperatures between 50 eV and 30 keV. results in
significant savings in computer time over more complicated models.

t
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In tht_first part of this paper the model will be formulated. The Indl-

vidual currenL sources are presented and approximations as a function of satel-

lite potential developed. The model is callb_ated uslng actual ATS-5 obse_-

I; vatlons of the potential. TWo examples will be dlscuss,_.d in _,Ich t/,e model isused to study the effects of the tlme-varying geosynchronous enVironment and
• of a time-wlrying photoelectron flux on spacecraft potential. Applications of

the model will be briefly discussed.

MODEL FOKMULATiON

( In solving the spacecraft charging problem, we are concerned with finding
the spacecraft potential _ such that

Je " (JI + Jse + JaI + JBSe + Jph ) = 0 (1)

where Je = Incident electron current

Jl = Incident ion current

Jse = Secondary emitted electron current due to Je

Jsl = Secondary emitted electron current due to Jl

JBSe= Back scattered electron current due to Je

Jph = Photoelectron emission

Given the incident ion and electron particle spectra, the currents Je' Jl' Jse,

Jsl, and JBSe are found and adjusted by varying the potential on the spacecraft

until equation (I) holds. This is the basic problem and in srbsequent sections
, we will outline methods of calculating the currents as a function of potential.

ii ELECTRON AND ION INCIDENT CURRENT

_> The ATS-5 satellite employs electrostatic analyzers and, instead of the

distribution function f (V) as a function of velocity V which is normally used
in current calculations, these detectors return the differential energy flux,

_). _hus, it is convenient to express the integrals necessary to obtain
dE

the various currents in terms of the energy E and d(EF) rather than f(V) and V.
dE

The conversion from f to d_) is given by I
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Where the conversion factors (Ke and KI) are, if f is given in sec3/km 6, d_EF,)

dE
i

in ergs/c_ 2 sac ster eV_ _nd E in eV:

'. Ke _ .1617 for electrons (3)

KI = 5.45xi05 for ions (4)

As (NF>= --iV3_f(V)dV
"o

This gives

Ke d_C ! (5)

_t

_o dE "I E

where _he results are left in terms of the number flux rather than actual
current density J (J _ TTq <NF> , where q is the charge on a particle). The
Values of _. must be shifted by an _nergy equal to the desired potential

dE
before the integration (see Garrett, 1978 (reg. 10) for details). In the
actual case an interpolation is necessary as the desired Value of d(EF) for the

dE

shifted spectrum usually does not correspond to an observed value of d(P-F),
dE

Further, as the ATS-5 data correspond to discrete energy; bands for the rsD_e
51 eV to 51 keV_ the integrals become sums (dE becomes A E) over this r_.nge.
Results indicate Chac these approximations are adequate f,r a range o£ 50 eV
to 30 keV in _emperature and 0 V to -10,000 V in potential.

SECONDARY EMISSION CURRENTS

Electrons and ions striking the satellite surface are either scattered o££
" the surface or cause the emiss_.on of low eners79 secondary electrons,
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Secondary emission is usually given in terms of the incident differential cur-

rent density_ dJ i . dJi is related to d(EF) by ,_
dE _ dE '_

dJ i .. q_' d(E]:') (6)

(the q17 factor v£11 be dropped in future discussions). ,'1For secondary e_Lssion, the amount: of sQco_lary current emitted for a

given incident flux is expressed as a ratio _ (E):

( /i
$ (E) .. dJ s (E) (7) :,'

dJ i (E) !
]
'i

where _(E) = the secondary electron yield function , :_
i

d3 s = differential secondary current density ,_i

dE _
,i

dJ._ = differential incident current density o

dE '

Ft_ equations 6 and 7 '_

_" d 3s (E) - _(E) d3 i (E) - $ (E) d(EF) (8) _

dE d"_" _ d_ i

_, The normalized differential current spectrum, g(_-'), of the secondary _lectronsis approximately independent of the incident particle energy and_ for aluminum,
8iven in figute I. Nultiplying g(E*) by the secondary current density Js(E)
gives the differential current density of secondary electrons due to particles
of energy E as

dJ (E'. E) - g (E') Js (E) (9)
dE'

This :implies that: the total current density is given by
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, -J., f
]
w

g(R') peaks sharply at. _-2 eV and thus for ions and electrons is _-0 if the
potential is greater than +2 volts (all the secondary electrons are attracted).
Thus, to the order o£ accuracy o£ these calculations g(Et) dE t wLll be

( aSSumed a 0 for _ _ 0 and a 1 got _-_ 0. _ (E) is approximated for electrons
' impacting on aluminum by the curve shown in figure 2 (_ipples 1965 (reg. 1)).

(E) £s not well known for ions impacting on aluu_num but a fit to data as
presented by _hipple (1965) (re£. 1)) for I_ over the energy range o£ interest
is presented in figure 3;

_;(_-) for the incident ions and electrons is substituted into equation (10)
and integrated using the appropriate shifted values for d(EF) to obtain the

dE
secondary emission currents due to the electrons atut ions. Typicall_ the
secondar_ e_ssion due to electrons results in a current o£ approx_nately
25-50_ that of the incident electron current _hile the secondary emission due
to ions results in an electron current approximately 2-3 times that of the

: incident ions. As will be discussed shortlyj it was necessary to adjust these
values to obtain accurate estimates o£ the potential.

BACKSCATTEREDELECTRONCURRENT

/

Some incident electrons are reflected and give rise to the backscattered
electron current (the backscattered current due to ions is very small and
iSnored), Althoush simple theories o£ collisional Scattering such as those o£
Everhart (1960) (reg. 1'I) are usegu. 1 in predicting the net current, exp6ri-
mental curves £or backscattered e_ission £rc_ aluminum are also available,
DeForest (1972) (reg. 9) has adapted the experimental reSults of Sternglass
(1954) (reg. 12) to the ATS-§ data. His developments _hich will be presented
herep is similar to that given for secondary electrons,

_h_.baeic equation £or backscactering is

JBSe = %dEe /, B(Ee,E) dJ i (E) dE (II)
E' d-'E--
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where EI - energy of backscattered particles (E°_ E) ,_

E " energy of £uc£dent particles

B(EI,E). m percentage of electrons scattered at a given i
energy E" as a result of an incident electron
at enerSy E

Ji(E) _ J.ncident current (e_ectrons in this case)

From Sternglass (1954) .(refo12)

c B(_',z).= _) (z2)
E

G is given as a function of K - E°/E (DeForest, private communication) in
figure 4 for alumlnum°

i_ ContlnUlng, equation II becomes

!; . dE (la)
_' JsSe )o'_'JZ"L-z_'_! eb

Substituting the proper values of d(EF)_ in equation _3)and perform-
dE ' e

ing the integration gives the total current due to backscatCered electrons.
For aluminum_ a ratio of -25Z for the backscattered current to incident current
is obtained in agreement with other estimates. Unlike the secondary electron
currznt, though, the backscattered current is a gradual function of positive
spacecraft potential. For positive potentials, the O integral limit in
equation (13) is replaced by ]q_], the energy shift due to the spacecraft
potential.

PHOTOELECTRON EMISSION

Light_ particularly iu the ultraviolet, falling on the spacecraft causes
the emission of photoelectrons. Although the characteristics of the em%tted
particles and the processes involved are well known_ the actual photoelectron
emission from a spacecraft is poorly known. The reason is the variety of
materials on the typical spacecraft surface and the lack of precise knowledge
of the solar spectrum and its interactionwlth various materials. Grard et al.
(1973) (refo i3) and Whipple (1965) (ref. 1) have combined the solar spectrum
with the emission characteristics of various substances to give the photo-
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electron current as a fU_ction of energy, DeForest (prlva_e c_municatlon) has _;
developed an algorithm that approxlm_tes their results, It gives the photo-

_: e!ectron current as a £unctio_ of positive spacecraft potential (for negative

: poe_tlal all of the photoelectron current leaves the spacecraft), ,It is

Jph " _a (14)(¢/.7+11

Values for Jpo are given in Table 1. Fro_ this table it is clear that estimates
• of J o range over an order of magnitude. Fortunately, most examples of charg-

ing t_at we will be concerned with involve shadowed surfaces, in which case

( Jpo _ O. _ae charging model _r_ll_ however, in conjunction wlth actual data_be .;

, used in a later section to estimate the value of Jpo appropriate to ATS-5.

COMPARISON WITH DATA

1he ultimate check of any model is how well the predicted results compare
_uh actual measurements. 1he basic set of data wil?. be spectra from ATS-5
for periods immediately before and after entry into t'.,eearthts shadow. These

_erlods were selected as they can be used not on_.y to study large potential

• variations (on the order of ,'6 keV) but also to calibrate the photoelectron

flux. Table 2 lists the eclipses studied and the potentials observed during

the eclipses.

' ATS-5 does not consist of a slr_le material nor can it be said to be

' spherical in shape (a tacit assumption in the precedi_Ig analysis). However_

keeping to the spirit of a "simple" charging modelj the satellite was approxl-

= mated as an aluminum sphere. Figure 5 shows the _-esuits of these calculations,
The discrepancies between observed and predicted potentials have been corrected
by adjusting the magnitudes of the secondary emission terms by maltipiying each

one by a constant correction factor to give a best fit in a least squares sense
(the backscattered flux is directly proportional to the incident electron flux

i. so that determining its coefficient is somewhat di_flcult as it may reflect

slight errors in the actual measurement of Je), For correction factors of 1,3

(Jse), .55 (Jsl), and .4 (Jnse)* the results have a standard deviation of
+800 volts. It should be kept in mind_ though_ that the model is based on

i. several assUmptions and_ uonslderlng these_ this agreement is quite good.

_i MODEL APPLICATION

,: 1_e model has been developed for two purposes. Firstp combined with the

'_}. geosynchronous plasma model developed by Garrett (1977) (re£. 14), it can be
_!' .. u_ed to predict potentia_s on spacecraft as a function of the geomagnet._c index

' 2_5
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_ Ap and LT, the satellite local time. It also is employed to calcttlate the
potential on a spacecraft as it passes into and out of the earthls shadow,

i-_+; Figure 6 plots the potential Variations predicted by the model for the geo-
_i_. synchronous simulation model of Garrett (re_. 14) (1977) for _oderate geomag-

• netic activity (Ap s 15) and high geomagnetic activity (Ap m 207), That stmu-
_ lation gives a "2-Ma_wellian fit I' to the plasma such that the distribution
_++ functions are for electrons.

_' [ -3/2 "E/TIe
fe (E) - 27.2 Ne (Tie } e,+ I000

i+,.+ It -3/2 -E/T2 c .]
, + N2e T2e e

:--3:
and for ions

ft (E) = 2,14xlO6 ) e
+ 1000

-3/2 -E/T2,r] (16)
T21 ) e

where Nle, N2e = electron number densities (n/cm 3)

Tle, T2e = electron temperatures (eV)

NIl, N21 = ion number densities (n/cm3)

Tll, _2Z - ion temperatures (eV)

The distrlbution functions are converted to differential energy spectra usin 8
equation (2).The spectra are inserted into the program and_ assuming no photo-
electron current_ the potential calculated. These potentials are the maximtm
that'would be expected for a shadowed, electrically isolated surface as a
result of the ambient environment,

Another use of the model is in the dQtermlnation of the potential as a
spacecraft passes _nto the earthSs shadow. The eclipse data described earlier
are used in conJunctionwith the model to determine the current necessary to
81ve the observed potential variations as ATS-5 passed into and out of the
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t
! earth's shadow. Presumably, this residual current ts the photoelectron current. _

By varying the amplitude of an appropriate model of atmospheric attenuation to !
fit this residual (or photoelectron) curreutb J 0 was found. The results for !
ATS-$ f6r 2 atmospheric Models are £ilustrated _ fiaure 7. The resulting

_s {n agreement _r£th the lower Values in Table 2, The reader is t_£erred to
Garrett (i978) (reg. 15) for details of th_s procedure.

Figure 8 shows the observed and predicted potentials aS ATS-$ passes into
and out of eclipse on days 260 and 292, 1970. In figure 9 are similar results
for ATS-6 on days 59 and 66, 1976. The results of the predictions are adequate
and v£thin the _+800 V error but their deviations from the observed values at

low potential may indicate either a need to include sheath effect_ or that the !
( thick sheath, spherical probe approxJ_ation £s inaccurate for _.ow (_. 100 V)

potentials. Tn any eVent_ this method of t_stin_, by comparin_ the observed i
and predicted potentials as the photoelectron flux 4.s varied, should proVe to i
be a powerful tool for comparison w£th other spacecraft charging models in the
future.

Given that the m_del is valid_ it can be employed in a variety og simu-
lations. Considerin8 tha_ a photoelectron current is in most physical respects
identical with an eiectron bea_, the model can test the effects of char_ed _i
beams on Satellites. Likewise, the data e_loyed in calibratin8 the _odel can
be used to test other models of beam phenomena. Although the scaling of our
results to large structures may be somewhat dubious quantitatively_ it is e_ear

i tha_ the model can also estimate possible effects on large _ructures. For
example, if we approximate a large structure by nodes _hich ,_t meet aqOation 1

(1) ,then the model can be used to predict the potential at each poiat on the

surface of a large structure as it enters eclipse. _hen this ts done, £t turns i_1
out that rather large time varyin_ potential gradients due solely to different i
photoelectron emission rates on a structure can be generated - a clear threat

to future missions.

CONCLUSION 1

A simple model based on the wsrk of _ipple (1965) (ref. 1) and DeForest
(1972) (ref. 9) has been develope_.. The model _as calibrated with ATS-5
plasma data. The model predictions for the potential on a satellite as it
passed into eclipse were compared _dth _ctual observations. The requite
indicate agreement between the predicted and observed values. The model ts
used in conjunction with a model si_lation of the 8eos_chronous e_iror_ent
to predict spacecraft potentials under different geoma_netic and local ti_e
co_litions. The model_ after being calibrated, successfully predicts po_entials
v£th +800 V accuracy over a ranae of 10,000 V. It includes relevant current
terms and is efficient in comparison with other complex models taking N 2 sec

-_ per potential calculation. _OR_ programs are available from AFGL.
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TABLEI

Author Satm_ation Curren_ (nAmps/em 2)
li

C_ard et al. (1973) 13
4.20 (Alund.numox£de) 1

3.00 (Indium oX£de) t

( .40 (Oraph£Ce)

DeForest (1972)9 .82 (ATS-5)

Whlpple (1965)1 3.00 (P_ckeC-alumirmm)
I

TABLE 2

DaC.._._e UT Potential

1969 22 Sep 0629 -3400

0731 -3810 ,_
16 Oct 0627 -5360 :_

0711 -3810
1970 12 Sep 0631 -2420

!:I 0718 -1730

' 15 Sep 0626 -877

0721 -1540
17 Sep 0623 -5380

° 0723 -3040
19 Sep 0620 -2720 i

o,24 -1,4o i
°i: 17 Oct 0630 -1230

0659 -2170
_ 180cC 0633 -397
., 0650 -316
!! 19 Oct 0640 -396

Ji 0648 -ss8
I ,
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E_

Figure 4, - BIE',El. E as |unction of (E'IEIv_here BIE',El is approxima:ely
the percentageof electronsscatteredat a given energy E' as a result of
a particle at an incident ener_ E. tFrom Sternglass1195d),ref. 12,)
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( ABSTRACT

The paper reports on the active control of the potential of the IJEE-I

satellite by the use of electron guns. The electron guns contain a special
cathode capable of emitting an electron current selectable between 10-8 and

I0-3A at onergies from approximately.6 to hl eV.

hesults obtained during flight show that the satellite potential can

b,_ stauilized at a value more positive than the normally positive floating

potential. The electron guns also reduce the spin mod_ation of the space- I

craft potential which is due to the aspect dependent photoemission of the long i

booms. Plasma parameters like electron temperature and density can be deduced

from th_ variation of the spacecraft potential as a function of the gun

current. The effects of electron be&m emission on other experiments is briefly
mentioned.

INTRODUCTION

The prime purpose of the electron guns mounted on the ISEE-I spacecraft

was to [mprow _ double probe electric field measurements. The scientific aim

of th_ electric field experiment is to measure quasi-static fields in a

:'ange of about .I to 200 mV/m (ref. I). The spin plane component of the field il
is obtained from the spin modulation of the potential difference between a

pair of 8 cm diameter vitreous carbon spheres ueparated by 73.5 m. The

emission of beam of electrons parallel to the spin axis should have reduced

the asymmetry in the potential produced by the photoelectrons. Several

on orbit tests have shown that the electron guns have no significant influence

on the electric field experiment. The interpretation of this unexpected result
is that even without the electron beams the electric dipole moment of the

photoelectron cloud is small enough for its effect on the double probe
measurement to be negligible (ref. 2). The cloud symmetry is more favourable

than expected from simplified model calculations (ref. 3).

The operation of the gun can still be a tool for the study of phenomena

induced by the in_ection of _ charged particle beam into a natural plasma.

_. The intensity of the beam is far below intensities usually considered for
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active exporim_nts (ref. 4) but ca_ be sufficient to investigate active ._
potential control of a body immersed in a plasma, plasma-be_ instabilities,
and w_ves.

_I' Control of the spacecraft potential may also be a prerequisite for J

electric fields and low energy particle measurements in the vicinity of !

Jupiter (ref. 5) where the photoemission rate is 30 times less than at the j

Earth orbit or even at geosynchronous orbit to avoid negative charging
during eclipses (ref. 6). Previous experiments have shown that thermoionic

electron emission from a thruster could be used to reduce negative charging

=_ (ref. 7). It is show** in this paper that electron guns can be used to clamp
the potential of a conductive spacecraft a few volts positive wi_h respect

to the plasma potential.( SYMBOLS

I I current

V voltage

Ie electron current collected by a conductive b6dy in a plasma

,_ Io Ie plasma potential
value of at the

I photo electron current collected by a conductive body in sunlight
pe

I electron gun current
g

Vsc potential of the spacecraft

Vpl plasma potential

Vk accelerating voltage of gun electrons wihh respect to the spacecraft
potential

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Figure I illustrates the structure of the electron gun (ref. 8). The

_ primary concern was in this case to reduce as much as possible the weight

and the power needed for the emission of the electron beam. The cathode used

in the gun is a tungsten impregnated cathode developed by Philips (ref. 9)

from which a current of 500 pA at an energy of hl eV could be drawn. Risks

of contamination of the cathode were carefully studied and the following

measures resulted in the safe operation of the guns. The two guns were

opened at 600 km altitude where the concentration of oxygen is low, 15 days

had elapsed since the launch so that the outgassing of the spacecraft was

reduced, the opening system described in reference 8 was clean and finally

a reactivating program1 was incorporated in the electronics of the experiment.
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Testa were conducted before launch to _imulate Lhe effects of beam

emission on spacecraft potential. The electron guns were attached to a metallic
structure which could be biased (potential of the structure during the _,:imu- ,3

lation is called Vse) with respect to the walls (potential called .Vpl) of
a vacuum chamber (diameter 3 m, length 7 m). Figure 2 which summ_rlzes the

resu/ts shows that the beam current falls off with a slope of about 20 _A per

volt and that at low energies (Vk<20 V) spaceehar_e effects reduce the

efficiency of the gun. The mechanism of formation of a virtual cathode in
front of the gun at low enecgies may be invoked to explain the reduction

in efficiency: at low energies the emission of electrons from the virtual

cathode back to the anode of the gun is greater than the emission to the

walls of the chamber at larger distances.

The configuration of the ISEE-I spac,:craft is illustrated in figure 3.

In order to minimize potential disturbances originating at the spacecraft or

! in its vicinity an electrostatic cleanliness specification on _he spacecraft

surface was implemem_ed at an early stage in the pro_eet with the result that !

the skin is essentially an equipotential surface (surface c,:_nductivity

approximately !05gn_/ m ). Potentials can b : _Lea_ured between the satellite

body and the probes at the end of the booms; the body of the spacecraft, as

will be shown in the last section, can be considered as a large collecting

probe.

On board, 13 instruments me_sure electron and ion populations, magnetic

field, plasma waves and other plasma parameter_ (ref 10). The orbit is

highly elliptic with an apogee of 22.6 Earth radii and e perigee at about

300 km so that th< plasmapause, the magne_opause and +he bow sbock are

crossed successively. The measurements presehted here were obtained on the

7th November 1977, starting at 17.00 hrs 49 min h0 sec UT when the spacecraft
was in the solar wind at a distance of about 17.6 RE.

MEASUrEMEntS

The current col:action of a conductive body immersed io a space plasma

is represented qualitatively as a function of pot_ptial in figure _" the vol-

tage reference is that of the tmdisturbed plasma at large distan_e_ from

the body; Ie represents the current ¢oll_._etedin shadow or when the photo-

emission rate is low, Ipt represents the contribution of the photoelectron
current.

Plasma Potential Measurements

The vitreous car_n pr3bes at the end of the wire booms can be u_ed

as conventional Lengmuir probes with the d'fference that their current is

swept rather than their voltage. The pa.<_._,_g_,of the probe through the plasma

potential has a clear sigr_ature indicated by a sudden change in the photo-

electron current emitted by the probe. Biasing the probe with a negative
current of about -60 nA maintains it within a fraction of a volt of the

_ p!asma potential for the data cons{dared here.

i7
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Spacecraft. Potontial Control _

!_i The spacecraft potential is reassured between the satellite body and one

:_i probe biased to be slightly positive re.lative to the plasma potential._ Figure 5 a, b and c show the variation:s of the spacecraft potential md the
.... electric field signals for _ different values of the emitted _un current, as a

:,_,: function of the energy of the beam. The accelerating beam voltage Vk is
_ maximum at the left of the figure and is stepped down automatically by steps

of 1.6 Volt from 40.8 V to °58 V. The time necessary to step from one level

of energy to the next may vary and the arrows indicate the times when the

beam energy is equal to 8.6 eV and crn be used as reference points. As

mentioned earlier the sinusoidal signal representing the electric field is

_ not affected by changes in beam energy or in gun current. (The spikes

ii_ ( appearin_ regularly are due to the sudden chang? in potential of the probe_

as they pass _n the shadow of the spacecraft).

When the gun cturen set at 120 _A (fiG. 5 a) the spacecraft

:_" potential follows closely the beam energy down to an energy of 8.6 eV where

the gm looses its control of the potential. At this energy and lower, space

charge effects limit the emission of the gun as was observed during the tests,

and as is shown in figure 2 for Vk -c 20 V. A detailed examination of the
voltages inaeed shows that decreasing the beam energy from hO eV to 15 eV

!_ chm_ges the spacecraft potential by only 23 V giving a ratio of .92 for

: Vsc/ Vk. As will be shown in figure 6 this is due to the fact that beam
electrons are not monoenergetic but have a spread in energy around _ mean

value. When the gun current is set at 60 _A (fig. 5 b) a modulation of the

z_acecraft potential at twice the spin f_-equency appears for high values _i

of the beam energy; the modulation disappears betwen 2h V and 8.6 V where

the modulation appears again. When the beam current is set at 30 uA the range
where the control occurs is limited between 14 V and 8.6 V.

The modulation of the potential at twice the spin frequency is due to the

changing photoemission of the shields of the long boom_ as they spin with

the spacecraft. In the particular case of figure 5, the shi_.lds were biased

at the potential of the probes minus 4 V which means that they are more

negative than the plasma and consequently they are a source of photoelectrons.

To compensate the changing photo_lectron current of the booms the spacecraft

potential adjusts to values whe.'e incom±ng and outgoing currents are equal.

The explanatiou fox this behaviour is _llustrated in figure 6 which

shows current-voltage characteristics of the gun and of the spacecraft

including the booms. The dotted line represents the emitt_'d gun current

at variou_ energies, the fall off of the beam current has been assumed to

be similar to the measured v,_lu_ of 20 _A/V (as show:, in figure 2). The

continuous lines represent the current collected by the spacecraft (similar

to the current collected by % positive conductive body as was shown in the

first quadrant of flgure h). The thick line corresponds to the minimum photo-

emission from the booms, the th[nn,_r line to the maximum photo emission. These

two curves have been cons[.racted from the data shown in figure 5 where the

potential of the spacecraft can be measured for different values cf the gun
current.
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The modulation of the spacecraft potential at twice the spin frequency

I occurs when the curve representing the current collected by the body cuts the ,_

gun current curve on the plateau, control of potentiul occurs when the gun

current is laz6er th_n the current collected by the spacecraft bo_y, the

i amount of 6un current emitted into space is equal to the collected current.At voltages less than 8.6 V the modulation reappears with a smaller omlplitude

because the gun current ceases and the potential oscillates between 10 V and

5 V as is shown in fig. 6; as the slope of the collected curren_ curves is

larger at low energies the potential modulation decreases with %he spacecraft
potential.

DISCUSSION

As was shown in the previous section, the satellite .otential can be

( stabilized at a specified value positive with respect to the pl_sm_Dotential

by operating electron guns at appropriate energies. The guns can be used

to compensate for small variations in spacecraft potential due to the aspect

dependent photoemission of the long booms which, in the case considered,

were biased negatively and thus were a source of photoelectrons.
Limited _ossibilities to measure the ambient temperature exist in the

experiment complement on buard ISEE-I. In the following a method to determine

the plasma density and temperature from the gun measurements is outl_ned.

A simple model for electron collection is assumed Ie = Io (I + Vsc/Ve) where
Io = n e v S/h with n the density, e the electron charge, v the thermal

speed (eVe = mV 2/2_ and S the collecting surface of the entire spacecraft,
approximately 10 m=. The value of Io is obtained by extrapolating towards

low voltages the curve representing the electron saturation current.
As an indication the values obtained from figure 6 are n = 30 cm-_ and

Ve = lb.6 V.

When the control of the spacecraft potential by the electron gun is

effective a fraction of the gun current returns to the spacecraft. As noted

by the particle experimenters on ISEE-; this return flux increases considerably

the countrate of particle detectors in the vicinity of the return area.

The beam also excites plasma instabilities which, have been observed in a

frequency range around 20 kHz and detected by the other electric antenna on
the spacecraft. !

I It therefore appears that In spite of their low electron beam intensi- i

: ties, some fundamental plasma physics phenomena can be investigated with the iI

ele_:,ton _unz on board ISEE-I in the future, i

q
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X E¢TXOS SPACEC CH,m ED-P, TXCLESVOm: ,

_:i" • N. John Stevens
___ NASA Lewis Research Center

Spacecraft-environment interactions are defined as the responses of a
E_ spacecraft surface to a charged-particle enviromneflt. This response can influ-

ence spacecraft system performance. Interactions can be divided into two broad

_' ( categories: spacecraft passive, in which the environment acts on the space-
craft; and spacecraft active, ln which the spacecraft causes the interaction.

• Passive interactions include the spacecraft-charging phenomenon. Active inter- i
actions include the relatively new interactions arising from the use of very
large spacecraft and space power systems in future missions. In this category
the concern is both for the efTect the environment can have on spacecraft syS-
tems and for the effect the large spacecraft carl have on the environment. To

i_ illustrate active interactions_ a large power system operating at elevated

_ Voltages is considered. Possible interactions are described, available experi-
mental data are reviewed, and the effect onpower system performance is esti-
mated.

INTRODUCTION

_, Spacecraft have traditionally been designed to fit within launch vehicle

capabilities and shroud dimensionS. At timeS, the ingenuity of designers has
been severely taxed to include all systems within these constraints. As a re-

suit, spacecraft typically have been cylinders (or at least packaged as cylln-
ders) 150 to 300 centimeters in diameter, With deploysbles as required. Nowj /
with the advent, of the shuttle space transportation system, these limits have
changed. Very large Spacecraft can be accommodated for future missions. Stud-
ies ere being conducted on spacecraft to be used for such diverse activities as

manufacturing, scientific exploration, power generstionj and human habitation
in locations ranging from low Earth orbits (250 to 400 km) to _eosynchronous
altitude and beyond (refs. 1 to 8). Structures proposed for these missions
range in size from 200 meters for s large structure-assembly demonstration in
the mid-1980's (re£. 9) to several kilometers for the Solar Power Satellite

(SPS) (ref. 3). These large structures ere being designed with relatively
lightweight materials to achieve the required low densities.

Those spacecraft must function in the space environment. Anomalous be-

havior of geosynchronous satellite systems has shown that the space environ-
ment is not completely benign. Interactions between the charged-particle en-
vironment and spacecraft exterior surfaces (i,e., spacecraft charging) can dis-
rupt spacecraft systems (refs. 10 and U), The size of the new generation of
spacecraft will be approximately the plasma Debye length in the geosynchronous
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i i_i environment. This can result in increased intera_tions between the insulators
....•, end quasi-conductors and the charged-particle enV£tonnlent. The large size of _i

these new spacecraft _ai_e5 concern about charging effects on the_ in low Earth !,_ orbits. In this enviror_ent the s0acecraft movifl8 through the Earth's magnetic
-_I.' field can induce electromagnetic stresses tha_ should be considered in the de-

!-i_ effectSign"TheontheSPaCecraftenvirorment.physicaldimensio,_s a_e also of _eal concern for their

_ Proposed large, _i_h-poWer systems rangiflg from tens of kilowdttS to gigs-
Watts have given rise to another _spect of enviromnental interactions. One
means of improving electrical efficiency and reducing weight for these power
systems is to operate at voltages higher tha_ those currently being used. The
SPS design calls for the generation Of 15 gigawatts to 40 kilovolts. To dace,
the highest operating voltage used in space is the 100-yolk system in gkylab.
At this volt_ge_ interactions with the environ_ent are negligible (ref• 12).
Operatiofl at higher voltages in a plasma enviror_ent, however, can influence
System performance.

For these reasonS, apacec_aft-environment interactions are associated with
future space programs• These interactions must b_ understood, evaluated, end
neutralized, _f necessary, in the design phases of the programs. In this paper,
categories of spacecraft-environment interactions are defined and briefly de-
scribed. The primary emphasis is on interactions between the environment and
large space power systems operating st elevated voltages. Available experimen-
tal data on hfgh-voitaSe surface-plasma interactions are reviewed and, based on

• this information, the effect of these interactions on power system performance
is estimated.

+ +. SPACECRAFT-ENVIRO_ INTERACI_iONCATEGORIES

_ii+ In this paper, spacecraft-environment interactions are defined as the re-

sponses of a spacecraft surface to the Charged-particle environment of space.
Spacecraft surfaces will respond to the environment at all altitudes, itoweVer,
the interaction is of concern only wlter_ it _nfluencea system performance.

i:_ Interactions of concern between a _pacecraft and the environment are illus-
_:'_ trated £n figure 1. A large Spacecraft configuration with a large, high-power

solar array is illustrated. There are two broad cates0ties of interactions:
category 1, spacecraft passive, where the charged-particle envit-omuent acts on
the spacecraft surfaces; and category 2, Spacecraft active, where the space-
craft causes the interaction. Each of these categories is described in the

_, fol Iowin_ paragraphs•

Category 1 - Spacecraft Passive Interactions

The prlncipal spacecraft passive interaction of concern is spacecraft
charging. This interaction occurs primarily at geosynchronous al_Itud,_s when
kilovolt energy particles from geosynchronous st:bstorms electrostaticslly
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_'_ chutes shadowed insulating surfaces to high negative voltages. If th_ voltage _
stresd on an insulator exceeds its breakdown threshold el an edge or an iuper- _
£ectiOn (tel. 13), discharges can occur. Energy fro_ this discharge can couple
into the Spacecraft electrical h_mesd, upset low-ievel logic circuits, attd !
disrupt dyst_ performance. In addition, discharges Can deteriorat6 thermal i
control surfaces end thus increase spacecraft temperatures. Th_ differential I

chargitq_ of spacecraft sdrfeces can also ionise neutral 8as mOlecules and en-
hance surface cohtenttnationb_ attracting charged particles back to the space- i
craft surfaces (ref. 14). It can also dis_pt scientific instrtmen¢ measure-
meets. Since there are many references available on c_is subject (e.g., see
refs. 10 end 11), it is not discussed further in this p_per.

Other aspects of this category of interactions, such as the possibility of
( chargin_ by high-energy environtnentel particles and sputtered atomst have not

been fully investigated. Zt has been suggested that in • high-energy inter-
action such particles could charge the wires within a s_Celiite by penetratinq
the exterior and depositing on wire insulation (reg. 15). At.other possible in-
teraction involviuahigh-energy particles could occur if particles ere depos-
ited within the exterior surface of a satellite _._tle the exterior jurface is
neutralized by the thermal plasma (low-energy components of the _.vironment).
This could build up an electrostatic bileyer: similar to that suggested in
reference 16, which could discharge. This phenomenoa would be more likely to
occur where the charged-particle environment is more energetic: on spacecrsft
in the Earth's radiation belts or in the Jovian environment. Zn the sputtered-
atom interactionp Sputtered particles could become charged ends as such, they
would be an additional current t_ be considered and an additional source of

contanination particles. Specifically excluded from consideration in space- i
craft passive interaction is radiation damage to solar cells and electronic
components. This has been stttd£ed in detail by others.

_ Category 2 - Spacecraft Active Interactions

In spacecraft active interactions the spacecraft itself or a System on the
spacecraft causes the interaction _ith the environment. These interactions ere
of concern st all altitudes in space. Spacecraft active interactions include
those Involving ".he _otion Of very large spacecraft proposed for future mis-
sions. The orbital velocity of spacecraft through the Earth's magnetic field
can induce electric fi '_ Within the structure. The differential voltages in-
duced by a large spacecraft can be _£gntficent end can give rise to electro-
magnetically induced forces that can cause distortions within the structure
(ref. 17). These induced forces end any subsequent interaction with the enVt-
rot_entmust be accomnodeted in the design of large space ett_tureS. These
interactions are discussed in more de,all in references 18 and 19. Very large
structures in spac_ can also modify the env£totment by sweeping out char_ed
particles (ref. 17). Such structures can dres_ically change the charged-

_i:_! _erticle environment and cause further interactions with themselves. Theseproblems must be resolved before large space structures ere launched,

....._ The principal interaction of concern in this paper is the coupling be-
=_i tween _he thermal or low-energy plasma environment and a space power system
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operet£n_, at elevated _oltages. This interactiou, llluat_Qted ee the perasttle '_'_
current _oop in figure 1, Is discussed in me)re de_atl later _ this paper. The !thermal plasma environment 4n equatorlaJ orbLt (_Ig. 2) t_g_s _rom shout a

t! million particles per cubic centimeter in low _erth orbi_b tO about 10 patti-
ties per cubic centimeter at geosynchronous altitude. The ¢l_et_ctl energy of
these particles is less than 5 eV. This enviromuent can _¢exact with exposed ....
portions of high-voltage systems, end these interactions _uet be ¢onsi_ered in
system designs. Interac_ions that _.ust be evaluated a_e ples_ ¢oopling cur-
rents between the high-voltage system and the envlronmer, t_ effects of charge
stored in or or, the lns,_lato_ surface, and plasn_a-initiatQd d_achargss (refs.

20 and 21). These interactions are described as functions oE _perstiug volt- _!

ages, _ime in orbit, plasma properties, ar;d insulator properties. The effect
of these interactions on power system perfol_nance is illustrated in the vext

( section.

-!
INTERACTIONS wITH LARGE SPACE PO_K S_STE_ :'

The concept of a large space power system is used tO il_strate the ratio- :_
hate for operating at elevated voltages and to estimate the t;_lt-ence of anvi- l
ro_nental interactions on system performance. Since some effects are configu-

i ration dependent and plasma interactions are complex, s£mplLfyi_ assumptions. !
are made in this illustrative example. More sophisticated _o_p_et programs

are being developed to investigate these interactions in mote detail (refs. 22 !
to 25).

Power System Characteristics :

_ The concept of a large space power syste_ assumed to lily, crate interac-
_, Clans with the environment is shown in figure 3. .Thissyste_ ts c_pOsed of
i=. 5-kilowatt solar-array modules connected to give the desired t_tal power out-
i= put. These modules are each 5 meters by 10 meters and have o_e_attng line

voltage and current, VL and I 1 as shown in _igure _. The _0d_les a_e ar-
ranged in p_trs on two wings. Power is generated With nil mod._les at the sane
specified voltage and is brought into a central load region O_ a p_it of trans-
mission lines on each wing. Power is converted to the requi_e_ _oltages within

_ the central body. With this arrangement the modules on each _tra_ fo_ parallel
electrical circuits: All are on the sa_e voltage VL with th_ load current
increasing in equal amounts in the transmission line as modu[es _re added.
Po_er systems capable of generating 20 to 500 kilowatts (in i_re_ents of
20 kW) can be conveniently studied.

The first consideration is to determine the operating vo_tage _,)r the sys-
tem. As shown in figure 4, voltages for a 5-kilowatt module could very over a
wide range from the c_only used 30 volts to 5000 volts. The _d_sntage of
higher voltages is usually a reduction in power-&oss end weight, _ta advan-
tage can be demonstrated by simple computations of .the power lees and weight of
the transmission llnes alone as the po_er level increases.
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In these computations the transmission line is assumed to be al,_minum, ,_
based on the results given in reference 26. The cross-sectional area of each
line ts essume_ to be cow, tent at 1 square centimeter. The power lost in _he
four main transmission lines, expressed as a fraction of the total power gener_
_ted, can be _alculated fro_

n

PT " " " PTA
t=l

where

PL power lost in transt_ission lines, W
(

PT total power generated, W

I£ load current in ifne at each module. A

Ri resistance in line at each module, ohms

0 electrical resistivity of aluminum, 2.8XlO"6 ohm-cm

• A cross-sectlonal area of transmission llne, I cm2

_i characteristic llne length for each module, cm

n n,unberof lO-kW module Sets on one wing

Since the modules are considered to be added in pairs on each wing in parallel
• electrical circuits, the load current is computed on the basis of 10-kilowatt

_ module sets at a specified operating voltage. As module sets are added to in-
crease power output conditions, the load current increases by equal amounts.
The characteristic line lengths have been assumed to be the distance to the
center of each module set. For the first module set this iS the distance from
the central _oad section (ass-med to be lO m). Line lengths for subsequent
module sets are assumed to be 5.5 meters.

Results of computations ba_Ld on equation (i) are shown in rigors 5. It
is apparent from this figure that any power systemr _ith the essumptions used
here, would dissipate neariy all its power in the lines if 500 kilowatts were
generated at 100 volts. For large space power systems, operational Voltage
levels must be increased to reduce line losses,

The assumption of constant cross-sectional area for the transmission line
is poor because o£ thermal considerations. A i-sqOare-ceutimeter cross,.
sectional _tne would probably vaporize at the currents indicated for lO0-_,olt
operat4-n. A trade-off must be made between power loss and the weight gained
by increasing the line crops-sectional area. Such a trade*off can be _pproxi-
m_ted for the power system considered here. The line weight in grams is
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Ii where ¥ is the dens£ty of aluminum (2.7 g/c_3). Thus, the line weight re-
qutl:ed to maintain a 5-percent power lore in the tran_misslon lino £s computed.
This weight is compared wlth a total system weight based on a design goal of

! 10 kg/k_. _ombining equations (1) and (2) to eliminate the cross-sectJ, onal
area and expressing the result as the desired weight fraction results it.

• ©1 i=l

where WT is the total system weight in kilograms. Since it is assumed that

.... PL " 0.05 PT and UT = 10 PT, then

WL 32

The results of equation (3) are shown in figure 6. Here again a 500-
, kilowatt system operating st I00 volt_ with e 5-percent power loss in the

transmission lines would have a llne weight approximately equal to the desired
total System weight. Hence_ operatlng voltages must be increased to make large
power systems feasible. The method of computstlon used here totally neglects

-_.. . any effects within the 5-kilowatt modules. If these effects are considered,
•- there could be additional llne losses that would be minimized by higher voltage

operation.

Other power system deslgn concepts - such aS a single, very large solar
Stray and modular designs With multiple transmission lines (a pair for each
module) - have been subjected to similar reviews. The results are similar:
Power losses and weight can be significantly reduced by operating at higher
voltage levels.

_.
In the example described here, operating voltage levels are allowed to

vary from 10_ to 5000 volts. In an actual system, high-voltage components
would be needed for switching and other operations. Althou@h these high-
voitage components do not now exist, the technology for developing them is be-
ing pursued (ref. 26). Although lazge p_wer systems should use high operating
voltages to minimize powe_ losses and weight, a high-voltage system exposed to
space could interact with the charged-particle environment. This interaction
could influence system performance. These possible interactions and their ef-
fect on system performance are discussed in the £ollowin8 paragraphs.
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;/:_ Biased-Surface Plaoma Interactions

B__.ac_. - l_e spacecra£t-system - ehatged-pcrticle-envlromnent Inter ....
i_i!_ action co,stdered hero was briefly doscrlbed tO the definition of cat_gory 2

i i_ Interactions. In thissection, thedescription of chla interaction Is expanded.
Consider a solar-array power system as sheen an figure 7. In the standard

construction of this array, cover slides do not completely covet the metallic
interconnecCions between solar cells. TheRe cell InCerconnecttons are aC vari-
ous voltages, depending ost their location in the array circuits. Because the
array le exposed to space plzsma_, the inter,:onnections act as biased probes,
attracting or repelling charged particles. At some location on the array, the
generated voltage is equal to the apace plasma potential. Cell interconnec-
lions that are at voltages V+ above the space potential will attract an elec-
tron current that depends on the number density and energy o£ the eiectrons in
the environment and on the voltage differ,_nce between the Intereonnect£ons and
space. Those £nterconneetJons chat are st voltages V. below the space plasma
potential will repel electrons and attract an ion current. The voltage distri-
bution in the interconnections relative to space must be such that electron and
ion currents are equal. This flow of eleetrons and tons can be considered as
plasma coupling currents that form a current 10up in parallel with the space-
craft electrical load. The loop is parasitic and represents a power loss.
This Interaction should be more pronounced in low Earth orbits because_f the
high number density of the low-energy thermal plasma (fig. 2).

.

EXperimental results. - To assess the impact of space plasma on solar-
array performance, it Is necessary to estimate the current collection (i.e.,
the plasma coupling current) of an array that has smgll, biased conductor areas
aurrounde6 by large areas of insulation. _;is estimate is based on results of
experiments conducted on biased solar-array segments In plasma environments.
Such experiments (refs. 27 to 30) have been conducted ever since an interesting

I enhancement effect was first reported i0 years ago (ref. 31). The results pre-
sented here are based primarily on tests made at the Lewis Research Center
(ref. 12). All other results are in substantial agreement with these.

A small solar-array segment of twenty-four 2-centimeter-by-2-centimeter
i_ cells mounted in se_ieS on a Kaptcn sheet and a fiberglass board WaS tested in

Lewis* geomagnetic substorm simulation facility. This segment had standard

mesh tnterconnections between the cells. Bias voltages VA were applie4 tothe segment by laboratory power supplies to determine both positive and nega-
f tire voltage interactions. The test facility was housed In a 1.8-motet-

diameter by 1.8-meter-long vacuum chamber capable of operating in tlte.lO'6-torr
range. A plasma environment was generated by Ionizing nttrOgon gas. Both
plasma coupling currents and surface voltages on the array segment were mea-
sured during the tests, which were conducted at plasma densities of about 104

:_ and 103 per cubic cex, timeter (ref. 32).

Surface voltage profiles for part of the segment are shown In figure 8.
For low, positive applied potentials (_I00 V), the quartz cover slide assumes
a small negative voltage in order to maintain electron and ion currents to Chat
surface (fig. 8(a)). This voltage i8 measured about 3 millimeters above the
quartz surfcce by a noncontacting, capacitively coupled surface voltage probe.
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_ the plasma above the InterconuecCJona to leas tha_ I0 percent of the appiled

i _ volta_. As positive poCeutialB are increased above 100 volta, a transition
ii! _ occurs in surface volt_fle profiles (fiB. 8(b)): The surface voltage of the
_ quartz cover sitde8 approaches ehae o£ she tnterconneetiona. It t8 as if the

voltage sheathe have "chapped over" or expanded co encompaea the cover slides.
A voltage sheath i_ the diaeance required for CUe voltage co decay to plasm i_
pOeenCial through she rearrangement of plasma p_rCictea. Snap-over aeema to
occur when the aheaeh approaches so_ar-cell dimensiona. Effective surface
voltage after snap-over is 50 voles leas ehsn the applied voleage.

Resules for negative applied voleages are shown in figures 8(c) and (d).
The quartz coVer sl£des again assume slightly negative voltages. Electric
fields in the plasma due to thQ biased ineerconnecCiena are suppressed and con-

( fined by the quartz surface volea_e. Instead of a snap-over phenomeflon, this
confinement remains until the field builds up to a point where discharge occurs..
The voltage at which breakdown (discharge) occurs depends on the plasma density.
For these teats, breakdown occurred at about -600 volts at densities of about
104 per cubic centimeter and about -750 volts ae densities of about 103 per
cubic centimeter. Other tests have indicaeed that b_eakdown can occur at den-
s£ties corresponding to geosynchronous altitudes when the negative bias voltage
magnitudes are greater than 5000 volts (ref. 28).

Plasma coupling currents for she small segment are shown in figure 9. The
current collection phenomenon agrees with the trends indicated by the surface
voltage data. For low, positive applied potentials (_00 v), plasma currents
in a_peres can be approximated by an empirlcal relationship that depends on the
measured or suppressed voltage in the plasma and t_e £neercouneceions:

'°_ r

_::'.- = + for 7A< 100 7 (4)
....._ Ie Jeo _"

where

_.°_ Jeo electron thermal current density, A/cm2

__! Ai total interconnection area_ 4.8 cm2

i Vm measured voltage in plasma at fnterconnection) V
Ee electron temperature in plasma_ eV

VA applied bias volCagep V

The measured voltage _m has been found. Co be about 10 percent of the applied
voltage VAo

For positive applied potentials greaser th_n 100 volts, the current col-
lection in amperes can be approximated by what appears Co be space-charge-
limited current collectlon based on a reduced voltage and the panel ares:



__ where Ap la the C6_I flborgla_ _anet area (I80 cm2), In the tranGitlon re-. 81o_, (_100 V), no.ozpres61on has been found to £1t the current dote.
I

_- Plauma couplin_ current collection at negative voltage_ seems to fit a
:' relationship similar eo equation (4), where ion thermal current density and

temperature Jio and E i are substituted for Jeo and Ee to the point

where there is a transition to discharge. No relationship has been developed i

to predict the onset o_ discharge at various plasma densities.

( solar-array technology seems a wraparound
Modern to f_vor inL_rconnection

over the conventional mesh inr_rconnec_ion (fig. 10). Wraparound intercom_ec-
tion construction eliminates the expansion bend of the conventional intercon-

_" nection, and this conceivably might Influence plasma Interactlons. A sample of

2-centlmeter-by-4-eentlmeter _olar ceils, with wraparound Interconnections,
mounted on a Kspton sheet was tested tu evaluate the %nteraction (ref. 12).
Surface vo]toge profiles for tests in plasma densities of 105 per cubic centi-

meter at positive applied voltage are shown in figure II. Here snap-over oc-

curred at a slightly higher voltage (190 V), possibly because of the large• solar-cell size. When negative voltages were applied, the discharge phenom-
enon was again observed. Onset of breakdown for this sample was about -700

volts. In this test, the discharges were photographe_ (fig. 12) and ar_ se_n

to occur at the cell edges, as would be expected from surface voltage profi%,_:.

High-volta8e operation may cause long-termdegradat_.or oj _o_r-array per-
formance even if plasma coupling currents can be neg_.c_. _a_ only test con-

'i_ ducted to date to evaluate this condition is a ll4-hou _ test of a 100-square-
centimeter solar-array segment. The segment was biased to 4 kilovolts and the
plasma enviro_aent was controlled so that the coupling current was kept st

I0 mlcroamperes (ref. 28_. (From short-term tests this coupling current was

considered to be too low to cause detrimental effects.) After the test, how-

ever, the Interconnect_ons had obviously darkened and the cover s_Ides appeared

to be coated. Voltage-current curves of the array segment made before and af-

ter the test _ndlcated a 7-percent decrease in short-clrcult current (fig. 13).

This contamination may have been due to facility effects, and additional test-

ing is required to evaluate possible enhanced contamination effects.

A solution to interaction problems would be to cover all blas_d conduc-
tors, This would work only if there are no penetrstlons in the covering. Ex-

perimental results obtalnedwhen a small pinhole (0.038 cm diem) wee made in a

Kapton insulating film over a biased conductor are shown in figure 14. Such

holes in insulators can result in disproportionally large electron currents.
Furthermore, tests have indicated that collection currents ear be proportional
tO the total insulator area (ref. 28). The mechanism fo_ this pinhole current
collection phenomenon appears to be an interaction between electric fields from

the pinhole expanding into the plasma and along the insulator surface. This

effect can be seen from results of tests with a biased metal disk placed on a

Kapton insulator (ref. 32). At low, positive applied potentials the Kapton
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_/_I 11

surface assumed a sllghcly negative voltage (fig. 15). As the applled voltage _.
i_: exceeded 100 volts, the surface voltage on the Kapton changed: It became more

,_ and more positivo _,._ the whole surface was strongly positive. It is be-
lieved that pl,s_m electrons are accelerated into the Kapton and generate sec-
ondaries tha_ e_e _ollected by the disk and increase the measured currents.
For negaeivo applied potentials_ the electric fields remained in the region of
the disk and no increased currents were found.

The experimental results reported here were obtained on relatively small
solar-array and Insulato_-plnhole samples. The effects obtained with these
small samples have been verified in space by the Plasma Interactlo_ Experiment
(PIX) flight results (ref. 33). Tests with larger samples (10 m by I m) to
evaluate increased area effects have recently been started (ref. 34). The

( small-sample _ests indicate that there can be significant interaction effects
that could influence space power system performance. The initial indicationsf

from the large-sample tests seem to verify the results of the small sample :i_

tests. These results are summarized in figure 16. For those areas of the

array that are positive with respect to the space plasma potential, there will

be electron collection interactions. At low, positive voltages these interac-

tions Will depend on biased interconnectlon areas and a suppressed Voltage. As

voltages increase, there will be a transition to whole-panel current collection

that probably will depend on space-charge-limlted current collection. At nega-

! tlve voltages, ions will collect at the Interconnect£ons at suppressed voltageS.
As the array voltage becomes more strongly negative, discharges or arcing will

disrupt the power generation.

The influence of these experimentally determined interaction effects on

the performance of large, hlgh-voltage space power systems is considered in the
next section.

Interaction Effects on Large Power Systems

By using information gained from experimental results, we can estimate the

influence of environmental interactions on a large space power system llke that

shown in figure 3. Such a power system will float electrically at some voltage

relative to the space plasma potential _o that equal electron and ion currents
will be collected. Since electrons are more mobile than ion_, the array will

be predominantly negative with respect to space potential. Absolute ground
reference is the space plasma potential and not the spacecraft. Those areas

of the array that are positive V+ with respect to the space plasma potential
will collect electrons as in the positive applied potential experiments. Those

areas of the array that are negative V. with respect to the space plasma po-

tential will collect ions as in negative applied potential experiments. Syctem

operatlng line voltage VL will be the sum of the absolute _'alues of the posi-
tive and negative voltages (i.e., VL = ]V+I + IV.I).

To determine the floating pe_entlal of this power system, electron and ion
currents have to be computed as a function of envlronmental parameters, system
geometry, end voltage differences between the array and space. The method of
current collection of large panels is not completely understood at th_a time.
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Several papers on this phenomenon haw been given at this conference (refs. 22 ie

_o 25). HoweverD to illus_rate the environmental interaction e££ects, experi-
_ mental results given in the previous section are extrapolated here to large

_i systems.
Based on experimental results, the following charged-particle interactions

should occur in a large space power system:

(1) Those portions of the array that are at positive voltages less than
100 volta will collect electron current proportional to the interc_nnection
area and to a voltage that is about 10 percent of the actual yoltage at the

= interconnections (eq (4))• .

-_ ( (2) ThoSe portions of the array that are at positive voltages greater than
100 volts will collect electron currents p_oportional to the panel area and to
a voltage that is 50 volts less than the actual voltage at the interconnections

" (eq. (5)).

(3) Those portions of the array that are at negative voltages will collect
ion currents proportional to the £nterconnect£on area and to a voltage that is
about I0 percent of the actual voltage at the Interconnections (ion ct_rrent
version of eq. (4)).

i!_ o

(4) Discharges will occur in low Earth orbits in those portions of th_
array that are between -500 and -i000 volts, and at geosy_chronous altitud_s
in those portions of the array that are greater than -5000 volts.

The secm I interaction states, in other words, that higher-positive-voltage
portions of the array will collect electron current proportional to the 0.8
power of the voltage. Another model for current collecti_m at these voltages

- has been proposed (ref. 12). This model assumes that current collection can
be computed as the electron flux to sn expanded sheath. The sheath is curved
at the panel edges, with the radius of curvature determined from the Child-
Lan_ir relationship, and flat across the central portion of the array. In
this model the radius is prOpo#tional to the 0.75 power of the voltage. So the
functional dependence of both models is similar.

Since environmental interactions between a space power system at various
voltages and the space charged-particle environment should be more pronounced
in low Earth orbits, this environment is ,lead in this illustrative example.
Pertinent environmental parameters for 400-kilometer orbital conditions are
given in table I (ref. 35). The n_gnitude of plasma coupling curreflt interac-
tions at 8eosynchronous altitudes can be assumed to be orders of magnitude less
theft those in lOw Earth orbits since the thermal pla=ms density is less.

Under equClibrium conditions, the voltage distribution on the lnterconnec-
tions will assmne values s_h that the total electron current I e collected
from the plasma (electron plasma coupling current) will equal the ion curr_nt
I i collected. Since electrons are more mobile than ions, areas A+ of the
array that ate at positive voltages will be s_ller than areas A. that are st
negative voltages. Furthermore, it can be expected that the positive voltage
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i_ q_
o_i_i

V+ of the electron collection areas (relatiVe Co the space plasma potential) ,'_
will be less than the neaeCive voltage V.. These conditions can be Written as

i e 'a I_

or

Jeo + v+_. Jlo +. ' for v+_ Ioov
£e / 4

and

c, Jeo- +' % / "Jlo4 Ee /
wh_re

Iv p�*lv-I- vL
and

!

A+ p_nel area at positive voltaae

Jeo, Jio j plasma properties (table l)

Ee, and Ei

The total lnterconnection area i8 assumed to be $ percent of the total array
area.

i_ To solve these equations, e relationship between eollectton areas end
voltages above and below space plasma potentiall is needed. Since all array
modules have been assu_d to be at the same operating line voltaae VL and
voltage distributions wl_in the moduie have been neglected, many couEinattons
of voltage and area are possible. For this example, it i8 assumed chat posi-
tive poPtions o£ the array ere at 10 percent o£ operatlnK volhage (i.e. p V0.1 VL and V. m 0.9 VI_). The array Will probably not be 818nlftcantly _ore

p6sit[ve than this, so cbe example Is valid for illustrative purposes.

Plasma coupling currents can now be computed got lares power systems at
various operatinS voltases. These parasitic currents ca_ _en be co®pared with
the operating current to evaluate the influence of the lo_s Chcouah the envi-
ronment. Since • f_xed percentage wee used for the positive end negative volt-
eSes relative to the Jpace plasma potential sad since the array size is propok-
tional to the power s_nerated, the ratio o£ couplin8 current to operating cur-
rent has turned out to be independent o£ po_Ter level. Results, as a inaction
o£ operattnK voltage, are Shown in £tsure i7. These results ere in reasonable

!_i_ agreement wiI'.h chose given in reference 12.
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t_ The results of this exercise indicate that plasma coupling current losses

at operating voltages Less than 500 volts ere not serious in low Earth orbit_

and, therefore, are definitely not a problem at geosynchronous altitude_. The
limitation in going to higher operating voltages appears to be the arcing in

i the negative portions of the array. This arcing also will be a problem at gee-
synchronous altitudes but at negative voltages greater than $000 voits. If

: this arcing is truly an electric-field-confinement effect, a technological in-
vestigation should lead to practical _ethodS of overcoming this limitation.
Once arcing is eliminated, operation of power systems, in the kilovolt range,
without detrimental plasma interactions should be possible at all altitudes.

There is a possibility that ion thrusters will be used with large space

power systems (ref. 3). I£ _on thrusters ate used, additional current flows

must be considered. Since the thruster neutralizer produces electrons in re-( sponse tO electric fields surrounding it, it can maintain the structure at
Space plasma potential. The array, then, will be at a positive voltage (rela-
tive to the space plasma potential) that approaches the operating voltage.
Under these conditions, a large electron current can be collected that can in-

fluence array performance. In addition, electron collection may be enhanced
through a charge-exchange plasma from the thrusters. Th.is interaction has been
reported in references 36 and 37 and is described further in a paper for this
conference (ref. 38).

_- It is recognized that the computations presented here are simplla_fc. A
considerable number of factors have been neglected: for example, the _tlon of

the system through space producing r_ and wake effects, material Secondary and
photoemission characteristics, effects due to voltage distributions within the
array, and magnetic field effects. Even So, it is believed that the general
conclusions indicated by this example are valld.

A considerable amount of work still has to be done in a technological in-
- vestigation to improve the accuracy of analytical models, to verify ground test

results in space, and to analyze complex geometries used in large space power
systems. The questions o£ lor_-term interaction and enhanced contamination ef-
fects still have to be addressed. However, significant benefits to power sys-
tems can be achieved if hlgh-voltage operation can be shown to be feasible.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Very large spacecraft with dimensions ranging to kilometers have been pro-
posed for future space missions. These spacecraft will incorporate relatively
l£ghC_aeight materials (composites and insulators) to achieve the required low
densities. The spacecraft dtarging investigation has shown that such materials
can be charged by environmental fluxes and that these interactions cannot be

ignored. Similar spacecraft - charged-particle-environment interactions can be
expected for these new, large spacecraft. Large space power systems ere also
being considered for future missions. Powers to multikilowstt levels are

proposed. At these power levels, it is advantageous to use operating vo!tages
higher than those presently being used in order to reduce transmission-line
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,, weights end losses. This elevated-voltage operation could cause interactions _with the space charged-particle environment. The_efore_ there is a need to ex-

i pand technological investigations of such interactions.Two broad categories o£ spacecraft environmental interactions have been

spacecraft passive, environment acts on spacecrsgt; anddefined: where the the

, spacecraft active, where a system on the spacecraft causes the interaction.
The principal interaction in the girst cat_gory is spaceccaf_-charging phenOm-
ena. Considerable progress has been made in understanding this interaction,
but the study is not yet complete.

iSpacecraft active interactions present relatively new interaction concepts.
As an example of these interactions, a large space power system in io:_ Earth
orbit operating over a wide range of voltages is considered. Based on the

available experimental data, it appears that the environmental interactions are
negligible for operating voltages to 500 volts in Earth orbits above 400 kilo-

meters. The li_Itlr_ factor in going to even higher voltages is the tendency

to discharge in the portions of the array that are strongly negative relative

to space (-500 to -I000 V in low Earth orbits and -500 to -I0 000 V at geosyn-

chronous altitudes). This tendency to discharge appears to be due to the con-
f%nement of electric fields at the £nterconnections between solar cells. A

comprehensive technological investigation should lead co a means for control-
. ling thi_ discharge characteristic.

Large systems will interact with the environment to produce effects within
the spaczcraft, and the converse can also occur: Large spacecraft can affect

the environment by sweeping up the charged particles to c_use as yet unknown

repercussions. This emphasizes the need to understand and evaluate all possi-
ble interactions with the environment before proposed large spacecraft are
launched, to safeguard both the spacecraft systems and the environment.
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TABLE I. - ENVIRONMENTALPARAMETERS i
4

[OZbtt, 400 I_; 01 ions. ] i

;: Electron number density, ne, cm"3 ...... 2×10 5 :

Electron temperature, Ee, eV ......... 0.22
,!

( Electron current density, Je_' A/cm2" " " 2"4×10"7 :ir

Ion number density, n i, cm"3 ........... 2xlO 5 !

Ion temperature, Ei, eV ........... 0.09

Ton current density, Jio, A/cm2 ..... 9"4x10"10 :

/'!

"!i

,i
': q
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i PLASMA INTERACTION EXPEKIMENT (PIX) FLICHT RESULTS

t.:

Norman T. Grier and N. John 8cereus
i NASA Lewi._ ReSearch Center

i

_ SUP_R¥

An auxiliary payload package celled PIX (plasma inte_action experiment)

( was launched on March 5, 1978, on the Landsat 3 launch vehicle to study inter-
actions between the space charged-particle environment and surfaces at high ap-t
plied positive and negative voltages (±1 kV). Three experimental surfaces were

i used in this package: a plain disk to a_.t as a Control_ a disk on a Kapton
_ sheet to determine the effect of surrounding insulation on current collection,
• and a small solar-array segment to evaluate the effect of distributing biased

surfaces among an array of insulators. The packaSe remained with the Delta
second stage in a 920-kilometer polar o_blt. Because Of the constraint of
reel-tlmledata acquisition, only half of the results fr_n the 4 hours of PIX

!i operations were recovered. The results did verify effects found in ground
simulation testing: namely, that insulation can suppress electron current
collection at voltages less than 250 volts and enhance it above 500 volts,
that ion currents to a disk are not influenced by surrounding insulation, and
that solar-array segments arc at negative bias voltages greater than -750 volts.
The results of this experiment are discussed £n detail in this paper.

"" INTRODUCTIOS

The design of space power systems has traditionally been conservative.
These syat_s usually ere constructed to generate power at 28 to 32 volts.
For special applications, systems operating at 50 to 100 volts have been built
and flown (e.g., refs. 1 to 3). This design philosophy is viable for the mod-
erate power levels presently used (i.e., kilowatt levels), but t_ends for the
future are toward larger and larger powers (refa. 4 to 6). If operating volt-
ages for these larger systems are not increued, load currents will rise to a
value where distribution losses could become prohibitive (ref. 7).

Increasing operating voltage levels above those currently used requires
careful consideration. All space power systems have exposed conductors that
are at some voltage level. These systems operate in e low-energy, charged-
particle environment that ra_q_es from about a million pa_tieles per cubic cen_
timeter at low Earth orbit to about 10 particles per cubic centimeter at 8eo-
syncl_ronous altitudes. Simple plasma probe theory (ref. 8) indicates thstt in
this type of environment, an exposed biased conductor will interact by collect-
ink particles. At low operating voltages, particle collection will be negli-
gible. However, as the voltase is increased, the particle collection can be-
come significant and the effect should be considered (tefs. 9 and 10). i
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High-voltage-surface - charged-particle environmental interactions h_ve
been studied for the past several years. Ground simulation studies conducted
to determine the basic interactions (refs. li to 15) show that interaction_
can be strongly influenced by the presence o£ iusul_tors around the biased con-
ductorS. When a positive bias voltage of a few hundred volts is applied to
solsr-aZ'ray segmentS, the elect_on cUrrent collection is enhanced by orders of
magnitude, When a negative bias Voltage of a few hundred volts is applied,
arcing occurs, in addition to these collection phenomena, there are unknown
effects of long-term deposition of charge on insulators and of electroststi-

tally enhanced contamination, tll these factors will influence the performance
of large space power systew_ and should be understood and accounted for in the J

early system-design phases. 1
4

( The ground Simulation results that supported the concern over these inter- _1

, actions usually were criticized as being influenced by facility effects. It i_
_ has been suggested that tank walls could influence the interactions and that

both the amblent-pressure and plasma-environment simulations do not correspond i_
to actual space conditions. If tank-wall effects are dominant, such interac- i
tions might not exist in space. The first flight experiment to inVeStigate !
these interactions in space was a free-flylng Satellite called SPHINX, an
acronym for space plasma - hlgh-voltage Intera_tlon experlmeflt (ref. 16). The :i
satellite was built and qualified but Was lost when the Titan-Centaur proof

flight failed to place the payio&d into orbit in February 1974.

The investigation of the interactions continued, _ut no Opportunities to i

obtain flight experi_nts arose until recently. An auxiliary payload experi-
ment was proposed and accepted for the Landaat 3 mlSsion. This package was
called PIX, an acronym standing for plasma interaction experiment. On the

i_. Landsat 3 mission, PIX was permanently attached to the Delta second stage so
ii- that the experiment was conducted in the 900-kilometer polar orbit of that!j_.

_ stage. The eXperiment was automatically sequenced, starting just after the

Lsndsat, separated and ending st the depletion of the batteries. The Delta

, telemetry system was used to transmit the data to Earth, but only with real-time data recovery. The mission was launched and the PIX operated on March 5,
1978. It was known that this experiment would result only in relatlvely short-

i_, time interaction data in a limited range of plasma densities. However, it was

_-_ believed that these first space results _ould provid_ sufficient data for a

i meaningful comparison to ground simulation results and would verify the exls-

tence of the interactions.

:_ In this paper the PIX package is briefly described and the flight results
. are presented and discussed. The correlation between the flight data and the

ground simulation data is also given.

DESCRIPTION OF PIX

The plasma interaction experiment was designed to de_;ermine the biased-
conductor current collection from space environments when the conductor is

surrounded by insulators and to obtain space data to compare with results of
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ground simulation tests. The resulting package and [ts mounting on the Delt_ ....

second stage are shown in figure I. A blo_-k diagra_,_ of PIE is shown in fig-
ure 2.

The PIX consisted of two main parts: the electronics enclosure end the
experiment plate. These parts were mounted 90 ° apart on the Delta second stage.
The electronics enclosure housed the bias power supply, three electrically
_loating current sensors, the switches, the battery, the power conditioner, and
the sequencer. The sequencer acted as the experiment controller and as the in-
terface with the Delta telemetry system. These components are described in de-
tail in reference 17.

_ Three experimental surfaces were used on P_X: a plain disk, a disk on

( Kapton, and a solar-array Segment. The plain-disk experiment, consisted of a

' gold-plated metal disk 3 centimeters in diameter (area, _I0 cm2) mounted on,

but electrically isolated from, the grounded exterior of the electronics en-

closure. This experiment was to act as a control. Because of the auxiliary

• payload nature of PIX, components had to be minimized and deployables were for-
bidden. Plasma diagnostic devices to measure environmental conditions, there-

fore, had to be minimized. It was anticipated that the plain disk would behave

well. This would allow comparative measurements to the other surfaces with in-

sulating surroundings and provide, at least, an indlc&tor of plasma conditions.

: The other two surfaces were mounted on, but electrically isolated from,

the experiment plate. The disk-on-Kapton experiment consisted of a gold-plated

metal disk, identical to the plain disk, mounted on a 20-centlmeter-dlameter

(area, _325 cm2), 5-mi_-thlck Kapton sheet. By comparing the data from this

experiment with the plaln-dlsk results, the influence of the Kapton sheet on

: current collection could be determined. The solar-array experiment consisted

i, of a series string of twenty-four 2-centimeter-by-2-centlmeter, lO-ohm-

centimeter sillcon solar cells with fused silica cover glass (area, ~I00 cm2)

mounted on a fiberglass board. Conventional bar interconnections (a_'ea,
~5 cm2) were used in this array. These Interconnectlons were connected to the

bias power supply and formed the current collection area. By comparing the

data from this experiment with the plain-disk results, the effect of distribut-

ing a biased conductor among insulating surfaces could be determined.

Each experiment was connected to a separate current sensor that was biased

by the power supply (fig. 2). Both positive and negative voltage steps from 0

to 1000 volts could be selected. The plain-disk experiment was constantly
biased. Either the disk-on-Kapton or the solar-array segment was also biased.
When one of these two experiments was connected to the power supply, the other
current s, vr was switched to a known resistor to calibrate that sensor. The

separation distance between the plain disk and the other experiments on the ex-
periment plate was sufficient to ensure that there would be no interaction be-

tween the two operati,," experiments at the anticipated plasma densities.

_i The PIX experimental surfaces were subjected to testing in ground simuls-tlon facilities before launch (ref. 18). In addition, the flight package was
i : tested in a plasma environment to verify that the exper:.ments would function

!if' properly and to obtain additional d_ta for comparison with flight results.
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PIX FLIGHT OPERATIONS

The PIX was carried into orbit on March 5, 1978, on the Landsat 3 launch

v_hicle. The Orbital parameters achieved for the Delta Second stage and PlX
were

Altltude, kln ............................. 920±15 '_
Inclination, deg 99 !
Period, min .............................. 10:3

i

The experimental sequence started 20 seconds after Landsat separation, or
at 19:08:47 universal time (UT). The operational sequence used for PIX is Id
shown in figure 3. Ph&se 1 of the experiment required the bias power supply '
to be at 526 volts for 12 mlnutes. This total time was divided into 2-minute

Intervals during which first the solar-array segment was biased and then the
disk-ou-Kapton experiment. Unfortunately, during this phase the Delta Was am- !
neuverlng to release a second auxiliary payload, Oscar, end then reorienting
to me_t the PiX requirement that the experiment plate be shadowed.

f

Phase 2 of the experiment started at 19:20 UT and continued for about

:?i 4 hours, afterwhich t/me the telemetry system on the Delta no longer func-

tioned. The cycle consisted of l-mlnute positive voltage steps of 120_ 256D

. 526, and 1004 volts, first with the dlsk-on-Kapton experlment biased and then

with the solar-array experiment biased. The power supply was then held at
0 volt for I minute for an internal calibration of all three current sensors.

_: Then, l-mlnute negative voltage steps of -120, -256, -526, -734, and -1004 volts

were applied first to the solar-array _.xperlment and then to the dlsk-on-Kapton

experlmet,t. Callbration was then repeated. The total cycle time was 20 min-

utes, and 12 cycles Were known to have been completed. The data from PIX were

obtained only When the Delta was in range of either Air Force or NASA ground
-.: stationo. Approximately half of the data were retrieved by these stations.

The telemetry coverage for the FIX is shown in figure 3.

FLIGHT RESULTS

All the flight data under equilibrium current collectim, conditions, ob-

tained for phase 2, are given in figure 4 as plasma coupling current as a func-
tion of applied voltage. The te1_me_ry frame rate for all the PLX data Was one

frame per second• Sixty data points were received at each voltage level durt.,_
phase 2. One-hundred-and-twenty data points were received before each e._.p3ri -
ment,was switched during phase 1. The transient data showed that the coupling
current reached equilibrium within a few seconds after thp voltage was applied.
The 1-minute hold t'_._e at each voltage level was dew.hair .ed to be more than

adequate. The latitudes of PIX for the particular cycle are also given in fig-
ure 4. Data for cycle_ 4 sad 9 and part of cycle 10 were obtained when PIX was
in the Earth's shadow.
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• For phase 1 operation, where the voltage was held constant at 526 volts, ,_
the equilibrium currents were the followi_g: '_

"4 7X10"4Disk-on-Kapton current, A ................. 3×10 tO
Solar array segment current A 6x10 "4 to 9X10"4Q i , le.li..14.mooe.

Plain disk current A <lxl0 "7I I iloieeooeeeoeIo, otoeooe.

The Very low current for the plain-disk experiment was probably caused by the
plain disk being partially in the satellite wake and the spacecraft ground be-
coming negztively biased. This effect is explained in detail in the section
DISCUSSIC_,.

Sun angle data obtained for the Delta indicated that the p_oper attitude
was achieved approximately 3 minutes into phase 2 of PIX operations. This at-
titude placed the electronic enclosure box, the plain-disk experiment, and part
of the back of the experiment plate in direct sunlight. Sun positions and ve-
locity vectors for phase 1 operations and cycleo 1 and 2 of phaoe 2 operations
are shown in figure 5. Since the Delta's attitude control• battery was depleted
42 minutes after PIX Was activated, attitude and velocity data were received
only through part of cycle 2. HoWever, from the temperature d&ta, it is known
that the electronic enclosure box cover was 20 to 30 degrees F hotter than the
experiment plate during the Sunlit portion of PIX's orbit. Sinc¢ this temper-

:. ature trend continued throughout _he operating llfe, PIX's attitude relative to
the Sun probably remained fixed beyond the 42 minutes.

DIscusSIoN
ii
®

_;_ Phase 2 results are discussed first, since understanding these data leads
!_ to an explanation of phase I data. Phase 2 data are presented in figure 4 in
i._ the order received: namely, disk on Kspton posltively biased, solar-array seg-

ment positlvely biased, solar-array segment negatlVely biased, and disk on Kap-
ton negatively biased for each cycle (fig. 3). The phase 2 data for each ex-
perlment are discussed separately.

Phase 2 Operations

Plain-d_.sk ex_eriment _positive bias). - A plain disk surrounded by space-
craft ground was chosen to serve as a control. This configu_atton was expected
to have a predictable c,_r_ent-voltage behavior. HoWever, fr_n figure 4, it is
evident that for positive bias the plain disk exhibited unanticipated behavior
at the 500- and 1000-volt levels. With the exception of cycle 11, where the
disk-on-Kapton current was low, the plain-disk current at the 500- and lO00-
volt levels either decreased drastically (cycles 6B, lOB, and 12A) or decreased
gradually (cycles 2, 7, 11, end 12B). The power supply had an output of at
least 3 milliamperes, so the decreases were probably not caused by power supply
limitation0. The calibration modes in the electrometer alwgys indicated that
the current s_nsors were working properly. Therefore, it was concluded that
the whole spacecraft becamc negatively charged and hindered electron collection.
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_ However, for most of the cycles the current measured et the 120- and 256-volt
.....'.-. levels was l_ the range expected. From these date the _Ve_age plasma density _i

:(i:,t'::i. was estlcated co be ~2.0X104 eleetrons/c. 3 (for the literature value of tem-
r_:,_., perature, 2000 K).

i_"/S The electron current collected by the positively biased experimental su_-
:!,, face_ bad co be balanced by the ion cuttont collected by the rest of the space-
_t c_aft's grounded surfaces. Howevatj there was only limited exposed grounded
i=_. _ metal area on the Delta second stage and the PIX satellite packages (experiment

i plate and enclosure box cover) tO act as ton collectors. When positive volt-: . ' ]

: ; ages of 500 and 1000 volts were applied to the eXperiUlentsl surfaces, the ex-i'

_ _ posed grounded structure was not large enough to collect sufficient ions to

!_ _ balanc,_ the electron current end still remain at zero potential. So, the
ii spacecraft ground floated negatively with respect to the plasma. This retarded

_; (il the electron collection and enhanced the ion collection to balance the currents.
• ' i_ The plain disk, being relatively smell with.a large surrounding grounded sur-

!_ i_ face, _xperienced a lhrger reduction in electron current than either the solar-
, array-se&_ent or the dlsk-on-Kapton experiments.

To determine the decrease in the electron collection caused by a negatlve
voltage on the PIX experiment plate and electronic enclosure box cover, the

_ engineering model o_ these surfaces was placed in a ground simulation facilityat Lewis and tested with the structures negatively biased. The current to the
,: samples was measured for various negative potentials on the structure. 1_e

i_ plasma density used in this test was approximately 3xlO4 electrons/_n 3. The

results are shown in figure 6. The ordinate is the ratio of the measured cur-

_:. rent to _e current with the _tructUre at zero potentlal I/I0. This ratio is
-_ presented as a function of structure negative bias voltage, with several posl-

rive bias voltages given on the samples.

i_ Figure 6(a) can be used to estimate the negative floating voltage for the

'_ grounded surgaces on PIX and the Delta second stage for those cycles that

showed a gradual decrease in electron current. It must be assumed first that

the flight current readings for 120 and 255 volts are correct. The slope

found at these two voltages is used to extrapolate the flight current dcta to

1000 volts. These extrapolated currents for 500 and 1000 volts are used for

i i0 at these two voltages and the actual flight data are used for 1 to form
the r_tlo I/l0 for use in figure 6(a) to determine the spacecraft poteutlal.
The results are given in table i and show that PIX floated as high as 30 volts
negative.

Data from cycle 7 were chosen for comparison with ground-Bimulation data.

For this cycle, data points were obtained for each voltage level and, except
for the gradual decrease in electron current, no other _inusual behavior was

noticed. Figure 7(a) shoWs the flight-adjusted couplin8 current and the pre-

! flight ground stmulation current for the plain disk as a function of applied
voltage. The agreement is within a factor of 2, which is w_th£n the uncertain-

ty of the measurement. The ground simulation data were obtained with a plasma
density of approximately 2><10_ electrons/cm 3.

I.
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This explanation for the gradual decrease in electron current for pos£tiv_ _
hies leads c_ a possible explanation for the steep drop in the plaid-disk elec-
tron current sho_ for cyctes 63, 10B, and 12A in figure 4. Ground tarts on

i_ the enBineering model of the Plx el, ectronie enclosur_ were, performed with the
plasma density decreased by an older of ma_titude to ~2xlO _ electrons/cm J.
The enclosure was negatively biased while the disk was positively biased to
1000 volts. The electron current to the disk Wa_ measured, The results are
shown in _igure 8. A negative bias of °15 volts completely cut off the elec-
tron current for all positive voltages to 1000 volts, similar tests performed _

_' at this plasma density on the experiment°plate en$ineerin_ model showed that
• the current to the diak-on-Kapton and the solar-array-segment experiments was

lower then in the higher density test but was not completely cut off. The re-
suits given in references 19 and 20 i,_tcated that, in the wake of a s_tellite,

(. the plasma density may be a factor of 10 or more lower than at other positions
, around the Satellite. Therefore, if during these cycles the plain disk were

in the Spacecraft wake, the combinatto_ of lower plasma density and a ground
potential of greater than -15 volts wo_ld cause the current to the disk to be
cut off.

_! Plain-disk experiment (negative biaS). - The results for negative bias on
the plain disk shown in figure 4 were as anticipated. The current varied ap-
proximately linearly in each cycle. Figure 9(a) shows the cycle 6 data and the
preflight ground simulation results. The preflight ground test results are for
a plasma density of approximately 2×104 electrons/am 3. Cycle 6 data were
chosen for comparison because they are typical of the flight results. In addi-
tion, they were taken at • time nearest to cycle 7, which was used in the
positive-bias comparison. The _ame ground simulation with the same plasma
number density could thus be used in the comparisons.

, Disk-on-Kapton experiment (positive bias). - The purpose of the disk-on-
KSpton experiment was to determine whether or not the Kapton insul_tor enhanced
electron collection in space, as has been observed in ground tests. Nith the
exception of cycle 10, the flight data showed a large increase in current at
the 500- and 1000-volt levels. In cycles 1 and 2, the lO00-volt current was
high enough to trip the power supply. From these results, it appears that Kep-

t: _on does enhance the electron collection at the higher voltage leveJs tested.

The positive-bias flight test date for the diSk-on-Kapton experiment also
showed the influence due to the negative bias on the spacecraft at the 500-
and 1000-volt levels. The currents were lower then expected for these voltage
levels. HoweVer, the currents can be adjusted for this by using table I and
figure 6(c). This was done for cycle 7 (fig. 7(b)). Figure 7(b) also shows
the preflight ground Simulation results for a plasma density of 2×104 elec-
trons/cm 3. The adjusted electron eutrent and the preflight results are within
a factor of 2 throughout the voltage range. This is within the uncertainty of
the measurements.

For all cycles except 10 and 12, the plain-disk current was larger than
: the disk-on-Kapton current at the 100- and 256-volt levels (fig. 4). This

difference was also observed in all the ground s£muletlOnSo This Implles that
Kapton suppresses electron collection at low voltages but enhances it at high
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i_ third lower th,n the flight d, ta at the lower voltageo. This t8 within the ex- i_

_. petted range for these voltage levels. In Chin por_icular preflight simulation,

_ arcing occurred at the -734-volt level and trippe_, o_:.£ the power supply.

.J Phase I Visouse_on

..

_ . Tits data obtained for phase I operati.on can now be understood more clear-
ly. The plain-disk current was very lo,_, and the dtsk-on-Kapton and solar-
array-segment currants were normal. P_ring phase 1 operations, the experiment
plate with the dtsk-on-Kapton and so'.at-array-segment experiments faced in the

!_ velocity ram direction of the space,raft, and the electronic enclosure box _£th

i_ ( the plain-disk experiment was part lally in the wake. The low current colt._cted
_/ by the plain disk was probably caused by the whole spacecraft's grounded sur-

faces £1oatin_, negatively, in addition to the low-density environment around
= the plain disk.

e

CONCI_SIONS

17:
_ "_. The plasma interaction experiment (PIX) operated successfully for 4 hours
J" in a nearly circular polar orbit at an altitude of about 920 kilometers. All

the electronic packages on board operated for at least 4 hours. The following
conclusions concerning spacecraft-plasma interactions were drawn from the re-

:"_ suits o£ the PIX experiments:

1. An insulator surrounding a positively biased electrode suppresses elec-
tron collection at voltages below 256 volts and enhances electron collection at

;_ voltages above 500 volts.

2. Ion currents to negatively biased electrodes are not influenced by sur-
rounding insulation. The ion current depends only on the sJ_ze of the elec-
trodes, the bias voltage, the spacecraft velocity, and the plasm_ properties.

3. A solar-array se_nent, when biased to negative voltages greater than
-700 volts, discharges and generates currents greater th_n 3 milliamperes. The
normal current level expected at these voltages is less than 10 micromnperes.

4. A large metal surface biased at a relative low negative voltage
(<-30 V) surrounding a relatively high positively biased (500 Co I000 V) small
electrode can drastically reduce the electron current to the electrode and may
at times completely cut off the electron current. The reduction £s proportion°
al Co the ratio of electrode area to surrouudiug metal surface area.

These phenomena occurred in apace and agree with those observed in ground
aimu_atlon f_c£1itles. For tb_se sample sizes, voltage ranges_ and plasma
dens_tles, the ground-slmul_t_on-fgcil_ty res,_tts reproduce the flight dace,
Therefore, detailed studies can be conducted in ground s_mulatlon fac_lltles
end the results used confidently in space _pplications. However_ ca_tion must
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be exercised in extending ground date to larger samples and higher voltages '"_

l!i than reported herein. As samples get larger or VOltages get higher, the

_ sheaths may extend to the wails in ground facilities, limiting current collec-
tion and influencing test results. Large samples and higher bias-voltage ef-

;_ i facts still must be determined in space to develop scaling laws for very large :
systems.

The PIX operated over a much shorter time than the multtyear lifetime of
proposed Satellites. Long-term effects may change the surface characteristic
and reduce the arcing for negatively biased arrays or change the suppression-
enhancement characteristic for positively biased arrays and electrodes. These
effects should be evaluated in ground facilities and verified by space flight
tests.

! ,
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TABLE X. - CALCULATED SPACECRAFT "ii
i

FLOATING POTENTIALS !

Cycle Experiments PiX power Spacecraft _!

active a supply voltage, potentiai, _'i
V v _i

't

2 D/K and PD 500 -7.5
SA and PD 500 -13 _i

( SA and PD 1000 -22 ,i
7 D/K and PD 500 -13

D/K and PD IO00 -23 _
SA and PD 500 -15

SA and PD 1000 -30

11 SA and PD 500 -9

SA and FD 1000 -26 _

12 SA and PD 500 -9
SA and PD 1000 -23

aD/K denotes disk-on-Kapton experiment; PD
denotes pla£n-disk experiment; SA denotes
solar-array-seSment experiment.

l
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SHEATH EFFECTS OBSERVED ON A i0 METER HIGH VOLTAGE PANEL

IN SIMULATED LOW EARTH ORBIT PLAS_

James E. McCoy and Andrei Konradl

NASA Johnson Space Center

SUMMARY

( A large (Irax 10m) flat surface of conductive material was biased to high

voltage (±3000 V) to simulate the Behavior of a large solar array in low_earth

orbit. The model "array" was operated in a plasma environment of i03-I06/cm 3,

with sufficient free space around it for the resulting plasma sheaths to de-

velop unimpeded for 5-10 meters into the surrounding plasma. Measurements of

the resulting sheath thickness as a function of plasma density and applied,1"
voltage were obtained. The observed thickness varied approximately as V_/"

and NI/2 as would be expected for space charge limited flow between large

plane surfaces with a constant source current density. This effect appears to

limit total current leakag_ from the test "array" until sheath dimensions ex-
ceed about 1 meter.

Total leakage current w_q also measured with the "array" biased 0-_ kV

from end to end, floating in e_ilibrium with the ambient plasma. The positive

end of the array was observed to float at +93 V, with a total current leakage

through the plasma slightly under 2 mA/m 2, or 0.7 watt/ft 2.

INTRODUCTION

Hardware and techniques have recently been developed to adapt the large

thermal vacuum test chamber at NASA Johnson Space Center to simulate the

ionospheric plasma environment characteristic of low earth orbit (LEO).

Plasma density, flow direction and magnetic field strength were controllable

fo__test purposes within the 20 meter diameter chamber. Plasma simulation
and testing on this large scale is expected to become of increasing value as

requirements to operate large systems at high voltage increase. We report

here the initial results obtained in tests of a i meter by i0 meters simulated

high voltage solar array, typical of development tests which will require

this type of facility.

The test model used consists of roughly one square meter of actual solar

cells at the top of the panel, with the remaining 9 meters simulated by a

panel of conductive plastic material of sufficient internal resistance to be

biased at several kilovolts end-to-end. The resulting panel surface poten-

tial varies in an approximately linear manner, the same as would be obtained

iI_ from a string of very many solar cells connected in the simplest series

I configuration to give the same high voltage output end-to-end. Copper strips
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are placed aeroo_ the panel every five feet to provide good electrical contact

_i for the biao voltage power supplieo, or for monitoring o_ intermediate surface _
_ volto_c and current valueo. Three moveable probeo are located in front of the ,_

,i. par_l ao it hango in the test chamber, uQed to locate the outer boundary of the

_ high voltage "sheath_" expected to form around the panel and control its equi--librium interaction with the surrounding plaoma.

: LEO PLASMA CURRENT LEAKAGE

: Although space is a very good vacuum, it is not absolute and the very thin
residual "gases" present are capable of causing significant electrical inter-

ii_ actions under certain conditions. This has been noticed particularly By vari-

( ous satellites in geosynchronous orbit (GEO), which are observed to charge up
to surface potentials of several kilovolts under solar eclipse/geomagnetic

'i "storm" conditions. The,ambient plasma is too thin to effectively bleed off
the charge acquired from "storm" radiation absorbed by the satellites (refs.
1 and2).

In LEO, the denser plasma easily overcomes any radiation charge build-
up. This should eliminate the problems with unwanted charge build-ups

,_ observed in GEe but results in a new problem for large high power solar

_" arrays due to the exact inverse of the GEO problem. In LEO, even necessary
high voltages may be bled off by the dense ambient plasma.

Feasibility studies of the SPS concept have identified this as a poten-
tial problen in attempting to operate the large solar arrays at high voltages.
Reference 3 in particular observed that current leakage to space (per unit
area) would increase at high voltage by orders of mag_itude over that expe-

'-_ rienced by present day low voltage systems, based on extensive laboratory
'_ test and analysis using small (1-20 cm) surfaces at high voltages. Assuming

certain 'scaling laws observed to be approximately true on the 1-20 cm scale
(in effect, assuming some constant sheath conductance per unit _rea between
the _rray and the plasma), they calculated the power lo.qsesdue to these
parssitic currents shown in figure I. The projected loss for the 15 kw arr,_y
would exceed solar cell output for voltages exceeding +2 kV or -16 kV for a
typical Shuttle orbit near the F2 ionospheric maximum.

An alternative theoretical analysis indicates that quite different scaling
relations should be expected to apply. By this analysis, current collection by
large solar arrays should be controlled by (plasma) charge separation fields,
which should form space charge limited "sheaths" that confine the current col-
lecting voltages on the arrays within these sheaths. Distinct outer boundaries
to the current collecting sheaths s_rounding a high voltage surface should be
expected to reach a limiting size of the order of 1 meter/kilovolt, nearly in-
dependent of the size of the high voltage surface. When the assumptions in
this analysis are valid, total current collected depends only on the outer sur-
face area of sheath available to intercept ambient (drift) currents existing in
the undisturbed plasma outside the objects' sheath. The resulting current mul-
tiplication factor at any voltage would be the ratio of outer sheath surface
area to object surface areas, as illustrated by figure 2. (In effect, sheath
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i1
"conductance" per unit area becomes a function of both voltage and size, rather ._!

than a constant as in some oversimplified lumped circuit element analogies. ) '_i

For il_ustration, we assume pl_s_a parameters such that the resulting sheath

thickness grows from i0 cm at +i00 V to i0 meters at ±i0 kV. This sheath be-

comes very large comp.ared to the i0 cm sphere, the total current collected in-

creasing by nearly I0_ (a VerY high "condUctance" sheath). The same plasma !
sheath, around a I km "8PS" array, has a very small ratio of sheath to object J

size. l_ne total current collected should increase by only a few percent, a _
very low sheath "conductance" which becomes even lower with increased vo3tage. I

Operating in the large chamber at JSC, it is possible to observe the 1
growth of these sheaths around a ixlO meter object with 0.i-i0 kV applied.

This permits a test of their behavior in "free space" without the inevitable ii

( wall effects due to sheath growth in smalle_' chambers.
TEST SET-UP FOR SHEATH STUDIES I

The performance of an actual test on the scale of i0 meters available in

the large chamber was needed to dete_line which (if either) scaling relations

are applicable to large solar arrays. Figure 3 Shows the layout of the basic

configuration used for most testS. The high voltage panel ("SPS") was hung

near the center of the chamber, with 7-10 meters oF free space available in

all directions for unobstructed development of the high voltage plasma

sheaths. _e expected extent of sheath development is illustrated for an

SPS model in series connected configuration, with high voltage at top and

bottom at ground, for two typical sheath thicknesses of 1 meter and 3 meters.

The three probes labeled 22-24 can be moved horizontally from outside the
sheath to locate the outer sheath boundary (point of first observed change

• in plasma conditions). The sheath and associated effects could also be

_ observed visually using low light TV cameras at the first and third floor

levels. Large solenoid coils around the chamber provided control of the

vertical magnetic field from 0-1.5 gauss. Plasma density and electron tem-

perature measurements were obtained from 15 half inch spherical Langmuir

probes located at various points around the chamber.

Plasma Generation

Plasma generation was available from three devices. A 30 cm Kaufman

thruster borrowed from LeRC was used with argon gas to generate flowing
plasma densities of l0_ to i06 (cm-S), directed either horizontally (a_ross

the magnetic field) from the third level into the face of the panel or i

vertically from the ceuter of the floor (along the magnetic field) along the i

length of the panel. Plasma electron temperatures varied from 0.5-2 ev,

being typically i ev, Ion temperatures and flow velocity were not dircctly i

measured, flow energy _s estimated to have varied from 15-25 ev. Predomi- i

nately (monatomic) Ar + _ons were observed in the chamber, however significant ]
numbers of N2+, H20+, and HO+ and some other species were observed. These

may constitute a significant (thermal?) population of charge exchange or

other secondary ions in the plasma, created from the residual gaz..
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I
A 6 inch Xau_aan thruster device was fabricated at JSC to provide a lower ._-"_

_- density source, using _.?, N2, and He &s well as argon as the input gas. Plasma '_densities of 102 to 104"(cm "3) were observed, either flowing vertically from -

_, center floor or di_used from a horizontal flow across the one meter level

_ above the floor. Electron t_mperature was typically slightly less than i eV. i

The third soUrce of plasma employed was a large 5 meter loop antenna,

:i driven at 1-5 MHz to excite an irregular plasma from th@ residual neutral chain-
. her gases. Properties of this plasma were quite different, densities estimated ,i

at 103-105 (cm-3) with electron temperature about 2-4 eV (based on I/2" spheri-

cal Langmuir probe currents).

i_ ( SPS Model for Test

Figure _ shows the physical dimensions of the "SPS" model as tested, as

well as location and identification of available test connections to the I
:_ copper contact strips. The actual dimensions differed slightly from the

nominal IxlO meter design for ease of fabrication. For test purposes, the

array was operated in each of three electrical configurations shown. .The

"series connected (floating)" configuration is the actual case which would be

obtained in space_ with currents closing from the positive voltage (V+) end
of the array, thrcugh the conducting plasma, to the negative portion of the

array. The chamber walls and lab ground are not involved in the circuit at

all (except in determining the roughly _miform "plasma potevtial" outside the

_'_ sheaths). The relative potential of the entire test array and floating power

supply will adjust itself relative to the plasma potential so that the total

electron current collected along the positive voltage portion of the array

exactly equals the total ion current collected along the negative portion.

The location of the point 81ong the array which is at "plasma ground" poten-
tlal will be inversely proportional to the relat!ve ambient current densities

of ions and electrons in the free plasma. For typical conditions, this will

result in the array "floating" 97-99% negative with respect to plasma

potential.

Since operation in the full_ _±oating configuration was physically
,,S_ " -aWkward, most .rles connected" testing was done with the power supply and

one end of the array grounded to the chamber Walls. This was equivalent to

testing the negative or positive portions of a floating array individually,
with the return current path closing through the chamber wall (via the plasma).

In either case, all voltage drops from array surface potential to plasma

potential are contained within the sheath. The outer surface of the sheath

is at .plasma potential. The plasma is effectively a perfectly conducting
medium with constant internal potential (within a factor of kT).

A third configuration frequently employed, for ,,,xlmum simplicity of

operation and data analysis, was "constant HV" with the entire surface of the

array at the same potential and all current returning through the plasma to
the chamber walls.
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i Thi._ test object was designed to produce the extreme values of current
leakage possible from a large solar array or other high voltage surface. ,_

_;°{_ To eli,'inate confusion from attempting a correct treatment of the effect of
_,_,._ relative surface area and configuration of conductive and insulated portions

of the surface Of at. array, the entire front surface (except the actual solar
: cell section) was made conductive. The "SPS" model _hould therefore generate

the large scale (outer) sheath configuration believed to be of primary impor-
tance in determining its equilibrium iuteraction with an e_bient plasma. The
currents collected will not be reduced by any insulation factor.

Test Objectives

In order to test the validity of the proposed approach to scaling calcu-
( lations of plasma cUrrent leakage based on relative sheath to object size,

three primary topics were identified for investigation:

(I) EXistence, sharpness and size of the expected outer sheath boundary

(2) Equilibrium floating potential of a large panel (array) with fixed
voltage differential along its length

,I

(3) Magnitude of leakage currents induced to/from large surfaces as a
function of Voltage (actually, sheath size)

A secondary topic was the possible existence and behavior of transient current
_ pulses (electrical breakdown or "arcs" to the plasma) reported to occur in

smaller scale experiments (refs. 3 and _). ]

_' EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The fundamental result achieved was direct observation of the existence,
form and dimensions of the plasma sheaths formed about the high voltage
panel. Leakage currents between the panel and the surrounding plasma, through
the observed sheaths, were recorded for comparison with the theoretically

il expected current transmission capacities of the sheaths. The existence and
form of the sheaths was observed by two independent means, both of which
detect the location and "sharpness" of the outer boundary with minimum
disturbance of its configuration by physical intrusion of hardware.

Sheath Observation by LLTV

Figure 5 shows a typi 'al LLTV image of the series connected sheath, with,. surface potential on the SPS increasing from 0 at the bottom end to I KV near
_. the top (actually about the center of the panel) of the picture. The sheath
_ is the dark area, seen to increase approximately linearly in thickness from

z. 0 at 0 volts to perhaps 1-2 meters at I KV. The outer bolmdary is generally
_ rather sharply defined in the LLTV image, as expected from the space charge
=_ limited thickness hypothesis.
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The sheath is frequently visible on LLTV, as a dark region in front of

the panel which expands or contracts as a function of voltage on the panel '_

_ "' face, when viewed under sufficiently high plasma density condlLions against

!i a dark background. We believe the sheath region is dark because with
electrons (or ions) excluded, little _f the ambient plasma recombination/

de-excitation leading to photon em_ on occurs. In any case, acceleration
of ions (or electrons) in the sh leads to a reduction in m_,ber density
by more than an order of magnitude• The sheath becomes unobservable when

the outer boundary becomes large and curved, not parallel to the line of

sight, or viewed against a bright background (such as the aluminized mylar
toward the top of fig. 5).

z_

Sheath Detection by Probes
(

The second method involved watching for an alteration in the observed

I vs. V current collectioh characteristic of a moveable Langmuir probe as it

approaches and enters the outer boundary of the sheath from the external

plasma (or equivalently, as the sheath expands to envelope the probe as the

surface voltage of the panel is increased). After some experimentation, a

_' satisfactory operational technique was developed for recording this infor-

v_ mation. A series of log I vs voltage curves were recorded for electron

collection from the zero current voltage up to +lO0 volts, as surface voltage

on the panel _ras increased in steps from zero until the probe (at a particular
location) was deep inside the panel's sheath• A representative set of curves

is shoWn in fig, 6. The undisturbed plasma at this point was about I06/cc with

an electron temperature (Te) slightly less than 1 eV as deduced from the ini-

tial curve recorded with 0 V on the _p_nel. The linear increase in current from:- (thermal current density) about ixlO amp at +6 V to 9.5xlO -_ amp at +i00 V is

'_ consistent with normal orbit limited electron collection in such a plasma.

As voltage is applied to the panel, no effect is seen at the probe

location (still outside the growing panel sheath) mltil the applied voltage

(Vop) reaches -800V, when a slight displacement of the curve at higher probe

voltages is first detectable. Increasing Vop by lOOv to -900v causes a
clearly noticeable reduction in probe current at +lOOv bias, more than

resulted from _he previous 800 volt change. There is as yet no change below

the linear portion of the curve. We interpret this as indieatina the probe
is still (Just) outside the panel's sheath boundary but near enough for the
p,obe's expanding effective ra.dius of electron collection (about 5 inches for

a !a inch probe at +100v) to partially contact the region of sheath disturbed

ambient electron currents• ( A partial "shadowing" of the probe location

by the growing plasma _bsorbing sheath may also be expected, pnrtieuJarly

when the panel is located between the probe and the plasma source. ) The

sheath h:_s probably Just passed the location of the probe when -l,O00v is
applied I.otile panel, the current zero-cros.oing voltage h_ts shifted• As the

psnel voltage is increased further, movinj the location of the shettth edge
further beyond the probe locatiol , even greater positive voltaF,es :Lre re-

quired on the probe before its electron attracting field is stront,,enough to

,'each beyond %he electron depleted sheath boundary to an undisturbed plasma
reKion containing electrons which It can then dr_tw to its surl'ace. When
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"_ panel voltage has increased to -1500v, the probe is so deep inside the panel's

ion sheath that +100v on the probe is able to draw less than 0.1% of the ;_
electron current available outside the sheath (+70v is required to attract i
any measurable electrons at all into this electron depleted region).

A set of curves similar in apFearance is obtained for _o_itive (electron
collecting) sheaths. The causes are probably quite d_fferent, since there
are electrons present to be collected inside this sheath. The probe current
zero crossing voltage will still shift to prog_ossively higher positive
voltages as the sheath is entered, since the pro,_ewill repel electrons until
it exceeds the local (positive) potential inside the sheath. The current
collected will then be reduced due to the combined lower density and higher
energy of the available electrons, and their essentially unidirectional
velocity distribution.

Sheath Size _oi

The te_t results show a distinct limitation to sheath growth, as a func-

tion of voltage and (ambient plasma) cUrrent density. Within pre_nt limits of
experimental error, the observed sheath thicknesses folloW the V_I �nI/2 de-

pendence expected for space charge limited current flow with d (sheath thick-
" ness) the free Variable. Figure 7 shows the applied voltage required at vari-

ous plasma densities for the outer sheath surface to reach a LSagmUir probe ,_
! (#23 in fig. 3) located i meter from the surface of the array. The reference

line is the theoretical thickness calculated for a one-dimensional planar
ii. geometry case (Appendix A) with an effective electron or ion "temperature" of

i eV. Notice the electron sheath (shown as _) is about _he same size as
the ion collec_ion sheaths (shown as O).

The resultant leakage current multiplication factor was observed to
, be much lower than observed on previous small scale tests. Figure 8 shows

current leakage from "SPS" to the plasma observed from-i0 to_-S000
volts in four ambient plasma densities ranging from I04 to 106 per cubic
centimeter. The observed rate of increase in leakage currefitwith voltage
is seen to increase as the resulting sheaths become large compared to psLuel
width, as expected from figm'e 2. The regions of sheath size shown are

_ rough estimates, based on the calculation in figure 20 normalized to an
_' actual measurement for each data set.

• Floating Potential

:_'_ Recalling the requirement that total current flowing to an electrically
isolated panel in series connected configuration be zero for voltage equi-: !

• librium with the ambient plasma to exist, we expect values of V- and V+
relative to the plasma shift so that (fig. 9)

Joi A = -Joe A+ (1)
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where Jol and Joe are the ambient ion and electron current densities across _
the outer sheath boundaries _ and A- abd A+ &re the effective surface areas :_
of the negative a_d positive potential sheaths. We neglect current contri-

_. butions from other sources such as secondarieS, and the area (-+a few kT) ;i'!
immediately around the V = 0 (W.r.t. Vp) point along the panel. For _
reasonably thin sheaths, relative to panel dimensions, we can u_e the
approximation i

V- iA- _ L(_) __

A--_ L(+) V+ (2) i

_here L('.),L(+) are the lengths of the panel sections floating negative, i!
i

positive with respect to plasma potential. AV/AL along the panel is assumed
( constant. (We note the assumption Joi, Joe cons+ant along the sheaths does _

not require Ji, Je constamt along the panel. Current density along the __
pane],should vary due to focusing effects, without affecting our asSumptionS
so long a_ the relative geometric shapes of A- and A+ are the same. This
should be true for thermal velocity distributions and approximately valid
for ion streaming velocities oriented perpendicular to the face of the panel.

)
For other 5rientations,.more careful acco_mt must be made for both the
effective intercept cross-section (A-) and effective reduction in Joi due to
screening by both the panel and the positive (A+) sheath.)

In the case of thermal electron currents and directional streaming of
ions with mean energy

J

We can use (I-D calculation)

.
Je--ne%Ve--nee_--Q--- )

i

_erefore

Ji Wine12Ei (6)

For an Ar �plasma,_7_e = 270. Typical values for electron temperature
of lev and ion beam energy of 20 ev give

-Je

Jt _,_3 (_,)
usl.g(7)in(1)end(2)
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i
I -___ °L__1 °_3.v-

_ i L(+) v+ (8)
! We therefore expec_ the panel to float atoUt 2.3_ positive, the remainder

! (97.7% of L, Vop) negative under these conditions. RepresentatiVe current
_ density and voltage v_lUes expected along an array are shown in fig. 10(a).

i_ i_ Co_ison_thObse_ti0n

! i (IO, flow perpen%/cUlar to panel face)
This was Verified experimentally. The 30 cm thruster was operated from

( _ the third level catwalk, aimed h_rizontal directly into the face,of _he panel.Average plasma densit7 along the panel is estimated to exceed 10 /cm , based
On suppl7 cUrrent Of 21 _A at Vo_ = 2000 V compared to i5 mA (at 2000 V) o_-
served_earlier when probe measurements indi_ated densities decreasing f_m
1.1xl0 _ a% the _ottom to 2.2x105 at the top of the panel. The experiment con-
figuration was series connected (floating) as shown in fig. _. U_ing a pair of
electrically isolated power supplies in series, _ltages (Vow) from 500 to

5_00 V were applied to the panel while monitoring the voita_ _at lead #8 usingi a D_d referenced tO lab ground. (The plasma potential was +5 10 V refereflced
to lab ground. ) As long as the panel floated more than 90% negative w_% ground,

°/ the D_M at #8 woUld read -0.167 Vo_ less V ¨�Readingsof V+ dlrec_17 at lead
#i0 were also recorded at Vo_ = -3_kV and -_ kV. Values observed are plotted

i_I_ in fig. il. V à�4�¼�€�at3-l_ k_ is 2.6-2.3_, Very nearl7 the expected value.

i_ The behavior of V at lead #8 indicates thi_ is pro_ably tr_e at loWer
: _ values of Vow, b_t %he high leakage currents cause a loa_/ng down of the resis-
_ r tire panel s_ch that _V/AL is no longer constant and a large fraction of the
_" panelsUrfacebetween#8_d _10is in e_ect le_ o_ of the circ_t ,_tV^.-

_ _00 _ 1000 V. At these voltages the entire current supplied at the ends o_the
_i:,.... panel is carried part of the length entirely through t_e plasma, leaving zero
i_ current in the panel. Therefore &V/_L = 0 in this section, which floats

slightly negative so as to repel (97%) of the electrons and draw no net current
from the plasma. This is illustrated in fig. lO(b).

_. t'oWer Loss

Total current supplied to the pan_! was recorded for each voltage. This
allowed calculation of current leakage e_timates and the z_sultan_ poi_erlost

to _he plasma as a function of Vop. The calculated current leakage values
were obtained under assumptions which may be in error +-25%. These errors
cancel in further calculation of total power lost, Results are shown in
Table 1. The _6 watts estimated lost in driving plasma currents at Vop =
_,O00V is significant, but well under the roughly 1 kilowatt available from
a solar array this size.

This result is plotted in fis. 12 for comparison with the earlier
/

estimates in ref. 3 using constant leakage per unl_ area and reducing the
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Iii total by 90% to allow for relative insulator/conductor areas. The "error

bars" show our estimated uncertainty in plasma conditions and possible
reduction in total currents due to 90% insulation (our measurements were for
a 100% conductive surface).

Arcing t,)Plasma

Arcing, defi_Aedhere as any sharp and transient increase in current
drain to the plasma was frequently observed. Most measurements of current
loss vs. voltage were limited to voltages less than 2-3 KV because arc
induced transients became so severe that usef_almeter readings could not be

( made. Although some arcs were "small" and did not affect the rest of the

'i panel except for small pulses in the current meter, many resulted in complete
discharge of the panel voltage, which required 1-5 seconds to rebuild. This
was visible both in the collapse of the sheaths to much smaller dimensions
(observed both in the LLTV dark imago, see fig. 13, and with any Langmuir
probe located inside the sheath, see fig. 14) and as a voltage drop indicated
by the power supply meter. The time and electrical power required to restore
the sheath could be appreciable (estimate typically 2 seconds and 50 Joules).
This collapse of the entire sheath was observed,,by LLTV, to occur even in
eases where the discharge was observed to come from an insulator surface lo-
cated 1-2 meters out in the sheath and ha_dng no contact with the conductive
panel surface other than the plasma (fig. 15).

_ The arcs were observed to occur at positive voltages over +400V, and
negative voltages over -1,O00V. There appears to be no particular dependence
between plasma density and minimum voltage for the onset of arcing. At any

% given density, arcing would occur at -IKV on some days and then not occur at
voltages up to -S KV the next day. The appearance of the arcs, as observed
by LLTV, varied greatly. However, aa'csoccurring at negative voltage tended
to appear as point discharges, even when occurring from an extensive f3at sur-
face. Positive voltage arcs more often would involve most or all of a large
surface in a sudden (less than 1/30 sec) bright discharge.

A very interesting finding is that every arc observed by the LLTV system
to date occurred from an insulator surface. We have not yet observed a single
instance of a visible arc occurring from the conductive surface area of the
panel. It would appear that the arcs are th2 result of a local charge build-
up due to sheath currents impinging on a nonconductor in their path in a
process similar to that occurring with satellites in GEO during substorms.
Most of the resulting current drain from th_ panel biasing power supplies
must be due to large scale currents within the collapsing (space charge)
sheath, not directly due to the small area of visible flash region currents.

_II Surface Glow: Ion Focusing

A very noticeable effect occurs at negative panel voltages, where a
' distinct surface glow pattern is observed by LLTV to form along the face of

i_!- the panel (see fig. 16). This pattern has a shape suggestive of a flow along
the panel and was originally th_u6ht to be due to secondary electrons cascading
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along the surface voltage gradient. This was ruled out When the voltage gradi- ,_
en%s were found not necessary for formation of the pattern. The pattern is ob-
served to become brighter and narrower as panel voltage increases (fig. 17),

i_ We now believe it is due to focusing of %he incoming ions by the plasma sheath, ..... i......which acts as a large cylindrical lens in front of the panel. As the size and
cUrvature of the sheath potential surfaces increase w_th voltage, the degree of
focu_in6 also increases as illustrated in fig. 18. This focusing effect is

_ present at both ends of the panel when operated in constant high Voltage con-
figUration (see figs. 16 and 17) but vanishes at the grounded end (fig. 19) for
a series connected panel. This is probably due to the sheath size _here flat-

!_ tening out to zero.

_ ( CONCLUSIONS

ii_ We conclude that estimates hase_ on calculations of space charge limitedsheath dimensions provide a promising working model for calculating design
estimates of high voltage plasma current leakage from large solar arrays and

_' similar objects. It would appear necessary that all such estimates be
':9; verified by a carefully developed sequence of plasma-vacuum tests progressing

from small lab chambers to full scale flight tests, due to large differences

,_. in applicable scaling relations which are observed to result from subtle• differences in assumed condltions. Large scale tests of the sort described
here, together with adequate math models to provide continuity between
different design or test details, will be an important element in any develop-

• meat test sequence for systems involving large surfaces or high voltages.

The present results are preliminary, based on exploratory measurements
int2nded to determine the feasibility of this type of investigation and order
of magnitude of the experimental quantities to be measured.. Detailed
verification and extension of these results is the first objective of our
next series of tests. Development of math models to include the space charge
effects is needed. Detailed cross-checking of the predictions of such models
with actual measurements within the 1-5 meter sheaths during tests in the
large chamber should be very useful to aid further development of both models
and tests.

The present results indicate that equilibrium high voltage leakage
currents to the plasma should be much less than some earlier predictions had
indicated, particularly _br very large solar arrays. The power loss, and
other effects, due to the observed arcing phenomena threatens to be much more
significant unless adequate means are developed to understand and control it.
More detailed and complete study of the large scale high voltage sheaths
ernund a solar array appears basic to an adequate treatment of both problems.
While the dense plasma present in LEO will bleed off ar_"natural clmrge build-
up from passive surfaces, the plasma sheath formed around any high voltage
surface envelopes all surrounding structure in an environment very similar
to that at GEO during intense storm conditions. Within the sheath, strong
flows of the collected species of charge are accelerated to kilovolt energies
while most charge of the opposite sign is excluded from the sheath area and
cannot act to bleed off areas of surface charge build-up and prevent
eventual arcing.
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i
CALCULATION OF SHEATH THICKNESS I

The size of the sheaths is expected to vary in such a manner that space i

charge limited flow conditions prevail. The calculation is somewhat differ-

e_t from the usual case considered, in that the current density available

acrozs the virtual "electrode" formed by the outer sheath surface is

considered as fixed (by the ambient thermal motion or orbital velocity

current flow across that boundary) while the separation of the two "electrode"

surfaces (the outer sheath boundary and the panel face) is freely variable.
For example, we calculate the expected sheath thickness, d, for the case of !

( planar geometry by equating the random ther_%l current of the attracted ii

particle species (electron or ion) I

or for directed (l-D) flow ]

Jo- _oq_ (is) i

to the Lan_uir-Child Law expression for planar diode space charge limited i

current i

= 4¢0 _'_ v_ i

. Jsc 9 _--F- _r- (2) '_

Therefore, defining kT = E (expressed in electron volts) and k* to incorporate

the appropriate velocity distribution function in a general expression for 1

Jo _'= k* NO q _

We obtain

d= 5"89x103

_- No___ (3)

Where k_ _ = 1.0 for ID flow and _ = .63 for Maxwell distribution. In most

cases of interest, k* is probably close to i. Even the thermal electrons

must have their velocity distribution altered significantly from Maxwellian

ill near the sheath boundary, as there exists flow in hut none out.
Notice that the particle mass (m) does not appear in (3). For a given plasma

_ density (singly ionized), the electron sheath will be the same size as the
opposite polarity ion sheath if their temperatures are the same. The current
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_ _ensities across the sheath outer boundarles will be higher for electrons in
_" the ratio ,_

i

For the case of streaming flow velocities greater than mean thermal velocity
(usually the case for ions in low earth orbit) it is necessary to use a

i: carefully selected equivalent temperature, or the direct expression

i_ Joi = Nq _v_ cose (_)
,

where _r> is the average velocity (i.e., orbital velocity or velocity of
thruster beam energy) and e is the angle between flow vector and sheath
normal.

The resulting relatio3_•between plasma density and voltage required to
cause a given sheath thickness d is plotted in fig. 20 for several values of
d, _e calculation should be reasonably good for d << t meter. For d = 1

i__ meter and d >> i meter, similer expressions can be obtained for cylindrical

i_" and spherical geometry respectively_ using

cylindrical Joe = T la_'--_ (6)

:_: spherical 4¢o 2_o V3/2

in" Jos = --9-_ r2--_ (7)

where a2 and B2 ere quantities tabulated by Lengmulr (refs. 5 and 6). For
thick sheaths we use an approximation from ref. 3:

3/2

x2 "--1.16 (_)! 18)

where r = outez radius of sheath, a = probe radius. Therefore (3) becomeso

(d + a) = ro = 137 NoZ.TEII7 (9)

The result for d = 3m (with a = _m, E =lev) is also plotted on fig.
20 for comparison with the planar calculation at i0 ft. The actual, roughly
cylindrical geomebry, value should lie somewhere between these extremes.
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Fig. 3 - High Voltage "array" test lay-out in Chamber A
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!ii Fig. 4 - Simulated high voltage array electrical configurations (SPL-I; 1977).
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Fig. 7 - Applied voltage required for outer sheath surface to reach Langmuir
probe locatedI meter from surfcceof array.
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Fig. 8 - Current leakage from SPS to plasma.
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Fig. g - Prellmtnary model of expected space charge limited sheath
development around a 10 I_ solar array in LEO. Voltage,
with respect to plasma potential, along the array must
shift so as to balance ton current against electrons.

_. Fig. 10 - Effect of tnternal loading of series connected (floating)

R'. high voltagearray due to plasm_ leakagecurrents.
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Fig.15a - Arc from mylar tape holdiug teflou insulated rod to plastic brace,
• located (arrow) l-2m ;n trout of "SPS" (@-3000V), inside ion sheath.

Edge-on view shows simulrancoli_ _oll;_pse of sheath, with no bright glow. I
_. ¢

Fig.15b- Arc from teflon iu_._II:,|_,l!_,,vi,,rwv:q_p,,d wire, at point 5m along the
.,_ ,S._wire_ lm behind .I, i,.u_,,I _,,,;_.,, ,,u,_._tOO_)V)" _usldt, thick electron

sheath. Note gL'_at ly I,, i _l,I ,'_ ,._t'. ,,,, I t,,m t;ttVl'OtltldJ.tl_ rogion.

_) /
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Fig. 16 - Surface Glow (Ion Focusing) on face of "SPS" panel. Constant 1.0 kV.

Fig. 17 - Surface Glow (Ion Focusing) on _ace of ",_PS" panel. Constant 2.SkV.
!"
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• Fig.18 - Ion focusingonto panel by cylindricallens effect of space charge i::

sheath.Model is qualitative,to illustraterelativebehaviorto be
expected as sheath expands (with increased V, or reduced density).

.__

Fig. 19 - Surface Glow (Ion Focusing) at grounded end of panel (sheath
thickness flattens to zero as voltage decreases to ground),
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PLASMASIIEATHEFFECTSAND VOLTAGEDISTRIBUTIONS

OF LARGE HIGH-POWERSATELLITESOLAR ARRAYS

Lee W. Parker
Lee W. Parker,Inc. 1

SUMMARY

( Knowledgeof the floatingvoltageconfigurationof a large array in orbit
is needed in order to estimatevariousplasma-interactioneffects. The equil-
ibriumconfigurationof array voltagesrelativeto space dependson the sheath
structure. The latter dependencefor an exposedarray is examinedin the light
of two finite-sheatheffectsneclectedin previousanalyseswhich have assumed
the planarapproximationbased en the thin-sheathlimit. One effect is that
electroncurrentsmay be seriouslyunderestimated. The other is that a poten-
tial barrier for electronscan occur, restrictingelectroncurrents. The prob-
lem is not a priori a thin-sheathproblemeitherwith respectto plasma
electronsor with respectto wake effects. A conductingsurfaceis assumedon
the basis of a conductivityargument. Finite-sheatheffectsare investigated
using the thick-sheathlimit. The resultsof assumingthin-sheathand thick-
sheath limitson the floatingconfigurationof a linearlyconnectedarray are

_. studied,under conditionsappropriateto both LEO and GEO. Sheath thickness
:_ and parasiticpower leal_ageare estimatedanalytically. Numericallycomputed
:_ fieldsusing a 3-D code are displayedin the thick-sheathlimit. Potential

barriersappear in the cases of (a) a linearlyconnectedarray in GEO, and
-. (b) an "overlappingsheath" interactionprobleminvolvingadjacentstripswith
_ large voltagejumps between them.

' INTRODUCTION

• High-powersolar arrays for satellitepower systemsare presentlybeing

plannedwith dimensionsof kilometers and with tens of kilovoltsdistributed
over their surfaces. This paper is concernedwith the "floatingpotential"of
an array with exposedinterconnects,that is, with the equilibriumvoltagecon-
figurationunder the conditionsof (a) overallcurrentbalance,and (b) fixed
relativevoltagesalong the array betweenthe positiveand negativeterminals.
Knowledgeof the floatingconfigurationis needed for estimatinga number of
plasma-interactioneffects,in both low earth orbit (LEO) and geosynchronous
orbit (GEO). Among these are (a) parasiticpower leakagedue to ambient
plasma currents,(b) power leakagedue to ion thrustercurrents,(c) sputtering
and erosion, (d) secondary-electronemissionand cascade, (e) velocitywake
effects,and (f) differentialchargingeffects. The array will float so that a
part of it is positiveand the remainderis negative.
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_.:_ Two effects have been neglected in previous analyses, One of these is
.._. that the positive section may be smaller than the sheath thickness and may

_ii: requi_,a _ore generaltreatmentthan the usual planarapproximationbased onthe thln-sheathlimit. One result is that more electroncurrentmay be col-
_: lectedthan may be expectedon the basis of a thin sheath;this shortepsthe

positivesectionf_rther. Anothereffect Is the possibleappearanceof a poten-
tial barrierfor electrons (thearray has a net negativecharge); this tends to
reduceelectroncurrents,thus lengtheningthe positivesection. The question

can be decidedonly by self-consistentcalculationsincludingspace charge, i
The problemis not really a thin-sheathproblema priori.;the size of the posi- 1
tlve sectiondependson the solution. Also, the thin-sheathconceptmust break !
down when the array is lookinginto its own wake. w

In this paper we assume two limits,those of a thin sheath and a thick ,,
( sheath,and calculateanalyticallythe associatedfloatingvoltageconfigura- i

tions of a linear40-kv array with exposed interconnects. The thlck-sheath
limit is useful for investigatingflnite-sheatheffects. The true sel.f-
consistentsolutionmay lie betweenthe two limits. Potentialbarriereffects
on the array voltagesare neglected. The floatingconfigurationscan be deter-
mined more preciselyincludingthe effectsof potentialbarriersby self-
consistentnumericalsolutions(cf. ref. l). Magneticfields are neglected,
as well as voltagedrops due to.internalcurrents.

Formulasand resultsobtainedby analyticalapproximationsfor sheath
thickness,and for parasiticpower leakagein the two limits,are presentedfor
both LEO and GEO. The structureof the sheath is computedusing a 3-D computer
code called PANEL (ref. 2), where a flat rectangularplate with a nonuniform

il distributionof surfacevoltageserves as a model for a flat high-voltagesolar
: array. In the thick-sheathlimit the.fieldsolutionshows that the potential
:_ barrierfor electronshas a height of 2 kv for a 40-kv array. Thus, for elec-
'_ trons with temperaturesbelow 2 kev, the electroncurrentwould be reduced,and

the positivesectionof the array would increasein size. The appearanceof a
potentialbarrier is typicalin differentialchargingsituations(refs. l and
3). PANEL was used also to computefieldsfor variousfinite sheath thick-
nesses,using a linearizedspace-chargemodel. The results(not shown here)

_!I indicatethat the barrierdecreasesin height and approachesthe edge of the_: array as the Debye length decreases

iTI Also examined is the "overlapping-sheath"questionof currentcollection

' by adjacentareas with a large potentialjump betweenthem. (This could apply
for exampleto exposed terminalsun the back ofan array.) The model consists

! _ of alternatingstripsat O and I000 volts (assumedrelativeto space). The
plasma currentsare calculatedusing the "inside-out"method (ref. 4) of

reversed_rajectories. The high-voltageareas tend, throughcreatienof poten-

ii tial barriers,to preventthe plasma particlesrepelledby them from reaching

their low-voltagerleighborareas, thus controllingthe current-voltagecharac-
teristicsof the low-voltageareas.
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°_ CONDUCTIVITYOF INSULATEDSURFACES

o;),_ We assumehere that the array has a conductingsurface (interconnects _
_!_ exposedto the plasma). It should be noted that the alternativeeptionof
. insulatingthe entire array from the plasma by a thin perfectlynon-conducting

.j__ dielectriccoatingi_ unfeasible,for the followingreason. An insulatedarray
would tend to float with all surfacepointsequilibratedto a potentialof the
order of the plasma temperature(or of the photoelectronenergywhere photo-

_-, emission is dominant). With large voltages(tensof kilovolts)existingon the
a.rraysurfacesunder the dielectriclayer,a th!n dielectriclayer of the order

L of 20 micronsthick can be subjectedto electricfields E of the order of
._ 107 v/cm, w_ll above nominalbreakdownthresholds. Hence breakdownis likely

I for very good insulators.

A small but finitedielectricconductivity,on the other hand, can change
:'° the problemessentiallyfrom that of an insulatingsurfaceto that of a con-
_ ductingsurface. To estimatethe "cross-over"criticalconductivity,we com-

pare the rates of (a) surfacedischargingby conductionthroughthe dielectric,
°-i and of (b) surfacechargingby plasma currents. Tileratio of these rates may

be approximatedby aE/j, where o, E, and j denote the conductivity,internal
electricfield,and chargingcurrentdensity,respectively. This ratio should

' be greaterthan unity to @xoid breakdownand effectivelyto provideconduc}ing
i. surfaces. Assumingj=lO-_u amp/cm_ as typicalof _0 conditions,and E=lOv

v/cm as a maximumallowedvalue,we obtain oE/j=lOmD _(mho/cm). Hence
_=I0-16mho/cm is the criticalconductivity. A change in o of a half of an

_-, order of magnitudein one directionor the other will make the layer essen-
tially conductingor essentiallynonconducting. Typicalspacecraftinsulating

_ materialssuch as quartz,Kapton and Teflon have lower conductiviticsthan this
in the dark but higher conductivitiesthan this in sunlight (ref. 5). Hence
at least in sunlighta quartz-or Teflon-coatedfront surfacemay be considered
conducting,and the analysisof this paper applies. (However,the Kapton back-
ing presentlycontemplatedfor the back surfacesof the array is a good i_su-
later in the dark and runs the hazard of incurringbreakdowns.)

In the next sectionwe treat sheaththickness,for the case where the
sheath is due to the ambientplasma. Photoemittedor secondary-electroncon-
tributionsshould also be consideredsince in GEO they may contributesignifi-
cantly not only to fluxes but also to space charge and reducedsheath thickness.
Strong photoemissioncontributionsare treated,for example, by Parker (ref.6)
and by Seep and by Schr_der (see ref. 7). Their effectsare also discussed i

briefly in the presentpaper. _I

SHEAIHTHICKNESS

We assume the solar array is a flat rectangularplate,with the voltage

I distributionon its surfacevaryinglinearlyalong one of the dimensions,and

constantalong the other dimension. The surfaceis assumedto be conducting
(that is, the solar-cellinterconnectsare assumedto be exposedto the plasma).

• Figure1 shows schematicallyhow the sheathmight look in a side view of the
panel,with the Floatingvoltagesdistributedfrom left to right. The negative
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, section on the left is relatively long, of length L1. The positive section on ,_
; the right is relativelyshort,of lengthL2. The dividingpoint between the
i two sectionsi_ at spacepotential. The sheathsof the two sectionsare shown
,_ to thickenas the voltagerelativeto space increasesin magnitude. The nega-

I tive section(LI) collectsmostly ion current,while the positivesection (L2)• collectsmostly electroncurrent. The linearvoltagevariationon the surlace
is shown in the lower part of the figure,going from negativeVl at the most

bl negativeend to positiveV2 at the most positiveend.

, Sheath structuresgenerallyrequireself-conslstentnumericalsolutions
(e.g.,refs. l, 8-9). When the sheath is thin relativeto the body dimensions,
however,and consistsessentiallyonly of attractedambient-plasmaparticles,
an analyticalapproximationis availablebased on a "space-charge-limited"
diode model, the so-calledChild (or Child-Langmuir)model (ref. lO). This is

( a unipolarsheathmodel wherein the attractedchargedparticlesare accelerated
in a beam towardthe collectingplate, startingwith zero energy. If e and m
denote the particlecharge and mass, V denotesthe voltage,j denotesthe cur-
rent density,and S denotesthe diode plate separation,then the sheath thick-
nessmay be estimatedfrom the Child law relatingV, j, and S. In c.g.s,units,
this is

S = (2e/m)I/4.V3/4/(9_j)I/2 (1)

,.
where the sheath thicknessis identifiedwith the plate separation. In sheath

thicknessestimations,it is customaryto replac_j by the random thermalcur-
rent densityat the sheathedge, Jo=enn (kT/2_m)_,where no is the particle
density and T is the temperatureof tBe Maxwelliandistribution. If there is i
also a signi,icantdrift velocityvo (asin the case of 0+ ions ip LEO) toward i
the panel, Jo may be repla_edby.[exp_-MZ) + _M(l + erf M)] Jo, w_ere M is I
the ion Mach numberM=(mVo_/2kT)_. Thus, in practicalunits, taking into 1

:_ accountboth thermaland drift (ion "ram")currentsat the sheathedge, the _I

planarequation(l) may be written 1

i
S(meters)= 9.33 .....V3/q(v°lts) (2)

no½(Cm'3).T_(ev).(RAM)_

where

RAH = exp (-M2) + _ (l + erfM) _3)

Equation2 cannot be used when S is comparablewith or exceedsthe body
dimensions. Correctionsfor non-planarityare freq_Jentlymade using the analo-
gous sphericaldiode model, where the particlesmove radiallyinward from an
outer emitter to an inner sphericalcollector,with no angularmomentum. Lang- |

,_ muir and Blodgett (ref. ll) give a table of factorswhich may be used in con-
junctionwith equation (P). It shouldbe noted that equation L2) assumesthat
the pane_ is lookinginto the ram direction and is invalidif the panel looks i
into the wake. 1
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I; FLOATINGCONFIGURATIONBASEDONTHIN SHEATHLIMIT _'_

i!i IF,the thin sheath limit, referring,to figure1 and assumingonly

j_. attracted-particlecontributions,to the array currents (becauseof tho large
voltagescomparedwith particleenergies):and becausein this limit the cur- ,
rents are constantover the two sectionsof the array,we may express the
currentbalanceconditionas

RAM.Jio.Ll = Jeo.L2 (4)

where L1 and L2 denote,respectively,the lengthsof the negative Eleft)and
positive (right)section_;Jio and Jeo are the random thermalcurrentsof ions

( and electrons,respectively;and RAM is definedby equation t3). If the array
looks into the ram direction,QAM can be greaterthan unity for the ions. For
equal iun and electrontemperatures,equation t4) yields the ratio of the posi-
tive to negativelengths:

L22= I_Ll • (RAM) (5)

' where me and mi denote the electronand ion masses, respect]vely Resultsfor
LEO and GEO are shown in table I, under tilecolumns labelled"THIN LEO" and
"THIN GEO".

"i

For LEO we assume oxygen ions with Mach numberM=6.4 (ref. 12), which
yields RAM=22.7. From equation (5) we obtain L2/LI=O.132, so that L2=ll/m
is the length of the positivesectionof a one-IEilometerarray. Thus the posi-
tive end of a 40-kv array floatsat V2=+4700v. The negativesection lengthand

end voltageare Ll=883mand Vl=-35300v,respectively These valuesof L212_I,_,,V2, and Vl are shown in the "THIN LEO" column of tabie I. From equation
assumingIn additionno=105cm-3 and T=O.l ev, we obtain sheath thicknesses
$2=30m and Sl=28m,as shown in table I. Thus, the sheath is thin comparedwith
the lengthsof both the positiveand negativesections. Hence the thin-sheath
limit seems valid for LEO. However,it shouldbe noted that we are neglecting
edge effectsand velocity-flowwake effects.

For GEO we assume hydrogenions, with Mach number zero(i.e.,RAM--I).From
equation (5),we obtain L2/LI:O.OZ33. Hence the positive-sectionlengthat,d
end-voltageof a one-kilometer40-kv array are Lz=23m and V2=+9OOv,respectively.
The lengthand end-voltageof the negativesectionare Ll=B77mand V_;:-3glOOv,
respectively, lheselengthsand voltagesare shown _n the "lhin Sh_,"_Lh"d_aq."am
of figure 2. From equation (2),assumingno'-Icm-3 and T=lOOOOev,we obtalu
slleaththicknesses$2=150m, that is, large comparedwith L_; and S_:E6OUm,
that is, largecomparedwith LI. (See table i.) Hence, tilesheatl_sof l_oth _
sectionsare thick ratherthan thin (evenwhen the Langmuir-Blodgettspherical !
correctionfactorsare applied),and the thin-sheathassumptionin the ah,.:ence i
and secondaryand photoelectroncontributionsis invalidfor GEO. However, fi
since photoelectronand secondary-e|ectroncontributionsare importanti,_GEO,
the slleathwill be of finitethicknessa_d its structuremust be calculated ,I

I
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self-consistently (refs. 6 and 7). Nevertheless, the thick-sheath limit is use- ._.ful for i,vestigatin 9 finite-sheath effects.

FLOATINGCONFIGURATXONIN GEOBASEDONTHICK SHEATHLIMIT

In the thick-sheath(Laplacian)limit,a spherecollectsattracted-
particlecurrentdensityin accordwith the well-knownorbit-limitedideal
Langmuir formula

J = Il +c_- l" Jo (6)

( where Jo is the random thermalcurrei;tdensityand c is equal to unity. Other
3-dimensionalshaper as well can collectorbit-limitedcurrentin accordwith
equation(6) with c=l (ref. 13). A flat circularsurface (such as the end of
a cylinder)has a linearcurrent-voltagecharacteristicdescribableby equation
(6) with c less than unity (ref, i4). We assume here that all pointsof tne

(conducting)solar-arraysurfacecollect currentdensityproportionalto jov.
This impliesthat (a) the voltageeverywhereis .largesuch that eV/kT is qarge
comparedwith unity, (b) only attractedparticlescontribute,(c) the coeffi-
cient c is the same for all points,and {d) there are no potentialbarriers.
Then, since V=V(x)and j=j(x)are linear functionsof positionx on the panel
surface,we must integratej(x) over x to computethe total currentscollected
by the negativeand positivesections, The currentbalanceconditioncan be
shown to yield

1,

Imol ,tRAM)_ (7)
• k1 [_J

for the ratio of lengths,independentof the coefficientc. That is, the thick-
sheath ratio L?/Ll is the square root of the correspondingthln-sheathratio in
equation {5).

I Resultsfor GEO are shown in the last columnof table I, labelled"THICKGEO." The positi,eand negativesectionsof a one-kilometerarray are L2=132m

a,d Ll=868m,respectively. The correspondingpositiveand negativeend-
voltagesareV2=+5300vand Vl=-34700v,respectively. These lengthsand volt-

- ages are shown in the "THICKSHEATH"diagramof figure2.

POWER LEAKAGEIN LEO AND GEO

We may estimatepoic_rlossesto the plasma in _,similarmanner to that in
wllichwe estimatedfloatingvoltagesabove. For the thin-sheathlimit, the
curreptdensity is constantover the (positiveor negative)section,and the
voltagevaries linearly. Hence the power densityvaries linearly. The average
power loss per unit area may he shown to be given by
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- V/2 ._!
P(thln - "T_

sheath) [j_'o'o+ R_.J_oJ (U)

where V is the total voltage differential V2-V1 across the array and the other
symbols have been defined above. In practical units, assuming Maxwelllan dis-
trtbutions with equal ion and electron temperatures, the current density may be
wrltten

Jo(amp/mZ) = Z.GB x 10-8 no(Cm'3) _ (g)

where m(me) denotesthe particlemass in units of the electronmass; and P
( becomes

{watt_ 0"8 V(volts) .no(Cm 3). v_T_T
F(thin ['m-_'-J = 1.34 x , (lO)sheath) [l + V_e I RAN] ,.

_-__- the array is assumedto be lookinginto the ram directionin collecting
'" ion currents, where RANcan be greater than unity. In LEO, assuming ram/me=

29380,with values of no I, and RAM given in table l, and takingV=40000 volts,
we obtainP_2 watt/mZ. This value does not seem to representa seriousloss
effect. It shouldbe remembered,however,that the sheath could thicken,and

power leakagecould increase,near the edge_ and when the array looks into its
own wake. In addition,we chose n,:lOb cm" • this value could go as high as
lO° cm-j in the F-region. v ,

For the thick-sheathlimit, the currentdensitymay be assumedt_ vary i
linearly,as was done for the floatingconfiguration. Hence the power density
variesquadratically. The averagepower loss per unit area may be ShOwn to be

given by _I

{cVl3).(eV/kT) '_
P(thick = _ " _2 (ll)

'l

where c is the coefficientin equation (6). In practicalunits,P-becomes

_ i_wattI cV2(vo!+"_.no{Cm'3)l

P(thick l-_-j = 0.89 x !0"8 ""/ (12)sheath) [I + (milme)_/ RAM_2]2

In GEO, assumingc=l, milme=1836,th_evdlues of no,.T, and RAM given in table I,

and takingV=40000volts,we obtain2P_O.O025watt/m_, which seems inconsequen- ;'
tial comparedwith about lO0 watt/m nominallydeliverableby the solar cells.

14
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Ol_the other hand, if the array is in LEO and is lookinginto its own wake, ,_
so tha_ the sheath is thick rather than thin, equation(12) yields _22700
watt/m_, indicatingthat catastrophicpower losses can occur. (We took c=l and

i RAM=I but used the other parametervalues listed in the "THIN LEO" column oftable I.)

In both equations (lO)and (12), the dominantcontributionis made by the
smallerof the two currents,ion and electron. In both LEO and GEO the second
term in tiledenominatoris dominantbecause the ion currentis the smallerof
the two.

It shouldbe noted that if we had includedphotoelectroncontributions:

( (a). the photoelectrons(of energy of the order of volts)would readily
escape from the negativesectionbut not from the positivesection,
and

(b) the photoelectroncurrentdensityescaping from the negativesec-
tion can be comparablein magnitudewith the plasma electron
currentdensityon the positive_ection.

Hence the array would float with roughlyequal positiveand negativesections.• Moreover,the sheathwould be thin rather than thick becauseof the photoelec-
trons. Thus, the averagepower loss in GEO (withoutwake effects)wouid be of
the order of JeoV, or 0.I watt/m_.

STRUCTUREOF SHEATH IN GEO.

-) NUMERICALRESULTSOF COMPUTERCODE "PANEL"
C,

In this sectionwe adopt the linearsurfacevoltagedistributiongivenanalyticallyby the thick-sheathlimit (the "THICKSHEATH"diagram in figure Z)°
: and describe the computationalapproachused and resultsobtainedby the com-

puter code PANEL. Thus, the panel appearsas in figure 3, namely,a rectangu-
lar plate,with the voltagevaryinglinearlyin one directionand constantin
the other direction. The voltageru,_sfrom -34.7 kv at the negativeend to

+5.3 kv at the positiveend. The O-kv positionis at 0.868 of the panel length.
(Sincethe field is a soluticnof Laplace'sequation,all lengthsscale with

:' the iengtllof the panel.)

While the panel voltageconfigurationhas been chosen on the basis of an
approxi1_ateanalysis,the calculationof the field structurerequiresa numeri-
cal technique. A grid method is used, whereby the panel is discretizedby a
collectionof grid points,at which the panel potentialsare defined.

Figure4 shows the pane1 definedas a sectionof the x.y plane, in 3-
dimensionalcartesianx-y-z space. Grid intervalsax and ay are chosen,as
shown in the figure,but not necessarilyuniform. Particlefluxes are calcu-
lated at pointson the panel by computationallyfollowingreversedtrajectories
to determine theirorigin. (This "inside-out"method was developedin 1964
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(ref. 4) for efficient calculations in steady-state 3-dimensional sheath prob-

lems.) Figure4 shows schematicallytwo posslbletypes of trajectorycontribu-• ttons to a point on the p_nel; in one example the trajectory comes from the
ambient plasmaat infinity,while in the other the trajectorycomes from
another point on the panel (e.g.,a secondaryor photoelectron), lhe type of
trajectorywhich actuallyoccurs,for a given incidentveloci.tyvector,can
only be determinedby .numericalcomputation.

In a self-consistentcaIculationof the floatingconfiguration,the
fluxes of ions and electronsat the array pointsare computed,and the array
potentialsare adjusted (maintainingfixed relativepotentialdifferencPs)
unti' there is globalcurrentbalance. Power leakageis calculatedbj, te-
gratingthe productof local net currentdensitytimes local potentia ,vet

( the surfa,:eof the array.

The field in the space around the panel is representedby a large grid in
3-dimensionalx-y-z space. This is used to calcu|_teforcesalong trajectories
by interpolationbetweengrid pointswhere the poteJatialsare defined. In
figure 5 the coarsestpossiblegrid is shown,with only 32 grid points. The
panel is representedby the shadedarea between4 grid points. In an actual
problemorders of magnitudemore pointsare used, both in space and on the
panel. For example,the panel in figure4 is representedby a 6x/ surfacegrid

_'. of 42 points. This should be embedded in a spatialgrid of fOOD to lOOOO grid
points. About 3000 pointswere used to obtain the resultsdiscussedbelow.

The numericalfield solutionis obtainedby replacingLaplace'sequation
by a se_ of linearalgebraicequations,one for each unknownpotential. One of
the boundaryconditionsis that the potentialssatisfythe prescribedpanel
surface-potentialdistribution(shownin figure 3 resultingfrom the thick-

_ sheath analysis).The other conditionis that the potentialvanishat infinity.
On the outer boundariesof the grid the potentialsatisfiesa suitablerela-
tionshipbetweenits value and its gradient. The above proceduresare outlined
in reference2 and are implemented,for example, in reference8 for a space-
craft model in r-z geometry.

Linear VoltageDistribution

The field solutionfor a linearlydistributedarray in a hydrogenplasma
is displayedin figure6 in the form of a set of equipotentialcontours. The
equipotentialsare divided into negativeand positivesets,with the zero-
potential(spacepotential)contourtightlyenclosingthe positiveend. Thus,
all the positivecontoursare containedwithin this small contour. The nega-
tive contourshave expanded to the right, "engulfing"the positiveset and
creatinga negativesaddle point tpotentialbarrierfor electrons)at about an
array lengthL to the right of the right end of the array. This happe,s
becausethe array has a net negativecharge. The barrier,of height 2.1 kv,
will excludeall electronswith energiesless than this. Hence, if the elec-
tron temperatureis less than 2 key, the positionof zero potentialis moved

_i to the left, towardthe midpoint (at L/2). If the zero potentialwere at the
_f_ midpoint,the negativeand positivecontourswould be synTnetricand the poten-

_ tial distributionwould be dipole-like.
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=I The solutlondlsplayedin figure 6 is the Laplacefleld. Solutionswere
also obtained for finite sheath thicknessby the assumptlonof linearizedspace ,_
charge. This leads to a Helmholtzequationwith a Debye-length-likeparameter ,_
(refs.15-16),whose solutlonsare 3-D generalizationsof the we11-knownDe.bye
potential. Thls parameterwas assignedsuccessivelysmallervalues,represent-
ing a set of solutions(not shown) _or diminishingDebye length. With decreas-
ing Debye length,the above potentialbarrierbecomes Smallerand is "pulled
in" toward-_heedge of the array.

,. AlternatingVoltages- OverlappingSheaths

:'_ Figure7 illustratesa panel witllalternatingstripsof zero volts and one
kilovolt. This case can representexposedconnectionson the backsideof an

( array. It was run to determinethe effectsof "overlappingsheaths,"that is,
the effect on the current-voltagecharacteristicat a point on the surfacedue

to a differentpotentialmaintained For one-volt
nearby. ion_ and electrons,

i=. it was found that on the zero-voltsurfacesthe low-energyions (repelledpar-
ticles)were excluded {by potentialbarriers)becauseof the adjacent+l-kv

!_ surfaces,while the electronfluxes (attractedparticles)had essentiallytheir
,_ random-thermalvalues. On the l-kv surfaces,the ion and electron fluxeswere

j essentiallythe same as for a flat surface_ntirelyat 1 kv, namely,slightly
less than half of the ideal Langmuirvalue due to excluded trajectoriesfor the

,_• electrons and the Boltzmannfactor for the ions.

Figure 8 displaysthe equipotentialcontoursfor the field solutioncor-
respondingto the alternatingstripsof figure 7, includingthree saddle points .
associatedwith each of the three zero-voltstrips. The figure is symmetric
about the panel center and is drawn only for the right half. The sizes of the
potentialbarriers,3ZO volts and 93 volts, show why the repelledlow-energy
particles_ere excluded from the zero-voltstrips. If therewere infinitely
many strips,periodicallyspaced,the saddle pointswould also be periodically
spaced and centeredabove the zero-potentialstrips.

The alternat'!ngvoltageconfigurationon the array was assumed. Its float-
ing configurationwas not determined. This would requirea numericalself-
consistentsolutionbecauseof the potentialbarriers. 1

This paper h_s benefitedfr_ the author'sdiscussionswith James G.
:_ Laframboise.
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Tablo i. ,_
SHEATHTHICKNESS,LENGTHS.ANDVOLTAGESOF

POSITIVE ANDNEGATIVESECTIONS
OF A 40-kv ARRAYOF LENGTH1 km ...............................

|

THIN THIN THICK

+LEO GEO +GEO
(0 ions) (H+ ions) (H ions)

M = ion Mach number 6.4 0 0

( RAM = ram current factor 23 I 1

Lz(m) = length of positivesection I17 23 132

Ll(m) = length of negative section 883 977 868

V2(v) = positive-end voltage 44700 +go0 +5300

Vl(V) = negative-end voltage -35300 -39100 -34700

no_Cm'3)= ambientplasmadensity 105 1 I

T_ev) = ambientplasma temperature 0.I 104 104

S2(m) = sheath thickness,at positiveend 30 150 ®

Sl(m) = sheath thicknessat negativeend 28 2600 ®
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i} Figure ?. - Li,vearfloating voltageconfiguraliens - thin- andthick "sheath

I t_lvtsinhydrogenplasma,
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Figure3. - IVl_xlelforarray sheathcalculation- lhick-

: Figure4, -Computationalmodelforarrayoanel.
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Figure 5. - Computationalgrid lor array sheathcalculation.
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_ .-_ EFFECT OF PARASITIC PLASMACURI_S ON SOLAR-AltRAYPO_ER OUTPUT

'i!il_ Stanley D0mitz and Joseph C. Koiecki

_.: NASA Lew£0 Research Cen_er

/,

_,_.... SOlar-drray voltage-current curves are calculated by adsumin8 the exis-
'_)_ tence Of parasitic loads that consist of local currents of charged particles

! ( Collected by the array. Tl_ree cases of interest are calculated to demonstrate
how the distribution and ma_litude of pardsitic currents affect output. Solar-
a_ray performance degradation became significant when the total parasitic cur-
rent plus the load current exceeded the short-circuit current. ApprOximate
graphical methods were useful for many applications. Po_er loss, _ahiCh _as
calculated by stamina the product of parasitic current and the local potential,

!i underestimated the loss in maximum power.

INTRODUCTION

_4 Hi_her _owered spacecraft now being considered for future m£ss£oti require-
_ents _ay have solar arrays o£ unach higher voltage output than those used in
the past. The interactiofl o_ high-voltage solar _rra_a with a charged-particle
environment has been the subject of prevfoua study (refs. 1 to 5). The problem

_ c0n_idered here is the effect of e pa_asitic Load on the voltage-current output
, _ curve of the solar array itself. The parasitic load, which £S actually the ex-

ternal _ollectiou of anbient charged particles falling on exposed conductors of
the solar array, degrades useful array power output.

The collection of cha_ged particles can arise from (1) interaction between
the solar array and the ambient Space plasma and (2) interaction between the
array and the low-energy pls_a emitted from an onboard ion source, such as an
electric thruster.

The overall effect on tt,_e solar array of parasitic-current collection is _
to chan_e the effective operating point of the array: FOr a 8ivan required

:_ load current the solar array Will operate at a lower voltage and therefore at
a lower pow_ : output. The _urrent at each individual _olar cell is the sum of
the normal load current, which passes equally through all the cells in a series
string, and the parasitic current, which varies at each ceil. The parasitic
current is, in general, a function of the cell potential, its position on the
solar array, and the _nbien_ plasma conditions. If the individual solar-cell
current is known, its voltage can be calculated from the characteristic voltage- i

• current curve for the type of solar cell used. The total array voltage is then
the sum of the individual cell voltages. A computer program was written to
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_' perfor_ these e_t£oi_e and thus co obtain the full eolsr-Drrs_ Voltage- ,_
-_, current curVe for various conditions of interest.

Solar-array voltage-current curves were calculated for three cases of in-
terest, representing t_ree mechenisW for parasitic current collection:

_1) ParaSitic current collected uniformly over the entire array - This
oneodimensionsl model simplifies calcolatiods since the parasitic current st

each cell is a conJtant and is not affected by cell potential or array 8ecae- ,I
try. The physical Oituation is Chat the plasma sheath is small in relation to
the solar-array dimensions.

(2) Parasitic current collected as a function of distance from a fixed
( source - The local source £n ch£s case is the chsrge-exehanSe plasma emanating

from an electric thruster.

(3) Parasitic current as a function of potential - This corresponds to the ii
: infinite-sheath case, where the collected current depend_ on the local solar-

cell potential.

The problem of parasitic currents arises normally only for high-voltage
arrays such as those being considered for high-power operation. At the usu_l
array voltages (_00 V), the parasitic current £s'a small fraction of the s_ray

J
current and is therefore not observed. Per voltages in the multtk£1ovolt range,
there is a compound voItaBe effect - the additton of parasitic current £n Ions ,_
serie_ strings and the enhancemen_ of collected current through S_owth of the
collecting plasma sheath.

* SYMBOLq

A cell area

o_.: I current out of string (load current)

l L load current, A

Ip,_ coral parasitic flux failing on array, mA

i current in solar ceil, mA

"rap current st maximum power, mA

i o reverse saturation current, n_

"_' ipc parssieic flux, ipA, n_/cell

I' isc short-circuit current, 125 mA (assumed)
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. nber ofCellsi.se les

• V Voltage across strin8 (load voltage), V

Z_V local potential of solar celt measured from zero reference

i. voltsse across solar cell, V_"_ V

_" "' ::i Vmp voltag_ at maximum power, V

_ "- !Z° V°c open-circuit voltage (0.6 V eesu_ed for one solar cell)
(,

_ GENERAL CAIEULATIONAL SCHEME

!=?..

i_ ' Computer Calculations

For the general case of N Solar cells in a series connection

i_i.il (Ci, C2, . .., C_, . .., CN), the load current I L passes through each cell
and through the load (fig. l(a)). 'l_e parasitic currents i, , i, o,'. . rC,1 wCi-
ipc,3' " " "' £pc,n are collected externally by each cell, as shown in fig-

..... ure 1. The currents see additive so chat each Cell carries the sum of the

parasitic cU_cents collected from the cells ahead of it in the string. The
_'0 total current is

m

..c4,..... IL + _ ipc,_

at the mth cell and increases until, at so_e point in r_le stribg, short-
circuit current is reached. At short-circuit current, the solar-cell voltage
drops to zero. The remainder of the cells in the string are also st zero volt-
age, and they act merely as a current-carrying wire.

The potential of each solar cell iS computed as a function of the current
'_) passing through it. For the calculations in this paper a simple diode type Of

expression is used (ref. 6):

v = K[ln(lsc + i o - i) - In i o] (1)

where, v is the solar-cell potential, i is the soiar-cell current (load cur-
rent plus parasitic current), i o is reverse saturation current, and K is a
constant. The basic cell used in this paper is 2 centimeters by 2 centimeters

, with an open-circuit voltage of 0.6 volt and a short-circuit current of 0.125
ampere. In practical applications, equation (1) can be replaced by a more com-
plicated expression involving temperature, or the solar-cell curve can be rep-
resented by a set of experimental data points. In either case the individual
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t* _ solar-cell potential is obtained as a function of current and the total array
_:_' potential is found by summing individual cell voltages:.

K-l

_: Therefore, to solve for the solar-array voltage-current curve, the re-

quired inputs are

(1) The array geometry - the number of solar cells in series end in
q parallel

(2) The distribution of parasitic current collected on the array

(3) The volts@e-current curve for an individual cell

The most difficult problem is _o obtain the distribution of parasitic current.
In this paper only simple forms for parasitic current are used, but in general
the current collected will be a complicated function of cell potential and
array @eometry. The meth,_d of computer calculation is described in more detail
in appendix A of this paper.

Analytical Method

_t is possiblc to obtain an analytical solution under certain conditions.
t_ For s solar-cell volta@e-current curve of the form given in equation (1) end

for an equal distribution of parasitic current oyez the array, the total array
: potential can be @iven as follows (ref. 2)

V = _ (A In A - B In B - Nipc) - KN In io
,-, ipc

li where

i. A = + - iisc i o

B _, Isc + i o - i - Nipc

Graphical Method
r;
_i In addition tO computer calculations, • graphical method can be used for

most cases of interest. The graphical solution is based on s simple approxtme-

ii tion. It is assumed that each solar cell is either "on" at some average con-
stant voltage or "off'*at zero voltage i_ a saturated state. This requires a

• rectangular solnr-cell voltage-current curve. Determinin@ the total array
=_ voltage becomes a matter of determining how many cells are _eneratin8 power

!
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i." and choosing an average potential _or each cell. The gr_phical method is dis-
cussed further in appendix B of this paper.

iJ rloati.. A ray
The calculations for positively and n_gatlVely biased arrays ere identical

except thatj tn general, the curren[ _olleetlon density will be smaller for the
negatively biased arrays that are collecting ions. Tlie floating condition for

• •soiar stray requires Chat the zero potential point of the array adjust itself
so that no net curren_ is collected; that is, the collection of ions equals the
collection of electrons. To meat the floating requirement, an iterative proce-

i_ dure can be used to equalize the total flux of positive and negative currents.
In balancing currentB, the spacecraft conducting-area must be taken into ac-

i_ ( count. For the floating array, chose cells driven to short-circUit Saturation
are Sroupe_ together on the solar array at the location of floating potential,
rather Chau at the endpoint of the array (fig. l(b)).

RESULTS

i Case 1 - ParssJ.tic Currents Distributed uniformly oVer Solar Array

The voltage-curt,eric curves of the array calculated with the methods de-
scribed in the preceding section a_c _an in figure 2. Parasitic flux per
cell i__ is a parameter. The upper set Of curVes in figure 2 represents a
series _ting of 40 000 cells; the loWer set of curves represents a erring of
4000 cells _ncreasing thd n_be: of solar cells in series with cO_tant pars-

- sitic flux decreases the fraction of useful array power because of the additive
_ effect of the collected current. An interesting feature of figure 2 is that

the right sides of the curves are almost straight lines e_nanating from i = isc.
The reason for this is Chat in this region, cells a_e going into short-circuit
condition at a linear rate as load current is increased, dropping the overall
poten_ial monotonically.

In figure 2 the parametric curves are given as parasitic current per cell.
Relating this number to local plasma cOnditions would requite consideration of
a large number of variables such as the pobsibility of front and back current
collection, local plasma density, ram and wake effeCtS, magnetic field effects,
and the influence of many factors on the location of the array floating point.
Such factors have not been considered here; instead, the emphasis is on finding
the reaction o£ the solar array to a given parasitic current distribution.

In figure 2 the solar-array current given represent_ that for a single
string of ceils. For a number of Strings in parallel the current is propor-
tional to the n,mber of parallel strings. For example, with 100 parallel cells
the labeled currents in figure 3 are multiplied by 100, but the array poten-
tials remai_ the same.
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I The ratio of maximum power with parasitic current to maximum power without _

iii1 pa,asitic current is sham1 in figure 3 as a function of thenumber o£ cells tn

series with constant fl_x as a parameter. Essentially, the maximum-power
poi_ts are teplotted from da_a like those shO_u in figure 2. As expected, for

: a given parasitic current, the m,_tmum-power ratio decreases with increasing
string length. For a floating array, figure 3 represents the number of cells
in a aeries _trin8 that could be either positive (collecting electrons) or i
neSative (coile_tin8 ions). Figure 3 shows that for calculations where pars-
aitic currents are collected in a thin sheath, the drop in maximum paver is
small for a floating array (where the array is primarily negatively biased)
even in the ionosphere.

The voltage-current curve for a case I problem obtained by the graphical
method is shown in figure 4. On the original, solar-array curve s current

( I_,N, the total paras_tic flux falling on the array, is m_rked off on the ab-

scissa from I = isc toward the origin, A straight line is drawn from isc
to the point where the original cu_;_ crosses £Sc - Tp, N. The graphical
method is explained in mo_-e detai! in appendix B of this paper.

Case 2 - Current Collection from LOcal Source

Par the calculation of current collection from s local source, the source
of charge_ particles _s _he charge, exchange plasma from an electric thruster
exhaust beam (re£. 7). Charge-exchange ions drift away from the beam to create

t:_ a bridge that enables electrons to be collected by the solar array, k directlycoupled array is always at positive polarity. Since the volume of charged-
particle production is small and distances to the array are large, the current
flux to the array falls off. rapidly with distance, as shown in figure 5.

_ The solar-array power is 25 kilowatts, divided into two equal tqings of- 12.5 kilowatts each, 4.2 meters wide and 26.8 meters long. The maximum poten-

_ tial is 1200 volts, directly coupled to the thruster. The solar, cells are ar-
ranged so that the zero-voltage point iS inboard and the maximum voltag_ is at

_;.- the outboard tip o£ the arrays. One wing consist8 of 200 000 cells, 2000 cells

i_i £n aerie3 end 100 cells in parallel.

_" For calculation purposes, the array £s divided into 10 equal sections, as

_f shown in figure 5. The parasitic current to each segment is obtained from the
data of reference s ,d is constdet-ed to be constant in the section. Within
each section, the calculation of the total section voltage proceeds as in

:._ case 1. The overall potential iS obtained by adding voltages of the 10 sac-
.-,. tions
7_

_ Figur_ 6 sho_s the resulting voltage-current curve. The total collected
.- parasitic current is approximately 25 percent of the solar-array current, and

the decrease in maximum-power point is about 18 percent, as shown in figure 6.
Because most of the parasitic current is collected at low voltage for this
configuration, _he effect on _he array is minimized. The parasitic current
di0tribution, however, is sensitive to the model chosen for charge-exchange
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eel' ion flow. At the present time, the de_a£1¢ o£ such flow for a cluster of elec-
t, Lr:.c thrusters have not been fully investigated. ,_

o I,.
.: A graphicel m_:'_od can aglin be used. Michln each Solar-array sepent,

_::I_i_ the parasitic flux is considered to be constant. The voltaSe-cdrrenit curve of

each segment is obtained grap|_ically in the same _ander as in ease I. The re-
sultant graph is made up of a series of straight-line se_nents that can be re-

:_: placed with a smooChcurve Chat approximates the true voltage-current curve.

Case 3 = Parasitic Current as Function of Potential

FoG the two previous cases the collected current was considered to be one- 1

( dimensional, consisting of the ambient particle flux falling on the solar art.:y.
There was no enhancement of current collected due to the effect of the local •Ipotential. To study the effect of voltage-enhanced currents on the solar-array

power output, the collected currents were/ .._assumed to be of the form t

ipc = ipA(l_+_} (2) i
x -I;n/

Equation (2) represents the Infinlte-sheath case, or "orbit limited" current
collection for a spherical probe. Equation (2) is dpptexlmately correct for a
plain-disk probe. It is not strictly correct for large surfaces because of the
intersection of particle trajectories With the array; however, trajectory cel-

t: culations agree with exact calculations within a factor o£ 2.
# !

The r_sultant voltage-current curves are sho_ in figure 7. Equation (2)
is used to reprosent parasitic current for an array of 4000 ceil_ in se_iea
with flux density as a parameter. In figure 7 the right slopes of the curves
are no lou86r straight lines because of the noniin_a¢ parasitic current collec-

i_ tion. For a given parasitic flux the loss in power is much greater than for
the thin-sheath case. This is due to the mu|.tiplyiflg factor of solar-ceil po-
tential in this case. Since parasitic current for this example is proportional
to voltage, the calculated power used in collecting current is proportional to
voltage squared.

The next logical example to consider would be the chick-sheath caee,
where the effect of space charge has been taken into account. Such a co_puta-
tion has not been attempted because of the lack of an easily manipulated model
of current collection ¢t individual eel]. locatiofls. ApproXinwte space-charge-
limited current models have been attempted (re£a. 1, 6, and 8) by using geo-
metrical figures such ae flat plates, spheres, enid cylinders. But for our cal-
culations it is necessary to determine exactly where the current is collected.
Another complicating factor of the £tLti_e-aheath case is that the collection o£
current does not increase linearly with solar-array area, and therefore the re-
sults would not be in the form of e generali_ed voltage-current curve.

Approximate graphical methods apply to voltage-enhanced currents also.
Again the solar array is divided into segments, each with an average voltage.

:f: Zf the current collection is known as a function of voltage, each section can

:
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" _ be drawn in the _em_ manner as in rose 2. The total curve again i_ obtained by

_ connecting th_ l_ne segments.

:_ DISL_SSION OF RESULTS.

If the parasitic current distribution on the solar array is known, whetber
!i or not to proceed with voltage-current curve calculation depends on the partic-

ular problem. One reason for generating the voltage-current curve is to find
the operating point on the curve and to determin_ the power available more ac-
curately. For example, it is often necessary to know the power at the msx_mmu-
power point. The power lost to parasitic currents is osually defined as the
Suuastion over the array o£ the product o£ the parasitic currents and the pc-

( tentisl st which they are collected. Although this is a useful number, it can
be _isleading. For example, in figure 4, the calculated power loss for the
thin-sheath case is equal to th_ crosS-hatched area (areas under the curve rep-
resent power). Under parasitic load the new maxinmmpower is at point B; the
original msxinn_m power of the array is at point A. The power lcst is therefore
the power at A- minus the power at 3, or about twice the calculated value.
The reason for this discrepancy can be seen by examining figure 4. Because of

ii the degradation in the shape of the voltage-current curve, maximum power -

which is represented by the rectangle of greatest area that can be drawn under
the curve - is reduced more than anticipated. There is a further reduction in
poWer if the array must be operated at • voltage or current other than the max-

J imumpower point. Thus the "tt_e" power-loss determination depends on require-
_ ments for the overall system.

Another interesting example concerning power loss is the case 2 result,
interaction with an onboard electric thruster. Here, because of the distribu-

_ tion of charge-exchange ions, paraG£tic currents are largest at the inboard
sections of the solar array (fig. 5). If the total flux to the array is in-
creased, the power loss does not increase linearly. The reason for this is
that once the lower potential cells saturate and drop to zero voltage an in-
crease in parasitic flux has ro effect on those particular cells. Although no
general rule has been found to relate the calculated poWer loss to the "actual
power loss," the ca_culsted power loss is usually lower. If this value is un-
acceptable, there is little reason for going through the full array calcula-
tions.

Another measure of solar-array degradation due t¢ parasitic _urrents is
the sum of the total currents involved, the load current plus the total para-
sitic current. If this sum is gre_ter than the solar-array short-circuit cur-
rent, some degradation must be present. The reason for this is that total cur-
rent, the sum o_ load current and total parasitic current, must pass through
the last cell in the string of cells shown in figure 1. When the total ct.rrent
exceeds the short-circuit current o£ that cell, the cell is driven to zero pu-
tential. Further increase in current drives more cells into saturation and the
array voltage begins to drop rsvldly. An approximate way to arrive at the =
total array potential is _ consider the array of N cells to consist o_ m

/,
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_ii solar cells "on*' at some average voltage Vov and n celia "off" at zero
,. voltage. The array total voltage is

'] a nNav:i
:_: This method is used when

H

IL + Z ipc,_ _ isc
[-I

The graphical method discussed earlier is based on this idea and is discussed
further in appendix B of this paper.

(
The following simple examples illustrate the use o£ this idea:

(1) Positively biased array (electron flux, i0 .6 A/cm2, an ionospheric
condition; solar-cell short circuit. 0.30 k/cr_z) -If I L is 27 milliamperes,
isc - i L = 3 milliamperes. Thusj 3 milliamperes is the margin that can be used
up before the last cell in a string saturates, s margin of 3000 cells in series.
If there were 4000 cells in series at these conditions, 1000 cells would be
saturated at zero potential and 3000 ceils would be at Vav. The total array

, voltage would then be 3000 Vav.

(2) Floating er_ay with 10 000 cells in series - e good approximation is
tO assume that the array iS entirely negative. If the ion flux is 10.8 ampere
per cell, the load current is 27 milliamperes, and the margin is 3 milllsmperes,
the total parasitic current is 0.I milllampere_ not enoush to saturate any
cells. Therefore there is little effect on array potential.

Fat .a floating e "ray the assumption used in the preceditlg example, that
the voltage-current curve of the negative portion of the array can be used as
the entire array curve is • convenient starting point. Accurate calculation
requires the addJtion of _wo curves, one for the positively biased Section and
one for the negatively biased section. However, iteration is required because
the flo_ting point shifts in the process end greatly increases the amount of
computation required.

An unusual effect occurs when some of the solar cells on a floating array
are driven into saturation. In this case, there is a group of cells at zero
potential located at the floating point. As the array orientation changes the
floatillg point, end consequently the group of saturated cells moves about in
response to the changing external conditions, the elf,act is similar to shadow-
ing o£ a solar array by s spacecraft protrusion such es au extended boom.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

li The solar-array voltage-current curve can be cslcul,0ted if the parasitic
!_I! current distribution on the array is known and the individual solar-cell oper-
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! l_TltOD OF COI_UTEIt CALCULATION

!_ The cuss of N solar cells in series with parasitic curr_nCs is shown in i_
figure 8, where ell currents are taken to be electron currents. In this £ig-

_ ure, V is the load voltage and I is the load current. Let lpc,_ be the

l parasitic flux failing on the _th solar cell. The current £pc,_ may be re-_ garded a_. e function of voltage and current. The equation relating these cur-
rents is

i N

= Zto t - )_ £pc,_ (A1)

where Ito t £a the current £1oWing between the array and the ground. The

equation for V involves the sum of the individual solar-cell voltages v_and is

N

v

iwhere

_- v_ = KI In(lag - J._ + io) + K2 In 4 (A3) I"O

The term i t in equation (A3) is the current flo_Oing into the _th solar cell :iand is giveA by ,i]

The complete voltage-current characteristic is obtained by solving these 1

equations. The calculations are done in two groups, each group yielding a par- _t
:i.,. tion Of the total voltage-current cUrveo. The first group of calculations ap-

!_i. ply tO the casewhere some number 0£ eellLs in the series string are in satura- t
tion. Tn this case Tt_ t : Zsc and the term N in equations (A1) and (A2) t_=_ is r_placed by a vartaS_e n representing the number of active cells i_L the

L_,, string. The variable n varies in the interval 0 __ n < N. The second group i
,_ of calculations applies to the case where all the cells in the string are ac-
t= tire. Xu this case n = N = Constant, and Ito t becomes a variable and varies

in the interval 0 _ Ice t _ isc. This grouping o£ calculations arises out of
'. the peculiar physics of this situation. The contribution of each group of cal-

culations to the total voltage-current curve is shown in figure 8.
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( The concept of parasitic currents can be introduced at _his point. Sup-

pose thac parasitic current is unifora per cell; that is, suppose thee ipc -
Constant. If M cells ere in saturation (l • tee and V - O) from the effect
of this pareses/c, V - (_i - H)v*. Since H is e've¢ieble_ fo_ the portion of
the curve corresponding Co the case of cells in seturattou, V is a linear
function of M. For the cas_ of no cells in saturation, the remainder of the
curve is given by V - Nv*. The characteristic is drawn so that the current

intercept is at short-circuit current i_c _
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¢: MAGNETICSHIELDINGOF LARGE HIGH-POWER-SATELLITE

SOLAR ARRAYS USING INTERNALCURRENTS

Lee W. Parker
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WilliamA. Oran
NASA MarshallSpace Flight Center

(

:r ' SUI_J_ARY

Presentconcepts for solar power satellitesinvolvedimensionsup to tens
of kilometersand operatinginternalcurrentsup to hundredsof kiloamperes.
The questionaddressedhere is whether ,he local magnetic fieldsgeneratedby
these strong currentsduring normal operation(effectivelyprovidingthe array

• with its own "magnetosphere")can shield the array againstimpactsby plasma
ions and electrons(and from thrusterplasmas)which can cause possiblelosses
such as power leakageand surfaceerosion. An affirmativeanswer is indicated
by approximatesolutionof the inherently3-D problem.

In the presentwork one of severalprototypeconceptshas been modeled by
a long narrow rectangularpanel 2 km wide and 20 km long. The currentsflow

,'- in parallelacross the narrowdimension(sheetcurrent) and along the edges
_ (wire currents). The wire currentsaccumulatefrom zero to IOO kiloampand are

the dominant sources. The magnetic field is approximatedanalyticallyas due

I! to separatesheet and locallyconstantwire currents. The equationsof motion
for chargedparticlesin this magnetic field are analyzedusing conservationof

_ canonicalmomentumto find dynamicallimitsof the motion,that is, regions
inaccessibleto the particles. The ion and electron fluxesat points on the

2 surfaceare representedanalyticallyfor monoenergeticdistributions and are
_ evaluatedby Parker'squadraturetechniquefor Maxwellianparticlevelocity

distributions. Samplenumericalresultsfor electronsand protonscorrelate
: well with the ratiosof (a) the particlegyroradiusto the array width and

(b) the particlemomentumto the criticalmomentumepl, where e is the particle
charge,p is the magneticpermeability,and I is the wire current. The field
will preventkilovoltprotonsand mev electronsfrom reachingsignificantfrac-
tions of the surface.

The analysisis applicableto both low earth orbit and geosynchronous
orbit_ when appropriateparticlemasses and temperaturesare substituted. It
suggeststhat the currentdistributionmay be designedso as to optimize the
shielding and that the solar cell lifetimein orbit may be prolongedby a pos-
sible factorof 5.
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-_ol!i I,TRODUCTIO, #

.!/:i For the purposesof the presentanalysisof magnetlcshieldlng,we assume !
a model suggestedby a Rockwellinternationalstudy (ref. I and fig. l). It is
representedin the simplifiedmanner shown in figure 2. Here we have a flat
panel,lying in the x-y plane,made up of strips of photovoltaiccells. Each
strip is of length2X and consistsof photovoltalccells connectedin series
along the x-direction. The stripsof cells are stackedin the y-direction and

, are electricallyconnectedin parallelat their ends to end-buswires at posi- 1
:. tions x = +X and x = -X. The array extendsfrom y=O to y=L. Electricfields :1

are neglected,which should be valid for thin sheaths.

( This arrangementyields a current-flowdistributionas follows. The 1• cross-currentflows from bus to bus in the +x direction,and the currentsaccu-

i' mulate along the bus wires. Therefore,we have essentiallytwo kinds of cur-
rents as Sourcesfor magneticfields:

(l) a surfacecurrentdensity(a "sheetcurrent")is the plane of the ii
i panel,directed in the +x d_rection,with the currentper unit '

length (K) independent of x and y, and ,il
q

(2) a "wire current"(I) due to florain the bus wires, directedin the
• i +y and -y directions,which accumulatesfrom zero amps at y=O to

i lO5 amps at y=L. The variationcan be assumedto be linear in y,
althoughthis assumptionis nOt essential.

_ For the purposeof calculatingmagneticfields,these assumptionsallow us
to establishthe currentsourcesas K=5 amp/meterand I=Io._Y/L)amp, where L

• is 20 km in figure 2 and Io is lO5 amp. We assume furtherthat, except near
the ends of the array,the magneticfield in the vicinityof the array is the
superpositionof two contributions: One is due to a currentstrip-sheet,of

" finitewidth 2X, lying in the x-y plane (between-X and +X in figure2b),
' infinitelylong in the y-direction,consistingof a constantcurrent/lengthK.

The other is the bifilarcircuitdue to two infinitelylong parallelwires, at
x=±X, carryingconstantcurrent I. Thus, end effectsare neglected,which may
be reasonablefor most pointsalong a long, narrowarray with a slow variation
of currentswith y.

MAGNETICFIELD

These assumptionsa110w us to approximatethe magneticfield at any point
as due to current sourceswhich are cohstant in the y-directionand extend to
positiveand negativeinfinityin the y-dlrection. Thus, they producea mag-
netic field independentof y. The sheet currentaffectsohly the y-component
of the field,while the wire currentsaffect only the x and z components.
Hence,we.may superimposethe two independentmagnetic field systems,expressed
in c.g.s, units, as follows:

°°IF
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Bx°Zplz'[(x+X_-Z2(x-x)_] (I) ;_!

F___x-x x+x ]

where Bx and Bz are producedby the wire currents and BV Is producedby tlle
strip-slieetcurrent;u is the magnet'-,permeability. Thls field distribution
is i11ustratedin figure 3. Note the. the magneticfield due to the wire cur- ,
rent inhibitsparticlemotion in the y-direction,while the magnetic field due
to the sheet currentinhibitsparticlemotion in the x-z plane. These expres- _
sions may be used to estimatemagnetic intensities. The magneticfield inten-

' nsity on the surfaceof the panel due to the wires is glve by equation (2)

evaluatedat z=O, namely, I

_ 4_I . I = - 0.4 gauss • l (4)
Bz _T l.(x/l)_ l-(x/X)Z

for I = 100 kiloampand X = I km

The magnetic field intensityon the surfaceof the panel due to the sheet cur-

___, rent is given .byequation(3) evaluatedat z=O, namely,

_ By = - 2_pK = - 0.0314 gauss (5)

._ fer K = 105 amp/20 km= 5 amp/meter
i-

....__. Thus, the 'fielddue to the wires is an order of magnitudestrongerthan the
i4.
_. field due to the sheet current,over most of the lengthof the panel.

CONSERVATIONOF CANONICALMOMENTUM,
DYNAMICALLIMITSOF THE MOTION

D
Using equations(I)-(3)and some manipulation,the equationsof motion,

neglectin._electricforces,can be written

m ._ ,_.,_2 (6)

T - 2- _- ,,(,z (7)

k = -_--epl(¢. %) + Yo (8)
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,= ,o,,c,° ,o (,)
x-X)2 + z2

_ In I(x+Xl Z (10)
y-

Ii and the subscripts "o" denote lntttal conditions. The quantities m and e
i denote the partic!_Imass and charge,respectively. We have an integralof the

" : motion in y, and yC/2 representsan effectivepotentialfunctionof x and z,

_ whose gradientrepresentsan effectiveelectricfield. From conservationof
_' energy we have( ,

_2 + _2 + i2 = v2 = constant (11)

so that

: _2+ i2=v 2._z=v z. o +Tl_" %) __o 112)
F f.

_ Tileregion in x-z space where equation (12) is satisfiedrepresentsa regionof
, physicallyallowedmotion; the rest of x-z space is dynamicallyforbidden. A

dynamicalanalysisalong similarlines was appliedto currentcollectionby a
chargedsatellitein the LEO geomagnetlcfield by Parkerand Murphy in refer-
ence 2. Clearly,¢ is constanton a circlewhose center is on the x-axis.

From analysisof equations(10) and {12) it can be shown that an electron
,_, or ion with a given energymay reach a point x on the surfacewith anglesof

incidencesuch that (for positivex)

; _ . i2)112i., , - I <_.j)/[_2+ k2 + (_l - P/Q (;3)

where

p; I. j (14)
(X is the position of the wire)

and

Q---e(_ (= 1445_)for protons;= 33.7_/l+E(mev) (15)for electrons)

--i l _'_" where p(E) denotesthe particlemomentumas a functionof energy E. The quan-
_.t tlty Q is the ratio of partlclemomentum to the."magnetic"scale momentum epl.
_: p(E) is _ for nonrelativisticparticles. The additionalsquare-rootfactor

_. ' for electronsis _" lativisticcorrection
T
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Note that _,_'

_ (a) particles of all energies coming from tnflnlty can reach x_O(the mid-line of the panel), and
" I:

_ (b) particles coming from infinity with energy E cannot hit beyond ,
X=Xma x

_; where =1
Xmax

(16)_ _ - tanh

(The latterderivesfrom the conditionthat P/Q in equation (13)cannot exceed
2.) Thus, no particleswith finiteenergy can hit the wire.

The magneticscale of momentum,e_I, is 1.6 x lO"16 gm-cm/secwhen I is
:: I00 kiloamp. (It is proportionallylower as I decreasesalong the array.)

Electronswith this momentum (Q=l) are relativistic,with energy E=2.5 mev. In
geosynchronousorbit we may assume that the ions are protons. They would have
the magnetic scale of momentum if their energy were E=4.8 key. In low-earth

Q orbit, assumingoxygen ions, the correspondingenergy is 300 eV. This implies
>. a simple criterionbased on the magnitudeof Q. If Q is small, the particles

cannot penetrate. Assumingthat the particletemperaturesin geosynchronous
orbit may at times be l ev ("cold"particles) and at other times be lO kev

("hot"particles)_ infer that electronsof both temperatures,whose values
of Q are 3.37 x lo'_eand3.37 x lO _, respectively,are easily excluded from
most of the array surface. Similarly,the cold protons,with Q=0.0144,are
also excluded. The lO-kev protons,however,with Q=l.445jmay penetrateto the
surface. In low-earthorbit,where the particletemperaturesare of the order
of O.l ev, both ions and electronsare easily excluded The above Q-valuesare
obtainedassumingI=lO0 kiloamp,i.e., they are appropriatefor the high-
c_rrentend of the array. It should be noted that Q is relatedto the gyro-

radius Rq, evaluatedat the mid-lineof the array,based on the mag,Htudeof Bz

from equation(4); namely,the gyronumberRg/X is equal to Q/4.

FLUXES

The dynamicallimitsrepresentedby equations(13)-(15)h,aybe used to
computeparticlefluxesat the surface. For a monoenergeticisotropicparticle
velocitydistribution,the numberof particleshittingunit area on the surface
in unit time, at a distancex from the center-line,may be shown to be g_ven by

-:os-'A+AA --Az)Fmono(E) = -4- {l .

whereA = 1 - P/Q,
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no is the particlenumberdensityat infinity_E a_d m are the particleenergy _
and mass, and P and Q a_e

_ _ given by equations{14) awtd(15). Thus, the factorin bracketsb_comesunity as P/Q becomessmall. It vanishesif P/Q ex,:eeds2

___ (seeequatio_ (16)). If Q is small, P must also remain s_,all,which means that

_! _ surfaceimpactsare confinedto the vicinityof the center-line(x=O). Also,
_Ii the flux distributionis symetric about the center-line. _

i The flux due to a Maxwellianvelocitydistributionmay be computedby
integratingequation (17) over the energydistribution. Thls must be done
numerically,by quadratures. Using Parker'squadraturemethod (ref. 3), dimen-
sionlessflux-profiledata were computed,for electronsand protons,for tem-

_ peraturesT=IO kev and T=I ev, typicalvalues in geosynchronousorbit. The pro-
_' files (positivex only), are shown in tables I-3, for y-valuesalong the panel

from 20 k_ down to zero, in steps of 2 kt_. The current ! is assumedto be pro-
( portlonallyreducedas y decreases. The x-valuesrange from zero to 1 km in
' steps of 0.I km. The secondcolumn,labelled "- " shows how close to the !xmax ,

wire (at x=l) particlesof energy equal to the temperaturecan get (equation
(16)).

Table l shows lO-kev proton profiles. The profilesare fairlywell spread
out over the surface,but with a sharp dropoffto zero at x=l km, as expected.
As y decreasesthe coverageo_ the surfacebecomesgreateras the wire current
decreases. The data of the table indicatesthat the proton gyroradiusRg at
E=lO kev and B=O.4 gauss (midwaybetweenthe currentsat y=20 km - see equation
(4)) is 2.3 km, a size comparablewlth the width of the array. Escale=4.8kev

! is the magnetic scale energy_and the thermalenergy lO kev is largerthan this.
Hence there is consistencybetweenthe lack of shieldingof lO-kev ions and the
sizes of Esca)eand Rg. Note that the densityis uni_ (ambientvalue) along
the axis (x=O),and along the last row, for y=O (where the currentand magnetic

_ field vanish). Recallingthat these resultsrepresentdynamicallimits,it is
_ ' evidentthat the "ridge"of unit densityalong the axis (middleof panel)

_, shouldactuallybe significantlylower due to the _nhibitionof motion in the

x-z plane by the sheet-currentmagneticfield.
:):

• Table 2 shows l-ev protonprofiles. Here, there is essentiallyno cover-
" age of the surface(exceptvery near x=O. See the Xmax column). Hence the

shieldingis very effective. This is also consistentwith the thermalenergy

of I ev being much less than Escale=4.$key, as well as with Rg=Z3 m at 0.4
gauss being much less than I Km.

Table 3 shows lO-kevelectronprofiles. Here, the penetratienis slightly
greater,particularlynear y=O. However,the panel may be consideredeffec-
tively shielded. Calculationswere also done for l-ev electrons,but results
are not shown here, since,as may be expected,the penetrationis completely

_ negligible,much less than in table 3. For the lO-kevand l-ev electrons,Rghas the values 53 meters and 53 cm, respectively.

_, These numerical-integrationresults are consistentwith expectationsbased
:_ on the simplecriterionof Q comparedwith unity,where E is set equal to kT.
V_

i'

. ,
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/'_--t POSSIBLEINCREASEOF SOLARCELLLIFETIME

_.; It is estimated that 80 percent of the radiation damageto solar cells
would be due to the trapped Van Allen belt electrons with energies up to 5 mev
(E. G. Stasstnopoulos, private communication,1978)o against which magnetic
shielding is possible. (The remaining 20 percent is due mostly _o cosmic rays
which are not presently shteldable.) Fromthe simple crite_'ton of this paper
that Q be less than unity, we see from equation (15) that _lectrons up to sev-
eral mev tn energy are prevented from reachtng a large fr_ctton of the array
surface in the vicinity of the lO0-kiloamp currents. In parttcularo from equa-

tions (15) and (16), wtth E=5mevand I(y) represented by 5000y amp,w_th y inkm, the are# shtelded @gaJnstup-to-5-mev electrons ltes betweenx(km) tanh
[0.923x20/y(km)] and x(km)=l.0. At y=20 km, thts range of positions is from
730 m to 1000 m. Hencethe range of protected positions is 270 m, within which
the solar cell lifettme would be prolonged by a possible factor of 5.

Wewould like to thank JamesG. Laframboise for his helpful comments.
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Table 1. _

DYNAMICALLIMITS
MAGNETICALLYSHIELDEDFLUX PROFILES

10 key iONS

2 km x 20 km
100000amps

Escale = 4.8 kev

Rg = 2.3 km*

(

' x(km)y(km) Xmax O. .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 l.O

20 .62 I.O0 .92 .80 .66 .51 .36 .23 .12 .04 .DO O.

18 .67 1.00 .94 .83 .70 .56 .42 .2g .17 .07 .01 O.

'-_I' 16 .72 1.00 .95 .85 .74 .62 .49 .35 .23 .ll .03 O.

4. 14 .77 1.00 .95 .88 .78 .67 .56 .43 .30 .17 .06 O.

If; 1_, .83 1.00 .96 .90 .82 .73 .63 .sl .39 .zs .11 o.

10 .89 1.00 .97 .9Z .86 .79 .70 .61 .49 .3b .20 O.

8 .gs 1.00 .98 .94 .90 .84 .78 .70 .61 .4g ,3z o.

}i '6 .98 1.00 .99 .96 .93 °89 .85 .79 .72 .$3 .48 O.

! 4 1.00t 1.00 .99 .g8 .96 .g4 .gl .88 .84 .78 .68 O.

_' 2 1.00t 1.00 1.00 .99 .99 .98 .97 .96 .94 .91 .87 O.

..' 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 O.

,
Ion gyroradiusbased on B = 0.4 gauss midway betweenwire currentsat

I00000amp. Note: Rg is larger than array width of 2 km.

tVery close to but less than unity.
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Table 2.

• DYNAMICALLIMITS _*
-._• MAGNETICALLYSHIELDEDFLUXPROFILES

1 ev •IONS
J:

2 km x ZO km
IO0000amps

Escaie = 4.8 kev

Rg = Z3 hi*

x(km)y(km) Xmax O. .1 .2 .3 ,4 .5 .6 ,7 ,8 .g 1.0

20 .Ol 1.00 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.

18 .Of l.O0 O, O, O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.

16 .01 1.00 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.

14 .01 1.00 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.

12 .01 1.00 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.

lO .Of 1.00 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.

.: 8 .02 l.O0 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.

6 .02 l.O0 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.

4 .04 1.00 O. O. O. O. O. O. 0.....O. O. O.

2 .07 1.00 .07 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.

O 1.00 1.DO 1.00 I.OO 1.00 1.00 !.DO l.OO 1,00 1.00 1.00 O.

Ion gyroradiusbased on B = 0.4 gauss midway betweenwire currentsat

I O0000 amp. Note: Rg is smal.1 compared with array width of 2 km.
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Table 3. ,_

DYNAMICALLIMITS
MAGNETICALLYSHIELDEDFLUXPROFILES

10 kev ELECTRONS

2 km x ZO km
IOUOOUamps ._
Escale = Z.5 mev

Rg = 53 m*
i

' ( x_km)y(km) Xmax O. .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

20 .02 1.00 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. o. O. O.

18 .o2 1.00 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.

16 .02 l.O00. O. O, O, O, O. O. O, O. O.

14 .02 1.00 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O.

12 .03 1.00 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 0 ..... O, O.

!? 10 03 !.00 0 O. 0 O. O. 0 O. O. O. O.

_. 8 .04 I•00 •OC O. O. O• O. O• O• O. O. O.

!_ 6 .06 l.O0 .l.£C O. O. O• O. O. 0• O. O. O,

4 .08 l.O0 .12 .00 O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O,

2 17 1.00 .50 ,12 .01 .00 O. O. O. 0 O. O.

0 l.O0 l.O0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 l.O0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

"k

Electrongyroradiusbased on B = 0.4 gauss midway betweenwire currentsat

100000 amp. Note: Rg is small compared with array width of 2 km.
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Figure 2. - Current distributions in solararray panel analytical m_lel.
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•" Figure 3. - Magnelicfield syslemsin solararray panelanalytical model.
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i_ ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTION IMPLICATIONS FOR LARGE SPACE SYSTEMS '_
E. Miller, W. Fischbein, M. Stauber, P. Suh

:. Grumman Aerospace Corporation

,'

i_..' ABSTRACT

ZX Large Space Systems (LSS) comprise s new _!ass of spacecraft, the design
and performance of which may be seriously affected "_y a variety of environ-
mental interactions.

. In addition to dimension_ which are orders of a magnitude larger than :_those of conventional spacecraft, most LSS are characterized by low density
structures, extensive dialec_ric surfaces and composite structural elements.

Many LSS'also require multikilowatt or megawatt power systems, which might op-
erate at multikilovolt levels. Perhaps most significant is that most of these

:_ advanced systems must operate efficiently for I0 to 30 years with little or no
maintenance.

This paper addresses the special concerns associated with spacecraft

charging and plasma interactions from the LSS designer's viewpoint. Survivabil-

i) _. ity of these systems under combined solar U.V., particle radiation and repeated
electrical discharges is of primary importance. Additional questions regard

the character of electrical discharges over very large areas, the effects of

high current/voltage systems and magnitude of induced structural disturbances.

Incorporation of large scale charge controls and complicated electrical
and structural interactions could impose difficult design requirements and have

__. a major impact on LSS costs. Worst-case estimates are made, and possible de-

!_ sign/performance impacts assessed for LSS environmental interactions of major
concern.

A concept is described for a large scale experiment plstform which uti-

lizes space structure demonstration articles presently under study by the Air
Force and NASA. These platforms could provide several thousand square meters

of test area, with maximum dimensions up to one kilometer.

Accelerated charge/discharge, induced avalanche and plasma power loss

experiments might be configured for low earth orbit, and the free-flyer test

platform retrieved after several months for analysis of combined environmental
effects. Additional instrumentation could be installed, the platform boosted

to geosynchronous orbit to measure large scale plasma characteristics and space-
craft interactions, and test samples retrieved with a manned orbit transfer

vehicle after long-term exposure.

INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle will open a new era of space transportation in the early

1980's. A multitude of long duration, complex, multifunction missions will be

possible with the unique capabilities of the Space Transportation System (STS).

Many of the advanced missions considered for the u_xt two decades will require

a new generation of spacecraft, called Large Space Systems (LSS).
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Some of the LSS concepts, devised for a variety of applications, .re
_ illustrated in Figure i, The LSS of the 198Ors will be orders of magnitude

_i larger than anything launched to date. Most will be constructed in space

_:_ _ usin_ materials and support machinery transporte@ by the STS. By the 1990's,

much larger Solar PoWer System demonstration articles, second or third gener-
ation LSS, might be flown.

!_, Al_hough designed for a wide v&riety of missions, the basic characteris-
tics of most _n_anned LSS are quite similar. Spaceborne radars, communication

_ and scientific platforms and solar power demonstration articles are large, low
Ii density structures which generally make extensive use of dielectric and com-
i/ posite materials. Exposed surface areas for thes_ systems range from thousands

to millions of square meters. Also, several missions require multikilowatt toi

_ megawatt electrical power sources and could operate at multikilovolt levels.

_ Numerous analytical, manufacturing and test methods must be developed to
deal with these huge structures, high power and voltage levels and novel con-
struction and deployment techniques. One of the greatest challenges facing
tae LSS designer, however, is to achieve a reliable, efficient system which can
survive the space environment, with little or no maintenance for lO to 30 years.

The need for long-term environmental effects data on LSS candidate mate-

! rials is well known. Some laboratory tests have already begun and flight ex-
periments (SCATHA, LDEF) are scheduled for the near future. The compounding

i effects of electrostatic charging and repeated electrical discharges on mate-i

rials and components and structural and electrical interactions with the space
pl_sma could have a serious impact on the design, performance and economic

i viability of many LSS. :z
I

A program was initiated by Grumman last year to assess the impact of envi-
• ronmental interactions on the LSS under study. This combined engineering/re-

search effort includes modeling of coupling mechanisms, identification of most

=__ probable trouble spots, nominal and worst-case estimates of environmental ef-
fects and alternate design approaches to minimize or eliminate damaging effects.
Some of the results of these studies are described below.

Ii DESCRIPTION OF-TYPICAL LARGE SPACE SYSTEMS

Several LSS programs have been conducted by Grumman during the past few
years. Conceptual and preliminary designs have been developed for _lar power

_ satellites, space stations, space-based radars, multifunction communication and
i_ surveillance platforms, space construction platforms and large space structure

_ "--_ustration articles. Two such systems, designed for widely different mis- i
;_: s,_ns, are the Space Based Radar (SBR) and Solar Power Satellite (SPS) Demon-
.... stration Article.

_ SBR

i-., The general arrangement of a typical SBR is shown in Figure 2. This sys-
' tem emplcys a unique, deployable wire wheel antenna which can be stowed in and

/ deployed from the shuttle in diameters up to 300 meters.

• !
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iI Theantenn_is attachedto and supportedbyadrumthat isthebastc struc- _

ture at the lower end. This dr_n also provides mounting surfaces for commu-
nications antennas, the lower systems package (LSP), the lower attitude control i_
thrusters and the mast canister. Attached to the upper end of a deployable I
mast is the upper systems package (USP) which provides mounting surfaces for
the antenna feed, upper thrusters and solar or nuclear power source.

The phased-array antenna is supported by a grsphite/epoxy compression rim
assembly which, in turn, is supported by spring-tensioned fore and aft stays
(graphlte/epoxy strips). The phased-array antenna is made of gore panel assem-
blies that lie in the plane of the rim and are sprlng-tensloned between the -Im
and drum. The compression rim assembly is a polygon composed of thinwall tubes_
the number and length depends on the deployed diameter.

( The triangular antenna array gore assemblies, shown in Figure S, are made
in sections and spliced together by circumferential mini-hinged beams that pro-
vide the required interlayer spacing. For the space-fed phased array, the
triple layer panels consist of ground-side and feed-side antenna planes located
one quarter wave-length from the ground plane.

The antenna planes consist of frame-moun_ed subarrays shown in Figure 4.
The frames are assembled edge-to-edge in an axisymmetric array of rows and
columns within the bounds of the gore section. Each frame is a square structure

• made of 2.5 mi] aluminum. The sub-arrays, dipoles and feed lines are made of
0.25 mil copper, on 1 mil H-film substrate.

The ground plane consists of a 2..5mil pierced aluminum sheet. The re-
sulting mesh sections are bounded by radial edge tapes and reinforced with
transverse aluminum battens.

_ Solid state RF amplifiers and digital electronics are mounted on the
ground plane. These are powered from upper and lower antenna planes at _-180
vdc and -lO vdc respectively. The electrical network, distributed tlwou_hout
the antenna, carries about 90% of the total generated power to several hundred
thousand electronic modules.

All antenna and ground plane surfaceE may be covered with a thermal con-
trol costing to minimize temperature gradients throughout the array. Elec-
trically conductive coatings could be used on the ground plane, but no_-con-
ductive coatings would be used on the antenna planes to permit proper operation
of the dipoles.

The LSP drum is fabricated of aluminum alloy in a thin skin, cylindrical
configuration. The USP is also fabricated of aluminum alloy. The nuclear
reactor mast or solar array support structure (with drive motors) mounts to the
upper frame of the USP. Up to lO0 kilowatts of power is provided to the sub-
systems and phased array modules.

Depending on system size, Jet or ion tl_usters are used for attitude con-
trol. Thrusters mounted on the LSP provide stationkeeping, roll ('ontrol,and
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part of the pitch and yaw control. Additional thrusters are mounted on the

USP to complete pitch and yaw control. ,_

Active or passive versions of the deployable _rlre wheel antenna can be

used for many different missions. Grumman has emphasized the phased array

approach for SBR, and detailed lightweight gore designs and models have been

: developed for these systems. Reflector and bootlace le_s antennas have also
been designed for radiometry and communications systems.

SPS Demonstration Article

Feasibility and conceptual design studies conducted over the past few

years have shown that the SPS is an attractive power source alternative for

the twenty first century. Further technology development is being encouraged,
it and it is likely that some form of SPS technology verification spacecraft will _!

be flown in the 1990's.

! The relative scales of these SPS test articles can be appreciated from

Figure 5. Here, some of the growth possibilities leading to the full-scale SPS

are illustrated. Note that even modestly sized demonstrations systems are from

ten to several hundred times larger than the largest photovoltaic system pres-

! ently being considered for the early 1980's - - a 50 kilowatt array for the
LEO power module.

Several photovoltaic SPS concepts are being studied including planar and 1

concentrator arrays, silicon, gallium arsenide and other solar cellS. The

• structural arrangement of a typical concentrator SPS is shown in Figure 6.

i_ = Solar cell blanket and concentrator support trusses are of aluminum or co_-

i_ posite material, constructed from smaller, one-meter beams which are auto-
matically fabricated in space. The slotted waveguide antenna is made of alumi-

_ num or metallized composites and include_housands or millions or DC-R? con- i
_ verters, i

i_ Cross sections of advanced solar cell blankets which might be used for
the SPS are shown in Figure 7. Compared to current technology, SPS solar cell

blankets will be much thinner and lighter. Glass or plastics might be used for 1
substrates or continuous cell covers. Solar cells are interconnected via

very thin wraparound contacts and bus conductors, and, if klystrons are used :,

for RF power conversion, series cell strings could operate at voltages up to
47.5 kilovolts.

Many solar-powered LSS in the mid to late 1980'_ will likely use solar cell

blankets simil_ to these SFS candidates butwill probably operate at voltages
no higher than a few hundred volts.

The reference SPS demonstration article u3ed for Grumman environmental

interaction studies is shown in Figure 8. The basic planar array configuration

is similar to that from a recent NASA/Boeing study, sized to provide i00 mega-
watts of rectified power on the _round. Structure, antenna and solar cell
blankets are similar to those described above. Electrical distribution and
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_0 control networks are integrated throughout the array; power is transmitted to

o_ the antenna via slip rings. Attitude control and stationkeeping is provided
by thrusters. The effective density of the spacecraft, including all sub-
systems is abo_Lt 3 x 10-3 kg/m 3.

One of many possible electrical configurations is shown in the figure. In _
general, solar cell strings are arranged with opposing current flow to minimize

magnetic torques on the spacecr_fL_ In this example, 16 strings each gen-
erate 250 amps at 41 to 45 kilovolts. Positive and negative busses are lo-

cated at the center and ends of the array. These connect to the main power

busses which run the length of the array and terminate at the slip rings. A

total of 4000 amps is delivered to the EF converters at 40 kilovolts.

ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTIONS AND EFFECTS

The study of LSS environmental interactions was initiated by identifying

( those charge/discharge effects and plasma, interactions that might have an im-

pact on the design, performance or cost of these spacecraft. Initial concerns
for the SBR and SPS demonstration article are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

The potential interactions, sites and effects listed.in these tables are
common to most LSS using advanced solar cell arrays or phased arra_ antennas.

Degradation of dielectric structures, optical mate..ials and surfaces call

result from repeated electrical discharges as described in the literature.

i- Numerous dielectric-metal interfaces exist throughout the SBR and SPS, spe-
cifically at the antenna dipoles and solar cell edges, which are potentially

susceptible to discharge-induced damage. Discharges on metallized dielectri_
delay lines and waveguides could also erode these critical elements.

Damage or disruption of the electrical distribution.aetwork, while a

concern for all LSS, may be especially severe with large, distributed power

systems as on 8BR and SPS type spacecraft. Interactions with very high, dis-
tributed voltages and numerous RF converters and waveguide antennas are of

particular importance for the SPS.

The lightweight, flexible LSS structures will distort under electro-

static forces, on-board, geomagnetic and VXB field interaction, plasma coupling

currents and induced differential heating. Surface distortions and plane

separation variations could have a significant effect" on antenna gain, effi-

ciency and pointing accuracy. Plasma-induced forces will also affect attitude

control and stationk_eping requirements. The trusters used for these functions

may also contribute to. spacecraft contamination, differential charging and pow-
er loss in multikilovolt systems.

ANALYSES OF LSS ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTIONS

Preliminary analyses and engineering estimates were made to assess the

possible magnitude of some of the effects of plasma interactions and other en-

_ vironmental factors on LSS performance. These analyses emphasized the SPS

demonstration article, as it can be expected to experience such effects with
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_ greater severity than, for example the SBR, due to its larger currents, volt- ,_
_ges, and size.

_, Specifically, analyses were made of the potential distribution on the

_i;, cover of a 47 KV solar array under substorm conditions and of t!_ magnetle

__ shielding against cha_'ging currents provided by the on-board curA'ent distri-
v butions on a i00 MW SPS demons cration article. Other estimates performed

include plasma leakage currents, erosion rates due to proton scattering, torques

5 from on-board current coupling to BGE0, and solar array performance loss due to
radiation damage.

In analyzing the charging potential distribution on the 47 KV solar array

an array length of 700 m was assumed, with the solar cell interconnected such
as to provide a constant impressed voltage gradient along, and a constant volt-

. ( age across, the array.

Without solar illumination and without the effect of solar ce21 cover

= slides, magnetic substorm charging currents 'would float this potentiaA dAstri-

bution so as to make mos_ of the array length negative with respect to the

plasma (based on a simple plasma particle drift approximation).

The inclusion of sun-illumination (Jpe(Vs=0) = 3 nA/cm 2) and of the effect

of dielectric cover material in a self-consistent (thick sheath) analysis leads• to substantially different res_.ts for the surface potential distribution on

the array. The specific analyses employed the following approach: A local

value of the array potential Vp is assumed and the potential Vs on the overlying
surface point is calculated selfconsistently, subject to the equilibrium volt-

age conditions _ Ji(Vs) = 0, where the J_ represent the current density elements
shown in Fig. 9. The current balance includes the leakage current J£ through
the dielectric cover for an appropriate value of the cover bulk resistance.

% The calculation is repeated for a series of equally spaced V values on both

sides of the point _here the leakage current reverses direction as a result of

a change in the sign of (Vs-Vp). The location on the array where Vp changes
s._gn, relative to either end of the array is then determined by the condition

fAin (JA)in dA =YAout(J_)out dA

Th_s also determines the parasitic current in the circuit formed through the

dielectric cover, the array, and the plasma.

Two cases were analyzed, for bulk resistance values of lO14 and I013

ob_-cm 2, respectively. For the higher resistance, the surface potential Vs is
positive but very low (a few volts), as shown in Fig. 10a. The integrated

leakage current value for a 95 m wide array section is .038 amp. For the lower

resistance value (1013 ohm-cm 2) the surface potential becomes at least partly

dependent on the array potential VD. Namely, V s becomes strongly positive for
positive Vp values, while for negative Vp it remains at a few volts positive.

(Fig. lOb.). The integrated leakage current here is .19 amps for the array
section. Since the full array has 16 such sections the total leakage current
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is 0.6 am; for the i0I_ ohm-cm2 e,rraycover and 3.1 amp for the 1013 ohm-cm2
cover. In either case this is an insignificant fraction of the 4000 amp full
array current.

. i

The 8PS will produce significant magnotlc fleld_ as a result of the l_rge

J _7 array currents. These fields could act to _hield the array from plasma partl-
_ cles, at least locally.

The effectiveness of this shielding was e_ttmated for the 100 MWSPS
demonstration article (under neglect of electrostatic forces), with current

!

sources and current buBses arranged as shown in Fi_. ii. This arrangement
consists of 16 sheet current sources of dimensions 190 by 377.5 meters and
i_ line current sources corresponding to the current busses. Each sheet
source carries a current of 250 amps, while bus currents range from 250 to

( 3000 amps. For this current distribution the magnetic field over the array ,_
was determined. Fig. 12 shows the component of the magnetic field BII,

' lying in the plane parallel to and one meter above the array surface. The
B-field mapping provided the basis for estimating the minimum energy needed
by particles to reach the array. For this estimate the particles were as-
sumed to be normally incident on the array surface, and the minimum energy, E ,
was determined from the minimum normal momentum necessary for penetration c
to the distance of a gyro radius from the array surface. Values of E fol
electrons are shown in Fig. 12 at various locations on the array. Fo_
example, above the midpoint of the 3000 amp bus the array is screened from

normally incident electrons of up to 32 keV. However, away from the busses, I
and particularly at the interfaces between opposing current sheets the elec-
tron cutoff energies for normal incidence become very low. This indicates
that an arrangement of array currents, such as shown in Fig. ll, although
favorable for minimizing induced torques, may promote differential charging
by electrons. For protons, the cutoff energies are 1/1836 of those for

_ electrons, hence, the magnetic fields considered here will not shield against
_ protons above a few tens of electron volts. For example, the maximum proton

cutoff energy, obtained above the 3000 amp bus, is 17 eV.
d

Another estimate concernedthe torques induced from the coupling of the" array currents to the ambient geomagnetic field, taken as 0.001 gauss. The
array was assumed to be oriented so as to have the main current bus aligned
with the field_ the torques would therefore arise from forces on the secondary
busses running at right angles to the main bus. A maximum torque of 18 Newton-
meters (13 ft-lb) about the array center-line is estimated; the resultant
increment in AV requirements for attitude control is insignificant.

An estimate was alsomade of the added thrust capability required for
station keeping if all the substormparticles were incident on only nne side

-_ of the array. The combined pressure from an electron flux of 6.109 e/cm2/sec

Ii
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Ji_. and a prgton flux of 1.4.]08 p/em /see is foua¢ to be 7.8.10-!i newtone/m_
" (1.6.10-8 ib/ft2). This represents about 1/6 of the molar pressure on the

i....I array.

j2 In view of the frequently encoum.teredconcern with ion sputtering a_ a
mechanism for surface erosion and ccntamlnant production, a worst case asses_
ment of proton sputtering on SiO2 _:asmade. A continuous s_bstorm proton flux
of 1.&-los p/cmR/sec at kT = 15 keY was assumed, together with a spectrum-
integrated sputtering yield of 10-2. This leads to a mass removal rate of

o

: 1.4'10-9 g/cm_year (or 6.3"10-2 A/year), which per se is insignificant; how-
ever, the optical performance of solar cell covers may be degraded in the pro-

cess. The associated contamLnant production rate is 0.09 g/day for th 100-MW
( demonstration article, which is co_pared with _ mass release of i x i0_ g/day

from hydrazine thrusters or 2 x i0 g/day from cesium thrusters for sta-

_ tion keeping.

Therefore, the development of a solar blanket in which radiation _amage
can be removed by on-site annealing appears to be essential for SPS. A de-

i_ I sign concept for a heat-annealable solar cell is shown in Fig. 7.

iio.! The importance of radiation damage in degrading the performance of solar I

*' arrays is well recognized. For example, radiation darkening in solar cell
cover glass is expected to produce a transmission loss of-- h% over a 30 year
SPS life-time; here the darkening tends to be limited by concurrent ultra-
violet annealing. (Note that a h% perfonnance loss represents a 2.5% increase
in SPS program costs.) By comparison, solar cell degradation by radiation is
much more severe in GE0 This degradation is equivalent to that prodaced by
a yearly fluence of i to 2 x I014 l-MeV electrons (including the contributions

i_ from solar flares). A 16% efficient cell will degrade 20 to 30% over i0 years
'_ in GEO, primarily due to solar flare proton damage.

I_RGE SCALE ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTION EXPERIMENT PLATFORM

I_ Air Force and NASA studies are now defining test articles and flight pro-
grams which will demonstrate on-orbit construction of large space structures.
These demonstrations will be the first LSS-related activities in space, and
according to current plans, will occur by 1984. One of the concepts for such LI
a demonstration article is shown in Figure 13. This utility platform is con-
structed while attached to the Shuttle, utilizing one-meter beams which are !
fabricated by the automatic beam builder located in the Shuttle payload bay. I
A simple gravity-gradient stabilized platform is shown in the figure which 1
supports several earth-polnting experiments. Electrical power and other sub- 4

_ systems have also been added to provide long-term, free flyer capability. :'i
t

_! The same platform could carry a variety of material, component and sub- iii1'_ system segments as depicted in Figure 14. In this example, several different

_I_ material, solarcellblanketsndantennagoresamples, invarious slzesand 'i
configurations, are mounted over almost all of the available 900 square meter

Ii test surface. Temperature and illumination sensors, particle and el_ctro-

If' magnetic pulse (F/MP)detectors are distributed throughout the test samples, !
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-,li Integrators, recorders and other equipment are located in an experiment sup- ,_
port packr_,ge. The platform is powered by radioisotope thermoelectric gen-

erator (RTG) to eliminate plasma disturbances and •,'ientation requirements ........

!='_I!:_ associated w_th solar cell arrays.

Low Earth Orbit (LEO) Tests ' i_

i_i_ The platform can be left in LEO for extended periods and periodically re-

visited by the Shuttle. Test samples a_d on-board data can be retrieved, and
new samples added if desired, i

Since LEO plasma characteristics are significantly different from those ,

in geosynchronous orbit (GE0) , relatively few LEO test result_ will extrapolate ,i
to GEO. 0 However, charge/discharge effects, passive charge controls and space __
environment synergisms could be evaluated, and size/configuration relationships _

established for large area elements. Also, since most LSS programs include I

construction smd operation of demonstration systems in LEO, these tests will

provide valuable design/performance data for these systems.

Other tests which might be used to verify analytical models and gro'iud
test results are

• Materials response-plasma dynamics

• Transient-induced differeutial charging

• Discharge avalanche

_ • Electric/magnetic field-induced forces

• Volte.ge/leakage current scaling

High Altitude Tests
:i

With the addition of a propulsion stage, the platform could be placed in

elliptical orbit or in GEO where the majority of LSS will eventually operate.

A conceptual design of the largest test platform which could be boosted to high
altitude from LEO is shown in Figure 15. This article is constructed in a

manner identical to that described above, with its maximum dimensions nearly

i00 meters. A cluster of three IUS (Interim Upper Stage) engines are used to

propel the 6800 kilogram spacecraft. A total of 4800 square meters of plat-

form area is available for test samples. Instrumentation and experiment sup-

!_ port equipment is distributed throughout the platform, and an RTG used for i

I. electrical power as wi+h the LEO platform. One or more retractable plasma !
probe_ can be added as shown to measure plasma chsracteristics at various

i_ distances from the spacecraft. Motor-driven boom designs are available for
•_, probe extensions up to one kilometer. ,,

A test platform of this type in GEO could provide definitive environmental

interaction data to guide the design of future LSS. The following types of
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j
test_ could be performed, in Ldditon to those listed above, for a nearly com- j_'

plote characterization of physical processes and coupling meehnisms:

• Electric field acceleration

• Magnetic field deflection/focusing

• Plasma-induced heating

• Geometrical pe_ticle shadowing

• Plasma sheath formation

( • Plasma instability non-linear effects

• Spacecraft geomagnetic wake

• Active charge controls 1

• Large scale performance verification
J
I

This LSS test platform could be constructed and placed in GEO by the mid- 1

1980's. Real-time data could be recorded shortly after orbit insertion. Data

can be sampled over long _htervals to evaluate effects of environment varia- ji
tions and long-term material property changes ....

An advanced orbit transfer vehicle (OTV), which might be available around
1990, could visit the LSS test platform in GEO. Test samples could be in-

spected, retrieved for ground tests and replaced with new or different s_nples
for additional space testing. If accelerated materials ground tests cannot be

properly developed, or prove too costly, long-term GEe experiments of this type i

may be the only way to derive the design data and confidence levels needed be- I
fore conm,itting to development of a complex, costly LSS. i

Much research and engineering analysis must yet be done to estimate LSS i_
environment_l interactions and effects. Many plasma-related interactions and

long-term materials effects will most likely require large test articles of i

the type described above; the opportunity to fly these experiments will be here
shortly. A program should be formulated now to define the research and anal-

4

yses to Oe performed, the types of experiments to be flown, and to begin pre- !

limin_ry designs of the large scale experiment platform.

t
1
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¸' TABLE 1 POTENTIAL CHARG_/I)ISgHARGIE EFFECTS ON LU

EFFEi.'T SBR _JPSOEMO

• OIELEC_HIC CRAZING/DARKENING • SOLARCELL COVERS& THERMALCONTROLSURFACES

• DIELECTRIC EMBRITriEMENT * SOLARARRAY SUBSTAAtE & COMP0SITE/OLAU _) ,_
_ STRUCTURAL I_LEM_NTS ]

• "CONTAMINANT DEPOSITION • SOLARCELLCOVE"S, THERMALCONTROLSURFACtS
• ACCELERATEDELECTRICALOiSCHARGES i

• METAL EROSl0N/VAPORIZATION • SOLAR CELLINTERCONNECTS& THERMAL IILANKETS i

• ANTENNA 0JPOLES/0ELAYI • METAL/COMPOSiTE
LINES/ELECTRONIC I WAVEDUIDES
MOOULECONTACTS I

( II

• INSULATION GURNtHHGUOH 4_ OCPOWERDI_rR|OUTIONis I

• RF CONVERTERFEEDS

• EMI/VOLTAGETRANSIENTS • SUBSYSTEMWIRING/ELECTRONICS

• ANTENNAPOWEROISTRI- • POWI_ROISTRIBUTION
BUTION & ELECTRONICS NETWORK

• ELECTROSTATICFORCES- • PRIMAflY/SECONDARYSl'RUCTURE
STRUCTURAL DISTORTIONS

• ANTENNA/OROUNO
PLANES

TABLE 2 POTENTIAL PLASMA INTERAC'rlON$ WITH LB

INTERACtiON SBR SI_ DEMO

"i__" • PL/UIMAPARTICLE ACCELER. • INCREASEDRADIATION i)AMAOE
•_-, ATION BY CHAROEOSURFACES • ORSlT/ATTITUOE DISTURBANCEFORCES _

'-i ' PLASMA/LU ¢0UPLINO CURRENTS; ' '." EXAGGERATEOECLIPSE/LOA" TRANSIENTS /
• OISTORTiNOI:0RCES,/TOROUES

_ • MAGNETIC FIELD FOCUSING/ • INCREASEO"0;F'FERENTI.%(;HANS;NO "
:" OEFLECTION

i_, • ANTENNA POWER01STRIS.I • POWERDISTRI8. NETWORK

:_ • ELECTRICFIELD A(_CELERATION • AVALANCHE BREAKDOWN

• PLASMALEAKAGECURRENTS • HJOHVOLTAGE PO_VER
,, LOSS ..............

• ELECTRIC/MAiN|TiC FiELbS - • AF (:0NVERTEN BEAW
ELECTRONBEAMS 0EI_OCUSlN6

i_- • MULTIPACTOROlSCHAROE • WAVEGUIOEBREAK00W,I

• ION THRUSTEREXCHANGE e- INCREASEDOII:FERENTIAL CHAROINO

CURRENTS f
I J=,,, uL, ....

J • INCREASEOPOWIR-Lgcs
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Figure 4. Subarray Structural Auangoment
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Figure5. Evolutionof SolarSatellitePowerSystems
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'l::" Figure6. SPSConstruction(A.tenna Proximity)
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Figure 8. IOO&IW SPS Demo Reference Electri_l Configuration
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Fig. 10 Surfa©e Potential (Vs) and Solar Cell Floating Potential (Vp| for47-KV Solar Array with Cnver
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Figure13. UtilityPlatformConstructedoyShuttle-BradBeamBuilder
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_" SPACE _NVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS AND THh SOLAR POWER SATELLITE

John W. Freeman, David Cooke, and Patricia Reiff
Department of Space Physics and Astronomy

Rice University

ABSTRACT

This report summarizes some preliminary £_ndings regarding _:_
.: the interactions between the space plasma at GEO and the Marshall

Space Flight Center January 1978 baseline SPS design. These in-
clude _he following:

i. The parasitic load will be dominated by photoelectrons and
will amount to about 34 MW.

2. Material of higher conductivity than kapton should be used
for the solar reflector substrate and the solar cell blanket sup-
port material.

3. The satellite structure and solar reflector should be tied
!_ electrically to midpoint voltage of each svlar cell array.!

4. Tests should be run on the proposed solar cell cover glass

li_ material (synthetic sapphire) to determlne if breakdown is ex-
pected.

I NTRODUCTION

Figure 1 illustrates _,hebasic concept of the solar power
satellite. A large area solar cell array converts sunlight into
D.C. electricity. This is in turn converted to microwaves via
klystrons. The 1 km diameter microwave antenna directs the beam
from the geosynchronous orbit satellite to a receiving antenna on
the ground. The receiving antenna (called a rectenna) consists
of a large array of dipoles, rectifying diodes and filters whose
output is D.C. electricity suitable for conversion to A. C. distr-
bution to a power grid.

The area of the solar cell array is about 50 km2 for a 5GW
output satellite. If solar concentrating reflectors
are used the sol'Jr cell surface area may be reduced.

, The Rice University study is concerned with the NASA
_, Marshall Space Flight Center SP5 baseline design as of January
I,
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1978. The purpose of the study is to investigate and make

design recommendations regarding satellite charging due to geo- ,_
stationary orbit ambient plasmas.

The study involves the following steps:

1. Define the "worst case" plasma environment.

2. Calculate probable voltages at critical points
on the satellite.

3. Identify vulnerable areas.

4. Suggest design cbanges where necessary.¢

5. Calculate the probable new voltages after
design changes.

6. Calculate the parasitic current loads.

Based on a search of the literature and data we have selected
the following "worst case" conditions for the plasma sheet at geo-
synchronous orbit:

kT (electron_ = S key

kT (protons) = 10 key

-3
n = n = 2 cm

e p

These are not the absolute worst case conditions found but they
are typical of a severe substorm and should be adequate to indicate
out trouble spots in the spacecraft design.

Figure 2 illustrates theMSFC baseline design used in our
study. This design employs solar reflectors to concentrate the
sunlight on the solar cells. The concentration ratio is 2. The
solar reflectors are the sides of the troughs shown in arrays of
three at each end of the sate]lite. The solar cell blankets are
suspended by cables at the floor of each of the troughs in a
trampoline fashion. The solar cells are connected in parallel
across the trough and in series along the trough so that each
pair of blankets puts out about 6000 amps at 45.5KV. There are
six such pairs on each of the six troughs.

_ CURRENTS
.... Our first task was to compute the plasma thermal currents

and photoelectron currents to thc solar cell array. In treating
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::. tile plasma electron and ion currents we assumed a thin sheatll ,7
,_- approximation, ie. that the collecting area _¢as the area of
_ solar cell array (front and back) and that positive ions _,'ould
_: be attracted to the negative portion of the array and elec+.rons

2 to the positive. We assumed that the photoelectron current from
the negative array _vould be the expected photoelectron current
density times the array area. The photoelectron current density
was obtained by integrating tile product of the photoelectron

yield function for synthetic sapphire and the9solar sl_ectrum.The resulting photocurrent density is 3 x 10 amp/ca|-. For
the positive array, we assumed that the solar reflectors _,'ould

=, supply a bath of photoelectrons which _¢ould be attracted to the
positive array. Since the subtended area of the solar reflector

3 ( adjacent to the solar array is about the same as that of the
array *_he photoelectron current is taken to be the current den-
sit>" times the array area. Figure 3 illustrates the photoelec-
tron paths and gives the current densities. The photoelectron
current is found to dominate the thermal ion and electron cur-
rents both of which are given by

. _,rm

where n, T and m are the number density, temperature and mass
of the ions or electrons, and k and e are the l_oltzmat_ constant
and electron charge, respectively. The resulting parasitic cur-
rent, Ip, mostly photoelectrons, is about 3000 amps. Assuming
ehe midpoint of the solar array is grounded to the solar, reflec-
tor, the average voltage above and below ground _' is 11,375 volt_.
The parasitic load is therefore

Pp = Ip V = 34 _IW

This is about 0.75 of the 5 GW output.

SOLAR CELL SURFACE VOLTAGES

Turning to the voltages developed on the satellite, we
decided at the outset that the solar cells _,'ere probably the
single most vulnerable item on the satellite because they are
exposed solid state devices. Figure 4 shows the design of the
GaA1As Solar Cell being considered for the _ISFC Baseline design.
Thi:_ cell is an inverted design _vith synthetic sapphire forming
both the cover glass and substrate. The sapl_h_re is 20 micro-
meters thick. The cell is supported by a 25 microraetcr kapton
bl anket.
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i For our purposes tile cell is idealized as a sapphire, act- _,_,
li tive region, Kapton sandwich (see Figure S). The voltages acrosz.

i-_i!_, the sapphtre and Kapton dielectrics are ther_ the IR drops

i!iii!ij resulting from the photoelectron and plasma thermal currents

times the resistance of the dielOctrics. Those voltages are
shown in Figtq" R 5. The assumed resistivities of sapphire and
kapton are 10 L_ ohm-cm and 1016 ohm-cm respectively. The larg-
est voltage is that across tile kapton blanket on the positive
array. This may exceed the breakdown voltage for kapton,
2 x "106 V/cm.

( TIIE OPTIMUN GROUNDING POINT

To calculate the floating potential for the soiar cell array
(defined as the point on the series voltage string closest to the

plasma potential) we require that, at equilbrium, the sum of all
, currents between the satellite and the plasma be zero. We calcu-

late this sum by adding the currents to the positive.and negative
areas of the array, A+ and A"

A" (Jphe + 2Ji ) = A+ )(Jphe + 2Je

ignoring the metallic solar reflectors. Here Jphe' Ji and Je are
the photoelectron, ion and electron current densities. This
yields

,._

A

A+ = 1.17

Ideally, the negative area (and hence voltage string) should be17_ larger than the positive surface. _'e do not consider the cal-

l ulation to have 17_ precision, however. We recommend grounding

themidpoint of each voltage string to the satellite structure and
• the solar reflectors.

!. It might be argued that the photoelectrons, Jphe' are not
i) part of the spacecraft-magnetospheric plasma current loop and
i_ therefore should not be included in tile current balance equation.
'_ We believe that a substantial fraction of the photoelectrons will

escape to space and that their inclusion is therefore appropriate.
:_" In calculating the electric potentials of bodies in space it is

accepted practice to include the photoelectron currents [eg.
h'hipple, 1905; Manka, 1973_. _loreover, estimates of the electric
potential of the lunar surface can only be made to agree with the
experimental values when photoelectron emission is included
{.l:reeman and Ibrahim, 1975; Freeman, Fenner and Ilills, 19"51.
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The floating potential will change with time but will probably
tend to equilibrate about the midpoint on the voltage string so '_
this is probably a good choice as a practical matter (I..i_'. Parker,
private communication).

V0!" iS ON PASSIVE SURFACES

Ire estimate the voltage, ¢, on "he darkside passive
(t, nbiased) surfaces of the satellite using Chopra's equation
(Chopra, 1961) .

kTe. FMiTel

( ¢ - _-_ _n L e_['_i.. [

For the sunlit surfaces, the potential is several times the mean
photoelectron energy. Thus, we expect +10 to +100 volts for the
sunlit surfaces and -10,000 to -20,000 volts for the darkside sur-
faces. The backside of the solar reflectors are 1/2 rail kapton
whose breakdown voltage should be less than 2500 volts. Thus,
arcing i:_ to be expected on the backside of the solar reflectors.
Figure 0 summarizes these voltages at various points on the sat-
ellite.

TIlE SliEATlt TltICKNESS ..

:" Because ot the high voltage biases produced by the solar
cells tlxe apl_ropriate sheath is a Child-Langmuir sheath given by
(l.angmuir, 1914)

j - 1 (2e) 1/2 V3/2,_d"

If we take J to be the plasma electron thermal current given by

en (SkT) 1/2

we have for the sheath thickness

d = 933 n'1/2 (kt)'l/4 V3/4

_;o (:
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i d is in cm; n, electrons cm 3; kt in eV and V in volts. This
is tlle expression Riven by Parker (this volume} except for
tile deletion of his term which corrects for a significant ram
current. The ram current due to satellite motion through tile

= _._i medium is negligible because tile thermal plas:na and the satel- :
i '_ lite both co-rotate at tile same velocit), l'last_a flot,:: frovl

the geo,_:agnetic tail _re ignored here.
,_

Figure 7 is a sketch shot_'ing the dimensions of the Cltild-
Langmuir sheath. Note that it is of the order of the i_'idth but
not length dimensions of Ole satellite. Our earlier thin sheath
approximation is valid only to within fa'ctors of unit)'.

CONCLUSIONS

At tbis point in the stud)', our conclusions are as follows:

1. Voltage breakdown will occur on the solar reflec-
tor backsides and probably on the solar cell kap-
ton support blanket.

2. The parasitic load will be dominated by photoelec-
trons and will amount to about 34 hll_' (for GEe
only).

3. The optimum ground point to the structure and
solar reflectors is tile middle of each solar cell /

voltage string ie. we want +22.75KV to -22.75KV. :I

i_ 4. Tests should be run on the solar cell front face i
i:ii" in a substorm test facility to see if conductive _1

:_":!i cover glasses should be used. i: ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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_il ii PLASMA PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES AROUND

F SPACECRAFT PROPELLED BY ION I_RUSTERS

_ H.B. Liemohn, R. L. Copeland, and W. M. Leaver_s........., Bo_i_g Aerospace Company

_

ABSTRACTci

!i 'l _onthrustersarebeingconslderedforpropu_ionoffuturespacecraftdue

i _ to their relatively low fuel mass to thrust ratio and easy access to solar I

_ power for long duration missions. Operation of such thrusters requires high i
i_ _pacecraft potentials, and their local electric fields can draw return current

i_ _ from the thruster plasmas, reducing system efficiency. In this paper,

: the thruster plasma is assumed to be described by a collimated energetic beam

i_i (%10 keY) and a cloud of ionized thermal propellant (_i0 eV) produced bycharge-exchange. A simple adiabatic model is used to describe the expansion of

_J" these neutral plasmas away from the source. As the pressure falls, shielding

! currents dissipate, and the geomagnetic field takes control of the particles.
in low earth orbit, it is concluded that the vehlcle easily outruns its
thruster plasma. At geosynchronous altltude, the local electrlc flelds around

high voltage surfaces collect return current from the thermal plasma that ap-

pears to be limited only by the available space charge. Results appropriate

_ to proposed electric propulsion missions and the solar power satellite are
• presented and operational considerations are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Spacecraft requirements for long-duration missions and minimum vehicle

weight have enhanced interest in ion thrusters that operate from solar energy.

Although these propulsion systems have low thrust, their low mass to over-

',_ all thrust during prolonged misslo.s makes them strong candidates for inter-
planetary explorations to comets and asteroids and as a means of station

keeping for geosynchronous payloads. They are also attractive for orbit-

transfer propulsion when time is not a primary l_mltatlon.

A number of small thrusters have been built and tested in space and the

laboratory (e.g., refs. 1-4). Somewhat larger propulsion modules have been con-
ceived for future large-scale apnllcat'_ons (refs. 5,6). All of these thrusters

generate a thermal plasma in a chamber and accelerate the ions across closely !
spaced grids. The high grid voltage collimates the ion beam, and an adjacent

electron source provides immediate neutralization. A secondary source of

plasma at the outlet occurs by charge exchange between the beam ions and

escaping neutral atoms. Approximately 15% of the beam charge is transferred
to these thermals which represent a significant source of local current. Some

operational characteristics of these thrusters are summarized in table I.
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TABLE 1, NOMINAL ION THRUSTER CHARACTERISTICS
i. (refs. 5-7 and D. Grim, private communication) ,_

:!i_ Source Grld Diameter (cm) 30 I00

Propellant Gas Hg A

Beam Current (A) 2 80

Acceleration Voltage (kV) 1.1 10'

Exlt Plane Beam Density (lons/cm3_ _5 z 109

Exit Plane Thermal Density (ions/cm 3) %10 II

( Thermal Ion Current (A) 0.2 _8 ]
Efficiency (%) 70 80 'I

I! Thrust(N) 0.13
6

i

_Solar power satelllte station keeping operation at geosynchronous

}_ altitude.

The plasma environs around the spacecraft consist of both thruster exhaust

and natural background. Some characteristics of these plasmas that are needed

in the following analysis are presented in table If. Only operations in low

earth orbit (LEO) around 400 km altitude and geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO)

at 6.6 earth radii geocentric are considered here to demons=rate the effects.

The spacecraft is assumed to be followlng a circular trajectory so that its

speed relative to the background magnetoplasma is 7.7 km/sec at LEO and nearly

zero at GEO. At LEO the natural plasma density is adequate to shield the

,_ spacecraft fields from the thruster plasma, However, the tenuous conditions
at GEO allow fields to emtend well beyond the vehicle dimensions.

_

TABLE II, PLASMA ENVIRONMENT PARAMETERS
Crefs. 7-B)

LEO at 400 km GEO at 36,000 km

Natural Plasma Argon Thruster Plasma

Beam Thermal

Ion Density (m"3) LEO i0II - 1012 - -
GEO 106 107 - -

Ion Thermal LEO 0.1

Energy (eV) GEO 1 - i0 i0 iO
).

Ion Mean Free Path (km) LEO _i0. _i0_ i0
GEO _i0 O %10 / 103

Ion Larmor Radii (km) I,EO I 2 0.5

GEO 1,000 500 60

Debye Length (cm) LEO _0.8 0.03 0.007
t. GEO _800 (at exlt plane)

b''
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! For ion propulsion to operate efficiently from solar energy, a high voltage ._
[ solar array Is required to avoid the extra weight of power converters. The ,_

._ i local electric fields around these panels can attract the thruster plasma if
,,o!: Debye shleldlnB by the ambient plasma is inadequate. Additionally, a_ the

thruster plasma disperses, the geomagnetic field eventually take_ control of

t the particles, and some geometries permit orbits to fold back on the vehicle! surface. Such return current diminishes the effectiveness of the overall sys-

°/_ tem by inhibiting propulsion and/or leaking power from the solar energy col-
lectors.

The purpose of this paper is _o investigate the intecactlon of the I
thruster plasma with its parent power source. The intention is to _derstand

the plasma behavior qualitatively and make quantitative assessment_ _here re-

( turn current may be significant. The goal is to identify modes where there are

, negl_glble system losses, determine characteristics of modes where return cur-
_ent levels impact the system efficiency, and explore ways to modify ineffi-

cient configurations. In the following section a model is developed for the

expansion characteristics of the energetic beam and thex_aal plasma, The next

section describes the role of the geomagnetic fleld. The spacecraft fleld
effects are treated in the last section.

THRUSTER PLASMA EXPANSION

Rather than solve the nonlinear MIID fluid equations numerically for equl-
librium conditions, a less complicated approach is presented in which the tra-

jectory equa ion for the average plasma column radius wlth time is derived ana-

1ytlcally from conservation of energy and adiabatic constraint equations. The
adiabatic fluid equations are used because they are often a valid approximation

:_ for colllslonless systems. The only requirement is that the third moment of

the distribution function around the mean expansion s:#eed must be small. This,

along with conservation of particles, yields an equation for the average plasma

denslty with time. It is solved only for the ion motion, assuming that there

exists a charge neutralizing background of electrons that follow the ions.

From conservation of energy,

1/2 M v 2 = k(T o - T) (1)

. where M is the ion mass, v is the local mean ion velocity, k is Boltzmann's

constant, TO is the Lharmal ion temperature at the source, and T is the local
ion temperature along the be_,m. The adiabatic constraint equation is

T/N£Y-I = 'to/NoY-I (2)

=t!._ where N£ is the llne plasma density, NO is the source density, and y is the

_i ratio of specific heats which has the value 5/3 here.

A;
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Beam P!asma ._
,#

Since the divergence angle of ion trajectories exiting the accelerating
diode is small, and the axial ion speed greatly exceeds the rocket speed, a

llne source plasma model with radial adiabatic expansion can approximate the

beam plasma expanalon. Assuming no end losses, conservation of partlcles re-

. quires

!: 2
i N£/No = (rolr) (3)

where r and r are the column radii at the thruster and along the beam. Inte-

grating°_he differential equation resultlng from eqs° (1), (2), and (3), gives
an implicit _xpresslon for r(t),

0 0 0 0

where _ is the initial plasma thermal velocity. Equation (4) may be solvedO

numerically. From eqS. (I) to (3) one can easily obtain Ng(t), T(t), V(t),
and z = ut, where u is the directed beam speed.

A Gaussian angular distribution is assumed to account for beam diver-

gence at the source. Combining these results leads to an expression for the
beam envelope,

e-lOlOo12
N(0,z) = N_(z) (5)

where N_ is the axial density calculated as alcove, 0 is the angle with respect

to the z axis, and 8o is typically 3°. Figure i shows beam plasma density
. contours for a one meter argon i00 cm thruster at two different times

IOOJ Contour l: t = 7.0 x 10-2 sec.

r/r° -I n = 2.6 x 104 cm-3.2: t = 2.9 x lO"1
50(> sec.

___ n = 3.0 x 10 3 cm "3.0 .... *--" z/r o

_'_._ 5x'I04 ' y

-500__'_-------_-.J/--

:; Figure I. - Beam plasma density contours f.r or-on SPS thr,,ster.
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Thermal Plasma ,_

Charge transfer within the beam, between the slow neutrals and the fast
ionS, produces a relatively high density cool plasma which remains in the
neighborhood of the t_tuster. The source characteristics of this plasma plume
depend upon the charge transfer production rate and the subsequent motion of
the slow ions which are described in the Appendix. The latter step is con °
slderably _ore complicated, because the ion dynamics are do, luSted by th_
electrostatic potential structure in the charge transfer region, vhich in turn
is determined by the beam neutralization process.

Here, the adiabatic mode] is assumed to adequately describe the motion of
• the thermal plasma away from the source. However, the £sotropic motion of

neutrals suggests hemispherical expansion so that conservation of particlesnow
has the form

%1% = (ro/p)3 (6)

where n is density and p is radial distance. FoZlowlng the same analysis as
before, ylelds an expllclt equation for p(t),

. t-2.112% d

where v-o is the mean velocity in the source region. Similarly, expressions
for ns(t), T(t), and V(t) may be obtained. The inltial density distribution
of neutrals is assumed to have a cos e angular distribution (ref. 7}. Conse-
quently, the thermal density envelope has the form

,. n(e,p) = ns(p) cos e (8)

Figure 2 shows density contours of the thermal plasma from the argon
thruster for two different times. Note ghat the density levels for the con ....
tours in both flgures i and 2 are the same. Also, it is important to note that
the beam plasma escapes the spacecraft region easily while the slower thet_nal
plasma remains in the vicinity of the spacecraft.



!

GEOmaGNETICFIELD EFFECTS _

The thruster plasma is sufficlently dense in the vlclnlty of its exlt plane.

i (see table I) to generate its own currents that buck out th_ geomagnetic field.
As the beam and thermal plasmas expand however, these currents are dispersed,
and the geomagnetic field eventually take_ control of the individual particles.
An exact treatment of this transition process is extremely complex and beyond
the scope of this paper. A simple pressure balance criterion is used instead,
since the exact transition process does not appear to affect the conclusions.

i The motion of the particles is described by conventlonal adiabatic theory
(e.g., refs. I0, 11) ac the local geomagnetic fleld is falrly uniform locally.
The effect of spacecraft electric flelds is treated in the next section.

i Due to the large ion Larmor radii and mean free paths compared to charac-( teristic plasma dimensions (see table II) a continuous transition from the, $

plasma fluid to single particle orbits probably extends over an appreciable
fraction of the thermal and beam plasma plumes. The pressure balance expres-
sion

A NH _2 = B2/8_ (9)2

where B is the geomagnetic field,is recosnlzed as a gross approximation. How-
ever, it serves a useful purpose as the estimated locations of the transitions
are found to be relatively close to the source. Injection velocities for ions
into the geomagnetic field are ass_ted to be those of the free expansion, since
the Larmor radii are large. These assumptions provide a reasonably consistent
mode1-_or estimating geomagnetic effects.

Ii._ Beam Plasma

:t
From the beam qualities described by eq. (5} and displayed in fig. 1, it

is evident that these energetic ions are well collimated. Substituting these
density envelopes into eq. (9) and evaluating at LEO and GEO gives the transi-
tion values shown in table III. Comparison of these results with those in
table II confirms the assumptio_ regarding the lack of geomagnetic distortion
through the transition.

TABLE ill, THRUSTER PLASMA FLUID TO PARTICLEORBIT TRANSITION LOCATION

DensityB N or n 3 Beam Thermal
(gauss) (ions/cm) z/r T/r° o/r°:_ " o

108_ LEO (400 km) 0.31 2.4 x 63 2.9 4.8
F_

_7 GEO (36,000 km) 0.0011 2.9 x 103 40,000 400 208

'%
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The Ion-beam directed velocity _s substantially greater than that of the ,_
spacecraft at L_O as well as at GEO. Consequently, _hese ions enter the geo-
magnetic fleld _ith their beam speed. Since their thernlal motion is s_all as
w_11, their pitch angle relative te the geomagnetic _leld Is nearly equal to the
angle between the thruster direction and the field. _ese ions follow well
known first-order adiabatic orbits along geomagnetic flux tubes (e.g., refs. IO,
11). Depending on their mirror altitude, they may be trapped for an extended
period (possibly years above LEO).

Most applicatlons at LEO involve accelerating spacecraft to attain higher
altitude and the ion beam is directc4 at a large angle to the field. The tilt
of the geomagnetic axis relative to the earth's axis and appreclable trajectory
inclinations can produce angles as small as 30° or less, however. If the beam(
is directed toward the atmosphere, the particles are completely absorbed in the

spacecraft hemisphere; if the beam is directed upward "_ travels to the opposite INI

hemisphere, where it is deposited.

At GEO the spacecraft is usually stationary in the geomagnetic field, and 1
the ion beam may be directed at any angle with respect to the fleld depending
upon its purpose. Generally the beam ions are injected into trapped orbits of
long duration. Their longitudinal drift motion and subsequent dispersion is i
expected to eliminate any appreciable return current to the spacecraft. How-.
ever, some caution is advised to avoid those rare conditions around the geo-
magnetic equator that create particle mirror locations close to the vehicle
which could cause bursts of return current. At the opposite extreme, bea_nsin-
Jected nearly parallel to the field (within the loss cone) follow the flux tube
down to the atmosphere where they are absorbed. Due to the variety of possible
operating conditions, no attempt is made to provide quantitative results here,

i: although they are readily calculable.

Thermal Plasma 4

I
Due to its hemispherlcal expansion, the thermal plasma density falls much

faster than that of the beam. Consequently, its transition location is very
close to the vehicle as indicated by the values in table III. Furthermore, the
thermal plasma does not function as independently of the spacecraft as the beam
can; the plume stays close to the vehicle until the field takes control. Thus,
these ions cause concern as a posslble return current source.

The motion of the thermal ions is most easily perceived in the rest frame
of the spacecraft as a continuum of expanding spheres, which is depicted
schematlcally in figure 3, As the plume density drops to the transition
threshold defined by eq. (9), the rea_rwardhemisphere acts as a source surface
for injection into the geomagnetic fleld. Alternatively, in the laboratory
frame the ion motion is perceived as a vector sum of the spacecraft veloclty and
radial expansion vector as shown in figure 4. This vector diagram is valld for
all times of interest since the expansion motion is radlal at nearly constant
speed and the Larmor radii are large compared with the pl,me dimensions
(tab!c II). At the outer boundary the mean thermal expansion is 6.9 km/sec
compared to the spacecraft speed of 7.7 km/sec at LEO.
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At LEO it is evident from figure 4 that the plume connot "catch up" to the
spacecraft (when local electrlc fleids are omitted from consideration), because
thermal speed is directed into the hemisphere away from the vehicle. Even those '_

ions in the energetic MaxWe111an tall of the thermal plasma move away due to !]lack of collisions back toward the vehicle. A typical cluster of thermal ion
orbits is shown in figure 5 for the case where the spacecraft is being propelled
normal to the local geoma_netlc fleld.

The thermal ions emahatlng from a geosynchronous satelllte thruster would
follow geomagnetic orbits llke those in figure 5 assuming no electric flelds
were present; however, the scale is now 300 times larger (see Larmor radii in
table II). Those ions injected nea_ly orthogonal to the local geomagnetic field
can return to the spacecraft after one gyration if their velocity components
satisfy the inequality

v,,/v < g. (km)/60_ (10)

where vii is the velocity component parallel to the field, v is total ion speed,
and £# is the dimension of the spacecraft parallel to the field. For a typical
100 m extension less than 0.0005 of the thermal ion charge would be collected

directly; the rest enter trapped orbits, i

All the other ions travel away along geomagnetic flux tubes until they mlr- !
ror and return past the plane of the spacecraft. From adiabatic theory for geo-

magnetically trapped particles (e.g., refs. i0, ii), the time to return to the i!
spacecraft is on the order of 2 Re/_ where Re is the geocentric distance to
the spacecraft. For argon ions at 10 eV, this bounce time is %1.2 x 104 setS. i
During this time they drift in longitude at the rate of about 3 x 10-8 rad/sec,
which corresponds to an equato:lal transit distance of 1500 km, well away from •

= the spacecraft, i

_" • ReleaseLocatlons _ _ 7K60° 8

_ _ / x\ After _45" 6

r(11

at LEO T 6.9 z(m)yBffi Releas_Location
c

Figure 3. - Thermal ion plume expansion Figure 4. - Thermal ion trajectories
(spacecraft frame), at LEO (laboratory frame).
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SPACECRAFT FIELD EFFECTS J

/t
:. Spacecraft that employ ion thrustera for propu]slon will probably use
* solar arrays to generate their electri-al power. Since significant propulsion J

can only be achieved with high power ]evels, the array will undoubtedly operate

at high voltages to reduce cc_.ductlon .losses. Such potentials on exterior I

spacecraft surfaces produce regions of high electric field which can dramatl-

cally alter the thruster plasma. Since the thermal plasma cloud lingers in

the vicinity of the spacecraft, the ions and electrons are easily attracted

back to the vehicle by these fields. If the surface is Insulated, space charge

can build up to neutralize the applied fields. If there is access to non-

insulated conductors, as, for example, exposed solar cell connectors, the

return current shortcircuits the system, lowering efficiency. Presumably the

main thruster beam operates at such an energy and distance from these field
sources that it remains unaffected.

A spacecraft driven internally to high w_Itages behaves llke a floating

double probe (refs. 12, 13). Its potential distribution Is biased nega-
tive due to the Ligher mobility of electrons. Experience has shown that a
double probe in an tonospheric plasma with an impressed voltage V has its posi-

tive end at about 0.1 V above the plasma potential and its negative end around

0.9 V below plasma potential (ref. 14). This large negative fleld region at-
tracts the thermal ions from the thruster, and their rate of collection limits

the return current to the vehicle.

O0000005-TSF06



__i Return Current Theory
The range of spacecraft generated electrlc fields dete_nlnes the volume ol

_ plasma that can supply return current. The el_ctrlc field around a naturally _charged spacecraft extends outward only a few Debye lengths (see table If) be-

cause of shielding by the ambient plasma. For high voltage solar arrays, how-ever, the shleldlng length is larger, and it is necessary to determine the

scaling with array Voltage.

_ When the applied potential energy eV is much greater than the thermal

kinetic energy kT, the ions are pulled from the plasma with nearly zero energy

i_.. (kT), and the electron space charge becomes exponentially Small Just a few i
Debye lengths from the plasma edge. Under these conditions the Langmulr-Childs

57 ( space-charge analysis applles (refs. _LS,16). The ion current density flowing
=:_ from the background plasma to a nega_:ive satellite surface is

. (2e/M) 1/2 V3/2
z_ JL.C. _ (11)

9_82x 2

where B2 is a geometry factor and x is the distance between the source plasma

and the collector. The ion current Ji collected by the surface is limited to
• that available from the surrounding enviromaent, including the ambient plasma

Ions and ram current on forward surfaces (due to spacecraft motion), as well as
ion thruster sources.

#

The separation x is determined by limiting JL.C. to the available Jl that
can be drawn from the surrounding region. For the geosynchronovs situation

= where Ji = neV, equation (ii) has the solution

Bx Fevl3'' EkT11'2
Note that Bx is independent of particle _ass, and thus applies to ion- or

electron-collectlng sheaths. The factor 8 is unity for plane-parallel geometry

(or any curved surfaces with 8x much less than a typical dimension) but may

vary substantlally for other geometries (ref. 16).

For the conditions of geostatlonary orbit, a plane electrode at I0 kV

would have a shielding length of _7 km. Thermal plasma bubbles produced by

ion thrusters on booms even one kilometer away would be within the range of

the electric fields from the spacecraft.

Solar Power Satellite Applications

As an illustration of the space charge limit on zeturn current, consider

station keeping of the solar power sate11ite (SPS) at GEO. Onc version of the

SPS system (ref. 6) has 25 control thrusters located on a 0.5 km boom ex-

tending from each corner of the solar array rectangle. Operating
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_I characteristics are those of the 100 cm argon thruster listed in table I. The ._

solar panel is designed to operate at 40 kV so that its central power mains ,_
are around 4 kV positive and 36 kV negative _ith respect to the external
plasma. At the edge of the array near the boom the panel potential is midway

=1_ between the mains.

Consider first the case where the coaxlal power llne to the thrusters is t
unshielded with its exterior surfate at the negative potential. The thermal
ions are attracted to the cable by its external fields. The amount of current
that this cable can collect has been estimated using the methods developed by
Langmulr (refs. 15, 161 and treating the cable as a rectangular strip of
length L and width _a. The running integral of the charge limited current
starting from the end of strip away from the source and stopping at the

thrust_r cluster radius r o is given by the expression
(

' 4_¢oa 2e 1/2 V3/2 [ cos O )]I(>z) __ (_) L(l-cos o) + _n (1-cos 0 (13)

-i

where O = sin (z/L) ro _ z _ L (14)

The plot of IOz)in figure 6 demonstrates the concentration of current density

near the thruster. The SPS thruster cluster at the end of the boom produces

_. about 200 A of thermal plasma, and the integral _r6) over the 500 m boom re-
veals that about 300 A could be collected on a I m coaxial cable.

This current collection can be eliminated by suitable insulation around

the conducting surfaces. But the high voltage solar panels provide an alter-
nate sink for thermal ions. The space-charge limited current capacity of such

i_ surfaces is described by equation (13) as well, and the current density has a
• profile similar to that in fig. 6. A schematic diagram of the current flow to

SPS is shown in fig. 7. Most of the charge would be collected in the corner

_eglon where the boom attaches to the main structure. The enormous dimensions

of the collecting surface imply that all of the thermal ion current would be

nollected by the exposed solar cell interconnects.

Insulating the entire solar panel surface would eliminate this return cur-

rent path. However, this insulation membrane must be able to withstand high

voltages that are created by charge collection on the outer surface. Labora-

tory experiments with plastic materials Such as Kapton have been performed
(ref. 17), and the materlal suffered breakdown and plnhole formation at the

edges of conducting elements. Development of new materials or somewhat thicker

meu_ranes presumably will be needed to withstand the electric flelds. Thus, to
avoid solar panel breakdown, collection of thermal return currents on bare co-

axial cable appears to be a more desirable procedure.

• 7'
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Themal Plasma

Solar Panel Array

Posslble Ion
"rrJectorte: Current

Deposition Shte]ded -36 k
Area

Cable kV
Ion
Cluster

F:Lgure 7. - Thermal ion current collected by unshielded solar cell interconnects

on SPS panels.
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APPENDIX. THERMALION GENERATION _

Charge-Transfer Plasma

The slow neutrals are assumed to expand spherically as if they originated

at a point a distance ro behind the acceleratlng mesh. The fast ions are as-
sumed to flow in a constant radius cylinder over the range where the neutral
density is high enough to support charge transfer. Because a slgnlfi_ant
fraction of the original ion beam undergoes charge transfer, it is necessary
to SolVe the coupled equations for the densities of fast and slow ions.

Momentum transfer during charge transfer collisions can be neglected.
( However, we also neglect the effects of momentum changing collisions, which is
' not entirely Justified and would have a significant effect on the thermal

plasma expansion. In the expansion calcalations, we have used spherical ex-
pansion rather than cylindrical expansion (as implied by the potential model)
as a crude way of accounting for the typical forward motion of the thermal
particles acquired in elastic collisions with beam particles.

Slow ion creation and loss:

+ =a(Vfvf-vsvs) f+ s+ i]
dns ffi7

•Js+ (J Js - j Jr) (i)d---_
f _

where
+

Js�ffi ns Vs etc., and I'

+ o i
jf = if+ + jfo ; JS = Js + Js ' !

and o is the charge transfer cross-sectlon. 1

Fast ion creation and loss:

_I + - Vs) !• dnf + o(vf +
(is jf - jr+Js) (2)d--_=-v" Jf = i

vf vs i
_ dnf+ dns +___ ffi__ (3) I

dt dt

Taking Z = 0 at the effective center of spherical expansion for the slow 1

particles, and letting i

Js = IoIZ2 Js+ = I +/Z2 (4)

we have

1 _ (Z2 Js) when operating (5)
V •Js = z-__
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on Js "4s ' Js , and

v . Jt =5.z Jt _1

Combining (4) arid..(5)and defining slow fluences vs, va by

Js =VsIz2'Js+= v-s+ (z)Iz2 (7) !

we obtain a differential e,:uaClonfor the slow ion fluence, !
I

( _2Js+ _ 81s+--+ (J_+ ) --_E-= 0 (8) "_z2 :,

where

vf vs
(9) I

K --_(vf - vs) i

The solution of equation (8) is :_i

3j +
s -p(z)

_---'E-= a e (10)

when

Js 1 1 Jr! p(Z) = _- ( - _) + _- (Z - Zo) (ii)

where Z is the thruster exit position, i.e., Z _ r , the exit radius. Since
p(Zo) =°0, the constant a is given by the inlti°l va_ue of the charge transfer
rate,

Jf Js
a = (12)2

KZ
o

/

Thus the slow ion source distribution Is

+

3is Jf Js e-p(Z)
•,.__--v-= _ (13)KZ

o

and the net slow Ion current is

Jf Js IzJs+(Z)=
KZ 2 e-P(Z)

(14)

Z
o o
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Thermal Ion Acceleration ,_

'_!_ The thruster beam is emitted over an area Ao with average density nb and

If

i speed vb such that

z en bvbAo (1) ,

where

i_ ½ MVb2 = eVb - eVn (2)

_'_ where M is the ion mass, Vb is the beam accelerating voltage, and Vn is any( ion retarding potential which builds up between the outer accelerating gridF,

i (vehicle skin) and the beam in order to pull in sufficient electrons from the
neutralizer to balance the ion space charge.

The region near the vehicle skin where the drop Vn occurs is assumed to
be small compared to the charge transfer mean free path, and we will also as-
sume that relatively few slow charge transfer ions move backward to the grid

]_ (both of these approximations are substantiated by the results). Then the
total positive charge density near the exit grid is _ nb. Overall space charge
neutrality requires that

ne = n b (3)

The electrons are supplied by a plasma source mounted on one side of the
thruster. The open area of the plasma source is much smaller than Ao. The
outer structure of the neutralizing plasma source is grounded to the outer
structure of the thruster. This plasma can be assumed to have an electron
temperature of _1 eV and an ion temperature of perhaps 0.1 eV. Since the net
current emitted by the vehicle must be zero, the neutral plasma must be the

source of a current, leo

Drawing this current from the plasma to the beam requires the voltage

Vn, i.e.,

Ze (Vn) - -Zb (4)

The functional form for the neutralization current £s the Langmuir-Childs
equation (ref, 15):

(2e/m) 1/2 V 3/2
n A (5)

I e = A JL.C. = 91r82t2 n

where m is the electron mass, t is the separation between the beam and the
thruster plasma, 8 is the appropriate geometrical factor, and An is the emit-
ting area of the neutralizing plasma. Equations (4) and (5) determine Vn_ the
difference between the potential at the center of the beam and the vehicle skin
potential,
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Evaluating the constants {
I

2 2/3 1

rlb(_)], i= 5.7 x I03 L _ (Volts) (6a)
Vn

we se _hat B_ must be very small or An must be large in order to explaln

( the obse_ed drops of Just a few tens of volts between the beam center and the i
surrounding space, i

!

It is impossible to obtain a large _ittlng area, with the small emitter
presently in use and the low ion temperatures characteristic of these plasma
generators.

The gap) however, can be quite small. We shall see below that the charge
transfer plasma density is approx_ately 2.6 x IOI0 cm-3. The space charge
shielding length for these ions, assuming a temperature of 1000°K, is

" Xt = 7(T_/n_) 1/2. The expression for the voltage required to emit I b across
a gap de_e_ned by a shielding plasma is

FIbTo] 1/2= 7.7 x 104 LAnnt (7)
Vn

For a current of 80 amps and the above plasma characteristics, equation (7)
gives

V = 15.4 voltsn

Nit,out the charge transfer plasma, Vn would be much larger.
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STATUS OF MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION STUDIES

Carolyn K. Pu_vis
NASA L,.-wis Research Center

stn_¥

In the context of the spacecraft charging technology investigation, stud-
ieF have been made to characterize the response of typical spacecraft surface

( materials-to the charging environment. The objective is to obtain an under-
standing of the charging and discharging behavior of such msterlals for the
reliable prediction of spacecraft response to charging environments and as a
guide for the design of future spacecraft. Haterlals have been characterized
in terms of such basic properties as resistivity and secondary emission and in
terms of charging and discharging behavior in simulated charging environments.
Both types of information are required to develop adequate predictive capabili-
ties. This paper summarizes the results obtained to date, assesses the present
understanding of charging and discharging behavior, and identifies areas in
need of further study.

INTRODUCTION

The spacecraft charging technolcgy investigation is being conducted to
provide design guidelines and test standards for the control of absolute and

differential charging of geosynchronous spacecraft: (ref. I). Attainment of

i" this objective requires development of the capability to predict spacecraft re-
sponse to charging environments. The phenomenology of spacecraft charging re-
sponse consists baulcally of the electrostatic charging of spacecraft surfaces

by the envirormlent and the arc discharging of dlffe=entlally charged spacecraft
surfa_ i_._ludlng the coupling of the discharge energy into spacecraft elec-
trical systems, During these processes, the spa_:ecraft's surface materials in-
teract with the environment, with each other, and with the spacecraft's struc-

ture and electrical _ systems - largely through the absorption, emission, and
conduction of charge. The response of a given are_. of surface material depends

on the environment, the properties of the material (resistivity, secondary
-_ yields, dielectric strength, etc.), and its configuration (i.e., its geometrl-

cal and electrical relationships to other por_.ions of the spacecraft). Rall-
Y> able prediction of spacecraft charging response thus requires accounting for
=. the effects of both the basic properties of spacecraft materials and their con-

figurations on their charging and arc discharging behavior.

Materials are characterized for spacecraft charging by identifying and

describing their particular traits or features, _n configurations tjplcal of

spacecraft construction, that determine a spacecraft's charging response in a

given environment. Materials characterization studies have three objectives:

• " 437
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(I) to support model development by providing insights into the mechanisms chat ._
determine charging responses, (2) to £dentlfy the values of material property _
parameters that are needed as inputs to models, and (3) to p_ovide the data r_ .......

qulred to valldaCe nmdeis.

Three approaches have been taken: Literature reviews have bee_ made to
locate relevant inEormatlon. Experiment_ have been performed in vhich samples
of spacecraft materials in various conftguraCions were exposed to charging en-
vironments (in general, to electron beams). Parametric studies have exercised
models of the charging phenomena to identify the ilt_poreance of various parame-
ters in determining charging response.

For purposes of materials characterization, the spacecraft charging phe-
nomena can be divided Into t_o classes, charging and d_scharglng. Charging

( characteristics are those that determine a surface's equilibriumpotential in
a specified environment end Its charging rate. Discharging characteristics are
those Chat determine the conditions causing an arc discharge to occur and the
features of the discharge. Coupling of discharge energy into spacecraft sys-
tems depends on the features of the discharge end on spacecra£t design. From
the materials characterization standpoint, coupling does not constitute a sepa-
rate area of investigation, but rather defines a requirement £or an arc de-
scription in terms of the arc's electromagnetic signature. Both the charging
and the discharging responses are affected by the properties of the materials,
by their configurations, and by the environment. Identifying the roles of
Chess e£fects and their relative importance in determining charging and dis-
charging responses is an essential part o_ materials characterization.

The present paper suamarizes the s_atus of materials characterization
studies in terms of progress toward attaining the three objectives for the two
classes of response.

CHAB_ING RESPONSE

Mechanisms

Charging is the response by which a surface comes Into equillbrlumwith
its environment. The environment of interest consists o£ charged particles and
photons incident on the surface. The surface interacts with this environment
by absorbing, emittlng, and conducting charge and thereby acquiring a potential
relative to the environment such that, in equilibrium, the net current to the
surface is zero. This must be true at each point on an insulating sur£ace.

The mechanism by which orbiting spacecraft acquire nonzero potentials was
known well before spacecraft charging became recognized as an operational haz-
ard (ref. 2). The observed chargi_ of geos)_chronous spacecraft to negative
kilovolt potentials is attributed to the same current=balance mechanism oper-
ating in the geomagnetic substorm environment, in which the plasmas are charac-
terized by kilovolt temperatures (refs. 3 and 4). Charging-response models
vary widely in the sophistication of techniques used to calculate incident,
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_mitted, and conducted fluxes to surface elements but have in common th_ condi-
tion of zero net current to all surface elements in _qullibrium (refs. 5 to 8).
The time required to attain equilibrium depends on the net currents to various
surfaces and the capacitances tfi the system (refs. 8 and 9).

The problem of determining charging response thus reduces to calculatingnet currents to surfaces. The net current to a particular surface element is
simply the sum of Incident, emitted, and conducted currents. These currents

depend on the environment, the properties and potential of the surface element,
and the effects of its surroundings.

( Material Properties

The simplest case to consider is that of an isolated slab of insulation.
In this case, a surface element interacts with the external environment at, d, if
it is an insulator, with the metal structure directly beneath it. Current den-
sities to a surface element of such an insulator are illustrated In figure 1.
The current densities depicted are those considered significant for charging
response in the geosynchrovous substorR" environmen_, In which electron and ion
distributions are expected to have temperatures in the kilovolt range (refs. 2, i

• 8, and 10).

_n this simple case, current densities of incident ions and electrons (Ji
and Je, respectively) depend on the undisturbed environment and on the surface

potential _S" All other current densities depend on the properties of the
surface material as well as on environmental input (incident ions, electrons,

i-_: and photons). The material properties required are evidently those that de-
i:_ * scribe the yields of emitted electrons as functions of the energy and angle of
_- incident particle impact and the bulk conductivity of the insulator.

Environmental effects on surface charging are illustrated in figure 2.
Figure 2(a) depicts local effects of two adjacent surface elements at different

: potentials. If _2 is more negative than _1 (as illustrated), the resulting
i_ fields affect the trajectories of incoming electrons (and ions) so _.hat the
_ energy and angle distributions of environmental particles Incident on each sur-

• face element depend on both _1 and _2" Trajectories of emitted electrons
_ are also affected by these fields, so low-energy electrons emitted by surface 2

_" (at _2) can be collected by the more posftlve surface (at _I)" These col-
lected electrons then repr,_sent an additlonal source of incident current to
surface I. In addition, surface currents can flow between the two surface ele-

ments Jsl"

Figure 2(b) depicts a similar, but more global, effect in which a poten-

tial barrier results in the exclusion of low-energy environmental electrons

from the distribution arriving at surface 1 (at _I) and in trapping of second-
ary electrons emitted by this surface. Such trapping reduces the effective
secondary yield of surface I. Formation of potential barriers can result from
differences in the properties of surface materials (as depicted) or from aniso-

tropies in the environment. The most obvious environmental anisotropy is solar
illumination; formation of potential barriers due to illumination of one side
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of a spacecraft is expected (refs. 11 and 12). The ATS-6 data lndtcate that
: such potential barriers do develop in space (ref. 13).

In terms of material properties, thz effects o£ surroundings indicate a
need to know the surface conductivity and the energy and angle distributions of
emitted electrons.

The material properties needed to calculate charging response then are
baslcally the yields and distributions of electrons for electron, ion, and
photon impact• and conductivitles. These yields and distributions in turn de-
pend on physical and chemical properties and can also be functions of applied
field, temperature, etc. Charging modelers have used methods to calculate the

energy and angle dependence of electron yields that differ in the specific pa-
rameters required. Table I lists material properties con_nonly used in charging
models. Specifically included in the table are properties required by the NASA
charging analyzer progra_ (NASCAP) code (refs. 8 and 14), which gives the most
detailed treatment of material properties. Two of the listed properties,

radiation-induced conductivity o R and dielectric strength ED, are of more
interest for discharging response than for charging response but are included
in table I for completeness.

_le materSals whose properties are needed are those used for spacecraft
surfaces. These include pure metals and alloys; polymer films; quartz; and a
host of paints, coatings, composites, and fabrics developed particularly for

• space applications. The extent to which property information is available for
these materials varies widely. In general, fairly complete characterizations
are possible for pure metals, and many characteristics of quartz and of polymer

. films (Teflon, Kapton, sad Mylar) have been measured. By contrast, very little

? is known about the propertie_ of alloys and other spacecr_ft-speclfic materials.

To date, a comprehensive compilation of required material property infor-
mation has not been made. A literature sur_ey (rcf. IS) has indicated that
dielectric and electron interaction data are available for polymers. Conduct-
ing studies have been made for polymer films sad quartz (_cfs. 16 to 18) and
for some other spacecraft materials (refs. 19 to 21). Photoelectron emls_ion
has been measured for some spacecraft materials (r¢£. 22). Modelers of charg-
ing have compiled property data on materlal_ of specific interest to their
studies (refs. 2, 7, 8, and 23). Secondary-electron yield due to ion (H+) im-

pact appears to be the least available property for all materials of interest.

Thus, although materlal property information required to model the charg-
ing of spacecraft surfaces is available, it is both incomvlete and scattered.
An error: to compile the available information and to identify specific areas

of deficiency is needed. Information on the influences of temperature,
illumination-applied fields, surface condition, aging, etc., on the varlou_

'i properties should be included in such a compilation. Once specific areas of
_ dcf£ciency are identified, experimental programs to obtain the missing infer-
• mation can be devised.

l;
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Experim_ntal Results ._

Ground studies of the cha_glng of spacecraft surface materials have been

reported by several investigators (refs. 24 to 31). Such tests generally in-
volve exposing the surface of interest to normally incident monoenergctic elec-
tron beams in vacuum chambers. Two types of sample have been i:avestigated:

samples of single materials (polymer, paint, etc.) and samples in a "spacecraft
configuration" (solar-a ray segments, thermal blankets, etc.). The single- _
material samples have generally been mounted on metal substrates that were
electrically grounded to the facillty. The Spacecraft-con£iguratlon samples
have generally been tested with their metallic portions grounded to the facil-
ity. Data reported include current in the ground llne and surface potentials.

_ A "typical data set" (fig. I of ref. 24) is reproduced in figure 3.

The most common method of summarizing charging test results is by plotting
surface potential at equilibrium as a function of electron beam voltage, as il-
lustrated in figure 4. The figure shows two types of response for insulators.
Linear behavior is interpreted to indicate that the material's resistivity is

large enough for leakage currents to be negligible. In this case the equilib-

rim, potetttial is determined by surface emission characteristics (secondary-

electron current due to electro_ impact Jse and backscattered electron cur-

rent Jbs)" Behavior in which the surface potential reaches a plateau beyond
some beam voltage is interpreted to indicate that the "equilibrium potential is

determined by leakage current in the plateau region. The type of beh_vlor ob-

I_ served depended on material thickness and beam current density as well as on
resistivity and electron emission characteristics. This complicates comparison
uf results from different investigators, since the beam current densities used

vary from one to another. With l-nA/cm 2 beam current densities, O.01-

centimeter-thick Teflon and Kapton samples exhibited emission-dominated behav-

ior to beam voltages of 12 and 14 kilovolts, respectively; in these tests_ _rc-

ing occurred at higher beam voltages (ref. 24). Leakage-dominated equilibrium

has been reported for thin (<D.0025 cm thick) Kapton and Mylar (ref. 29) and I
for S-13GLO paint (ref. 24) with l-nA/cm 2 beams, and foz 0.005-centlmeter-thick
Kapton at slightly higher current densities (ref. 28).

Equilibrium potential profiles of several surface-materlal samples exhibit _._

irregularities that are probably due to configuration effects such as those il-

lustrated in figure 2 (beam deflection, trapping of secondaries, etc.) (refs.
9, 24, and 29). Irregularities in equilibrium surface potential caused by the
pce_ence of small gaps between sections of a single type of insulation (e.g.,

solar-cell cover slides or strips of Teflon tape) were also observed. These

became more pronounced for larger samples, apparently as s result of increased

beam deflection by the larger samples (ref. 30).

Efforts to validate the NASCAP code by comparing its pr_dictlons with ex-

perimental data have begun (refs. 9 and 14). Agreement between prediction and

experiment is generally very good when both material properties and test data

are available (e.g., Teflon and Kapton). Additional experimental data for

slngle-materlal samples are needed, since it is preferable to validate the

models for individual materials before adding the complexity of surroundings
effects.
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Since experiments have been performed with normally incident movoenergetic

electron beams, the data presently a_ailabte do not permit models to be cali-
brated for the affects of distributed (in energy and angle) electron fluxes or

for electron emission due to ion or photon impact. Experiments incorporating
these additional environmental factors are needed, since the space environment
consists of distr.ibuted fluxes of ions, electrons, and photons.

Ground testing of complex objects (spacecraft models), with concurrent
modeling, is required to ensure that configuration effects are modeled ade-
quately.

Parametric S tudles

( The two preceding sections identified the need for experimental efforts to
obtain material properties and to provide model validation data for a variety
of materials. The test matrix to examine each material in _ach environment,
even without conslder.ing experiments to study configuration effects or dis-
charge characteristicz, is prohibitively large. Since charging models that in-

corporate material, conflgura,_on, and environmental factors are available, one
approach to reducing the number of tests required is to conduct parametric
studies. Such studies can be used to identify those material properties and
configuration characteristics that ere most important in determining charging
response to various environments znd how accurately the properties must be

known for a giver prediction accuracy.

As an example, effects of changing secondary-electron yields on-predicted
charging response to ground test and space environments are illustrated in fig-
ure 5. Figure 5(a) shows NASCAP predictions of the charging response of a

metal plate in a 10-keV electron beam for three sets of secondary-electron-

, yield parameters. The metal plate is electrically floating and has a capaci-
tance to its surroundings of 200 picofarads. No illumination or ions are pres-

ent, so the currents to the plate are due to the beam and the emission of back-

scattered and secondary electrons by the plate. As shown in the figure, chang-

ing eit&er the maximum yield 5m or the energy for maximum yield Em affects
both the final plate potential and the rate st which charging occurs. From

these curves, _hanging 6m has a stronger effect on equilibrium potential than

changing Em: Using the middle curve (5m = 2.6, Em = 300) as s base and reduc-

ing 5m by 63 percent (to 0.97) increase the final potential by 38 percent.

Increasing Em by 33 percent (to 400) decreases the final potential by only
9 percent. The dependence of final potential on beam voltage is linear, as
shown in reference 14.

Figure 5(b) shows NASCAP predictions of the charging response of an ATS-5
model object (ref. 14) in a 5-keV, l-particle/cm 3 Maxwellian "space environ-

ment." On t'le time scale of figure 5(b), differential charging is negligible,
SO the' entire object is at the potential shown. The curves reflect effects of

_:. halving the secondary-electron yield for l-keV proton impact 6p for all sur-

-_ face materials. "Standard" 6p'S are those in the current version of NASCAPfor Teflon, silicon dioxi _ ., and aluminum, which are the surface materials of

the ATS-5 object (ref. 14). With the curve for standard 6p'S as a base, a
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°::o"" 50 percent reduction in 5p _ has resulted in a 58-percent increase in poten- 1
_; mining final potential in space substorm conditions, because secondary yield8 :

for protons with impact energies of tens of kilovolts are expected to be great-
er th_n unity and these effectively add to the proton £1uxes (refs. 2 and 32),
Figure 5 suggests that ton-generated secon.dary electrons are an important de-
teZ_inant of absolute spacecraft potential. Obviously, the information pre-
sented •in figure 5 is insufficient to determine whether the relationships are
linear and over whdt range of material end environmental parameters they ere
appropriate. It does, however, indicate the us.-fulness of parametric studies.

Although no comprehensive parametric studies of material property influ-
ences have been reported to date, some work has been done (ref. 33) and furthe_(
results are expected (refs. 34 to 36). Such studies should be expanded to in-
clude configuration effects; it has been suggested (ref. 9) that the relative
areas of different surface materials ore an important consideration in deter-
mining charging rates and levels.

DISCHARGE RESPONSE

Mechanisms

Although charging response is adequately understood in terms of current
balances, quantitative discharge mechanism models have yet to be devised. To
attain a predictive capability it is necessary to identify the mechanisms re-

sponsible for inZtiation and propagation of arc discharges and to describe arcs

in terms of their electromagnetic signatures.

Discharges of concern for spacecraft charging are those that can occur on

dielectric surfaces charged by exposure to fluxes of kilovolt particles. The

dielectric surface exposed to this enviror_ent is supposed to be charged nega-

tively with respect to the underlying spacecraft structure. It thus acts as a
cathode in a discharge. The situation differs from voltage breakdown of a di-

electric between metal plates in that there is no dielectric-metal interface at

the cathode, there is a limited supply of charge at the cathode, and the elec-

tric field in the dielectric is created by charges that are removed when dis-

I charge occurs. Little information on this type of discharge has been reported
in the literature (ref. 15_.

For calculating charging response it is suffi¢ie_it to consider the absorp-
tion, emission, and conduction of charge to occur at material surfaces (since

the depth of penetration of kilovolt particles is much less than the thickness
of spacecraft surface materials). However, such a description is pro_ably in-

adequate for considering dlscharge-response mechanisms.

Kilovolt electrons incident ou a dielectric surface penetrate a distance

of micrometers. Secondary electrons are emitted from a region within a few
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tens of angstrom_ from the surface. This results in a charge distribution in-
side the dielectric in which negative charge accumulates in some layer below ,_
the surface. The situation is sketched schematically in figure 6 for a dielec-
tric slab mounted on a grounded metal substrate. Electrons are emitted from a
region near the surface; incident electrons penetrate further into the dielec-
tric, and a region of radiation-enhanced conductivity is formed; a distribution
o£ negative charge (fig. 6) inside the dielectric results. The detailed shape
of this distribution depends on material properties (bulk conductivity oB,
radiation-induced conductivity eR, electron range RE, and emission yields),
on the distribution of incident electrons, and on irradiation time. Models now
exist that describe such charge deposition profiles (refs. 8, 37, end 38), and
techniques have been devised for their measurement (reg. 39).

Although no quantitative models of discharge _echanisms have yet been
developed, mechanisms involving charge propagation in the radiation-enhanced
region (refs, 40 and 41) and arc propagation by secondary emission (refs. 27

I and 42) have been suggested. Such mechanisms have yet to be evaluated.

Experimental Results

In the absence of quantitative theoretical models for discharges, experi-
ments must be relied on to provide both insights into discharge mechanisms and
a data base from which empirical models can be constructed.

!" Investigations of the discharge response o£ electron-irradiated spacecraft
dielectrics have been reported by a number of workers (refs. 24, 27, 28, 30,
41, and 43 to 47). For the most part, such investigations have involved expo-
sure to monoenergetic electron beams of insulator samples mounted on grounded
substrates or spacecraft-configuration samples (solar-array segments, thermal
blankets, etc.) mounted with their metal portions grounded. Data taken include
current in the ground line and surface potentials. In some experiments a scan-
ning electron microscope has been used as both the electron source and the
diagnostic (refs. 41 and 45). Typical current-to-ground and voltage-versus-
time results are illustrated in figure 7. When a sample is exposed to an elec-
tron beam, charge and voltage build up on the dielectric surface and a corre-
sponding current flows £_ _le ground line. When a discharge occurs, a fast

_ current pulse is observed (denoted by the arrow in fig. 7) that signifies net

t negative charge leaving the surface: The surface potential drops and chargingresumes.

Charges transferred and a fast current pulse (return or reverse currentpulse) observed during a discharge are illustrated in figure 8. In figure
._ 8(a), charges are shown emanating from a trigger site. Charges Q1 and 02

are transferred to the substrate, where they cancel with their image chargeL.
The net charge QI leaves the surface and couples throvgh the external cir-
cuit, which includes the vacuum facility and associated structures. Curre_,t
flows in the ground line (meter I) and reflects the transfer QI (which is a
negative charge). The horizontal arrows in figure 8(a) represent charge trans-
ferred on or near the surface to the trigger site, that is, arc propagation or
o charge release mechanism.
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A return current pulse is illustrated in figure 8(b), and QI Is Just the
time integral of this current pulse. Such pulses exhibit a wide variety of de- ._
tailed shapes (see, e.8., ref. 30) and may reflect multiple rather than truly '_
single events. They are most easily characterized in terms of parameters such

as peak current Ip, duration nO, net charge QI _ _t Ip dr, and rise time

dI/dt]i. Results reported vary widely and depend on sample size and instrumen-
tation as well as on sample material and configuration. The values of Ip,

QI, and At all increase with increasing sample area for small samples
(ref. 46); recent results indicate limitations on how large an area is affected
in a single discharge (ref. 30). As aa example, values given for sample3 of a
few hundred square centimeters in area are £t ~500 nanoseconds, Ip ~20 to
100 amperes, and QI ~20 to 60 pC for silvered-Teflon samples (ref. 24).

( A critical aspect of instrumentation that must be considered in investi-
gating return current pulses is the impedance to ground in the experimental
setup. Typical surface potentials at discharge are about 10 kilovolts, aud
peak currents are about 100 amperes. _Lus, a 50-ohm termination doe_ not ap-
proximate a shor_ circuit in this case, and test results may depend strongly
on this impedance (ref. 30). This is of particular concern for application of
results to the spacecraft situation.

In addition to descriptions of return current pulses, estimates have been
made of the energy in a discharge, the charge transferred, and the area dis- 1
charged (refs. 24 and 30). To date, no data have been reported on the radiated
electromagnetic signature of such arcs. This information is important to cal-
culations of electromagnetic interference (EFF£) resulting from discharges. It
is lacking because none of the experiments reported to date have been conducted
in anechoic chambers so that facility resonances have made ENI measurements im-
possible.

_" The trigger mechanism for discharges is not understood, but data indicate
that the observed discharges begin at gaps, holes, or edges and do not repre-
sent bulk dielectric breakdown (refs. 24, 27, 30, 43, and 44). Thus, dis-
charges are observed at electric field stresses signficicantly less than the
dielectric strengths of the insulators under study when gaps or edges are pres-
ent. Some threshold condition, probably configuration dependent, other than
insulator dielectric strength must be quantitatively defined for accurate arc
prediction.

Experimental evidence to dace indicates that discharges begin at gaps in
insulation; that charge is removed from an area much larger than the trigger
site; that a net negative charge is ejected from a surface during discharge;

and that this charge ejection results in significant currents flowing in ground _i
lines. Yet to be investigated are the EMi due to discharges and effects on
discharge response of such environmental factors as distributed fluxes of elec-
trons and the presence of ions. Experiments In which solar-array segments with

flexible substrates of Kapton-fiberglass laminates have been illuminated during 1
exposure to electron beams have _tdicated that arcing on such structures is
greatly reduced during illumination, probably because o£ photoconductivity and
the thermal enhancement of Kapton conductivity (refs. 24 and 46).
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-°_ CONCLUDINGR_L_

_i The charging response of surfaces exposed to charged-particle and photon,"%

_/i!_ fluxes iv understood in terms of current-density balance mechanisms. Models

of charging re_ponae are available and predictions agree well with experimental
results for cases in _¢hich material properties are adequately known. Material
property information now available should be compiled to identify specific
areas and materials for which data a_e lacking and to provide property values

for use in prediction. A cursory examination o£ the information available in-
dicates that the least well-known property for most materials of interest is
secondary-electron yield due to ion impact and that the most poorly character-
ized saatertals art, chose that have been developed specifically for space ap-
plications. Also poorly known are property changes with time due to exposure,

( repeated arcing, etc. The experimentation required to determine material prop-
erttes adequately for charging-response predictions can be significantly re-
duced by using parametric studies to identify those properties most important
for determining charging response and how accurately these properties must be
known for a specified prediction accuracy.

Data on charging response of spacecraft surfa=e materials under monoener-

getic electron irradiation are avai.lable for ,tany, though not all, materials

of interest. Data on the effects of additional environmental factors are
needed. Of particular concern is information on the response to ion impact
since this is expected to be an important detemtnant of spacecraft response.
Effects of more complex _eometrtes also need investigation to ensure that the
modeling is adequate.

The mechanisms for initiation and propagation of arc discharges are not
yet understood, although a number of their characteristics have been experi-
mentally identified. The initiation mechanism is apparently configuration de-
pendent: Arcs occur preferentially at gaps, seams, and edges. A net negative
charge is emitted during discharges. Its measured magnitude depends on system
instrumentation as well as on sample material and area. These dependencies
are of particvlar interest in modeling arc propagation as well as in extrapo-

lating ground test data to space conditions. Models of charge deposition and _itransport in electron-irradiated dielectrics have been devised, and they pro-
vide a necessary first step toward developing discharge mechanism models.

Thi_L paper has summarized the present status of materials characterization
studies. Efforts are being made to develop empirical models for discharge
pulses. Data on a wider variety of materials and configurations are needed to
support this activity as well as mechanism model development. There is a grow-
ing data base on Characteristics of return current pulses. Yet to be investi-
gated are the electromagnetic interference spectra from arc discharges and the
effects of such environmental factors as distributed fluxes of electrons and
_ns and temperature on discharge response.
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TABLE X, - MATERIALPROPERTIES

Type of property Property symbol
i , li

Physical and cheuLtca_ Density o
CheeLtcal co_p0sicio_ CC

_ AtOmic number A

Atomic vaight Z

Electrical DielecC.ric constant ¢

Bulk conductivity aB

i Surface conductivity oSRadlatlon-lnduced oR :
° conductivity

Dielectric _trength ED

' Particle penetration Electron range ... Re i

Ion range Ri ,_

1 Rate of energy loss for dEe/dx _/

electrons i
Rate of energy loss for dEi/dx !

ions i

. Electron emission Photoelectron yield 6PHO(Eph,O)
Secondary-electron yield 8se(Ee,6)

_, due to electron impact:
MaximUm yield 6m

.3 Energy for msximum Em
yield

• : Backscatter coefficient _(Ee,e )

--: Secondary-electronyield 8si(EiPg)
_ due tO ion impact:

_. Yield at E = 1 keV _p
- (protonS) i

Energy £or maximumyield Ep
(protOns)

Work function W

Distribution of emitted fPHo(E,O)
_. photoelectrons

Distributfon of secondary £se(E,e)
electrons from electron
impact

Distribution of secondary fsi(E,e)
electrons from ion impact
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TEsTaESULTS_O_ELECTaoNBE_MCeA_ OF

_il, FLEXIBLEI_SULATO_SANDC0M_0SlTES
John V. Stsskus end Frank E. Berkope_

+ NASA Lewis _eseareh Center

smoky

This paper discusses the results Of materials tests conducted in the
Lewis Research CentaUrs 8eoumanetic+substonu-environment Simulation facility•

_, The materials tested Were f_exible solar-array substratesj 8raphite-fiber/
+_ epoXy - aluminum honeycomb panels, a_d thin dielectric films. The tests con-

sisted of exposing the samples to _onoanargetic electron beams ranging in en-_,°

argy from 2 to 20 keV. Surface potentials, dc currents, and surface discharges
were the primary data.

_; ' FOur solar-array substrata samples were tested. These samples consisted
_. _ of Kapton sheet reinforced with fabrics of woven glass or carbon fibers. They

represented different construction te_hfliques that might be used to reduce the
+ • charge accumulation on the array b_k surface.

+ Five honeycOmb-panel samples _ere tested, _wo of which .were representative
o of Voyager _ntenna materials end had elthe_ conductive or nonconductlve painted

surfaces. A third sample was of Navstar solar-_rray substrata material. The
-- _+ other two samples were of materiais prego_ed for use on lntelsat V• All the

_ honeycomb-panel samples had graphite-fiber/epoXy composite face sheets

The thin dielectric films were 2.54-mlcrometer-thlck Mylar end 7.62-
micrometer-thick Kapton.

ZNTEODUCTION

Many geosynchronouS satellites have experienced behavior anoumlies in
electronics systems at some time during their li£etimes (rare. 1 end 2). These
anomalies are beL%eved to r_sult from discharaes that take place on various
satellite surfaces after diffe_enkiai chargin8 by the geomagnetic substorm
environment (ref. 3). The Lewis Research Center has undertaken investigatiofls
of the charging behavior of various materials in its geomagnettc-substom-
environment sinn_iation facility (ref. 4). Thermal control materials and some
solar-array segments have undergone cor_sidereble testiflg (refs. 5 to _). Con-
cern about the behavior of materials _'oposed for use on future satellites led
to the testing of several flexible insulator and composite samples.

Flexib_e-substrate solar strays used on some co_nications satellites
present e large insulator area that can be charged by the environment, The
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°__ first such array was designed and built for the Canadian-American Coam_nica-
:_i Clans Technology Satellite (CTS) before spacecraft charging effects were under- ,_
_ stood. However, there was sufficient concerti for the possible charging of this

_ array that a charging investigation was conducted (ref. 8). The CTS has Bur-

in/ vived environmental charging since its launch in January 1976 but has suffered
a power Ios8 possibly becauee of a charging eve_t..(ref. 9).

I When a similar solar array was proposed for use on the latest Comsat _at-
silica, Intelsat V, several modifications to the substrata were suggested to 1

minimize the charging o£ the dielectric surface. The Kapton-fiberglass sub- ]strafe was changed to include woven carbon-fiber fabrics, or conductive surface
coatings, or both. The fabric and coatings Would be electrically grounded. !

These "quasi-conductive" dielectric substrates required testing to evaluate i

Cheir effectiveness in controlling surface charging. Four solar-array sepents !with different carbon-fabric weaves and surface coatings were prepared by AEG-
Telefunken and Comsat Corp. These segments are part of Che samples tested end :

reported on herein. 1

Five graphite-fiber/epoxy - aluminum honeycomb panels (samples of mate-

rials for the Navstar, Voyager, and Intelsat V satellites) were also tested. I

They are representative of solar-array substrates, antenna materialsj and !
structural panels used on Cheat satellites. The t_o antenna-panel sample_ were _i
painted, one with a conductive paint and the other with a nonconductive paint.

i

:b Two Chin-film materials, 2.54-micrometer-chick aluminized Mylar and 7.62- _

0 micrometer-chick Kapton, were also tested. I

The flexible-substrate solar-array samples and th6 Intelsat V honeycomb-

• panel samples _ere furnished by the Comsat Corp. The Navstar honeycomb-panel !
sample was provided by the Rockwell International Corp.. And the Voyager i

!_ honeycomb-panel samples were supplied by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

: DESCRIPTIONS OF SAMPLES

i_ Flexible-Substrata Solar-Array Samples

'_. The four flexible-substrate solar-array samp!es were nominally 10 centi- i
L: meters by 11 centimeters in a_ea. The substrates were made of 12.5-micrometer- i

thick Kapton sheet (density, 19 g/m 2) that was reinforced with either a woven
carbon-fiber material or a woven glass-fiber material bonded to one surface.

A silver-filled polyester strip bonded to the back surface along each 10- i
_" centimeter edge provided electrical contact to the reinforcing and/or cha_ge-
•i control material. The front surface of each sample held 2-centimeter-by-4- t
i centimeter solar cells of lO-ohm-centimeter resistivity.

Sample I (fig. I) had 66-g/m 2 woven carbon-flber meterlal bonded to the 1
back surface for reinforcing and charge control. The fabric elements were _1
approximately 0.15 centimeter wide and were spaced 5 per centimeter, resulting
in a bare Kapton area of about 6 percent. The conductive polyester edge-strips
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were spaced 10 centimeters apart with 50 carbon-fabric elements conneetin_
them. The woven material contained 48 carbon-fabric elements crossing the sam- ,_
pie parallel to the polyester edge-scrips. A shor_ piece of Kupton-tns_41ated |_i_ wire was bonded into each polyester strip for making circuit connections The

;3_ resistance across the back of the substrata was 3.6 ohms. Eight 2-centimeter-
by-4-centimeter solar cells were mounted on the bare Kapton front surface of
the substrata in two parallel strings of four cells in series. The 0.Ol-
ce,ttmeter-ehick cerium-doped cover slides were applied with DC 9350 adhesive
and were similar to those used on the Communications Technology Satellite
(ref. 8).

Sample 2 (fig. 1) had 45-g/m 2 woven carbon-fiber re_nforcing and charge-
control material bonded to the back surface. The fabric elements were about

0.1 centimeter Wide end were spaced approximately 3_ per centimeter, resulting
in a bare Kapton area of about 42 percent. The conductive edge-strips were
9.8 centimeters apart and were Joined by 34 carbonofabric elements. Thirty-two
carbon-fabric elements crossed the substrate parallel to the conductive edge-
strips. The resistance of the substrate between the strips Was 3.9 ohms. Cir-
cuit connections to the strips were made through a short piece of silver mesh
bonded into each strip. Four 2-ceutimeter-by-4-centimeter solar cells con-
nected in series were attached to the bare Kepton surface of the substrate.
The long dimensions of the substrate and the cells were parallel. The 0.015- !
centimeter-thick cerium-doped cover slides had a magnesium fluoride antireflec-
tion coating.

Sample 3 (fig. I) was llke sample 2 except that a film of soot-bearing
_dhesive was spread over the woven carbon-fabric material to cover the bare t

Kapton end to improve the conductivity of the back surface. Thirty-three
strands of the carbon-fabric material crossed the sample perpendicular to the
conductive edge-strips, whichwere 9.9 centimeters apart. Thirty-_o strands

of material crossed the substrate parallel to the conductive edge-strips. Sub- t
strate resistance between the conductive edge-strips was 2 ohms.

Sample 4 (fig. I) had 27-g/m2-dense woven glass-flbermaterlal applied to
the _ront surface of the substrata for reinforcing. The weave density of about
24 strands per centimeter allowed very little, if any, bare Kapton to be ex-
posed., Soot-bearing adhesive, as used on sample 3, was applied to the bare 1
Kapton On the back surface. Two conductive polyester edge-strips were placed
9.9 centimeters apart on top of the soot-bearing adhesive. The resistance of
the Substrata between the strips was 5.3 kilohms. Table I summarizes the sam-
ple characteristics.

Graphite-Fiber/Epoxy - AiuminumHoneycomb..Samples

Five honeycomb-panel samples were tested. All five had aluminum honey-
comb cores glth graphite-fiber/epoxy face sheets. Two of. the s_mples were
painted, one with a conductive paint and the other with s nonconductive paint.
The remaining three samples had bare graphite-fiber/epoxy face sheets. The
largest specimen (sample 5) was a sample of the Nsvstsr satellite solar-array
substrate,, It was 30.8 centimeters by 29 centimeters by 1.59 centimeters thick.
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i ICe O.03-ceutlmeter-thlck face sheets were wrapped around two opposite edges of _:
the core and were Jolnedp makln8 a loop around the core, A gap in the graphite-

_ fiber materlo_ ran halfway areund the loop acro_s on_ fa_e of the sample. The
epoxy conCe_t was higher along this stripe than ove_ the rest of the face sheet.

/

• _ Th_ two painted s_ples (6 and 7) were Voyager sstelllte antenna materials.
The noneonductive painted sample was 3_ centimeters by 6 centimeters by
1.6 centimeters thick with PV100 (titaniu_ oxide in silicone alkyd) paint on
one surface. The sample with conductive p_int (7) was 14 centimeters by

_ 14 centimeters by 2.5 centimeters thick with Goddsrd Space Flight Center paint
designated NS43C on both s_des.

!_ The remaining two honeycomb-panel specimens (8 and 9) we"e samplt_ of

i_ materials proposed for use on the Intelsat V satelli_e. B_h specimens werei ( 15 centimeters square. Sample 8 had 0.Ol-centlmeter-thlck woven graphi_e-
fiber/epoxy face sheets bonded to a 1.8-centimeter-thick aluminum honeyec_nb
core with 0.005 centimeter of unsupported epox_ Sample 9 had 0.04-centimeter-

i l thick unidirectional g_aphite-fiber/epoxy face sheets bonded to a 0.86-
centimeter-thick aluminum honeycomb core. Both samples had a hole drilled i
through one corner. An aluminum block was cemented in the hole with conductive
adhesive. The block provided a point for mounting and for making electrical

'_. connections •

Thin-Film Samples

:_ The thln-film materials tested were

• (I) Kapton polyimide film - type H, 127 micrometers _ '-,",._.__ and with a

vapor-deposited aluminum film on one side

(2) Kapton polylmlde film - type H, 7.62 micrometers thick and uncoated

(3) Mylar polyester film, 2.54 micrometers thick and with a vapor-
deposited alumir:;m film on one side

The two thinner films were tested both totally isolated from ground and mounted
on s.grounded substrata. The thickest material was tested only while mounted
on a grounded substrate.

The slumlnum substrates were 17.1 centimeters by 20.3 centlmettrs with
leads attached for measuring charging and leakage current. The two aluminized
films were mounted with the alu_Inlzed sides in contact with the substrate_.
The two thinner films were mounted by wrapping the film around the substrata
edges and taping it to the substrate back.
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Flexible-Substrata _olar-Array Samples

The testtn _ o." the flexible-substrate _olar-array samples consisted of
three parts. In the first partp the front surfaces were exposed to monoener-
getic electron beams of 2 tO 20 keV while in total darkness. In the second
part, the back surfaces were exposed to monoenerse+:_c electzon beams while in
total darkness. _n the third part, the front surfaces were simultaneously ex-
posed .to a 20-keV electron beam and _imulated sol_r illumination. The inten-
sity of the i1_umlnatlon at the experiment surface was approximately 0.6 times
the solar intensity st 1 AU. Nominal electron flux was 1 nA/_n 2 for all testa.

( Each test was begun with the Sample surface neutral. A gaseouS-nitrcgen
' ion Source was used between tests to discharge this surface. During the testS, :

electron current collected by the solar cells and that collected by the sub-
strate were monitored separately. The sample's surface potential was moultored
with a noncontact, f+,eld-nulllng,electrostatic vol_neter whose probe could be
swept across the surface at a separation of about 0.2 centimeter. Discharge

: activity was monitored with a 15-centlmeter-dlameter loop antenna centered
about 38 centimeters from the sample center.

i
The first series of tests - run for 20 _o 30 mlnutes at beam voltages of

2, 5, 8, I0, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 kilovolts - were conducted to survey the
response of the sub,trite front surface and the solar-cell cover slides. The
second Series of tests - run for 20 to 30 minutes at beam voltages of 2, 8, 12,

I_, and 20 kilovolts - were conducted to survey the response of the back sur-
- face. The test results were compared to determine the moat effective technique
: for controlling charge buildup on the back surfaces. In the third Series of
+_" tests, the front surface of each sample was irradiated with a l-nA/cm 2, 20-key
_ electron flux for 2 hours. The first i/2 hour of the test.was 1.1ksthe initial
-_" front-surface tests except th,,_,the sat_+_ temperature was lowered to about

-18 ° C. Durivg the second 1/2 hour the sample _:as illuminated by a solar
+ simulator that produced .1bout 0.6 times 1-AU so_ar intensity at th,.. sample

plane. Euxine, the third 1/2 hour the sample was again in darkr.eSs, and during
_ ,_he fourt_ 1/2 hour it _as again illuminated. T_,roughout the t_t the temper-

ature, substrata c¢liection current, cell-circuit collection current, and sur-
face potential profile were recorded each minufe. During the illuminated por-
tions of the test_ the array-segment short-circuit current and open-circuit
voltage was also recorded each m_nuta.

The test results fo_ sample 2 are shown in figures 2 to 5. Figure 2 shows
typical surface pc_tentlalprofiles for Lhe front and back surfaces of th: sam-
ple taken while the surfaces were beiliSbombarded in dar_ese. Figures 2(a)
and _b) are equilibrium profiles of the front surface under exposure to 5-keV
(low energy) and 20-key (high energy) beams, respectively. The low-energy

beam charges the Kspton border to s 8ignif_+cantly higher potential than the
solar-cell cover slide. The high-enersy beam char_es the cove_ slide and the
Kapton border to comparable potentials. ¥1Kures 2(0) and (d) show the back ,+
surface in a hi_h-energy beam early in the test and at equilibrium. The
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approXimately 0,1-centimeter-wide carbOn-fiber th,'eads and the £nteevening 0.2- i

centimeter squares of Kaptou are r_solvable as the alternating potential peaks _
and valleys. The conductive Strips on the se_aple edges sho_ up as high poten-
tial peaks. The moe_ S£guigi#.ant observation tO be r_e-;e is that the small open i

areas of F,apton o.t the back surface become charged to nearly the same potential i
as the broad open KapCon borders on the front surface, i

Figure 3 shows the range of potentials occupied by the various surface
materiels of the Sample for exposure to 2- to 20-keV electron beams. Figure 4
shows the equilibrium electron currents to the conductive substrata and solar-
cell circuits in 2- to 20-keV electron beams. The current collected by the
solar-cell circuit during electron irradiation of r_e back surface is not shown
since ic was more than an order of magnitude less than the-current collected :

( during 'front-surface irradiation.
i

The test conducted with the solar simulator is stemarized £u figure 5.
Figures 5(a) end (b) show the surface potentials on th_ cover slides and the
Kapton substrate border. Under illumination of only 0.6 Sun intensity, the
surface potentials are reduced by an order of magnitude frum the values reached
during electrott irradiation in total darkness possibly because of the photocon-
ductf.v£ty of Eapton (ref. 10), Figure 5(c) shows sample temperature as a func-
tion of time, The thermocouple used to monitor the temperature teas Located in
the center of the subStrate*s back surface, Because of its location it _rob-
ably indicated the true temperature of all the sample surfaces only during the

!i_ first 1/2 hour of testing, During this time, there were no thermal inputs to
the sample and a steady state had b_en achieves. Figure 5(d) iS a cumulative
record of the discharge activity that took plat6 durin_ the teat. The three
counters connected to the loop antenna were operating with thresholds of 1_ 2,
and 5 voles. The top curve shOws the discharges that generated pulses greeter

:_ than l Volt in the antenna. The bottom curVe shows discharges that induced
pulses greater tlsan 2 volts. 1_o discharges generating 5 volts were observed
during the 2-hour test Of sample 2. Discharge activity was greatest during the
first 1/2 hour whefi the sample was cold and in darkness. The discharBe rate
was reduced after illumination of the ss,wple but increased duriflg the second
1/2 hour of darkness_ The discharge rate during the second gsrk period was
some_llst iess than the rate during the first dark period possibly because of
higher sample temperature.

The test resuits obtained with sample 3 are shotm in figures 6 to 9. Fig-
ure 6 Shows typical potential profiles for this sample. Sample 3 was identical
to sample 2 except for the addition of the soot-bearing adhesive chacge-control
material to the back Surface. The cover-slide and Kapton-borddr potential pro-
file for iou_energy ($-k_V) electron beam irradiation (fig. 6(a)) ts very sisal-
let to that for sample 2 (fig. 2(a)). The i_roftle for high-energy (20-keV)
elect'ran beam irradiation (fig, 6_)) shOws that the KaptOn border became less
highly charged probably because of the additional soot-bearing adhesive charge-
control material, The most dramatic improvement is ahowil in figure 6(c), the
profile of the back surface exposed eo a 20-keV electron beam. The maximum
potential is two orders of magnitude less than that of the sample without the
adhesive-soot m_tertal (sample 2). Figures 7 to 9 show surface potential as
a function of beam energy, collecto,_ electron current as a function of beats
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_ energy, and the curVes smrizing the 2-hour test tn which the sample wa_
=_.)-. illuminated by Simulated solar radiation.

'_ The test results for Sample & are su..nariZed iU figures i0 to 13.

Figure
10(a) shows the DOtentiai profile of the front surface under exposure to a low-

;__- energy ($-keV) electron beam. The COver slide and the fiberglsss-over-Kaptonborder became charged :o approximately the same potentiiis as the cover slides

ii_!. and Kap_on borders o£ sampl,s 2 end 3. The potential profile of the front sur-face under expOs,re to • hi_-energy (20-keV) electron beam is shown in figure
10(b). Exposure of the back suffice to a 20-keV beam produced the potenti_l

# profile shown in figure 10(c). Recall that the back surface has the soot-
bearing chafes-control m_terial applied to plain Kapton withou_ any woven

( carbon-fiber material. COmparison with figure 6(c) shows that the adhesive-

soot materiel alone is nearly aS effective as the combined woven-carbon-fiber

and adhesive-soot material in reducing charge accumulation. Figures 11 to 13
_hoW surface pocenttal as a function of beam ener_, _ollected electron current
as a function of beam energy, and the curves suunnrizing the 2-hour test of the
sample subjected to alternating periods of darkness and simulated _ohr iliumi-
nation.

The test refJuits for sample 1 are suunariZed in figures 14 to 17. This
i sample was a better si_latio_ of a proposed flight array in that the exposed

area of the substrate on the solar-ceil side was a small fraction of the total
i)/ i sample area. Figure 14(a) shows t'_e t_o deep potential wells due to cha_ge

_, accumulation on the narrow i_apto_ borders. The potentials reached by the sur- "i
:, faces in the l_w_-ener_y ($-keV) electron beam were much the same as the levels
!_' reached by simi_a_ _urfaces o_ the other three samples. The Voltage probe

crossed four solar-ceil cover slide_, as it traversed the sample, and evidence
" o£ these _.S barely discernible in figure 14(a). Figure 14_) is a typical sur-

'-- face potential profile of sauple i in a high-energy (20-keY) electron beam.
The cover slides are more easily seen. The potential profile of the back sur-

i i f_ce in a 20-k_.V electron be¢_ iS shown tn figure l_(c). The back surface of
this sample looks _ch like the beck surface o£ sample 2, except tha_ the
carbon-fiber material is more densely woven. Co, paring fibre l&(c) with fig-

_ ure 2(c) shows that the closer weave eltn_nated the nt_erous highly charged re-
gions evident on the back-surface profile Of sample 2. Although an improvement
oVer the behavior of sample 2 Was realized, the closer _ave _as not as effec-

_ tive in reducin_ charge accumulation as the adhesive-soot materiel applied to
smnpies 3 end 4 (figS. 6(c) and lO(c)). Figures 15 to 17 show surface pOten-
tiai as a function of beam energy, s_ple current as a function of beam energy,
and the curVes summnrizin_ the 2-hour test with periods of solar simulation.

Semp._e 1 expatiated significantly more discharge activity On the front
surface than d_d th_ other three samples. This may be due to the larger munber
of solar cells, _.oae cover slides could become charged and independently dis-
cherae to the st, let-cell lnterconnections. Comparing figures $(d)_ 9(d),

i 13(d), and 17(d) shows that illumination of the front surface significantly re-
duced or elJ_nineted discharae activity on eil samples, possibly because o£ the
photocond_ctivity of Kept6n (reg. 10_. The data indicate that the densely

woven carbon-fiber fabric alone or the less-dense carbon-fiber fabric with the _i

• 1
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iI adhesive-soot material added were most effective in preventing discharge ectiv-
_._. ity _hen the back sutfdce was irradiated in darkness. ,_i

Graphite-Fiber/Epoxy - Aluminum Honey_omb Samples _.

The five honeycomb-panel samples were tested to determine, in each c_se,

the degree to which the surfaces of interest became charged in monoenergetic teiectron beams of 2 to 20 keY.

The Navstar sample (5) was nounted with its back surface against a 27.3-
eentimeter-by-29.3-centimeter aluminum plate to which a lead was attached to
measure electron current to the sample. Typical surface potential prcfiles

( are shown in figure 18(a). The ragged profile is probably a result of varia-
tion in the concentration of epoxy and graphite filets at the surface. Note :
the prominent potential spike at the discontinuity in the graphite-fiber sheet.
The general surface pOtential across the sample is shown in figure 18(b) as a
function of beam energy. For energies greater than 5 keV, the potential In-
creases only Slightly if at a11. The nominal current density at the center of
the sample was i nA/cm 2 before each test, as read by the Faraday cup. The Sam-
ple current recorded for each test was nearly I microampere, indicating an
average flux over the 893-square-centimeter sample of about i nA/cm 2. No dis-
charges were recorded by the loop antenna located near the sample or by the
tiNs-exposure camera. ..

The Voyager afltenna samples (6 and 7) were exposed to electron beams o£
2 to 20 keY a_d flux densities of ] and 3 nA/cm 2. The dependence of the sur-
face potentlal on beam energy and flux density is shown in figures 19(a) and

ii (b). The dependence on beam energy disappears or i_ much reduced above I0 keV
i, for both s_mples. The surface potential of the conductive-palnt sample is

abcut two orders of magnitude lower than that of the nonconductlve-paint sample
for the Same beam conditions. Data from earlier tests of another nonconductlve
paint (S-13GLO) is shown in figuce 19(c) for comparison.

The sample 8 and 9 honeycomb-panel surfaces were also exposed tO 2- to
20-key electron beams of I- to 3-nA/cm 2 flux density. The samples were tested
slmultsneously, side by side. The tests were conducted with the samples at
-40 ° C to better simulate the environment of the materials in use on intelsat 7.
Typlcal surface potential profiles are shown in figure 20(a). The results of
these tests, Includlng the Navstar test data for comparison, are shoml in fig-
ure 2O(b). The ragged appearance of sample 8's profiles is similar to the
Nevstar profiles and is probably due to the varying epoxy concentration across
the surface. Sample 9's profiles appear more uniform, with two prominent po- _I
tentlsl spikes at the locations of significant epoxy bleed through the _arbon
fibers. Though the loop antenna did not record any discharge activity, the
sample current record and the time-exposure photographs show evidence of activ-
ity on sample 8.

The sample current records (fig. 21(a)) were quite noisy. The pulses on
sample 9's current record may have been a response to _st was happening on the
other sample. The time-exposure photographs (fig. 22) show a faint glow out-
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°i t" chargesi_from sepia 9. Also_ the _surface potential Of sample 8 appeared dif- _
_i _ _ feren_ with each sweep _Of the probe (fiS. 21(b)), but sample 9:s profile ap-

L!_, I peered nearly constant.

Thin-Film Samples i._

The first test specimen of Hylar was about 28 centimeters _quare and was
isolated from ground, with the bare surface facing the electron source. An
electron beam of nom_naily 1 nA/cm 2 , at its center, in the plane of the speci-
men was Stepped through various energies from 2_ to 20 keV. The potential of

= _ !i t_he mylar surface was monitored by the electrostatic VOltmeter.

The response of surface potential of the Mylar film to the varying bema :_

energy is shown in figure 23. With the specimen isolated from ground and in
total darkness, thus eiimfnatin8 bulk conduction and pi,o_oemission currents, ,"
the equilibrium surface potential was a function of beam energy and the mate-
riel secondary emission properties. Although no temperature-measuring devices J

_ were mounted on the specimen, it was estimated that the specimen was at 10° C,

r,' _i aS were other Structures within the chamber.
l' ! °_

_. 'ille surface potential response of the 7.82-miCrometer-thick KaptOn film
i* to varying beam energy, with the specimen totally isolated from ground, is

shown tn fisure 24. _n this configuration, the surface potential is about the
_ same aJ that of the Mylar film mounted similarly end exposed to the sane-energy

electron beam. The surface potentials are compared in figure 25 as a function i
-_ of beam energy for both materials in the totally isolated and grounded sub- ,

strate rmuntin_ confi_rations. The test data and calculated values of res£s-
_ fence and resistivity are contained in table II.

The da_s from the testin_ of the 127-n_LCrometer-thick Kapton film sh_
that the surface pOtential inc_eased linearly with beam enersy to about i2 keV.
Beyond this level_ discharges beaan to take place on the Surface. The data
taken were not sufficient to tell whether the disehar_es were characterized by
ch0srge transport from the front surface to the back surface a_ the edges or by
ch, arge omiss_.on from the surface to other structures within the chamber.

_ cONC,_s Ioi,,s

Four fiexible-substrate solar-array _egments, five _aphite-fiber/epoxy -
aluminum honeycomb paSels, and two thin dielectric films were exposed to monO-
enersetic electron beams in the Lewis Research Causer's seomasaetic-aubstorm-
enviro_nent simulation facility. The array sesmefits represented different ap-
proaches to mak£n_ the dielectric back surface "quasi-cohduCtive" end thus _
minimizing surface chsrae accun_lstion. The tests sho_ed, as expected, t_at

: the more nearly continuous the quasi-conductive surface treatment, the lower
the surface potential. The tests of the honeyco_b-pshel samples are evidence
that strong, liKhtweight, nonmetallic structural materials are available that

- , . ]
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have acceptable spacecraft-charging properties, if the surfaces haveasuffi-
_/_'o ciently high and uniform conc6nt_ation of conductive medium w£_ a conductive

ps_ to ground, surface potentials well below chose at whichd_scharges_occur
• can be maintained. Finally, thin dielectric films 6barge to h_sh surface po"

tential8 _hen they are isolated from ground. HoweVer, when the films are
placed over a conductive substrate at ground potential, surface potentials of i
less than 2_ kilovoits can be maintained even when _e films are irradiated 'i
with 20-keY electrons.

i
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i:i_!i' TABLE I. - SAHPI_ SUBSTRATE CHARACTERISTICS i
! ._" Sample 'Haterlalsa Element Subs_rate Dimensions, _ntlcharging _siscance

without n_ represented by- between i
an¢lcharRtng conductive

, edgc.scrtp_a £_,
• Density, g/m2 k_ J

l Kapfbn (i2.5 ,_mi 19 I55 IO0 x tie CFCb 0.0036

if! °'°° "C? 209 plus 66

hardener HT 972

2 Kapton ([2,5 lam) 19 95 lO0 x ll0 CFCb 0,0039 ':
CFCb

,- " _uPon_ 46971 plus 31
i hardener RC 805
!-

_'_ i 3 Kapton (12.5 _m) 19 104 leo x lie CFC,b DuPont 469710 0.0020

_ CFCb 45 hardener, and soot

i DuPont 46971 plus 40
hardener RC 805

4 Kapton (12.5 _m) 19 J9 IO0 × 110. DuPont 4697l, 5.297
_ Fiberglass 90001 27 hardener, end soot
_%- DuPoflt 46971 plbs 13
_" hardener RC 805

! aAll the samples had two strips of silver-filled polyester bonded to the back surface so that
;, the beck surface could be grounded.

bcarbon-fiber co_hposite.

_ - TEST DATA CALCULATEDRESISTANCE F_R THIN PLASTIC Ft_

TABLE II. AND
i'

_ Sample Beam Surface Beam voltage Sample Sample Effective Effective
energy, potential, minus sur£ace current, current bulk bulk

keV kV voltage, ,iA divided _esistancep resistivity,
,_.0 kV by area, fl =-cm

nA/cm2

I27-,_m-thlck 2.5 1.64 0.86 O.011 0.032 O. 149_10 i2 0.409_1016

Kapton 5 4.15 .85 .OO5 .O14 .83×1012 2.277X1016

: _ 8 7 l .006 .017 1.167×1012 3.2Olx1016

:_ IO 9.0 1 .005 .01_ l.gxlo 12 4.938x1016

12 10._ 1.2 .007 .020 1,543x1012 4.232x10 lb

a[5 12.8 2.2 .OO8 .O23 1.6xlO 12 4.389x1016

al8 12.8 5.2 .012 .O35 1.067x1012 2.927×1016

a20 13.O 7 .013 .O37 lxlO 12 2.743xlo 16

7.62-um-thick 2.5 1.63 0.87 0.028 0.08 5.82Xl01_ 2,662x1016
Kapton

5 2.12 2.88 .229 .657 .926x10 lO .423x1016

8 2.10 5.90 .278 .798 .755×1010 .345x10 lb

I0 1.96 8.04 .298 .823 .658x10 I0 .300_1016

t5 1.20 13.8 .579 l.b_ .207_1010 .O94x1016

20 .50 19.5 .340 .9t8 .147x1010 .O67x1016

2.54-.m-thick 2.5 1.1 1.4 0.09 0.259 1.222x1010 1,676_Z016

Hylar 5 .925 4,075 .191 .548 ._84_10 IO .6b_xlO 16

IO .32 9.68 .322 .92_ ,099X10 IO .136x1016

20 .039 19.961 .380 1.11 .OIxlO IO .014x1016

_S_,r[ac_ discharges occur; surface potential not truly in equilibrium; all s_mples
17.0_ cm by 20.32 cm.
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(c) Backsurface_2O.keVbeam;minute20;20V/division,

FiBure6.- Typicalstefacepotentialprofilesofsample3.
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_' AREA SCALING INVESTIGATIONS OF CHARGINGPHENOMENA

Paul R. Aron and John V. S_askus

: NASA Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY

The'charging and discharging behavior of square, planar samples of sil-

vered, fluorinated ethylene-propylene (FEP) Teflon thermal control tape was _t
measured. The equilibrium voltage profiles scaled with the width of the sam-
ple. A wide range of discharge pulse characteristics was observed, and the /_]

area dependencee of the peak current, charge, and pulse widths are described.
The observed scaling of the peak currents with area was weaker than that pre- 1

viously reported. The discharge parameters were observed to depend strongly on !

the grounding impedance and the beam voltage. Preliminary results suggest that jmeasuring only the return-current-pulse characteristics is not adequate to de-
scribe the spacecraft discharging behavior of this material. The seams between
strips of tape appear to play a fundamental role in determining the discharging t
behavior. An approximate propagation velocity for the charge cleanoff was ex- :iI
trscted from the data. The samples - 232, 1265, and 5058 squ_re centimeters in .!
area - were exposed at ambient temperature to s 1- to 2-nA/cm z electron beam st
energies of 10, 15, end 20 kilovolts in a 19-meter-long by 4.6-meter-di_eter /_:

7. simulation facility at the Lewis Research Center

'i

INTRODUCTION 1

_ It has been clear from the beginning of the spacecraft charging investiga-
tion that an understanding of the geometric scaling laws that describe charging
phenomena is of fundamental importance. Larger systems are being built, and !
even larger ones are being seriously proposed for future missions. Worse-case t
calculations and extrapolations from existing d,c, h,ve a limited reliability
and utility. Therefore, experimental studies must be undertaken with larger _

_ area_ of engineering material than previously tested. There is also an inade- '_
quete theoretical understanding of the discharge process. An experimental
study of the variation with area of the parameters that describe the discharge
process should provide important clues to guide the mathematical modeling ef-
fort.' Some significant ex?erimental measurements of area effects have been
reported.in the literature (refs. 1 and 2). Bslmain (ref. 1) has systemeti ....
tally investigated area effects in a variety of spacecraft materiels. His
work was confined to areas of less then 100 squSre centimeters, but it did
give the first clear experimental observation of the scaling of discharge 1pulse characteristics with area. Bogus (ref. 2) has also reported measure-
ments of area scaling for large samples (3800 cmZ); however, his work has been
confined to solar arrays.
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At L_ie, an effort has bosun to study sysCemuticslly the eros and seems- _
try dependence of the chursing end dtscherging patterers for a vuriocy of i_: spacecraft m_ceriels. BecaUse of previous experience with silvered-Teflon

_ thermal control tape, J,t Was chosen us the f/tel material to be C_sced in this
The large si_e of the Lewis simulation facility has _a_3 £C 1investigation.

possible to study Teflon samples that are umre than an order of maanitude
larger than those previously reported.

MATERiALq_ APPARATUS, AHD PROCEDURE

Materials
(
, The samples consisted of strips of 5-centimeCer-w£de_ silvered, fluori-

nated echylene-propylene (_EP) Teflon thermal control tape. The tape is a com-
posite Chat consists of a O.0il-cencimecet-cltick sheet of Teflon with, first,
a layer of Vapor-deposited si£ver and, aecondp a layer of vapor-deposited In-
conel 600. These layers were followed by a thirds a O.03-_ll£meter-Chick
layer of conductive adhesive. The adhesive Was t_o parts GE S1_25 silicone
robber mixed with one part silver powder (by weight). The tape was applied co
a clean 0.313-cenCimeter-thick_ square alum£numplate £_ strips eXtendin8 the
full lenKth of the plate. The scrips Were butted edKe Co edse. The edges and
the back of the plat_ were not covered. HoweVer, no part of the bare place was
exposed to the direct electron beam. The tape Was applied with rinser pressure
and Was teJted in vacuum to have a resistance from the Silver layer tO the
plate of approximately 60 ohms for a 1-square-centimeter area. Three ample
assemblies were prepared - with areas ._f 232, 1265, and $058 square centi-
meters.

Apparatus

Figure 1 shows the interior of the vacuum tank and the experimental ar-
rangement. The 1265-square-centimeter sample is sheba in place. It is fixed
to the sample carriage , a vertical bar that can be moved reaotely up to 1.i me-
ters horizontallyj perpendicular Co the tank axis. To the right o£ the sample
i8 a stainless-steel beam shield. Behind the sm_ple and, thereforep not visi-
ble £n the figure is a lO-square-cencimeter Faraday cup. Below end Co the lest
o£ the sample is the arm on which are fixed the heads of two TRE_ model 340 IW
electrostatic voltmeters. The spacing between the heads is adjustable and they
are swept in a vertical arc across the sa=ple sur£ace. The prObeS were typi-
cally spaced 2 millimeters from the sample.

The sample assembly was grounded in one of two ways. In the first con-
figuration, which is referred Co as the 50-ohm confisuration_ the aluminum
plate was insulated from the carriage and the tank structure. A SO-ohm coaxial
lead approximately lO meters long was brought from the sample out through the
tank wall. The shield was grounded at the tank wall. The center conductor
passed through the core of a Pearson model 110 current trane£ormer. The lead
was then brought to a switch that could ground it throush a 50°ohm resistor or
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• _ apply it to the input of an electrometer. This conflgurar_on IB shown In fig-
_ are 2 ae a solid line. In the second configuration, which io reforred to a8 [

tb_, low-_pedance configuration, thQ insulator between the sample and the car-
_=$_ riage was re_leced by an 8-centimeter-long eluminumpoat threoding the core of

i_ the _earson current transfo.-mer. This configuration is shown in figure 2 ae
the dashed line. It was conceived to minimize the sample impedance to ground_

The current transformer is useful for signals with rise times 8rester than
50 nanoseconds. The transformer output was monitored with both a Tectron£z
model 7834 storage oscilloscope and s Biomation model 8100 waveform recorder.
The wzveform recorder was used in the precrigger mode. In this mode _C stores

_ the output voltage of the Pearson transformer as a function of time over a se-
•_ letted interval (usually 20 _sec). This time interval includes a selectab_e
;_ ( time interval before the trigge_. This capability is particularly useful for

tr_nsient phenomenon as it eliminates the question about v_at happened before
the trigger point. The signal was played back slowly through an integrator,
and it and its time integral were recorded on s two-channel strip-chart re-
corder.

The output of the electrostatic voltmeters, and their time integrals were
recorded along with _he various electrometer currents, position readouts I etc.,
on a multichannel strip-chart recorder. The electron flux (1 to 2 nA/cm Z) was

.... generated by t_o Lewis electron guns (ref. 3). The guns were mounted next to
one another, on either side of the tank axis, approximately 10 meters from the
sample plane. The current distribution in this plane was measured by an array
of current collection disks. The _tux varied _30 percent over the largest sam-
ple area. The electron trajectories were minimally affected by the Earth's
magnetic field since the mild steel in the outer wall of the vacuum tank re-
duced the field by about a factor of i0.

:: A loo_ antenna feeding a three-level radiofrequency translent-event count-
er was located near the sample and served to count discharges and sort them by
amplitude. Also located near the sample and visible in figure 1 in the upper
right corne_ was a gaseous-nltrogen plasma source Chat was used Co neutralize
the surface charge on the sample.

The vacuum tank is a horlzontal steel cyl£nde_ 19 _eters long and 4.6 me-
tees in dlame_er pumped by 20 liquld-nltrogen-baffled 91-centlmete_dlameter
o11 diffusion pumps. It was comfortably operated at approximately 2,7xi0-8

N/m2 (2x10"6 torr).for these test_ and has a no-load pressure of approxlmately
1.3x10 9 N/m2 (10-/ tOrE).

Test Procedure

In the 50-ohm configuration the samples were exposed sequentially to I0_,
15o, and 20-kilovolt beams. The imbedded charge was neutralized with the plas-
ma source bctween exposures. The sample was irradiated at each voltage for s
short time (15 to 60 set), and the surface voltage profiles were measured over
the entire sample area at the end of each interval. At 10-k£1ovolc exposure
the three samples were charged to equilibrium (fig. 3) with the sample ground
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completed _trough the electrometer (f/g. 2). At 15- and 20-kilovolt exposures
the samples did not charge to equilibriutnbut began exhibiting breakdowns when _
the maximum surface voltage was as low as 8.5 kilovolts. With the ground
switched from the electrometer to the 50-olm termination, the return-current

I pulses were recorded until a representative group had been ass_Qbled. AS thelast procedure in the run, the electron b_am was turned off Just before the
next predicted breakdown and the surface voltage profiles were measured. The q
beam was then turned back on until the next discharge and then in_ediately
turned off and the surface reaurveyed. These data give the total charge on
the surface before and after a discharge.

After this sequence of measurements Was made for the three samples, they
were remounted in the low-impedance configuration, and their discharge behavior
was remeasured at both 15- and 20-kilovolt electron fluxes.

(

RESULTS

Charging

_i Figure 3 is a typical ti_e history of the charge buildup on a 232-square-
centimeter sample _n a lO-kilovolt electron beam. The voltage profiles were

_" taken with the probes passing' across approximately th_ middle of the sample.

:. The individual strips of tape are revealed by the sharp dips on the surface
voltage at the seams, where the tape strips are butted.

During the initial stages of charging, the distribution of charge On the

surface should mirror the actual flux distribution (assuming, of course, that
the surface properties are uniform over the sample) The obsecved variation

of the surface voltage with the position of the 232- and 1265-square-centimeter
samples is consistent with the measured _30 percen_ variation of the beam flux

over the sample plane. The largest sample (5068 cm2) shows a somewhat wider

variation, the origin of which is undetermined. All three samples at equilib-
rium exhibit a uniform profile except for the gaps and a characteristic falloff
at the edges.

The equilibrium voltages at the center were 8.0, 7.2, and 7.6 kilovolts

for the 232-, 1265-, and 5058-square-centimete_ samples, respectively. The

voltage profiles at equillbrium_ in all three cases, do not exhibit complete
_ilateral synnetry. All are skewed in the same way, suggesting a lack of sym_
metry in the experimental arrangement as the cause.

Figure 4 shows the normalized voltage profiles, where the distance x is
scaled by the half-wldth w of the sample and the voltage V by the maximum
voltage Vm. In these reduced coordinates the three samples are, to first or-
der, identical if the seams are Ignored- This observed..scallng with sample
width is inconsistent with the model proposed by Parko and Mandell (September
1976 Monthly ProgreJs Report on NASA Contract NAS3-20119, Systems, Science, and

Software) an_ used by Stevens, et al. (ref. 4) to fit their edge-gradlent data.

Their model considers surface and bulk resistance along with a one-dlmenslonal

current-balance description (ref. 5) to predict the edge profiles. The In-
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ability of the Parks-Nandell _odel to predict something as fundamental as the _'_
observed scaling indicates that the douKnant physical mechanism that controls 1

i the edge profile has not been incorporated. Nultidimensional effects are the
.' most obvious possibilities. In particular, the spreading of _he beam due to

the finite width of the Sample should be considered. The deflection of the iv- :

coming particles will certainly be greater for larger samples. _ ii_
!

Discharging

Discharge phenomenon in these samples Were Studied at beam voltages of 15

and 20 kilovolts. DiScharging seemed to begin when the maximum sample voltage
was as low as 8.5 kilovolts. These early discharges were characterized by
their small size relative tot he more typical breakdowns. Figure 5 is a time
history o£ the breakdown behavior of the 232-square-centimeter sample, which is
typical. The voltage profiles were taken acres approximately the center of
the sample and transverse to the tape direction.

The seams are apparent in figure 5(a) as two Small dips. The probe sweeps
over a 4-kilovolt calibration bar at the end of its travel. Figure 5(a) shows
the profile after 215 seconds of charging with a 15-kilovolt electron beam.
Figure 5(b_ shows the same profile Just after the first breakdown and 270 sec-

t" ends after the start of charging. The breakdown is evident as a charge-
depleted region around the left tape seam. The extent of this charge-depleted
region along the seam direction is shown in figure 6. The only two sweeps that
show depletion are figures 6(c) and (d), demonstrating that the length o£ the
depleted region iS no more than 768 centimeters long and is away from the ends
of the sample. FigUre 5(c) shows the profile after further charging; no break-
downs were observed on the arc counter or the current monitors. The overall

_ voltage level is higher than in figure 5(b) and the charge-depleted region is
filling in. Figure 5(d) shows the _rof£1e taken after 370 seconds of charging

and Inuuediately after the second observed breakdown. This profile, when com-
pared with figure 5(c), indicates that both seam broke down. Figure 5(e)

shows the same profile after 600 Seconds of charging and before the next break-

down whlch occurred at 665 seconds. The results of that breakdown are shown in' figure 5(f). Before this breakdown, the maximum surface voltage increased over
=_: that in figures 5(c) and (d) and almost total charge cleanoff, resulted. Almost

total charge cleanoff is typical of the behavior of this size sample for most
of the subsequent breakdowns,

qualltatlvely, the preceding sequence of events is analogous to the be-

_ havior seen tone, only on high-voltage insulators when they are initially brought
up to their worklng voltage. In this casej gaps that before breakdown have the

_ largest voltage gradients (electric fields) break down initially at low volt-

_: ages and, by depleting the charge near them, reduce the locally high electric
,, field. The regions away from the gaps can then charge to even higher voltage
i.

_. Until the next most sensitive high-electric-field-region breaks down. This
allows the sample voltage to go even higher. This process continues until
there are many sites similarly sensitive and quasl-repetitlve behavior sets in.

FIBure 7 shows three examples of the more typical return-current pulses I
resulting from the discharge of the 232-square-,centlmeter sample. Figures 7(a)



and (b) show data taken with the 50-ohm grounding configuration at 15 and 20 kilo- _,.
volts, respectively. Figure 7(c) shows a typlcal pulse with the 1ow-lmpedance

grounding configuration. The vertical gain is a factar of 2 smaller than in fig-

ures 7(a) and (b). A most distinctive characteristic of this sample when tested in

the low-impedance configuration is the appearance of a positive precursor. That
is, there is an initial downward spike that represents a positive current lear-

ing the sample. Here, and in all the return-current-pUlse data shown, a signal

greater than zero represents a current of negative charge leaving the surface

(ref. 6). Only this sample, in this configuration, exhibited a positive pre- !

_. curser and it always did. liowever, the net charge leaving tllesurface was al-
ways negative, as in the other samples. This positive precurser may be related

to the positive charge bursts reported by Yadlowsky (ref. 7). He observed both i
positive and negative charge bursts with different time evolutions in break- i!

( downs in bulk Teflon. This. would suggest that such currents of both positive q
and negative particles are contr%butlng to give the result reported here.

Figure 8 shows some typical return-current pulses from the 1265-square-
centimeter sample. They have been chosen to demonstrate the range of sizes and Ishapes observed. The nonrepeatability of the shape, the wide variety of sizes,

and the general lumpy quality of the pulses suggests that they are composites
of many small breakdowns. The low-impedance pulses (figs. 8(c), (d), and (e)),

_i though similar in overall shape, have higher frequency noise components than• the 50-ohm pulses. Figure 9 shows some pulses from the 5058-square-centlmeter

sample. The same comments concerning the variability of size and shape that

were made about the 1265-square-centimeter sample are appropriate here.

Par the purpose of discussing area effects the inC_vidual return-current

pulses are described by three parameters: the maximum current I, the total

charge Q, and the time At, where _t is defined as the width of the pulse
- at I/2. Except for _le first few discharges that were described earlier,

there was no evident systematic dependence of these _a_ameters on the discharge
history. A distribution function for these parameters was constructed by

choosing a narrow interval of the variable sad plotting the fractional number

of events occurring in the interval. A smooth curve was then drawn through the
point.

Figure I0 is an example of such a distribution function for the peak value

I of the return-current pulses observed with U1e 1265-square-centimeter sample

at 20 kilovolts with the low-impedance grounding configuration. The horizontal
bar indicates the current interval.

These distributions were characterized by three parameters: the largest
value of the parameter observed, denoted by the subscript M; the value of the
parameter at the peak of the distribution function, which can be thought of as
the most probable value, denoted by the subscript MP; and, finally, the width

of the distribution function at l/2 the MP value. Table I conta_ns the

reduced data arranged by area, beam voltage, and grounding configuration. The

last two columns give the total number NT of discharge pulses recorded and
analyzed for both grounding configurations. The small number of pulses studied
in the low-impedaztce, 15-kilovolt, 232-square-centimeter case resulted from a

reluctance of the sample to break down under these conditions.
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¸
tion of area for the t_o grounding con£igurations and b Voltages It wasi _' _igure ll shows the data fo_ the maximum current observed as a rune- .: .I

/_/_o,. expected that the area dependeflce of this current wouid be of interest because

_?:ii_l i_ i_ e worst-case peremet6r. Wliere iC Seemed appropriate, a least-squares fit

_o_ Was drawn through the three points. The 20-kilovolt, S0-ohm ddta fit an I M =

-°_"!_ti_ 14.3 (A)0.25 line, where A denotes ares. The low-impedance da_a at either ._ i_Ii_i bemn Voltage does not lend itself to
_ straight lines are used to connect thee poiflcS.single'ter_ThePower'laWareascalingdescrf_ti°n'exhibitedandby

the 20-kilovolt, 50-ohm data i_ Weaker than the (A) 0.575 _eported by Belmain
(ref. 1) for smaller samples. It is difficult, however, to co,pare his Work
directly with that reported here since his groundin_ was dif_erent, his st&tis-

tical treatment of the data was not the same, and his current density was three

, orders of magnitude larger• However, his data do extrapolate in close agree-
ment with the lo_-impedance, 20-kilovolt, 232-square-centimeter point.

TWo qualitative obse.rvaciona should be made about the maXimum-current data

in figure 1i. First, in agreement with A. Rosen Of TRW (private communica_ion),
the grounding conf4guration had a significant effect on the behavior. For eX-

ample, at 20 kilovolts significantly larger currents _ere observed with the 1
lo_J_npedance ground than with the S0-ohm ground.. However, 1S kilovolts the
opposite is true. Second, both the S0-ohm and low-i_pedance aaca exhibit a
weaker area dependence with a IS-kilovolt beam than with a 20-kilovolt beam.

F£_ur_ 12 shows the most probable peak current IMp as a function of isamp!e area in the same for_mt as in the previous figure. The same strong de-
pendence of the behavior of this parameter at 15 kilovolts on the nature of the I

grounding is observed. At 20 kilovolts the area d_pendence of IMp is clearly i1
_ch weaker than that exhibited by IH. In fact, it would seem that to a first
approximation, IMp is independent of the area.

Figure 13 shows the maximum charge _H in the same format as in the two
previous figures. At 20 kilovolts both grounding configuratio_s show good
least-squares fits to _N = K(A)0"78, where K is a constant. The low-
impedance configuration gave a somewhat ._arger value of K (0.38) than the
S0-ohm configuration (0.30). The 1S-kilovolt, SO-ohm data (fig. 13(b)) are fit
(rather poorly) by QH = 0.75 (A) 0-65, which is weaker than the 20-kilovolt ,_t
scaling. But, given the quality of the fit, no conclusion can be drawn con- J

cern£ng the beam-voltage dependence of the exponent, t

Figure I_ shows the most probable charge _4P as a function of area. At
20 kilovolts the deTend_nce of this parameter on area is si_nificantly weaker
than that of qM, but at I5 kilovolts its behavior is similar to that of its

QN counterpart. Both the QM and _NF data show the same aensitivie.y to the
grounding configuration as does IN in that, at _0 kilovolts, a low-impedance
ground increases the charge over the SO-ohm value but at IS kilovolts it de-
creases it.

Figure iS shows the maximum discharge time &t H as a function of area.
All four sets of data fit _t H = K(A) x very well. The values of K and x

: I! for the foor cases are given on the figure. The 50-ohm data for both voltages .,
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_ show that At M scales approximately as the first power of the area, but. the ,_low-impedance data exhibit significantly weaker scaling. ,_

Figure 16 shows the date for the _ost probable discharge time A_Mp- The
20-kilovolt data in both grounding configurations fit AtMp = K(A) x ih-a con-
vincing way, but with values of x Significantly Smaller than in the At M i
cases. It appears that AtMp scales approximately as the square root of the t
area. This dependence suggests that a characteristic linear dimension may con- i
trol the breakdown behavior. I£ it is assumed that Ll_e most probably breakdown

I
|

starts somewhere in a seam, propagates along it at constant velocity, and is ]
l_nited by the length of a single seam, the coefficient K can be interpreted

as 1/2£v, where v is the propagation velocity. The factor 2 is approxi- t
mate and is inserted because the most probable pulse would start somewhere near( the middle and propagate in both directions, f is a correction that would con- ]
vert At to the total time the pulse propagates down the gap. A model of the t
discharge process that could predict the return-current-pulse shape is required _
to accurately evaluate £. Such a model does not exist, but f is assumed to
be near 2. Within the limit of this crude description, the propagation veloe-. 1

_ ity v iS approximately 1._107 cm/sec for the 50-ohm data. _1

.. Discharge Phenome_ology

_. A consideration of the basic physics of the discharge process in the I
geometry being studied here i_nedietely calls to question the meanin8 of the 1

puise-current measurements described in this paper. Figure 17 schematically
describes the experimen_al situation. In the figure, Qbe_ore and Qafter i
are the net charge in the surface o£ the sample Just before and Just after the l
breakdown, respectively; Qvulse is that part of the charge that goes to the

._ baseplate in such a way as-to go through the meter; and Qshort is that part i
" of the charge that goes to the baseplate without going through the meter. T_o ,_

contributions to Qshort are shown. The lower one corresponds to charge going
around the edge o£ the sample and the upper one, which may be the largest part,
corresponds to charge going down the seam to the baseplate.

There is no way, given the present limited understanding of the breakdown _
process, to predict the relaL_ve sizes of Q..._._ and Q.,,^._. "_heir ratio
should be governed by the details of the exp_r_ental geometry, materials, etc. i

Further, there is reason to expect that their characteristic time evolutions t
(At, e.g.) Would be different since the characteristic impedance o£ the two 1

paths is not likely to be the same. since Qshort would probably have the
lower impedance path, its At may be significantly sma!ler than the At cor-
respondin8 to qpulse" In this experimental arrangement there is no way to
detetraine 6£rectly the current-time signature corresponding to Qshort, but
its magnitude was determined by applying the charge conservation equatio_
shown in figure 17. Any conclusions dr_an from these data must be considered
to be tentative since only one pulse for each area and beam voltage was con-
s£dered and only the 50-ohm grounding configuration was used.

The total charge on the surface before the pulse Qbefore and the charge
e_ter the pulse Qa£ter were determined by integrating the surface voltage
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i (0.17 _F/m2). The sample was treated as a parallel-plate capacitance with the_i_*!"_ surface of the Teflon a_ on6 place and the silver the ocher.
m

Fifure 18 su_arizes the data for the three charges - Q_.afte_, Q_,_e, and
Qsho_t as a function of area for the t_O beam voltages. _.ue charges are ex-
pressed as a fraction of Qbe_ore" The data tu figure 18(e) demonstrate thet
almost complete charge cleauoff occurs for the 23_-squate-centiu_eter sample,
but the larger samples show that there is a tendency to saturation at a

Qafter/Qbefore of about 0.3. The fraction in the observed pulse Qpulse/
_Defore seems to drop from about 0.4 for the 8_allest area to aoout 0.3 at the
largest area. The fraction in the unobserved pulse Qshort/qbefote starts at
about 0._ and drops to 0.3 Or 0.4 at the largest area.- Host importantly, it is

certainly of the s_e order as Qpulse/Qbefote at all areas studied. This
( result clearly demonstrates that the experimental ch_racteri_ation c '£scharge

behavior in-ground tests such as are described i/_ this paper must be _ Jne in a
n_nner that considers the contribution of Qshort if results useful for ex-
trapolation to spacecraft behavior are to be obtained.

coIq_:LUDI_I_

The charging and discharging char_cteristics of large-area samples of sil-
vered Teflon tape presented herein demonstrate a complex behavior. These re-
suits are preliminary. There is much work to be done and many avenues to, ex-
plore before an unambiguous picture can emerge. Even at this stage of the in-

'11_ vestigation, however, sc_e definite conclusions can be dr_m.

!i_ The 10-kilovolt charging data demonstrate that the edge-voltage profiles
scale with the width of the sample. _n£s implies that the existing one-
dimensional model, _hich invokes bulk and surfac_ currents, is incomplete and
that multidimensional effects such as beam spreading must be included in any
realistic model of insulator charging.

The discharge pulse data demonstrate that the grounding configuration is
of real significance. It mOdifies both the magnitudes of the discharge param-
eters and in mOst cases their apparent scaling _tth area. The same statement
can be made about the effect of b_sm voltaSe. This _s a clear warning that
testa with distributed fluxes end spacecraft-like configurations may be manda-
tory for a realistic simulation of spacecraft materials discharging behavior.

The first few discharges always take place at seam., in the high-voltage
re_ion of the sample. HoWever, the role of seas in typic81 breakdowns is not
completely clear. _his study does not distinguish clearly between seam-length
effects and area effects since, for these samples, the seam length scales to a
first approximation directly as the area.) This ambiguity can and should be
resolved by measurements with solid insulator fil_s.

_ The charge-bnlance results demonstrate that _asuring only the return-
current-pulse ,'_aracteristic8 does not adequately define the behavior of these

i 693
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materials for spacecraft applications. Consideration must be given to the _ag-

nitude and time evolution of Qshort, Tb_ time evolution of Qshort may not
be related in any simple way to the obserVed time evolution of the return- ,_

i current pulse.

AlthOUgh the maximum n_h _ucrents contiflUe to increase with area
(I - Au-'-q)_ the oh_c.vation that the most-probable peak currents s_em to be
nearly ind_p_adent of area suggests that there may be some lizuttin8 Sample area
th-t contributes to a pulse. Very large areas may also exhibit peak currents
that appear area independent since the highest current pulse may continue to
scale, but the probability of a high pulse being observed may decrease.

The discharge propagation velocity of 1.5xlO 7 cm/sec extracted from these
data could proVide a clue to the nature of the dominant physical phenomenon
controlling the discharge process.

(
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r ' I
TYPICALSAMPLE

(THREETAPES_IPS)

4 kV _TYP.CALIBRATION|_,

lalEx_suretime,215seconds. _blExposuretime.210seconds;after
firstbreakdown.

(c)Exposur.etime. 335seconds. (dlExposuretime.370Seconds;after
_econdbreakdown.

_elExposuretime,600seconds. _flExposuretime.666seconds;alter
thirdbreakdown.

Figure5. - Centersweepsfor .3?-square-centimetersampleand]5-kilovoltbeam.
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_. Figure6. - Voltageprofilesfor23_-square-centlmetersampleat270secondsofcharging,
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qa)_O-Ohmqrounding ,b)50-Ohmground-
configuration;|5- in9configu'ation;
kilovoltbeam. 20-kilovoltbeam.

iclL_-impe_nce
groundingcon.
figuration;70-
kilovoltbeam.

Figure1. - Return-currentpulsesfor2_-square-
centimetersample.

I use¢J,TYP.I " "" _ .... -_ ......
(a)50-Ohmgroundingconfiguralion; Ib) 50-Ohmgroundingcon-

IS-_tlovoltbeam. figuration;20-kilovolt
beam.

@.-
tclLow-impedancegroundingcon-

figuration;15-kilowltbeam.

_dlLow-impedancegroundingcon- td_Low-impedancegrounding
figuration;|5-kilovultbeam. configuration;_O-kilovolt

beam.

I:i_lure8, - Return-currentpuhesfor t265-sqoare-centimetersample.
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,al ,_°_hm qroundinq confiquration;

'=_ ]5'kilovoltl)e,lm.

!--' 31 A

-: _bl 50-Ohm 9roundin_ confi_juration; 20-kilovolt beam.

!_-_ L___

IC)Low-impedance grounding configuration;_O-kilovolt

beam.

Figure 9. - Return-current pulses for ,50_8-square.

centimeter sample.
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Figureii. - Maximumreturncurrentas functionofarea.
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Figure]4. - Mostprobablechargeas functionofarea.
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Figure15. - Maximumdischargetimeaslunctlonofarea.
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_ CHARGING RATES OF METAL'DIELECTRIC sTRUCTURES

Carolyn K. Purvls, John V. S tsskug, James C. Roche, and i
'" Frank D. Berkopec

NASA Lewis Research Center

I

( Metal plates partially covered by 0.Ol-centimeter-th$ck fluorinated !
' ethylene-propylene (FEP) Teflon were charged in the Lewis Research Center's •

geomagnetic substorm simulation facility using 5-, 8-, I0-, anD,12-kilovolt
electron beams. Surface,voltage as a function of time WaS measured foe varl-
ous initial conditions (Teflon discharged or precharged) with the metal plate _,,_
grounded or floating. Results ind£cJte that both the charging rates and the

• levels to which the samples become charged are influenced by the ge_netry and
_ initial charge state of the insulating surfaces.
_:.

The experiments are described and the results are presented and discudsed_
NASA charging analyzer program (NASCAP) models of the experiments have been

__ generated, and the predictions obtained are described. Implications of the
study results for spacecraft are discussed,

:. INTRODUCTION

Anomalous behavior of geosynchronous spacecraft has been attributed to the
arc discharging of differential!y charged spacecraft surfaces (ref. 1). In ex-
amining the response of a spacecraft to the charging environment_ it is of in-
terest to identify both the potentials to Which various spacecraft surfaces

: chdrge and the rates at Which these potentials vary in response to environmen-
tal changes. Of particular interest are the magnitudes end rates of change of
the potential differences between various spacecraft surfaces.

It has been reported that the potentials (with respect to space plasma
potential) of the ATS-5 and ATS-6 spacecraft structures Can change rapidly by
kilovolts in response to change8 in the plasma environment_ entry into and exit
from eclipse, or the turnin_ on or off of particle emitter6 (refs. 2 and 3).
This is not surprising since the capacitance of _lese spacecraft with respect
to the envirovment is small. The question of interest here is the effect of I
such changes on potential differences between spacecraft structures end insu-
lating surface materiels. GrOund studies have shown that insulating films
mounted on grounded substretes end subjected to bombardment by monoenergetic
electron beams with current densities typical of the geosynchronoua substorm
ehvironment req,ire several minutes to reach equilibrium (refs. 4 and 5). Cal-
culations with one-dimensional models indicate that even longer times may be
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required to develop equilibrium differential charges in the actual space envi-
ronment (ref 5) ,_

i. ' " ,3The study described in this p_per was undertaken to investigate charging

i_ rates and £insl potentials of insuletin 8 surfaces and underlying metal portions
of composite metal-dielectric structures. It is an extension of work previous ....

ly repotted (ref. 5). Ideas touched on in the earlier study are refined and
revised on the basis of the date presented here. This paper describes the com-
posite samples, the experiments0 and their results. Predictions of the NASCAP i_
code (ref. 6) for ao_e of the experiments are presented and compared with the
data. Implications of the results for spacecraft are discussed.

_PERIMENT DESCRIPTION
!

The experiments were performed in the Lewis ReSearch Center's geomagnetic
substorm simulation facility (re£. ?). Samples were bombarded with beams of

°°_, 5-, 8-, I0-, and 12-kilovolt electrons at a current density of 1 nA/cm 2. All
"" tests were performed in the dark.

Samples Tested

Samples consisted of metal plates of aluminum alloy partially covered by
strips of 0.01-centimeter-thlck silvered FEP Teflon tape in several configura-
tions. The tape was applled to the plates, silver side down, with conductive
adhesive. The plates were mounted on 6.3-centlmeter-long ceramic posts to pro-
vide electrical isolation. Coaxlal cable leads from the plates were brought
outside the tank so that the piates could be grounded to the tank structure or
allowed to float electrlcal.ly,

Tests were performed on samples with four different patterns of Teflon
tape, shown in figure 1. All the plates were 15.2 centimeters by 20.6 centi-
meters and the Teflon tape was 5 centimeters wide. In the figure, crosshatched
areas (labeled M) represent exposed metal and plain areas (labeled T) represent

i. Teflon, The Teflon area is one-thlrd the total for configuration l, t_o-thlrds

the total fo_ configurations 2 and 3, and the entire surface area for conflgu.-
ration 4.

;=o

Test Sequences

i_ Two series of tests were run: The first used one sample of configura-
tion i and one of configuration 2, and the second used one sample each of con-
figurations 2, 3, and 4. Test sequences and quantities measured were the same
for both series of teats, but diagnostic capabilities were increased for the
second series.

In the first series of teats, surface voltage data were taken with a tREK
Model 340 and a surface voltage probe that was mounted on a radial arm and
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swept across the samples at a dist.ance of 2 to 3 millimeters from the surface.
_ The probe was positioned to pass across the center of the sample (series 1

probe Crack in fiS. 1). The probe could also be stopped at any point in its

sweep. Time histories of sample charging were taken both with the probe sweep-fng back and forth across the sample aurfe_e and with the probe stopped over
the exposed metal plates. The stopped positions were chosen so that the
probe*s 0.95-centimeter°diameter head did not shield the Teflon from the beam.

Xu the second serieS, t_o TREk Hodel 340 BV surface voitag_ probes were
mounted on the same swinging ann, again 2 to 3 millimeters from the surface.
These probes were positioned so that the upper prooe passed across the vertical
centerline 4.8 centimeters above the sample center and the lower probe passed
across t_e vertical centerltne 6.6 cent_aeters below the ample centaur (Se-

( ties 2 probe tracks in fig. 1). Stopping the double-probe system over the ex-
posed metal plate shielded some of the Teflon from the beam. Therefore, high-
voltage leads from the plates were brought outside the tank, and a third probe
arrangement was set up to monitor the plate voltages during charging. This
probe monitored the plate voltages during charging both with the double probes

sweeping and with them stopped well away from the sample, i

All voltage data were recorded on a multichannel strip-chart recorder.
The probe-arm sweep rate was set so that the probes crossed the sample in about
7 seconds. Data read from the strip chart were accurate to about ±5 percent,
with a minimum error in resolution of about ±100 volts. The configuration 2
s_nple was tested in both test series so that effects due to differences in In-
strumentation couid be identified.

The test sequence for each sample at each beam voltage was begun with the
sample surface at zero pot_ntial (measured by the probeS). The sequence con-
sisted of the following steps:

(1) _;tth the metal plate electrically floating, the sample was exposed to
the beam and allowed to charge to equilibrium.

(2) With the beam still on, the metal plate was then grounded externally
and the Teflon was allowed to charge tmtil its surface potential reached equi-
l£br£um.

(3) Then the metal plate was electrically floated and the system allied
to charge until equilibritun was again reached.

This sequence wee repeated at least t_ice with each sample in each aeries so
that data could be taken with the probes sweeping end _£th the probes stopped.
In addition, some tests were run in _tieh fully charged floating samples were
shielded from the beaa during the groueding of the plates.

During the testing, particularly during the thir_ Step of _he sequence,
some effects were observed that were traced to nonunifor_ties i_ the electron
beam or to interactions of the probes with the samples. To the _xtent possi-
ble, such tnstrua_ntation-related effects have been eliminated frem the da_a
reported.
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EXPERIMENTALR_ULTS _'

i! In this section, test results ere described and illustrated with the l-

and 8-kilovolt beam ddta. First, important generdl features of the samples'
responses during the test sequence are identified in the $-kiloVolt data. Then
sample respontes to each Step of the test sequenc_ are considered in more de-

ll tail and i_.lustrated with the 8-kilovolt data. Except as noted, responses to

I_ the 10- and 12-kilovolt beams were qualitatively the same as those st lowerbeam voltages. Data points for Teflon represent probe readings at the centers
of the Teflon scrips. Where data from two probes were _vailable. readings were
averaged; error bars are used to indicated scatter in the data where appropri-

I ate.(
The charging responses of the four test samples during the test sequence

wlch the 5-kilovolt beam are sho_ in figure 2. To present the charging his-
tor£es on the same time scale for comparison, the "ground plate" and "float
plate" points have been plotted at 240 and $40 seconds, respectively. However,
since the samples were all very nearly in equtli_,rit_n in these time frsmen, the

illustrative value of setting the thne scales equal was felt to be more impor- 1_1

tant than p_eserving their details here.
I:
li. ,he figure indicates several noteworthy general features of the samples'

FirSt, in every instance in which rapid changes of potential oc- +Jresponses.
cuffed, the potential of the plate and that of the Teflon Surface changed at ]

ti+ neatly the same rate. That is, althou_ absolute charging (chants in paten- iitial o_ the whole sample) cJn o_cur rapidly, differential charging (changes of
! the relative potentials of the Teflon surface and the underlying plate) takes

place more slowly. This is in a_reement with the concept that the rate of dif- /it,

_: £erential charging is controlled by the capacitance between the Teflon surface
and the plate, whereas the rate of absolute chergin_ depends on the much smell- ii
er capacitance between the sample as a whole and its Surroundings. Thus, when _-i

I_i the samples were exposed to the be, at the beginning of the sequence, the i
Tefion surfaces and the plates changed potential at the same rate for about the

_+_ f£_'st 15 seconds. Then dt££erenti_l potentials began to develop. When the 1

_ plates Were grounded (at 240 aec in fig. 2), the d£1:ferential potentials be- i
__ tween the Teflon surfaces and the plates Were maintained. The Teflon surface
_: subsequently charged back to its equilibrium potential at a rate controlled by

_ its capacitance to the plate. _din, when _he plates were floated with the
............. Teflon surfaces pr+charged (at $40 sac, in fig. 2), the initial change £n plate

potential was reflected in an equal change in the Teflon surface potential, in
this case the Teflon surface became _0re negative than its equilibrium poten-

_+--' tial (oVershot) and began to discharge tO reestablish £t_ equtltbri_ with the
_ beam.

The second general point evident from figure 2 is that the piates charged
more slowly with the Teflon precharaed than wiPE it initially Uncha+r_ed. The
charging ret_ of the plates with the T_f._on prechars..d was affected by the
relative areas of TeflOn and metal exposed to the beam and, to a lesser degree,
by the arrangement of the Teflon strips. Thus, the confisurstton 1 sample
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piate charged most rapidly and the configuration 4 sampie p].ste most slowly in
the third Step of the test sequence.

Finsllyj the Teflon surfaces in these tests always took on more negatLvepotential than did the plates. This is eor, sistent with observations of the
charging of TeflOn surfaces and bare L_tsl plates (rein. $ and 8). It means
that the polarity of differentia1 charging studied is one in which the insula=
tion has a more negative equilibrium potential than does the metal "structure."

In the folloving sections, samiJle responses to the three steps of the test
sequence are considered individually; the 8-kilovolt beam data are used to il-
lustrate the behavior.

Step 1

In this step, the samples were charged from an "all zero" initial condi-
tion. The Teflon surfaces and the four sample plates responded as shown in
figures 3(a) and (b), respectively. During the initial 15 seconds of charging,

the plates and the Teflon Surfaces of each configuration charged at nearly the
same rate. Furthet_nore, all four configurations charged at the same rate.
This is not surprising since the capacitances of the samples to their surround-
£ngs were nearly equal (measured to be 200+30 pF); the rate o_ absolute charg-
ing is dominated by this capacity.

The ttJne histories of charging for the Teflon surfaces of the fou_ con-
fig_rat£ons are very similar (gig. 3(a)). All are monotonic. The equ_librfum
potentials of the sur£aces were all about -6 kilovolts) consistent with other
measurements of Teflon samples (refs. 4 and 5).

Differences among the four configurations are showr, by time histories of
plate charging (fig. 3(b)). The data indicate that, after 20 to 40 seconds of
charging, the configuration 1 plate was the least negative, the configuration 4
plate was the most negative, and the configuration 2 and 3 plates were at the
same (intermediate) potential. The configuration 4 plate remained the most
negative and, at equilibrium m had s potential only slightly less negative than
the overlyin s Te£1on surface and more negative than equilibrium potentials re-
ported for bare plates (ref. 8). Although the charging of the configuration ],
2, end 4 plates appeared monotonic, the configuration 3 plate reached s maximum
negative potential at 20 _o 40 seconds. It then decayed by about 500 volts to
equt libr£tun.

These responjes can be understood qualitatively by considering the cur-
rents to each Sample a_ a whole and to its individual Components (Teflon sur-
faces and metal) indt.v£dueily and the "capacitors" being charged by these cur-
rents. Initially, each sample charged as e whole sca rate that was determined
by the tots! current It collected and its capacit_nce to its surroundings.
Differential potentials between the Teflon surfaces and the plates result from
charging the capacitors made up of these surfaces and requires currents to each
side of these capacitors. The magnitude of the current available to charge the
Teflon-to-plate capacitor must depend on the relative areas of Teflon and metal
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!.:'_ exposed to the beam, on the differences between the secondary emission proper- ,_':
:_,_ ties o£ the two materials, and on fields that can deflect the electrons.

in configuration 4, tile plate had no direct access to the beam. The po-
tential of the whole sample Was driven by the net current to the Teflon sur-
face. Because the plate could only collect "stray" currents (e.g., secondaries
from the Teflon or beam electrons deflected by fields around the sample), there

i was essentially no current available to cause differential charging, and thus
only a very small differential potential developed.

In configt_cation 3, the Teflon area was twice that o£ the metal plate ex-
posed to the bear. Evidently, the Teflon area dominated the charging of the
sample du_ing the first 20 to _0 seconds of charging and caused the plate to

( "overShoot" (_.e., become more negative than)its equilibrium potential. At
this point, the plate emitted more secondaries than it received primaries.
This resulted in a net positive cur;ent to the plate, so that-the negative po-
tential of the plate was reduced.

If this description of the behavior of the configuration 3 sample plate is
correct, it must be supposed that the configuration 2 sample plate also "over-

;_ shoots" its individual equilibrium potential during the first 20 to 40 seconds

-_I: of charging (since the relative areas of Teflon and exposed metal are the same
for these two configurations). The fact that the configuration 2 plate does

:_,. not discharge must then be due to the difference between the geometrical ar-

i_ rangements of the Teflon. Strips on the two samples. The exposed metal'of con-
_ figuration 2 was between the two Teflon strips, but the exposed metal of con-
!," figuration 3 was on _hc edges of the sample. Since the Teflon surfaces were

more negative than the plate, a potential barrier that prevented the secondary
• electrons from the plate from escaping existed in configuration 2. This im-

= plies that the final potential reached by the plate in this configuration was

more negative than the "equilibrium potential" that this plate would have

reached had it been exposed to the beam with no Teflon on it.

S tep 2

In this step of the test sequence, the metal plates of fully charged sam-
plea (i.e., both the plates and Teflon surfaces charged as at the end of

i_: step I) were grounded, and the Teflon was allowed to charge. Some tests were
run in which the metal plates were grounded with the samples exposed to the

beam, and some with the samples shielded from the beam. Shlelded samples _lere

grounded during probe sweeps and with tha probes stopped away from the sample.

(Sweeps were made before and after the grounding of the plates to deters,Ins

the potentials.) Samples exposed to the beam were generally grounded during

probe sweeps so that the Teflon surface potential could be observed as charging
of the Teflonwlth the plate grounded began. Results are illustrated in fig-

ure 4 for a sample of configuration 3. in the figure, VT represents the po-

tential of the Teflon surface and VM that of the plate b,_ore the plate is
grounded° The crosshatched areas show the differential between the Teflon
surface and the plate. The sample is sketched iu along the abscissas to indi-
cate its location. Figure 4(a) depicts probe traces (voltage readings across
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the sample) taken before and after the plate was grounded and with the sample ,_
shielded from the beam. Figures 4(b) and (c) depict traces during which the
plate was grounded and with the sample shielded from and exposed to the beam,
respectively. In all cases, when the plate was grounded, the differential be-

tween the Teflon surface and the underiying plate was maintained, at least on
the time scale of milliseconds required for the probes to sense and adjust to
the change in potential. Grounding the plate is equivalent to grounding one
side of a capacitor, with the other side (in this case, the Teflon surface)
open circuited; the voltage across the capacitor does not change. Even if the

beam is left on during the groundiug of the plate, the current to the Teflon
surface is too small to change the potential across the Teflon-plate capacitor

' noticeably in milliseconds. As shown in figure 4(c), the Teflon surface ex- .posed to the beam began to charge after the plate was grounded, at a _ate char
( acteristic of the Teflon-plate capacitor. Charging of the Teflon surfaces with

the plates grounded proceeded as in previously reported (ref. 5) charging tests
of Teflon on grounded substrates.

Step :3

In this step, the plates were allowed to _loat electrically (by opening

the ground connection) with the Teflon surface initially charged to its equi-
librium potential. As has been noted (fig. 2), the plate charged negatively_
csusing the Teflon surface to become more negative than its equilibrium poten-
tial. Net current to the Teflon surface became positive (electrons out) so
that the Teflon-to-plate capacitor was discharging while the plate-to-
surroundings capacitor was charging. That is, the differential potential be-

tween the Teflon and the plate was being reduced by net electron emission cur-
rent from the Teflon while _.hepotential of the plate with respect to its sur- ._

!_ roundings was being made more negative by net electron current to the plate.

F

The samples' responses to step 3 of the test sequence with the 8-kilovolt _i
beam are illustrated in figure 5. Evidently, the most important factor in de-

termlnlng the rate at which each sample plate charges is the area of metal ex-

posed to the bee.:.(fig. 5(a)). The configuration I plate charged most rapidly

and the _onfiguration 4 plate most slowly at every beam voltage tested. The

rate at which the plate charged, in turn, determined how large an excursion
from its equilibrium potential the Teflon surface made. This can be seen from
5-kilovolt data shown in figure 2; it is demonstrated more dramatically by the
8-kilovolt data shown in figure 5 (b). With an 8-kilovolt beam (and also with
the 10- and 12-kV beams) the potential of the configuration 1 plate changed
rapidly during the first few seconds of charging. Its potential exceeded (in
magnitude) the difference between the Teflon surface potential and the beam
voltage (~-2 kV) before the differential between the plate and the Teflon sur-
face had _ime to chan_e. The net result was that the Teflon surface potential

exceeded the beam voltage. When this happened, the electrons from the beam no

longer reached the Teflon surface and the "capacitor plate," which is the Tel- "]

Ion surface, was effectively open circuited. The differential between the Tel-
!

Ion s_rface and the plate was maintained during the plate's charging. Probe
measurements made 15 t,o 30 minutes la_er iu the test sequences showed no change

i: in this situation, The same results were obtained for this sample with the
L
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;, probe sweeping across the surface and with it _ationary. Clearly, this behav-
ior cannot be expected in space, where ions and higher energy electrons pre- ,_
elude the possibility of a true "open circuit" situation. However, it does ln-

_;. dicate that insulating surfaces con be driven far more ncgctive with respect to
_- the environment then their equilibrium potentials.

At the opposite extreme_ the confi_uration 4 sample charged so slowly that
with an O-kilovolt beam (and also the I0- and 12-kV beam), the Teflon surface

did not depart noticeably from its equilibrium potential (i.e., had maximum
excursions of <I00 V).

=_ Charging rates for the plates of configuration 2 and 3 samples were inter-
mediate between those of configurations 1 and 4. As shown tt_ figure $(a), the

_i ( configuration 2 sample plate charged slightly faster' than did the configure-

_ lion 3 plate with the 8-kilovolt beam. The difference in charging rates of
these two sample plates is more marked with the 5-kilovolt beam (fig. 2) but

appears to decrease with increasing beam voltage (i.e., for the I0- and 12-kV
beams). One can argue that the configuration 2 sample plate was expected to
charge more quickly _lan the configuration 3 plate because o£ the trapping of
the secondaries emitted by the plate in the configuration 2 sample. The reason
for the decrease in the difference between charging rates of these two sample
plates with increasing beam voltage is not clear. It might be due to the sac- _i_

. ondary yield decreasing with increasing impact energies for kilovolt primaries.
This would reduce the number of secondaries available to be trapped and conse-
quently reduce the difference between the currents to the plates in the two
configurations ....

The Teflon surfaces on the configuration 2 and 3 samples behaved in a
similar fashion at all beam voltages tested. In each case the initial rise in

=- plate potential caused the Teflon surface to become more negative than its

equilibrium potential, and it proceeded to discharge slowly back to equilibrium
as the plate charged. The plates for these samples charged slowly enough that
the Teflon surface potential remained less (in magnitude) than the beam 'voltage
by at least several hundred vclts and was therefore able to discharge toward
equilibrium.

NASCAP MODE_

The NASA charging analyzer program (NASCAP) is a computer code developed
to calculate the charging of objects in three dimensions. The code and its

capabilities are described elsewhere (refs. 6, 8, and 9). For this study, ob-

ii Jects were defined in the code to represent the conflgurotion 2 and 3 samples
tested. Grid spacing was chosen to reflect the relative _Izea of the sample_
and the test chamber, with the minimum number of grid points that gave a rea-
sonable resolution on the sample. This choice and tha_ of the time stepping
option used were made to minimize computer time (rather than to maximize simu-

lation accuracy). Simulations were run according to the "test tank" mode of
cod_ operatlon.
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• !_ NAS C_J_ Objects

Three objects were defined in the code for this study; they are £11us-
teated in figure 6. Each object is composed o£ two metal plates that are one

mesh unit thick and have one-mesh-unlt spacing between them (fig. 6(a)). The
"back" plate (i.e., the one farther from the electron gun) was held at ground

potential during the simulation. Capacitance between the two plates was set at

200 p£cofarads to simulate the measured 200±30-picofarad capacity of the actual
samples to their surroundings. The "front" plates that were exposed to the

beam were defined to represent a bare metal plate (object I, fig. 6(b)), and

the configuration 2 and 3 sampleJ (objects 2 and 3, figs. 6(c) and (d), respec-
tlvely) described earlier. Each plate was six by eight surface cells in area

( and one cell thick. The grid points were 2.54 centimeters apart in the inner-
most mesh in the code. Thus the objects modeled were 15.2 centimeters by
20.3 centimeters, but the actual samples were 15.2 centimeters by 20.6 centi-
meters. The small difference in actual and modeled size should have had very

little impact on the results. The bare metal plate was used to compare the be-
havior of plates with and without surface insulation. Teflon surface cells

labeled "_' in figures 6(c) and (d) are those Cells for which current and volt-

age information was printed during simulations. Figures 7 and 9 show the aver-

age values for these cells.

For the simulations in this study, standard EASCAP properties were used
for the Teflon. The metal plates were modeled as aluminum, but with a

secondary-electron emission coefficient of 2.6 and primary-electron energy to

produce maximum secondary-electron yield for normal incidence of 350 electron
volts to describe the yield of true secondary electrcns. These choices are

based on the results of a study in which the p_edicted and measured charging

behaviors of materials were compared (ref. 8).

NASCAP runs were made to simulate the test sequences (steps I, 2, and 3

in the section EXPERI_NT DESCRIPTION) for the configuration 2 and 3 samples
with 8- and lO-kilovolt beams.

Simulation Results and Comparison with Data

Results oi the NASCAP simulations of step I of the test sequence are shown

in figure 7 for the 8-kilovolt beam case for objects 2 and 3. Data for config-

uration 2 and 3 samples are included fur comparison. The code predicted that

samples charge somewhat more slowly than the data indicate. However, overall

agreement seems rather good. In particular, the potential of the object 3

plate was predicted to reach a maximum negative value and then decline in mag-
nitude, as is observed in the data. The potential of the object 2 plate does

not decline, again in agreement with observation. The code output indicates

that this is due to suppression of the secondary electron emfssion from the

pl_Ite by local fields in the case of object 2, as was surmised earlier. It was
_,o, also speculated earlier that the plate may have "overshot" its equilibrium po-

tential for these two sample configurations. This speculation is supported by

' the predicted charging histories of the metal plates of three objects shown in

figure 8. Plat-..sof objects 2 and 3 reached their maximum negative potentials
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_. about b00 vol_s larger in mag_it_de than their equilibrium values. Object 3
1 plate discharged to equli_brium potential after about 8 m_nutes total char_tng
_ time; object 2 pXat_ remained 'ttoo negative" as a result of ttapping of second-
i' at:leo. This illustrates the kind of insights into charging behavior thac

NASCAP can p_ovide.

At the beginning c_ the simulation of step 2, the plate was grounded and
the pocentlals were recalculated "i_edlately" afterwards (actually the cod_
t_kes a O.O01-seC time step). ASsist, predictions are in accord with the data:
Differential potentiai between the Teflon surface and the plate was maintained.
Charging of the Tefi.qn back to equilibrium proceeded as expected. Again, the
code predicted char_in_ to occur more slowly titan was observed, but the dis- :_

( crepancy was not great. |

' Predictions for step 3 of the test S_q,,ence are m_ch less sattb_actory;
i the _redicted rate of chargiflg in this Step -..,as much less than the observed

rate. This is iiiustrated ir figure 9 for object 2 (configuration 2 data) _vith - :1
a lO-kilovolt b_am. The reasons for this are not presently understood. It may |

• be Chat _lmui_tioi_ inaccuracies due to choices of gr_d size and time stepping
option are increased by the presence of large fields du_ to the precherged Tef-
lon surfaces. Another possibility is that portions of the physics not modeled
in the code are more important in this step of the test sequence than in ochers.

Despite the discrepancy betwe_ observed and pred'_cced charging rates _lth
the Teflon precharged, the code does _redict the general features of the dote,
that is, that the initial charging of the piat_ causes the Teflon surface to
become more negat{ve than its equilibrium potential and subsequently to dis-
charge toward this potential as the plate charges.

SUt_L_¥ OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The charging response of composite metal-dtclectr:c structures has been
investigated experimentally and simulated with the I_ASCAPcode. Ow:rall, clte
code's predictions Were in good agreement with the data, particularly conside:c-
ing the uncertainties l_ tile materi_l properties used as input (ref. 8). Dis-,
czepancies in the tim_ response do indicate, however, chat caution should be
used in predicting behavior of objects with l_rge differential potentials be-

°:_ tween adjacent surface grid points. The code's predictions can be used to pro-
vide insight into charging response. Several features of the charging response
of the composite samples have interesting implications for the chargtnl_ behav-
ior of spacecraft.

Although potentials on on entire object can change rapidly in response t:c,
chm_ges in its envirot_ent, differential potentials across thin lnsuh_tors
change much more slowly. The rule of absolute charging depends on the cop_ci-

i Canoe o£ Cite entire object to its environment and the net current it receives
from the environment. The rate of differential charging between on insulating;
gut[ace and the structure beneath it depends on the capacitat_ce bet_¢een them

_: and the net difference in currents to the two *'plates" of this capacitor. 'rite
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I' currents available to charge these aryans "capacitors** depead on the relative _.i

surf,lC_, areas of materials available to collect ,:urrent from tile environment, _'|
on the properties of the, st maLertals (such as secondary _:m£ssion and res£stiv-
icy) and their electric¢,.l tnterconnection, on local fields tht, t c.a trap low-
energy emitted particles, and on any "artificial" sources a ,_I. as particle
emitters. Factors that detet_l£ne Olese currents affect bo_h. the rates at which

tile various "capacitors" charge and the potentials at which equilibrium with
tile environment ts attained.

The capacitance of the spacecraft to its environment depends on its over-
all size, but the capacitances of various par:,s of.the spacecraft to one an-
other depend on the spacecraft's con_tructto,a. In general, the spacecraft-to-
enviromnent capacitance is usually orders o£ magnitude less than the surface-
to-surfhce capacitances. This means that suddeta changes in the potential of a

( spacecraft do not result in sudden large ¢h_ ties in potentials across thin in-
sulation. Thus, such operations as activating an electron emitter do not pre-
sent an immediate arcing hazard to thin insulation. HoweVer, if there are in-
sulating structures on the spacecraft thet have small capacitances to the struc-
ture, these will charge back _.o their equilibrium potentials much more quickly
than the chin insutators wtch la=ge capacitances to the structure. This gives
rise to the possibility of ge_.erating large differential potentials between
different insulating surfaces after a sudden change in spacecraft potential. _
Finally, forcing the structure to remain at a fixed potential relative to the
environment (by emitting electrons, for example) w_ll allow large differential
potentials to build up across thin insulators on _lme scales of minutes or tens
of minutes.

Another consequence of tile disparity In charging rates in the possibility
of "overshoot"; that is, surfaces can acquire potentt_ts significantly more
negative (with respect to their envlron|nent) than equilibrium calculations
would indicate. This is expected when there is an abrupt change in the envi-
ronment o_ a precharged .qpacecraft. From an operational pt_int of view, this
effect shot_[d only be hazardous if tile absolute spacecraft potential is of con-
cern: for example, if two spacecraft are attempting to rendezvous.

From the point of view of the experimenter seeking to measure the plasma
environ,neat, both nbsolut,' and differential charging complicate tile task of
data interpretatiL,n, gfft:::t.,; of hath types of charging o.n particle data from
the ATS-5 and A'I'S-I, spacecrate have been reported (refs. 2, 10, and tl). Re-

1 suits of the prest, nt study indicate that shlfts tn reference potential (abso-
lute charging) s;hould occur relatively quickly In response Lo _'livironmental
changes but that change,q in local fields around tile spacecraft due to differen-
tial charging shottld occur relati_tely slowly. TI", latter effects are more sub°

tie and thus _houtd bc _tore difficult to identify and eliminate In data analy-
si_q. Core slt:_ttlLtl be used 111 Iocotiilg sucl* e:.pertments on spacecraft and in
designing scteuttfic spatter'aft to minimize charging effects.
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!_, MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES ?OR fiPACECRAFT STATIC CFL%RGE CONTROL II*

S 'I• R. _. Sch_idt and A, E. Eagles 1
General Electri_ COmpany ,,!

: Space Di_:islon _ i

Rest_its o£ exploratory development on th_ design, fabrication and test- 1

ing of transparent conductive coatings, conductive bulk materials and ground- _I
ing techniques for application to high resistivity spacecraft dielectric mat-

erials to obtain control of static charge buildup are presented.

Deposition techniques for appl_catlon of indium oxide, indlum/tln oxide

and other metal oxide thin films on Kapton, FEP T_flon, OSR and Solar cell

coverglasses are discussed. The techniques include RF and Magnetron sputter-

ing and vapor position. Development_ fabrication and testing of conductive
glass tiles for OSR and _olar cell coverglass applications is discussed.

Several grounding techniques for rapid charge dissipation from the con-

ductlvely coated polymer and glass dlelectrlcs which have been developed and ....
tested in thermal cycled and electron plasma environments are described.

Results of the optical and electrical characterization and aging effects
of these coatingS, bulk materlals and grounding technlques are discussed as

they apply to the performance of their design functions in a geosynchronous
orbit environment. '_:

INT, ODUCTION

Passive temperature control of spacecraft equilibrium temperature is :_

accomplished by a controlled mlx of solar reflective and infrared emissive !

properties of the materials on the spacecraft's external surfaces. High

dielectric insulating _terlals are commonly used for this passive control

because of their high solar reflectance in second surface mirror conflg-
: uratlons and inherent high emlttance. This class of materials includes

back surface aluminized Kapton films, silvered FEP Teflon films and hlgh

purity silica glass with a back surface silver coat_ig for use as Optlcal i
Solar Reflectors (OSR's), all of which are used as thermal control materials. !

!

In geosynchronous orbit these dielectric materials ate directly exposed i
to high energy electron plasmas which are particularly severe during geo- i

magnetic substorm activity° As high dielectric insulating materials these I

materials will collect and support electric charge buildup until the dl- _
electric strength is exceeded and electrlcal discharge or arcing occurs to |
areas or components with lower potential energy. These discharges result i

* This work was supForted by the Air Force Materials Laboratory under
Contracts F33615-76-C-5075 and F33615-76-C-5258.
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.... in degradation of the thet_o-optical and mechanical p_opertie_ and interfer-
ence with low level _.ogic commands to and from the spacecraft due to the radio

frequency noise generated by the arc. Furthe_ore, the degradaLion of the ,_
i_,_ _._ ther_nal control surfaces by vaporization of the material itself or their

second surface ..etalized coatings may interfere with other censor systems by

_i:=_ condensation.of, these volattles on detector o_ radiator s,rfaees.

: The purpose of this paper is to describe the development of materials

and techniques to prevent and/or contro_ the electrostatic charge build.p
on several materials most commonly found on the external surfaces of geo-
synchronous orbiting satellites. It represents the progress made during
the last eighteen monthe of a materials development and test program on de-

velopivg transparent conductive coatings and material_ for application to
dlelectrlc materials including

(1) Uncoated and silvered FEP Teflon thin films (2-5 mil)

used for solar reflecting second surface mirrors with

high emittance for thermal control eoatlngs

(2) Uncoated and aluminized (back surface) Eapton type H

£11m (2-3 mil) commonly used as a top layer for multi-

layer insulation blankets

(3) Optical Solar Reflecting (OSR) tiles (typically B mil)

of fused silica with a back surface coating of silver

and Inconel for second surface mirror applications

requiring high thermal emittance surfaces (similar to

the performance of the silvered FEP Teflon coating)

!, (4) Glass slides of fused silica and borosilicate (or
mlcrosheet) which are used for cover slldes on silicon
solar cells

APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

Transparent Conductive Coatings

Conductive transparent coatings from semiconductor - metal oxides rep-

resent one possible means of controlling electrostatic charge buildup while

b:vlng a minimal effect on the_andG properties of the spacecraft materials.

Th_ most commonly used thin oxide films for transparent and conductive coat-

ings have been combinations of indiu_ oxide and tin oxide. The conductivity

of these oxide coatings, first developed as resistance heaters on glass sur-

faces, _.scritically 4ependent on the creation of a proper oxygen-metal
balance during the deposition to provide sufficient conduction electrons in

the coating. The properties of these and other metal oxide coatings have

been found to be strongly dependent on the conditions of the 8ubstrate and

the deposition process.

Thin fllms of 90_ indium oxide and 1Or tin oxide have been deposited

J
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:-_!'_,a onto 3 mll !_apton, 5 m$I F_P Teflon sheets and OaR and coverglass tile_ of

! :_::_ fused silica and borosili_a_e usin_ Hagnetron, P_ and RF sputtert,,g and
:._: resi_Ive heating vapor deposition technique_. Deposition has been '"_
!-_ demonstrated both _eactively by MagAetron and DC spuCtertng and by resistive ,,

°,_o,_ hee_tng frog In/Sn metal targets in an oxygen and a_gofl atmosphere and non-

r_acttvely by RF sputtering from a diel_ctrtc ind_um/tin ox_de target, 'i

Vislbie absorptance and infrared emittance measurements of i_diu_-tin
oxide (ITO) reactively sputtered onto FEP Teflon films as conductive coat-
ings in thickne_ses up to 900 _ show a definite dependeflce upon thickness.
E_ittance, solar absorptance and t_ansmittance in the v_sible region are
shown in Figure 1 a_ a functio,t of the coating thickness. As Shown, the
effect of the coating thickness is more pronounced in the visible spectrum
than in the infrared.

Indium ozide and aluminum oxide coatings have been deposited in thick-
nesses down to 100 _ by resistive heating vapor deposition onto FEP T?flon
and Kapton fil_s and microsheet tiles. The films that were formed after
the deposition were slightly dark due to oxygen deficiencies in the coat-
ings. HoWever, after heatlng in air at about 220°C for a period of 15 min-
utes the coatings were highly transparent with sheet resistances in the 108
ohm/square range. The results of these coatings are shown in Table I.
Optical measurements between 0.27 and 2.7 pm show that heat treating at
200oc had no affect on the t_smlssion of the Teflon film.

Reproduction of conductive transparent coatings was found to be strongly
dependent upoa the deposition technique and preparation parameters such as
substrate temperature, vacuum, background of carrier gas and ratio of carrier
to reactive gas, power levels and geometry of sample to source. Heat treat-
ment of the coatings following the deposition as described above in some In-

,-_ stances was found necessary to improve the transmittance of the thin film
coatings. Table 2 shows some of the control variables which have been con-
sidered in depositing ITO by Magnetron sputtering.

The effect of post deposition heat treatment in air is most evident as
a marked improvement in the optical transmission of the films deposited
in both reactive and non-reactive deposition techniques. It has been found
_hat the addition of an RF field to the planetary fixture during the mag-
netron sputtering relieves the re_ulremen_s for this post-deposlt_on heat
treatment. The additional RF actlva_ion was found to have its most pro-
nounced effect on the optical and electrlcal properties of the film when
used during the deposition, while use followlng the deposition seemed to

__ have little to n_ effect.Other oxides of antimony, bismuth, lead, zinc, cadmium, titanium and

!il silicon were also evaluated using reslstlvc heatln8 vapor deposition. Allof the oxides showed reasonably high transmission on m_crosheet after post-

deposition heat trea_:mentbut in general, showed high resistance insulator
qualities or had surface resistances which varied considerably from batch
to batch.

Iv general, most conductive and reproducible transparent coatings
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i!i_
were produced reactively by magnetron sputtering of ind!um-Cln oxide from

.--r:'' a 90% indium/10% C%n Carget in a closely controlled oxygen/argon atlaoaphere ,_
i_ with an in situ RF field applied to the planetary. The resulting !TO coa_-

1' logs had surface rea_stances predominantly in the low k_lohma/square range in

i_! addition to a very low change in the abaorptanea of the aubs_rat_. Figure2 shows a typical apectrol response curve for 300 _ coating on a 5 mll FEP
Teflon fil_ and £0 mll boros$11cate substrate.

Conductive Glass Development

A lithium borosilicate glass developed by GE several years ago under
'- AFML contract F 33615-71-G-1656 with the designation GE-1TL was considered

as a substitute glass material to prevent static :harge buildu_ because of
> ( its good transmission and resistance to high energy electron (beta) rad-

iation. A solid 11.4. cm diameter sample of the modified lithium borosil-

icate glassowas cast in a shallow graphite mold, annealed and finally pol-
ished to a 0.14 cm (55 mil) thickness. A comparison of the transmittance

of this glass w_th fused sill_a and borosilicate is shown in Figure 3A.

A I" x i" x 1.8" block of the lithium borosilicate glass shown in Figure

3b was pouredp annealed_ cut and polished Iota 1" square wafers about
0.25 mm (10 mil) thick. These slldes were then coated on one side with a

0.2 _m coating of silver to simulate an actual OSR configuration. Figure
3c is a plot of the solar reflectance and thermal emittance at lO0OF of the

GE 1TL glass tiles. The spectral weighted average of these curves give a
value of R = 0.88 ands= 0.12 with E = 0.86. Bulk resistance measurements

of the 0.14 cm (55 mil) thick glass according to ASTM-D257 sho_d the mod-
ified lithlum borosillcate resistance to be of the order of 10 ohms.

Conductive Adhesive 1

Optical Solar Reflectors (OSR's) of fused silica and borosilicate i

(Coming 0211 mlcrosheet) tiles have been coated with indium oxide, indium

tin oxide and other metal oxides for evaluation during this program. _I

Typically, three inch square matrices of one inch _nd three quarter inch i
square tiles have been mounted to aluminum plates as shown in Figure 4a
for testing. A conductive, low outgasslng, graphite loaded adhesive has

been developed to bond the OSR's an_ provide a conductive path for charge

dissipation to the spacecraft structure. The adhesive compositlott con-

sisted of R'_T 566 or 560 filled with 13% by weight of Hercules ¼ mm chopped

graphite fibers. The RTV 566/HMS fiber formulation produced a resistivity
of about 7.5 x 104 ohm-cm. The conductive adhesive in combination with the

ITO or IO coated OSR's as sho_m in Figure 4b has been shown to provide a

space stable adhesive system which provides a reliable conductive path be-
tween the coating and the metal support surface.

Chamfering

A major concern in using conductive coatings on OSR's and solar cell

coverglasses is achieving a durablc and continuous coating around the front
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surface to the sides of the glass for _ conductive path to _he metal support ,_

structure. Chamfering of the g_ass edges in order to deposit a reliable hard
and continuous conductive coating on the front and sides cf the glass coupon
was demonstrated as an alternate to the currently used method of welding

conductive leads to contact points on each tile. The capillary action of

the conductive adhesive between the tiles when they are pressed into position

then provided the necessary conductive link between the coating and the metal

frame, as illustrated in Figure 4c. Glass tiles of fused silica and micro-

sheet have been successfully chamfered at a 45° angle using 600 grit emery

polishing paper, as shown in Figure 5a under 3X magnification where each
division is 0.127 mm (5 mils). A final OSR configuration with ITO coated

chamfered 2 cm square microsheet tiles is shown in Figure 5b.

(
Solar Cell Coverglasses

Active solar cells in typically 2 cm by _ cm size were used in fab-

ricating, testing and evaluating the conductive transparent coatings and

grounding techniques. Coverglasses of fused silica, mlcrosheet and Cerium

doped microsheet were bonded to the solar cells using Sylgard 182 or RTV

142. Typically, arrays were fabricated for testing in two series sets of

4 parallel cells as shown in Figure 6. The solar cells were then bonded to

3 mll Kapton substrates with Sylgard 182 and then mounted to an aluminum

plate. Resistance measurements between the transparent conductively coated

coverglasses and the solar cell circuit atter moun_ing showed a high res-

, istance of the order of 10ll ohms on a majority of the coated coverglasses.
This high resistav :e is a result of the lack of a reliable conductive path
between the coverglass coating and the solar cell bus electrode. Coating

the coverglass after it had been mounted to the solar cell did not signifi-

cantly improve the probability of creating a conductive path between thee,

i" top of the coverglass the solar cell electrode. To improve the conductiv-
ity of this charge leakage path a silver loaded epoxy II09S front Electro-

science Labs was applied to the junction of the coverglass and solar cell

bus electrode as shown In Figure 7a. After applying this conductive epoxy

di£uted with 3:1 mixture of Xylene along the edge of the glass and curing

in air at i00° C for 90 minutes, the resistance between the solar cell

electrode and the IO coated coverglasses, as shown in Figure 7b, was re-

duced to the order of 105 ohms for all the coverglasses.

Ground Bond Development

Several grounding techniques were evaluated to provide connections

between conductive coatings on the Kapton and FEP Teflon films and the

spacecraft structure The objective was to provide integral metal to

polymer film laminates with high peel and shear strengths which could
withstand the thermal and electrical cycling environment of geosynchron-

ous orbit. Four design configurations evaluated were

i. Adhesive bonded metal to polymer and overcoated with cou-
ductive oxide
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2. HeaC sealed metal to polymer bonds '4

!3. Adhesive bonded metal to conductively coate4poiymer

4. Mechanical clamp to the conductively coated polymer

One mil thick thermo setting DuPont Pyralux adhesive was used to bond
1 mil thick copper foil to coated and uncoated substrates of 3 mil Kapton.
The compGsite shown in figure 8a was formed between two heated plates (t75°C)
under about 1.34 x 106 Pascals (200 psi) for 2 minutes.. A 500 _ coating of
indium oxide over the entire Kapton sample including the ground tab provid-
ed a solderable joint with a resistance of 107 ohms to anywhere on the film
surface. No success was obtained in trying to bond copper foil directly

( to the FEP Teflon using the Pyralux adhesive without any surface treatmel.t.
A direct heat sealing of the copper foil to the FEP Teflon was also attempt-

ed. Howevez_ the heat required to oond the FEP to the copper fell resulted

in severe surface distortion and the Teflon to foil sealing edge was very

susceptible to cracking. Application of an etching solution of Tetra Etch

to the FEP Teflon improved the surface adhesion so that application of

Pyralux sheet adhesive and copper fell as described above provided a strong
solderable bond,

Adhesive bonding of the grounding electrode to the conductive oxide

coated polymer films was also evaluated. Conductive tapes and epoxies

were considered for application to the ITO coated polymers for attaching

, a solderable metal foil to the conductive coating. Table 3 summarizes the
• various ground bond configurations tested. For this application _M's con-

ductive copper tape XII81 showed much greater adhesion to the ITO coated

Teflon and Kapton films than Eccobond's silver loaded epoxy. It was found

that application of the Pyralux to the coated FEP surface required etching

* the coating from the FEP before a strong adhesive bond could be obtained.

Thermal cycling tests were performed in air between -65 ° and +100oc on

these bonds to evaluate their stability. Resistance measurements between

the ground tabs and the ITO coatings during the thermal cycling are summar-
ized in Table 4. The variation in a typical run is illustrated in

Figure q. These test results indicate that all the configurations were

electrically stable during the three cycle test.

STATIC CHARGE TESTING

Test Facility

The electrostatic charging and control facility is shown schematically
in'Figure I0. The facility is designed to Irradiate fl_t samples up to 4.5

inches in diameter at electron energies up to 30 KeY in a vacuum system

which is initially in the mid 10 -7 Torr range. The design of the gun in-
cludes a three element electrostatic lens to obtain uniform beam density
across the sample area and allow adjustment in flux density. Current meas-

uring electrodes are connected to the rear of the aluminum back plate sample

holder for bulk leakage currents and to the annular sample retaining ring

for surface leakage current monitoring.
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can be swung in place around tile ,_:imple during irradiation to monitor charged _.
!_ particles leaving the surface of tile sample . A Monroe model 144-1009s non-

contacting electrostatic voltmeter probe Is mounted on a retable arm which
can be swept across tile sample surface when the secondary cylinder is not
in place. During irradiation tim probe may be swung completely out of the
way of the beam or amy be used to measure ._urface potentials during irrad-
iation.

II

Coating Charge Control I
l

indium oxide (IO) and indium tin oxide conductively coated FEP Teflon

and Kapton films were tested in the charging control facility. Bulk (i D)
and surface (IR) conduction currents were recorded for beam potentia'Ls(
between 2KV and 20KV for the first several minutes of irradiation and al_o

following shut off of tim ¢ leetron beam. initial maxima and steady state
wdues for the IO and ITO _oated 3 rail Kapton and 5 mil FEP Teflon are sho_

in Tm,les 5 and 6. Surface potential measurements using the Honroe electro-
static voltmeter following irradiation at beam potentials of 101W, 15KV and
20KV showed surface potentials of less than 5 volts for all four materials
tested.

, The typical liae shape of the conduction currents I D and IR as the t
electron beam was turned on and off for the Kapton and Teflon materials is :Ishown in Figurv_ li. lntegrarhm of tile current over the transient portion
of the current curves show that a,ost of the clmrge deposited in the film /1
below tile coating; was quickly di,;sipated when the beam was turned off as '
silown in Table 7.

Electron irradiation tests were also conducted o_ tl,e ITO coated Kapton i

and Teflon samples for several hours over a period of six months. Between tLl:ese tests tile san|pies weft, stort_d [U ,_ dust It-ee environment a_ r,__onl tum-

perature. Fo[lowiug this series of te._;ts no vi'_ible sample degradation
was obst:rved and the, surf;we rt:sistanct, measurement.q on tile sample were in
the 6-10xlO 6 ohm/squ;lro rnnt,t, I_t,l_,l'l, ;lilt] after the irradiations.

Ground Bond Tests

'Fht_ copper foil _'.roundin_- conuectiop ou K;lpton ust.ng l'yralux adhesive
and overcoated with conduct tve tr,msparent indium oxide, shown in Figure
8 was teated .ruder electron irradiation. The ,qurface current electrode

was Isolated from the perimeLer of the sample except at the ground tab.
The bulk and surfnt't, leakage currents were ,qimilar in character to those
reported in Table b.

Ground bonds so!dored to conductive copper tdpe or copper tab/con-
ductive epoxy ;rod bondt_,d to ITO ct_ated films of Teflon and Kapton were,
also irradiated by 2KeV to 20Kt,V electrons. Figures 12a and 12b shows
tile go.hera! test conflguratlm for the two bonding methods. Figure 12c
shows tile detail of the ,'opper tab/l",ccoboud 5bC/ITO ground connector on
the Teflon. I{uik_ surface and secolRiary collector currents were similar
it; those relmrted above, lh)wever_ silt'f lice l)otential.s up to -IOOV were
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measured on samples shown In Flr.ures 12h and c when irradiated at 20KV. These ._
surface potentials were conterc.d around the solder jo:ints o11 the ground tabs
and e_amlnatlon after the test revealed that traces of solder flux on the

_ leads was responsible for the s.ualL charg? accumulation.

OSR Hatrix Testing

Table 8 shows a summary of the OSR configurations ten, ted under electron
irradiation. The effective conductivity or ch,_ge conf:rol of the graphite
',_oaded P,TV 566 was measured under el.e,_tron irr_diatlon to provide a base-
line for future OSR matrix tt_sts n,qiug tile conductive adb, esive. Table 9
summarizes the measured currents through the material (19 ) and the secondary
electron collector. Tlae surface, potentials measured following irradiation

( sltow that the material charged nominally to between -90 aud -160 voles.

Uncoated OSR Matrix

A three inch square matrix of nine square ti" "_t's, Of fused silica w[tli-

out any conductive coating _as exposed to monoenergetic electrou beams
between 2KeV and 20KeV at nearly lenA/era2 for severa_ mitmtes. "rim glasses
were mounted using the conductive adhesive. Currents measured through the
backplate, around the peri_eter and from the -qdt:ondary collector ,ire shot_a
in Table 10. The maximum surface potential exceeded the range of the Monroe
voltmeter following irradiation in a hKeV beata but d;d not show electro-
static discharginz; until lrrad._ated in .t ISKeV bea:n. Reducing the beam den-
site to below 4nA/cm 2 reduced the discharge rate but not proportionally. A
similar set of measureratmts and ob..;e,'vJtions were tuadt, on _1 3 inch square
matrix of uncoatt:d OSR tiles of microsheei. Similar currents and potentials
were also measured on an OSR matrix covering the enzire 6.5" diameter sample
area. Decay of the surface potential following; irradiation at 6KV followed
an exponential decay very closely with a 12.5 minute timt constant and an
initial potential of about -2100 volts.

An uncoated three inch square matrix of lb chamfered 10 rail thlck
mtcrosheet tiles using the tend,active RTV was also tested under electron

bombardment. Although similar cttrrent and surf;ice potentials were measured
as before for the other uncoated tiles anti discharging was observed during
the 15KeV beam Irradiation, the discharge rates were not as regu_lar as
before. Figure 13 shows the variation el sul tact_ potential with electron
beam energy for this uncoated OSR up to 6KeV irradiation.

__ Conductively Coated OSR Matrices
--3
-g.

An OSR mosaic of 16 11'Ocoated 2 ca,mlcrosheet tiles mounted with
_ conductive adhesave to an alumtmtm pla_e was Irradiated tn an electron

beam with energies up to 20 Kt.V. The peak and steady state bttlk leakage
• and secondary collector currents are listed tn Table 1]. Note that in
:": contrast to the uncoated sample currents, the initial peak is much

smaller, indicating a much smaller subsutface charge deposit +hen in the
uncoated materials. Surface potential measurements with the c::pacltlvely
coupled orobe _ave maximum surface voltages of 37_l, 46V, and 45V alter
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irradiation by IOKeV, 15KEY and 20KEY electrons, respectively.

A 16 tile matrix of ITO coated chamfered 2 cm square microsheet tiles
with conductive adhesive bonding was also tested, The test results, shorn

ta Table 12, indicate the successful charge control demonstrated by the
coated tiles. Measurement of the negligible surface potential and the lack
of a subsurface charging peak on the bulk leakage current indicate a neg-
ligible charge buildup on this sample.

Conductive Glass OSR

Electron irradiation tests on a 3 inch square matrix of 0.38 mm _15
mll) thick one inch square tiles of modified lithium bo¢osilicate (GE-ITL)

( glass with a silvered back surface between beam energies of 2 to 20 KeV
showed no signtfl_ant charge buildup on the glass surface. Bulk leakage

and secondary collector _urrents are given in Table 13 for an average beam
density of about lOuA/cm . No surface electrode was used on these samples
because the relative conductance of the glass prevented any surface charge
buildup.

Solar Cell Arrays

Four solar cell arrays were tested under irradidtion by electron
plasmas with energies up to 20 KeY. They were fabricated with varying
de_rees of charge control solutions. All of the arrays tested were fab-
ricated in an active 2 cell by 4 cell arrangement with two series sets

of 4 parallel cells. The two cm by four c_ cell array thus formed a
7.6 cm (3 inch) square array. The array was tested in an active mode

• with a 10 ohm load resistor across the array leads. A beam aperture
adaptor with a three-inch diameter similar to th,. one used for testing
the OSR matrices was attached to the secondary cullector approximately
one-inch in front of the test fixture in order to restrict the electron

beam to the solar cell area of the sample test fixture.

The InltLal configuratlon tested was an uncoated array. Unusually

low potentials were recorded at all beam energies and no severe dis-

charging was observed. Surface potentlals of 360V, 830V, IKV and 1.2KV

were recorded after exposure to beam energies of 5, I0, 15 and 20KeV

respectiw, ly. The low surface potentials for this uncoated sample was
attributed to the small current output of the electron gun of about

0.2nA/cm2 during this set of n_easurements.

An array was next tested whose coverglasses had been coated with
Indium oxide. The flr'Jt set of measurements were made on the coated

solar array without any conductive epoxy applied to the eowerglass[

solar cell bus area. Measurements were terminated after observing

severe dlschargln_ while being irradiated in a 5KeV beam with a current
density of 5nA/cm z. The arcing and discharging disappeared after the

solar cell bus/coverglass Junction wa,,_overlaid with a coating of

Electrosclence II09S conductive epoxy and retested In an elc.ctron
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/_!_ ,, beam at energies up to 20KeV with beam densttieo up to $nA/cm 2.

The next cell array tested used IO coated cha_fer_d coverglass_s with

if!! conductive epoxy applied along the chamfered edge and the eel1 electrode.

Low surface potentials of 170, 275, 335, 365 and 390V at 4, 6, 10, 1_ and
20KeV beam potenttdls indicate that no significant charge build up was
occurring on the solar cell coverglasses. The IV performance of this
array, before and after the Irradiation is sho_ in Figure 14 and indicates
a slight decrease in the power output of the cell. However the same mag-
nitude decrease in power output was also oboerved on the uncoated array
a_ter electron irradiation.

A four by two solar cell array with Cerium doped mlcrosheet cover-
( glasses from Pelkington P.E. (PPE) was also tested in the ESD facility

with energies up to tOKeV. The _urface potentials measured with the
Mouoroe probe were nearly up to -2000rafter irradiation in a 6KeV beam
in contrast to the low potentials measured on the IO coated coverglasses.
Due to high surface charge accumulation on the cerium doped eoverglasses
it Is evident that the doping is insufficient to control the electro-
static charge buildup and further tests were terminated in order not
to destroy the cells. The same type of decrease in power output was
observed in these cells, shown in Figure 15, as was observed in the
co=ted cell as a result of the irradiation tests.

Electron/UV Exposure

Six Teflon sample configurations were exposed to 1000 hours of
combined electrons and the equivalent of one UV sun. The 5 mil thick

_ samples which were tested were 1) Virgin _EP Teflon; 2) FEP Teflon

a 200 _ conductive coating of indium oxide which had been heat treated
as in No. 2 and, 4-b) three samples with conductive coatings of indium

• oxide of different thicknesses and a thin flash overcoatlng of chrome
_ oxide. The IO and chrome oxide coatings were deposited with the resis-

If tahoe heating at IxlO -4 Torr 02 partial pressure. The indium wasdeposited in thicknesses of 350, 500, and _50 A. Table 14 summarizes

the average transmittance weighted over the solar spectrum from measure-

merits in air before and after the exposure. Addition of the flash coat-
ing of the chromium o,_:ideseems to retard the degradation of the coating,

:_ CONCLUSION

Thin films of indium oxide and indium tin oxide have been success-
:" fully and reproductbly deposited as conductive transparent coatings onto

glass, Kapton and FEP Teflon sheets as large as one foot square. Dep-
osition by MaF,netron sputtering has produced the most consistent and
u_-.Iformcoat_ngs wlth no need for post de_,ositlouheat treatment resnlt-
It.{!;In coatings typlcal.l.ywith a 8a u# O,t'2from the uncoated substrates,

\
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A modified llthlu_ borooilicate glass developed by 6E under another
program has be_n fabricated in 0.38 mm (15 mil) OSR tiles. Tests under
a simulated substorm environmen_ have shoWn its abillty to dissipate the
Incident charge flux and prevent any charge accumulation. The effecelve
co_dUctlvlty of the OSR bonding adhesive has be_n In_reased by the addl- 'I

tloa of graphite fiber to provide a conductive path between the traasparent :Icon_uctive coated OSR or conductive glass a_d the spacecraft grounding
structure. The chamfering of the OSR tiles has been demonstrated along
with the conductive coatings to provide a highly reliable conductive path
from the front surface to the conductive adhesive.

Several grounding techniques have been vvaluated for their ability ---
to draiv the charge buildup from the conductiv¢ly coated surfaces of
Teflon a._d Kapton films. The bonds have been tl_ermally cycled and tested

( under electron irradiation in a simulated environ_ent and have been shoWn
to provide a stable conductive path between the cor,ducttve coating and

spacecra£t ground. !1
These conductive coatings, materials, and grounding techniques are _

now being further evaluated to determine the best coating thickness and
processing techniques to provide the minimum optical interference to the
substrate and still have a charge control material. Further development
will evaluate the scale up of these processes for large samples and their
behavior in larger and combined environments.

J
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Table 1. Summary of Vacuum Vapor Deposited TranBparent Conductive Oxide Films ,_

- i_':" ' ...... HEATA'r SURFACE
DACKGROUP;D TAPE12)I 425°FI RESISTIVITYI3)

MATERIAL DEPOSli'IONRATE OXYGENPRESSURE TEST I 15MIN. TRANSPARENCY fllD SUBS'IRATE

AI20_ 25AIMIN. 5x |0"5TORR Pill YES NODERC'['ABLE 5 x tO/ TO5x 108 KAPTON
INCREASEIN

• I_b 3 _AIMIN. I x 10.4 TORR P Yes BEFoRETRANSMISSIONANDSx 107TOSx 1_ KAPTON
In203 Z_)AIMIN. I x |0"4TORR P YES AFTERTESTING 5 x IOTTO5x IOB FEP

J! ( AI203 27_,'_IN Sx 10.5 TORR P YES $ x 107TO5x 108 MICROSHEET

In203 ;L',_A/MIN I x IG"4TORe P YES 5 x |0/ _'05x 108 MICROSHEET

In;_O3 2_AJMIN. I x 10"4TG'_R P YES 5 x 107TOSx 10.8 MICROSHEET

TaMe 2. Magnetron Coated FEP and Kapton ,_

i.

!
_ O2 ParUal Evaporation SUrface

Pressure ]Process Temp Rate ThLck_ess Resistivity _ Transmission !

:.... Material Run Torr (oC) _/M:.! ,_ 9/13 iKa_ton 24 3.8x10 '4' 121 22 100 37K .03 i

Kapton 2,_ 4.4x10 -4 150 16 100 7".9K .05 _

FEP 25 4.4x10-4 150 16 100 7.9K ,10

Kaptott 26 5. 5xl0 "4 121 2* 100 5:_10_ 0

FEP _6 S, 5x10-4 121 2* 100 oo 0

Kapton 2? 3.5x10-4 100 20 300 12.5K .10

FEP 27 3, 5x10-4 100 20 300 6.5K** .16

Kapton 2B 6x10 -4 100 22 300 350 ,07

FEP 2B 6xi0-4 100 22 300 i300 .10

I"E]P 28 6x10"4 I00 22 300 15000 .10

Kapton 29 4.9xlO "4 100 10 300 75K .02

Slow rate of evaporation enables more complete oxidation of i'1'O; increasing resistance and insulating pr_)pertte_ of film,

P_st bake at 368°F for 4 hours reduced surface resistant_, to 1300 fl/Q.
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1
Table-4. Extreme ValUes of SurfaCe Resistance During Thermal Cycle Tests '_i

]" m ,i i

ConfigUration Minimum Resistance Maximum Resistance
.... (10Sn) (105 r_) 'i ii

Copper Tape on ITO FEP Teflon 0. 240 1.57

CopperTape on ITO Kapton 0. 114 0. 472 _!
]

Mechanical Clamp on ITO Kapton O.032 0. 0?'8 I

( Mechanical Clamp on ITO FEP Teflon 0. 285 3.64

Copper Tab/EA 956/ITO Kapton 0. 036 0. 040

Copper Tab/Pyrolux/ITO Kapton 0. 033 0. 037

Copper Tab/56C/ITO FEP Teflon 0, 645 1.52' , Copper Ta.b/56C/ITO...Kapton 0. 133 0. 257

Table 5. Summary of Current Measurements of IO and ITO FEP Teflon a j

4

•. IO FEP Teflon (Sample No, 44) ITO FEP Teflon (_ample No. 37)
d

IDC IR ID lit "

Bl_ant 1

PotcnUa! (kV) Max. S.S. b Max, 8. S. S, S. M_x. S.S. b Max. S.S. S.S.

2 0. 05 0. 03 11 11 180 0. 8 0. 05 99 26 240 i

6 O.I 0.02 g20 150 , 90 _. 2 0. 05 270 150 125

t0 0. 25 0, 02 360 200 I 75 2.6 0. 05 280 200 90 [
I

,5 0.4 o.o_ 300 zoo ss 3.s 0.05 450 3,0 _|

320 0. 65 0. 02 300 200 4.5 0. 05 470 34P t_b

a All currvats in units of nanoamperes c ID bulk conduction current

h. Steady State i R surface conduction current

IS secondary coUector current
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Table 6. Summary nf Current Measurements of IO and ITO KAPTON a

_J

]_eam [O-Kapton (Sample No. 40) Fl'O-Ka.p,ton(Sample 1¢o. 36)
Potential TDb ' IR IS ID IR IS

(k\.') Max S.S. d ,_t_tx S.S. S.S. c Max S.S. ._lax S.S. S.S.
n, J i =

2 O.2 150 120 28U rund _m run nm nm

( 6 1.4 O. 03 540 330 1(>0 21 O.1 630 420 160

10 _.4 nm 570 340 90 4.3 O.05 630 450 run

15 8.I O.02 600 360 70 9.9 O.05 750 460 nm

20 12.6 0, 02 500 360 60 6. 0. 0. 05 690 .570 nm

a All currents in ',mRs of nanoamperes, c Steady state.

b ID = bulk conduc,tion current d Not measured.
IR = surface condtlction current
IS = secondary collector current

Table 7. Stored and Drained Charge From IO Coated FEP Teflon

m, i ill ..... , i i ii i | i I

Beam Pot. (kV) Charge Stored C}mrge Leaked
i i i ill i _ , ,lJ,H i ........ ii

10 1.21 x 10-9 C O.53 x 10-9 C

-.9 -9
15 1.47x10 C 0.80x10 C

20 1.89 x 10"9 C 0. 84 x 10-9 C
t it H i im tl =n i , = i i i i i it t i , i ==
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r=;_o o ._.
_0 ,"

;:_, Table 8. Conductive OSR Development Test Matrlx

I= _:°o_i )$8 TILE TILE TEST SAMPLE ADI_SIVE COATING SAMPLE

l used Silica 1" Square None 3" x 3" Con4.RTV -- A8 #52
(¢ornt_g 7940) I
" " A.S" diem Solid disc 4.5" diem ...... #66

_ILcrosheet 1" Square None 3" x 3" Cond.RTV -- A8 53
(Corning 021_,)
.... 1" " _one 4.5" diam. Cond. RTV -- A8 57

( " " 1" " None 3" x 3" Cond.RTV ZTO A8 86

" " 2 an " None 3" x 3" Sylgard 182 -- AS 34

.... 2 cm " None 3" x 3" Cond.K_V -- AS 70

i.... 2 cm " None 3" x 3" Cond.RTV ITO Ag 38

I.... 2 _ " None 3" x 3" Cond.RTV CE- _4; 39ITL
' £rit

.... 2 cm " _.ham£ered S" x 3" Cond.RTV -- AJ 71
J

.... 2 cm " Chamfered 3" x 3" Cond.RTV TO A8 72

" " 2 cm " Chemfe,'ed 3" x 3" Cond.RTV I'_0 AS 85

_E-1TL 1" " gone 3" x 3" Cond.RTY -- A8 64

.... 4.5" diem Solid disc 4.5" diem ...... 47

...... 4.5" diem Gend.RTV .... 33

Table 9. Summary of Currents in RTV _ith Graphite Filler

Beam XD Is Surface
PoCenCtetl Sceady State Steady State PoCene'tel

(kV) (hA) (hA) (_V)

2 200 100 •09

4 250 80 • 16

300 8O .16

350 80 •16 I

lO 370 8_ .15

15 480 1o0 .12

20 _90 90 .09
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Table II Summary of Currents in rro Coated Microsheet OSR Mosaic

Beam tO iS ID/I$
Potential Peak 8,8. ?eak S.8. $.S.

(KV) (hA) (r_) (nA) (hA)
•i i i

i0 260 200 - 30 6.6

80 80 31 15 5.3

is 14o 11o - 16 6,8t:
l":,, 40 40 7 5 8.0

20 II0 80 17 12 6.6

.... i

"I Table 12. Summary of Currents in I£O Coated Chamfered 16 Tile Microsheet
(2 cm square) OS11 Matrix

,,,,,, ,, ....

ID IS IR Surface

I ii ira| i Ill II

Beam Potential Initial S. S" "Itdtial S. S S. S Potentia

(k_ ....... (.A) (_) _.A,,,..... ,-,-,._, (rA) (V)

2 100 100 100 90 '70 0

5 140 180 70 45 25 3
E=. 1_ 200 30 35 15 8

!_ 15 230 250 45 40 14 "

'_..... I ,20. 230 240 35 35 14 12
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Table 13. Summary.of Current and Surface Potential on G£-ITL O_R Mosaic

' ,,, J --! ..... _ ....... n Jl

_. Bern Sur[ace
Potent£al ZD IS Po_:_n_:tat

(kV) (hA) (_) ZD/(Z S+ZD) (V)
I II I II I II I

2 65 _$0 .10 7

5 _70 250 .S2 8 !
.i

i( 10 350 190 .64 9

15 630 210 .67 9

20 450 220 .67 9 t

1IIII [ I I .......

Table 14. Average Transmittance for Coated and Uncoated FEP Telfm_
Under Electron/UV Exposure

| Pre Test Post Test
Sample

Transmittance (%) Transmittance (%)
J

FEP Teflon I 90.3 87.0

FEP-Teflon [ 89. 5 87.5
(Heat-treated)

FEP/IO (200 M_) 84. 6 79 6

a
FEP/IO + CO (2 KMn) %. 0 82. 0

,FEP/IO + CO (200Mrt) 84 4 81.7
t
I

FEP/IO + CO (2Mn) / 81.8 78.9
L

a CO - Chromium Oxide
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Figure 2a. Transmittance and Reflectanc_ of ITO Coated FEP Teflon
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Figure 2b. Transmittance and Reflectance of ITO Coated Mlcrosheet
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i FigUre 4a. OSR ConjUration of _0 Coated One-l_¢h _mre _Croeheet
i.ooAi_ ONosn
SURFACEAND CON.

• FILLET TiNUOUEAROUNDEDGE.
_4

, 4 ........ i .,M .k ' .u _'_' k
i|

ELECTRICALLYCONDUCTIVE ALUMINUMBACKPLATEELECTRODE
RI_V566 15%r_I_APHITE

Figure 4b. ContinuOus Atitistatic Grounded OSR C0nfigui'ati0n

ITOONOSR
ANDCON.

CONDUCTIVEFILLET i TINUOUSAROUND
EDGE

ELECTRICALLYCONDUCTIVE OSR ALUMINUMBACKPLATEELECTRODE
RTV 566 15% GRAPHITE

Figure 40. ConUnuotis Antistatic Grounded Chamfered OSR Conflgm'aUon i
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FigUre 5a. Chamfered Edges of i0 Mil Thick _'u_ed Silica

+'a
-,+ _.+

, + ,+

?•

+. +,,: •

Figure 5b. ITO Coated OSR Matrix of Chamfered 2 cm Square Mlerosheet
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FigUre 6. Active Solar Cell Array with Uncoated Microsheet Coverglass

YNAOITIONAL, ODIfINECTION_ 4_" CONDUCTIVE COATIN0CI_LL ..... '_' ' _
..r.oD CONNECt,ON"_ I ,cOvER0LA-- ,.,_1

, [ slwAFea I

_- CONDUCTIVE PAINT

METHOD uNDER _ _- ('04TING APPLIED

#EVELOPMENT _ _AROI,NO POLIStlEO EDGE
4 CELL _ _L ./-CONDUCTIVE COATING

CONNECTION."% eI _ . _.--.__.r_
_m"/"- covenOLASS •
[ s,w,peR /

%%,, \\ _,\ \\\\ \ \,,,,_ \'-_'%-_%-'%-%'%

:_ Figure ?dL, Grounded CoverglemeDesign

Figure ?b. Active I0 Coated Solar Cell Array with i
1109S Conductive Epoxy Ground Strip
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Figui_e 12a. ESD Test Configuration for COl_perTab iJondud to -.
..... ITO Coated Kapton With Eecobond 66C i
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Figure 12b. 1/2" x 1/2" Conductive Copper Tape Ground Bond to
ITO Coated FEP Teflon

L.:
., b:

i!
I; Figure 12c. 1/2" x 1/2" Copper GroUnd Tab Bonded to ITO Coated FEP Teflonwith Eccobond 56C Conductive Cement
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Figure 13. Surface Potential of Uncoated 0Slt Matrix in Electron Beam
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Figure 14. 2 x 4 IO Coatted Solar Cell Array
Performance After Electron Irradiation
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Figure 15. 2 x 4 Array With PPE Glass Without Conductive Coating
After Electron Irradiation
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I ELECTRIC FIELDS IN IRRADIATED DIELECTRICS

=_,i_I A.R. Frederlckson

i Rome Alr Development Center

.)
_ ABSTRACT

_: ( An existing model for qua_titatively predicting electric field build-up in i_
dielectrics is used to demonstrate the importance of materlal parameters. Re-

=7i sults indicate that electro_ irradiation will produce 106 V/cm in important _i, materials. Parameters which can alter this build-up are discussed. Comparison

i_ to known irradiation induced dielectric charging experiments is discussed.

_. INTRODUCTION
We wish to discuss the situation where space radiation penetrates a dielec-

tric surface producing internal charge densities, fields, and posslble breakdown

' effects. There are negligible transient magnetic field effects under typical

space irradiatlonwhich corresponds to the classical dlelectrlc work under low

intensity laboratory irradiations. It has long been known that dielectrics can

be made to spontaneously breakdown (discharge) under such irradiations (refs.l

1,2) and that breakdown may occur during or hours after cessation of the irradl-

:_ ation (ref. 3). The Lichtenberg figures (ref. i) which often result from such
discharges are clear indications that Internal bulk processes are fundamentally

involved in the discharges. Work with samples which have not discharged indi-

cates that very large (i06 V/cm) fields are often generated in irradiated dlelec-

trics (refs. 4 to 6). We will apply recently developed (refs. 7_8) methodology

to calculate the internal electric flelds, charge densities and current densi-

ties for irradiated dielectrics under such laboratory irrsdiations. In prin-

ciple the method can be used for space radiations but the necessary set of pa-

P rameters has not yet been quantitatively evaluated for space radiation.

The Lichtenberg figure effect is so dramatic that it has long been of in-

terest and results of work on the effect may be helpful to the spacecraft cha_g-

ing area. The effect is usually _eported for electron irradiations above

lO0 key but has also been seen for X-rays. The figures are often associated

with a large physlcal flaw in the sample introduced either prior to or after

th_ irradlativn. D_scharges in materials do not always produce figures. Sam-

ples with initlal figures can produce further Lichtenberg figures upon subse-

quent additlonal irradiations. We therefore deduce that spacecraft dlelectrlcs

may discharge spontaneously under irradiation especlally in regions of high flaw

density and that dielectrics charged up by irradiation can be discharged by

mlcrometeorlte impact at a later time.
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or:, :

4 .' '_'

,_ii_. " Early work on discharges in Irradiated d_electrlcs related the discharge
to the sample material, the nature and quantum energy of the radtat±on, and the
total exposure r_quired to induce discharge. Empirical g_idelines have been

,.!_ used by persons wishing to make Lichtenberg figures based on what worked in the

:_I past. A change in the radiation beam energy or the sample size or shape often

resulted in no dlschar_es but explanations _or such egfects were not quantlta- b
tively investigated. Only recently has some basic data and modelli_g become

il available to quantitati_ely predict the _eneration of intense electric fields t

in irradiated dielectrics (refs. 7-9).

FrOm work in the various subfields of _adiation transport (photon_ proton,
ion, electron, and neutron) we can predict the spatially dependent flux and

' current of charged particles at high energies (>i00 e_) in the dielectri_(! (ref. i0). Thus _e can predict the spatial dlstrlhutlon of charge deposited by
,_ the high energy radiations. Thi_ distribution of charge can then be used to

predict the electric fie_Lds internal to the dielectric.

Simultaneously, the problem of electric conduction in irradiated dielec-
trics has been theoretically (ref. 11) and experimentally (ref. 12) investi-
Eared. Results from these investigations allow us to calculate the conduction
currents and the relaxation currents arising froa the space charge fields in
the dielectrics. It turns out theoretically, as we see below, that the Conduc-

_. tion processes can either cause or prevent the development of breakdown fields.
InformatiOn (re£. 13) and discrepancies (ref. 12) in the literatUre indicate
that a great amount of uncertainty accompanies the evaluation of dielectric
conductivity. However enough data exist that we can use it either as first
guesses -n our calculations or as worst case extremum in calculations for engi-
nser_ng application.

We can apply the radiation transport data and the dielectric conduc_tvity
data to Max_¢ell's equations and predict the transient or steady state response
of a system of conductors and dielectrics. It is particularly simple in one
dimension (ref. 14) although I believe we are constrained to numerical solu-
tions on the computer in any case. We perform such a one-dimensional (l-D) cal-

culation in this paper to illustrate the generic effects and the important pa-rameters which relate to the bulk dielectric breakdown problem.

The particular example we choose to look at is dictated by availability of
data on radiation transport, availability and ease of experimental compar{son,
possible application to spacecraft situations, and clarity of illustration. We
irradiate thick (0.1 to 0.4 cm) sheets of Teflon with 1 MeV electrons while both
sides of the sheet are at ground potential.

MODEL

i

ii The sample and irradiation geometry are shown in figure I. The front and ;' rear electrodes are assumed to not perturb the radiation transport in the dl-
electric; the amount of perturbation can be calculated and is truly negllgible

_, in this arrangement with electrons (ref. 15). The front electrode must be very
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1
• thin relative to an electron range and the _eat electrode must be similar in

_ atomic nu_be_ to the dielectric. If the electrodes violate tbe_ conStrs_n_s
: it is possible to correct "exactly" for the effect by use o£ electron t_-ansport

_ : codes but that involves extra work not related Co the problem at hand.

_: For most Of the calculations presented below, the Teflon was 0.3 cm thick.
• It has sometimes been found that breakdown occurs more readily in samples be-

3 tween one and two electron ranges thick and thus the choice of 0.3 cm. R_sults

=" _ for other thicknesses are also given to show that theory similarly predicts such
a thickness dependence.

The Irradlatlon intenslt7 may be hlgn for spacecraft purposes but is

_ chosen to correspond to easily realizable experimental conditions. Calcula-

_ ( ii tions have been made for various intensities, and nonlinearities which are due
to dark conductivity effects do not become important until the intensity is re-

duced by 103 or more. For purposes of demonstration only wewish to avoid
_" _ these effects.

Grounding or fixing the bias on both electrodes makes an immediately trac_'-

able situation. If we allowed the front surface to float, the calculation

would become _ore complicated without improving our understanding. Because of

(a) secondary emission effects, (b) the simultaneouS presence of positive and• negative charge plasma around the satelllte_ and (c) photoelectron emission,
it see_ that usually a dielectric surface wili not charge beyond i04 volts

relative to the rear electrode (bod_ of the satellite). It is clear from the

results that 104 volts on the surface will not significantl_ alter the large

internal fields generated in the dielectric. Thus, grounding both electrodes

is not expected to deviate from the situation seen on real sate11ites within

thedlelectrlc except in um,sual cases.

The equations and numerical techniques have bsen completely described

elsewhere (re_. 7). The dielectric is Inltially net charge neutral. The ir-
radiation begins at time t = 0 and continues uninterrupted. As electrons

accumulate _n the dielectric, electric fields build up resulting in the gener-

ation of significant condu_tlon current. The conduction current also causes

charge to be moved around and deposited in the dlelectrlc. This is a dynamic

process which continues to change dramatlcally as the irradiation progresses
in time.

At selected times we can use the computer print-out to monitor the spatial

charge density, electric field, net current density (sum of incident electron

beam cuTr_nt and conduction current) and meter current. The meter current is

mathematically determined by integrating the net current density over the

thickness of the dielectric: it can be thought of as the image current flowing

to the rear electrode so that the electrode remains at ground potential. As we

watch the various _uantltles change during the irradiation we can understand

the physics of the process.

It is instructive to vary the parameters which describe the dlelectrlc or

the radiation and see the resulting changes. This provides further insight

into the complex physical processes which take place. As in all numerical
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Z°t solution techniques it is difficult to pick out the parameters, a-priori, that

are critical to our situation. HoWeverj with a few runs given below we can see

that c_rtain parameters arc important to the spacecraft charging problem. ,_

tt_Sti't,,TS......................

+he Calculatlon

Figure 2 describes the current directly attributable to the motion of the
incident electrons as they scatter and lose energy in the dielectric! notice
they are' all stopped before penetrating 0.25 cm. This curve is an approximate
fit to Monte Carlo data (ref. 17) using the function A exp(1 - exp Bxn) and is
open to argument since very little data is available. However the shape is es- +
sentially Correct and should serve our purposes well.

Ne calculate the rate of charge deposited by this high energy electron I

current from the continuity equation 1

1___= dJ (1)- _t _ !

in one dimension where p is the charge density, J is the current density,
and x is the depth in the dielectric. We then determine p(t) fro_

p(t) + p(t = O) + _ dt' (2)3t _

Figure 3..shQws the result for t = 6 seconds.

We can use several methods (Gauss _ law is sufficient) to determine the
electric field r_sulting from such a space density. The electric field result-
ing from the space charge density at t _ 6 seconds is shown in figure 4. _ote
that peak fields are rapidly approaching 105 V/cm. Such large fields must re-
sult in some conduction current.

There are _ny many models we can use to estimate the conduction curcento
(ref. 13). Our purpose is not to validate conduction models but to i_vestigate
the parameters controlling field build-up in irradiated dielectrics. We choose
to use a popular expression for conductivity(refs. 12,13)

o - k_ + o0 ...... (3)

where o is conductivity, k is a coefficient empirically determined (teE. 12),
is dose rate supplie_ by the high energy radiation, and o 0 is the conduc-

tivity under no irradiation. Of course there are many other conductivity ef-
fects (field dependence, trap effects, total dose effects) which could be put
easily into the computer but they do not help clarify the basic picture. Fig-

, ure 5 is a plot of equation (3) for the particular case at hand (ref. 18); the
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_: condum_ivity is a strongly varying functio_ of depth in the dielectric. /,_

_ Using the conductivity and electric field data we calculate the conduction
. current

:c(x) - a (4)

a_d assun_ng the high energy eieCtrofl current, J0, remains constant we determine
the net current tn the dielectric, J, from

J(x,t) = Jc(x,t) + J0(x) (5)

Equations (1) and (2) are recalculated at time t using equation (5) to
determine the electric field which results in a changed Jc and the process is

J ( continued, self consistently, using small time steps on the computer.

Da_a

Figure 6 shows the evolutlon of J(x) from t = 0 to t = 100 seconds; there is
quite a change occurring in Jc(x) over this tlm_ spau as a result of the
build-up of Spacecharge. Figure 7 shows the spacecharge density from t - 0

_; to t = 100 seconds. The increase in magnitude of 0 as the irradiation pro-
_. gresses is a natural result of the deposition of high energy electrons. The
.... drastic change of shape between 0(x,t = 10) and 0(x,t = 100) curves is a

dramatic demonstration of the importance of conduction currents. Figure 8 shows
_ the evolution of E(x) from t = 0 to t - lO0 seconds. Notice that E(x) is

approaching maximum values of 106 V/cm which may cause breakdown.

Figure 9 describes the net current density, J(x), for times fro_ 100 to
500 seconds. Notice that as time progresses, the current density is tending
towards a "flat" function. If J(x) were constant then _0/_t Would be zero.
It is postulated here Chat usually the build-up of conduction current occurs in
such a ray that J(x) becomes, ulti_ately, a constant and final equilibrium is
obtained. However irradiation and geometrical conditions might be obtainable
so that oscillatory equillbrlum occurs (go_ exa_p!e analogous to the Gufln ef-
fect (ref. 19)).

Also notice in figure 9 that the "peak" is continually moving to the right.
This has important implications for the elec"riC fiei_ build-up near the rear
electrode. The motion of this "peak*' is very dependent on the assumed initiai

current distribution, J0(x), especially in the region of large x. It should
be noted that in this region of x, J0(x) is sometimes called the straggling
tail of the electron penetration distribution and is a subject of current Con-
troversy; the exact shape of the curve for Jo(x) at large x is uncertain and
yet may have importance in this dielectric area. At late times in the irradia-
tion, only electrons in this s_raggling tail region penetrate the dielectric
beyond the centroid of the spacecharge distribution and contribute to a contin-
uing change in the spacecharge density. MeV electrons which do not penetrate
to the "peak*' at late times are exactly cancelled by conduction processes at
these shallower depths.
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Figure 10 plots the spacecharge density O(x), at times from 100 to 1000
seconds. Notice that the peak in electron density constantly mOves to larger _
depths as the electrons in the straggling taii become caught between the repul-
sive force of the charge distribution centroid and the "impenetrable" _egion of
low conductivity near the rear electrode. An important concept results from

this: If a region of negligible conductivity exists, the J0(x) distribution
may cause continued spacecharge build-up until the Spacecharge fields are cOm-
parable to the free electron stopping po_er of the mediumwhich usually exceeds
10 / V/cm - a field definitely in the breakd0_n category.

Also notice in figure I0 the important result that a positive spacecharge
density develops in the region of x = 0.12 cm. This is similar to a result
experimentally observed by Evdokimov and Tubalov (ref. 20) and theoretlcally

predicted by Matsuoka et al. (ref. 9) by a similar calculation. The positive( spacecharge has important implications for the space_raft charging problems.
• The process Which generates the positive spacecharge might be described as ......

follows:

(a) A large negative spacechargeoccursnea_the extrapolated range depth
of the incident electrons.

(b) The resulting electric field drives carriers through the conducting _
regions, such carriers then pile up at the borders of the less-conductive re-
gions.

(c) In this case, "holes" are driven from the region of high dos_ rate
i' (Wh_re they are generated) towards the negative charge centrold. Before they

reach the negative charge region they are "stopped" by the significantly lowered
conductivity (at approximately 0.15 cm) near the negative charge centrold.
(This argument is for qualltatlVe purposes and is not meant to imply that either
holes or electrons are the dominant conduction mechanism.)

Figures 11 and ]2 show how the net current density continues to decrease on
average, continues to "flatten out" and how the electrons in the straggling tall

: continue to add eiectrc_s deep in the dielectric. The curves have not been com-
puted for t > 5xlO4 seconds but it is obvious that straggllng electrons will

! continue to add charge unt:il the conduction through the unirradiated region,

Jc(x = 0.3 cm), equals th_ net current at the front surface J(x - 0). !

Figure 13 describes the space charge density as time progresses out to
5x104 seconds. The trends evident ifi prior figures continue but we are now ap-
proaching equilibrium. Another important fact becomes obvious for electron lr-

_, radiated dielectrics: For _ully penetrating radiations such as _hi_ diele_trics
_ or ganuna rays equilibrium :Ls reached at total doses typically I0 fads or ieSs

(ref. 12) but for nonp_netratiug radiations the straggling effect can subetanti-
_: ally increase the "dose _o equilibrium," in this case to greeter than 107 fads. 1

3 It should be noted tbat Teflon seriously degrades at 106 rads while most other
-J_ dt_t_ctrics require 10 8 or more for degradation.

_- l(Sxl04.seconds) (2xlO 2 rads/sec) _ 107 fads.

_q
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_ _"; _ ,Fis_re l_ iS a _plOt __gthemleet_Ic field at late times. Notice that the ._
'_ field U(x_=0,t) has stabil_zedwhiie at X _ 0_i it has not stabilized. The ,a

_ '- electric f_eld __s the most important parameter since We are interested in pre-
_ dictingb_eakdown. There are three maxima in the f_eld; at the front surface,

i_ at thereat Surface _, and at approximately 0,18 cm. In one dimension the front
jL _ _ and rear sur£ace fields are derivable from the zeroch and first moments of the

_ _harge ' dist_ibUtion (£,e., from the net to_al charge and the position of the %
centroid bf the _harge) but the fields interior to the d_electrt_ are calculable i

_ only from the full distribution. At l&te times the field interior to the dl-
_ electric (related to the positive space charge region) becomes larger than the

: I_ fron_ surface field and also of sufficient magnitude to produce breakdown.

:. !! it should be remembered that the _osltlve space charge region resulted
= II from the conduc_-ity gradient. We c_n generalize this result to _ay that any

(ii dielectric stt-u_ure with a conductivity gradient is likely to intetnaiiy
charge up to produce large electric fields in regions adjacent to the gradieht
while under external irradiation. If one constructs a dielectric of layers
(even of the same material from _ifferent batches) one is introducing another
me_h_nlsmwhereby dielectric breakdown Under irradiation might occur. CondUc-
tiVity gradients can be introduced by many factors (heat and light, for example)

: and should be avoided in spacecraft dielectrics.

, Figure i5 is a plot Of the three maxima in the electric field aS a functloh
of time. Of course these results are pe_ullar to the _artlcular conditions
chosen for this exercise. The relatlVe magnltudes Of the maxima (peaks) could
change severely with changes in sample thickness, beam energy, dark conductiV-
ity, or c_efficient Of induced conductiW_y k (see eq. (3)). Othe_ terms such
as delayed Conductivi_y, f_eld dependent conductivity, and radiation damage
would also be important_ Never-_he-less this figure vividly demonstrates that

"ii breakdown fields can occur With greatest likelihood near the surfaces or in in-
terior regions of modulated conductivity.

i' The dark condu_t_vit_ d o assumed in the calculations was 10-20 ohm-1
_ cm-i, probably an eXtreme for '*Teflon.*' Similar calculations were also _n for

dO - 10-17 ohm-1 cm-1, the ot_er extreme, with almost identiC&l results. The
main difference is obvious in figure i5: the interior and rear surface field
strengths do not becomeq_ite as large and reach eqdllibrlum sooner.

TeflOn has a coefficient 0£ induced conductivity k greater than most
dielectrics of interest. If we decrease k then the equilibrlum electric
fields Will increase and _hus other dlelectrlCs are _ore likely than "Teflon"
to breakdown, They may easily build up fields 10 times higher than Teflbn in
some irradiation conditions.

_e can Vary the coefficient of radiation induced conductivity bY a factor
of I0 or more and still be within the range of values repo_ted in the litera-
ture. Table 1 describes the results for one particular case. Notice that the
coefficient of inddced conductivity acts dearly as a dark conductivity term at
the front surface, that is, the electric field is nearly linearly dependent on
resistivity, Lut nt the center and rear the fields are not linearly dependent
on the coefficient. This nonlinearity is strong when the radiation is nonpene-
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trating. With fully penetrating radiation the equilibrium
electric fields

are always nearly linearly dependent on the coefficient of radiation induced

conductivity. _

It is interesting to vary the dieiecttic thick_ess and see how the three
maximum (peak) field strengths vary. Table 2 shows the results for 1 MeV elec-
tron irradiation. In general, fully penetrating radiation is likely to produce

smaller fields than nonpenetrating radiation and Bernhard Gross re_orts experi-
ments on electron irradiations where breakdowns indeed occur most readily in
samples with thicknesses between one and two electron ra_es. However, by.no.......
means are breakdowns exclusive to this thickness range.q

I

i COMPARISON WITH EXPERL_ENT

Our calculationS produce one easy observable - the meter current. Fig-
ure 16 shows the meter current as a function of time during the irradiation.

d We have not been able to do the experiment prior to this conference but a slml- :I
lar experiment and calculatlon has been reported (ref. 9) with excellent agree-

Ii ment. Considering all the variables and their uncertainties, would not expect
i

i good agreement in general. For several years we have been performing similar

experiments with 7 and X-rays without obtaining (meter current) excellent
agreement, but we have created large fields routinely - it is a shocking expe- i
rlence to handle an irradiated dielectric.

This experiment has been performed once siflcethe conference with poor com-
_ parison with the theory. The meter current was t_O orders of maSnltude lo_r

than expected at early time so we raised the beam current intensity to 4xi0-4 1
A/m2. The current slowly rose in time Star,In8 at 2x10-8 A and 3000 secondb I

= later was 2.7x10-7 A declining to 1.3X10-7 A by 104 seconds. After 3000 seconds jl
_ - the meter began violent, sometimes full scale pulsing reflecting some sort of 1

breakdown process which grew throughout the remaining irradiation. This Irradi-
atlon was significantly more intense than the calculations above, but such an
effect would not be predicted by the model.2

There are methods for Investigating the trapped charge distribution iflthe
' dielectric such as thermally stimulated discharge and others (ref. 20), but the

methods are indirect and may contain weak assumptions. This area seems to be

more popular in the recent literature. I hope!further work in this area will
prove helpful to us. We would like to do similar calculations for a broad spec-
trum of irradiations but it _ill be hard work to put together a dose profile for
1 key to 10MeV electrons from the literature; it will be impossible to find
data to construct the high energy electron current profile for that energy
range.' The best we could do is to make a guess or to get "someone" to do a
Monte-Carlo run for a specific spectra of interest. Based on experience from
several tens of calculations (refs. 7,12) for a variety of materials under a
variety of irradiations I believe that for any give_ spectrum with quanta above

2I_mediately prior to publication R lower intensity experiment was performed
and gave agreement with the model at early times. The reason for the above dis-
crepancies is not yet clear,
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+ lO keY large fields will be generated,inmost "good" _ielectr£cs and that given _
+ a patticula_ dielectric Seometry it is the _nusual Spectra which would not sub- 7_-" stantially d_arge dielectrics. I think it would be unlikely to find a spectra/

which would not charge a dfelectrfcto >105 V/cm; further work is required to
prove or disprove thisstatement (reg. 21).

It is here proposed that the following experiment be done because it is
central tO space,fair Charging. The theory described above ca_ predict values
for radiation induced conductivitF and dark cond,CtiVity which _Ould signifi-
cantly reduce the maximum electric fields. We know that nonpenetrating high
energy electrons are as troublesome as any radiation_ so we could alter s_ples
to increase k and o 0 and use electrons to test their charge-up response.

( It may be possible to £ormulat_ dielectrics with the proper spacecraft proper- •
, ties (optical, thermal, mechanical aa well as conductive) without the danger of i

field build-up.
!

It is clear that e£fectS such as field depeudent ConductiVity, dose re-
lated damage_ radiation induced trapS, contacts, etc., can be import&nt. They i_i
all impact the generation of fields through the conductivity term in our model.
Their quantitative evaluation is very variable for materials of interest. At
this time, such effects seem to be relatively small compared to th_ radiation
induced conductivity term. But, it might be profitable to consider these ef-
fects with _ eye to increasing the Conductivity under irradiatio_-and through
the unirra_iated region, if any existS. Experiments o_ these effects would be

helpful. +i

We have described a model which predicts currents and fields in irradiated
dielectrics; we find some weak empirical agreement in the literature and i_ our
own experiments. It turns out that the parameters which describe the conduc-
tion mechanisms in the dielectric may be critical for spacecraft purposes since
they seem to be the handle by which we can prevent excessive electric field
build-up. A nonuniform COnductivity profile in the dielectric is shown to be
potentially important: w_ Should avoid s,ch profiles, in Benerai the higher
energy quanta (>10 k_V) are probably more i_portant because they pendtrate
deeper and deposit greater electric potential energy in the dielectric causing
more energetic breakdown discharges.

Several sug_estions are made concerning the search for usable dielectrics
wh%_3 will not substantially charge up; increasing the buik co_ductivity offers
the greatest potential for eliminating discharges and decreasing differential
cha_ging.
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j! TABLE 1. - PEAK ELECTRIC FIELDS AT EQUZLIBRZb3! FOP, 0.24-cN-THZCK
TEFLONUNDI_R1-MeV ELECTP.0NSFORi'_E ASSt.'_D VALb'_S0F k

[10-5 A/m2; O0 - 10-17 oltm'lcm"1. ]

k (see eq. (3)) Equilibrium Electric Field Intensity, Y/em

see/ohm meter rad Front Center Rear

s_

": 10-14 .056 .047 • 52

10-15 • 545 .40 2.78

• 10 -16 4.81 2.42 10.2

TABLE 2. - PEAK ELECTRIC FXELD XNTENSITIES AS FUNCTION OF "TEFLON"

THICKNESS FOR ASSb'I_D VALUE OF DARK CONDUCTZVY_/

,_.. , [or0 - 10-17 olm.-lcm-1; k- 10--1-5-,]

Dielectric _quiElibrium Field, 106 V/cm
Thickness Front Cen%er Rear

•10 cm .069 not defined .108

.15 cm .221 not defined .639 :

i
.18 cm .375 (.12) 1.71 ,_

.20 cm .466 .20 2.76 ,i

.22 cm .521 .31 3.34

.24 cm .545 .40 2.78 !

• 30 cm .559 .50 1.O4 _

i
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Fig, 1, The apparatus being modeled Fig, 2, The electric current due ....!
_. in the calculations and constructed directly to the incident high energy

For experimental companiaoa_, e_ecCP_ns, i

Fig. 3. The charge deposited in the Fig. 4. The electric field du_ to the

dielectric by the current profile in space charge shown in figure 3.

Figure 2 after six seconds irradia-
tion,
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is obtained from equation (3) using
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¢-FFECTS OF ELECTRON X_LRADIATZON ON LARGE INSULATING SURFACES

6

USED FOR EUROPEAN COMMUNICATIONS SATELLXTES '_

J. Reddy and B. E. Serene

European Space Agency

1
INTRODUCTION

The Orbital Test Satellite (OTS} and its derivatives ECS (European
Co,_,unications Satellite} and MARECS (Maritime ECS} make extensive use of _

aluminised kapton for passive thermal control.

The satellltes are three axis stabilised and in geostatlonary orbit

(OTS at 10°E). The external configuration is such that the kapton is in

contact With the plasma and is able to charge electrostatically.

Some time ago a test programme was initiated to establish the maximum

charging potentials of these surfaces and to give some indication of the

discharge characteristics (_f. I}. The results of this work, together With

results obtained by others (Ref. 2, 3) led us to believe that the discharge :i
characteristics and the consequent ma£erial degradation would be related to

t/ie size of the charging surface. In view of the large exposed insulating

surfaces on OTS it was decided to perform a series of measurements on large

samples (: 0.5 m2) in order to establish the discharge rates and characteris-
tics and observe any material degradation.

i- TEST SAMPLES AND PREPARATION
):"

°_/- The largest exposed surfaces which present an insulating surface to the
plasma are the VHF Shield Assembly and the Antenna Dish.

; The VHF Shield Assembly is show_ schematically in Fig. I. The outer layer :

of aluminised kapton is separated from a relatively thick sheet of aluminium

foil by a thin (6 _) layer of kapton. The thick aluminitlm foil is connected i
electrically to the satellite strUCture and provides a co_ti_uous ground

) plane for the VHF Antennas on the satellite. The complete assembly is held _!
y together by means of adhesive kapton tape. In addition to this, and in order

to provide a nominal electrical connection between the vacuum deposited _

aluminium and the main aluminium foil, a small rivet and washer assembly is i

: used, shown in Fig. 2. For their assembly the central kapton layer is perforated i

i_ allowing the aluminium to squeeze through and so provide el_ trical continuity, i!
The VHF Shield Assembly is completed by a number of venting holes shown in

l-. Fig. 3.
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The second item under test wae a sample of the structure used for the main ,_

=_ antenna dish. A schematic of this structure is shoWn in Fig. 4. This antennacomprises an aluminium honeycomb on which is'mounted a carbon fibre sheet

_ which is painted with white paint, type $13 GLO. It Was not certain if this

'_ paint was ¢o_ductlve, and even so, the electrical continuity between the

carbon fibre and_he honeycomb was not assured.

• Samples measuring 0.7 m x 0.7 m of these assemblies were preparer _nd

mounted on an aluminium frame. The conductive rear surfaces of the samples
were connected electrically to the frame, which could then be used to provide

a reference point for the measurements.

( COCk,COiTION CO DiTIONS
!

The te_ts were performed under an Estec contract and financial and

technical management by the Deutsche Forshungs und Versuchsanstalt for Lu£t

und Raumfahrt (DFVLR) at Porz Wahn in Germany (Ref. 6). The chamber is shown

in Fig. 5 and has a conventional commercial e_ectron gun as a source. This is

followed by a scatt_.ring foil (2 _ thick) in order to achieve reasonable

-_ homogeneity over the sample area. The s_attering foil details are described in

_. Ref. 4. The beam homogeneity was measured using three simple sensors traversing

the chamber in the plane of the test object.

With the incident electron beam of 25 keV (before the scattering foil) the

homogeneity obtained i_ the plane of the test sample was approximately 30 %.

The flux profile is shown in Fig. 6.

The mounted samples were suspended in the chamber and isolated from it
(Fig. 7}. The flame was connected by means of a dedicated wire to a ground

reference point external to the chamber. This allowed measurenlent of the

leakage current and the discharge current. The incident flux Was monitored by

means of a fixed sensor in the plane of the test sample. A thermistor was

mounted on the rear surface of the sam_Die to measure temperature.

in addition to the above, a commercial field mill was installed on the

scanning mechanism with the intention of measuring the sample surface potentlal.

Unfortunately, due to the flexibility of the samples the mutual attraction of

the field mill and sample precluded such measurement6.

The discharge current was measured using a cuzrent probe type P6022

connected to a Biomation 8000 transient recorder. A schematic diagram of the

electrical configuration is shown in Fig. 8.

The samples were irradiated for eight hours at two temperatures - room

temperature (approx 20°) and liquid nitrogen temperature (-173oc) under a
vacuum of 10-6tort.
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The effects of illumination of the surfaces on charging were simulated _
by illumi_atlng the test samples with a slm_le 500 watt lamp mounted outside
the chamber.

The Inciden_ flux Was I0 n aml_res.cm "2 . The electron beam energy after

scattering was not _eas_red directly but has been cal_ulated to have the

profile shown i Fig. 9. (Ref. 5 also.)

TEST RESULTS

The test results will be presented as follows:

( a) --Visual observations during irradiation by electrons

b) Measurements made of leakage current and discharge characteristiCS

c) Observations of material degradation after irradiation is complete_ 1

VISUAL OBSERVATIONS "!

VHF Shield Assembly

The most immediate obse_vatioh made during the irradiation Of the VHF iI_

Shield Assembly Was that it appeared as it the entire s_rface dlscharsed 1
with the major part of the ill_hination being around the venting holes and

the central rivet (Fig. I0) . _n fact tWo distinct forms of discharge were 1

observed. The first already described a_d also smaller point discharges I

apparently located randomly on the gample.

Antenna StrUcture
i

The visual observa,;ions here were limited to discharges ob_ersed at a _I

particular point on the surface. The intenSity of the discharges was So low ithat photography was not possible, il

iIn addition to _le discharges it was observed that the palnted Surfaces

fluoresced With a y_llow-green colbu_ at zoom temperatur_ but With a biue-

violet colour at liquid nitrogen temperature. The explanation for this is not
obvious.
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' ELECTRICAL MEASU_MENTS ,_

VHP Shield Assembly

A plot of the leakage current versus time is shown in Fig. 11 showing

the charging characteristics and the discharges. The rate of discharges is

shown in Table I where it can be Seen that the discharges became less frequent
as the test proceeded,

DUring illumination with the la_p no discharg6s were observed at all.

i Typical discharge currents are shown in FigS. 12 and 13. Unfortunately,
equipment limitations did not allow an absolute measurement of the maximum

amplitude. HoweVer, it can be seen that the amplitude may be in excess of

400 amperes with a rise time faster than one hundred nanoseconds and a pulse
width of four microsecondS. We should also note that the measurements were

made on a ground connection several metres long which suggests that the actual
maximum could be even higher.

Antenna Structure

: A _lot of the leakage current verius time in the anterma structure is

shown in Fig 14. The rate of discharges is shoWn in Table 2, and here it can

be seen that the rate of discharges stayB constant and are Only observed at
liquid nitrogen temperatures.

Illumination with the lamp resulted in no chang_ in the discharge

if characteristics indicating that there is little photo-emmission from this
paint.

The discharge curr(_nt was _easured and is shown in Figs 15 and i6. it can

be seen that the maximum current is considerably less than one ampere. In

addition there is a pronounced 'ringing' a_so_iated with the length of the
ground colmection.

MATER_AL DEGRadATION

VHF Shie]._ Assembly

The degradatiQn o£ the vac_!um deposited aluminium (VDA) is shown in

Figs 17 - 20. As can be seen t_ere has _een considerable evaporation of the

VDA in the regions surrou_dirg the venting hol_s and the rivet. The i

evaporation of the VDA surrounding the rivet was sufficient to isolate the I

rivet from the VDA itself. In addition to the damage around the holes, damage
was observed in the regions associated with small indentations in the VDA.
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I I
li' Further inVestigationS Showed tha.t there Was no degradation in the kapton ,_

itself even in those areas where VDA was evaporated.i+

_! In one instance the rear aluminium foil
was actually punctured, apparently

• by the force of the aluminium evaporatit_g. The area Of VDk which was evaporated

is estimated to be 0.3 % of the total surface area.

Antenna Structure

The only observable effect on the a_ten_£ structure surface was some

discolouration of the paint in the region where discharges were observed.

Closer inspection ShoWed that the paint finish at this point was not very good

and the possibility is that this defect proHKbted the discharges and subsequent
degradatlon.

CONCLUSIONS

FZ_m the foregoing results it is clear that although it is capable of
charging to a reasonably high potentlal_ the effects of discharges on material

property and _ for the a_tenna structure are relatively insignificant.

i_i_' For the VHF shield Assembly the opposite is true. Here we have Seen

considerable damage to the VDA and associated with this are very large
i)_ii transient currents which could severely affect the system electronics.

_' It is difficult to asses0 the effects of th_ loss of VD_ on the overall

thermal desig_l however_ a simple solution to this proble_ is to make the ,i

_ aluminu_ layer much thicker. This sol_tion has been tried and the results _
'_o are reported in Ref. 3. Furthermore, the need to reduce edges to a minimum by
_ ' the exclusion of holes ,_nd rivets is also obvious.

:_" With regard to the current tranelents _OiutiOnS are gomeWhat less

immediate. We have seen on smaller examples (0.I m x 0. l m) current transients

of the order of thirty a_pkres. For samples described here we ha_ e currents of

the order of several hundred amperes. Clearly there is a limit to the maximum

amplitude w_iCh may be s6en regardless of surface dimensions. However, it is

_ certain that the energy dissipated in the discharge wiii contln:_e to increase.

The test re_ults given here indicate a maximum discharge energy of the o_der
of tens of 'Joules. such energy flowing in the satellite structure is a_most
c_ A-_u to result in anomalous electronic behaviour.

With the present external satellite design efrOzen' with regard to

thermally acceptable materials the only Solution to this problem wouid appear
to be desensitisation of all 8_sceptible electronic circuitry.

Finally, it must be emphaslsed that any attempts to evaluate the char-

ging and more importantly the discharging b_haviour of materials must be made

on samples which reflect accurately the mechaflical configUration and more !
importantly the act_lal operational dimensions.
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_ Table I Rate of discharges of the VHF Shield Assembly

i ' Nun_er of discharges

Time Room temperature L_ 2

First hour 16 18 ,,

Second hour 17 .............. 14

_ Third hour 7 8 ,,,

ii Fourth hour 2 0 ;
" I

_ ' _ifth hour 12 2 !

) ( Sixth hour 14 2

I ' Seventh hour I ....... 0Eighth hour 4 4

).

' Table 2 Rate of dischar.ges of Antenna Structure

9. Number ef discharges

Time Room temperature LiN 2 i"

• First hour zero =130

" Second hour zero constant

Third hour zero constant

Fourth hour zero constant

" Fifth hour zero constant

Sixth hour zero constant

Seventh hour zero constant

Eighth hour zero constant
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_" Fig 3: Overall blanket view
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Fig 4: Antenna Structure schematic
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Fig 5: Vacuum chamber
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Fig 10: Typical discharge
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Fig 14: Leakage current - Antenna Structure
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Fig 17: VHF Shield Assembly degradation

t

Fig 18: VHF Shield Assembly degradation
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Fig 19: VHF Shield Assembly degradation !
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Fig 20: VHF Shield Assembly degradation
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".i_. ' SKYNET SATELLITEELECTRONPRECHARGINGEXPERIMENTS*

Victor A. J. van Lint_ DaVid A. Fromme,Roger Stettner
Hission ResearchCorporation

" i ABSTRACT

ii_ Large surfaceareas (_ 1 m2) of the Skynet i QualificationModel (SQM) sat- ' :i

() ellitewere exposedto the environmentsof a) a flux of monoenergeticelectrons _
,i and b) pulsedhigh-intensityX-ray photonsfrom an exploding-w_re-radiator(EWR) /,!

source,separatelyand simultaneously. Experimentswere performedwith both the _i
cylindricalsolar-cellpanels and the end thermalblanketexposedto these envi-
ronments. The satellitewas instrumentedwith fiber-opticsisolatedfast-
responsesensorscapableof sensingand recordingthe time-varyingelectric
fieldsand surfacecurrentson the satellite. Spontaneousdischargesof the two
surfaceswere characterizedprior to measurementsof the interactionof the
System-GeneratedElectromagneticPulse (SGEMP)from the X-ray photon burst with

I• : the electronprechargedsurfaces.

: Spontaneousdischarge_of thermalblanketsand of solar cells differed in

severalrespects. Solar-celldischargesresultedin Much largerchangesini averagesateilitepotentiai,with a net satellitecharge loss'of ~ 10" coulombs
being measured. Thermalblanketdischarges,however,were smallerin magnitude,
with the net loss of charge less than 5xI0-v coulombs. During the solar-cell

- panel experiments,at a prechargepotentialwell below the thresholdfor spon-
_ taneousdischarge,a dischargewhich was apparentlytriggeredby an X-ray photon

: pulse was observed. This triggereddischargewas similarto spontaneousdis-
_. _ chargesrecordedfor solar panel illuminations.

A two-dimensionalself-consistentfinite differencecomputercode (SEMP)
was used to predictthe currentson the Skynet both with and withoutprecharging
of the thermalblanket. These calculations,which used an estimatedthermal-
blanketvoltageprofile,predicteda factor of 2 increasein satelliteexterior

axial currents. Measu.reaprechargedenhancementfactorsfor peak currentden-
sity varied betweena factorof 2 and 5 in good agreementwith the predictions.
The enhancementis probablydue to the effectof the tangentialelectricfields
rather than the normal field on the photo-electronorbits. A late-timecurrent
(> 100 nsec) was observed in the measurementsbut not in the predictions, This
currentmay be due to secondaryelectronsrepelledby the surfacepotentla1.

*Work supported by Defense Nuclear Agency under Contract DNAO01-77-C-O009.
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INTRODUCTION '!
i_,= Electronchargingand spontaneousdischargecharacterizationshave _een_per-

formed on a varietyof materialsin the form of small samples(area _ 105 cm_)
(ReferencesI-7). The potentialprofileson insulators,as a functionof elec- _
tron energy,currentdensityand time have been measured. The frequencyof dis-
charge and some characteristicsof the dischargeprocess (replacementcurrent.-
etc.) have been determined. The importanceof geometriceffectsnear the
insulator-metalinterfacehas been established. The presentexperimentswere
designedto measure the effectof prechargingon the SGEMP (System-Generated
ElectromagneticPulse) responseproducedby an exploding-wireradiatoron a
large scale sample of typicalsatelliteconfiguration. As a necessaryprerequi-
site some spontaneousdischargemeasurementswere performed.

EXPERI MENTAL.DE-TAI LS

The SkynetQualificationModel (SQM) was providedby Ford Aerospaceand
CommunicationsCorporationin conjunctionwith a seriesof SGEMP investigations
and was chosenas the test object. The exteriorgeometryof the Skynet satellite
is illustratedin Figure 1. In orbit it spins around its axis, exposingto the
sun the solar cell panels around the periphery. Ti,e2 x 2 cm siliconsolar cells
are coveredwith .014 cm thick x 2 x 2 cm cover glasses. They are mountedon
eight honeycombpanelscomprisingtwo fiberglasssheetsaround an aluminumcore.
The solar cells are interconnectedand are electricallyconnectedto the satel-
lite'smetal structureby the primarypower wiring only. The honeycombcores
are individuallyelectricallyinsulated. The top and bottom surfacesof the
thermalblanketare coveredwith a .01 cm layer of thermalpaint (whiteon the
top shield and black on the bottom). The thermalblanketis composedof a
fiberglasslayer .01 cm thick over severallayers of aluminizedmylar .007 cm
thick supportedby a 1.2 cm nylon fiber honeycombsandwichedbetweentwo .005
cm aluminumplates. The aluminumsheets are electricallyconnectedto the satel-
lite'smetal structure. On top of the satellitea small microwavereflectoris
mountedon a despunmotor assembl_. On the spinningsectionthis is surrounded
by a groundedmetal ring. In the SQM the despun assemblywas replacedby a metal
plate during these experiments.

Resultsfrom sensorson the insideof the SQM and from internalwiring
have been reportedpreviously(Reference8).

The SQM was placed inside a 4 m diameterx 6 m long vacuumchamber (fur-
nished by Air Force WeaponsLaboratory)attachedto the OWL II EWR source (fur-
nished by PhysicsInternatio,,alCompany)as illustratedin Figure2. A diffuse
electrongun was mountedon the front face of the chamber,exposingthe surface
at an angle of ~30 ° with respectto the EWR source. The acceleratingvoltage
in the gun was variedbetween3 and 15 keV. The currentdensityat the sample
could be adjustedup to I00 _A/m&. The geometryand propertiesof the electron
gun produceda nonuniformityin the currentdensityat the irradiatedsurfaceof
approximatelya factorof two. The vacuum chamberwas providedwith a LN?-cooled
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__ annularcold plat_ su_roundlngthe aperturein the f_ont,which maintainedthe _._
vacuumnear lxlO _ ToPr. The chamber was provided with an electromagneti c damp- _

' er in the form of two cylindrical 200-Ohm sheets at .8 and .94 tank radii and
a single sheet near the back wall Pulsed electricalmeasurementsindicatethat
the resultantdampingtimes of the tank electricalmodes are les_ than 20 ns.

: The satellitemetallicstructurewas groundedto the tank structurethrough

a 50 k_ stringof resiStOrs. This provided,leSs^than5 volt structurepoten-

. rials durlng chargingat currentsup to 10-4 A/m(.
The structurewas neverthelessisOlatedduring dischargesand photonpulses,

I: ; both of which have durationssignificantlyless than the 10_sec time constant
; of the satelliteand resistorchain.

> '( _ Measurementswere performedusing a seriesof EG&G CMLX3B (Reference9) _i4-

' = surfacecurrentsensorsOn the exteriorof the satelliteas noted in Figure 1.
All of the data was acquiredvia fiber-opticdata links (Reference10), recorded
on Tektronix7912 transientdigitizers,and processedon a PDP 11/40 computer.

__ The characteristicsof the photon sourceoutput have been discussedin
References11 and 12. The peak emissioncurrentsfrom surfacesof the satellite

was _ 300 A/m2.• The electrostaticvoltagewas measuredat one locationon the top thermal
-. cover .15 m from the outer edge and in the middle of a solar cell cover ,15 m

from the top edge with Trek electrostaticvoltageprobes, These measurements
were qualitativeonly_ since the irregularsurfacesprecludedscanningthe probe
head and it was left in place during electronspraying. Thereforethe voltage
achievedby the nearby surfacemay have been affectedby the presenceof the

'_ probe. The measured potentialsremainedessentiallyconstantafter_theelectron
beam was turnedoff as long.as.thechamber-pressurewas belo_ 2xi0"5 Tort,

The time derivativeof the electric fieldwas monitoredon the front ther-
mal blanketoppositethe positionof the electrostaticvoltmeter. Two B loops
were also mounted_.2 m in the front of the front thermalblanket.

CALCULATIONMETHODS

The calculationswere not designedto predictthe detailsof the SGEMP
responsebu_:to indicatethe magnitudeof the effect of precharging and explore
the mechanismsof triggereddischarges.

'Calculationswere based on the hypothesisthat the interactionbetweenpre-
chargingand SGEMP responsewas solely the effectof the pre-existingelectric
fields on the photoelectronorbits, The objectiveof the calculationswas to
compareSGEMP skin currentsand fieldswith and without precharge;no discharge
model was includedin the simulations. The simulationswere performedwith a
particlefollowerMaxwellsolver SGEMP code. The effect of the SGEMP exposureon
the electric field distributionwas calculatedto evaluatethe hypothesisthat
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.... a discharge Can be triggered by an SGEMP-tnducedtnc_ase In local electrtc

.i_ stress,
The potential was measured at only one potnt in the experiment so that a

measured potential profile was not used tn the code simulation. Instead, a
physically reasonable profile was used whtch Incorporated the one data petnt.
Figure 3 show_the model used tn the simulation. Th_ experimentaily measured
point Showeda voltage difference between the dielectric surface ahd subStrate _ _
of 3 kV. The prescribed proftle was taken to be 3 kV between dteiectric and
substrateout to 60 cm from the centeP ilne, fo_ the last 10 centlmetersthe
potentialdifferencedroppedllnearlyto zero. i

The cell size in the slmulation,2.5 cm I_ much largerthan the actual
. dielectricthickness(2xi0-2cm) but smallerthan a11 other physicaldimensions.

Physicallywe wish the pOtentlaldifferenceto reflectthe change In the real
charge densityon the surface,oR, aS photoelectronsare emitted. To accomplish
thi_ we can prescribethe d_electricConstantin the _imulatlon. The relation-
ship betweenvoltageV and real charge densityfor a thin flat dielectricof

thickness dts gtven by oR = cV/d. The code value o_ ¢, ¢c ts given by ¢c
cAz/d, where ¢ ls the actual dielectric constant tn the experiment (about 4), d
is the actuai dielectric thickness, and aZ ts equal to the grtd _ze tn the code. i

The simulationswith prechargewere made by first slowly placingcharge on ii
the grid elementsin the computercode SEMP. During the photo_ pulse simulation

i particleswere emittedfrom the dielectricsurfaceusing a typicaltime history
chosen from severalindividualshot reCordS and a peak emis_loncurrentof

, l.Bx10-_ amp/cmL. A lineartimes exponentiaienergy distributionhaving an
averageenergyof 1.6 keV was used togetherWith a Cosine angUiardistribution
with respectto the normal. This distributionrepresentsadequatelythe emitted
spectrumand distributioncaused by the explodlngwire photon source. Simula-
tions were made both with and without prechargingusing the same time history
and spectrum.

The effect of the SGEMP exposureon theelectrlc field 61stributionwas

also calculatedto evaluatethe hypothesisthat a dischargecan be triggered i
by an SGEMP-inducedincreasein iocal electrlcstress, i

i
SPONTANEOUSDISCHARGE- THERMALBLANKET i

i
The nature of the spontaneous discharges observed visually on the thermal 1

blanket and the solar ceils were slgntficantly different.

The thermal blanket dtschaPges appeared as several small pin-points. The
points were irreguiarlylocated,often near but not 11mltedto the perimeter
and mountingscrews of the thermalblanket. Visually,many of these points
would appear at approximatelythe same time.

The resultsfrom a B loop mounted in front of the front thermalblanket
are shown in Figure4. The trace shows fairlyclear evidenceof multipleexci-

i
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tatlonsover a time frame of ~ 600 nsec. Both the visualobservationsand the '_
_ traces shown were taken during a test periodwhen the electronbeam energywas

\ near the thresholdfor breakdownand dischargesoccurredat a rate of I-2 per
_I minut@ as measuredon the electrostaticvoltageprobe at a beam current-of

__. _ 9x10"° A/c .

The electrostatic voltmeter trace (Figure 5) provides a record of atyptcal
thermal blanket charging/discharging sequence. The initial charging is typical
of a charging capacitor and has been studied in detail on small samples, with
movable voltage probes which provide a better measure of the surface potenttal
distribution There are two significant features of the discharges, indicated
by slight vertical deflections in Figure 5. The first is that the discharge

_ did not occur below a certainthresholdbeam energy,which correspondsto a
_ ( thresholdpotential. The second featureis that a dischargeseems to represent

a minor perturbationof the surfacepotentialat the probe location. The prob_
is at a fixed point and the dischargescould be remote (~ .5 m) from the probe.
Nevertheless,the dischargesdo not seemto involvethe entire area (or even a
large fractionof the area) since the voltagedoes not drop significantly.

The _ probe, located180° oppositethe electrostaticvoltageprobe,pro-
vided time resolutionof the voltagechange duringa discharge. The traces
shown in Figure6 presentthe output frgm this probe for severalof the spon-

:_ taneousdischarges. A featureof this E trace is the precursor(.notedby the

arrow in Figure 6). The precurso_correspondsto an increasein the potential(less negatlve)over a period of 200 nsec prior to the sudden onset of the
main dischargelasting~ 100 nsec.

The area of the E probe trace is approximatelyzero indicatingthe electric
field (and charge)near the probe fluctuatesduringa thermalblanketdischarge

- but undergoesno significantnet change. This agreeswith the TREK probe
measurementsat anotherlocation.

A second featurethat sho,Jldbe noted is the high frequencyoscillations
present in the main dischargetime frame. The responseof the satellitestruc-
ture to thermalblanketdischargeswas describedin a previouspaper (Reference
8). The satelliteresponsewhencompared to previouselectricaland photon
tests (References8 and i3) suggeststhat I) the dischargeprocessconsists
of a number of discretefast events,2) the dischargewas far from axially
symetric, and 3) secondaryexcitationsoccur in the _ 600 nsec time frame.

All of these resultsagree with the externalsensor resultspresentedin
this paper.

SPONTANEOUSDISCHARGES- SOLAR CELLS

The typicalsolar cell dischargeappearedvisuallyas a localizedline
spark along the edge of one or a few solar cell cover glasses,rather than the
severallight spots noted on thermalblanketdischarges.
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Portionsof the trace from the el_ctrostaticvoltmeterduring a charging/
dlscharginqsequenceof the solar cells is given in Figure 7. Severalimportant
featuresshould be noted. The dischargesoccur above a certainthresholdpoten-

i: tlal as in the thermalblanketdischarges. The absolutemagnitudeof this
'i'_i thresholdin these measurementsis biasedby the fact that the voltageprobe
" could not move and shadowsthe immediatearea of the measurements. The second

_-'_ feature (obviousin severalof the discharges)is the magnitudeof the voltage
I! change. In one particularcase (Figure7b) the potentialfell almost to zero
: volts, correspondingto a clean wipe-offof the chargeon the solar cel4-being
!i monIto red.

The final feature(Figure7a & 7c) is an increasein the potentialof the
11, solar cell being monitored. This occurredon severaloccasionsand corresponds

to a transferof electronsfrom a.surroundingsolar cell to the ce_l being moni-

i toted.(

i ' Replacementcurrent,measuredon the 50 k_ resistorchain (Figure8), con-
sistentlyindicatedthat ~ 1000 nC of electronswere transportedfrom the model
to the tank walls during solar cell discharges. This amount of chargewould

) raise the averagepotentialof the solar cell covers to near ground,after which

!_ electronswould no longerbe acceleratedto the tank walls. This amount of charge

also correspondsapproximatelyto the amountof charge stored on a single solar
cell cover calculatedfrom the measuredsurfacepotential. Figure 8b also in-
cludesan exampleof a second high frequencyexcitation- 600 nsec after the
initialdischarge.

The rise time of the replacementcurrentis determinedby the time history
of the electronsleavingthe model and their transittimes to the tank wall.
The expectedelect)'onenergy at the tank wall correspondsto the averagepoten-
tial of the satellite. The averagepotentialexperiencedby the electro,will

be significantl_less than this due to the decreasein satellitepotential(from
charge emisslonjand to the spatialdistributionof the potential. An average
potentialof I kV producesan electrontran.sittime of severalhundrednanoseconds,
in reasonableagreementwith Figure8, and indicatesa dischargeemissiontime
less than 100 nanoseconds. Resultsfrom sensorson the satellitepresentedin a

!: previouspaper (Reference8) indicatedthat solar cell _ischargesexcitedexternal

_i_.._i surfacethenet chargeCUrrentSlossmUChmeasurements.largerthan thermalblanketdischarges. This agreeswith
)-

i_ SGEMP RESPONSEOF PRECHARGEDSATELLITE

' ' The SQM was exposedto a seriesof EWR _rradiationsin an unchargedstate
i-3. and after a 10 minute exposureat 3xlO-bA/m( of electronsfrom the gun at 10 kV
:_. potential. The thermalcover was exposedfour times (twicewithoutcharge and

twice precharged). The solar cells were exposedfour times (oncewithoutcharge
:_ and three times precharged).

The externalaxial currentdensityfor thermalblanketirradiationis com-
pared in Figure 9 with the resultsof the computerpredictions. Both the calcu-
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lationsand measurementsexhibitan increasein peak currentcomparedto the
unchargedr_ponse.

This peak current increas_due to prechargingis probablydue to the modi-
ficationof electronorbits by the tangentialelectric field. The staticnormal
field due to chargiog is ~104 V/m and is small comparedto the measured space
charge fieldsof i0b V/m (Reference14). A previousexperimentand calculations
with a metal disk chargedto -10 kV indicatedless than a 30% change in SGEMP
responsedue to a fieldwhich is normalto the surfaceat all points. The dif-
ferentialchargingof a dielectricabove a groundedsubstratecan lead to signi-
ficant potentialgradientson the satelliteand gives rise to transversefields
that affect every electron.

( The broadeningof the pulse shape noted in computerpredictionscannot be
confirmedby the measurementsince the two photon pulses did differ in puise
shape in the 0-40 nsec range, lhe oscillationswhich producethe peak at 80 nsec
in the predictionsand at approximately40 nsec and 60 nsec in the measurements
are due to the interactionof the interiorof the satellitewith the external
currentthroughthe gaps betweenthe thermalblanketand the solar panel The
late time current (> 100 nsec) noted in the measurementis not due to this dif-
ferencein pulse shape and is not presentin the computersimulation. The
late time currentmay be due to secondaryelectronsemittedfrom the surface
which would normallybe Forcedback to the surfaceby the space charge field.

In the prechargedcase these electronsare repelledby the surfacechargeand
may contributeto the net currentfrom the top to the tide of the satellite.
Since the code does not produceor propagatesecondaryelectronsthey do n,_t
appear in the code.

Largerpeak values and broadeningof the pulse shape were typicalof most
of the sensorson the surfaceand in the interiorof the satellite(Reference8).

The externalaxial surfacecurrentdensityfor a solar panel illumination
with and withoutprechargingis comparedin Figure I0. The peak currentdensity
increaseof a factorof 2-5 was comparableto that noted on the thermalblanket
measurements.

Figure 11 representsthe time historiesfor the axial currentsensor,
azimuthalcurrentsensorand an axial surfacecurrentsensor on the insideof
the solar panel duringone of three solar panel prechargedshots. The time of the
photonexcitationis noted by an arrow. An intenseexcitationon both of the
axial currentsensorsoccurs approximately65 nsec after the photon pulse. The
thresholdfor spontaneousdischargeson the solar panel correspondedto a beam
voltageof 14 kV during the previouselectronexposures. No spontaneousdis-
chargesoccurredat 10 kV, which was the beam voltageused for the charging
prior to the photon irradiation. Thus it is likely that the dischargeobserved
was triggeredby the photon irradiation. The responseof sensorsnear the
illuminatedsolar panel was much largerthan those furtheraway as expected.
The characteristicsof the triggereddischargeare similarto the spontaneous
solar cell dischargecharacteristicsdiscussedearlieras far as the instrumen-
tationand analysisavailablethus far would determine.
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The two-dimensional code described earlier was used to investigate possible ,_
mechanismsfor triogeringdischarges. The simplestassumptionregardingthe ,_
triggeringmechanismfor either spontaneousor triggereddischargesis to
assume an electric field thresholdexists above which a dischargeoccurs. The
simulationwas run for a model of the thermalblanketshown schematicallyin
Figure 12a. A potentialprofileconsistentwlth the singlemeasuredpotential
and graded linearlyto the edge of the dielectricwas assumed. The _olid iine
in Figure12b is a histogramof the electricfields normal to the surfaceat
positionsjust above the surfaceresultingfrom this linear potential. The
solid lines (0 nsec) representthe field juSt prior to the photonpulse. The

i dotted and dashed 11nee representthe field strengthsat 15 & 30 nsec after the

photonpulse. The normal fieldsabove the surface (at 15 nsec and 30 nsec) are
significantlyhigher than the unchargedphotonresponseand higher than the
initialfield due to charging. The tangentialfield at Position7 is increased

_' ( aiso. As expectednear the center of the dielectricthere is very little change

i ' in the electric fieldswithin the dielectric. Near the edge (Position4) the

fieldwithin the dielectricis increasedbut only slightly. The radialelec-
tric field in this simulationachieves its highestvalue bOth within and above
the dielectric,prior to the photonpulse; the photonsmerely cause a relaxation
of the radialfields at the positionsinvestigated. The magnitudeof the in-
creasespredictedby this siv,_lationare not valid estimatesdue to cell size

The above simulationwas run for a model of the thermalblanket. The i
_- geometryof a solar cell_ which has a metal tab extendingbeyond the dielectric,

would probablyenhancethe effectsseen on this computermodel. The simulation
' could not containenough detail to treat the solar cell case.

Two major points,however,can be made from the simulation. Fields in ex-
cess of those due to the initialchargingcan be producedby the rearrangement
of charge on a dielectricduring a photon pulse,and this rearrangementof
charge from the pulse lasts beyond the end of the pulse. The latter could be
criticalin terms of providingtime for a dischargeto begin. Researchon
vacuumdielectricbreakdownhas indicatedthat short pulse voltagethresholds
are higherthan the thresholdfor long pulses.

The triggereddischargemay have very seriousconsequencesfor satellite
design. The existingevidence indicatesthat solar-panelspontaneousdischarges
are limitedto one or a few cover glasses. If a large numberof cover glasses

Z_ were chargedto near their spontaneousdischargethreshold,an intensephoton
pulse could triggera simultaneousdischargeof many of them, resultingin an
electricalstress to the electronicsmuch more severe than normallyencountered.

SUR_IARY

Spontaneousdischargeson the large area thermalblanketmaterial differed
significantlyfrom those on the solar panels coveredwith 2 x 2 cm solar cells.
This is to be expectedsince the materialsare quite different(paintand quartz)
with quite differentsurfaceswhich affect the secondaryelectronemission.
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il 1

_I Thermalblanketdischarges: (I) appearedas multiplepin points, (2) seemedtO :,_.: consist of multiple high freqUeflc_ discrete events, a_d (3) Corresponded to small ',

average satellite potentiqlchanges (small net charge loss < 50 nC). Solar panel
ii_i spontaneousdischarges: (1) appearedto be sing1"e11ne dischargesnear the edge

of one or ntoresolar cells, (2) correspondedto large averagesatellltepoten-
tial changes (net charge loss ,,1000 nC), (3) sometimesrepresenttotal discharge
of at least one solar cell, and (4) seem to be limitedto one or a few solar cells.

The magnitudeof the modificationof the SGEMP surfacecurrentresponse
for thermalblanket illuminationwas in good agreementwith the computersimula-
tion. Thus the modificationof the electronorbits by the transverseelectric
field seems to explainthe enhancementof the SGEMP responseto first order. A
late tinle(> 100 nsec) currentwas noted experimentallybut not in the code pre- i

( dictions. This may be due to secondaryelectronsnot in the code.

A dischargewhich was very probablytriggeredby a photon pulse was observed
on the solar cells. Its characteristicswere similarto a spontaneoussolar cell
discharge. The possibilityof triggeringmany solar cells simultaneo,'slycould
pose a seriousthreatto electronics. A code simulationhas indicatedthat an
increaseof surfacepotentialgradientsdue to charge rearrangementduring a pho-
ton pulse on a prechargedsurfacecould be the mechanismfor triggeringa dis- _
charge at potentialsbelow the threshold.

Many thanks to John Rutherfordand IRT Corporation,San Diego for supportin ,
designingand operatingthe electrongun; Harry DiamondLaboratories,Nasa
Lewis Research and S_t_e._CQr_orationfor instrumentationsupport.
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Figure.3.,Cross sectionof computersimulationmodel.

Figure4. B time historyshowingmultipleexcitations(arrows),
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Figure 6b. Typical E time history.

Figure 7a. Electrostatic voltmeter trace )f so)ar cell charging timehistory (charging rate = 9xlO- A/m ).
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Figure8a. Return current for solat cell i11umination.
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Figure8b. Return current for solar cell illumination(arrowto
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POTENTIAL MAPPING WITH CHARGED_PARTICLE BEAMS*

James W. Robgn6on

David G. Ttlley
Th_ Pennsylvania State University

SUMMARY

Spacecraft charging produces electric fields near the structures being
_ested. The calculation of the fields £s o_Cen difficult because of a complex
geometry or a lack of data for dielectric surface potentials. This work seeks
experimental method_ of mapping the equipo_ential surfaces near some structure
of interest. Such measurements can verify or supplement calculations. The
two methods described rely on the detection of charged particles which have

traversed the regions of interest and are detected remotely. _ereas tech-
ques have been developed previously for use with rotacionally synnnetric
systems, no such restriction is applied in this work. One method is the
measurement of ion energies for ions created at a point of interest and

expelled from the region by the fields. The ion energy at the detector in eV
corresponds to the potential where the ion was created, An ionizing beam

forms the ions from background neutrals. The other method is to inject
charged particles Into the region of interest and to locate their exlt points, oi

A set of several trajectories becomes a data base for a systematic mapping j
technique. An iteratlve solution of a boundary value problem establishes iI
concepts and limitations pertaining to the mapping problem. I

INTRODUCTION
i

i

Measurements of electrlcal potential ultlmately depend upon making an i
observation of a charged particle in the teflon of interest. Often some

mechanical device is also inserted into the region buc ideally one would use !

the smallest charge, the electron, by itself. Then the perturbing effect of i
the measurement would be at a mlnlmu_. This paper describes two approaches

for making potential measurements in vacuum where nearby surface charges

create the potentials to be measured. The methods both strive to keep the

density of test charges to a minimum. All detection equipment is kept out of
the region being measured.

: The first of these two methods uses the neutral atoms or molecules always

present, A collimated ionizing beam of electrons or photons passes through
the region and the ions formed are collected and analyzed as they drift out

of the region. Typlcally the pressure will be i0-b Tort and ions will be

*This work was supported by The National Aeronaut!cs and Space Administration

under grant number NSG-3166.
4
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detected with a contlnuous-dynode avalanche detector. The field mast be

oriented to expel ions for this method to be useable. ,_

;_ The other method requires no background neutrals and it is usable With

,_ fields of either polarity. Low-current particle beams are injected into the
region of interest with known velocities and entry positionS. Exit points

are measured. The data from many trajectories may' be combined in a iteratlve

I

calculation that generates a map of the potential in the region probed by ..... i
i the beams. ,'

*'4

i) These two methods have similar purposes but they differ sufficiently in

_; technique that they are described separately in the two major sections of
- this report. Work is in progress for both methods so that directions of

effort are _ndicated where appropriate.
(

L

_ _ IONIZATION OF NEUTRALS

i This method of measuring potential is simple in concept. If a neutral

!_ molecule is located at some point of interest and is ionized by some process,

then it will be accelerated by the electric fields and strike a properly

_ positioned detector at reference potential. If the detector can measure the
energy of the pa=tlcle, then that energy (in eV) can be equated to the

• potential at the original point. A series of measurements point by point

provides a map of the region of interest. Several variations of this method

are possible but several constraints need to be recognized.

Resolution

The first quantity for which resolution is important is the position of
the source point. Ions are generated in some neighborhood having radius a

and centered at point r . If the potential function to be measured is _(r)
0

then its value will be in the range

_(r) = _(r o) _ _ (&r + a) + _T (1)

where _T represent_ a random spread in the ion energies. In most sltuatlons_

[_ say for_(r)> IV, randomness in ion energies m_y be neglected. However the
spread of electron energies may be much higher. Hence ions are the preferred

species in many situations but then the gradients must be such as to drive
ions toward the detector. The randomness arises from the thermal energy of

the neutrals being io,lzed and from energy imparted by the ionizing agent.

The quantity a depends on the width of the particle beam or photon beam

which is employed to ionize atoms. This parameter can be made very small by
t'-euse of focussed electron beams while with either photons or electrons

the required fluxes are small enough that a pair of pin holes will emit a

_ufflclent beam having a diameter of a few millimeters at the point of inter-

est. Finally the effects of bem "teerlng must be considered. Any beam is

directed no more accurately than ,,ermltted by the reproducibility of
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mechanical settings. However this feature should not set a significant limit.

Rather the alignment of a system is the critical feature. Also an ionizing ,,,_
electron beam can be deflected by magnetic fields or electrostatic fields so

that Ar can be unacceptably large. Increasing electron velocity to decrease
Ar is only moderately helpful because above I00 eV, ionization cross sections

decrease. When the precedJng factors are weighed, the optimum choice for an

ionizing agent often will be a collimated beam of photons.

The second quantity to be measured is energy of the ions bei_w, detected.

After the ions enter the orifice of the detector they must bp subje..'t_'dto

some selection process. Either some theshold cond.ltion may be i._posed sucl_

that only those ions with energy exceeding tbe theshold are recorded, or some

system such as a curved-plate analyzer may select particles with energies in
a specified band. A threshold device we have used is recommended as it is

capable of resolving to wlthln 27.whereas a typical curved-plate system

resolves at 7% (ref. I).

Restric tions

Because of the dcslre to minimize the effects on the system being

measured, one should observe several precautions. First the ionizing beam

gtself should not strike any surfaces. Otherwise it would modify the

surface charge and the potentials at points of interest. Ideally the beam

would pass by the s_ructure creating the potential distribution and be

absorbed in a dump on the other side from the source.

_mther beam effect less easily dismissed is the drifting of electrons

to the structure. These electrons are released along with ions at the point

of interest. If ions are repelled from the structure, the electrons will be

attracted. When neutral gas pressure is uniform throughout the vacuum

chamber, ions and electrons are released from all points along the ionizing
beam path, yet they are needed only at the one point. Conceivably the

neutrals could be concentrated at the region of interest by pumping the

chamber to a substantially lower pressure while injecting gas through an

appropriately directed nozzle. Then, a beam of neutral atoms would cross

paths with the ionizing beam. Use of a sensitive detector is necessary to

minimize the charged-particle perturbations. The ionizing beam should be

only as intense as needed for observing the response.

When an electron _onlzinp, Beam is used, the beam itself perturbs the

potentials being measured. If ,abeam having radius a carries current l

where acceleration is through voltage V, then the llne c||argc density,
using inks. is

(2)

Ii The potential at a reLatiw, to some reference radius r Is

o

V(a) - V(ro) = 2:,i In (r /a) (.'_)

If o o
For a typical bcar,| of 1 nm. IO-_A, and 100 V. where we let the rt,[ert,m't, r °

t
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f correspond to separation between beam and structure (say 0.I m) we find that ............'"

_' V(a) - V(_e) '= 0.0138V. TI, ts ca,, be igr, ored. _

='_i_ Electron Beam Experiments

:J An electron beam source arid ion detector were built by David Ross as
described in reference 2. These systems are described here and some results

_ are given.

) The electron gun consisted of a hot tungsten wire placed behind a pair
of apertures. Tile outer aperture had a diameter of 1.1 n_n and it was placed

__ 19.6 nun from the inner aperture having a diameter of 1.4 mm. The apertures
_ were grounded and the filament was biased at-!50V to produce a current. As

( a fine wire probe was moved through path beam, a
the of the it showed beam

,: divergence of 2.5 ° such that at a typical working d_stance of I0 cm, the
beam width was 4.5 mm. CurrentS, approximately i0- A, detected by the l-mm

_ probe wire provided more than adequate ionization.

- The test configuration was a conducting right-dlhedral angle biased

typically at 70V relative to the detector located near the ground plane.

Figure 1 shows computed equipotential contours and particle trajectories for

the test configuration. The detector moved along the x-axis. The ion source

_. was mounted with two degrees of freedom along the x and y axes and projected
a beam more or less parallel to the apex of the wedge. The experiment was
essentlaA_y two-dlmenslonal.

The basic detector design is illustrated in figure 2. It provides four

• functions, a measure of beam position at the detector plane, a measure of.beam

angle, a measure of ion e:.ergy, and a means of detecting particles. The
•- detector element was a co_tinous-dynode electron multlplier operated in a

pulse-generating mode so t|_t it would indicate the impact of an ion on its

input cone. It was followed with a two-stage lO-X amplifier, an oscilloscope

which showed pulses, and a counter. For ions to reach the input cone they

had to pass through a set of three apertures and a repeller electrode which

• provided the various types of discrimination. All elements of the system

were rigidly mounted in a metal can which could be translated and rotated by
mecilanical linkages.

The two outer apertures provided the measure of location and angle. Only
when both were positioned to cor.respond with incoming ions would ions enter

the inner chamber. The apertures were 12.7 mm apart,, the outer had.a diameter
of 0.7b ram, and the inner, 0.38 ram. The response as a function of angle had
a measured half-width of 3°.

The second aperture, the third aperture, and the cylindrical repeller
provided the energy discrimination. 'rhe repeller was biased positively and
created a saddle-point potential between apertures. When particles had
sufficient energy to pass over the saddle-point, they continued through the
third aperture and were detected. The hole in the third aperture was somewhat
larger than the others: this was to avoid loss of particles deflected as they

passed over the saddle-point. Figure 3 shows response as a function of bias

bog
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voltage on the repeller. Particles at 19.3 eV were repelled by voltages on :_

i the tube exceeding 24.1V. The ratio 0.80 of these values corresponds _ell to0.79 calculated for the drift-tube, radius-length ratio of 0.45. The drift-
tube length was 2.8 cm.

£be sample trajectories shown in figure 1 are computer simulations
obtained by injecting ions at the detector plane with velocities more or iess
opposite to those measured. The source point is found to be a very sensitive
function of angle, so sensitive that the measure of angle is practically
useless. If the position angle measurements were sufficiently accurate, they

could be used to corroborate the locations of the source points as determined
by the aiming of the electron gun. However our experience has shown that
the detector is useful only as an energy measuring instrument. The measure

of angles is _urther complicated by the effects of the magnetic field which
(

causes trajectories to curve.

Our experiences with an electron beam system have suggested two changes

in technique. The ionizing beam should consist of photons so that it won't

be deflected and the detector should have less angle resolving capability so

that the ion beam can be more easily located. However the energy resolution
should be maintained.

X-Ray Beam Experiments

J

A preliminary study of an X-ray beam system has been completed. The

electron beam system was adapted to this purpose for a demonstration of

concept and now a better X-ray system is being constructed.
p'

• For the demonstration of concept the electron source was replaced with

i: an X-ray source which however did not fit well into the available space and

i_ could not be steered precisely. Nevertheless a beam was produced and ionswere detected. Figure 4 shows detection response for two different erich- i
rations of the X-ray beam. Of interest here is the design of the X-ray 'i

source. A steel pin biased at +600V drew 0.8 mA of current from a nearby !

grounded tungsten filament. Soft X-rays emanating from the pin were colli- i
mated by a pair of apertures to form a beam which in this case had a radius

of I cm in the working region.

Under construction are a source having much smaller apertures and a

detector having wide-angle response. This combination is expected to provide
better resolution.

POTI'NTIAL I_LAPPINGFROM PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES

Various instances of using beam trajectories to m_p a rotationally

symmetric potential profile have been reported (refs. 3,4) and a general
mapplng tec|mlquc Ires been described where a reasonably dense plasma and
magnetic fichl are required (ref. 5). This work s,,eks methods of generating

i_ potential m_ps wht_re l.aplace's equation is valid and magnetic field is
_.
$.
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insignificant. Data characterizing the region of interest are obtained by
injecting charged particles (or low-current beams) with known velocities and
observing their exit points. A preliminary study of a boundary valUe'problem
has-provided a useful frame of reference for studies of mapping techniques.

Boundary Value Problem

The analysis of data in the general mapping problem is equivalent, when
charge density is low, to solving Laplace's equation. The data set will
always be finite, i.e., a finite number of particle trajectories will have
been observed, and the map will consequently be approximate. The analyst
must decide upon the level of detail he requires and select a data set

( sufficient for his purposes. He must be cautious not to misuse his data in
a manner represented by the function y = cos x w_ich, provtdes a perfect fit

to the set of points (Yi ffi 1, x i = 2_i).

The need to solve Laplace's equation led to a preliminary study of a
boundary value problem in a context that could be extended to the mapping
problem of interest. Being sought was an iterative technique which would
converge toward a solution as precise as boundary specif£cations would Justi-
fy. Convergence was accomplished by comparing the approximate solution with
boundary constraints and then perturbing the solution to improve the match.
The procedure was developed for boundary conditions specified as values of
potential on a set of points spaced more or less unlfor_ly on the boundary.

The key to the method is the choice of perturbing function. Let the

estimated solution Ce be of a functlonal form known to satisfy Laplace's
equation° Also let some perturbation Cd be a solution of Laplace's equation

_ which decreaseswith distance from some singular point. Then the sum

= ¢_ + Cd must be a solution because of the superposltion principle. When

Cd is properly chosen, ¢ will match the boundary conditions more closely than

_ does and a convergent process can be developed. The perturbation must be
l_callzed to a small portion of the boundary so that when an improvement is
made in the match for that portion, the other portions will not be changed
much. Also the singularity must be located outside of the region of Interest.
Consequently the. singularity will be placed outside of but near to the
boundary where matching is to be improved. The perturbation can be that of a
single charge, a dipole, or a higher order pole but we have chosen to work
exclusively with dipoles. They are reasonably localized without being overly
difficult to mar_t_ulete ....

With respect to some location and preferred direction, we may describe
a dipole as

Cd = p (c°s_)102 (4)

where _ is the strength, _ is the orientation of the field point, and 0 is
the distance of the field point. This is the potential function In 3 dimen-
sions for a dipole conalstlng of plus and minus point charges closely spaced.

bll
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!_ However _o¢ 2-dlmensional work the choice should be ._

Cd = _ (cosa)/p (5)which represents the potential for plus and minus line charges. In either i
case the separation between charges is small compared with 0 and the dipole .i

is a singularity. When a 2-dimensional dipole is located at (xd,Y d) and a
field point at (x,y), then _d is given by

p cosB.(x-x d) + p sins (y-yd)

_d = (X'Xd) 2 + (Y-Yd) 2 (6)
where 8 is the orientation of the dipole measured relative to the x-direction.

Though we need not restrict 8, we find it convenient to choose cos8 = - xd/rd

( and sin8 = - Yd/rd where rd is the displacement of the dipole from the origin.

Thus when B is positive, the poslt@ve side of the dipole faces the origin and

_d is given by
Xd(X-Xd) + Yd(Y-Yd)

= - ( 2 ...... (7)
Sd _d (x-xd) + (y-yd)2 )

The dipole is placed so as to produce a desired perturbation in Se. Let
the origin be at the centroid of a closed boundary curve (2-dlmensions) whose
radius is a single-valued function of angle. Assume that for some boundary
point (R,8) the discrepancy between Se and the specified boundary condition
is largest of all discrepancies and then place the dipole on the same radius

O at rd > R. See figure 5. At (R,O), equation (7) reduces to

0d(R,O) = u/(rd-R) (8)

and we are assured that the largest perturbation on the boundary will occur
at (R,O), at least if the radius of the boundary does not change greatly from

one point to the next. If Sb represents the specified boundary condition we
require that

Cb(R,0) = Se(R,0) + v/(rd-R) (9)

and then we calculate $ at all points of interest in the region. Even with

previously specified, we must exercise a choice of either rd or _.

When the dipole is placed Ear from the beundary its strength must also
be large and its influence extends to a large portion of the bounded region.

In the limit as rd and p approach It.flni.ty,the dipole affects all points
equally and in fact shlfts all points by a constant. At the other extreme,
that of close placement, the effect of the dipole is very localized. The
choice of posl_:lonrepresents compromises between speed and accuracy of the

boundary are specified as a points, theysolution. When conditions set of

can be satisfied easily by placing a small dipole very near to each point.
=_i:_ }towever this solution is not desirable because it will bear little resemblance

to the relatively smooth boundary functit,nlikely to have beet,implied by

_i the set of boundary points. Furthermore various solutions may be obtained
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_ as different choices of _ and r d are made. When a mini_u_ distance rd-R is .4

specified, a given dipole can be forced to influence _everal boundary points ,_
and the boundary function wtll be smooth. A solution wiil still not be unique
but various solutiofls will differ only in small amountS. We have found

_i_ practically that r.-R should be at least as large as the distance between

i,. neighboring boundary points. A uBefUl criterion expressed in te_ms of thenumber of boundary points n is that

. where typlcally G _ 2_.

i , Convergence can be obtained by specifying that all dipoles will be a

_iven.distance from the boundary. In this case the number of dipoles iS
( equal to the number of boundary points though a given dipole strength may be

the sum o_ contributions from several iterations. However convergence may
be faster if some criterion in introduced for picking distance. _igure 5

illustrates two situations in term_ of discrepancies indicated by each point

where we define discrepancy at the ith point by

i _li di = _bi - Sel (ii)

_! When several adjacent points have discrepancies of the same sign, the dipole• should be far enough away that it will perturb all of those points, on the

other hand, when discrepancies alternate in sign, the dipole should be close.

Noting that (R,%) locates the point of absolute maximum discrepancy, we let

' (R',O') represent the nearest point for which the discrepancy is of the

opposite sign. Letting da be the average absolute discrepancy and T be some

: constant 0 < T < 1, we can select rd so that

__i_I*_....._ _,_ _d(R',0') = _+T da (12)

The sign is chosen to be the same as for _d(R,%_. This requirement on
_d(R',%') forces a choice of ra that is sensitive to the polarltles of nearby
d_screpancies, but retrlctlons'are necessary. When T is specified as being

small, the value of rd may not satisfy equation (10) which must be given
priority. When T is large the convergence will be slow and perhaps nonexls-

' tent. The benefits of introducing equation (12) are relatively minor.

Though, in concept, dipole perturbation alone should suffice for finding

a solution, some auxillary operations have been found to be useful. These

are rotatingj shlftlng_ and scaling of the estimated potential function. Ls

an initial estimated potential one may simply assume that $ = x. However if
say potential increases more or less as y, then a preliminary rotation of 90 °

is appropriate. One might subsequently replace _e by %_ = _e + b where b
represents a shift. In terms of discrepancies b is calculated from

b = - E di/n£

When shifting has been done the average potential is

"_, 613
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Finally a scaling factor can be determlned:

c = (15)
The potential $_ is replaced by a scaled potential:

$" = c (_'-$a) + Sa (16)

For our work, each dipole addition has been preceded with both shifting and i

scaling operations, t1

(
Details of the method have been explained for the 2-dimensional case,

though no assumptions have been introduced which would limit the method from i
being applied in 3 dimensions. The number of boundary points would be larger J

and correspondingly more dipoles would be required. ]

Potential has been found at points inside of a square by the method of

dipole perturbations. The test problem is specified in figure 6 which shows

20 boundary points uniformly distributed in angle. All points on the bottom I

side of the square were assigned a potential of 0 and the others a potential 1

of I0. Potentials were calculated for boundary points and for an array of _I
internal points layed out in polar coordinates. Equlpotential contours were

i_' then plotted as shown in figure 7. Points on the equipotentials were found I
i=_, by linearly interpolating along a straight llne between array points; some

ID' of the irregularities noted in the figure may be attributed to the approxi- io i

marion made in the interpolation. Potential intervals between curves are
0.25V. This example required 214 dipoles where the convergence criterion was

that Eldil. < 0.00001, though a much less stringent criterion could have been J

,_;_ used. d
i

Potential Mapping i1

The transition from the boundary value problem to the particle-trajectory i
problem is accomplished by using trajectory data in place of boundary data J

when synthesizing the potential function. The general approach Is to sum ]
contributions of numerous dipoles placed outside the region of interest such Jthat simulated partlcle trajectcrles in the region match the observed

trajectories. As in the boundary value problem, the solution is not unique
and the data must not be overextended.

The problem has been defined in two dimensio,s with reference to a llne

along which both beam source and detector move. A beam is injected into the

space above the line, repelled, and returned to the llne where its exit

posJtlon is monitored. Measurements are of entrance posit|on, entrance ve-

locity, and exit position [or as many selected beams as required by the

application. The beam can be of either electrons or ions. A computer

simulation uses a known potential distribution that cat, be produced experi-

mentally with a set of parallel flns as illustrated in figure 8. The base

line is at ground potentiaL, all [ins are equally biased, and equfpotentlal,
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lines have been computed for the configuration. Shown i_ the figure are
several simulated particle trajectories. The potential _ can be found with _
a conformal mapping from a flat plane given by

- Imag [sin'l(eC)] - tmag [sin'l(ew)], w - (cry) + ix (17)

The zero potential line does riot exactly match the x-axis but the error is -
: small enough to be ignored if c exceeds 2.. The fin spacing is _.

Experimental trajectory data are being sought to test the procedure but
they can also be simulated With a trajectory tracing program. In fact the
simulation will permit an assessment of what experimental errors can be
tolerated. Both for providing simulated data and for use in the potential

( mapping procedure, a treeing routine developed by DeVo_elaere (ref. 6) has
b_en programmed. The routine requires field_ to be calculated at specific
points on the trajectory and when potential is specified on a discrete set
of points, Newton's interpolation procedure (ref. 7) is used.

The scenario of the simulation follows three steps. First the potential
illustrated in figure 8 is calculated for a square array of points. The
simulated particles are injected into the array, trajectories are traced, and
exit points are recorded. Finally these simulated trajectories are used as
a basis for generating Various potential map_ which can be compared with the
original array to assess the effectiveness of the mapping procedure.

the map is constructed by placing dlpolee above the region belngmapped.

Let the vertlcal placement Yd exceed the maximum range of the map so that the
singularity does not fall in that range. There is a requirement thlt the

reference plane have a fixed potential so that a dipole placed at (Xd,Y d)
must be balanced with its image at (xdj-yd). An original estimated potential
function _ ffi ay is then perturbed by Ehe placement of dipoles in pairs until
some convergence criterion is met.

Work in p:ogreSs presently deals with the process of selecting dipoles.
Shown in figure 9 is a map which has partially converged after the placement
of 8 relatively weak dipoles. The convergence is quite slow and subject to
instabilities if it is speeded up. For this particular map, each dipole
selection was based on the trajectory which deviated most from the desired
exit point. This approach, analogous to the correction of the Worgt point
in the boundary value problem, has some basic flaws _hich are best overcome
by considering several neighboring trajectories in making the choice of a
dipole. For example if two trajectories at different x-values have deviations

of opposite sign then a dipole might he placed at some xd intermediate between
them. Choice of Yd is related to how many trajectories are to be substan-
tially modified by-the dipole. In any case dipoles are to be kept at least
as far above the boundary as the trajectories are spaced from each other.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS ._

Measure_un_s show that a beam of electrons or photons can ionize enough
neutrals at 10 _ Tort that they can be detected by a continuous-dynode
eieetrOn_uittplier behind collimating pinholes. The enersy of the tons when
detected is a direct measure of the potential where they were created. The b
photofl beam has the advantage that it can be directed to the desired spot
along a straight line whereas an electron beam curves in the electric and
magnetic fields usually present. Though the ion detector was designed to
provide spatial and angular re_olution o5 the ion trajectories, it need only
resolve energy.

A method of solving Laplace*s equation is described where the final(
solution is the eum of some initial estimate and the contributions of selected

dipoles placed outside the region of intere_t. A preliminary calculation is
based upon the specification of potentials on a discrete set of boundary
points. This result is then extended to the use of particle trajectory data
in place of boundary potentials. Work in progress seek_ to identify efficient
schemes of pickin8 dipoles from an analysis of trajectory data s_ that

potential maps may be generated.
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ABSTRACT

As _ part of an extensive program to a_sess and ameliorate the electro- :t

static discharge hazard to the Voyager spacecraft posed by passage through t
the charged particle environment near Jupiter, a testing activity to charac- 1terize the behavior of selected Voyager materials was undertaken. A series

of twelve material and component samples were exposed to an electron beam in ?
order to measure the time history and amplitude of resultant electrostatic i

discharges. These tests were conducted at a Boeing AeroSpace Company combined :_:radiat!on effects test chamber.

The typical experimental design was to mount the test article with its
b. dielectric surface facing the beam and its conductive portion isolated from
•: ground except by way of a shielded cable on which a discharge pulse could be

observed. The behavior of the sample was then observed at bombarding energies
i:, frcm 20 to 100 key in increasing 20 keY increments and then 90 to 30 keY in

decreasing 20 keV increments. Obsezvattons wer_ made at each-energy for
nominally two hours at an electtan flux of 4x10 _ cm-2s -1.

INTRODUCTION

The dlfferential electrlcal charging of spacecraft sur£aces in a charged
particle environment is a recognized subject of interest to spacecraft design-
ers. This effect was originally a matter for the scientific instruments such
as charged particle spectrometers where the measured spectrum would be offset.
However, the observed correlation between anomalous effects in the electronics
of gevsynchronous saLellites and magnetic substo_'ms is a strong indication
of differential charging and subsequent electrical discharges (Ref. 1).

_j

. The Voyager Project established an exCenslve program (R?f. 2) to assess ii
and minimize thls electrostatic discharge (ESD) hazard for the two Voyager 1

spacecraft which will encounter the radiation environment near Jupiter. This i

i?. *This work presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the
;__:' Jdt Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under contract

No. NAS7-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics & Space Administration.
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°'4 _' program's objective was to design the spacecraft so as to eliminate the hazard

_ and to demonstrate through testing arid analysis that the Real had been met.
ComponenLs of this program lneluded analyses of the differential charging, due _

: co electrons, protons, and the photoelectric effect, of the Voyager spacecraft o
*_ (performed by Sanders, et al. of TRN (Ref. 3)), 8 systematic design process

• to eliminate wherever possible exposed dielectrics from the spacecraft, simu-
lated ESD tests of the spacecraft, and the computer code Systems Electromag-
net;c Analysis Program. (SEHCAP) (TRY). The work described in this paper was
i,te,ded to characterize the remaining suspect materials (from an ESD view-
p,_int)and Co provide values for the magnitude of possible discharges. This
data was required eo ensure that the slmUlated ESD tests were adequately
severe, and as input to SENCAP, which, was used to predict potential adverse
subsystem responses and verify that corrective measures were appropriate. 1

( Procedure

A series of twelve material and component samples from the Voyager space-
craft were exposed to an electron beam in order to measure the time history
arid amplitude of resultant electrostatic discharges. The test articles wer_
FEP teflon, a section of magnetometer boom longeron with a p_ece of bare
cable braid mounted on it, a section of longeron with a p_ece of Jacketed
cable mounted on it, a piece of the magnetometer cable (alone)_ a flight
Brewster plate, a piece _f plume shield, a section of the high gain antenna,

• a piece of the frequency selective subreflector, a separation connector, a
piece of thermal blanket, a sample of the radioisotopic thermoelectric
generator (RTG) case coating, and an end dome of an RTG case (Table l). In
general, these test articles can be categorized as follows: (1) planar
dielectric/conductor structures (teflon, Brewster plate, high gain antenna);
(2) non-planar dielectric/conductor structures (magnetometer boom longeron,
frequency selective subreflector, separation connector); and (3) structures
of unknown dielectric tendencies.

The samples were exposed £n one of two Boeing combined radiation effects
test chambers (CRETC) (Fig. I). These systems are clean vacuum systems with
fluldless pumping and glass, ccramlc, and metal seais and wlth provisions
for the slmultaneous exposure of a sample to electrons, protons and ultra-
violet. In these tests only the electron source w_s _mployed, at energies
ranging from ZO to I00 keY and a flux of 4x109 cm'Zs"I.

The electron energy was calculated from the known electron gun cathode
potential with a loss in the aluminum scattering foil based on range-energy
tables. A rotatable Faraday cup was employed to measure the electron beam
profile after the spreading by the foil. A second, fixed Faraday cup was
standarized for the flux at sample center and then used to monitor the
electro_ beam during the exposure of a sample.

The Lest artlcles were mounted so that the dlelectrlc surface, i.e., the
exposed surface In spacecraft use, was facing the electron beam (Fig. 2, 3,
& 4). The conductive part of the test article was Isolated from ground except
by way of a shielded cable on which a discharge pulse could be observed. This
signal cable was connected to ground through a 50 _ resistor for impedance
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li matching. 'l'hL, discharge pul,qes were measored hy a fast ri_e--tlme current

praise on the ),round wire or the voltage across the ro_i,_tor. The me,a_ured
d_

pulses wet'e displayed on a wide bandwidth 70(I0 sPries Tektronix scope with

i', fast writing Hpeed (2cm ns -1) and recorded by a Polaroid cam0ra. A simple
.... loop antenna was also located in the chamber to count all events, Including

thogo too small to trigger the pulse measurement circuit.

The general test procedure was to expose the sample to electrons at
energies from 20 to I00 key in 20 keV increments and then qO to 30 keV In
20 keV decrements. At each energy observations were made for about two
hours.

..' Tes t Re_;uIts

(
A summary of the test results is provided in Table "2. Without exception,

all of the samples known to be dielectric/conductor structures exhibited ._ingle

pulse discharge-like events (See, e.g. Fig. 5). These samples art- the teflon,
magnetometer boom longeron (with cable or cable braid), Brewster plate, higll
gain antenna, frequency selective subrefleetor and the separation connector.
Conversely all of the _amples whose exposed dielectric surfaces bad been
modified during the Voyager ESD program t_ ,nhance conductivity ,rod confer F.SD

immunity exhibited onl____vatypical events. The signal from an atypical event
was similar to a damped oscillation with a ,a._t frequency" (0.2_ to 0._0 ns -1)
and a decay period of 50 to 200 ns. These samples xcere thc magnetometer cable
(alone) and the thermal blanket. The teflon outer insulation of the cable

had been replaced b v :a wrap of "conductive" teflon tape. Similarly the
outer Kapton surface of the thermal blanket had been painted with a "conduc-
tive" Sheldahl paint.

Of the dot, btful dielectrics, the plume shield produced three single-pulse
signals during its entire exposure and a larger number of atypi<al event._.
The sample ex?osed had a black, low-conductivity surface as supplied (perhaps
an oxide layer). The two different sized samples of RTG case were observed
to yield only atypical signals, however (Fig. 6, 7 & 8). There is some un-.
certainty about th.. resistivity of the iron titanate (in a borostlicate matrix)
coating involved, but it is much less than all materials except the "conduc-
tive" teflon and Sheldahl.

DI SCIISS ION

The teflon re:_ults lend themselves to analysis beCatlSt, of the planar
geometry and the kno_m breakdo_ voltage of the material. In addition° the

_. special sample holder employed (Fig. 2) drastically reduced edge effects by
? beam masking. Thus one expects ,_ total surface charge of l l.6tlC from the
_' calculated capacitance and a breakdown voltage of 17.5 k_'. Tilt, charge obNe|'ved
l: in the largest single discharge (determined by integration of the current

pulse) ",_as in fact 12pC(Fig. 5).

].: This result contrasts to some extent with the findings of Stevens, et al,
. (Ref. 4) of a "replacement" charge of I$uC (mea,_nrod as in this wark) for _1
•:)', measured discharge of 50 to 60tic in 127tnm (5 rail) FI'I' teflon. Stevens° et el.

determined the act_ml discharge from the surface potential beiorc and after
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IA resistor (Pigs. 7 and 8). The plume shleld may have been an Intet_edlate case _#
with its thin oxide layer, i.e., some global dlschatges and sole local dis-
charges.

This picture is enhanced by an extra test conducted on a s_alniess steel

sample of the size of the RTG case coatlng sample. Dutlng the fltst three
houes, this dummy sample exhibited three atyplCa! pulses similar tO the RT_
case ,outing results. Then no more even_s were observed. Apparently, there
were some locallzed areas of surface contamination which cleaned up due to the
vacuum and the electron beam.

CONCLUSIONS

(

Twelve material and component samples of the Voyager spacecraft have been

evaluated in terms of their electrostat£c discharge tendencies. As expected

all of the test articles exhibited some discharge phenomena when exposed to an

electron beam. An important unexpected result was the appearance o_ a damped

oscillating discharge from the poor insulators in contrast to a simple pulse

slgnat from the good insulators.

Of direct interest to the spacecraft ESD question is the demonstrated pos-

sibility of a global or complete discharge from a dielectric. The current
pulse as measured represents a charge commensurate with the actual discharge
(a factor of 0.5, say) provided that edge effects are absent or minimized.
This can be accomplished by masking the edges of the sample from the beam. The
peak current probably does ,lot scale with surface area. Insulator thickness
w£Ii affect the value through the breakdown voltage, however. The arc charge
probably scales with capacitance, while the pulse width is llkewlse proportlonal

to capacitance. The atyplcal discharges from the poor Insulators appear to be
a series of focal discharges. As such, none of the parameters wo_ld scale with
sample surface area.

Fur'_her systematic research would be desirable to place some of these ten-
tative conclusions on a firmer basis, espectaJ.Zy the **Leplacement** current/ate
current and the scaling hypotheses. For analysis o£ circuit susceptibility to
discharges in nearby insulators, an arc rise time model is required. Finally,
the sense of the observed current, electrons flowing trite thp conductor from
the external circuit, is dlfflcutt to explain with any simple discharge model.
A good model would be indispensable In conjunction wlth research yet to be ac-
complished.

%
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TABLEL - PHYSICALPROPERTIESOF SAMPLES_STED _:_

OIELECTRICSURFACE
CAPACITANCE

TESTARTICLE COMPOSITION THIC_-NESS AREA (pFI
(p.mI (r.m2)

'FEPTEFLON ' " FEP TEFLON '121 50 bJ0

LONGERONICABL(BRAID FIBERGLASS ,41A NIA 8,5

LONGERONI MAC CABLE FIBERGLASSI TEFLON" N t A N I A ?

MAG CABLE TEFLON' b3 4S,b ?

BR_'_STERPLATE EPOXY 50 (:20 38,000

PLUMESHIELD NICKELOXIDE ? 50 ?

HIGH GAIN ANTENNA PV']00 PAINT 100 (NOM) 290 2500

FREQUENCYSELECTIVE PV'|00 PAINT |00 (NOMI NIA 14 (ESTISUBRLrFLECTOR

( SEPARATIONCONNECTOR PHENOLIC NIA NIA 150lEST)

THERMALBLANKET SHELOAHL" 2,5 (NOMI 50 ?

RTG _ASE PIECE IRON TITANATE 50-75 25 | 700 ] 3[10,fl00]
{END0OME] 6OROSILICATE',_TRIX

INTENDEDTO BE CONDUCTIVE

, TABLE2. - SPACECRAFTMATERIALSDISCHARGE
TESTRESULTSSUMMARY

_ TYPICALMEASUREDPULSEd

:_, rESTARTICLE RISEIIME "V_ioTHJ AMPLITUDE
(n_) _nsl l IA)

•:. FEP TEFLON :10 50-:100I 20-250

LONGERONI CABLE 2 _ 0._)-0
_RAID

" LONGERONII',_G 4-10 lO-2O I 0.$-2 |BRAID)
• " CABLE NIA NIA I (0.08-081 b _IRE)

MAG CABLE NIA NIA I 0.5-5 b _BRAIDi
NIA NIA I (IVl b (WIRE1

BREWSTERPLATE 1.5-10 4-?0 I 0.1-3

PLUMESHIELD 10-40 50-3001 0.05-0.:_

HIGH GAIN ANTENNA 2-10 8-20 ] 0. I-0.4

FREQSELECTIVE 2-8 8-80 ' 0.1-8

!SUBREFLECTOR
PARATION 10-20 1.5-30 O.2-18

ONNECTOR

THERMALBLANKET NI A N I A 2-3b

iRTGCASEPIECE I NIA NIA O.l.5"|o0bRIG CASEEND DOME NIA i NIA 0.2-5..5b

aPULSEPARAMETERS°ESPECIALLYAMPLITUOEAREENERGY
DEPENDENT

bAIyPICAL OSCILLAI'.... SIGNALS, NO PULSE-LIKESIGNALS
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Figure I. - Combined radiation effects test
chamber (CRETC) system,

Figure 2. Teflon test setup.
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Figure 3. - Longeron and braic test setup. "
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_" Figure 5. - Teflon loop antenna discharge
pulse. Energy, 40 keY; I V/division;
I00 A/division.



Figure 7. RTG end dome pulse. Energy,

LO0 keV (room temperature); 500 mV/

• division; l A/divlsion.

Figure 8. - RTG end dome pulse with 47-_tH
externaL inductor. Energy, lO0 keV

(room tt,mperaLure), L = 47 I.lli); I00 mV/
divisEon; 0.04 A/dLv_slon.
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,_/_- CHARACTERIZATION OF ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES

'l.

)_ ON TEFLON DIELECTRICS USED AS SPACECRAFT

THERMAL CONTROL SURFACES* _ 1
E. J. Yadlowoky, R. C. nazclton and R, J. Churchill

Colorado State Unlverslty'l'

SUMF_LR¥

(

The dual effects of system degradation and reduced life of synchronot, s-
orbit satellites as a result of differential spacecraft charging underscore

): the need for a clearer understanding of the prevailing electrical discharge
phenomena.

In a laboratory simulation, measurements are made of electrl-al dis-

charge current, surface voltage, emitted particle fluxes, and photo-emisslon

associated with discharge events on electron beam irradiated silver-backed

Teflon samples. Sample surface damage has been examined with optical and

electron beam microscopes. The results are suggestive of a model in which

the e,ttire sample surface is discharged by lateral sub-surface currents flow-

ing from a charge deposition layer through a localized discharge channel to

the back surface of the sample. The associated return current pulse appears

to have a duration which may be a signature by which different discharge

processes may be characterized, i

INTRODUCTION

i measurements on synchronous-orblt during magnetic
In satellites

_. substorm activity have in&%cated that the associated electrical discharges

result from differential charging of satellite surfaces by fluxes of high

energy electrons (! 20 KeV). The task of ameliorating the effect of space-

craft charging on satellite performance requires a clear understanding of the

charging and discharging phenomena. In particular, the system parameters
which deuermlne the electrical breakdown threshold, the particles emitted
and electrical currents associated with the breakdown must be understood.

'%" This information would facll_ate the development of techniques to alleviate

electrical stresses on satellite components and of models to predict locations

.' on the satellite of minimum el._ctromagnetlc interference where sensitive
instrum, ntation could be located,

i[ *Sponsored by NASA GRANT NSG-3145

, #The authors are now at Kollmorgen Corporation,i 501 First Street, Radford, Vizginia
t
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The research program described here deals with the ch_racteristics of ,_i

breakdown eVentS on silver-backed Teflon b_mples irradiated by a monoenergetic
beam of electrons under conditions where the sample edges have been shielded
_zom direct irradiation by the electron beam. The dependence of the minimum

breakdown voltage on sample thickness and irradiation history was determi_ed.
The additional evaluation included the dependence on sample area and break-
down voltage of the transient Currents associated with the discharges, the
energy and angular distribution of the particles emitted, and the temporal
characteristics of the emitted light. Surface damage resulting from discharge i
events was studied using optical and scannlng electron beam microscopes.

The results indicate that puncture breakdowns through the sample are
prevalent, that the sample is discharged by lateral surface currents which

( flow beneath the sample surface, and that plasma effects are important in the

discharge process. Further, the discharges are observed to fit two distinct

groups with the time duration of the return current pulse being a convenient

distinguishing characteristic.

In the remainder of the paper, the experimental system is discussed

briefly. This is followed by a presentation of the experlmental technique
and the measurements obtained. A-discussion of results and a conclusion i

section complete the paper.

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

The spacecraft charging phenomenon is simulated in a vacuum chamber by
irradiating a dielectric target with a high-energy electron beam. It is
convenient _o discuss the total system relative to the schematic diagram

shown in figure i.

The simulation than[per consists of a 30 cm diameter cyxindrical glass

tube about 1 meter in length. Four cylindrlcal ports 15 cm in diameter

located at the central section of the tube provide outlets for vacuum ports,

introduction of electrical and photographic measurement systems and the in-

stallation of target assemblies, mhe electron beam gun is located at one end

of the 30 cmdiameter cylinder and generates an axial electron beam to the

centrally located target area. Base pressures o5 10-7 Tore are possible using
a 10 cm diameter o11 diffusion pump system.

To slmulate the spacecraft charging, the dlelectrlc targets are bom-

barded with a mono-energetlc divergent electron beam havlng an acceleratlon
potential from 0 to 34 kV and a beam current density at the target location

of 0-5 nA/cm 2. Uniformity of the electron beam over the target area is about

25_ for a 10 cm diameter target located 50 cm from the electron beam gun.

The silver-backed Aielectrics used in the irradiation process are

mounted on various r_rget assemblies at the center of the four-port region
of the simulatic_L chamber so as to have the dielectric front surface of the

target at an _ngle of 50° to the axis of the electron beam. The sample is
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:_" supported by an annular alut_Jnum ring providing elect_ical contact to the J

silver-backed Teflon sample through conducting paint. The entire sample
holder is placed within, but electrically i_sulated from, a grouflded e_clb_ure

containing an aperture through which She sample is irradiated. By means of
_ this arrangement, the saSple edges are not irradiated directly by the electron
:_ beam thus facilitating breakdown studies not dominated by edge effects. The
_ aperture opening can be varied from 2.5 c_ to 8 c_ dia. by controlling the

opening o£ an adjustable iris mounted on the sample enclosure. The control
linkage is brought through the vacuum wall to facilitate the study of dis-
charge properties which depend on the surface area irradiated. The front
surface of the sample is visible for inspection and photographic measurements.

The elec.ron beam voltage required to initiate a breaRdown is determined
by irradiating the sample to nearly steady state conditions with successively
larger accelerating beam voltages unti_a discharge occurs.

(

The transient current that flows to the silver backing on the sample
during a discharge event is measured by a TeRtronix C_-I current probe clipped
on the lead connecting the silver backing to ground potential.

A system of mirrorv and viewing ports permits time-ifltegrated photo-
graphs of the self-lumlnous electrlcal discharges to be taken. The resultant
photographs of the discharge path along the sample surface and the central
site of the discharge are correlated with scanning electron microscope studies
of material damage.

Charged particle measurements are made using a biased Faraday cup and a
retarding potential analyzer (RPA), both of which are illustrated in figure 2.
The Faraday cup consists of a shielded collecto_ which can be biased to
collect either positive or negative particles through a grid aperture of
2.5 cm. The output current of the collector is shunted to ground through a
50 ohm load and the resulting voltage measured with a Tektronix 556
oscilloscope.

The retarding potential analyzer used for the measurement of emitted

particles consists of a particle collector plate and two independently
biasable grids enclosed in a grounded shield having an input aperture of 1.2
cm. For the measuremen_ of positive partlcies the collector is biased at -9 V
to capture the positive particles which pa_s through the grids. Grid G2, the
suppressor grid, is biased at -800 V to prevent secondary electrofl emission
from the collector surface which could be erroneously interpreted as positive

particles. The first grid is then biased positively tO define a threshold

energy for the incoming particles. By varying the bias on.the first grid the
energy spectrum of the incoming ions can be measured.

The output of the collector iS measured in a manner identical to that
used with the Faraday cup. A temporally resolved particle flux is thereby
derived and particle transit times and total particle emissions are determined.
Similar measurements are made for negative particles with the collector

biased to + 9 V, the second grid grounded, and the first 8rld biased negative-

ly. In all cases the amplitudes of the incident particle fluxes are derived
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r _ o_. |

_ "_ by m,:ltiplying tile measured signal by the weighting factor of 1,8 to account '12 for grid atten.atton. The distribution of particle energies ta obtained from ]

the measured dependence of collectar current on retarding grid voltage by t_:o;: graphical differentiation.

_i ed as shown in figure 3. The sample is tilted _ 40° to the beam axis to allow

_,,!ii observation of normally emitted particles free from detector interference
with the beam. The Faraday cup is set at a fixed angle of 40° below the hor-
izontal plane, 9.5 cm from the sample surface. The RPA is located about
15 cm from the sample center and is free to pivot some 70° about the sample
center llne. The entrance aperture of the RFA subtends an ang_= of 3° wlth

( respect to a point on the target surface.

A high energy retarding potential analyzer (liERFA) was designed to pro-
vide a r_tarding potential of up to 11 kV. The HERPA is positioned 9.2 cm
from the sample surface and has an aperture of 5.6 cm. Heasurements are made
in a fashion identical to those of the RPA.

The temporal characteristics of the light emitted during an electrical
breakdown were recorded using an optical system consisting of an f/2 lens
collect_on system, fiber optics to transmit the light signal through the wall

of the vacuum chamber and a photomultlpller to detect the Signal.

EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

In order to provide a coherent and consistent picture of the electrical _
* discharge process on the dielectric samples, measurements have been made of

minimum breakdown voltage, material damage, return currents, particle emission

and photo-emission from the sample surface. I

Breakdown Voltage

The breakdo_ voltage was measured for. previously untrradiated
! samples of thickness 25, 50, 75 and 125 p (1,2,3 and 5 mil) silver-backed

Teflon. Since a method of direct measurement of surface potentlal was un-
available, the surface potentials at breakdown were inferred _rom the measured
electron beam voltage. Nork by Stevens (private communication) indicates
that the measured surface potential is 1.8 kV less than the beam voltage.
The thresholds are plotted against sample thickness in figure 4 and demon-
strate a reasonably linear correlation between thickness and breakdown
voltage. The history of the breakdown occurring on a single 75 p sample
(fig. 5) demonstrates a wide variation in the breakdown voltage. For the
particular example shown the initial breakdown voltage is 26 kV decreasing to
14 kV after 20 breakdowns. It is noteworthy that the breakdow_ voltage does

not stabilize at any particular value. 'i
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Jt
Material Damage

Material damage on the Irradiated dielectric surface following an
electrical discharge has been studied using an optical microscope and a
scanaing electron beam microscope (SEN). The optical microscope reveals In-
formation about sub-surface damage as well as surface damage whereas the SEM
is used for hIgh resolution surface studies. The photographs in figtJre 6
reveal a hole through the d_electric material to the grounded silver _acklng ,_
resulting from the discharge current flow. in addition, this microscopic
investigation reveals the existence of filamentary surface tracks which
terminate at the holes as In figures 6a and 6b. These material damage tracks
are similar in form and appearance to luminous Lichtenberg _treamers observed !
on the surface during the discharge, although no direct comparison has been

( made. The tracks In the Teflon appear to be the results of currents which
flow through the Teflon parallel to the surface during the discharge of the

sample. Ionization and recombination in the current channels ate accompanied 1
by light emission which gives rise to the luminous Lichtenberg patterns. The ....I
process of discharging the sample by currents flowing underneath the sample
surface is consistent with puncture sites where filamentary material damage
has occurred ar in figures 6a and bb. In figure 6c, a current filament is
seen to surface a number of times before reaching the main discharge channel.

_'. The microphotographs of the discharge sites dramatically demon-
strate the material damage resulting from the discharges on the sample. It
is evident that the energy in the current channel is sufficient to rupture
the channel as in figure 6b and to eject molten Teflon from the puncture site.
In addition, there is appreciable silver loss from the grounded silver backing
as seen in figure 6d as well as extensive melting and ejection of material
from the discharge sites..

Return Current

Return currents to the sample were measured during a discharge with
a Tektronix CT-1 current probe and a Tektronix os_illoscope. Since the probe
was Installed outside of the vacut, m system, a _hielded cable leading from the
sample to tht probe was terminated in its characteristic impedance (50 ohms)
so as to minimize reflections.

From numerous observaLions of the return current associ,3ted with
a breakdown, two distinct categories of pulses have been identified. The
first is characterized by a long duration pulse of 200 to 400 ns, while the
second Is represented by a short pulse of 20 ns duration. These two time
scales appear to relate to different discharge processes and are discussed in
the next section.

'i

In addition, the total charge in the return current pulses _ds
de,_ermlnedby integrating the recorded current traces. Figure 7 i11astrates
the relationship between this charge and the irradiated area of the sample
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• ,_ surface. Although there are large shot-to-sh_t variations in total cb.r_e
=-_"__ a generally 11near relatlonshlp exists Implylng that the entire sample surface 2
_.ll _ ls discharged during a given event.

_i _ Partlcle Emi_sionUsing the partlcle c011ectlng probes (Faraday cup, RPA, IIERPA),

! _ the charge, energy, and angular d_stribution of the particle_ emitted during

a discharge were deterNined. Figure 8 shows two traces from the Faraday cup

i with the bias flrst set to collect negative particles (8a) and then to col-

lec_ positive particles (gb). The time history of negative partlcles includes
an early electron s_Ike followed by a tonger electron pulse. The early pulse

( is present in all breakdo_m_ While the Later pulse is intermittent.

,. The maximum retarding potential (3 RV) of the RPA was not suf-
i flcieut to reduce significan_ly the _mplitude of the early spike. Therefore,

a high energy retarding potential analyzer (HERPA) was designed and tested to
11 kW. Using this probe the energy of the electrons in the early spike was
found to be iu the range of 5-7 keV.

The later pulse of electrons exhibited energies less than the_./ threshold sensitivity of the RPA (ffileV). Coincident _ith the late electronpulse is a pulse of positive particles as shown in figure 8b. Using the RPA,
_? the particle flux was measured as a function of the retarding potential as
_ shoW_ in figure 9. From figure 9 the energy of the positive particles is

._ estimated to be 70 eV. The total number of electrons and positive particles
is of the same magnitude. The coincidence of arrival tlmes, the equality of

_:_ particle number and the relative energies of the positive and negative
_ particles all imply that the late pulse leaving the sample constitutes a

_" plasma.

Figure 10 shows the to_al number of early electrons as a function

_ of the irradiated area of the sample. As with the return current, the number
of emitted particles is linearly _elated to the area of the sample.

Light Emission

Light emission during electrical discharge was measured in con-

Junction _ith the return current pulse. The experimental data clearly shows
that the emitted light signals follow closely upon the return current. It

may also be observed that the emitted light persists for 100 ns beyond the
point at which the return current pulse has decreased to zero. It should also

be noted that the amplitude of the light emission during the short return

current pulse is four times as large as that occurrlng during tSe long
duratio_ return current pulse.
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7o_ DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A consideration of the measurements presented provides a physical

picture of the general prJcess by which the sample surface is discharged.
The interrelationship of these measurements leading to a cataloglng, of

different discharge processes is presented in this section.

The dependence of the minimum breakdown voltage on the shielding of the

sample edges, on sample thickness, and on the previous history of discharges

on the sample provides insight Into the material characteristics which govern

the breakdown voltage.

The dramatic increase in th_ minimum breakdown v_Itage from 15 kV to

32 kV for a 125 p (5 mil) sample, when the sample edges are shielded from

irradiation indicates that bulk properties of the sample control the break-

down threshold once surface effects associated witb sample edges are elimi-

nated. The sl_pe of the straight line in figure 4 yields a breakdown strength

for the bulk material of 2.6xi06 V/cm (6.5 kV/mil) which is in good agreement
with the manufacturers' value of 1.8xlO ° V/cm (ref. I) for a 75 _ sample.

Preexisting defects are expected to depress the breakdown voltage from the
ideal value. This can be seen in figure 5 where the value for the first 20
discharges is decreasing on the average. The discharges can also alter the
material properties to increase the breakdown voltage as seen by the non-
monotonic variation.

The sub-surface crazing together with the surface cracks are similar in
form to the luminous Lichtenberg patterns and are in close agreement with the

'_ observation of others (Crutcher, private communication). The fissures are

evidence for curzent channels formed by vaporization and ionization of the

dielectric material, They Imply that the surface is discharged by lateral

currents flowing beneath the surface and indicate the extent of the region
discharged.

All of the return current pulses represent a unidlreccional flow of

electrons from ground to the silver backing on the sample, in agreement with

the observation of Berkopec et ,_l.(ref. 2) The majority of the return current

pulses could be classified as short (= 20 ns half-width) or long (200-400 as)
with a few scattered values of 90-120 as. The trend in figure 5 is for the

short pulses to be associated with peak values in the breakdown voltage and

long pulses to be associated with decreasing or minimum values in threshold

voltage. The total charge in the pulse appeare to depend on the irradiated

area for the long pulse but not the short pulse. Although there is scatter
in the data, the relatively straight line through the maximum values of charge
flow for long pulses in figure ? indicates that the entire sample surface

Irradiated is being discharged under the conditions studied. Stevens (private

communication) has observed both partial and total discharges of the sample
whlrh could account for some of the scatter in the data, This classification

of return current pulses as to short or long pulses provides a convenient

method for dlsthlgutshing between different discharge phenomena.
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i The emission of particles from the surface was studied to determine the ,_
i origin of the return current pulse. The initial burst of his1. e_erSy elect_ons
, accounts for the polarity of the retut_ current pulis. _he energy o£ the

:_!/ part_cie_ is in the tense Of $-7 WeV for che duration of the pulse. Since the
._ time of flight f_r these electrons (20 he) Is much lees than the duret_on of

e_ission, the pulse length Of the htgh energy electron emission eppea_s to be
representative of the iemple diecharle time.

:-, Both the Short end the ions duration e_tssions of high e.ergy electrons
occur simulta_eously with the cotrespondin 8 return current pulse. The two-
fold difference in dutetton for the particle emiSSiOn iS s factor of 10 less

!_ than the difference in the return current case. The results tend to Support
the observations of Nanevtcs and idaho (ref, 3) end Gross e_ a_.(ref. 6) that

_ t electrons are emitted during a discharge.

The later pulse consisting of positive lens and electrons was observed
only when the return current puls_ yes short. The amsttltude and duration of
the positive and negative partiele signals indicate that the particles are
emitted as a near _eutral plums. An insight into th, nature of the pulse is
obtained from a consideration of the parti_ie energies. The results _homl in
figure 9 indicate that the ions ere emitted with a minimu_ energy of 30 eV.

i_ Another e_ttmate of the particle energies can be obtained by determining the
tt_e of arrival of the particles at the collector fro_ the temporal evolution
of the collector signal. From the t_anstt time and known 88_ple-to-decector
distance the velocity, and hence, kinetic energy can be determined. The r_-

_ suits again show chat all the particle ensr_ies _xceed a _inimum value. _y
equating the minimum energies, an edtt_lte of the positive ion mass can be
found If the ion is assumed to be slnsly ionized. The value of 13.3 a_u so
obtained is sufficiently close tO the atomic weight of carbon 12 to encourage

_ a te_tative tdenti_ication of the later positive Ion _eaks as due to singly
ionized carbon, although the data Is not sufficiently definitive to rule out
fluorine.

An e_ttmate of the currents flO_i_g On the sample surface can be obtain-
ed by dividing the total charge _f the 75 _ thick sample charged t_ 24 kV by
the time given by the duration Of the high energy electron burst. This value
(300 A) can account for the vaporization and ionization required to produce a
plasma. The presence of _he plasma pulse in turn 8ceOunt8 for the light
emission during the disch. , as weli so the subosurface cra_k8 and fissures
on the sample.

CONCLUSION

The Somewhat random varieties in the measured persisters in this study
indicates the complex end changing nature of the elect,'icel discharges. There-
fore, the need to develop a realistic _del becomes readily evident.

The experiments indicate that puncture discharges occur _hen the Teflon
sample edges are shielded from direct irradiation by the electron beam. Under
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these ¢onditlons the surCace voltage of an irradiated sample increases _mtll

i. __ the e£ectrlc field strength within the sample, possibly at a material defect,
exceeds tho dielectric strength of the material, thereby initiating a break-

.... down through the sample with the grounded silver backing, servlng as one
_" electrode. Apparently the entire sample surface can be discharged by lateral

currents flowing beneath the surface. Material damage in the form of fissures

and cracks results from these currents. Correlation of light emission and
q

return current measurements indicates pldsma formation takes place during the

Inltlal stages of the breakdoWn process. The plasma formed provides the

necessary conducting paths for discharging the sample. The burst of high
energy electrons accounts for the polarity of the return current and provides

a measure of the sample discharge time.

Another significant feature is the duration of the return current pulse

( which is an easily measured parameter to distinguish between two different
discharge processes. When a long duration return current pulse is observed,

the following discharge characteristics are also present: a) particle emls-

slon consists of a _elati_ely long burst of high energy electrons, b) the

total charge in the return current pulse is proportional to the irradiated

area of the sample, and c) the light emission indicates a low-amplitude,

long-duratlon pulse.. For a short duration return current pulse the following

discharge characteristics are observed: a) particle emission consists of a

relatively short burst of high energy electrons followed by a later near-

" neutral pulse consisting of positive Ions and electrons, b) _te total charge

in the return current pulse Is independent of irradiated sample area, and

c) the light emission is a large amplitude short pulse.

If the experimental results are sorted according to the time duration of

the return current pulse, a meaningful identification of the discharge
characteristics emerges. Correlation of experimental parameters thereby

+ generates signatures useful in the delineation of the various discharge

processes•
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FIGURE 3, ANGULAR DISTI_IBUTION MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
(RELATIVE ORIENTATION OF DIELECTRIC SAMPLE,

ELECTRON BEAM AND CHARGED PARTICLE
DETECTORS ).

FIGURE 4. ELECTRICAL BREAKOOWN OF SILVER-BACKED
_" TEFLON SAMPLES.
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SCALING LAWSAND EDGE EFFECTS FOR POLAR SURFACE DISCHARGES*

Ketth G. Bahuatn
University of Toronto

'i
!

,i4

su_Y 'i

:]
Specimens of Mylar sheet wets exposed to a 20 kV electron beam. The re- t

sulttng surface discharg_ arcs were photographed and the discharge current into i( a metal backing plate measured as a function of time. The area of the Mylar .
sheet was defined by a round aperture in a close-fitting metal mask, and the
current pulse characteristics were plottet against area on log-log paper. The
plots appear as straight lines (_ue to power-law behavior) with slopes of 0.50
for the peak current, 1.00 for the charge released, 1.49 for the energy and ]
0.55 for the pulse duration. In addition, evidence is presented for the occur- _'
reuce of banded charge distributions near grounded edges, on both Teflon and

My lar. i!_,

INTRODUCTION _i
;!

Numerous extensive laboratory slmulatlo_ studies on spacecraft dielectric ,_
:_ charging and arc discharging have been reported in references 1, 2 and 3. Many
_:; such laboratory experiments involved dielectric areas mucfismaller than the
i_ exposed dielectric areas existing on operational synchronous-orbit satellites,
_ and so the question of area scaling of charge/discharge phenomena arises natur-

e: ally. Certainly It is easier and faster to carry out small-scale experiments,
_. compared to large-scale experiments in vacuum chambers large enough to hold
_ spacecraft components or even an entire spacecraft, t

i

_ Experimental results reported in reference 4 ehm_ed that_ for surface
macrodlscharges on metal-backed polymer di_lect=ics, the peak discharge current

_s proportional to the surface area raised to a power "p" lying2between 0.5and 0.8, for the range of areas lying between 0.2 cm2 and 20 cm . The most
_ consls_ent results were for Teflon with a value p = 0.575, giving a peak-

current power law which extrapolated downward in area into close proximity
with microdtscharge measurements in th_ range of are_from 10-5 cm2 to lO-3cm 2.

i

The above extrapolation would have produced a batter fit if the value of
p had been slightly lower. This obserVatiOn raises the question of area def-
inition, because in the macrodlscharge case the charged area was defined by

Research Gupported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council
of Canada under Grant No. A-4140. The measurements reported here were
carried out primarily by G.R. Oubols. ,,
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cutting the specimen to size, while in the microdischarse case the charged area ,_
_ _as defined by the crosS-sectional area of the incident electron beam as de- '_

i duced from sca_ntng-electrou-mieroscope examination Of deposited charge pat-

i-_i i terns. For the macrodischarges, cutting the specimen to size could stress or_ otherwise damage the specimen edge, and furthermore leaving this edge exposed
.ji ii --could produce anomalous effects on charge penetration, charge accumulation,

i+, discharge Initiation and discharge propagation.
i !

_" A method of area definition which is precise and which does not involvei
_ cutting or edge exposure is to cover the spec_en with a clOse-fitting metal

I' mask and to use masks wlth various apertures In order tO establish experlmen-
i' tally the area scaling laws. Thls paper describes such a masking technique and
,, gives experimental results of discharge Characteristics obtained using masked
i+ Mylar specimens.

( !+

' i If a metal mask avoids some types of edge effects, it is reasonable to
' wonder what edge effects remain. One type of masked-dlelectrlc edge effect was

noted by M. Cuchanskl and first reported in reference 5. It involved exposure
to an electron beam of a polymer sheet covered by a vacuum-deposlted-alumlnum
mask with a circular aperture. This Was followed first by exposvre to air to
neutralize surface charge and then by examination in a scanning electron micro-

, scope at low vOltage to look for embedded charge m_d_ visible by its enhance-,+

ment of secondary emission. Charged annular rln_s were observed, suggesting
the existence of hlgh-fleld regions near _h_ mask edge. Thls work was later
extended (ref. 6) and some of these latter results are included here.

I EXPERiHENTALARRANGEMENT

• _ The.masked specimen and l_,sb_ckl_ plate are shown in flgu_e i and are
i mounted on (and isolated from) a removable section of the vacuum chamber wall.

A vacuum-sealed bull<head receptacl_ carries the discharge pUlSe Signal through
i the chamber wail to a lO-ohm termination and thence via attenuators to a

400-_z oscilloscope.

The incident electron beam is deflected magnetically in order to permit
photography of the surface arc discharge. The resultant current density at the
specimen surface is of the order of I uA/cm2 at a beam accelerating voltage of
20 kV. Precautions had to be taken to ensure adequate shielding of operating
personnel from X-radtation_,

A dlffe_ent Mylar specltaen c,a_ from the same sheet ;+as used for each
+, masked area to produce the results presented graphlcally In this paper.

DISCHARGEMEASUREMENTS

A typical photograph of a surface arc on Mylar is shouu in figure 2. The
, arc concentration at several points around the mask edge is evident and is

co,_on to all arcs photogr_.phed. Also visible I_ most photographs (although
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evident tn this case) ls the alignment of many of the interior ,,_not strongly

arcs a,lon_, a preferred direction dependent on specimen orientation.
e

i

Typical discharge current pulses are shown in figure 3. For sm:ll let areas
the pulses were more sharply peaked, and for the smallest arozkq tested tile

pulstm were'much shorter with some overshoot and ringing not_c.eahle, j
. f tThe varlation'o'f p_ak current Tm with speeime, area is shown in fig, re 4,

in which e:_ch point is the average from approximately ten pulses. The straight '_"
line drawn through the points has a slope of 0.50 indicating that the peak .,1.
current is proportional to th_ area raised to the po_er 0.50. it is worth

0

noting that this line extrapolates to I m = 1000 A at an area of 1 m',

The charge Q passing through the measurement system is given by

•'" Q=J Idt
ana this Integrat.on was carried out manually from oscilloscope photographs.

The resulting graph of charge against area is shown in figure 5, in which each
point is ti_e avecage from approximately five pulses, The straight-line approx-
imation has a slope of 1,00 and the fit to the straight line is good even for
small areas.

The energy dissipated in the load resistor R is given by

E = R i 12 dt

The resulting graph of energy agains_ area is shown in figure 6, in which each
point is thc_ average from approximately five pulses. The straight-line approx-

Imation has a slope of 1.49, It should be noted tha.t the highest energies arc j
of tile order of a few milltJoules, indicating that unsuitable load resistors :_/

iV or attenuators attached to the system could be burned out by the discharge _
_' pulses.

;_ The pul.Se duration was calculated from the relation j

i__: T = 1
_ I'm I dt

_ The resulting graph of duration against area is shown in _igure 7. The points '_J
i2" exhibit more scatter than in the other graphs, with tile result that tile 1
_ straight-line approximation having a slope of 0.55 could almost as well have

been drawn with slopes anywhere in the range from 0.50 to 0.5t_. Dep_rturL,

_. from Lhe is noticeable for small midstraight-line approximation most areas

:-,, thus for short pulses, tills departure taking the form of lowered amplitudes
_md extended pulse durations, accompanied by small-amplitude ringing for the
smallest areas. The probabL _. primary cause of this effect ts the 400 Hllz
bandwidth of the oscilloscop-, with a secondary cause being the overall dimen-

': sions of the specimen, mas_, back-plate and distance to the load, all adding
up to about a wavelength at i000 HHz.

The penetration depth for 20 kV electrons in Mylar is estimated to bt,
8 tm_ (ref. 6), so presumably most of the embedded charge restd(,s nc_lr this
deptll. If discharge arc propagation and subsequent damage are concentrated
near tht, penetration depth as in the high-energy experiments of (;ross (rcf. 7), _,

't
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then one might expect to see surface damage of about 8 _m depth. A Mylar spec--
tmen which had bees used for many experiments t_as coated with vdcutim-depo.q[tt_d

.... gold and viewed in a scanning electron microscope, a. typical result being
'_ii shown in figure 8. The large depression is about 8 _m deep and presumably re-

- suited from the blowoff of material during the propagation of an arc along the
groo_,e at the bottom of the depression. The groove has branches which seem to
disappear into holes in the depressiofl wall. The corresponding transmitted-

i light photograph of figure 9 indicates that the holes continue into the mater-

lal, forming a network of damage tracks or tunnels of about 2 t_mdiameter at

a depth of about 8 ¢_.

The prJpagatlo_ of a discharge along a well-deflned path must of course

take place at an equally well-defined velocity. This velocity can be est[m-

(. ated by noting _rom figure 7 that an aperture radius of I cm corresponds to a

pulse duration of 33 ns, the r_itlo _ivlng a velocity of 3xlO 5 m/s. This is
Similar to the value of roughly I0_ m/s which can be deduced by means of the

same type of calculation f_om the results in references 5 and 6 for micro-
discharges.

• The banded charge distributions near a metallizatlon edge (as referred to

in the In_roduction) are shown in figure I0. The basic procedure used was

: first to irradiate the exposed dielectric in the aperture with a scanned 20 kV

_. electron beam while viewing the secondary-electron image, in the usual scanning

' electron microscope (SEH) set-up. Then the speclmen was exposed briefly to

room air to neutralize most of the surface charge. The speclmen was then re-
turned to the SEM, scanned at I kV and its secondary-electron image photogra-

phed. Because embedded charge must increase secondary emission due to elec-
trostatic repulsion, the area of embedded negative charge shows up as a lighter

region in the photographs, in figure I0, the top row of photographs shows the

annular-rlng form of the charged bands on both Teflon and Mylar. In the middle

row a discharge event is indicated by the white streak, which appears to have

caused an indentation in the charged band. Perhaps the discharge was i_Itlated

in the charged band near the metslllzation edge. In the bottom rc_, notch-

shaped and rectangular apertures were tried with slmilar results.

INTERPRETATION

The area-scallng graphs of Im, Q and T are al _ approxi_sately _onsistent

with the notlor_ of a discharge arc which propagates at a well-deflned velocity.

If the discharge originated from a point aridexpanded outward uniformly, then

the current would be p_oportlonal to the length of the wavefront, and Im would

be proportional to its maximum length, a q_.tantltyrelated in turn to the fluent
dimensions of the speclmet_. A sequence of llnear, branching discharge paths

should produce the same result.

If the discharge initiates at the aperture edge and propagates inward, the

replacement current into the metal base could arise in two ways. One way Is
for electrons to be ejected at or near the arc wavefront. The other is for
the electrons to be propelled down the network of damage tunnels to the p_,int
of Initiotlon where they are ejected, there giving rise to the replacement
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curr_nt. In the latter case the relevant velocity would be the sun1 027 tile arc ,_i
velocity and the electron.expulsion velocity along the tunnels. I

A vLvld analogy is that of a "flash flood" caused by a rainstorm of spec-
,i

Ifled area. If the water runoff velocity were constant then the peak runoff :I

curren_ flow would be proportional to the square root of the storm area.

IClearly the surface discharge is not at all similar to a capacitor dis-

charge. Although the capacitor released charge is proportional to the capaci-

tor plate area (as in fig. 5), its peak discharge current ks also proportional
to the plate area (in contrast t'o fig. 4). ,_

( CONCLUSIONS i]

Surface discharge arcs on metal-backed Mylar (_nd probably on a wide _]
range of polymers) exhibit characteristics which scale with variations in spec-

imen area according to very well defined power laws. The characteristics I
identified are peak current, released charge, released energy and pulse dura- 1

_: tion, and the respective powers are 0.50, 1.00, 1.49 and 0.55. The latter

figure of 0.$5 for pulse" duration probably would become 0.50 with improved ex-
. perimental t_chnique, because it is determined pulse-by-pulse as the ratio of

released charge to peak current. For small areas and thus for short pulses, i

i_ departures from power-law behaviour are believed due to limited oscilloscope
bandwid th.

4

The discharge arcs appear to propagate at about 3xi05 m/s in hair-llke,

branching tunnels at the penetration depth, with occasional blowoffs of sar-
face material. Probably these discharge tunnels are not re-used by subsequent

i _' discharges, because the appear,_nce of discharge arcs always changes markedly
from one arc to the next.

Specimen edges play a special role, with cut and exposed edges signifi-

cantly affecting the area scaling laws. Charge accumulates with greatest

density near an edge, usually in multiple bands parallel to the edge. Indi-
cations ate that these charged bands offer preferential sites for discharge
initiation.

D
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Figure 8. Secondary electron image _n a scanning ele, tron microscope of
a gold-coated, damaged tlylar specimen.
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_i!_. • THERMAL BLANKET METALLIC FILM GROUNDfiTRAPAND SE?OND SURFACE

__ MIRRORVULNERABILITYTO ARC DISCHARGES ,

'. G.T. Tnouye, N. L. Sanders, G. K. Komatsu,J. R. Valles, and J. M. Sellen, Jr.
TRW Defense and Space Systems Group

" SUMMARY

' This paper dlsc_sses tests on both thermal blanket metallic film ground-
! straps and second surface mirrors.

The grounding of the metallic vacuum deposited aluminum film on thermal
blankets has been a recommended practice on spacecraft design for electromagnet-
ic compatibility (EMC) purposes for a long time. Wi_h the recognition of the

potential hazards due to spacecraft charging, the requirements on the surviva-
,_ bi1_ty of these groundstraps have increased many fold because they no_ must con-
i_ i duct the many amperes of arc discharge current bursts.

__ _ The relative durabillty of a number of different groundstrap configurations
to standardize pulses of I00 amperes peak and i microsecond decay time constant

)_? _ shows a wide variation, from less than 50 to greater than I0,000 pulses, before
._. burnout, Availoble data on the geosynchronous orbi_ environment were used to
. estimate the number of arc discharges per year. An arc breakdown threshold

electric field of 106 volts/cm was assumed_ and dielectrlc resistivity and thick-
__ hess parameters were varied. For a 2 mil thickness and 1018 ohm-cm resistivity

the estimated number of arc discharges is 1324 per year. A series of electron
s_arm tunnel tests were undertaken to verify the validity of the i00 ampere, 1

' microsecond test pulse parumeters. The results of these tests are not defini-
tive but do indicate that the actual pulses could be more benign.

In addition, electron swarm tunne! tests on second surface mirrors were
performed. These tests were performed on mirrors with both quartz and glass

_. (microsheet) windows. The results showed that the quartz mirrors arced at all
• temperatures from 20°C to 100°C at I0 na/cm2 electron current. The glass win-

dows did not arc at temperatures higher than 50°C.

INTRODUCTION

The grounding of the metallic flh, on thermal blankets, usually vacuum de-
posited alumlnum (VDA), has been a recommended practice in spacecraft designs
for EMC purposes for a long time. With the recognition of the potential hazards
to spacecraF_ vurvlval due to spacecraft charging, the requirements on the dur-
abJ!icy of these groundstraps have increased many fold. Where the previous re-
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requirements were for radio frequency interference (KFI) shielding purposes, the ,_
groundstraps must now conduct the many ampert_.sof arc discharge current bursts.

The relative ducabillty of a numbe_ of different grounds trap configurations
to standardize pulses of i00 amperes peak and 1 microsecond decay time constant

shows s wide variation, from less than 50 to greater than I0,000 pulses, before ._
burnout. Available data on the geosynchronous orbit environment were used to _'_
estimate the number of arc discharges per year. An arc breakdown threshold |

electric fi_,Id of 106 volts/cfa was assumed, and dielectric resistivity and !thickness parameters were varied. For a 2 roll thickness and 1018 ohm-cm re- i

sistivity the estimated number of arc discharges is 1324 per year. A series of

electron s_arm tunnel tests were rndertaken to verify the validity of the I00 i

ampere, 1 microsecond test pulse _arameters. The results of these tests axle-not \ .......

definlt1,_e but do indicate that the actual pulses could be more benign. 1

Secc_d Surface mirrors (SSM) constitute a sJgnlflcant portion of the total

dielectric surface area of spacecraft. Because the windows of SSM are of good

dielet:trlc materials such as fused silica (quart#-) or borosillcate glass, charg-

ing/discharging of SSM can he a hazard to Spacecraft. The tests performed on _:I
SSM show that

I$ The surface of a quartz SSM may charge up as high as -12,000 volts and
is likely to break down and constitute an EMI hazard. Raising the Lem- 14
perature to IO0°C does not lower the resistivity sufficiently to prevent 1

chargeup to breakdown potentlals. !

i

• If the SSM has a glass window arcing is less likely to occur. Leakage :_

through the relatively low bulk resistivity of glass, P < 1014 ohm-tin,
limits the charge up voltage. If arcing does occur at room temperature I

due to edge effects the resistivity should become sufficiently low at _

higher temperatures to prevent even this effect.

1ENVIRONMENTAL MODEL FOR DEFINING GROUNDSTRAP REQUIREMENTS

AL_excellent data base on the geosynchronous orbit environment has been

gathered by the UniverSity of California at San Diego (UCSD) plasma detector iI
experiments ATS-5 and ATS-6. Idany research oriented papers have been pub-on

llshed and a number of provisional specifications of the environment have been

generated from this data base (refs. 1,2,3,4). However, further work needs
to be done in the area of data reduction and analysis. Table I sumarizes our

characterization of the geosynchronous orbit environment for the purpose of de-

fining requirements on the durability of groundstraps. The data available in
the literature have been combined with some ATS-5 data for 1970 which had been

analyzed at TRW on prior occasions. J
In table 1, the entire year is subdivided into severe, moderate, mild, and

quiet substorm days, with a maximum possible daily duration of 12 hours from

pre-midnight to post-dawn. A four parameter Maxwellian characterization, elec-

tron and ion temperatures and current fluxes_ are given for each class of sub-

storm day. The femur parameters are reduced to two by assuming charge neutrallty,
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I¸ _

! electron current density - 43 • ion current density, arid that
h

ion temperature ,. 2 • electron temperature.

_, Botll assumptions are consietent With the data that we have exa_ined. _e ATS-5

data for the first three days of January 197C are shown in _g. i. Jan. 2nd
!_ fits in the severe category, Jan. 3rd in the moderate category, and Jan. 1st in

the mild substorm day category.

Two recent papers, one by Garrett (ref. 5) of the Air _orce Geophysical
Laboratory and the other by Johnson, Qutnn and DeForest (ref. 6) of UCSD provide
a deeper insight into the statistical variations of the environmental parameters. \
Incorporation of these data would put the present analysis on a firmer basis,
Tae dependence of these paralm_ters on the eleven-year solar cycle, for example,

( has not been determined, and further data collection and analyses ate required.
Even in these pap,_r_, the amount of data analyzed covers only. a period of a few
months, and a m,.*ch better Statistical basis would be achieved if more data, al-
ready available, would be reduced and characterized.

COMPUTATION OF THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF ARC DISCHARGES PER YEAR

i
The expected number of arc discharges per year may be computed using the

environmental model characterized in table 1, The charging _tme to an assumed
arc breakdown threshold of 10 6 volts/era is determined from the following equa-
tion for the total current density, J:

_i: J " Je - Jse " Jt - Jse - JR " Jc

_, where

•_. J - Electron current density
_ e

•" J - Secondary and backscattered current densityse

3 i - Ion current density

,_ Jsi Secondary current density
and backscattered

JR - Resistive leakage current density

: J - Capacitive displacement current density.
_. C

Each of the current density components of J depend on the s_lrface potential as
well as the various material parameters. The capacitive term defines the time
dL,pendence of voltage, V:
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t dJoe OdJoe i

__ where

• = Electron current density when V = 0Joe

T = Electron temperature (actually T/e)

Se = Secondary emission factor for electrons

Si = Secondary emission factor for ions-- \

d = Vlelectrlc thickness

¢ = Relatlve dielectric constant
r

p = Dielectric resistivity

Figure 2 shows the rlse of _ltage with time computed from the above equation

for a 3 mll dlelectrlc thickness. A non-linear resistivity of the form

-V/1.922, (V in kllovolts)
P=Po e

has been assumed for sever_l values of Po" Table 2 shows the number of arcs per
year computed on the basis of the environment summarized in table 1. Experl-
mental data on non-llnear resistivity measured by Hoffmaster and Sellen (ref. 7)

was re-evaluated and the value of 0° = 2.66 • 1018 ohm-cm was found to best ap-
proximate the observed data when secondary emission effects were taken Into ac-

count (ref. 8). Further details of the computations for table 2 are also given
in ref. 8.

THERMAL BLANKET CONFIGURATIONS AND ARCING MODES

Before the potential problems due to spacecraft charging were recognized,.

the exterior surface configuration was dictated mainly by thermal control con-

siderations. Typically, except for the arrays of solar cells which are also

covered with a thin quartz dlelectrlc coverglass, well seer 90Z of the exterior
surface ls covered With thermal blankets and wlth second surface mirrors whicll

are also used for thermal control purposes. Because these dlelectrlc surfaces

comprise a slgnlflcant portion of the total exterior surface of spacecraft, they

are also a major factor In determining the overall charging characteristic cf
spacecraft in orbit. In the current state-of-the-art of thermal control, gen-
erally, the outermost layer of thermal blankets is a sheet of a very good di-
electric, typically kapton, mylar, or teflon, with thicknesses in the order of
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i: '!d /_a few (1 to h) mils. 'l_w inner or backside is coated with a film of VDA. Octa-

l slonally, silver or inconel have been used instead of the alumla_nm.
/g <, A typieal thermal blanket has an outer (exposed to the space environme.nt)

• _ layer of 3 mi_l kapton and an inner layer of 2 roll kaptun. In between, ther_

are ten layers of I/4 rail kapton which are Inten[lonall.y "crinkled" to improve

[ : its thermal properties. The nominal thickness of the composite blanket is 100

): :i roll. All layers have the VDA fi_Im on the Inner side, and no attempt is made to i|

i ' change the VDA thickness with varying thicknesses of the dielectric sheets.
i_....

The outer and inner layer VDA resi3tance is specified to be less than l ohm per .
! square. These are spot checked as received and typically are measured to be

i_ about 1 ohm per square. The inner layers, because of the crinkling process, x
are typically lOO ohm per square even though the VDA th4ckness is nominally tbe

i( same for all layers. Calculating the VDA thickness, t, on the basis of the
..: ,: bulk resistivity of aluminum (p = 2.83 • 10 -6 ohm-era) and the 1 ohm per square

" 1" '' ' resist anc e gives

[ ;:
_ " 10-6 _'",.... t = O/R -- 2.83 • cm = 283 Angstroms

.,: Because of the vacuum deposition method of putting the aluminum on the dlelec-

_: trio. the actual thickness of the VDA film is more nearly in the 1.000 Angstrom
; :; range.

, L,_4

_, Although it is not possible to "ground" the external,- dielectric surface,
i

_'( it has been recommended that the interior VDA film be connected electrically to

the spacecraft str,,cture. The reasoning behind this recommendation is tha_ the .']

:: effects of arcing from the metallic film would be far worse than from arcing of tl
:'- the dielectric surface. It was assumed that arcing from a metallic film would, ._

_- because of its inherently greater conductivity, drain charge from a much larger _]
f1 :,

,_-_ area than would an arc from a dielectric surface. This reasoning has been ,_

_i, shown to be not wholly confirmed by subseq,ent test.s which indicate that a ']
_':_, charge '_ipeoff" o_rect exists at Least for dielectric test sample areas of a

_ few hundred to a few thousarJd square centimeters. 11n.ls,even though the metal- _I
:I: :. lie film is grounded, arcs from the dielectric surfaces may cause current surg-

es to flow t:hrough the groundstrap.

_' Figure 3 shows examples of some possible arcing configurations. Flashoveri=_ , • l

or punch-througb arcs (3a) from the dielectric surface to the metal film do not

[? stress the groundstrap directly. A secondary effect exists in which the r_:te
of change of surface potential and the capacitance to space causes a much smal-

:_'

._- ler replacement current to flow thro.gh tbe groundstrap. Dielectric-to-metal
and dielectric-to-dielectric arcs are shown in (3b) and (3c). Metal-to-dielec-

tric and metal-to.metaL arcs, which could occur if the metallic film is un-

grounded, _lrc shown in (3d) and (3e). Arcs to space, obserw:d in laborat,ry
, tests as ,.rc,_ to the tank walls, are shown in (3f).

11m rli,_';_!i,m of the groundin_ of the VDA on the many inner layers of ther-

mal blmfl-_l.s has been posed frequently. Onr view Is that if the outermost

layer is properly p_ro.nded, the problem vanishes. If it is not. then the

outermo,qt laver..suallv bein_ much thicker, presents the greatest hazard be-

: cause its c;_p_,cilmK:t, is less, the chargeup rate t,q fastest, and the breakdown

:_", thrc._hold _,,,11._,_' i:: the. AlgAe.st. Although sorer, _;rouudstrapping techniq.e,_
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i

atteuq_t to l_round tile Inuer law,rs, their high ohms-per square teslstlvity is

an indication that large portions of tile film are already isolated and thus it
ts ew, n mm'c important that the outermost layer be well grounded.

ARC IIISCIIARGECIIARACTERISTICS

A series of electrml swarm tunnel tests were undertaken to deflne the at-c

i" dlscharge breakdown Chre.qholds and current waveforms. Unfortu+ately, as many
problen_ x0c,re raised as were answered, and no deflnJtlve characterlzatious were

possible. In regard to the breakdown thresholds, these were found to be very

dependent on tilesample configuration. By carefully folding over the edges _.
of a 2 rail aluminized kapton sample so that only punch-through type arc break-

( downs could occur, we observed no discharges with the maximum beam voltage of

20 kV. Allowing for a 2 kV differential between bears voltage and surface po-

tential due to clamping at the secondary emission cross-over, an 18 kV stress

gives a breakdown field greater than 9 kV/mil or 3.5-I06 V/cm.

Removing the VDA at the corners of the test sample to provide points of
enhanced field g'radients resvlted initiall.y in arcs at the rate of a few times
per minute. At a bemn current density, J, of lO na/cm 2 and a capacitance of

I: tile ehargeup rate may as
pf/cm 250 be calculated

V = ,1 = 200 volts/second = 12 kV/minutet C

For a 6 kV arcing, voltage, the breakdown electric fiel_d is 3 kV/mil or 1.2.i06
V/cm. After about 5 or IO minutes however, the rate was found to decrease and

,:i_ eventually arcing ceased entirely. Examination of the sample out of the vacuum
tank showed that th_ metallic VDA film had been eroded from the edge. Another
test sample co.fi_ulration in which the edges were simply cut with scissors and

not folded over behaved similarly.

All of the test _,Unl, les described thus far were mounted on a plastic frame
and the VIIA connect{on was brought out of tht, backside to the external ground-
Ing resistor and ,liar;nest its. Another sample configuration tried was with the
thermal bl:mket f,_lded over the plastic frame, but with the entire unit mounted
on an aluminum panel as _hown in figure 4. 'llm VDA was insulated from the panel
and th-, connecti_,n wa,q i_rought ,_ut thrmwJl a hole In the panel and the connec-
tion to the panel was brovght ,rot of the vacuum tank as well as the VDA. With
a (I.5 ohm t_,rminating r,,,qi,qtor, c,_rrents as large a.q 500 amperes with a 1.5
ralcrosecond width were observwd ,m n 14 x 28 era sample. Figure 5a shows an
example ,,1 the waveform. Vi:_unllv, most of the arcs started at tile edges and
spread over the ,q.lrl:m'_, of tlu, s_,nple, l:igure,q 5b and c show examples of cur-
rents ou a 12 x 12 cm ._;u.ple and :m 8 x 8 i'm sample which are 100 and 12 am-
pores, resl>ectivclv. In addilim_ to demonstratinr an increase of peak current

with sample arc_l, it slm:,ld I,,. noted thnt tile pulse width also increases fr_,,_
0.5 Hs to I.O lls as ltn, sampl,, :_re._ ix Increased. The smallest saraple, 8 x 8
cm. also had a somewhat difl.,r.,llt confi.e,.r.ltion in that ,i {1.25" t-uard ring was
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etched around its periphery. This my accou_it for its ._Uordinately small peak _
current magnitude.

Originally, traces were taken simultaneousl_ On a dual beam oscilloscope..
However, it was found that the two external sia_alk were cross-coupling, so ii
that these wer_ subsequently taken individually. When the VDA retucn Curren_
was 500 amperes, 20_ or 100 a_peres was gound to flow to the aluminum backing
plate. Examination of the data indicated that the termination load resistance
determined the relative as well as total amounts of currents flowing to the

i_ plate and tO the tank walls. The decrease In peak current as the VDA load r_-
! sisto_ was increased as shown below:

Load Resistance (ohms) 1 10 100 1000

Peak Current (amperes) 400 100 30 3

It should be noted that no attempt was made to mintmize_trin_ inductances

tl _ fro_ the sample to the external load resistors. Thus, the s_nple voltage,

_ especially with the smallest load resistanceS, Could have be_n mu_h larger be-cause of the inductive reactance and therefore have been a _tmiting factor on
_ the peak current.

=;_ GROUNDST_ DUPABILITY TEST_

In view of the diffeeent Sroundstrapping techniques used for grounding the
+_- metallic film of thermal b3ankets on different spacecraft programs, tests were

performed to co_pare their reiatXve durability to larg_ current pulses such as

• _ would result fro_ arc discharges. For a standardized I00 ampere peak current
.++_ from a .01 microfarad capacitor charged to I0 k?, a I microsecond time constant,

: the number of pulses survived before open circuiting Varied from _50 to _1000
• , for the different 8roundstra_ping techniques. An improved technique for grotmd-

ing was also teste_ unde_ the same conditions _nd was found to be far Superi_r +
to any ot_er, surviving more than 10,000 pulses with no tndicatton of any de-
tertorattoa.

• + From the previous discussions on thermal blanket arcing modes and arc dis- +

_. charge characterization it is clear that a typical arc discharge cannot be de-
f4ned s_ this =ime with much confidence, In particular, arc breakdown threshold
of triggering mechanisms, area of dielectri_ surface drainage, and effects of
surface potential during discharge or replacement curteats are not understood.
Since pulse durations of less than 100 us to greater than 10 _s have been ob-
served, a 1 _s pulse width was assumed to be a reasonable compromise. Sim-
ilarly, since arc breakdown voltages of 2 kV to greater than 20 kV have been
observed,• 10 kV was assu_ed to be a re|.atively high level. The capacitance,
.01Uf, _orresponds to that for 500 cm2 of 2 _ii kapton. Although larger areas, i
_000 cm_, have been observed to discharge in • single pulse, K. P. Bogus (ref. +i
9) of the European Space Agency has found that the peak current does not in-
crease linearly, but rather more nearly as the square root. Furthermore, arc
discharge mode_ and surface potential effects are expected to further reduce

the magnitudes of peak currents flovtng In the 8reundstrap. +_
i
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_ TEST SETUP AND SAMPLE CONFIGURATION_ _

The test setup is shown schematically in figure 6. A hydrogen thyratron

is triggered from a pulser to energize the discharge circuit. An 8" x 6" sam ..............

ple of the thermal blanket is connected by a metal cross-bar over its entire 1
width on one side and by the groundstrap on the other, A lO0 ohm non-lnductlve

resistor limits the peak current from the .O1 pf capacitor to I00 amperes.
a_

Drawings Of the four groundstrap configurations are Shown in figures 7a, !;t
7b, 7c, and 7d.

J

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ::_(

Th.e test results are shown in figures 8a, b, c and d as curves of ground- _!
strap resistance vs the number of current bursts. The results are also sum-
m_rized below, showing the number of pulses to burnout var_t_us groundstrap con-
fi gurat ions : ':!

DSP 20 to 60 Pulses :_
FSC 40 to 200 Pulses !_

DSCS II 600 to 1200 Pulses _!!
MODIFIED Greater than 10,000 Pulses

The wide variation in the number of pulses required to cause the groundstrap to ,_

, open-clrcult seems to depend on the peripheral length of the cofltact between

I. the metalllzlng VDA fllm and the aluminum full of _he groundstrap itself, This _I
is indicated by _n examination of the contact configurations of the varloOs i

_'_'_!_ samples and by the fact that it was observed that it is. at these peripheries at
_.,_ which the VDA is burned off. In the case of the best sample, accelerated llfe

'_i testing at 500 amperes peak showed that VDA burnoff occurred at the metal cross- i

,i: bar rather than at the groundstrap. In the case of the poorest configuration, _.

significant increases in resistance a.re observable with each individual pulse, i
Figure 9 is a photegraph showing small pucker mounds associated with each pulse.

SECOND St_FACE MIRROR CHARGING TESTS :_

TyplCal second surface mirrors consist of 6-8 mll thick and 2 to 2-I/2

inch squares of quartz @r borosillcate glass windows. Nindow materials used on

TRN programs were

: Proj_ra_m Nindow Material

DSCS II Glass (Borosilicate)

i_i: FLTSATCOM Quartz (Fused Silica): DSP Glass up to Serial 179,
i,_.' , then Quartz
_ _. : TDRSS Quart z

_.-. 664
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The lhner surface of t_e w_ndow is coated with vacuum deposited silver to a ,_
-% thickncssoo£ 500-1000 A. The metall_zed layer is protected with a thin layer,
_. _ 100-1000 A, of ceramic. Until several years ago, a layer of tnconel was used

' _ instead of the ceramic, but the ceramic was found to provide better protectiJn.The second surface mirror is bonded to the spacecraft with a silicone adhesive,
roughly 3 mils thick. Silicone adhesive is used to permit thermal compllancc,
i.e., permits relief of thermal stresses.

Second Surface Mirror Tests

The second surface mirror (SSM) tests were performed In the 2' diameter by
4' long vacuum tank with the test setup as shown is figure 10. An electron gun

-_' ( at one end of the tank is capable of providing an elect_on beam density of i00
na/cm2 at 20 kV. The positive side of the acceleration power supply is ground-
ed to the tank. A door iS provided near the mld-sectlon of the tank to permit
the "substorm" to be turned on and off. Faraday cups are provided both in
front of the door and ta front of the test sample to calibrate the incident
current density. Electrostatic voltage probe_ are provided on swinging arms to
provide scans of surface potentials. During most of the SSM testing the elec-
tron current was set at lO na/cm2 with an accelerating potential of 20 kV.

Two test samples were used. Both samples consisted of six SSDl'smounted
on an aluminum substrate with roughly a 3 rollthickness of silicone adhesive.
In one sample all the SSM's had quartz windows and in the other glass windows.
In each case a heating pad was mounted on the side of the substrate opposite to
the mirrors. The samples were aiso instrumented with tbermocouples to determine
the sample temperature. Several connections were brougb_ out fr.omthe sample
under test. These consisted of heater wires, thermocouple output wires and a
single output current wire from the aluminum SSM substrate. This output was
grounded through a 1-ohm resistor which fed the input to a strip chart recorder.
Occaslonally the sam,_output was examined using a Tektronix 555 oscilloscope
loaded with a 50 _ resistor at its Input,.

Arcing occurred with the quartz SSM sample soon after the door was opened.
The arcs could be observed vi_ually by looking through a window in the tank,
Most of the arcs appeared in the,cracks between the mirrors but occ_slonally
arcs appeared to flash across the mirror surface. An oscilloscope trace of a
typlcal pulse associated with the arcs is shown in figure II. The trace shows
an _pproximately 40 ampere pulse of about one-thlrd of a mlcroseeond duration..
Note that the polarity is positive, indicating that electrons are leaving the
sample and (pres.umably)going to the.vacuum tank walls, which are at zero
(grou _" potential. The electrlcal circuit is completed by electrons which
flow f.om ground through the resistor to the sample. This is equivalent to J
positive charges flowing in the opposite direction, which is consistent with
the observed signal polarity.

There should also be a displacement current component which flows due to
the capacitance between the test sample and the vacuum tank walls. Assuming
that this capacitance if i00 pf and that the sample surface represented by this !
capacitance goes from-11 kV to 0 V in .33 microseconds, the charge and voltage
currents are
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Q = cv = l.l.lO -6 coulomb= 1 = Q/t = 3.3 amperes ._.

The displacement current would he in the opposite direction and smaller than
!_ the former current and would reduce the ;mplitude Jf the observed positive

__I! pulse.
Two different modes of arc discharging, to the tank walls and across the

SSM window to the suhstrate can occur and are i11ustrated in figure 12. If the

arc is to the tank wall as in figure 12a, both currents discussed in the pre-

ill
vious paragraph will flow. Since the displacement current is smaller, a post- _'1
tive polarity pulse is anticipated. Note that if the arc is to tilesubstrate

(fig. 12b), the current pulse polarity is reversed and a negative polarity is

predicted. This polarity has not been observed experimentally.

(
, The potential on the SSM just before breakdown was measured using the ca-

pacitance probe and found It to be -II kV. The capacitances of the six mirrors

is approximately 3600 pf, therefore the total current that would appear in the

pulse if all the charge went to the walls Is given by

I = CV = 3.6 x 10-9 x 11,0_00 amperes = 120 amperes
t 333 x 10-9

Therefore the 40 amperes shown in the oscilloscope trace corresponds to only

4 one-thlrd of the total charge on the mirrors. The remainder of the charge

:v either remains on the mirrors or "flashes over" to the grounded aluminum sub-
strate effectively reducing the positive current pulse observed.

?

The rate at which arcing occurred was determined from the strip chart re-

: cording pulses. This data was taken as a function of temperature from 20°C to

' IO0°C. An example of the strip chart recording is shown in figure 13. In the
example shown, the chart is moving at a rate of I Inch/mlnute and the sample is

_ arcing at the rate of 7.8 arcs/mlnute. Note that the pulse heights vary slg-

nlflcantly from pulse to pu]se. No quantitative information on tlleamount of

charge involved in the pulses can be obtained from these recordings because of

the slow response of the strip chart recorder.

Results of the arc rate vs temperature test for the quartz SSM is shown in

figure 14. It is clear from the data that the rate of arcing was not stgnif-

...._ Icantly affected by the temperature change. The leakage due to the resistivity

_ZY of quartz apparently remains a small contribution to the current balance of the
_' sample even when the temperature is as high as IO0°C and arcing continues at

all temperatures up to IO0°C. When the incident electron e_arrent was reduced
to 1 na/cm 2 from I0 na/cm 2, the arc rate decreased from about 7 arcs/mlnute to

0.7 arc/mlnute but dld not cease,

_lle six glass window mirrors were placed in the chamber and irradiated

with the same electron current (I0 nalcm 2 at 20 kV) to which the quartz window
mirrors were exposed. At room temperature arcs were observed both vlsually and

on the chart recorder but at a lower rate than seen with a quartz window, l_en
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the current was reduced to 1 na/cm 2 the arcing ceased. Ftgure 15 shows the re- ,_
sults of the arc rate vs temperature test on glass SSM's with an incident cur-
rent of 10 na/cm 2. In contrast to the qudrtz SSH results a definite tempera-
ture dependence Is observed. The a_c rats decreasps monotonically with temper-
ature and no._rcing was observed at temperatures greater th_n 54°C.

SUHHARY ANil CONCLUSIONS

,1

! ! i

Available data on the geosynchronous orbit energetic plasma environment

has been examined, and a crude model generated to permit an estimation to be
alade of the number of arc discharges per year to which a thermal blanket ground-
strap would be subjected. Laboratory experiments and a survey of the literature

{ on arc discharge characteristics were performed to define typical and worst case
arc discharge current waveforms. In-air tests of different groundstrap config-
urations to a standardized test pulse were performed and a wide variability of 4
durability values were found. A new groundstrap technique, not used thus far, 1

was found to be far superior than the others. _'

The estimation of the requirements on grounds trap durability dlscuss,2d

here need to be improved in many areas:

• Definition of the environment !

-- in terms of stotlstical distributions

-- in terms of satellite longitude !
-- in terms of the solar cycle :!

• Definition of the charging process 0,

in terms of material parameters

in terms of specific spacecraft configurations

-- in terms of specific satellite orientations

• Definition of arc discharge characterlStics

arc discharge breakdown thresholds

triggering mechanisms
areas and patterns of discharge
arc discharge current and voltage waveforms

Sit_ce groundstraps on the metalltzed film of thermal blankets cannot pre-
vent arc discharges of the outer dielectric surface, tt is intportant that fur-
ther work be performed to characterize these dielectric surface discharges in
terms of their potential J_azard to s_acecraft equipment, i.e., in terms of elec-
tromagnetic interference.

kqlcther the groundstrap techniques for a given spacecraft program needs to
be improved cannot be answered definitively at the present ttmP because of the

lack of adequate data and knowledge about the charging process and about arc
discharge characteristics as listed above. The gre_ltest uncertainty in the
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_i!i computed numbers of arcs per year £v table 2 (500 to 2,O00), are probably due to ithe lack of under_tanding of the arc breakdown process. Deficiencies in an- ._

in the _omputatlonal inaccuracy. Because many of these uncertainties have op-

__ posing influences on the discharge rate, e.g., lower breakdown threshold and
lower resistivity, the upper range of 2,000 pulses per year is probably not too
bad. The numbers of pulses to cause burnout, 20 to >10,000, are most likely

too high by several orders of magnitude for the reason of tile test load resis-
tance effects su_marized previously. The var._ous arcing configuration effects
are outlined in figure 3; whether or not the arc currents actually flow through
the groundstrap has not been determined. Only direct arcs to the test chamber
walls (to space) have been observed in most tests performed to date simply be-
cause the other arcing modes are difficult to detect and to quantify.

:. The results of the second surface mirror tests verify that quartz SSM's do
_: pose an arc discharge hazard for spacecraft, but borostlicate glass, because of

_ ! its poorer insulating property, does not. The trend, unfortunately, is towards
!

greater use of quartz SSM's because of their superior thermal control proper-
_ ties. The partial cleanoff (%1/3 of the initial charge) of all of the SSM's

(six) in the sample has been observed to occur in %1/4 microsecond. As with
the thermal blanket discharge _essurements, the peak currents observed, in the
order of 40 amperes, was undoubtedly dependent ou the diagnostic load impedance

(1 ohm plus lead inductances), i!t
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TABLE i. SUBSTORN MAXWELLIAN PARAMETERS NITH DURATIONS FROM ATS-5 1970 DATA

Severe Hoderate Htld Qulet

Jan. 2 (Avg.) Mar. 27 Jan. 3 Jan. 1 Feb. 6

Current. Denstty, Joe(na/cm2) 0.84 (0.95) 1.05 0.35 0.14Peak Electron 0.054

Peak E]ectron Temperature, Te (keV) 13.0 (7.5) 2.0 8.0 5.0 5.0

*Average, Joe (1/2 Peak) (na/cm2) 0.42 (0.48) 0.53 0.18. 0.070 0.027

*Average, Te (keV) 6.0 (6.0)** 1.5 5.0 3.0 3.5

*Average, Joi (Joe" 43) (na/cm2) 0.011 0.004_ 0.00]63 0.00063

*Average, Tt (2 Te) (keV) 7.6 10.0 6.0 7.0

Duration/Day (Hours) 12.0 9.6 2.4 12.0

Days/Year (Days) 36.5 29.2 43.8 255.5

Hours/Year (Hours) 438.0 280.0 105.0 3066.0

*Average durtng substorm.

**Use higher temperature for worst case.
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_-- TABLE 2. COF_UTATION OF THE NUHBER OF ARCS PER YEAR _
+_ WI._ _ESISTIVIT¥ DEPENDENCE

Type of Substorm }over__..._eHoderate Hl.ld Qulet Toto1_

Joe(na/cm2) .48 .18- .07 .027 "

_ Te(kllovolts) 6 8 3 3.5 -/

Ouratio. (hrs/yeer) 438 280 105 3066 -

:_ Arcs Per Year with Non-Linear Resistivity

_ ( PO" ohm-cm1018

" d - I mil 1500 292 8 23 1823
d : 2 mils i083 184 0 O 1267
d = 3 mi.ls 702 54 0 0 756

':+ Po = 1017 ohm-cm
d - I mll 1407 216 0 0 1623
d - 2 mils 1049 0 0 0 1049

i_' d = 3 mils 467 0 0 O 467

i_:. 0° - 2.66.]016 ohm-cm
d _ I mll 103_ 0 0 0 1031

,_' 0° - 1016 ohm-cm
d - I mil 0 0 0 0 0

Arcs Pe,r Year,,w,ith Constant Resistivity

i_ 1018!_ 0 " ohm-cm
!: d - I mll 1500 295 13 230 2038

d - 2 mils 1090 191 0 0 1281
d = 3 mils 715 82 0 0 797

0 = ]017 ohm-cm
d - I mll 1467 273 0 0 1740
d - 2 mils 1049 158 0 0 1207
d - 3 mils 657 0 O 0 657

p = 2.66.1016 ohm-cm
d m 1 mil 1093 189 0 0 1282

p = IO16 ohm-cm

d = I mll 0 0 0 0 0
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FIGURE 1. AT_q-3 DATA FOR JAN. l, 2, 3, lq70
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= I0 6 ohm-cm r "_
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( :_
, 2

I , I ...... #, I. 1 , , I I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

• TIME (1000 SECONDS) ::_.

FIGURE 2. CHARGEUP CURVES FOR 3 MIL DIELECTRIC WITH NON-LINEAR

_. ' RESISTIVITY IN A "SEVERE" SUBSTORM

'i

'i

(a) PUNCH-THROUGH (b) DIELECTRIC-TO-METAL (c) DIELEC.TRIC-TO-DIELECTRIC
OR FLASHOVER

1\,\.L

,,, (d) METAL-TO-DIELECTRIC (e) METAL-TO-METAL (f)....ARC T_ SPACE

°!ii!i " . _ "¢

, FIGURE 3. POSSIBLE THERMAL BLANKET ARCING CONFIGURATIONS
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PLAS'tIC ARC" _,_,_
FRAME"- _ ,-;,

--,_ /4 ,t"7]

........ _,, _;, DOUBLE-BACKED 1

ELECTRON %_: KAPTONTAPE !

BEAM " : i2 VDA CONNECTION i:
( THERMAL ...... I

BLANKET ARC //A , ALUMINUMPLATE I

"-'-'-"""'_. "" \F_ _ CONNECTION
,_ ALUMINUM PLATE ,,!

FIGURE 4, TRIdTEST SAMPLE CONFII:URATION i
1
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ii (a)
3:' 14 x 28 cm SAMPLE )_

SO0 AMPERESPEAK
1.5 k,s WIDE

(b)
12 x 12 cm SAMPLE
I00 AMPERES PEAK
1 ps WiDE

(c)
8 x 8 cm SAMPLE
12 AMPERESPEAK
O.S l_s WIDE

I'll;ITRtC 5. AR(:DI,gCIIAI_.(:I:('.llI_.RI.'NTLqAVI,:I'ORI,I,g
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!i_. A, i'lt_D,35TYPE6ROI.I;(t_STP,AP(035" L_ID_STRAP) B. FSCGROUNDSTRAP
_AMetl N' $_el, i N_

0 3-A 7,T . 0I"_-_ O_

• _ i/ _"_

,o I _._

L,_ - I II ! Z. t _ J_'"P . _ l 1 I 1

i __.-' D. _D|FIED FILWGROUNGSTRAp(SABLEl-A)

• 114" O_

.... ! C. DSCS6ROUNDSTRAP o

o
o

' ":_" , .... _ i I °o

o=. ,,.,,.__._j.4_' f " 8

-:. .. o__ |

,, .i tit' l

I " I
{

' ' it "1 _.e R (rl) le

FIGURE 8. GROUNDS'tRAP DURABILITY TEST RESULTS
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• ' RE_OVASL_ FARADAYCUP ' _i:
; __r,

A_u_,"NU._._R_.OV_LEELECTRO"

_i_'_-_ _ . _ THERHOCOUPLE_J' ELECTRONGUN --- OUTPUTp_

--7 /

/ _-- _ HEATER SUPPLY

i_: SSH SAMPLES I_.,_PSTRIPCHART-" RECORDEROR

1 OSCILLOSCOPE
i Jr: T

FIGURE I0. TEST CONFIGURATION

m •

FIGURE 11. OSCILLOSCOPE TRACE OF TYPICAL Pl_SE

ASSOCIATED WII_ SSH ARCS. (ONE
_E_TICAL DIVISION = 20 AMPERES AND

ONE HORIZONTAL DIVISION = l pSEC.)
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3600 pf 3600 Pf " ]i

-I SUBSTRATESUBSTRATE

jL F q -,,-100 pf ------TO SCOPE _I00 pf _ TO SCOPE

' ._,

TANK WALL TANKWALL

(a) ARCTO TANK WALL (b) ARC TO ALUMINUMSUBSTRATE

FIGURE 12. ARC DISCHARGE MODES FROM SSH WINDOW

(_UARTZ SAMPLE

_.j__ ,ono,<o,2T = 42°C

_: mI ml.lll,lllill, lll I,Imli imlhl,lmilml,llll IIII I I_

O.'

FIGURE 13. STRIP CHART RECORDING OF PULSES RESULTING FROM 0UAR'rZHIRROR
ARCING (:HAI,:TSPEED = I INCII/MINtITE(RATE = 7,R ARCS/HINIIT[g)
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_= _,,i I

, , ........ _;
QUARTZ$SM SAMPLE
ELECTRONCURRENT

_: ]0 na/cm2

I

1(-

.
_ lid q_m i ql_ im _ _ _ 410 _ _ is eli, up i _lmJ _ gllJ iomlmm wB _D 1ram _ _ an n IIInl

I

I .......! ,, n i .I
20. 40 60 80 100

TEMPERATURE(°C)

FIGURE 14. RATE OF ARCING OF QUARTZ SSH SAHPLE (LEAST SQUARE FIT
SHOWN DOTTED) ..

i GLASSSSM SAMPLE
ELECTRONCURRENTS
I0 nalcm2

I()--
LLI

.,.#

...... I I "_. I I ... I
20 40 60 80 ]O0

TEMPERATURE(°C)

FIGURE 15. RATE OF ARCING GLASS SSH SAHPLE
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IN%_TIC_TiON OF __%TIC DISCHARGE PH_2_ ON _IVE i

i

ANDNON-CONDUC_%'_OPTICALSOL_a_ _ 'I

S. J. Bosma and C. F. Minier i
!

Eu=opeanSpaceResearchand_logy Centre 1
I

and

L. Levy
D_partment d'Etudes et de Becherches en i

Technologie Spatiale .I
i

I
i

INT_DUC_ON

As part of a study of the effects of charge bui_d-up on thermal control
o_ating materials, a sample composed of non--conductive optical solar reflec-

tors (OSR) was irradiated with low energy electrons at the DERTS facility
in Toulouse (Ref. l).

The degradation effects on this panel due to electrostatic discharges

justified a follc_-up investigation into possible alternatives to lin%%t

the amount of damage. This paper evaluates the following systems :

._ a) Non-conductive OSR - non-conductive adhesive

b) No,l-conductive OSR - conductive adhesive

c) Conductive OSR- conductive adhesive (no interconnection of the OSR's)

TEST FACILITY

The tests were performed in an irradiation chamber (Fig. I) at the DF_RTS

Laboratories in Toulouse. The ch_nber consists of the following elements :

- A High Tension Feed-Through 'i

This feed-through is connected to the conductive substrate on which the

test sample is glued.
J

- A Diaphragm

To limit the incident beam on the test sample.

.... Three Faraday Cups 1

, To monitor the incident beam during irradiation. /
- A Viewing Port

- An Electron F_c_,1Diffusion Window

This window consists of a 2 micron thick alundnium sheet, which permits
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-_)i'_. the irradiation of large surfaces by dlffu_ion of the initial mono-energetlc
_ beam. The obtained flux uniformity over the samples area is + 40%

_-_ _

Iv_ASU_D _CAL P_RS

Leakage Curremt

The conductive substrate of the test sample is grounded through a series

of resistances and a nanoam_remeter (Fig. 2), which measures the leakage
current.

3
Discharge Pulse

An oscilloscope is connected to the resistances in a voltage divider
mode (Fig. 2).

A discharge is characterised by comparing the voltage pulses measured
over the divider (Figs. 3A and B).

DischargeCurrent

_he substrate of the test sample is directly grounded. The discharge

current is measured with a current probe and a fast storage oscilloscope.
(Fig. 3C)

Surface Potential

If a test sample is submitted to an electron beam with an energy E° and
a current Io, the actual current I reaching the surface of the test sample
will depend on the potential V of this surface.

EERTS have determined the different relations I (V) for various electron

beam currents IO aD_ energies EO.

From these curves the surface potential (V) may be evaluated by measu-

ring the corresponding current (I) at the time of the discharge.

i

TEST CONDITIONS

A vacutml of better than 10-5 torr was maintained during the irradia-
tion.

All samplestested had dimensions of 65 x 65 .m. They were irradiated

with electrons of increasing e_ergy, starting from 5 KeV up to 30 KeV with
current densities of 0.1 nA/cm to 2 nA/cm until discharges were observed.

When the conditlons for electrostatic discharges are obtained, the

sample re/_ains irradiated and is allc3wed to discharge during 6 hours.
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I The implnglng electrons :.,nthe sample surface cause a eharqe dlspl,ee-.ment in the cenductive substrate which accounts for t/_einltla] high leakage
current. This "displacement" current decays with t_me, because the incident
electrons are partially retarded by a potential build-up on the sample sur-
face.

There are two cases to be considered :

case A) (Fi@. 4A) The potential build-up is sufficient to decrease the num-
ber of incident electrons to a value which can be removed by the leakage
paths of the test sample. An equilibrium potential is obtained which is lower
than the breakdown voltage of the di-electric.

case B) (Fig. 4B) The charge r_T_val _ the leakage paths is at all
times smaller than the number of incident electrons. The test sample will
charge to the breakduwn voltage of the di-electric at which time an abrupt
drop in surface potential occurs. It is assumed that this is caused by a
discharge of a large surface area. After the discharge the leakage c_irrent

jumps to a high value and starts to decay until a new discharge takes place.

i The discharges described in case B are identified as "large", in contra-
diction to "small" discharges, which do not considerably modify the surface
potential and are assumed to be "point" discharges. This latter t_ can
occur in both cases A and.B. These phenomena have been reported by other

i:_ sources (Refs. 2 and 3).

SYSTEM (a): NON-_IV_ OSR - _I_-_ ADHESIVE
U

" Test Smnple

The sanple tested was a panel _ed of 9 0SR's manufactured by OCLI,
bonded to a rigid plate using RTV 560 (manufacturer : General Electric, USA).
Thls bonding has been done by ERNO, Who apply the seineprocedure to the OTS
project. The assembly was mounted onto the test plate at _, using a con-
ductive adhesive developed by ESTSC which consists of RTV 566 (manufacturer:
General Electric, USA) and metal powder I029B from Chomerics.

_ Before mounting, the test plate was primed with Dow Coming silicone
primer DC 1200. Figure 5 shcws the co,position of the test p_el.

Test Results

A summary of the results obtained from testing the OSR _e] is shown
by Table I.
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l Table i

':_jl original 1 .long(6hours)dUrati°n
Irradiation para_.ter 15 keV, 2 nA 30 keV, 2 nA

Surface potential 4 < U - 9 kV 4 , U ..9 kV 4

, Electrical breakdown "large and small" 65 large

( Investigati_. of Degradation Effects I

This investigation consisted of the following steps : i!

I) photographic examination of 16 pre-deternlined points (Figure 6); ' 1

no degradation at first obse1_ation ii
2) cleaning with iso propyl alcohol and lens tissues. The sample was

)

ex-_t_ned under 9zazing incidence. 14 degradation areas were observed wit]_
a total drea of about 3 nln , i.e. 1.5% of the entire area (Figure 7). _i

All defects are close to or around defects in the adhesive which were al- /i

ready present before irradiation. It is clear that these points, where i
RrV 'h3absent or thinner, were weak points because breakdown occurred due
to lower insulation resistance.

3) Microscopic investigation

A Reichert projection microscope was applied working as an interferometer
using the Nomarski technique. '?his technique all_s a better visualisation

of the defect, but - due to the polarized light - the vertical defects are
far more emphasized than the horizontal ones.

At this stager it was observed that the degradation was a deposit on the
surface of the OSR. (Figures 8 and 9)

4) Cleaning with isc propyl alcohol and normal wipe tissues

These ttssues which are more abrasive than lens tissues removed the de-

posit. It should be noticed that the deposit is not soluble in either iso-

propyl alcohol or acetone but can be abraded or scratched. _i investigation
into the bottc_ layer of the quaurtz (the silver layer) showed that the sil-
ver had not been affected.

5) Reproduction of the defect

A highly powerful electrical breakdown was simulated to recreate the

deposit. For this purvose, a "Tesla coil", mnufactured by Edwards under

the name "H.F. Tester" was used. This instrument supplies a high frequency
voltage (0-20 kV) which creates a charge on dielectric material and a dis-

charge through a conductive path mechanism. When such a discharge was ap-
plied to the OSR pane], the weak points could easily be seen as a preferred
path for discharges.

[i 685
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A fir._,tintensive discharge created a deposit _rable to the one obtained ,_
in tilt:Df/RTS test:.The silver layer at the bottom was also dan%aged. '_
(Figlnte I0 )

A sintilar effect was created when the discharge was initiated in a

break lille of the OSR itself rather than in the RTq gap. A further analysis
of a 15 kV discharge passed through artOSR defect for several seconds re-

vealed a snkall hole in the top layer toget/ler with degradation of the sil-
vert_] cc_ating in the bottom layer. (Figures II and 12)

As only a sm%all deposit on the top layer was observed, it was decided

to create a weak discharge with the HF test, but for a longer period of
tin_. A discharge of aro_md 5 kV at a rate of 30 per ,tinute, for 6 hours,
was us_ in tlae same defect. Little change was observed in the defect in

the silver layer, but the deposit on the top layer increased significantly.

6) interpretat ion

It is probable that the accumulation of snkall discharges pyrolyses the

silicone adhesive (RTV 560) and gives rise to a projection of silica par-
ticles which deposit on the top layer.

Statuary

I) After irradiation at DERTS, no degradation of the silver layer
]lad occurred;

2) At the weak points, with respect to breakdown resistance, a

deposit is formed w_lich is probably silica;

3) The changes in thermo-optical propercies due to these depo-

sits should be ratJ%er low (a few percent increase in ,_, but
perhaps also in ,);

4) The amount of these deposits should increase with an increa-

sing nLm_x_r of discharges;

5) If a large breakdown occurs, it will affect the bottom layer

of silver, but the size of the defect will probably not

increase with the ntmi_er of discharges. _ticroscopic investi- 'J

gations show, however, that the aluminium layer of the stY- t
strate is more severely attacked;

I
6) It seems float any failure in the OSR is a privileged area as

regards the likely occurrence of a discharge; i
I 7) It seems reasonable to suppose that, with a conductive binder, ]

this sort of defect will not appear.

SYSTF_ (b): NON-CX3N[XL"PrVEOSR - CONDUCPIVE ADHESIVE

Test Sample

In accord_ice with Point 7 of the stmlPnl_ of the previous test, DF3_TS

have perfolmk-d a second test on 90CLI OSR's bond_xl directly onto a test

plate with a conductive a_lesive deve]olxx_ by FST_." b_]terials Section and
consist:inq of RTV 566 with metal pow(_e]-102gB fi:c_Chca_rics. (Ref. 4) [_.foi'e i

nz_unling, the test plate was prln_x_ with rk%_ Corninq silJ_ne prin_r DC 1200.

,i
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_ T_st Conditions

.... The test corxiltions were si.dlar to these applied to tileprevious test.

i._ _e sa_le was irradiatt,d with electrons of increasinq energy, starting from
__ ]5 KeV up to 30 KeY with Current donslties of 1 nA/cm" to 2 nA/(_n .

Test I_.sults

A sLm_w_ry of the results fral, testing tileOSR pan_] is shoval in Table

If. The first discharges started at 20 KeY and I nA/cml ,2%41ereas in the pre-
vious test, the discharges c(mm_nced at 25KeV and 2hA/era.This could be due to I

the fact that one of the OSR's was b:-oken. A photographic investigation du-

ring the test showE_ that the crack was a preferential path, but not the only

one. (Figure 13).

Further_Dre the breakdown limit of the smnple appeared to decrease after

longer irradiation periods. At the beg]ruling of the test, there were no dis-

i! charges at 15 KeY electron irradiation, but at the end of the test sequence,
;_ there were 2 "large" discharges at this level, if the irradiation time had

" been extended, more discharges would have occurrLx_. Tile sample was howE_ver

constrained to the sea_ irradiation time as the p1_evious sa.ple for com_ri-
SOn.

Investigation of Degradation Effects

Prior to cleaninq the panel the surfaces of the [_qR have been ex,_ained,

using the same technique with the Re]chert microscope.

- The observation sh(m_s that, on the front layer, there is a faint de-

posit of ndcrc_scopic particles; again projection of silica, but a mTE,ller

amount than previo.lsly observed.

- The bottom layer of the Ck_R (the silver layer) is ,_re severely da-

n_ged along the border line. Cracks in the silver layer appear which are in
the order of 0.2 .m dinn_ter. (Fi_Klre 14).

- In addition, a lot of micro slxgts (0.02 nln in dial,,Let) of burnt
silver in the middle of the OSR itself were visible.

- In another place, these micro sIx_ts have (]en.,-rateda blistering ef-

fect on the sih,_r layer in a larger area (0.1 m,._dian_ter). In this case,

the front layer shows no dcft_-t at al].

On the previously crackc_ C_;R, holes have ixk-n createxl betw(_,n the

front layer a_d tile [xnttom layer, with den_,tal I ]sat ion. This pllenollt,uon h,|d
Ix_n prc_ticted and analystxt in th¢, previous test. (Fire, re 15)

Interpretation

It was difficult to find a plausible ex_)Lmation for the Llnex_x,ct_x! Lx--
hay]our of the non-conductive C_qR with conduct ire ,k{heFiw_. IllS(earl t.',l" dimi-

nishing the d_lradation efft_'I s of the ¢\qR, incr_,,_s_xt _[_lIlil_lt, ill tilt' silver
layer was int-,_duc_xt. Tile missinq link was t%und M_en intolm_]t ion was re-
ceivc_t that the tA:LI (ISR's have a non-conduct ire, I,w,,r (sil icium-oxidc and
an or_lanic finish) on the h_ckside. A (,l_,clric, d r,,.;islauce c],x-k wiIh ,in
Olmv-mcter shc,_t_ that the hacks]tit, was in_lec_-t non-colldtlct ivy,.
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_:' PPE OSR is not coated with a non-conductlve layer.

The sample was cc_,posedof three mirrors of 40 x 20 .m and one mirror
of 40 X 15, which was intentionally broken. (Figure 18) The db,ensions of _
the substrate were again 65 x 65 ram.

Test Conditions
r

The test conditions were similar to th_se used for the two previous

! tests. The sample was irradiat_ with elect_'onsof increasing e_ergy, star-
: ti_g from 20 KeY up to 30 KeV with current densities of I nA/.on to I0 nA/

cm .

TeSt Results
(

A summary of the results of the test on the OSR panel is given in
Table III.

The surface potential of the.sample was low, which indicates a high
leakage current. No discharges were noticed below incident electrons of
30 KeV energy.

When the flux was increased to 2 nA/cm2, very small discharges appeared
at the beginning of the irradiation, but their number decreased during irra-
diation.

At a flux of 4 nA/cm2, the same phenomenon was noticed2 but the number
of discharges did not decrease as rapidly as at the 2 nA/cm flux level.

At a flux level of I0 I_Vcm2, there were a number of small discharges
at the start of irradiations but after 24 hours they had disappeared. A
fluorescence effect was observed on the OSR during electron impact, hcwever,

: this effect disappeared as soon as t/_eelectron beam was interrupted.

Investigation into Degradation Effects

Prior to cleaning the panel, we have examined the surfaces of the OSR,
using the same technique as before with the Reichert microscope. No degra-
dation was obsez-4%_either as projection of silica or damage in the silver
layer. The cracks which had been caused before the irradiation test
no degradation effects.

The conductive backside of the PPE OSR brings about that the silver
layer does not not accumulate charge while the indium-oxide achieves the
same effect for the top layer.

In how far the indi_xide layer is necessary will be investigated in
a fourth test planned in the future on the system :

OSR non-conductive front layer - conductive adhesive
conductive back layer

Tb'_.effects may be less serious than expected. As was indicated by the

ilii second test with the OCLI OSR and conductive adhesive, the most severe de-gradation occurred in the silver layer which was caused by the non-conduc-

_i tive layer on the backside of the Ci_R.This _uld not be the case with PPE
_I _R_s which have a conductive _ckside.
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CONCLUSION

The implications of this paper are very important. It has been proven
that a combination of a both sides conductive OSR with a conductive adhe,_ive

shows no visible degradation during the irradiation tests performed.

In contradiction, a non-conductive OSR with a conductive or non-conduc-

tive adhesive shc_s degradation effects which could accumulate to hazardous

proportions during life.

_ In particular, the non-conductive backside of the OCLI OSR causes de-

fects in the intermediate silver layer in combination with a condUctive_' q adhesive. ::

Apart from the electrostatic charging advantages of the conductive OSR _

with conductive adhesive, the applicationand financial aspects should not be -I
underestimated. In combination with a conductive admire, inter_g

•_ pads between the conductive OSR's individually and to ground would not be i!
.J necessary. These pads are very fragile _d tend to break easily. In the past,

:" they have given rise to many problems. Cl_R's with conductive pads are consi-

i_ derably more expensive than standard types.• Additionally, a great many man-hours, now required for very delicate
interconnection work, may be saved.

#
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FIG8 DEFECTAT POINTH (x30)
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_o_,' MODEl, FOR BREAKDOWNPROCESS IN DIELECTRIC I)ISCIIARGI!S
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ABSTIIACT !
1

k heuristic model is presented to explain the blowoff of charge during an
electron-induced dielectric discharge. It is proposed that blowoff of charge is
not an independent breakdown mechanism but is a consequence of a breakdown _I
initiated by a punchthrough or a flashover. %s the trapped charge funnels toward

_ force on the moving electrons and ':_the punchthrough or flashover point, the v x
the local electric field between the trapped charge and the free surface of the ;

dielectric force electrons outward. Part of the moving charge goes directly to .:_
the substrate but the remainder breaks through the surface of the dielectriG near _

the breakdown point, which is weakened by I2R heating, and escapes from the ,_
dielectric. The discharge time is assumed to be governed by an LC time constant
where L is the inductance of the electrons flowing in the branches of the
Lichtenberg figures at an el.ectron range below the irradiated surface and C is

the capacitance between the trapped electrons and the _ubstrate for the discharged
area. Experiments are proposed to verify that blowoff is a consequence of punch-
through or flashover and to test the assumed relation for the discharge time.

_ I NTRODUCTION

During the discharge of a thin dielectric over a grounded conducting sub-
strafe, it has been noted that the current through the ground lead during the
discharge corresponds to electrons flowing from ground to the substrate (ref-
erences 1,2,3,4,5}. This sign of the return current is consistent with electrons
being blown off the dielectric surface during the discharge. This omward emis-
sion of electrons, and possibly even ions, during discharges has also been

} observed directly (references 2,5). The amount of charge that is emitted out-
ward in a typical discharge has been measured to be about 50 percent of the
trapped charge that is lost in the discharge, as measured by the change in the
surface potential (references 1,5). The experimental evidence also indicates
that breakdowns appear to start at localized points on the dielectric, and the
trapped charge at an electron range below the irradiated surface flows toward
the breakdown point in l,ichtenberg trees that form in the plane 3f the trapped

). charge (reference 5).

::_ In order to understand the existing data, to plan additional logical experi-
:_ ments, and to make reasonable pred_ctions of tb_ coupling of disclmrges into

'": IVork sponsored by Defense Nuclear Agency and Space and Missile Systems
Organi zat ion.
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sat_,llite systems, it is necessary to have a reasonably accurate model of the ,'_--
discharge process. Some of the features that a complete discharge model should
co1_tain are the discharge mode (punchthrough, flashover, blower(); the initia-
tion, spreading, and quenching mechanisms for the discharge current distribution; ],
the total charge released, pulse width, and peak current as a function of the
discharge area; and the effect of sample material, size, and boundaries in
determining the det'ails of the discharge.

Thusfar there has been relativel.y little published work which attempts to
model the breakdown process for spacecraft charging conditions. At a previous
Spacecraft Charging Conference, Meulenberg presented a model for the blower( of
charge during a discharge which relied on a high electric field between the
trapped electrons and the surface of the dielectric, which was assumed to have
a thin layer of positive charge due to the high surface rate of secondary emis-

( sion (reference 4). Unfortunate'y this model is basically one-dimensional and
' does not seem to be consistent w, ch the observation that at least part of the

breakdown process involves charge funneling toward one discharge point. More
recently, Sellen and Inouye have proposed a mechanism for the initiation and
propagation of a dielectric surface discharge based on a propagating surface
wave and secondary electron multip'_cation on the surface of the d.ielectric
(reference 6). Other attempts to characterize the discharge parameters have
been mainly-empirical curve fitting of experimental peak currents and pulse
widths versus discharge area (reference 7). While such empirical relations can

t be useful for some engineering applications, they usually give little information

on the basic physical processes in the discharge and can even lead to serious i
errors if extrapolations are attempted well beyond the range of the experimental ,_
parameters and/or if data from different experimental conditions or materials i
are indiscriminantly mixed together.

In the present paper, a model is proposed which postulates mechanisms for
• the initiation and the spreading of the discharge, the blowoff of charge, the

maximum charge release per unit area, and the wlriation ef pulse width with
sample area and thickness• It does not contain specific details on the effects
of sample boundaries or the discharge quenching (area limiting) mechanisms, but
it probably contaiiis the ingredients for the area-limiting mechanism if the
basic physical parameters could be accurately determined. Experiments arc
proposed which would verify that blower( is a consequence of punchthrough or
flashover and which would me:tsure the punchthrough current and the variation of
discharge time with the sample area and thickness.

PROPOSED MODEL

In many of the d_scussions of dielectric discharge, three different inde-
pendent breakdown mechanisms are assumed or implied - punchthrough, flashover,
and blower(. The main thrust of the present paper is that blowof£ is not an
independent breakdown mechanism but is a consequence of a breakdown that is
initiated either by a punchthrough or a flashover. It is proposed that all
breakdowns on thin dielectrics with conducting substrates are initiated either
by punchthrough of the trapped electrons throul;h the bulk of the dielectric or
by flashover of the trapped electrons to a conducting contact on or near the
boundaries of the dielectric.
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When a punchthrough or flashovcr process is initiated, the high con-
ductivity region near the breakdown feint causes the groufld potential of the ,_i
conductor to be extended to a local point in the plane ot the trapped electrons
inside the dielectric. Positive image charge accumulates at this point and
causes a large electric field J.n the plane of the trapped electrons which pulls
the trapped electrons from their traps. These previously trapped electrons ,t
then flow in the trapping plane toward the breakdown point, and the discharge _ i

area spreads out as more and more of the trapped charge moves toward the dis- t
charge point. U_e exact mechanism for spreading of the discharge area is not
clear, but perhaps the position o_ the ground potential moves outward from the

breakdo_l point in the plane o_ the trapped charge and is always close to the i
electrons that are still trapped.

Initially, the trapped charge that moves toward the discharge point goes
directly to the substrate, either via the punchthrough path or by flashover to J
a ground contact that is connected to the substrate. Because the samples of i
interest are very thin, this initial flow of charge directly to the substrate _;
causes negligible return current in the ground lead. As the electrons in the
trapped layer and the positive image charges in the substrate move toward the i
breakdown point, a magnetic field is created between the moving electrons in

%
the dielectric and the substrate. The resulting v x _ force on the electrons
is in the direction to force the electrons toward the surface of the dielectric.

The geometry of the situation before and during a bulk punchthrough is illuStrated
in figure I. The magnitude of the _ x ffforce in a typica.Idischarge can be
estimated by the following calculation. Assume that a uniformly charged
circular sample with the radius of 10 cm breaks down at the center of the sample
when the trapped charge has a density of o = 2 x 10-.7coul/cm2. (E _ 2 x 106
V/cm through the sample, which is typical of the breakdown strength of space-
craft dielectrics.) If the total trapped charge (Q = _r2o = 628 x 10-7 coul) is
released in I0 ns, the peak current is about I = 6280 A. At a distance of 0.I cm

, from the punchthrough point, the magnetic fleld due to the current I is

I
' H = 2_(0.001 m] = 106 A/m

_ Using an electron velocity_of = I0 cm/10 ns = 109 cm/sec, the equivalent
i_ electric field due to the v x _ force is
z_

!_'_j E = _O v x tl = 4_ x lO-7(h/m)(107m/sec)(106 A/m)(10 -2 m/cm}_' 1.2 x 105 V/cm 1

The electric field from the trapped charge to the surface of the dielec-
:_ tric due to the Meulenberg effect also forces the electrons toward the surface !

of the dielectric. The magnitude of this field has not been measured and its _i
theoretical magnitude is uncertain due to uncertainties in the amount of

radiationTinduced conductivity. In the region of the breakdot:n, the high cur- I
:'ent denslty_inc_eases die I2R heating and weakens the dzelectr_c sufficiently _
so that the v x B force, which is maximum close to the punchthrough point, and
the Meulenberg electric field can force some of the electrons through the sur-
face of thc dielectric. Once the eiectrons break through the surface, the
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negative surface potential, which usually exists on an electron-irradiated '_
._ dielectric, forces the emitted electrons further away from the dielectric. The

net result is bloWoff of electrons shortly after the initiation of the punch-
..... through or flashover breakdown. This blowoff of charges causes an approximately

current due to the direct pu_chthrough or flashover currents. The maximum

amount of charge t_at can be released in one discharge is the amount of charge
required to produce the inttial breakdown field, which is determined by the t
breakdown strength of the material or the flashover voltage, which is geometry 1
dependent. ._

i1 'It is also proposed that the duration of the discharge pulse is governed i
" by an LC time constant where L is the inductance of the electrons flowing in
o_]. ( the Liehtenberg figures in the plane of the trapped electrons toward the break-

down point and C is the capacitance between the trapped electrons and the sub- "i
strate for the discharge area, A. The inductance of the Lichtenberg trees is
estimated to be considerably larger than the inductance of a uniform sheet of

charge moving toward one punchthrough point. Since C is proportional to A, and I
L probabiy varies as a power of A less than O.S, the discharge pulse width
should go as A to a power somewhat greater than O.S. Moreover, since C depends !i

3

inversely on the thickness of a dielectric and L has only a logarithmic depen- !
dence on the distance from the Lichtenberg trees to their images in the sub- !

strate, the discharge pulse width _hould vary approximately as the dielectric ._
thickness to the power {-0.5).

POSSIBLE VERIFICATION EXPERIMENTS

The following proposed experiments should clearly demonstrate whether or
not blowoff of charge is a consequence of punchthrough or flashover and also
provide repeatable data to verify the variation of pulse width with sample area
and thickness. The experimental setup is illustrated in figure 2. A thin
dielectric with a grounded conducting substrate is irradiated as in most dis-
charge experiments with low energy electrons (=20 keV), which typxfies the
surface charging component of the space electron environment. The edges of the
sample would be shielded to prevent edge breakdown or the electron beam could
be rastered to cover only the central portion of the sample. The difference
between the present and previous discharge experiments is that a small ares of
the substrate is renoved and a conducting stylus is inserted a slight ways into
the backside of the dielectric through the area where the substrate was removed.
The stylus is connected to the substrate by a lead with minimum inductance that
is instrt_ented to measure transient currents. This lead has a switch that can
be remotely controlled.

In the first experiments, the switch between the stylus and the substrare
would be closed, and the sample would be irradiated with electrons until
spontaneous breakdown occurred. Presumably this breakdown would be a punch-
through from the trapped electrons to the stylus due to the enhanced electric

:" fields around the point of the stylus when it is gronnded. It is recognized
-_ that the threshold potential for this breakdown should be less than the

!' potential for bulk punchthrough without the stylus. However, once the punch-through discharge is initiated, it is felt that the dynamics of the dis,'harge
_i should be similar with and without the stylus. In this experiment, the pro,oh-

IO7
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Also, the occurrence _Jf blowoff can be inferred from the current through the
ground lead and by direct measurements with c.nc or more fast Faraday cups and '_
possibly a charged particle analyser. If the present model is correct, a blow-

!_ off of charge should occur more-or-less simultaneously with the measured punch_
i_I; : through. The sum. of the punchthrough charge and the blowoff charge (a._ measured.:j

n_ost accurately by the current through the ground lead} should agree with the
tot_,l charge lost in the discharge, as measured by the change in the sample
sue?ace potential.

Even if a blowoff of charge is observed with every punchthrough, it could
be argued that this was just coincidence and that blowoff was still an indepen-
dent discharge mechanism. To investigate this possibility further, the experi-
ments wou_d be repeated, except that the switch from the stylus to the substrate

! would be open while the sample was irradiated to a slight'ly larger fluence than
was required above to cause discharge with the" switch closed during the ir- :'
radiation. Since electric field lines do not concentrate around the stylus
with the switch open, the sample will presumably not break down by punchthrough
at this fluence with the switch open. Also, presumably a blowoff discharge will

!_ _ not occur. I_en the desired fluence ha.,. been delivered to the sample, the
electron beam would be turned off and thee. the switch from the sty!us would be

ii__1 closed. If the deposited fluence was somewhat greater than the f_._Jence which

caused a punchthrough with the stylus closed during the irradiation, c!osing
: the switch should induce a punchthrough. Also, if the present model is correct,

a blowoff of charge should also occur almost simultaneously with the punch-
through, This sequence of events would demonstrate conclusively that the blow-

!_ off follo;qed as a result of the punchthrough. It would also show that the
', electron plasma from the electron gun and the secondary emission was not es-
: sential to a blowoff discharge. Experiments of this kind are presently being

designed, bu_ results are not available as yet.

* Another advantage of the stylus-stiwulated discharges is that it should be,.?

possible to obtain more consistent and repeatable data and thus to determine
more accurately the variation of discharge time and peak current with sample
parameters, such as area and thickness. In these experiments, the location of
the discharge point will be controlled relative to the nearest boundaries of

. the sample. Iqithout the stylus, the discharges can occur randomly over the
surface of the sample, det_ending on where the discharge channels are initiated,
so the distance to the sample edges will vary from discharge to discharge,
which could -_otiteably affect the discharge characteristics. In order to check

_' the predicted (-0.5) power dependence of discharge time on sample thickness, one
has to he ahle to distinguish factors-of-2 differences in discharge time for a
realistic four-fold variation in sample thickness.

_nother prediction of the model is that the ratio of hlowoff ch;Jrge to
total charg: lost duril_g a discharge could vary with the energy of the! electron

he,l,nl., Thjt.s _csult wot_ld occur if the probid, i lity tha! the total I,orentz force
e(E4 v x B)can force the electrons through tile surface ,!ep(,nds on the tlepth of
the trapped electrons below the surface. For example, for high(,r energy
cl cot tons which arc t r_lppcd c 1ost'r I o t he subst rat e than the i rl':ld i at ed sllrfac(_,

most of the dischar_:e would prot,ahly go directly to th.:: sub:_trate and very
little would be blown off. Since the refurll charge from groutld is essenti_lllv
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propoTtiona] to the blowoff charRe_ chanRing the f.raction of tho blowoff coold
affect 1;he interpretation of peak return currents as a function of sample area
w]|on data for. different beam ene-gios arc compared. Thus, until this depen-
dence is determined, caution should bc used when comparing data for different
beata energies,

A ritual advantage of the stylus-stimulated discharges is that the "true"
discharge time would be me,tsured directly. The pulse width of the return cur-
rent from ground, which is the basis for the previous e_timates of the discharge
time, is always the slower of three characteristic blewoff discharge times --
the time for the charge to just escape from the dielectric surface, the transit
time for the blowoff electrons to reach the walls of the test chamber, and the

circuit time constant of the sample, ground lead, a._d measuring system. The
( last two times are dependent on t.he experimental setup and chamber geometry and
' are not representative of the basic discharge process. Moreover, the transit

time should be essentially independent of sample size. 'lhus, if any measured
ground-lead currents are limited by transit time, it is misleading to draw a
single curve through such data points and other data points where the discharge
time varies significantly with area.

SU_{ARY

• It is proposed that blowoff of charge from electron-charged dielectric
is a consequence of a punchthrough or flashover discharge. According to the
model, the physical process which forces the electrons outward through the
dielectric surface is the _ x B and electric field forces on the electrons.

The model predicts a variation of discharge time on the sample area and thick-
ness and a possible dependence of the return current from ground during a
discharge on the energy of the electron beam. Stylus-stimulated discharges
would provide a direct measurement of the punchthrottgh current time history
and would verify whether or not blowoff occurs only as a result of punchthrough
or fl ashover.
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PARAMETER DEPENDENCE OF EQUILIBRIUM CHARGING POTENTIALS

Paul K. Sub and Michael C. Stauber

Grumman Aerospace Corporation

ABSTRACT

Equilibrium surface potentials for slab configurations (rep_ e_entative

e.g. of a large solar power satellite) are determined under ex_ensiv ,_parse,let-

tic variations of material, zolar exposure and substorm characteristics. The

results can guide the maLerial selection and design of large space systems to

( minimize dielectri_ breakdowns and reduce parasitic leakage currents on SPS.

INTRODUCTION

Future large space systems, such as a photovoltaic solar power system or

a deployable antenna, will be of low-density construction (--10-5 g/em3), employ-

ing various light-weight materials. Among the candidate materials being dis-

cussed the emphasis is on polymeric materials (Kapton, Teflon, etc) ana compos-

ites (glass or graphite fibers in an epoxy matrix). Such dielectric materials

may be expected to undergo a substantial evolution in their physical properties,

including electrical characteristics, as a result of prolonged space environ-

mental exposure. The electrical properties, in particular, may be strongly

I' sensitive to environmental conditions (e.g. temperature), even at the outset,
and in some cases (e.g. for composites) remain to be more fully characterized.

This uncertainty and variauility in relevant material responses is a major
complicating factor in the prediction of spacecraft charging effects for an

energetic substorm environment, and provides the major impetus for this paper.
Namely, th_ intent is to explore the consequences for the attained equilibr_n

charging potentials of systematic variations in such material and exposure re-

lated quantities as photoelectric current, electron backscattering yield,

secondary electron yield from proton and electron bombardment, material resis- ,_
tivity, and substorm plasm_ temperature. To identify the impact of such v_ria-

tions in their full context, the analyses include uoth primary electror, and

proton cub'rents, together with all their secondary currents, as well as the

resistivity-dependent bulk leakage current. The importance of considering resis-

tivity variations can be _auged, for example, from Table l, in which the bulk re-

sistivity of Kapton and several @]asues is seen to change by 4-5 orders of math!-

rude in travevsing the temperature range 25 to 200°C,

The method of analysis utilizus (one-dimensional) Langmuir probe theory,

applied to the self-consistent search for the equilibrated _urface potential.

The geometry employed generally is that of a flat slab, although some explora-

tion is also made of a spherical or cylindrical collection surface. The slab
c,nlfiguratiou, in particular, is examined under conditions of both _il_le and

.[ouble sided exposure _.o the plasma charging currents, with one-sided so1:_r
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)_ii exp,,:un',,'in _otu,,L,ases. For sindle-slded ple.maa exposure, the unexposed _id,, is

h,,id u|ljl'o1'mly,it_a reference potential. The case, where the ,_fllielde,l:]Ido

,,:,l't'it,:_'in imlu'e:_sedpotential Kradlent and floats to yield a zero net ctu'r,mt

t,' |.lit" u'klku]od ;Illl'|'tLCO, ,_orresponds to tile inner covel' slide surl'aco t_f t_ :k,[:ll' I

til'_','LV tLIhl i:_ t'XtLllllllOtt ill a companion paper (Paper III-7, this eonl'ez'enee).

_ llt. [:._ n,d.ed that the shadowed slab side exposed to a substor_l [_I.al;IIRL Oall '

,i,'v,'l,'l_hit;h net;ativo potentials (tens of kilovolts) that, may easily exc,_,d the

,l[_,It,t,tt'iebl'eaktlownstrenc,th of thin sheets (see Table i). Tile analyses seek

t,, [,k,ntil'y possible adjustments in materials pararaeters thal,may prevent such
, ' XC _:*t,'d:.Ll 1C t_:I.

It.is also, re_O,ized that the analysis approach employed has limited valid-

ity% in partieuler it is not adequate for _escribing conditions near sp-lcecraft

ed<es, n_,l'does it consider the perturbation of particle trajectories that may
I lead t,,dit't'erenti_[clmrging. Nonetheless, it is felt that these sho1"tcom-

inca do not seriously distort the influence of tilevarious material responses
on tilecila1"t_'ingprocess tha_ is explored in this work.

PLASMA ORIGINATED CURRENTS

The large spacecraft is approximated by an extended slab, and a one-dimen-

:_ional Ms.xwell velocity distribution

1'(v)_exp(- my

i._ a,_mu_led for the substorm plasma particles. The _pacecrat't ran'face potmd i: I V
m,_,tJ t'ie_ the impinging charged particle distribution. '_

+ 'Phe incident plasm& electron current is ttlus p,pproximated (Ret'. i) by
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= (3!i3 + ()Y2) " s'2'i2 + (3y)i + y ) _erfc(y 5) re,' V > 0

= __s , and +
wht:re y] y_, Y5 = Yl Y2

m

Jb': = [¢'[o exp -- for V < O
kT s

= l_,l(,(1 +'1_._ ) ex t ['or Vs > 0 {
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_! Thi_ e×pl'e_;_i_-I ,_ften permit;; sepal'sting the backscatterlng efI_ect ,,ut hi tile am'tl- ._
ys[s, -1_ that a strai_:htforward rea_sossment of its contribution ca:, bc made aa ,_
more data become available.

The Leakage current is _pproximated by

J_-- ^Vs/R (0)

where R - p£ with p and £ representing., respectxvely the vo].tlieresistivity ,and

the ,.:l:tbwidth. Currents ,iswe].].'_sall associated quantities here _l'e given
.)

p<n" unlt al'ea (enf).

( PtIo'rOELECTRC_N YIELDS IN THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT

The photc_eieetron yield depends on the material work function and the

wi,lth alki peak of its ener£,y di_'tribution on the solar photon energy spectrum.
Spacecraft suri':_cosin the space _nvlrolmlent are, however, quickly contaminated

:__:'.dthe surface contamination tends to cause inelastic scattering of the photo-

excited electrons (Ref. ll).

The photelectrc_n ._:pectrumfrom such metL s as gold, aluminium, and stain-
loss _tee[ illthe space environment was observed to have an energy distribution

s]mil'ir to Ill:iti'ovm:uly nonmetal,J (l'ofexample graphite). The photoelectron

_*nerl',ydistribution in _,_enerlllhas s Gaus,_ian foi'I]i,peaking at I--2 eV and

t:Ll,t'i'inf_",,I'I"rapidly toward higher energies.

[n the _tbsence of ._comprehensive theory, on the basis of observed d:tt-i
the photoelccti'on eilei'gyE distr:',ution (normalized to I) produced by a phot<,n

o.c enordy ,L is determined by



!_:i_ Vtl]uen for o and E1, derivod from empirical dattl, _re
Aluminium Steel N_nmetal

t_1 2.84367 x 10-2 1.45236 x 10-2
0.292431

o -1.12782 x i0-2 2.59762 x 10-3 -8.82673 x 10-6
2

(_3 1.3235h x 10 -3 ..1.45428 x 10 .3 6.29027 x 10 -3

04 -'[.03183 x i0-5 3.56235 x 10-5 -1.59182 x i0-I+

E1 (eV) 5 2 3

The photoelectron yield per incident photon of energy _ is approximated by

4
Y(_) = k_p exp ( Z k n) for 5 <_ < 17 eV

n=0 n

(9)

= 0.193 for _ > 17 eV

where

k = 2.456 x 106 p = -249.871+

kI = i04.388 k2 = -7. 20837

k3 -4.30192 x 10-3= 0.276707 k)+ =

Since the shape of the yields is similar for most of the metal as we]] :_s

nonmetal cases, as discussed above, any desired adjustment can be made by modi-

fying the parameter k. The photoelectron yield energy distribution is now
determined by

Y(E, m) = Y(m) N(E,m) (iO)
I,

The continuous and discrete ,;olar photon intensity distributions (itt phot_,n:_/

cm'_mec'eV) are approximated by



I 1
i_ + 1.a,109 for15-_.<30°V 1

_ii Idiot 1011 !
= 2 x at _ _,i0.2 eV

I

i'!_ The totl%lphotoele_bron energy distribution in (cm see eV)"I thon is 1

:2 Y(E) - I(_)Y(_)N(E,_) d_ (121 I

:,:r ¢

."-- When tile spaeecra£t surface potential V is positive, photoelectrons _'equire an
_). s

i_ _ to overcome the potential barrier. The photoelectron culu'ent
energy E • eV s

( _f as a £unction of V an_ with a cut-off at E _- 30 eV, i.e.,
pe s

'_' ^ / 30
'3 Jpe (Vs) _" eY(m)dE (13)

e%"s

e exp[-h(eV ]- exp[-h(30-¢)2 ]
_. _ I(_)Y(_) s

- __ d_u1 exp[-h(_ - ¢._I

[,_ sh_,wn in Fit_. i. The J is nearly constant up to i eV, beyond which it
pe

+.:tpJd]y be_omes negligible as the positive sur£ace potent_al increases to a £ew
i [_V,

MODIFIED SECONDARY ELECTRON YIELD

The emission mechanism for secondary electrons by electron bombardlr.ent is

s[mJl'u" t,_ the case of photoelectrons. The shapes of the electron encF_y spec-

tra in bt_th cases are comparable with more than 80% of the secondaries emiLLed

at enerc,ies below 20 eV (Ref. 5). As the surface potenti:_l turns positive, the

secondal'y electl'on current thus becomes sensitively dependent on the ene,'g_'

distl'ibution, due to the potential barrier.

Thel'et'ove, from Eq, (h), the following simple app,'oximati_,n is "_dopt_,4 £oi"

the _'[e('tl'on-induced secondary electron energy spectl-[_u,

J (t;, E) _- 2JiJoF b_E exp(-bE) (]}:)eS

-I
utt_'_'c b_ O. _ (t+V) and e = kT. Tile integrated secondary cle_'t._'on ctt_'m,t+t, t,totli-

t't_,4 b,v puuitive surface potential V is
S
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0

i_I:

• j (£, Vs) _ 2JiJoF b2 .v, exp(-bE),_/'.'_ J d (15)s o sec

' V
s

whet'e, b_'e'ume of bt: >> I,

Jsec _ 2JiF(i + beV ) exp(-beV )s s

( SURFACE POTENTIAL IN THE DARK

As show_, in Fig. 2, a spacecraft in the dark is exposed to a substorm,

while its inner surface is maintained at the reference potential zero. The ex-

posed surface in the dark becomes negatively charged, with currents bein::

balanced by

J =J + + +J +J£e p Jes Jbs ps (16 )

Here, _'t,_modified hy the equilibrium surface potential V
s _

e o kT J

Jbs = _ J (baekscatter itlt-,c.urrent _e

J = J J (electron-induced secondary el octrun _'urr,_ntes so e

,!£ = --IVsl (leakage current)
R

J = _ J (proton-induced secondat'y eieet,r_ul c.t_ruent.)
ps p

iD why'm:

/]: J = 7.4 _ _ exy,

_. 111

_'u1 _ = , .!: is adopted For V < O.s
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Observation indicates that, while the energies of the substorm plasma I

particles are higher than in quiet _friods, their currents are reduced. The ._
_I

subs_orm electron current (in nA/cm 2) _i_pted in the analysis is approximated '_
(Ref.6) by

Jo = n=O_ An cn for 2 • z <..12 KeV 3

(].7)
= 0.5 for 12 Key • e

where A° = 2.30725 AI = -0.255535

( A2 = -2.34739 x i0"3, A3 = 1.79609 x i0-3

Ah = -7.26494 x 10"5, ¢ = kT

Eq. (16) gives

8 = I - J . [_.(I�e'Vs')g !
so kT

-- exp( ) (18 )
+ Jo

where 6" = 6(1 + ¢). In Fig. 3 A and B, respectively for the cases of g = 0
- and i, V is shown as function of surface potential 8 at various values of

electron temperature ¢ = kT and resistance R.

At g = O, "_ith a backscattering parameter 8 = 0.2, for example V _(-55,S

-36, -lh, -2) KV at ¢ = 25 KeY, and V _ (-17, -13, -7, -1.2) KV at c = i0 KeV,

15 i014,si013) n.respectively for R = (_, i0 , The corresponding surface i
potentials V at g = 1 with the same backscattering parameter 8 = 0o2 are V

S S

= (-33, -27, -13, -P) KV at ¢ = 25 KeY and Vs = (-I0, -9, -6, -i) KV at e i

= i0 KeY, respectively, for R = (-, 1015 lOlh, i013) _.

IAt high values of R, there is a large difference in V between the cases
s

g = 0 and i, indicatin,_ the possible extent of the geometric dependence of V . iS

For the case of g = ½, the corresponding Vs lies close to the midpoint between 1

the values for g = 0 and i. The high energy tail in the plasma electron dis- I
J

tribution helps at high R values to support surface voltages considerably higher 1

than the incident electron tempers' 'e (especially in the g = 0 case). _I

i . .. 718
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The relatlve magnitude of the various currents (in unit o£ .1 , l.e., ,_

Jl = Ji/Je ) in the approach t_, equ_ibri,un is compare, in F[t_. h, For ex:ml-

ple, for the ,_:aseof R = i015 £ and < = 15 KeV. Note that _t further h_p_her

Vs %he initially insignificant jp and Jps become inereasint:[y imp,_rtallt( ....pc- ._

cially at g = I), eventu_lly overtaking the other Ji'

14 5
The equilibrium reached at _'Ji= L for R = (i0 , 10] ) _, respectively, ii

yields

v = (-8.6,-15.5)Kv rot g = ]s

V = (-9.?, -2°) KV for g = 0s

showing an appreciable dependence of V on R and g. The strong dependences

of V on the resistivity is quite significant in view of the fact that R is as

sensitive function of temperature (see Table i) and the surface temperature can
undergo large variations.

Also the equilibrium surface potential V , if it ,'appears.'±crossa thin buts

high resistance material, may become sufficiently high to exceed the dielectric
strengths shown in the Table i. At low R, where the dielectric acts more like

a conductor, the leakage current depresses the surface w)itmge.

• Introducing a multiplier I flo'the plasma electron current

" J = I J (]9)
_" 0

1015_" the effect of current variation on V at E = £ is shown in Fig. 5 for the

case of g = O. At low energy, the effect of varying I is small but becomes

important at high energies.

SPACECRAFT POTENT]AL IN THE SUN

As shown in Fig. 6, the spacecraft is exposed to _ substorm on the sun
illuminated side, while the sh._dowel side is shielded and held at a reference

potential zero. The effective solar intensity is a function o£ the sun

angle 8, causing at large 8 a sli_',htmodification to the case of spacecraft in

the dark discussed previously. The sun exposure at small 8, however, becomes

sufficiently strong that the surface potential may become positive.

The low energ,y electrons (emitted with _n_,uffioien_ vertical velocity) are

trapped by' the positive potential b:trrier. Uccause m_fi of the _econdary and

photoelectrons ape oF low energies, :_very _ens]t[ve balane,c is estnbkished
e[ _eu-between the surface potent[:G [Lnd the c,ur_at ....'['hedeterminati_m ,f the '" •

rive currents ther requires a knowledge of the electron enerp_y distributioDs.
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-,- netditdblo. For R<_lO ]I _, tho surface potontla] V readily turn,q pos_t_lve.

For a t_.]ven II, the ei_foct]go _ a_ f_llietlon of V t;r_tdtla]ly becomes _ma]ler
,] .q

Itr') _{ t,_ keep Vs not:ntive,:, e,_;pooia]iy when _- ia h_g,h, k_ Jpe ineren._e.'_ beyond

a few tenths of llA/cm' , ht_wever, V is likely to turn positive. The _; - V

eurvea rapidly roach a plateau tts [V3 [ decreases, making the determinutiot_ _,f

-_ Lhe surf'ace potential as function of 8 there deMeate.
O

Relative strent-,th of the currents at c = ]5 KeV and J = 0.01 nA/cm *" in
pe

units of J = J exp(- elVsl/kT), i.e.,e o

(

Ji = Ji/Je

are shown in Figs. 9A and B, respectively, for R = i0 " and lO!3e. Note that,

especially at R = 101% fl, all currents are in t_e same order of magnitude near

equilibrium [By coincidence, Jpe _jp(g = O) here].
' The shifts in jp(g) and Jps(g) between the g = 1 and 0 cases are appreciable

j for R_IO 15 _. For R_IO 13, the difference in the currents between, the g = i

"' and 0 cases is small and thus ignored in the diagram.

For R_R c = 0(1017 _), the effect of j£ _s negligible and the material

: behaves as a perfect insulator (i.e., R = _). For R < R j increases steeplyc' k

" toward the equilibrium V , _nd, especially when 8 is low, J£ becomes significants

even at relatively high R. For E < 0(]0 9 _), the material practically behaves

as a COlld!letor.

Wnen V > O, wh_ le the primary plasma elec_,rous are accelerated towards

the spacecraft, the emitted electrons are retarded by the potential bat'rier.

Because of the _.ow energy of the secondary and photoelectrons, the baJancing of

the various currents for the positive V bys

a + -,T - J - ^ - J = 0 (;":,)e p_:, es p '_bs ps

becomes delicate, lleve, ,i aud .] n.re given, respectively, in E,.ls. (13) and
pe s

(15), "rod ,/ps cot'rest,,>lh|s to J_,s (and J'b:3) '

[4o][ir ]ll<'[dellCC_ here ];_ :ts:nmted to be nearly verI:,ic&l, el.IlL| tlt(' phot<;elee-
n

tt'iC ctlt'l'ellt iS llorlllLtlii;_ad _O appr,,,:im;lt,A.y L.5 rA/cm' at :;el'o :'tll'l':tct' p(_t.ellt]a].
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Reduction or' the solar intensit N with an iner_aned sur,-angle maN eause the

spacecraft to become negatively eha,rged, a_ d_seussed above. Because el'

IoVsl/kT<<I here, possible geometric effects in the electron attraction to the

surface %_e neg]_g_ble.

F_n' R = 109 g_, the J£ becomes significant and increases rapid]y with Vs.

The equllibri1_ sue'face potentials are thus small (Vs = 0.92 V and 0.8 V at,

KT = 15 KeV, rczpectively, z'or the I = ? and 2 cases), and_ in approaching

equilibrimn, tae currents other than J£ are nearly constant.

At low R, the J£ thus becomes the controlling factor in the determina-

tion of Vs . The effective Vs as a function of c and R are shown in Fig. i0,

again with 8 = 0.2 and Jpe(Vs = O) = 1.5 nA/cm 2 (the solid and dotted lines

are, respectively, for the I = 1 and 2).

The V is not much affected by the variation of R from l0II to lO15 g.s

Below lOlO _, however, decreases in R give rise to a progressively stronger re-

duction in the effective V . Note also that as expected, the V for a given
S S

R is a decreasing function of average plasma electron energy e, although the

dependence is relatively weak.

SPACECRAFT TOTALLY IMMERSED IN A SUBSTORM

The case of a slab configuration spacecraft totally inmersed n a sub-

storm environment in the earth's shadow is similar to that of a spacecraft

slab of infinite resistance unilaterally exposed to the substorm in the dark.

With suu exposure on one side (see Fig. ll), however, a potentiel difference

develops between the two surfaces.

If the incident solar intensity is weak, due to a large sun angle 0, the

two surface potentials V.L and V2 remain negative. When the solar exposure be-

comes sufficiently strong, the illuJninated side potential V1 turns positive,

while tne dark side potential V2 remains neg_tive at large values of the bulk

resistant ° M but eventually may turn positive for small H. The potential dif-

t',_rencebetween the two surfaces induces _ leakage cureent J£.

-7
2 0
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First, cc_nlder the _ase of V!,2_O, by writing

Mi,2 _ - Vl,2 (23)

The expliclt _ur_.entbal%neo equations to be zlmu!ta:mou_ly solved are

RJ kT
0

[( ( II| Jpe �r,1 + + 1 + - 11 x_ - -- + exp - = 0
7-- _--TI kT " kT I kT lJ

O

where q = 1 - 8 - Jso' _ = _(i + #), and g is the geometric configuration

parameter.

For the case of M1 = 0, the above relations are simplified to

-- = J - _* 1 + (25A)

M2
=-- + Jo(n- _*) (25B)

(Jpe)c R

Note that (Jpe)c is the value of Jpe needed to raise the surface potential V1
to zero.

The M2 is determined by solving Eq. (25A) as function of E = kT, and the re-

sults are shown in Fig. 12 for the cases of various values of R and 8 = 0.2.

The corresponding critical photoelectric current (Jpe)c is in turn determined by
Eq. (25B) as shown in Fig. 13. The impact of the geometric parameter variation

from g? = 1 to 0 is generally negligible with low R but b_comes not_cable for

R_IO 15 _ as shown in Fig 13 and especially in Fig. 12.

When eMp/kT<<l, Eq. (25A) is reduced to
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/, 1

!i

f lh_? l el_ttion i : t til't, het? s]mpliliod for' (R,I )_±o >>e(ri + g<_)/kT t,,

!i) II _ Pdo(,_ - _) ',77)

i:- WtlOl'O 14,, ii_]W |ll:'i!<JlllOf, I_l',q_l|'t[_JlitZ] t,o I_,

'Pn,: II i_ i ii, l,,pori_h__lll, d' [4 but, I_ n. l'ulmbioI_ of < .'_nd _ l'om h_'", _ 07

. ll,,i?!{}ie, M,, in b'iF.. 1.2 v,'m_[.qhos rtLpl,l]y r_,] ,: doo]'or_::_,,?;; I,o-

_[tl.l'[[ !'1-I t';,)V, ill titli_1, ] :"_ (,II_c) c IS ,. <(n be _i.pll_'(mcll l',ll_i,I]y n. Iim]l. illt< v#,,]li,;-q

'Y
a.'l tt de.L]t'Om_1{_u t,O l,hc clt'ticl' oF I(Y ]-[ ._ (whot'e I;}to gpproxima.tioll (27) be(_o,lle0 F, ,_,l)

-_ ( 'rod 'd,:_., I_> ,l._rcm_e :_t,,:uply bowta'd _i. _ K_V. This 0ht_l'ticterist]e is ex-• . <,

";.._ pecbed, bee:mac bhc (Jpe)c determined the:Pc by Eq. (25B) bec,,mes (in conJ_uicl, lon
wit;h (27)) pr'_pol'l.i.onaL _o zl- g.'_ and inde¢,endent of R.

:: As Lhe mmtodLf_ed Jpe axeeeds (Jpe)e, the stm exposed ._:.Ldeb_comes positive.

The low energy elect_'ons in the secondary and partictilarly in [,he photo<_Icct_-i(.

currelibs on tills side are then trapped by the motential barrier a,s discussed

previously.

',/hi.Le V1, _ < O, th_ Eqs. (2.4) a_'e served 1"0_'th_ rmrface p_tentia] ML, 2

: - Vl,2, wJth ibs do'_espon, iing leakaga C;il'l'e_l_ J_, = (M[_ - MI)/R. When ttm

sun exposed slate becomes positively charged (i.e., V I = b'lI > u#, while the

" shadowed side remains ne_,atively charged, (_.e., V 2 = - M<_ <. 0), the c'ot'_'e-: [" - _±

sponding equati,ms become

MI + M2 - /ip,? + J + + J _" exp( -_ ) - (I +-'
R es Jbs o ;!kT RT )

r -..4._ ,:,M.:, g ]

= ,so - <.x.(l )k,r (:,a)

[[_'_'_9_ bc?c_lus_ el' [,|lt_ 7"cirri, iv,:2 sm_]_kllet3s oi' J t)l, bh(_ :-;lJ.tt t3x[ll,_e,I t_.it];) (W},_,-,]I[i
• ,_-nblal), _t _impl_ 't,plu'o.xh_l:tl, ioi_ <_' ,_,;,is at :_ vet'y low po'._tiv, 2 *.mt'l't_cm p,-', " " ' '

[:; :t,d_pt<'d. Pie" int('<l'td, c_, J told ,'1 :lt'c <[vcrl, !','::,,ecl, iv.'ly, i'z l';_l_:, k i';]
I)_ c :]

an,i (l'?).
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; The Vl, 2 as function of Jpe(Vs = O) are ShOWn in Figs. lh_ and B, re-

_j_eetively, for the ca_es of H = 1015 and i0I0 _, with B = 0.2. For R_IO II _,

i__< V_V_ _ in the domain of Jpe(Vs = O) where Vl < O. _'

The effect of changing the geometric parameter g from I to 0 is ap-

parent only when leVsl/kT is compara%ively large, as seen from the figures.

i Note, however, that as VI rapidly turns positive while leaving the magnitude

o[' the negative V2 large, the resulting large potential difference between the

il i two surfaces produces a correspondingly large leakage current J_. This large J_

then negates the relative importance of the effect of the shifts in J and J
p ps

( _ due to the variation in g, even if leV I/kT is not small. !

I For Jpe 'i = 0 VI = V2 < 0, which, as stated above,corresponds to the sur-

face potential of an isolated (i.e., R + _) spacecraft slab unilaterally ex-

posed to the substorm in the dark (see previous, section and Figs. 3A and B).

A_ Jpe increases, V1 rises rapidly to become positive at (Jpe)c (see Fig. 14)

and quickly reaches a plateau value o_ a few to several volts.

This is due to the low energy of the secondary and especially photoelectrons,

r_zulting in a rapid increase in the current attenuation when the surface po-

tential turns positive sad begins to rise.

The value of the bulk resistance R primarily affects V2. For R = 1015 _,

_ because the leakage current J£ is relatively small, V2 remains essentially the

" s_me throughout the variation of Jpe(Vs = 0), while VI increases rapidly and

turns to stabilize at a small positive value.

When R is reduced to i0I0 G, because of the large leakage current J£, V1

increases sad turns positive at relatively slower rate than for R = lO 15 _,

while V2 keeps increasing and may change sign to become positive, especially

in the low E domain.

For a given Jpe(Vs = 0), V1 and V2 are, respectively, an increasing and

decreasing function ef R, while both V1, 2 are decreasing functions of Jo' I_

a typical substorm environment, the sun exposure may turn both V1, 2 positive

for e < 5.3 KeV and (in general) R < lOlO _. The positive excursion of VI and V2

is restricted to a few volts.

/;
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I SJMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary objective of this paper has been to describe the dependenceof the charging process for dielectric surfaces on the various material response

characteristics. This was done with the intent of exhibiting the ranges of

magnitudes over which certain materials parameters either have a significant

influence on the charging process or contribute on?j w_akSj to the charging

levels attained. For this purpose it was important to include in the analysis _]

all the currents involved in the equilibration of the charging potential, ii
Where possible the material dependence of these currents was described by vari-

ables to facilitate parametric excursions. The main areas treated in the anal-

( yses and the chief conclusions derivable from the results are as follows:

The influence of bulk resistance on the charging potential was analyzed

parametrically for R.>>IOIO. The results show that for the lowest part of this ii

resistance 2a_e the leakage current becomes a dominant factor in the equili-
bration process. For high resistance values the shadowed side of a dielectric ]
slab in a subztorm environment can develop a large negative potential. In _

'!
this case the otherwise relatively insignificant plasma proton current and its

i secondary electron current may assume a dominant role in preventing further

'4

. growth of the negative potential. In view of the conspicuous dependence of _I
z

equilibrium potentials on dielectric resistivities, the large variability of i_
resistivity values for important candidate materials makes the prediction of

charging potentials problematic. Also, for dielectric materials of a few mils
thickness, such as Kapton sheets, the potential differences developed are fre-
quently sufficient to produce dielectric breakdown. Repeated breakdown in turn

_! may lead to progressive changes in resistivity. _

For a sheet of dielectric material the equilibrium potential Vs on the j

sun-illuminated side tends to saturate for J _l nA/cm 2. The saturation V
=_ pe s

is a few volts positive and depends on_r weakly on kT. The largest effect on '.

/ V is in the range 0 - 0.5 nA/um 2, where V moves from large negative (kV) val-
s s

ues to small positive values. This dynamLc behavior is iaportant in sun-angle

_ variations and terminator crossings. If the bulk resistance of the _beet is

[] large, the _hadoved side potential settles at a large negative value; however,

for a sufficiently low resistance ('-lO lO ohm-cm 2) both sides may become posi-

:.... tire.

: An analysis of the sensitivity of the charging process to the value of the

backscattering yield 8 shows the following trend: If 8 is significantly larger

than 0.2, then at lower substorm plasma temperatures (e.g. kT_5 keV), even a

shadowed surface may turn positive. However, for large kT (> i0 keV) the in-

becomes prcgressively weakerfluence of B on the attained surface potential Vs
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Table 1 EIo_rioal Chmlctsristics of 8eleoted Dielectrics

.......... DIeLECT.ICST.ENQTH
, , ,VOLUME,,R,E,_;ISTIVITY(n,CMI , , (VOLTS/MILl

TEFLON FEP 1018 125-1750C1 8-103 10.6MILl - 4-103 14MILl

KAPTON 1018 126°C1- 10t4 1200°C1 7-103 1t M,L) - 4.8-103 13MILl

_" BOROSILICATEGLASS 6-1013 (28°C) - 6-109 (20O°CI 1.104 - 2.104

FUSEDSILICA 1018 (2rCJ - 5-1013 (200°CI 1-104 - 2-104

SODALIME GLASS 1011"12§°C1- 6-107 1200°C1 1.104 - 2.i04

!

r

:i

!
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i STABLE DIELECTRIC CHARGEDISTRIBUTIONSFROM FIELD ENIiANC_MENTOF SECONDARY EMISSION*

James N. Roblnaon

_: The Pennsylvania State Univo_sity

(
, :'_leemission of secondary electrons from dielectrics is subject to

numerous effects of electric field which are experimentally difficult .to
control. Measurements have bee_ reported using pulse techniques such that
local flelds do not build to significant levels, but measurements with fields
present are also of interest. This paper describes a _peclfic series of
n|easurementsunder controlled conditions and examines their implications in
terms of fields, magnitude and angle, near the dielectric surface. The
measurements were made for a charged fluorlnated-ethylene-propylene surface

• near a grounded aluminum half-round resting on the surface. The geometry
produced a stable surface-charge gradient being controlled by a strongly
enhanced secondary emission for which a model is constructed. Observations

_, of surface flashovers under various condltlons confirm the predictions o£
some scaling exercises.

-'_ INTRODUCTION

When a dielectric-metal interface is exposed to an electron beam, the
dielectric surface becomes negatively charged (at least if the beam energy
exceeds a few kilovolts) and potential gradients are established near the
interface which is held at ground potential. Previous studies of the charge

! distribution and the associated potential contours are reported in reference
1 which describes the method of _easurlng the charge distribution and some
typical results. Some distributions _re more stable than others with
stability expressed in term of the pcobabillty of flashover, a transient
discharge where the accumulated charge is cleared from the dlelectrlc surface.
This paper examines the charge transfer processes near an Interface so as to
identify characteristics of a stable d£vtrlbutlon of charge. The dielectric
is a O.127-mm (5-mil) sheet of fluorlna_ed-ethylene-propylene with a metal
backing.

The importance of secondary emission was emphasized in reference l, yet
at the time of that writlng, pertinent data had not been attained. Summarized
in figure I is a series of measurements (ref. 2) of secondary emission in the

_'rhlswork was supported by the IlatlonalAeronautics and Space Administration
u,der _rant NSG-3097.
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i,_:_, pr_sQnee of a nor0mt field. These shaw that emission differs from the
c conventional, zero-field, charac_eristic (ref. 3). The field increases the

_ critical p .entlai (upper unity-c;oasing point) and thus reduces the steady
Q-

.... _i s_ata surface potential in a monoanergetic electron beam. Thio trend ts
! _!:_5 consistent wt,th the towering whtch is observed near an interface but the

I_ observed lowering exceeds that attributable to normal electric fields. In the
vicinity of the interface are found tangential as welt as normal field com-
ponents and, though the effect of tangential fields has not been measured, it
is surmised that they account for the discrepancy.

b particular measured charge dtstrtbutlon is chosen as a reference data
set and from this the equipotential lines and fields near the interface are
calculated. Effects of perturbing or scaling this reference data set are

i ( examined and the critical potential for secondary emission ic related to
,. surface fields. _rom observations that microscepic structures trigger flash- !

overs_ one conLtrms the scaling predictions.

: i

CALCULATING POTENTIAL PROFILES
i

From a measured distribution of potential ot_ the surface of the
dielectric, the equipotential curves and fields were calculated above the

_' surface. The calculation depend=_ of course on the nature of the interfacei which, for this discussion, is formed by placement of a half-round grounded

! As a first step in the calculation, the geometry was transformed by the
; conformal mapping U-. Z + 1/Z such that the surface became a plane. A Green's

._"_ _ntegral (ref. 4) was employed to generate values of potential and field above
_ the plane and then the results were mapped back to the original geometry for

display. This process, as described in reference 2, was implemented by

piecewise-linear function. Because of this approximatlon, some irregularities
in field data were observed, especially near the vertices of the piecewise-

_' linear function Also the influence of a ground plane placed several centl-

'_'i!, meters above the specimen was ignored. The calculational procedures were

organized in two ways, one being to generate displays of equlpotentlal
i contours and the other _o tabulate surface fields at the midpoints between

verticeS. The latter output was used by an Iteratlve program which sought to

i! find a surface potential distribution that satisfied some criterion placed on

the s_rface fields.

_ SURFACE MODELS

Charge does not reside precisely at the surface of the dielectric but
°_ rather in layers slightly below the surface. Katz et al (ref. 5) describe

_ a buried electron layer and an electron depletion layer close to the surface, i
_, The electrons are buried, because of their impact energy, at several hundred
•' angstroms yet secondaries escape from nearer the surface. Field patterns may

be represented crudely by assuming discrete charge layers as sho_m in _Igurc 3.
_.
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!
_ It The weakest fields are thoHe outside tile. d!al.eetr!e yet they aid seeQadary ,_-,

[ emission as do the fields Just below tl_a surface, itowever should the

_tli external fields be reverso4l ill direction, _hough wuak they would stifh,
"_ emission of secondaries, Thl_ is becauflo secondaries are omitted wl4h low

? kinetic energies, their range in dieJ.actrie being at moat a few a,_tsatrom_l.
Fields tangential to the surface will be the flame on el'-her flldo of the ,h

surface and they wlll often exceed the normal, extc't_mi fleld comporte_t. Whll_, A

realizing that the internal fields ate perhaps 10 times as lar-ge we find that :i
external normal f_elds 3 kV/mm slgnlflcancly Infl,uencc sec.,ndary e_.qsion.

Because of the equality of tangential fields, the aiding st'ns, of ti,e i,,!.-r.al
normal field, attd the dominance of the external field, the dioltetric t:_

modelled simply as a surface c.harge sheet.

Near Interfaces, equlpotentlal llnes are ,early normal to the surface
such that electrons are accelerated nea_ly parallel to the surface. An

emitted secondary may, in travellng a few micrometers, galn enough energy to

cause addlt4ona] secondary emission. If it strikes the surface wlth a

grazing angle It is an efficient producer of secondaries. When field l!_es

are nearly parallel to the st_rface we thus find an efficient mechanism #._r
electron emis_o,_..'A quantitative description of how vangential fields _.ff_ect
secondary production is not available but nevertheless certain aspects of the

phenomenum are indicated in the analyses which follow. The term, _,cont[_?e
emission, is used here to include the effects of avalanching s_ ' ,_. a g/v_'_

primary may have a widespread effect on charge distrlbt,_$oo. _ardless of

the process, a steady state is gained when at all poi_t:_ :_harges emitted
balPnce charges received.

STABLE CIlARGE DISTRIBUTION

Shown in figure 4 i.s a piecewlse linear representation of experimental

data for a half-round radius of 1.2 mm. Experimental resolution was no better

than 0.5 mm so that some liberty has been taken to form this representation.
Data has been smoothed. When this data set is used i,_ the routine which

generates equipotential lines, results are a._ shown in figure 5. The figure
is taken as a reference for later simulations and it represents _ sizable
interface configuration. Several features are noteworthy. As surface
potential approaches zero the equlpotentials become more nearly normal to the

surface such that secondary emission increases, biore specifically we would

say that the critical point shifts to higher voltages, approaching 20 kV at
the Jnterface. Furthermore the equipotentiats become more closely spac._d;
tangential fields approach 50 kV/mm such that bulk conductiol_ may be
significant. If the inclination angle 0 is defined as the angle between the
surface and the equipotenttals, then its variation with pete.tin1 (fig. 6)
summarizes the surface conditions.
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SIMULATIONS _

I Although experimental data are crucial for explaining interface
phenome_ta, they are obtained only with ,_substantial time [t_ve_tmont and

obtainable. Several important features have evolved from the simulatlons
conducted.

One of the easle_t exercises was to assume the same surface potential

i distribution in the presence of smaller half-rounds. Results for a 0.24-mmradius are compared with the reference condition in figure 6. Wi_h the same

" " distribution and a smaller half-round the angles are greater and the distribu-

tion of charge is not expected to be in steady state. Rather the charge

distribution wil I shift toward a new equilibrium in a manner to be determined.

Whereas figure 6 was drawn for a given surface potential near different

sizes of half-round, it may jus£ as well represent scaled surface potentials

near half-rounds of the Same size. When such an interpretation is used wc

conclude that a steeper gradient corresponds to lesser angles. If now we
• reconsider our reference distribution near a half-round of reduced size, we

_. expect the potential gradient to increase and the angles to relax toward the

reference case.
,

- Asst_ing that, when the half-round is made smaller, the charge

dlStribatlon becomes steeper, we may anticipate a hlgh-field limit where
stable conditions no longer exist, This may also be argued another way. The

equipotential lines of figure 5 may be scaled a,cng with the half-round and

no changes in potential or angle will be perceived though electric fie]ds will

change inversely with dimensions. Expermentally we have tested two conflgu-

rations that by this scaling procedure would produce fields much higher than
:_, the reference case. For one of the tests, a .25-mm (lO-mil) wire was lald

across the surface of an otherwise stable system. For _he other a slit was

cut in the dielectric and conductive epoxy was forced from the underside

through the sllt to form a bead somewhat resembling a half-round. We have

found that neither configuration allows formation of a stable charge. Flash-

overs occur at relatively low voltages during the charging process and f.ll

charge at 20 kV is never reached. It is significant to note that when epox),

was applied and hardened before the sllt was cut, the distribution near the
!? slit was stable.

One might argue that if secondary emission is a highly sensitive

function of 0 near 9 = 90° then for a stable configuration 0 will be within

perhaps a few degrees of 90 for most of the range of potentials, On this

basis one could let 0 be 90° as a first approximation and calculate what tb_

charge distribution must be for this condition to hold. Pusslbly figure 6

is very sensitive to experimental errors and should be discounted. This

possibility was tested by programming an iteratlve routine which shifted the

data points of figure 4 until all points (but one) of figure 6 were within

4 degrees of 90, The potential distribution attained in this way is compared

with the reference distribution in figure 4. The discrepancy between the
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curvL, s is st, vor:il t imos what can be nttrtbuted-to experimental errors and ,_
thus the :_;m1,_l,lIon 0 = ,):_°is :mr a good one. Another trial requiring that

0 _- R(_'_ led to similar r_sul.t,_. The angle O is not constant but decreases as
sur face pot entia I. i,_crcas_,_,

I".quipotentlal curw:s are shbwn in figure 7 for the assumed cotditton
that fields will by tau_:vnttal to the surface. The somewhat plausible
ar_;umc,_t in snpport of tangential fields is rebuffed by comparison with the
experimental data reprt, st,n|ed in figure 5. In figure 7, the curve for -1 kY
is _;ot normal as are tl_e others. Though an attempt was made to force con-
fortuity, the i-terative computation became unstable and the effort was
ahaudoned.

( PIIYSICAL IHPLICATIONS
#

From the preceding material, a model of the secondary emission

characteristics emerges. Assumptions are made that the steady state potential

corresponds to the condition of a unity secondary emission coefficient, that
the secoudary critical voltage is a unique function of field strength and

angle, and eqnlva[e:_tly Lhat secondary as_al.anchesare relatively Insignifi-

:. cant. All illustra.tions are based on 20-kV electron fluxes so that, in a
steady sta'e, surfa_-e voltage V and crlttcal voltage V are related by

s C

Vc-Vs=20. In a transient situation the equality is violated yet it is assumed.

ueverthe|ess that

V = f (E,__)
c

wl_cre the futlctEon of field strength E and 0 is still considered to exist.

If 2(}+ V is less than V , e'lectrons wilt arrive with some energy less thans c

the critical value and the surface will lose charge until a steady state is
attained. If 20 + V is higher, charge will acctlmulate. From an assumed

perturbatiot_ ia a pote_tEal distribution changes In E and 0 can be found.
• For stabi.lity the corrcspondlug change in V must be of the proper potarlty

' ,and thus constraints are placed ouf. c

---_ii1__/' Perturhations are represented as lateral displacements of the reference
¢ data points shown [n figure 4. Each point Is thus identified with a given

V _ttlt[a wtriable coordinate. Tile perturbation illustrated here consists of

expanding the referc,_ce distrihutton by 25 percent while holding the half-

iI round ,'o,staut. Using changes iu E m_d 0 we may calculate AV in terms of

the partial derivatives fi,'. and fo: c

;\V = fE A[" + AO

i! c fo
For re._toratiou of the reference distribution, cilarge m_tst accumulate on

the surfact, and co_Isequently the following condition must he met',

t
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;i

Vc - Vs < 20 or AYc < 0

Anticipating that both fE and _ a_ positive, we require that [E AE

i be the dominant term.

A possible function f(g,8) is shown in figure 8 alon_ with the reference
data from figure 6. I; is drawn so that the partial derivatives are positive

_,: and so that it conforms to the reference distribution. It is notable that

!_ the Slope of the constant-E lines must be less than the slope of the reference :
_= curve if fE is to be positive. Otherwise the slope is not clearly specified.
_,- The function is shown to decrease as 8 increases beyond 90 ° because the :

_ normal field component opposes secondary emission. Focusing our attention on
the point at V - -7, We may estimate partial derivatives to be

( s

!_ fe = 0.06 kV
:).

i? - 0.141
At this point the perturbation produces changes of AE = -3.37 kV/mm and
A8 = 1.19 °. The change AV then has the value -0.4 kV Which is of the desired

C

_ polarity. For the function illustrated in £1gure 8, the values of _Vc ar_ all_ negative and the assumed perturbation should relax toward the reference !
_ _ condition. Details are shown in Table I. This function cannot be used as.a

quantitative representative of secondary emission characteristics because it
is not Sufficiently supported b_ data. Rather it is a qualitative model
which suggests how a greater data base might be used in developing an accurate
description.

&

When 8 iS near 90 °, the occurrence of avalanches may disallow the use
'= of f (E,O) as a representative of critical voltage. The size (< 0.i mm) of

this region precludes using the experimentat procedures of reference 1 to
attain more detailed information. Consequently any use of.the model near 90°
is highly speculative. HoweVer for lesser angles, secondary electrons have
little probability of returning to the dielectric surface and the concept of
critical voltage is Justifiable. Further experimentation should provide a
detailed description of f(E,O).

EXPERIMENTALDETAILS

In ell cases where ffashover probability was high, the cause of
flashover could be ascribed to some fine detail in the interface. Nhen care
was taken to avoid or remove the causative feature, then surface charge dis ....
tributlons stabllzed. Several examples are described in this section. :

A stable distribution was attained by covering the dielectric sheet with ,
a metal aperture piate having a thickness of I to 1.5 mm. Occasional flash-
overs were accompanied by light flashes on the edge of the hole cut i, the
plate. As time passed, flashovers became less frequent because, it is
presumed, the rough spots on the edge were eroded, After extensive exposure
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i_+_ co beamsof high flux, the dielectric surface,Bwere found tobe coated near _the interface with a nonconductlve-whltlsh substance thought to be aluminum ._
oxide. Figure 9 is a microphotograph _llustratlng the deposit. _

i
_hen an aperture plate was cut in half and assembled by butting edges,

flashover probability wag high unless care was taken to align the joints
properly. When assembly was sloppy, light flashes at the Joint accompanied
the flashovers.

Half-rounds were inserted and clamped between the halves of split _
aperture plates. The charge distributions Were stable except for possible

Joint effects. HoWever when a fine wire was used instead of a half-round, the
wire became the cause of flashovers.

Several specimens were prepared with slits or punctures which exposed ,i
the underlying ground plane through the dielectric sheet. When the underlying

conductive coating was _onded with conductive epoxy to a rigid metal sub-
strate, the cutting of slits or holes did not, at first, cause flashover rates

to become high. Yet as these specimens aged, flashovers became more frequent.
_ Light flashes concentrated on specific spots along the slits, the repetitive

_ discharges eroded dielectric, and the spots became trigger points for dis-

, charges One such spot formed at the end of a slit as illustrated in figurei

10.

When a sllt was cut before the epoxy and backing plate were applied, the

epoxy oozed through the sllt and formed a bead on the exposed surface of the

epoxy. This configuration was unv_able from the beginning.

:_ CONCLUDING REMARKS

MeaSured surface potentials near dlelectrlc-metal interfaces provide a

b_slS for the modelling of secondary emi_slon phenomena reported here.
Measurements of secondary emission from the dlelectrlc show that normal

electrlc fields increase the critical vOltage, that point where the emission
roefficient is unity. Assuming that, for steady state, the coefficient is
unity under all field conditions we then calculated the critical voltages

at the various values of field magnitude and angle represented by the measured
di_tribution. A model, based on this limited dataj shows that critical

voltage increases with both the field magnitude and the angle between the sur-
face and equipotential lines. Scaling exercises predict increasing field

strengths as the size of a ground strip is reduced. Corresponding experiments
_. show tha_ surface charge dlstrlb._tlons become less stable.
• !

I!
i:_ i_
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TABLE I - THE CHANGE AV CORRESPONDING TO AN ASSUMED PERTURBATION

C

% Reference Change
._ Potentlal ............
. E .... 8 AE Ae fE fe dVc,,,, ,, _

kV ky/m degrees kV/n_ degrees , mr, kV kV

- 1 48.17 105,44 -9.67 0.26 ......

- 3 32.73 81.13 -6.63 0.55 0.11 0.06 -0.70

- 5 26.71 64.47 -5.50 0.76 O.11 0.06 -0.56

- 7 15.69 50.44 -3.37 1.19 0.14 0.06 -0.40

- 9 9.01 45.25 -2.06 1.91 0.3 0.06 -0.50

-11 5.68 45.55 -1.35 2..73 0.6 0.06 -0.65
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SECONDARYEMISSION EFFECTS ON SPACECRAFTCHARGING:

ENERGYDISTRIBUTION CONSIDERATIONS

N. L. Sanders and G. T. Inouye
TRWDefense ond Space Systems Group

SUMHARY

Calculations of the floating potential V of a spacecraft in geosynchro-
nous qrbits often lead to multiple voltage root solutions to the current balance
equation (Ji(V) - Je(V) + Js(V)+ Jscat(V) = 0) For the ion, electron, secondary
emission and backscattered currents. The multi-valued solutions result from the
double-valued nature of the incident electron energy when expressed as a Func-
tion of secondary electron yield.

_ We have examined the conditions under which multiple valued solutions occur

by computing the floating potential of an isolated eclipsed surface on a geo-
synchronous orbit spacecraft. Two different surface materials were considered,
aluminum with an oxide coating and BeCu (activated). Several different approxi-

_ mations for the electron spectra duri_g a geomagnetic substorm were t,sed.

The result of the study Indicates that If the Incident electron flux has a
Haxwellian energy distribution, the ratio of the secondary emitted current to
the incident electron current is independent of the spaCecraft potential. In
this case a single valued solution to the current equation occurs. Howe.rer, lf
the electron spectra can be described by the sum of two Maxwell ian energy dis-
tributlons then either multiple potentials or a single small positive or a

- single large negative potential can occur. Under certain conditions the nature
of the solution can change from positive to negative to multiple by making rel-
atively small changes in the incident electron spectrum shape. In this case of
variable spectral shape large temporal changes in potential of a space,raft sur-
face in eclipse Gould occur during a geomagnetic substorm.

I NTRODUCTION

In the early 1970's, plasma clouds containing kilovolt electrons were ob-
, served In the magnetosphere at synchronous latitudes (ref. I) resulting in the

chargeup of spacecraft to thousands of volts potential. Since then numerous
calculations of the floating and differential potential of a spacecraft in geo-
synchronous orbit (refs. 2, ), 4, 5) and in the Jupiter environment (refs. 6
and 7) have been performed. More recently it has been shown that the spacecraft
current balance equation can have multiple solutions yielding two stable and one
unstable solution for the floating potential of the charged up spacecraft (ref.
_). Multlple roots are a consequence of secondary emission from the surface.
They can occur when the maximum value of the secondary electron fractional yield
6max is greater than one.
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"..If ,n this paper we have examined some of the condltlon_ under which multiple ._
s_l_e_ions to the current balance equation can _ccur. We have assumed that the ,_

: ' _pacecraft surface In question is in eclipse and Is spherically _ymmetrlcal and
i<: Ii that [he -_pectrum of the ambient electron flux could b_ d_scrihed by one or two

Maxwelllan energy distributions.

COHPUTATIONS

To determ;ne the current-voltage characteristics one must balance the cur-
rent to the spacecraft, If Jnet Is the i_et current to the spacecraft, then in
the steady state

Jnet = Je (V) " JI(V) - Js(V) - Jscat(V) = 0 (I)

where the J'._ are the voltage dependent current densities for electrons, ions,
secondary electrons and back scattered electrons, respectively. The current
density for electrons that can be described by a single Maxwellian energy dis-

tribution is given by Je(V) = Joe exp [eV/kT] for electron_ incident on a neg-
atively char!led surface.

In the case of ions, we have used the same assumptions as Prokopenko and
Laframboise (ref. 4), i.e., that the ion flux is Maxwellian with an ion temper-
ature of one kilovolt and that the ratio of ambient ion to electron current

densities Joi/Joe = 0.025. With these assumptions the ion current den.sity in
the attractive case (i.e., positive ions incident on a negatively charged sur-
face) becomes

Ji = .025 Joe (I-V) (2)

where V is in kilovolts.

In order to compute the secondary electron current it was assumed that
the fractional yield, 6(E), as described by Sternglass (ref. 8) could be approx-

. imated by the difference of two exponentials, i.e.,

(e-E/a -E/ba(E) = c - e ) (3)

lo compute the constants a, b and c, equation (3) was compared to the Sternglass
relation for the Fractional yield

, .2 (E/Emax)1/2

6(E) = 7.4 ,c (E/Ema x) e (4)' _max

t

!{'
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,. The values of _ffh_x and E_a x for the materials used in the study w_,re taken frt_,l i_

_ the table in reference 1t. A comparison of the _(E) obtaln_,d fr_t the, two r_,la o, tion_ for an aluminum _urfa_:e I_ _hown in figure I. In the ca_(, _)f alumim,_
: _ the Sternglass expre_sion can be fit to the dlfferencc_ of lw_) exp(me_llial_ for-

_ Incident HaxwelJian Electron Flux

If the incident electron flux Is Maxwelllan then lhe current ¢_ntlnuity
equation has at most one root Jnet(V) = 0 This can be seen hy compuling the,| • ?,

secondary emission current density from

( Js = Joe 6(E+eV) ekT (I +-e-_) dE (5)

eV

Using equation (3) for 6(E) one finds

eV eV

71 ' ' t---('oe (1 + k_)2 (l + kT)2 oe

so that the secondary emission factor S defined by

_, J /J - s = c (6)

s e (! + ?)2 (1 + ?)2

is independent of V. Therefore the current continuity equation can be written
as

°: Ji(V) - Je(V) (I-S) = 0 or

.025 J (I-V) - J eev/kT (I-S) = 0
oe oe

"' for a np.qatlvely ch_'lrged ._urfaco• Since S Is a constant, equation (5) he;. _.,!t
one root.
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_'L Incident Electron Flux Described by Two Haxwelllans _
• The synchronous orbit electron flux during a substorm Is not always well'_),,

_ described by a single Maxwelllan. We have therefore also examined the multi-

root nature of the current continuity equation in the case where the Incidentelectron flux Is more appropriately described by two Ha_elllan energy dlstrI-

-t butions. In this case the curren.t continuity equation Can be written as

=' = (V) (I-S I) -J (V) (I-S 2) = 0 (8)
:: Jnet Ji (V) - Jei e2

_,: ( This equation has more than one root only if (I-S I) and (I-S 2) have opposite
:_ ' polarities. The cond=tlons on Jnet, Sl and $2 for a single positive, single
-_ negative or multiple roots are shown in table !3

SYNCHRONOUSORBIT STORMSPECTRA

. As an application of the above we have computed the current-voltage char-
acteristics For two different surface materials exposed to the storm electron

" spectra for synchronous orbit described by Knott (ref. 2). This spectrum is
based on ATS-5 data (ref. 1). We have opproxlmated the Knott. spectrum by three
approximations, each of whlch consisted of two Haxwelllans. Each approximation
to the electron spectrum had a differential flux given by

E
:. d_.._= 108 E e + 109 E e"_2 (91_:4, dE

The three different approximations were generated by selecting different values
of kT2, i.e., kT2 = 0.4, 0.5 and 1.0 keV. These approximatioqs and the Knott

spectra are shown in figure 2. Also shown In the figure are the in-orbit data
i points obtained by Deforest.

i Roots For a BeCu (Activated) Surface

Using the spectrum described, the floating potential of an activated BeCu
surface in eclipse was computed. This material was selected because of the
large number of secondary eleCt tons released by it per incident electron. For
BeCu (activated) 6max = 5.00 and Emax = 0.4 keY yields

¢ E)E "_-_T6(El =6.) :" - •

for our approximation to the Sternglass equation.
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_,: : The net flux (Jnet/e) vs potential of the surface is shown In figure ) for
each of the three spectra used. Note that even though the thred spectra differ _'_
only slightly from each other, the nature of the three solutions are dramatical-

i ly different, The solution for the spectra with kT2 =, I key has only one pos-,_! }live rOot. In the case of kT2 = 0,4 keY thcre is only one negative root,
!:. whereas if kT2 = 0.5 keV three roots are found. In this case the middle root

i iS unstable (ref. _).

In figure Ii we show the nature of the floating potential solutions For an
eclipsed BeCu (activated).surface rn an ambient electron flux given by

: E E

I0 8 e'_'dd_EE= E A2 E e kT2

(

We notice from the figure that the spectra selected for this study had values
of A2 and kT2 near the boundaries in the figure separating the different kinds
of solutions. As a result small changes in kT2 or A2 can produce significantly.
different solutions to the current continuity equation.

Voltage Solutions for an Aluminum Surface with Oxide Coating

A similar calculation was performed for an oxi.de coated aluminum surface
in eclipse. In this case 6max = 2.6 and Emax 0.3 key resulting in a = 1.33,
b = 0.115 and c = 3.6.

I

A kind of voltage solution of the current continuity equation obtained !
are depicted in figure 5. We notice that In this case, all three spectra used
to fit the Knott storm spectrum result"in single negative solutions to Jnet(V) =
0.

CONCLUSIONS

The possibility of the occurrence of multiple solutions for the floating
potential of a body in eclipse has been studied particularly for the case where
the electron flux is described by two Haxwellian energy distributions. In this
case mutllple solutions can be obtained. In some instances, particularly if
the material in question has a large fractional secondary emission yield (such
as activated BeCu), the nature of the solutions can be sensitive to sma.II
changes in the spectrum. For example, for activated BeCu, a change in the flux
of the incident electrt..zls of about a factoP of three at the Spectral peak can
change the solution for the floating potential from a large negative potential
of over 3.5 kilovolts to a small positive potential of less than a kilovolt.
This mechanism can result In large rapid changes in the floating potential of a
body in eclipse during e substorm without requiring that the bod_' move into
sunl i ght.
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TABLE I. VOLTAGE SOLUTIONS TO JNET(V) = O USING A TWO HAX_/ELL[AN SPECTRA

ONE POSITIVE ONE NEGATIVE ONE POSITIVE & TWO NEGATIVE '
_ ,

S I < I, S2 < I Jnet ¢ O as V = O (I-S 2) < O, (I-S I) > O and

and _ Jnet • O at V = O and

JhpL > O at V = O I Jnet < O for some V < O

or I
_t

Sl>t, S2>l

or

(I-S 2) < O. (I-5 I) • 0

and

Jnet > O for all V < 0
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'_' SECONDARY ELECTRON EFFECTS ON SPACECRAFT CHARGING

J. W. 8affner

. Rockwell _nteruatlonal Corporation

SL_4MARY

Calculations have been carried out to determine the. effects of electron-

(i produced secondary electrons on the net charging current and the equilibrium
voltage of spacecraft surfaces immersed in hot (keV) plasmas. The ratio of

secondary to primary electrons as functions of the. primary electron energy, E,

was f_t hy expressions of the form A(e-aE - e-bE) where A, a, and b were

material-dependent parameters. Materials evaluated were aluminum, Mylar,

Teflon, and Kapton.

The energy, E, at which the secondary/primary electron ratio has a maximum

was in the O.1- to l-keV region. Assuming a Maxwellian primary electron energy '_

distribution, the secondary electrons were found to limit equilibrium space-

craft voltage only for plasma temperatures <3 keV. The charging rate was
reduced for higher-temperature plasmas, but only until spacecraft voltages

reached _lO keV. The limited effectiveness of the secondary electrons in

limiting spacecraft charging parameters (voltage, curreht) was due to the low

primary e|ectron ene._gies at which they were produced.

% i INTRODUCTIONi

_> In an el.ectrically neutral plasma there will be densities of

equal

__ negative and positive charges. (If the plasma is not fully ionized there will
be n.,,utralparticles as well These will be ignored In this discussion.)

Usually the negative charges are electrons. Near geosynehronous orbit the

J' positive charges are mostly protons, and the small neutral component is

i.;_rgel:. ,..;le up of hydrogen atoms.Berause of collisions, both the negative component (electrons) and the

i,ositive component (mostly protons) of the geosynchronous orbit plasma have

" ,luasi-Maxwellian energy distributions with comparable (within t a factor of 2)D-:
average energies. Since neither the electrons nor tlle protons are relativistic

_ (velocities .O.Ol c), the electrons flare ,.¢_'_= 42.85 ttmes the average
velocity of the protons. Therefore, the electrons will impact any surface

wLthLu the plasma (e.g., a.spacecraft skin) much more often than the protons

_,lll. Ass,minx that comparable fractions of the impacting electrons and

protons stick, the surface will acquire a negative charge. As the surface

acquires a negative charge the rate at which electrons impact it will decrease

_¢illlethe proton impact rate wilt increase. When the rate at-whlch the net

:,'aarge transfers to the surface equals zero, charging stops and the surface
' wilt have an eq.tlibrium potential (voltage).
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°i J
i_ While there are other 'barge transfer mechanisms to and from the surface ,,

beside tlle impacts of primary electrons and protons (such as secondary ' .

electrons and photoelectrons leaving the surface), only the impacts of these 'I i
primary particles _:i11 be considered in this section. The rate of the electron ._
impacts will decrease exponentially as the spacecraft surface acqulre_ a I

negative voltage because the electrons in the plasma are subsonic (the directed i

component of their velocity is less than the thermal, velocity component) Thus

Jo(V) = Jo o-V/V° J

where _ '

Je(V) = current density of electrons of energy (voltage) V "_

' Vo = average energy (voltage) of the electrons (it is also a

measure of the plasma temperature)

Jo =Nq_

N = density of electrons in the plasma _i_

q = charge/electron

v ffiaverage electron velc.clty

For the purposes of this discussion, Vo will be considered to remain constant.

The total primary electron current density consists of all electrons able i

to reach the spacecraft surface- i.e., those with energies > V. Thus

Je(>V) Je(V) dV = Jo Vo e-V/V°

This expression shows that. the total prlmary electron current density increases
with Vo (which is a measure of plasma temperature) and that the larger Vo is,

the more slowly the current density decreases with spacecraft voltage (V),

The primary positive current density when the spacecraft is uncharged wil!

be approximately

Jo

Jp (V) _ 42"-',8"5"

However, as the spacecraft surface acquires a negative voltage the primary

positive current only increases linearly because the protons are supersonic

(their directed veloeitles exceed their thermal velocities). Thlls the total

primary proton current density as a function of spacecraft voltage is ,,
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The. equilibriu$ voltage (if no secondary effects are operating) occurs
when

1 (_L + _ = e-V/Voo

As can be seen from Figure i, this occurs when V/Vo _ 2.5. This figure also

shows two other crossover points -- one at V/Vo ~ 2.7 (if the proton integral

current is proportional to V/Vo instead of V/Vo + i) and the other at

( V/Vo ~ 3.75 (if the proton current does not increase as V increases). These

' other values of V/Vo at equilibrium are sometimes quoted in the literature,

but V/V o ~ 2.5 is correct for the primary currents (secondary electron and
photoelectron emission will reduce this value).

As Vo (the average energy of the particles in the plasma) increases, the

magnitudes of the primary currents and the equillbrlum voltage also increase

(see Figure 2). Thus the time to reach equilibr_,,m is essentially independent

of Vo. This time is a function of the capacltanc_'unlt area and typlcally is
on the order of a few minutes.

SECONDARY ELECTRONS

_ When charged particles impinge upon matter they will displace electrons
_= _ in that matter from their equilibrium positions. Some of these electrons

_5 may acquire sufficient energy in the backward direction to escape from the
----_-- matter completely. These are called secondary electro_s, as contrasted to

._ backscattered electrons. Backscattered electrons result when the incident
_ charged particles are electrons and some of them are reflected in the backward

' direction. Thus if the incident particles are not electrons, no backscattered

[_ electrons can be produced (but secondary electrons can be produced). If the
_" incident particles are electrons, both backscattered electrons and secondary

electrons can be produced. The backscattered electrons usually have e_ergies

D- which are a considerable fraction of the incident electrons _ energies, while

:.-" the secondary electrons w_ll have lower energies -- typically <1 keV -- and
while the ratio of backscattered electrons-to incident electrons will always

: be <1, tlie ratio of secondary electrons to incident particles (electrons or
anything else) is often >I.

Both backscattered electrons and secondary electrons are important in

spacecraft charging. They affect the rate at which the spacecraft will
acquire charge (and hence voltage) and also (assuming the_e is no electrical
breakdown) the equilibrium voltage to which the spacecraft will charge. This
is due to the fact that every electron which leaves the spacecraft cancels the
charging effects of every electron which impacts the spacecraft. When the
number of electrons leaving minus the number of electrons arriving equals the

,
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number of p_ositlve'cha_es arriving, an equilibrium is achieved and the spacc-

czaft no,lonSer a_q_lres' additional charge.., i
.)_ _ There have been m_asurcments of both backscat_ered and/or secondary

electrons from many materials. Often little or no attempt has been made to
' separate these two types of electrons, so the results a_e presented as the

ratio of emergent/incident electrons as a function of incident electron energy.
Typical of such measurements is that for aluminum (_eference 1), shown in
Figure 3. This figure shows that the Seasured ratio (secondary electron
current/primary electron current) has _ maximum of -1.1 at an incident electron
energy of -0.4 keY. Attempts to fi_ this ratio by an analytical functionwhich
could be multipiied by an exponential and integrated led to the calculated
curve, vlz.,

i!

- 1.1 e-°'l v e-lO V

where

Je(V) = primary electron current density (amp/cm2)

Je'(V) = secondary electro_ current density (amp/cm2)

V = energy of prlm_ry electrons (keV)

The primary,electron current density as a function of electron energy (V)
is

Je (v) = Je e-V/V°

where Vo is the hot plasma temperature (keY). The current density due to
electrons with energies >V is

P

Je(>v) = Je / e-V/V° dV = Je Vo e -v/v°
JV/

/

ThUS, if the spacecraft voltage is V, which means that only electrons with
energies >V will be able to reach it, the primary electron current will be
exponentially decreased from the primary electron current able to reach an
uncharged spacecraft.

If the ratio of secondary electron current to primary electron current is
given by the expression

Je'(V) ( -aV )Je(V----T-= K e - e"bV

i the secondary electron current will be
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P o-V/Voo-,v. , jj_'cv) ° _e • ( e'bVJ

, Ln .heae expressions Ks a, and b are paramegers which depend upon the apace-
_i. erase surface material. _tegrating this expression to obtain the _et el_ctro_

_' cur_nt on a spacecraft surface of voltage, V, ylelds ......

:f Je t (>V) = Je t (V) dV

_: ( "V
t

_' 1 1

=JeK e e"
f b+_. a+Vo To

_: For aluminum K = l.ip a = 0.i, and b = i0. This function (for Je = i) is shown. graphically in Figure 4. It shows that for V= 0 (an uncharged spacecraft) the

L secondary current is approximately proportional to Vo (the plasma temperature).
However, as the spacecraft becomes charged (V/Vo increases) the secondary

_ electron current decreases_ and that decrease is more rapid if the plasma has

a high temperature (large Vo) than if it has a low temperature. This is to be
• . expected since for a large Vo the importance of the 0.I - I0 key region

(where secondary electrons are important in aluminum) is less than it is for
a small Vo.

By noting the intersections of the curves in Figure 2 (the net primary

current) with the corresponding curves in Figure 4 (the secondary electron
current) it is possible to obtain the equilibrium voltage to which aluminum

' will charge in the absence of sunlight. The results of such a graphlcal
solutlun are listed in Table 1.

The effects of sunlight are to increase the secondary electron current by

-0.5 nanoamps/cm 2. If the primary electron current (when the spacecraft is

uncharged), is 1 nA/cm z. the total secondary electron, current is obtained by

Increasing the ordinates of the curves in Figure 4 by 0.5. This has been done

to obtain the curves shown in Figure 5. While the effects of the photo-

electrons are relatively small at V a0, as V (the spacecraft potential)

increases the photoelectrons dominate the secondary electrou current, This

accounts for the asymptotes at -0.5 of the curves i-nFigure 5. By overlaying

Figure 5 with Figure 2t the equilibrium voltages may be obtained from the

intersections of the corresponding curves_ as before. After multiplying by

Vo, the results are llsted iu Table 1.

If the primary electron current density is i0 nA/cm2_ the curves of

Figure 4 are increased by 0.05, yielding the curves of Figure 6. Proceeding

as before yields the equilibrium potentials listed in the last column of
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T.a4_leI. As _xp_cted, if the initial (V_O) primary electron current denolty _
... is small (e.g., i r._/cm_),the equillbri_ voltage is fairly low because the i

s_condary a!_ctrons only have to approach half of this amount (the photo-
i!. _lectrona accounting for the remainder). However, if the initial primary

°_ii electron current density is large (e.g., I0 nA/cm _) the effect of sanllght is

small, leading to an equilibrium voltage little different from that in the
absence of sunllght. The effects of the photoeleH_trons, unlike _hoae of the

secondary electrons, do not depend upon the value of Vo (the temperature of
the plasma).

Tha ratio_ of secondary electron cur-rant to primary electron _urrent fog
three common plastics (Mylar, TFE Teflon, and Kapton) are shown in Figure 7
(References 2, 3, and 4). Since these curves exhibit.the same general peaked
behavior as a function of primary electron energy as aluminum, the same type

( of analytical expression was used to appl_oximate this behavior. Proceeding

, as for aluminum, the seconaary electron _urrents for these three plastics are

Mylar K = 9 a = 3 b ffi 15

Je' ffi 9 Je 1 "

3 + V-_ 15 + Vo J:J

TFE Teflon K = 5.8 a = 1 b ffi 5

Jet = 5.8 Je I - +
l+v-; Vo j

Kapton K = 3.5 a = 2 b = 15

" +V° e- 15 +

Je' = 3.5 Je" - i - 15 +

+Vo J
Proceeding as for aluminum, the secondary currents as functions of plasma

temperature (Vo) and the mechanisms acting (secondary electrons, photoelectrons)

have been calculated from these equations (the photoelectron current was taken

as 0.5 nA/cm 2 for all cases). By overl_ying these secondary current curves

with the net primary current, curves of Figure 2 yielded the equilibrium

voltages listed in Table 2.

It is seen that the secondary electron emission for Mylar and Kapton is

too small to effectively limit the equilibrium potentials for most of the

plasma temperatures considered (2 to I0 keY). If sunlight is present, the

photoelectrons limit the equilibrium potentials if the plasma temperature (Vo)
is not too high and if the primary electron current initially present (Je) is

• not too high. lqm secondary electron emission for TFE Teflon limits the

equilibrium potenticls for low plasma temperatures (Vo = 3 keV) even in the
-
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absence of sunlight and helps prevent charging in the presence of _unlight ._
until plasma temperatures exceed a few kilovolts.

/ Examining Figure 7 with _,h_e results in mind shows that it is the energy

,_ region over which the secondary electron emi_!_n is active that determines
its effectiveness for the plasma temperatures considered. For lncidcn_

(primary) electron energies _1 keY, only To[Ion has much secondary electron
emission. Compa_ing the effects of secondary electron emission from aluminum
(Figure 3 and Table 1) with those from the plastics (Figure 7 and Table 2)

i shows that the higher the incident electron energies as which secondary
, electrons are emitted, the more effective the secondary electrons are at

limiting the equilibrium potentials -- especially at high plasma _emperatures.

! Considerable effort is being expended in trying to develop such materials

(i (Reference 5) as wellas in looking for conductive coatings with desirable

thermophysical properties (Reference 6).

The effects of secondary electrons upon the spacecraft voltage as a

function of time may be calculated by obtaining the average current as a

function of V/Vo and summing the i_erses of these currents for convenient-

sized voltage steps. For example, in the absence of secondary electrons, the

net primary current is 1 if V/Vo _0, 0.75 if V/Vo =0.25, 0_56 if V/Vo =0.50,

etc. The average time to charge from V/Vo _0 to V/Vo = 0.25 will be -i/0.875

. or 1.14 units, while the average time to charge from V/Vo _0.25 to %/Vo =0.50

will be -1/0.655 0r-1.53 units, etc. The time to charge from 0 to V/V o _0.25

is thus 1.14 units, while the time to charge from 0 to V/Vo ffi0.50 is 2.67

units, etc. By proceeding in this manner, the curves shown in Figure 8 were

generated for aluminum in the absence o£ sunlight. It is seen that the

secondary electrons slow down the charging process even in those situations in

which they have a negligible effect upon the equilibrium potential as t _.

Thus if there are electrlcal breakdowns which prevent the equilibrium

potential from being reached, the secondary electrons (and the photoelectrons

as well, if sunlight is present) act to reduce the frequency of such break-
down_.

Many plastic materials have a dlelectrlc strength of ~500 volts/mil of

thickness. While handbook values of this quantity vary or show ranges of

values, 500 volt_/mil is ageod average for the three plastics considered here

(Teflon, Mylar, and Kapton). Based upon this dielectric strength, it is

possible to calculate the minimum thickness necessary to prevent electrical

breakdown in plasma of a given temperature (Vo). If Vo = 10 key (a reasonable

upper limit, since the maximum measured spacecraft potential due to hot plasma

has been ~19 keY) plastlc surfaces should be ~50 mils thick unless they will

be continually exposed to sunllght (in which case some reduction can be made

for synchronous orbits).

CONCLUSIONS

The equilibriL_ voltage attained in a hot plasma due to primary protons

and primary electrons only is shown to be -2.5 Vo (the electron thermal
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energy). The effects of secondary electrons produced by the primary plasma ,_
electrons w_re examined for aluminum and three common plastics (Teflon, Mylar,

and Kapton). One result of this investigation was that it is the primary

electron energy region over which the secondary electrons are emitted (rather

i_ than the ratio of secondary to primary electrons) which determines the
effectiveness of the secondary electrons in limiting the net charging current.

:3 Thus aluminum (which has a maximum secondary electron/pclmary electron ratio of

!_ ~I.I at ~0.4 keY) is more effective in this regard than any of the plastics
(everL though the plastics have maximum secondary eleatron/primary electron

ratios up to 4.8). This is due to the fact that the plastics have these ratios
at 0.i to 0.3 keY. A second result is that while the electron-produced

!_-_ secondary electrons decreased the chargiv_ current, they had little effect upon

attained. This is due the fact :hat as the
the equilibrium voltages to space-

'_ craft voltage becomes high (El0 kilovolts negative) the only primary electrons
able to reach it are too energetic to produce a significant number of SeCondary

electrons. Under these conditions only the photoelectron current (which is ~

_. constant, independent of negative spacecraft voltages) acts to decrease the
equilibrium voltage,
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Table 1. EquilibriUm Voitases for Aluminum Spacecraft Surfaces ,_
in Hot Plasma (Temperature Vo)

- F Equilibrium V (keY) ,
' __ Secondary e" .

j_ Equilibrium V(keV) _.quilibrium V(keV) Sunli_h_t _
Vo No Secondary e- Secondary e- Je = ] _.2,nAije/-10 nA

(keY) So Sunlight No Sunlight ,, _,, [ . cm
i m,, i , , , ....... a . ,. e, i

1 2.5 0.6 .0 0.2
2 5.0 3.5 -0 1.5
3 7.5 6.3 -0 4.2 I•
5 12.5 11.5 -0 9.25- t

10 25.0 24.5 -0 20.5 4_:

• i!
Table 2. Equilibrium Voltages for Various Plastic Spacecraft Surfaces °_!

Equilibrium V ('keV) l
Secondary e- _

• Equilibrium V(keV) Equilibrium V(keV)l _ Sunli,gh, t
Vo No Secondary e- Secondary e- n,_ , nA _'_

Material (keV) No Sunlight No Sunlight Je" i _-_ Je = I0 _ ,

I 2.5 - 0 ~0 ~ 0
2 5.0 ~ 5.0 -0 ..0

Mylar 3 7.5 .. - 7.5 -0 .. 6.3
5 12.5 -12.5 -3.0 -10.5
I0 25.0 ..25.0 -6.0 ~21.0

I 2.5 ~ 2.5 ~0 ~ 2.1
2 5.0 - 5.0 ..0.4 ~ 4.2

Kapton 3 7.5 ~ 7.5 -1.8 - 6.3
5 12.5 -12.5 -3.0 -10.5

10 25.0 -25.0 -_.0 -21.0

1 2.5 ~ 0 *.0 - 0
2 5.0 ~ 0 -O - 0 1

Teflon 3 7.5 ~ 0 ~0 - 0
5 12.5 ..12.5 ~O ~i0.5 1
IO 25.0 -25.0 ~6.0 -21.0 :

i I................ i
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GEOSYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE OPERATING ANOMALIES CAUSED BY

INTERACTION WiTtl THE LOCAL SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENT*

Michael A. GraJek
Hiram College :

t"

Donald A, McPherson

i Science Applications, Inc.
}

_ ABSTRACT !

: It is now apparent that a significant number of satellite operating

anomalies are due to differential charging of spacecraft surfaces and result-

ant discharges. Recent satellite anomaly investigations generally support

this conclusion. However• these investigations provide only limited informa-

tion about the nature of charging/discharging mechanisms and, collectively,

they support conflicting opinio_ on the importance of some environmental

effects. This is due in part to limitations of the available data and in part
to non-analytical visual inspection procedures that are frequent]v used to

sorutinize and interpret the data. Examples il,lustrate how such procedures

might lead to faulty conclusions. Further examples demonstra=e, quantitative

statistical analysis procedures that can be used to strengthen the data han- '

dling, especially attempts to correlate spacecraft anomalies with geophysical
parameters. As data from the SCATHA mission becomes available, it should be

possible to carry out a very detailed statistical analysis of satellite oper-

ating anomalies because of certain key features of the SCATHA Data Analysis
Plan.

__ STATE-OF-THE-ART ANOmaLY INVESTIGATIONS

i_ As table [ illustrates hundreds of geosynchronous satellite operating•
_ anomalies have been observed, recordec and subjected to analysis (ref. 1

through ref. 7_. Most of these events have had little impact on the space-
craft mission, but they have been as serious as total failure of the power

system. An (,xamination of these Jnvestlgations reveals the following general
characteristics:

o A relation between actual anomalous behavior and spacecraft
charging has been estab]ished. The most substantial evl-

dence for this seems to be the highly significant statistical

t_orrelation between implied surface discharges and faulty

* Work s,lpl)ortedin part through contract NAS3-21048 with
N.%;A,'I,__RCand F04701 - 77 - C - 0166 with SAMSO.
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responses and circuit resets (ref. 6). ,_

• Conclusions have usually been based on a "pattern recog-
nition" approach. The calculation of meaningful statis-
tical correlations has been severely hampered by a lack
of high time resolution data regarding the spacecraft
local environment. Nearly all studies have called for
routine inclusion of monitoring devices on board future
flights.

if" • Various "correlations" of anomalous behavior with environ-

mental and other effects havebeen observed. These include

( -local time dependence

' -seasonal dependence

-geomagnetic activity dependence _,

-day-of-the-week dependence

-long-term decrease

Not all of these dependences are reported in every study, and the statistical

basis for the dependences that appear to exist varies greatly. Moreover,

there are some discrepancies between studies in the ways that certain cor-

relations are supported:

o local time dependence: this is reported in about half of
the flights. The transient events reported in reference

6 show a skewed distribution favoring local midnight to

dawn that is statistically highly significant. On the

_'_ other hand, the anomalous switching events reported in
_1_, • reference 4 are distributed more uniformly. This has led

to the proposal of charge storage theories or theories

involving discharges occurring at varying thresholds.

o geomagnetic activity dependence: this is said to be apparent

in about half of the studies. However, this discrepancy is

not considered important because of the limited information

contained in the various ground-based geomagnetic activity i

indices used in the investigation.

o day-of-the-week dependence: this is noted in reference I.

The anomalous events appear to significantly favor the
weekend. A similar trend can be found in the reference 6

data, but here the favored days are Friday and Tuesday. A

further d_scu_slon of this peculiarlty will follow.

o a seasonal dependence: an increased likelihood of anomalous
behavior during eclipse seasons--and a long term decrease in

the rate of anomaly occurrences are noted in most investiga-
tions. The latter trend has been theorized to be due to

materials degradation effects.



In reference 8 a more detailed discussion of state-of-the-art anomaly: |

investigations, through early 1978, is included. 1
2

J

I ' NEED FOR QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS !q

Reliable information regarding the previously outlined interactions of a 'I

l

satellite with Its local _nvlronment is needed _n the following efforts:

• Development of the Spacecraft Charglng Standard 1i

• Design Guidelines Update
I

( o Validation and Development of various models including predictive i

equations for satellite behavior :I

(TheSe projects are discussed in detail in other papers in these conference
-roceedings.) The fo]lowlng examples illustrate potential pitfalls of not

using proper statistical procedures in these efforts.

Example: Misleading Data Patterns

I Table II presents hypothetical data for the local tlme of sixty observed

i satellite upsets. In figure i, this data is depicted in the usual manner in apolar =epresentatlon with time as the angular coordinate and frequency as the

y radial coordinate. The data appear8 to support a theory suggesting that upsetsi_, are most likely to occur in the midnight to dawn quadrant. Rather than stop at

D a visual inspection, the strength of the support can be quantified by calculat-
ing the chi-square (X2) statistic using

• Z(Oi_E,{)) 2_- X2 =
Ei

;=, This statistic measures the deviations of observed frequencies (Oi) in each

data subdivision from what they would be expected to be (Ei) If the phenomenon

producing the data is purely random. Then chl-square tables can be used to

associate a probability value with the calculated chi-square value. (See
reference 9, pp.274-278, for a detailed explanation.)

In the example, there are four data subdivisions (time quadrants) and

since there are sixty data points altogether, each E{ is 15. The calculated
chl-square value is 4.13 and the associated probability value Is .7522 (ref. 9,

table E). The _nterpretatlon is that a purely random phenomenon would produce
data as unevenly distributed in the four time quadrants as ours with a proba-

bility of .2478; in other words, there [s nearly a twenty-five percent chance
that we would be mistaken If we claimed that the data was not due to random

phenomenon. Thus, In spite of the visual appeal, it would seem risky to use
thls data to support a theory suggestlug that upsets favor the mldn_ght to

dawn quadrant.
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_ _7' ExamFle: WMch ltypothesia to Choose?

{+_ Similar to figure 1, figure 2 illustrates hypothetical data for satellite

. ]." upsets. The total number is one hundred. The data appears skewed, but it

supports various theories of non-randomness with quite different strengths.

, Ii _ : _: upsets favor certain one-hour time periods over others.

In this case, 24 data subdivisions are uoed, and we
obtain ........

X2 = 28.14

! probability = .7893

i Theory A has only minimal suppor_.

( i Theory B: upsets favor the mldnlght-dawl_ quadrant. Here t4_ere
, ! are four data subdivisions yielding

X2 = 5.28

Probability = .8476

Titus, theory B receives mild .support.

: Theory ..C: upsets favor the 0300-0600 and 0600-0900 sectors.l

i This time there are eight data subdivisions and we

obtain X2 = 17.12
!

Probability = .9834

Theor.y C seems well-supported by this data.

i Obviously, there should be good reasons for choosing theory C (for ex-

ample, the possible existence of a "charge buildup" mechanism) aside from its

i statistical superiority. It is an extremely important principle of inferen-

! t.tal statistics thac hypotheses should be formulated before data is examined.
i Nearly all data will support, at least weakly, _ome theory of non-randomness.

The problem of examining complicated data sets in search of patterns or

clusters is discussed at length in reference I0.

i'

i STATISTICAL VERIFICATION OF SPACECRAFT
ANOHALY-ENVIRONMENT RELATIONSHIPS

In the anomaly investigations discussed in the first section, and in

other studies, correlation analysis frequently consists of plotting the

anomaly data versus the appropriate geophysicat parameter and attempting to

Judge the degree of correlation by visual in.cpection. Unfortunately, this

./; does not generate quantitative, probabilistic statements about the strength of

_/ the relationship; as noted in the previous section, It can be misleading, and

furthermore, such a non-analytical approach can overlook subtle or weak cor-
relations that may be real and tdentificd with a high degree of confidenceI
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i?' i provided thai _) large amount of data are available. ,_

I The most common correlation measure is the (Pearso.) product_moment
_, correlation coeffici_nt. I_ is calcula[od by dividing the covarlance of two
_ sets of data by the product of the standard deviations of each sot (rof.9,

_ ch, ,12). Un4ty correlation coefficient corresponds to perfect correlation• : whereas 0 and -1 correspond to no correlation and per£ect anticorrelation te-L.

I.Y _ spectivcly. The square of the correlation coefficient may be interpreted as
_-,_ : that proportion of the wlrintion of one variable that can be explained by
i_ ': . variation of the otJ_er variable. Thus, if the coefficient is r = .9, then

i i only nineteen percent of the variation of one variable cannot be explained by
its relationship to the other variable.

i__ If the correlation between two variables is zero (no relationship) and• (_ the correlation obtained from the data is r, then the variable

:= t = r[(n-2)/(l-r2)] _

i_ ha,_ a probabillt_ function given by

r/U + I_ -(v+l)/2

= -
where the number of degrees of freedom, _, is given by n-2 with n being the

number of data points (ref.ll, ch.lO and ch. 17). Then this function can be

'_ ; integrated from negative infinity to t and the result subtracted from I to

i obtain P, which can be interpreted as the probability of error in reporting a
relationship if there is none. The analysis can be continued (ref.ll, eh.17)

to obtain a confidence interval, cf ,tered at r, for the true correlation

between the variables. Thus r is a measure of the potential strength of the

-- relationship between two variables while P and the confidence interval to-

gether give a measure of the reliability of the suggested relationship.

P and the confidence interval depend o_ r as well as the number of data

points. For r = .50, table III shows values of P for various data-base sizes.
i Note that P decreases, and therefore reliability increases, as the number of

data points increases.

In the examples that follow, the correlation coefficient r, the chl-

square statistic, and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test will be illustrated as
methods for quantifying the relationship between two variables. Of course,

many other statistical correlation techniques exist. Reference 12, appendix
A contains a brief overview. Excellent In-depth presentations can be found

in references 9, i0, and ii.

Example: Large Data Base Correlation

Nanevlcz, Adamo, and Shaw (_ef.13) show that a certain optical, sensor

exhibits an increase in temperature at a rate dependent upon geomagnetic
activity. VLsual e:,,at, ination of the data _o Figure 9 of their report does
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_i not show any obvious relatlonshlp, but a statlstlcal analysis yields s weak :

i correlation with a high degree of confidence (P < .001) because there ar_ so
_' many dora points avallabJ,e. ,_

,!. Example: Correlation of Anomalies with Geomagnetic Activity :

Table IV presents data for anomaly occurrences versus geomagnetic acttv =
ii Ity fo_ a satellite discussed in references 3 and 13.

The geomagnetic activity is expressed in terms of the index DST that is
designed to measure the equatorial magnetic disturbance produced by magnetic

storms,, with diurnal and local-time effects removed. Increasing negative DST
implies a more active field. The basis for comparison is the relative cumula-
tive frequency of occurrence of the two variables. Note that about half o£ the

( time, the geomagnetic activity correspondsto a DST • -15. Therefore on the
average, the anomalies occur during times when the field is more active thanf

normal. One possible statistical test would be to test the hypothesis that the
means of two distributions in Table IV are the same. But to do this requires

that the theoretical distribution functions for the two variables be known ,

(ref. II, ch. 10). !.

It is recommended instead that a dlstrlbutlon-free test be used to test ,:,

whether the distribution of anomalies is the same as the distribution of DST" *_
_. If the two distributions were the same, then there would be no reason co

believe that the anomalies depend upon geomagnetic activity. The Kolmogorov-
Smlrnov test will be used since fewer than 30 data points are available. (ref.
9, pp.281-283). Otherwise a chl-square test would be appropriate.

To perform the test, the largest difference between the relative cumula-
tive frequencies (Table IV, middle column) is noted. This value, .44, is

compared to tabled values of the Kolmogorov-Smlrnov statistic for its signif-

icance. The result is that a value this great would be obtained by chance .....

with probability less than .00003.

Conclusion: with 99.997% confidence, occurrence of the anomalies is

dependent upon geomagnetic activity as measured by DST. _: '

Example: Correlation of Anomalies with Local Time

As was noted in the first section of this paper, a common practice for

testing correlation of anomalies or events with Local time is to plot the

time of occurrence on a polar representation of local time. If the data are

grouped at any particular time period then the data are Judged to be "cor-

related". If the data are distributed over all local times, then quite often
it is concluded that there is no correlation.

More properly, the distribution of the anomaly data should be tested

relative to a uniform dlstrlbutlon over local time. If the number of points

_ is less than 30, then the Kolmogorov-Smlrnov approach can be used. Otherwise

use a chl-square test.
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i

.. A test has been made of the hypothesis that the Transient Evont_ Cnunti_r _2,.!
I: data In reference 6 are uniformly distributed (occur randomly) in local time,

For the three-month period February througn April 1976, there wore 21 ovont_
and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distribution wa_ used to perform tb_a test. The
probability of obtaining a distribution wit:h greater variance, than measured,
from uniform was 15%. The conclusion, based on this limited data, is chat
the events could..be uniform in local time. ltowever, as more events are added
in for the next nine months, a ehi-square c_st shows tha_ random phenomena
would produce such a skewed local time dis;ttbutlon only 0.037% of the time.

Conclusion: with 99.963% confldenc_, the events are not distributed

uniformly in local time.

Example: Correlation of Charging V_Itages between '_o Satellites

(
Bartlett, DeForest, and Goldstein (ref.14) have given measurements of

charging voltages on two spacecraft when the vehicles were eclipsed simulta-

neously. For the data presented in Table V, the two satellltes were separated

by i] degrees in longitude (over 8000 Km).

The correlation coefficient of these two sets of data is r = 0.84. The

corresponding value of P is .0003.

Conclusion: with 99.97% confidence, there is a reiationshi_ between the

charging voltages on the two spacecraft during eslipse. (Note that we do not

suggest a dependency; the existence of a significant correlation does no___tt
imply a causal relationship.)

Example: Correlation of Anomalies with Day-of-the-Week

in the first section of this paper it was noted that the spacecraft

anomalies of reference i appear to significantly favor the weekend. A day-of-

the-week dependence is also suggested by the data in refereuce 6, but here the
favored days are Friday and Tuesday. However, in both of these studies, if

second and subsequent events on multiple event days are ignored, the day-of-

the-week correlation disappears. Moreover, the distribution of multiple event

days does not devlate from randomness in a statistically significant manner

[for the reference I data, X2 = 8.62, Probability = .8039].

i, Conclusion: It would seem that a day-of-the-week dependence is not
supported.

|

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SCATHA MISSION DATA

The data ambiguity of the last example of the previous sec:ion might
not have occurred if it had been possible to accurately measure the magnitude,

as well as merely count, discharge events. Then several relatively small. discharges occurring over a short time interval would not receive the same
,," status as several larger ,2v,entsspread out over several days. Magnitude is
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ii one example of what is called a blocking variable: a varlable that defines a :
-_-_; cat_ory within which the experimenter can restrict the observation of other .

varlahtes. The reliability and sophistication of a statistical analysis is
directly proportional to the number of blocking variables included in the
collection of experimental data.

__ In the preparation nf the P78-2 Data Analysis Plan (reference 12) the
,: importance of proper selection of blocking variables was noted in the design
. of one of the key features of the Plan: the Mission Data Time Line. This

concept begins with an enumeration of important spacecraft operating condition
..... categories:

. , SPACE PLASMA ENVIRONHENT ,,
-Quiet
-Mild Substorm

: -Moderate Substorm
-Severe Substorm

-Transient Period (specify kind)

_) ECLIPSE

_. -yes
-no

= HAGNETOSHEATH CROSSING
-Region 1
-Region 2

_:, -Transient CroSSing Period

CONTROLLED EXPERIMENTS/OPERATIONS
-None on

" -SC4 Guns on (specify kind)
-Thruster-Operations ":

Then the Mission Data Time Line consists of a chart indicating which of the
90 (5x2x3x3) mathematically possible unique categories the spacecraft is in
at any time.

The information contained in the Time Line will be used in two major
ways. First, it will be, itself, an important contrlbutio, to an understand-

: i.g of the local environment of a geosynchronous satellite. Second, it will
provide important additional blocking variables to be used in the statistleal
_nalysi.sof the various on-board experiments. _hus, for example, internal (

: transient count rates may be compared across different levels of substorm

activity; or, it may be possible to develop a regression equation (ref.ll. ,_
ch.17) that will provide a good, in the sense of statistical significance,
formula for the active control of charging effects with gun operations under
various spacecraft operating conditions.
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_,,{N(,IIIi)IN(, REMARKS

Ill eonclus|on, the depelldcnee of a spai't, eraft anomaly or evellt lipton

,_,,eoplw,qiv;ll Imramel ers .ghould bt, establ |shed 0m the basis of stut !st teal un:ll-
5'sis :l,d _lle results should be expressed numet'tenlly. Examples ild_/e heen "
provided l:l_t" establ ishlng relatlol)ships between events and parameters such us
goom;W.ut.t it. activity° local time, arid events on oth_,r spaeecraft. Other

t'x:tmpl oS h:lve i ] lust rated thc pott, lltlat &rogers of not using quantitative
:_t:lti._tic:_l techniques. As was noted in the last section, the data collection ,i_

pl;muiu,_: and st:ltistteal analysis planning should be done together. ', i1

it mzly be uoted that most of the examples given demonstrate a high cot-
( rt, I;lt ion between tile events and the geophysical parameter being investigated.

Tho.qL, e×:mlple.q haw, been drawn from data which may have been published because
of the highly visible correlation that exists. It is likely that there are
d;It;i sets t hat have not been pubiished because the correlat ion with geophys i-
ca] parameters is not obvlous_ but it may well exist if analyzed properly.
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Table II. Number o_.Upsets Occurring _i

i_ in Local Time Segments ,(Hypothetlcal Data)

L lli vt. Mid-OlO0 3 0900-Noon 5

0100-0200 3 Noon-1500 7 ,!
0200-0300 4 1500-1800 5

' 0300-0400 4 1800-2100 6 !
LZ 0400-0500 3 2100-Mid 5

0500-0600 4

,_: 0600-0700 4 N=60
0700-0800 4

0800-0900 3(
i i

TABLE,Ill,. Effect of Data Base Size

on the Reliability of the

Correlation Coefficient
' " (r = .50)

:_' N P
ii i

5 .196
i0 .071

:'- 15 .029
i- 20 .012

25 .005
30 .002
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Table IV. Spacecraft Anon_aly Occurrence Versus
Geomagnetic Activity

i i ,

Re I :, ,. i vo Relat lye
_ (:tlllttt Ia t ive Cumu 1a t t ve Number o f

I)S,!, l,'reqttot_cy of Difference Frequt, ttcy of Anonl:lly
DST or greater (col.4-eol.2) Anomaly L'h.'currt,ncos

_ va I tte Occur rencesii i i i • ii

-(_ .02 .07 .09 '2
-55 .04 .14 .18 2
-45 .08 .24 .32 3

-35 .18 .37 .55 _.

( -25 .29 .44 .73 A
-I_ .48 .38 .86 3
-5 ,73 .22 .95 2 i

+5 .93 .07 1.00 1 ii_
+15 .97 .03 1.00 0 _.,_:

+25 .9g ,01 1.00 0 ,i,_
+35 l.oo .0 1.00 o

' !

i

Table V. Charging Voltages on Two Spacecra£t

Nhen Eclipsed

_ - |i J __ ii | i i i

Vohtcle l Vehicle 2

i • . i | Hl l | , i

0 0

-_t:O0 -3000
0 0
0 0

- 1500 -1400

-gO00 -I1000
- 1000 -14 O0
-6000 -300
-(_000 -bOO0
-1000 - 1000
- I bOO -3200

. -| IOO -Roe" • ............. ii ii vii
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Noon

1800 _ 0600
(

'. Mid

Figure 1, Polar Repre,_entat_on of Local Time of
SLxty Upsets (Hypothetical Data),

i

b. Noon

1800

I_ _ 06(}0

' ,_11d
, Figure 2. Polar Represent;itlon o1" l,oc;ll T|tno of

One lhmdrlxl lrpset_ (llypoth¢_tlL,_ll 1);It;I).
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SPACECRAFT CHARGING STANDARD_

Al_n. B. Holman

Science Applications, Tnc.

Maurlce H. Bunu

SpaCe and Missile Systems Organization

SUMMARY

(
A preliminary Spacecraft Charging Standard has been generated as one of

the key activities in the cooperative NASA/AF Spacecraft Charging Investiga-

tion. The document was initially generated as a "baseline specification" and

has undergone careful review by the spacecraft charging community including the

Air Force, NASA, private industry, government labs, universities, and other

agencies. The document will be formalized into a Military Standard fo_ Space-

craft Charging when updated to include SCATHA spaceflight data.

The format of this paper is identical to that of the Spacecraft Charging 1
Standard except that Appendix A: Spacecraft Charging Phenomenon Background has
been omitted in order to limit the length of the paper. The complete text,

including the appendix is available through the authors. Comments on this !

document would be appreciated and may be sent directly to Dr. A. B. Holman at

$AI. Pertinent information will be incorporated directly into the next update
of the standard.

1.0 SCOPE

1.1 This standard establishes the spacecraft charging (SCC) protection require-

ments for space vehicles which are to operate in the magnetospheric plasma
environment.

1.2 The environment can cause differential charging of space vehicle elements

which can result in discharges, with resultant propagation of electromagnetic

interference (EMI), material degradationS, and enhanced contamination effects.

2.0 REFERENCED DOCUIENTS

2.1 Issues of Documents

The following documents _f the issue in effect on date of invitation for

bids or request for proposal, form a part of this standard to the extent speci-
fied herein:

}i
Ii_, _ Work supported through contract F04701-77-C-0166 with SAMSO.

1
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STANDARDS _

Milltar_

MIL-STD-1541 (USAF) Electromagnetic Compatibility Requirements

for Space Systems

2.2 Other Pub, llcatlon 9

The following documents form a part of this standard to the extent speci-
i fled herein. Unless otherwise indicated, the issue in effect on date of in-

vltatlon for bids or request for proposal shall apply.

NASA TM X-73446 - Provlsional Specification for Satelllte Time in a

Geomagnetic Substorm Environment
r:

AFML-TR-76-233 - Conductive Coatings for Satellltes

AFGL-TR-77-0288 - Modellng of the Geosynchronous Orbit Plasma
Environment - Part 1

NASA - Design Guidelines for Spacecraft Charging Monograph

(To be Published)

NASA CR-135259 - NASCAP User's Manual

a.0 DmNmONS
3.1 Definitions .that APply to this Staudard

The terms used in this standard are either defined in MIL-STD-1541 or

'_ llsted in the followlng paragraphs

v, 3.1.1 Backscatterlng

The deflection of particles or radiation by scattering processes through an

: angle gre_Iter than 950 with respect to the orlgln_l direction of motion.

3.1.2 Dielectrlc-To-Metal Spark

A spark discharge between two electrodes, one of which is a dlclectric
charge retaining surface and the other is a ccnductlve (metal) electrode in

the vicinity of the dielectric. A dielectzlc material will typically accumu-

late charge when irradiated by electrons or ions or under certain conditions
when placed in a plasma environment.

3.1,_ Diffe_Guatial.Charg!ng

The act of charging neighboring spaca vehicle surfaces to differing poten-
tials by the combined effects of space plasma charging, photoemission, second-
ary emission and backscatter.
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...." 3.I.4 Faradal Ca___f__

An eleetro_agnetlcally shielded enclosure, The _erm generally refers to

l: a conductive metallic structu,,, package, or mesh which attenuates electro-°, magnetic ln_t_ference to specified levels on the interior.

3.i.5 Flash-Over _q_lk

A spark characterized by a current path that travels along the surface of

_l,ematerial and generally around an edge to close the path to tileother elec-
trode.

3.1.6 G_p_omagnetlc Substorm Activity

The conditions near geosynchronous altitude during the injection of solar

( storm particles into the earth's magnetic field, including disturbances in the
dipole field and increased plasma energies and current densitles_

3.1.7 Magnetospheric !lasma

The space plasma environment constituent in the magnetosphere. This is

an electrically neutral collection of electrons and positive ions (primarily

protons) with densities near geosynchronous altitude on the order of one
particle/cm 3.

3.1.8 Maxwelllan Energy Distribution

An energy distrlbutlon based on Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics and applic-

able in a general form to the space plasma environment. The energy distribu-

tion has the integral form

, _ (>E) = N8_ + E )_m _-_ exp(- E/kT)

where

(>E) = integral flux at energies greater than E (partleles/cm 2 sec)

E = energy (keY)

N = total number density (partleles/cm 3)

k = Boltzmann constant = 8.6 x i0-8 keV/°K

T = plasma temperature (OK)

m = particle mass (g)

It is interesting to note that v_T-/ITm is the average speed of the particles,

so that the flux of all particles (setting E = O) is found by multiplying the

density by the average speed.

3.1.9 Metal-To-Metal Spa!_,

I A spark discharge between two electrodes both of which are conducting.

I'
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3.1.10 Photoemlsston _

_ An effect whereby radiation of sufficiently short wavelength impinging on
_ substances causes bound electrons to be given off with a maxlmom enerRy that

t varles linearly with _he frequency o£ the r_dta_lon.

_ 3.1.11 Prtmar_ Radiated Spark Fields
g

_, The electric and magnetic f_elds radiated from the spark gap.

J' 3.1.12 Punch-Through Spark
i
: A spark discharge through the bulk of a dielectric matert_l. It is a bulk

breakdown of the insulating strength of a dielectric _parattng two electrodes.

i_ The current path is through the bulk of the material, wtth surfaces above and
below the dielectric acting as electrodes. The punch-through spark may occur

'_j% ( in vacuum or in air.

' 3.1.13 Replacement Current

i_ Current, excluding the spark gap current, in the region of the spark gap
and within the materlal surrounding the spark gap due to the rearrangement of
charge followlng the spark discharge.

q. 3.i.14 Secondary.Emission

An effect whereby electrons or ions, called secondary electrons or ions,
are emitted from a material as a result of the colllslon o_ higher energy

;_ electrons or ions with the material. The ratio of secondary particles to
incident particles can be greater than unity.

:_ 3.1.15 Space Emission Spark

_ A vacuum spark characterized by the ejection of current into the space
surrounding an electrode. To produce a space em£sslon spark, the electric
field must be sufficiently high to ionize and vaporize the charge retaining
material.

3.1.16 Spacecraft qharging (SCC)_

The phenomenon where space veh$cle elements and surfaces can become dif-
ferentially charged to a level sufficient to cause discharges and resulting
EMI. The primary effects of SCC are electrical transients and upsets, material
degradation and enhanced co_tamlnatlon.

3.1.17 SpaTk D tschaTge

A sudden bzeakdown of the insulating strength of the dielectric separat-
ing two electrodes, due to the formation of Ions by an intense electric field,
accompanied by a pulse of electricity across the spark gap and a flash of light
indicating very high temperature. In contrast to the arc discharge or glow
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i
't discharge, the spark ls of very short duration. It may be oscillatory, or

i,. lntermigtent, with several discharges taking place in quick succession.

3.1. is se,y_pAs__

The total current within the spark gap.

3.1.19 Spark Lag

The interval between thc attainment of the sparking threshold potentia],
and the initiation of the spark.

( 3.1.20 Sparking Threshold Potential

If the voltage across a spark gap is progressively raised, a spark passes
when the voltage level has become sufficiently high. The lowest voltage at
wh.ich the initial spark will pass is the sparking threshold potential. Note
that the voltage may be increased considerably above this value _ithout pro-
ducing a spark. After one spark has passed others may follow, at different
sparking potentials.

3.1.21 Vacuum Spark Discharge

A spark discharge taking place in a vacuum region with high potential
gradients. The electric field may exist within a dielectric or in the vacuum

region surrounding the charge retaining material. In the latter case the
gradients are between the electrode and either the vacuum chamber walls or an

I} equivalent space charge surrounding the electrode, in these cases the poten-

tial gradients must be sufflc_ently high to ionize and vaporize the charge

retaining material. There are different types of vacuum sparks that are of

considerable importance, each classified by the configuration of the electrodes

or the characteristics of the current path of the spark gap. These are the

dielectric-to-metal spark and the metal-to-metal spark, each with a spark gap

path that is classified as a punch-through spark, a flash-ever spark or a space
emission spark.

4.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

4.1 Spacecraft Charglng Protection Program

The contractor shall (a) conduct a spacecraft charging protection p_ogram,

(b) prepare and maintain an analytical plan and (c) prepare and maintain a test

plan. The intent of the program shall be to assure that the space vehicle isY
capable of operating in a space plasma charging environment without degradation

_ of the specified space vehicle capability and without changes in operational

;_ modes, location or orientation. This performance must be accomplished without

_ . the benefit of external control such as ten.ands from a ground station_. The

,_:_" spacecraft charging protection program, the analytlcal plan and the test plan
shall be approved by the procuring agency.
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4.1.1 Performance i_:

Ii The contractor shall, assure through a,alysts and/or to_t that all space
vehicle electrical systems perform t:o specified capabll_.tlos when operating

i' in a space pl.asma charging environment. ,!
" .4

4.1. l. 2 Materials 'i

i
The contractor shall assure through _n_ly,qls and/or test that a/1 space !

veh$cle materials which may be exposed to _ _pace plasma charging environment i
will retain specified capabilities, i

4.I.I.3 Contamination ii
!

T_te contractor shall assure through analysis and/or test that any contam-

ination effects due to electrostatlcs induced by a space plasma charging envi- 1
ronment wlll not degrade the performance of space vehicle surfaces or elements

I

below specified capabilities. 'i1!
!

4. i.2 Design

4.1.2.1 Electrical Systems

The contractor shall design all space vehicle electrical systems to per-

I} form to specified capabilities in a space plasma charging environment. This
may include protective design measures compatible with MIL-STD-1541 (USAF).

4. I.2.2 Materials

The contractor shall use materials in the space vehicle design that will

perform to specified capabilities in a space plasma charging environment. Any

protection features incorporated to reduce material damage must not reduce

material performance below specified levels.

4.i.2.3 Contamlnat ion

The contractor shall design the space vehicle to minimize the effects of
contamination enhanced by a space plasma charging environment. Any contamina-
tion present must not reduce performance of _;pace vehicle systems below speci-
fied capabilities.

1
5.0 DETAILED REQUIREMENTS

I

'i'i 5.1 Performance i
' 5.I.i Electrical Systems
i

i: Space vehicle electrical systeln outage is permlssible duri,,g a discharge

if operation returns to normal within a telemetry main frame period after on_t,t ii, 788
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!_ of the discharge. A command to the space vehicle _rom an external source such

!_ as a ground station is not required to be completed if a discharge occurs dur- '_

ing transmission of the co,_nand, provided that an unintended action does not
result and provided that the opace vehicle is capable of receiving and execut-
ing subsequent commands and meeting specified per£oraa_ce. Space plasma in-
duced electrical transients shall not affect on board digital data beyond the

• specified design limits. Conditions outside of specified limits for electronic
equipment due to space plasma induced electrical transients shall be prohibited.

5.1.2 Materials

Thermal control surfaces, second surface mirrors, and solar cell cover-

_-i_ slides shall not degrade in thermal or optical properties or structural in-
tegrity in a space plasma charging environment below the level required to
perform to specified capabilities. Space vehicle structural elements shall i

• not be permitted to degrade in mechanical properties in a space plasma charg-
ing environment below the level required to perform to specified capabilities.

5.1.3 Contamination

Contamination of therm_l and optical space vehicle elements due to space

i_. plasma charging effects shall not degrade performance below the s_eclfied capa- I

bflfties. Contamination of any other space vehicle elements or subsystems shall !
not reduce the operational performance of the space vehicle below its speclfled

limits. -i!

5.2 Design i

;-- 5.2.1 Electrical Systems

Space vehicle electrical systems shall be designed such that transients

induced by space plasma associated discharges do not interfere with space

vehicle performance. Where practlcal this shall be accomplished by pulse

duration discrimination. Where this is not practical, other design techniques

shall be utilized such as filtering and RF shielding of selected wiring har-

nesses. The following design techniques shall be incorporated and made com-
patible to MIL-STD-1541 (U',AF) specifications. J

(i) All electronic boxes should consist of solid metal enclosures with no

openings which permit the penetration of significant ENI.

(2) All metallic structural elements and other conductors _hall incor-

porate sufficient common grounding to prevent metal to metal discharges.

(3) All metallized surfaces on there,a! blankets shall incorporate mul-
tiple grounds to the space vehlcle c,,_ducting structure.

(4) The space vehlcle structure should provide s "Faraday Cage" design

with a minimum of openings to prevent radlate_ EMI generated on the space
vehicle exterior from propagatlng to internal locations. This may not be

necessary if it can be shown by analysis and test that the "Faraday Cage"
is not required.
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5.2. I. 1 I_3,._I .,L.nflu Ide 1lnes ,_',

The design guidelines present deslgn features which w_ll reduce the levels
,1: of discharging on the space vehicle and the effects of SCC Oil electrical sys-

tems. The design guid,,llnes as presented i11 tile "Design _uideltnes for S'.mc_-
craft Charging blonogral,h" (NASA document to be published) should be followed
wherever appl:[¢able. The monograph provider further detail on the design tech- 1

niques given Ill SeetioB 5.2.1.

5.2.2 Materials i]

blaterlals used in the space vehlcl:, design shall be selected to minimize
dlfferentl_li charging and discharge effects from a space plasma charging envi-

ronment white matntatnhxg specified performance eapabilit2eg. All dielectric i
materials used ou exposed surfaces should be tested or analyzed to determine

their discharge characteristics in a space plasma charging environment. Sur- i
faces located Internal to the outer space vehicl.e structure should be shield-
ed from the space plasma environment by eliminating openings in tile structure. 1

Design guidelines as presented in the "Design Cuidelines for Spacecraft Charging '1

Monograph" (NASA document to be published) should be followed for materials !

appl lea Llens. I

5.2.3 Contaminat ion

Space vehicle design shal 1 incorporate techniques which minimize outgassing
and other sources of contamlnatloli. Exposed surfaces which are most susceptible

to effocts of enhanced contamination due to space plasma cimrging shall be
identified aud protected where necessary.

b.O SYSTEbl ANAI,YSIS REQUIREMENTS

(,. I S p__!y3"_c.r2fft Ch,Lr_ t n.!a_hn__a..l.zst s.J'3_gn

i
The contractor sltall prepare and maintain an analytical plan for SCC. The

plan shall bt, sulLiect to approval by tile procuring agency. The conttltctor shall
hnplement the plan to analyze tile space vehicle for the effects of SCC. The
analysl,q plan should complenmnt the test" plan and the analysis should generate
data useful to ident:tfyitw_ susceptible design areas slid quantifying representa- *
tire test levels. Atlalysts procedurt, s as prt_set|ted iu the "Ilt,stgtl Gutdt,]lncs "_

• ,it |I ]for Spacecraft Clu.rglng Monograln (NASA document to be pub]i._lled) should be
fo I 1owed where app I t t';Ibl e. '!

|

, " Is t:,:,tytgL!S ,]

,%t_:}lystt_ o1 tilt' SC(I I_hellomenzi ]S ba:a,d ,.m four prh, ary model lag _lrt,ils" ]

i'% (l) Space pl_lslll_l t,ltvlroltmetlt tllodellllg

(2) Sheath/charging mode l lnl;

(3) Di$ch_lrgo modeling

(4) EMi ]couikl Jilt IIIodc I trig

i
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_J _ Models are being developed and will be available for use in analytical treat-

_ meats of SCC effects on space vehicles. The contractor shall utilize these .......
_. _ models or others suitable to the procuring agency in analyzing the space

i___, i vehicle performance susceptibility to electrical effects, _aterlal degrade-• _ tions, and contamination effects due to SCC.

6.2_i Space Plasma Environment Models

Space plasma environment models (see Appendix A) shall be used to deter-
mine the plasma environment at the space vehicle. This includes esti_atlng
frequencies of occurrence and duration of exposure of all space vehicle sur-
faces to the Various environment constituents and estimating the energy levels
and current densities of the.constituentS.

6.2.2 Sheath/Charglng Models

Sheath/charging models (see Appendix A) shall be used to determine the ex-
tremes of differential charging levels for space vehicle elements and exposed
surfaces. This requirez input from the environment models and applicatlon to
the specific space vehicle geometries (including illumination effects), with
the incorporation o£ the characteristic material properties.

6.2.3 Discharge Models

Discharge models shall be applied for the extremes in differential charg-
ing levels as calculated from the sheath/charglng models for representative
space vehicle geometries. Estimates of extremes of radilted EMI (exter_al and
internal to the space vehicle) and structural current levels shall be generated
by the analysis.

6.2.4 EMl/Coup!tng Models

EMl/coupllng models shall be applied for the extremes in radiated _I and
structural current as calculated from the discharge model for representative
space vehicle geometries. Estimates of extremes of characteristics of elec-
trical transients shall be generated by the analysis.

6.3 Analysis Procedures

Analysis shall be performed to determine extremes of SCC effects in the
area of electrical transients. In addition, models should be applied where
applicable to determine material degradation and contamination effects, in
general the SCC phenomena models shall be util_zed to estimate worst case ex-
tremes of effects on the specific space vehicle. If these extremes present
conditions which would result in degraded space vehicle performance (below
specified levels), then more detailed use of the phenomena models should be
performed as a second iteration of the analysis. This less conservative
approach will provide more realistic estimates of SCC effects than the worst
case extremes, but at the added expense of the ,soredetailed ana]ytlcal model-
ing treatment.
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6.3.1 Electrical Transients ,_
!

The procedure for analyzing the space vehicle for electrlcal transients
induced by SCC follows.

(1) Determine the frequency of occurrence and duration of periods of

space plasma charging using the environment models for the particular

orbit and mission of the space vehicle. Generate environment inputs
for (2).

(2) Determine extremes of differential charging levels for the space

vehicle elements and surfaces based on sheath/charglng model analysis.

Determine capacitance of the space vehicle material configurations and

for locations susceptible to charging (including capacitances within
thermal blankets and between thermal blankets and other structural sur-

faces). Determine the charge and voltage levels of the capacitorS,

I
(3) Determine extremes in amplitudes, frequencies and general character- _
istics of

discharges on the space vehicle based on discharge model analyses i

and material test results. Determine most likely discharge locations. I

(4) Determine extremes in radiated EMI and current injection into the
space vehicle structure for the expected discharges.

(5) Use a coupling model in detail to determine the frequency of occur-

rence and characteristics of induced transients in all space vehicle

electrical systems, including wiring harnesses, circuits, and components.

!. (6) Determine the effect of these electrlcal transients on space vehicle
performance.

6.3.2 Material Degradation

The procedure for analyzing the Space vehicle for material degradations
caused by electrostatic discharge follows. This should be followed where

applicable.

(1) Determine the frequency of occurrence and duration of space plasma

_______harglng using the environment models for the particular orbit and mission

of the space vehicle. Generate environment lap,its for (2).

(2) Determine extremes of differential charging levels for exposed space

vehicle surfaces based sheath/charglng model
on analysis.

(3) Oetermlne the locations, frequencies and energy content of discharges

from these surfaces based on the discharge model analysis.

(4) Determine the mission integrated effect of these discharges on the

_ thermal, optical, and mechanical properties of the expom'd materla]s.

_ (5) Determine the effect of degradation in any of the material properties

on space vehicle performance.
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,_:. 6.3.3 Coutamluat Ion

:_ ;: The procedure for analyzing the space vehicle for effects _f contamination

caused by SCC follows. This Should be followed where applieabl,_.
,,

i_ _ i {i) Determine the frequency of occurrence and duration of apace plasma
! charging using the environment models for the particular orbit and mission
_ of the space vehicle. Generate environment inpUtS for (2).

L (2) Determine characteristic profiles of fields and potential dlstrlbu-
_:_ i tions exterior to the space vehicle and surface charge distributions on

: the space vehicle from the sheath/charglng model analysis.

_ (3) Estimate the characteriSticS of the outgassing products, propulslon_ (i system gases, and discharge sputtered material from the space vehicle.
t

(4) Determine extremes in radiated EMI and current injection into the

space vehicle structure for the expected discharges.

(5) Determine the effect on space vehicle performance of thermal or optl-4

ca1 degradation of the material surface propertles due to this contamina-

tion (includlng degradation of this contamination).

_. 7.0 SYSTEM TEST REQUIREMENTS

7.1 Spacecraft Charging Test Plan

The contractor shall prepare and maintain a test plan for SCC. The plan

shall be subject to appzoval by the procuring agency. This plan shall include

but not be limited to the followlng:

_ (a) Measurement instruments and test equipment

(b) TeSt._ondltlons

(c) Test methods

(d) Test analysis and verlficatlon

The test plan should be complementary to the SCC analysls plan (see Section 6.1).

The co_tractor shall implement the plan to test the space vehicle suSceptlbillty

to the effects of SCC. Test procedures as presented in the "Design Guidelines

for Spacecraft Charging Monograph"'(NASA document to be published) should be
followed where applicable.

7.2 Measurement and _est Instruments

7.2.1 Measurement Instruments-

The eqUlpmen_ Used to monitor space vehl,:le susceptibility to SCC caused
transients shall be capable of measuring signals with adequate at:curacy to a
level of 6 dB below the unit, subsystem, or vystem requirements. These instru-
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meats should provide adequate bandwidth and proper time, response to meet tile ,_.
test measurement requirements. ,_

Measured signals shall be permanently recorded for later analysis as need-
ed. Use shall be made of wldeband oscilloscopes, spectrum analyzers, wldeband

transient detectors, circuit monitors, recorders, current meters and probes,
wldeband RF detectors and/or other instrumentation capable of monitoring unit,

subsystem or system performance. The equipment used in this testing shall lmve I

tile approval of the procuring agency and be fully described in the applicable 1

test plan. t

Measuring techniques and instrumentation accuracies shall be discussed in
the test plan. Any peculiarities in operation, performance, or output in the
measuring instruments shall be also discussed in the test plan.(

All space vehicle telemetry equipment, aerospace ground . " --=a_equip ....... , and EMC

test equipment (See MIL-STD-1541 (USAF)) used in these tests shall be described

in the test plan. Any specially designed SCC measuring equipment shall also

be described in the test plan,

7.2.2 Test Equipment

!,. Special equipment used to Simulate SCC effects on units, subsystems, or
systems shall be described in the test plan. They should be callbrated within

specified limits. This test equipment should include deVices to

(i) Induce charge density levels of up to 10-3 coulombS/m 2 on the exposed
surfaces of the space vehicle structure

(2) Insulate the space vehicle from all surrounding grounds during periods
of testing

(3) Directly inject currents of up to 300 amperes into the space vehicle

structure at selected critical test points. Lower levels may be show11

_ adequate through analysis

l (4) Generate EMI with specified intensity and characteristics at selected

critical test points external to the space vehicle

(5) Deliver an electrical pulse of specified energy at selected critical
test: points

This equipment, its operat.'on and its use for SeE testing shall be approved by
the procuring agency before any testing of the space vehicle is started.

7.3 'l;t'st.' tions

7.3.1 % :LiSnb_vstem Test (._ndt.ttons

The test conditions for units and subsystems should follow the procedure

outlined in "Design Guidelines for Spacecraft Charging Monograph" (NASA docu-
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merit to be published). Test conditions must be tailored to each indiv_dual
unit or subsystem.

7.3.2 System Test Conditions

System level a_bient environment testing shall be performed on a qualifi-

cation model vehicle, if available, or on a flight model vehicle, if a quali- i
ficatton model is not available. System level testing shall be conducted in a
_anner that will minimize risk to the space vehicle. System level tests shall
simulate, to the extent possible, the conditions expected in space, Currents
and voltages induced in space vehicle Structural elements and electrical sys-
tems shall not exceed by more than a factor of 2 the cxtremes expected in space.

( 7.4 Test Methods

7.4.1 Unit/SubSystem Test Method

Each unit and subsystem shall be tested for spacecraft charging suscepti-

bility. As a minimum testing shall be performed for radiated EMI. Each unit

and subsystem shall perform wi_hln specified levels during and after the testing.

7.4.2 System Test Method

System level testing shall consist of monitoring selected circuits and

general space vehicle health signals while conducting the followlng tests:

(I) Inject cvrrent into the space vehicle structure at selected critical
test points. Test levels should be determined by analysls.

(2) Induce charge flow in the space vehicle by uslng the space vehlcle

structure as one plate of a capacitor and charging and discharging the i

other plate of the capacitor (a test plate mounted at selected critical

test points). Test levels should be determined by analysis.

(3) Create radiated EMI in the same manner as that for the unlt/sub-
system tests.

Critical test points shall be chosen by analysis as those locatlons most llkely

to experience discharges in space. The magnitude of the discharge should be
less than double but at least equal to the expected levels estimated by the
analysis. Engineering model or qualification model systems should be subjected
to this full level testing. To avoid electrical stressing of flight equlp_ent,

flight vehicle systems may be subjected to lower level (1% to IOZ) testing if

supportive analysis is performed to assure system performance to specified
capabilities in the SCC IOOZ threat environment.

The magnitudes of the capacitance for (2) above and the voltages at dis-

:oI!_; charge shall be representative of levels estimated in the analysis. ,
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7.5 Test Analysis and Verification ._

The measurements recorded during the SCC tests shall be analyzed and used
to verify that the space vehicle performs to specified levels. Transients shall
be shown to be below upset levels for all critical circuits and components in

electrical systems. Thresholds for upsets of space vehicle critical circuits
and components may be measured at the unit level or calculated analytically.
The method chosen is subject to approval by the procuring agency. Protective
features shall be incorporated for all electrical systems to correct any per-
formance below specified levels. The effectiveness of the protective features
shall be demonstrated by further test and analysis.

7.6 Material Degradation TeSts

• All materials used on exposed surfaces in the space vehicle design should

i be characterized for their performance in a space plasma charging envirOnment.This information may be obtained from the literature, e.g. the "Design Guide-

, lines for Spacecraft Charging Monograph" (to be published by NASA) or from

i material tests _or new materlals. Life cycle testing should be incorporatad
• where applicable and where considered necessary. All materials are subject to

i approval by the procuring agency,
. APPENDIX A: SPACECRAFT CHARGING PHENOMENON BACKGROUND (Available upon request).
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SPACECRAFT CHARGING MODELING D_VELOPMENT AND VALIDATION STUDY*

E. E. O'Donnell

Science Applicationsj Inc.

SUMMARY

Prediction of the effects of spacecraft charging requires validated analyti-
" cal models of the magnetospherlc environment, the charging inheraction between
: the spacecraft and the plasma sheath, the discharge phenomena, electromagnetic

coupling from the discharge to spacecraft components, and of material damage.
This paper reviews the analytical models now available and describes the use
of SCATHA data and ground tests ta validate the models.

INTRODUCTION

_:_ One of the objectives of the cooperative NASA/AIr Force Spacecraft Charg-
i_ ing Investigation is to ensure that validated analytical models are developed

I,_' which are capable of predicting the interactlon of spacecraft with the environ-
ment. Historically, modeling activity has been divided into four regions:

----The undisturbed environment

_ • The plasma sheath surrounding the spacecraft

• The spacecraft surface

_' • The spacecraft interior

" Models must be capable of predicting the degradation of the spacecraft
due to its interaction with the environment. This degradation can fall into !

_' two categories: (1) anomalies, which are interruptions in service due to
electromagnetic coupling of static discharges into sensitive electronic clr_
cults, and (2) materials degradation, such as changes in thermal absorption
and emission coefficlents. Anomalles can be temporary, such as the upset of a
digital logic circuit, which is restorable by ground command, or permanent
damage due to burnout of semlconductor elements.

Emphasis to date has been put on solving the anomaly problem, but with
long mlssJon life requirements expected for space systems, materlal degradation
may become extremely important.

* Work supported through Contract F04701-77-C-0166 with SAMSO and Contract

NAS3-21048 with NASA/LeRC.
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ANALYTICAl, MODELS _

Environmental Models

The environmental model describes tile magn_tosj,heric substorm in _erms of
electro_ and ion concentrations, particle energies, and probability of occurs..
fence. A comprehensive model should include

• Electric and magnetic fields i

• Plasma partlc_.e identities and number densities

( • Particle fluxes and current densities

• Particle energy spectra

• Particle angular distributions (isotropy, field alignment, etc.)

• Temporal variations of plasma parameters

• K , Ap dependence of plasma parameters

• Spatial dependences

• Probabilities o: occurrence of various severities of substorm
I

activity

Table i lists the environmental models available and in use today. The

AFGL model, usually known as the Environmental Atlas (Ref. i) when updatedJ

with data from the SCeTHA satellite, will be issued in CY 1980 and will serve

as the standard reference for magnetospheric environments. Haffner (Ref 5)

has oomputed Substorm conditions and probabilities of occurrence for subsyn-
chronous orbits.

Sheath/Charglng Models

The sheath/charglng model determines the spacecraft charging condition,

the electromagnetic fields in the plasma sheath surrounding the spacecraft and

the particle trajectories and fluxes in the sheath region. For engineering

purposes, it is sufficient to determine the charging condition: potential

distributions on the spacecraft surface; but for scientific payloads, the
sheath fields, particle trajectories, and particle fluxes may be of extreme

importance.

Engineering models, such as those used by design organizations, u_ually

are of the equivalent circuit type, described by Inouye (Ref 8) and Mas_aro

(Ref. 9). More sophisticated treatments needed for scientific purposes require
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_:_ Iteratlve solutlons of the Polsson and Vlasov equations wlth the opproach
dependent upon the geometry involved, Table 2 _sts the models used for

°''_i sheath/charglng analyse_.

• The most ambitious model to date Is the NASCAP code developed hy Systems,

S_lence, and SoftWare for NASA (Ref. 14).

Discharge Hodels

As the charge accumulates on a spacecraft dielectric surface, the proba-

( billty increases that the surface will discharge to spacecraft ground or
anothez surface of lower potential. Discharges fall into three categories:

• Punchthrough - dielectric breakdown from the front to back
surfaces of a material

• Flashover - dielectric breakdown along a surface or between two

adjacent surfaces

$ Blowoff - the expulsion of charge to free space

It has been observed that all three types ef discharges will result in

charge expulsion, and it i_ the time dependence of the efflue_nt charge that is

the single most important parameter in modeling discharges.

The discharge models must describe the discharge current amplitude and

pulse shape, the energy released ejects material species and time history, the

current paths, and the dependence of these upon the following va¢lables:

• Surface area

• Dielectric properties (TefloL_, Kapton, etc.)

• Material Juxtaposition

• Environmental conditions (electron and Ion spectra, photo

illuminatlo_, etc. )

Discharge models fall into three categories: (I) phenomenologlcal, which

are simply aggregations of data tied together with empirical relationships;

(2) qualitative models, which postulate a physical process but do not attempt

mathematical formulations; and (3) physical models, which attempt to formulate

a. fundamental physics approach to explaining di_charBe phenomena. At present
no suitable models of any category exist, Table 3 describes the models now

existing and those in development.
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Coupling/EM! Models ,_!

The Coupling/EMl models are used to pradlet the electromagnetlc interfer-

ence (EMI) at sensitive el_ctronica packages due to the dielectric discharge.
This can be done in one or two steps, depending upon the analyst.

P

In the o1_-ste_ approach, as was used by lnouye, st. al, (Ref. 19) an
EMI model of the spacecraft is devised and a standard EMI computer code _uch
as IEMCAP or SEMCAP is used to predict interface transients. In the two-step

approach, a time-domain electromagnetic analysis is performed to predict
spacecraft structural currents and internal fields. Then, using a transient
circuit analysis code such as SYSCAP, the transient interface and voltages and

{ currents are predicted.
J

Table 4 lists the codes available for Coupling/EMI analyses. I

i

Buried Component and Cable Models _I

High energy electrons (trapped radiation) will penetrate spacecraft i

_" surfaces and deposit charges at depth in the spacecraft. It has been shown by

Beers (unpublished) and Wenaas (Ref. 20) that spacecraft cables can accumulate

sufficient charge to approach breakdown conditions in the cable dielectric.

It is expected that other buried dielectrics, such as capacitor dielectrics,

printed circuit boards, etc., could also experience breakdown.
c

i Of the buried components, only the cables have been treated analytically,

and these analyses are not adequate to predict the spacecraft performance. It
should be noted that in the event of an exoatmospheric nuclear explosion,

trapping of fusion product beta radiation could lead to severe high energy
electron environments, in which the buried component discharge phenomena could

well dominate magnetospherlc plasma effects.

I Materials Damage Models _:A materials damage mo_el would relate important materials properties I
(emission, absorption, electrlcal and thermal conductivity, etc.) to sample i

charging and dis_harglng history. Though some data exist, no attempt has been !
made to formulate even a phenomenological model. I

i

MODEL VALIDATION ACTIVITIES I

The previous section has shown that a variety of analytical models have !

been developed or are being developed for spacecraft charging analyses. This

section describes the ground and space programs which will be used to validate
the models.
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SCATHA Mode! Validation ,_

Table 5 lists _he SCATHA experiments and describes how the da_a wllJ be
used for model validation. As this toble Is summary in nature, it will be
useful _o describe in detail the process by which SCATHA d_Ca will be used.

Two examples will be given: t

• SC1-1,2,3 val4dation of NASCAP

i e SC1-8B validation of discharge, coupling, and EMI
models

(
, NASCAP Validation

The Satellite Surface Potential Monitors (SSPMs) are material samples

specially instrumented to measure the sample potential relative to spacecraft

ground, the leakage and displacement currents. A SCATHA ve_slon of NASCAP has
. already been developed by Systems, Science, and Software (5) and sample runs

have been made. Once SCATHA is in orbit and data have been telemetered to

ground, thf environmental conditions at the spacecraft will be determined from
other SCATHA experiments (SC2, SC3, SC5, SC6, SC7, SC8, SC9), and this environ-
ment will be used as NASCAP tmput, which will predict SSPM parameters. The
comparison of predicton with data provided by SC1, 1, 2, and 3, will validate
NASCAP.

Further validation of NASCAP will come from monitoring the SSPM readings

during SCA (elect_on and ion gun) operation. Predictions will be made of the
SSPM potential as a function of time during gun operation. If NASCAP is 1

• capable of predicting the potentials correctly, then the code is assumed to be __
valid.

Discharge, Coupling, and EMI Model Validation

Data from the Narrowband Pulse Analyzer can be used to validate coupling/

EMI and discharge models as follows:

• From the NASCAP charging analysis, it will be possible to

select likely discharge posltions. Those positions will be

_); the source locations for a time-domaln coupling analysis. The

:I! driving function (current density vs uime) will be provided by

_i, the discharge model.

'_' • The coupling calculations will predict SCATHA structural
currents and near fields as functions of time.

i
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_, o The field excitation of tile dipole antenna will be computed for
each of the discharge sources. These results will be compared

t

wlth SC1-SB measurements. Tile source terms will be itera':ed

_: until agreement is satisfactory.

_! calculations will also internal fields. Cable

e Coupling provide
h_rness transients will be predicted using standard circuit
analysis routines and the results compared with the internal
monopole sad loop antenna results.

The above process can be simplified considerably if the discharge location
can be identified uniquely. For example, if the SSPM measurements indicated
that one of the maLertal samples discharged at time t , and the SC1-SB detailed

--' a transient at the same time, then the SSPM single could be assumed to be the

source of the discbarge.(

GROUND TEST PROGRAMS

As can be seen from Table 5, tileprimary purpose of SCATHA is to provide

data for the environmental and sheath/charglng models. Thus the bulk of the

data for validation of discharge, coupling, EMI, and material damage models

must be obtained via ground tests. Table 6 is a compilation of ground tests

' and other va!xdation activities that are planned, in progress, or _ rye recently

been completed. Comments on selected efforts follow.

Validation of NASCAP will come primarily from material sample exposures
at NASA LeRC, and a number of thes_ tests have been conducted. A comparison
of NASCAP with the Laframboise codt_ will be initiated soon and should deter-

mine the effect of the corners in the NASt;AP geometry. The Laframboise cech-
-- nique assumes an infinite cylindrical geometry; analysis of long cylinders

should provide good coml)al'isons tot the p_lrl)ose of code validation.

The discharge dat_J of Balm;ti., at tht. l!nivt.rslty of Toronto, indicate
strong functional depeudence of disrhar,v.t, rvt.rt_ current amplitude, charge,
and energy upon sample ,irt,d. l't,;ik amplJtutlt, ;ll)pt.ilrs proportional to the half
power of area, total charge i_ prot)orlion,II to tlrett, and energy is proportional
to the three-halves powt, r o| ;ire;_. The pulse duration, which data have more
scatter, secm to vary r,mghly ;i,- are,l to the 11.35 power.

At present, tl:_ o.ly pror.ram l.volvl.g phy._ical discharge modeling with
experimental toni irtuation i._ a it,Jut el fort by SAi and SRi with .';/_IS(} funding.

This program should pr,lvldt..:ht* I i v.qt qtl:ll|t itat iw, del lnltion of the discharge
SOllr(,o for LISt' Ill t'Otlpl i.K cal,'ul;it io.:;.

A _cale iiiodt, l el ',_t'ATllA h_l:: I>ct,i_ ct,l,r;trt.-lt,,] t.,1- ,',,11pl Jill. model valtdat ion

and for EHI tt,._titll,. _lt |g[. I'.:it|t, Ihi:, l,._;| vchicl_., IRT ha._ developed a set
Of prelJlllill;IrV |t.:;I prot*t,d,lvt,,-; Ih;l! s;hotl|,l ";t'l'vt' ;!._; th(' I,;i_l,q for tt,:4t .qt,lll-
dardizatlou. Al,qo. 'd.';Itw, ,! , _l,dvil i',:q" ,tt°|vt , t__h, iq.t, tl,at hi, st I't.pr(.st, nt.q
the disch,lrl-t, Illt','!l;ll|i,';l_ l, I1¢! i:; _.t',t'l_,pi_l:'. ,l_l,i,ic;li Ir,ln:;|t,i _ functions Ih;lt
will :¢lwplitv tht' it,t_,rpr_,t_t i,qt _,| '_,\1tt,\ ,I;_t,_.
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RECO,_qENDAT iONS

Host of the modeling activity to date has been concentrated in tle areas

of the free-fleld envlronmcmts and the plasma-sheath region, and likewise,

most of the SCATHA instrumentation is designed to validate these models. It

is apparent that the cooper,_tlve NASA/AIr Force Spacecraft Charging lnvestlga-
tion Program will provide at the minimum wdtdated environment and sheath/
charging models.

Coupling and EM_ model_ ,'an borrow from tile techtlology developed for
nuclear weapons effects phenomtna. With only modest modifications, a number
of computer codes devcloFed for analysis of system-generated electromagnetic
pulse (SC,F24P) effects can be used for studies of clectromagnetlc coupling from

( discharges.

It is ironic that the earliest recognized electrical pllenomenon, the
electrostatic discharge, remains one of tilemost poorly understood. And it is

important to realize that until the physics of tl_e discharge phenomenon are
understood, both qualitatively and quantitatively, there will be very little
confidence in scallug laws or "worst-case" specifications that are imposed as
design criteria.

:. What is needed is a thorougi_ program to characterize discharges in plwsi-
cal terms. This program should have both analytical and experimental elements,

interactive in the sense that analytical results _a'e used to define experlmen-

tal goals and experimental results are used to guide analytical directions.

Another program need _s the development of a materials damage model.
This model could he empirical, or semiempirieal, but should make use of the
data provided by the discharge n|odcl development.

b

To date, no one has extended tileburied component .andcable charging

effects analyses past intimacy. JAYCOR, with A_ML funding, is inltlatlng a

program that includes these efft,cts, and tilt, so efforts should he included it.
an overall system assessment.

:__ Finally, a system level cotuhl,ed effects t_..._l (sitar|lariat plasma, solar
photons, and trapped radiation) should he plantled. "['ht._ it, st would validate

. (as well as possible tn a _,.rottnd test) tilt, tqlargitltt, dlsch_trge, ctluplin[_, and
• EMI analyses, as well as system It'vol CUl'l'eut Injt't't loll (prooi) tests.

RI:4:ERI_NCES
-j

l, (,arrett, Capt. II. II. : bloth'l iue. el lilt, I:_'t_.qvltchl'tmous Orbit I'la._ma
Environment, Part I, AFt:I,, I)t'ct't_lbor It)7?.

2. l,aQuey. R.: A Prt, lhuinarv ,qp,,ril ic:ll ioll ttl Jill" I",llv|rolluletlt _lt.
[;eosynchronoua Altllttdt,. blav:l Ih'v. Cori,.. Au$;t|,gt 19lb.
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DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR THE CONTROLOF SPACECRAFTCHARGING_
i

R.E. Kamen and A.B. Holmah

Science Applications, Inc. i

N,J, Stevens and F.D. Berkopec :l .
NASA Lewis Research Center

A nationwide, state-of-the-art technology survey has been completed that
( has led to the development of a list of guidelines that can be used by space-

craft design and program technical management personnel faced with the task
of hardening their satellite against the effects of spacecraft charging.

_ The technology survey Included a literature search and interviews with
government, university and aerospace industry people knowledgeable of space-
craft ch_rging. Information was collected in the areas of 1) spacecraft
history, anomai;es, designs, testing, specifications, experiments, 2) sub-
storm environment and spacecraft ana]ytlcai modeling, and 3) materlal_ de-
velopment and characterization. The information was summarizedj compared,
evaluated, and complied in an unpublished dossier. The dossier includes
discussions of the state-of-the-art, conflicting opinions, c0rrent recon_iten-

i datlons and future plans for 19 technology sub-areas in addition to a biblio-
graphy with abstracts, raw Interview reports and Some general background and
explanatory information.

_;_ / The dossier was finalized and reorganized into a monQgraph titled 11Design
Gui.delines for Spacecraft Charging" which will be published and available from
NASA LeRC. The monograph provides DESIGN GUIDELINES in the areas of i)
fliterlng, 2) spacecraft system design, 3) spacecraft subsystem design, /4)

_ spacecraft analysis and 5) spacecraft testing. The monograph cofltainS a total
:_ of 55 design guidelines, organized as shown in Table i. T.he guidelines state

specific requirements for successful design of spacecraft systems; each guide-
line Is supported by a discussion of recommended practices that will assure
successful implementation of the guideline. The monograph also includes back-
ground Information, a sumi_ary of the present state of spacecraft charging know-
ledge, a bibliography, appendices and an Index designed to facilitate the use
of the document by spacecraft design a, 3 technical management personnel.

This paper Introduces the DESIGN GUIDELINES Honograph and calls attention
to the availability of additional backup information at NASALeRC. This
Initial version of the monograph addresses the near-term goal of avoiding
spacecraft anomalies. As more Information becomes aval|able (e.g., SCATHA :i
flight data), the monograph will be updated and wi I] address the far-term
goal of avoiding spacecraft differential charging.

_Work supported through contract NAS3-21048 with NASA/LeRC
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_ In conclusion, we wish to thank the following organizations for their

_i_ contributions to the technology survey: Air Force Materials Laboratory,o° Communications Satellite Corp., Ford Aerospace, General EleCtric, Hughes
Aircraft, IRT Corp., Jet Propulsion Lab_ NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
Naval Research Laboratory, Mission Research Corp., Rockwell International,
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TABLE i. - ORGANIZATIONOF GUIDELINE_ LISTED IN MONOGRAPH
m,

(
I. Filtering (for the ellm|nation of electronic anomalies)

II. Spacecraft System Design _i

A. Grounding
B. Shielding
C. EMC Practices _
Do Handling/Assembly/Inspection
E. Spacecraft Charging Phenomena Monitors
F. Spacecraft Charging Contro|

III. Subsystem Design
I

A. Electronics
B. P_er Systems
C. Mechanical and Structure

'_ D. Thermal Cont'ro|
:_ E. Communications Systems

F. Attitude Control
G. Other Payloads

IV. Spacecraft Analysis

A. System Analysis . ,_
B. Design Trade St'udies '_

V. Spacecraft Testing

A. Components, Units and Subsystems
B. Flight Systems and Quaiifications Models _'
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."!' THE QUALIFICATI0_ OF A LARGE ELECTRON IRRADIATION FACILITY FOR

_'°_ _ TELECOMMUNICATION SATELLITE DIFFERENTIAL CHARGING SIMULATION ."_'

B.E.H. Serene and J. Reddy
European Space Agency

INTRODUCTION

The European Comnunlcation Satellite network will comprise a series of
three axis sLabilised satellites in geostationary orbit. The extensive use of
insulating materials for thermal control suggests that there is a serious risk _'
of surface potentlal build-up with correlated effects due to discharges: ma-

terials degradation and electro-magnetlc interference, i

Consequently the concept of system level simulation of the electron envl-
ronmant during normal thermal vacuum/solar simulation testing is being actively
persued by the European Space Agency. We believe that the method of charge
build-up by electron bombardment of the entire satellite is the most represen-
_atlve test that can be performed to evaluate the Impact.of.dlfferentlal char....

_ ging on system performance.

To achieve such large test set-up it was necessary to define, procure and
_: qualify ali the critical items and a programme was establlshed, sub-contractlng

procurement and test activities to CNES/SOPEMEA under ESA technical and finan-
cial mau&gemeut.

_', DEFINITION AND PROCUREMENT.PROGRAblME

Electron Source

Fo_ _.heelectron source the basic requlroments were

- electron potential: variable up to 302key
electron flux: variable up to I _Acm

- illuminating cone solid angle: _/3
-homogeneity: better than 30%

Three approaches were considered (presented below) of which oniy the last
one was followed Ir_view of the schedule, rellabillty and cost.

Triode System

_- The elec,_ronbeam was derived by heating up tungsten wires in vacuum and
:' then acc_er_ting the electrons produded by the heated wire in an electric field
_ (Ref.I). The tungsten wires are installed in a large copper frame closed on the
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I",. back and the electric field is created between the frame and a large mesH. _'_

i_' i_iIi:_ These two parts h_ve to be hung in the chamber and well isolated from it. _The advantages of such a system are low price and a large quasl-parallel and
° _ homogeneous electron beam. On tileother hnnd this source Is difficult to ira- !

plement safely, introduces uncertainties and risks durln_-space simulation i
testing and [_nally cannot be repaired without opening _he chamber.

,1Electron Gun with Defocalizatlon Lenses

!1
Most of the electron guns provide a very focalised beam and with the .i

addition of one or two electrostatic lenses it is possible to adjust the beam
divergence according to the size of the sample and the type of vacuum chamber i
used. Unfortunately such electrostatic lenses can be manufactured only by a I

( long process (handmade modification and test) which introduces a h._.ghvrlce

for an uncertain result. :I

Electron Gun with ScatterinKFoi_l
1

In this case we use a conventional electron gun with a scattering foil -.i

instead of a lens to achieve a large divergent homogeneous beam. This intro- i
duces a new constraint with regard to the fusion property of the scattering ;_
foil receiving electrons with an ener.gyup to 30 key.

In consequence we have recommended the purchase of an existing electron
gun manufactured by SAF_S (Grenoble - France) shown on figure I. This gun is

, equipped with four filaments which are interchangeable under vacuum, can pro-
vide an electron flux of 8 mAcm -2 (by adjustment of the fil_ment current up

I: to 20A) with an energy adjustable from 0 to 30 key and an i11uminating cor,_.
' solid angle of _/20. The first part of the test programme was concerned with
'_ defining the _.haracterlsticsof the beam.

_. Scattering Foil

Such a method has been used successfully by other laboratories (ReV. 2).
The homogeneity of the electron beam in the test plane is achieved by using
a thin aluminium scatterin_ foi,l (2_),..whichis mounted at a distance of 52 cm
in _ont of the anode of the electron gun. T.he primary beam impinges on the
2 _m thick foil. pressed into a 8 cm diameter, aperture of a diaphragm made of
aluminium sheets, with locally different intensity (figure 2).
After i.nelasticscattering, a m_fficiently large portion of th_ electrons
leaves the foil with random distribution, for which a cos-law distribution is

_ to be expected as a first a_proximatio_. If the.foil is considered to be a
_," secondary electron source, it ran be re_arded, in spite of its finite extent,

as sufficiently point-like in comparison with the large distance t_,the test

!_ : plane, so that a dependence according to fir2 is to be expected for the olec-
i

tron current density at the location of the test object. The use of the elec-
tron scattering ._luminiumfoil has both advanta:,.esand dlsadvanta_es. In addi-
tion to the fact th_Jtmounting the foil is the simplest method to achieve a
large-area homogeneous irrJdiation, tlteprevio.sly lineshaped monoener_etlc
distribution of the electron energy, _fter passing through the foil, represents
a continuum which rises from _ low inten,_[tyat low energy to a m_ximum at
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primary energy and Subsequently decays abruptly (Ref. 3). _about 0.8 of the
The continuous energy spectrum occurring after scatteringme_ns a better simu-
lation of the electron energy distribution during maglietic substorm Jn geosta-
tionary orbit. A disad_nnt_ge is, however, that due to the physical laws gover-
ning the electrons t passing through the Al-foil, a very high minimuta accelera-

iI tion voltage is require_ _ achieve a sufficient electron current density. In

this way, compared with the monoenergetic irradiation, an important parameter
is lost for the investigation of the test objects, which otherwise can be
varied by increasing the acceieration voltage in defined steps. Such increase
also has an upper limit due to the high amount of thermal energ_ticW.has to
be radiated by the alumxnium full or conducted by the diaphragm plate (Ref, 4)
and which approaches in some spots the melting temperature of the foil.

Consequently the establishment of the fusion limit of the 2 _m aluminium

scattering foil under I0, 20 and 30 kev was the second point of the test pro-(
gramme.

Measurement and Monitoring Equip,nent I

Faraday Cups

The flux measurement was made using faraday cups of I0 cm2 collecting
area, connected to a nanoa_eter.

The test set-up used for the characteristics determination of the electron
gun and the fusion point of the scattering foil is shown in figure 3 uith a
distance between the electron gun and faraday cup of 57 cm.

For the determination of the flux distribution of the large divergence
_: electron beam a total o _ 50 faraday cops was used:
_._ - 47 of them wer_ instal., on an aluminium plate of 3 meter diameter covered

* with a fluorescent paint (see figures 4 and 5).
....._ - 3 of them, as "pilOts", were installed on a ring of 2.10 meter diameter at

a distance of 1.70 meter from the scattering foil (see figure 5).
_ Tl_edrawing giving the exact location of all of them is Riven in figure 6.

Discharges Detection and Amplitude Ideasureme_ts

Two current probes were usea on the leads connectlnR the _round plane to _
the grourtdlngpoint. In addition, a calibrated current probe was connected to
a memory scope to measure amplitude and duration of discharges.

Vacuum Chambers i_

Three different vacuum chambers needed to be used during this programme:
r' _C- a small chamber of 250 liters for the characte tstl s determlnaCion of the

electron gun
- a medium size chamber of 27 m3 for the fusion test and a short a_elng test

or, the sc_tterin_ foi_
- Simdia chambe_ of 30 m_ for the determination of the flux dlstributlotland '_

the irradiation test of the two superlsolation panels
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L Determination of the Ele_r_coa.Gun Characteristics

Th[_ test was performed in a small vacuum chamber of 250 llter with a
faraday cup moonted 57 om from the filament. The flux values were recorded
as a function of the f_lament current for electron accelerations of 10, 20
and 30 key as shown in figure 7 with a vacuum of 2xlO -5 tort. The measured

beam divergence was greater than expected. Instead of _/20 we obtained _/18.

Fusion Limit of the Scattering Foil

3
iq The vacuua chamber used for this test was the HEURTE¥ chamber with 27 m

volume, 3.5 meter long, vacuum of 2 x I0-6 tort and a window..for visual exa-

mination of the scattering foil under irradiation. Figure 3 shows the test

set-up use&. In. this condition for electron energy of 30 key the curve

@ = f (I filament)

was plotted and gave a linear function

( _A cm-2) = k I (vA)

with k = 5.10-3 cm-2 _ndicating that the maximum beam current incident on the

foil was 600 uA after which the foil was punctured (figures 8 and 9). The flux

was 3 _A cm-2 at 5 cm distance just before fusion of the foil was observed,

During irradiation, large deformation of the scattering foil was observed.
This deformation was complicated by the radlal mechanical constraints cen-

tered around hot points..In consequence a short _geing test was performed on
an A1 foil of 2 _m wlth
vacuum : 2xlO-5 tort

electron energy : 30 key
filament current : 500 uA

duration : lh 30 min

without any degradation.
The flux value at 3metersfrom the scattering foll was 2 nA cm-2.

Mapping of Electron Beam Homogeneity

The mapping of the electron beam was performed in a plane normal to the
electron beam over a diameter of three meters at distances 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0

meters from the diffusion window (see figure I0). Measurements were made at

a single energy of 30 key and at three different intensities (nominally
i nA cm-2 and 3 pa_ cm-2). The vacuum chamber used was Simdla (30 m3) with a

vacuum of 10-6 torr. The position of the 50 faraday cups used for flux mea-

surements is shown on figure 6. For each distance the 3 monitoring cups

(PI, P2 and P3) and the 47 measurement cups were recorded.
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Table I shows ,_
- the values measured by PI, P2 and P3
- the maximum, the minimum and the average of.the values recorded on the 47

other cups corrected by a factor K = i/cos _ (a is the angle between the
axis of the faraday cup and the electron trajectory). This approximation is
valid in regard o_ the small faraday cup aperture compared with the distance
from the source.

The results indicated tha_ at all distances a mean homogeneity of be-
tween 25% and 30% was obtainable at current densities in the range 1 nA cm"2 --
3 nA cm"2.

The beam center was slightly deflected from the center of the target

( due to iocal magnetic field effects.

Thermal Blanket Irradiations 1

In view of the good homogeneity of the beam in the large chamber it was I
decided to perform irradiations of two samples of blanket simultaneously:
- 60 x 80 cm2 of OTS VtlFShield Assembly as described in reference 4 i
- 60 x 80 cm2 of ECS laminated foils of 3 mil Kapton with I mil Aluminium

Both samples were mounted on frames with the aluminium side grounded
(Figs. II and 12). They were irradiated slmultaneously for one hour after
which time the samples were inspected for damage and photographed. There then
followed a second period of ir_diation _t the same level but for three hours.
At the end of this period the samples were removed, inspected and photographed.

The test conditions were

;_ Incident electron energy : 30 key
Filament current : 560 pA
Distance samples/Diffusion window : 2.5 m
Flux on P) : 2.75 nA cm-2

P2 : 2.51 nA cm-2
P3 : 2.64 nAcm -2

Vacuum : 5.10-6 tort

During the irradiations measurements were made of the discharge currents
in both samples and the number and rate of discharges (Figure 13). The follo-

' wing observations were made:

a) number of discharges per hour

_hour

Sample_ First Secolld Thirdi i

OTS 74 57 45
ECS 85 6_ 42

b) Two types of discharge observed on each sample - a smal! localised dis-
charge and a large st_rfacedischarge



ii

! ::'_ _ c) Ampllt.des and duration of discharges d{fferent..go_-o_eJ_._._plegenerally
t. ! longer slower discharges for O.T.S.

Sample typically >150 A - 30 _secs for O.T.S. t
' >200 A - 5 usecs for E.C.S.

d) Degradation of aluminisation of Kapton foi_ all OTS sample particularly
:_ around _vets (Figure 14) and edges. Effects on E.C.S. samples were im-
_ possible to evaluate after 4 hours _rradlation.

e) No degradation for both samples of the ratio a/_ I
1

Discharge influence over a complete temperature measurement chain. ,i

il
During the irradiation of the two large samples thermocouples were in- ._

stalled in the chamber behind and inside the samples. Negative pulses were 1recorded at the time of electrostatic discharges. However, their rate and
amplitude were not destructive to the equipment and not considered as an
error source in the thermal data.

CONCLUSION :ii

As a result of the programme we feel that we have s_ccessfully qualified
a large irradiation source which will be suitable for magnetic substorm en-
vironment simulation during normal satellite thermal vacuum testing.

The combination of cannon and diffusion window gives a widely di_tergent
beam which allows irradiation of large systems with only a small separation
between source and system.

The characteristics of the beam itself are well defined within the liml- i
tatlons of maximum flux and minimum energy. )

Further development is planned to improve the source with respect to these iI
limits of flux and also to allow irradiation at low energies. In addition a
system which will permit the centering of the electron beam in the place of

I, the test object is presently being developed and tested.

We consider also that future "space-slmulatlon" tests will Include plasma 1sources which will eventually allow an accurate assessment of the differential
charging performance of all European satellites during ground based testing.

1
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TABLE |: MAPPING OF TIIEELECTRON GUN |IOMOCENEITY

DISIANCE FILAMENT Pl P2 P3 _ _bHAX _ MINCURRENT

(m) !_A) nAlcm" nA/cm 2 nA/cm" nA/cm2 nA/cm2 nA/cm 2I I I II i ii I I I ii I

3 500 3.5 3,3 2,4 3,3 I,? 2,3

2,5 560 3,5 3,O 2,6 3,_ I,5 2,5

2 510 3,5 3,5 2,5 5,4 I ,5 3,5

i i 1 ii i .......

3 340 2,7 2,4 1,8 2,4 0,9 I,7

2,5 390 2,7 2,7 l,9 2,6 |,I I,9

2 360 2,7 2,8 I ,9 3,8 I , i 2,5

: =, ,

3 180 1,5 1,2 0,9 1,3 _),5 O,q

2 190 1,5 1,5 I 2,l O,5 1,3
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FIGIJRE 2: SCATTERING FOIL, DIAPHI_GH AND ELECTRON GUN i
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FIGI]RE 3: SCATTERING FOIL AND FARADAY CUP

_iIi

FIGURE 4:

POSITION OF THE 47 FARADAY CUPS
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FIGURE 9: FUSION OF THE SCATTERING FOIL

FIGURE I0: TEST SET-ITPFOR I,ARCEELECTRON BEAM MAPPTNG
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PZGURE I I:

SAHPLE ON THE
HOUNTING FRAHE



FIGURE 13: SAMPLES UNDER. IRRADIATION
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! FIGURE 14: DAMAOES AROUND THE RIVET OF THE O.T.S. SAMPLE
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!}, ;, TDRSS SOLAR ARRAY ARC DISCtlARGE TESTS _ _

' G. T, Inouye and J. M, Sellen, Jr,

? TRW Def_nJe and Space Systems Group

SUMMARY

ii i

The Communications Technology Satellite (CTS) experienced a fifteen per- _ i
cent power loss, possibly due to spacecraft charging and consequent arc dis-
charge. This paper covers tests that were performed to develop design guide-
lines and recommended practices for use in the design of solar arrays of sire-

( ilar construction such as that for the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRSS)

The most interesting results were obtained with the solar array test sam-
ples irradiated with electrons on the backside and with ultraviolet on the

Solar cell side. The test sample Was isolated from ground (tank walls) with a
.... 25,000 megohm resistor so that the Sample potentials were determined predom-

i_ inantly by the "environmental" fluxes of electrons and UV, with only a minor
influence from external diagnostics. An enhanced photo-induced emission of

_' electrons from the solar cell side due to UV irradiatiofl was observed in the
,::'-: preferred test sample conf_guration in which the backside is coated with a

_ conducting paint. This effect ieadS to _he elimination of a major part of the
:=_ charge buildup and energy storage which is the Source of potentially hazardous

arc discharges.

. �INTRODUCTION

The current state-of-the-art in designing satellites to be immune to the

geomagnetic substorm environment at synchronous orblt altitudes is not a ma-
, tured engineering discipline. F_ny geosynchronous and o_her Satellites have

experienced ano_lous events wh_,ch have been attributed to the spacecraft
charging phenomenon (ref. 1). On CTS, arc discharges resulting from er, viron-

i_ mental charging are surmised to have caused a partial loss of solar array ,
power (ref. 2). Our main interest from the viewpoint of spacecraft charg:tng i
is that both TDRSS and CTS solar e.rrays are deployed with a fixed solar point-
Ing attitude. Both, therefore, have large areas of excellent dlelectric
(kapton) material exposed only to the ambient energetic plasma, and not to
sunlight, on the backside of the solar-arrays. Figure 1 shows the configura-
tion of the orlglnal TDRSS solar array. The darkside kspton_ if unexposed

*Thls work performed under Contract No. 76159 with Western Union.
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to solar UV, constitutes a large capacitor o£ about 2 microfarads per array.

:: l_f charged to -I0 kS, for example, the stored energy, 1/2 CV2, is 100 Joules.

i Coating this surface with a condaCtlng paint and grounding it to thQ aluminumhoneycomb core of the substrate ellr_ates the possibility of charging this

tl capacitor. The tests described in this paper confir_ the necessity for theconducting backside but also indicate that an additional effect exists which

; also reduces the stored energy in the large capacitance formed by the solar
!' cell coverglasses on the sunlit side of the solar array.

TEST APPROACH

Most previous vacuum chamber tests on solar arrays have been performed by
( irradiating the solar cell side from an electron gun and grounding the solar

cells and other metallic portions of the test sample (ref. 3). Typically, the

electron source is a hot tungsten wire with an acceleration Voltage of 20 kV,

the positive terminal of the high voltage power supply being grounded to the

tank wall. This grounding scheme Simplifies the problem of diagnostic imple-

mentation in that the metallic parts are at ground potential. However, the po-

larlty of the charge on the irradiated dlelectric Surfaces can then only be

negative Lrelative to the metallic parts. In _he case of solar arrays, partlc-
ularly for those which are 3-axis stabilized to always point toward the sun,

the _urfaces of the Solar cell coverglasses are "clamped" to zero potential by

photoemlsslon of electrons. Thus the polarity of stress due to envlronmental

charging can only be such that the diel_ctrlc surfaces are positive with re-

spect to the solar cell itself. That is, the potential of the metallic parts
of the spacecraft, including the solar cells, are at a negative potential rel-

ative to the _ar plasma potential (and to the covcrglaSs surface).

The test approach, then, was to simulate this in orbit charging situation
of positive polarity and to test various samples to define an acceptable con-

figuration. The samples were subjected to impinging electrons on the backside
and to UV on the solar cell side. The metallic portions were all tied together
and allowed to "float" by grounding via a ZS,000 megohm resistor. Tests per-
formed at the European Space Agency (ref. 4) on CTS-type solar array Samples
were somewhat simf.lar in that electrons were irradiated on the backside and a

solar simulator i_'radiated the solar cell side. The differences with our ap-

proach were that no attempt _as made to isolate the metallic parts from the
walls of the chamber and that no precautions were taken to assure the UV con-
tent of the solar simulator. The solar simulator was included in the European
Space Agency tests mainly to investigate thermal effects on the conductivity

of the kapton substrate, i
, !

Test Setup i

The test setup in the 2' diameter by 4 _ long vacuum tank is shown in fig-

ure 2. The electron2gun at one end is capable of providing an electron beamr density of 100 na/cm at 20 kS. The positive side of the acceleration power
supply is grounded to the tank. Since the maximum current density observed in
a 3-month period on ATS-5 was 8 na/cm2 with "average" densities of the order
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of 0,2 na/Cm 2, the operating current was normally set at 10 na/em2. A door iS ;_.provided near the mid-section of _he tank t _ermit the "substorm" to be turned
• on and off. Faraday cups are provided both t,_ front o_ the door and in front

of the test sample to calibrate Cite incident current density. Electrostatic

voltage probes are provided on swinging arms to provide scans of surface poten-

tials. Various connections to the test sample, the solar cells and substrate ._
core were brought out. In general, however, all of the wires were tied to-

gerber and treated as a single connection. In figure 2 we show this connection

brought out to a 25,000 megohm to 1 megohm voltage divider. In some tests the .. , iconnection was grounded through a 5-ohm. or .1 megohm, resistor to determine
arc discharge pulse waveforms. For the paper chart records shown here, the i

25000:1 voltage divider output was fed to an X-Y plotter which generated the
X(tlme) scale of 20 sec/cm internally, i _i!

Test Samples

The following solar array samples were tested:

1. All-metal substrate.

Substrate: II.25" x 14"; 48 cells, 6 strings of 8 ceils (2'cm x 4 cm
cells). Coated with 1.2 to 1.5 mll of catalac black

paint on backside.

l:"

"_ 2. Lightweight substrate with no paint on backside perforated kapton.
• Substrate: 7.25" x 9"; 20 cells, 2 strings of 10 ceils (2 cm x 4 cm

cells).

_!. 2a. Lightweight substrate with 0.5 rail Bostlk-Finch 463-6-14 (epox-l) on
:* backside perforated kapton. /

Substrate: 7.25" x 9"; 20 cells, 2 strings of I0 cells (2 cm x 4 cm
cells).

3. Aluminum Panel: 11.25" x 14" x .125".

Tests with the All-Metal Substrate Sample (I)

The test configuration was that shown in figure 2 in which the backside is
irradiated with electrons and the solar cell side with ffV. The load resistance

was 25,000 megohms with a l-megohm resistor added in series to provide a volt-
age-dlvlded monitoring point.

Prior to the tests with this sample (I), sample (3), an aluminum plate ;

(11.25" x 14"), the same size as the substrate for sample (1), was put into the i_
chamber to check the level of tW intensity avallable. The dimensions of the

setup are shown in flgore 3. 111e lamps arc Pen Ray Model 11-St-It units. The

result of this test with sample (3) was that a current of 180 na wa_ ph,Jtoemlt- i

ted. Assuming that the area illuminated is 7" x 14", or 632 cm2, the current .

density Is .28 na/cm 2, or 9.5% of 3 na/cm2, a cot drily used value for photo-

emission. It takes 30 to 60 seconds for the UV I, "s to '_arm up" to full in- _
tensity, especlally the first time they are turned _. A limit of about 5 to
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_i:i 10 mlnutos operation exists because of la_p heating and the resulting loss of
vacuum. Further details of the sample (3) test_ are given in a later section
of _,his paper.

:t.

._i The result of the tests with sample (1) was surprising in that turn on of
the UV lamps caused the sample potential to drop from -15 kV to about -1 kV.
Figure 4 shows a typlcal trace obtaiI_d at the voltage divider monitor point.
At -15 kV with no UV there are occasional dlscha[ges to the wall. At -I kV,
the signal is somewhat erratic as though a corona-llke dlscharbe were occurrlng.

This result was surprising in that

( • The lucldent current at i0 na/cm2 and 1016 cm2 (11.25" x 14") is
, 10.2 _a.

• By Ohm's law, 0.6 pa is drained by the 25,000 megohm load resistor
at 15 kS.

: • The photoemlsslon current measured prevlously (on the same sized
aluminum,plate) was 0.18 pa. !

. The photo-lnduced current must be greater than 0.6 _a and-must
approach a Significant fraction of 10.2 pa.

On the assumption that a 7" x 14" area (632 cm2) of the solar cells is photo-
emltting, the photoemlsslon current densities are .95 na/cm2 (for .6 _a)¢.and
16.13 na/cm2 (for 10.2 pa). Recalling that the current density observed in the ..

, aluminum,plate test was .28 na/cm2, the above values are 3.4 tlms (for .95 na/
, cm2) and 57o6 t._.mes(for 16.13 na/cm2) greater than might be expected, if the

t front surface were of aluminum. In fact, the photoemlttlng surface on the
solar cell side consists only of the exposed metallic interconnects which com-

i! prise only about 5Z of the solar cell covergl_ss surface area. In the steady
state, the leakage of the coverglass is so io_,that all of the photoemisslon

" must initiate from the interconnects. The pbotoemlssion from this reduced area

_ is effectively 20 times larger, giving current density values 68 to 1152 times
greater than those observed on the aluminum v!a:,e.

A final test performed on sample (i) was to connect a negative variable
power supply directly to the sample rather than to charge it with the electron
gu._. Ntth the UV lamps o_ _rona-llke discharge was observed starting at
around -500 volts and arch _ observed at -I kV. Ne use the term "corona"
only becat_e of the slmila_ _y of effects, the enhanced current emission and
the consequent lowering of voltage, which are observed in conjunction with real

! i coronas. In our case, we hypothesize that there is no real gas discharge in-
volved, but rather, an enhanced emission of hi_1-fleld induced electrons with,
perhaps, secondary electron emissio_ effects involved. Increasing the voltage

_: up to -1.5 kV Increased corona current and the frequency of arcs to se-,eralper
_ minute, This ,,easthe largest negative voltage applied. Although no photo-
. Induced current measurements were msde on this sample, such data were t_tkenon
_ sample (2a) with the power supply and are described in a subsequent section. •
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0 in table I. The test results with the UV lamps on, the reduetlon of the nample
voltage from -16 kV to -! kV, was unexpected. However, this result Is very
significant in that such an effect would reduce electrostatic stresses across

;__ the solar cell cover glass by a factor of 16. The energy involved would be re-
_ duced by a factor of 25b. Furthermore, if the tosC level o_ _ Irradlatlo_ Is

extrapolated to the one-sun level, _he charging problem essentially disappears
as far as the solar array is concerned, a_nc,_ the metallic backside is at the
same low potential as the substrata and the solar cells (within 28 or 32 volts).
We have tentatively called this photo-_nduced current multiplication phenomenon
a "reacting action." The fact that th[s zenertng action continued, onc_ init_-
ated, even after the UV lamps were turned off is a commonly observed character-
istic of coronas and arc dlzcharges.

( Tests with Lightweight $ubstrate with No Conducting
Paint on Backside, Sample (2)

This sample had 20 of the TDRSS type solar cells, two s_rings of i0 cells,
on a 7.25" x 9" lightweight substrate. These cells had cerla Elass coverglasses
as compared tv the fused silica on sample (I), and the interconnect design was
also different. Note al_o that the sample size as well as its illuminated area
is less than for sample (I). The backside was uncoated for these tests, and
was subsequently spray coated with 0.5 mll of Bostlk-Finch 463-6-14 epoxy paint
to become sample (2a) which is discussed after this section.

The test configuration was as shown in figures 2 and 3. In figure 3, the
outline of the sample (2a) substrate is shown in broken lines on the frontal
view. No/Le_.__h_h_UV lamp coverage is not th.esame as for sample (I). It-

, ............_va_1_t_onwith the 20 kV I0 na/cmz electron beam caused the sample voltage to
!........_" go to about -15 kV as detected on the 25,000_I voltage divider. Occasional
,_ arcs were observed. Turning _he UV lamps on and off had no effect. Figure 5

shows a typical monitor trace of the 25,000:1 voltage divider output for this
sample.

The test results obtained with sample (2) are summarized in table 2. The
observed result of meta111c portlons,of the sample at -15 kV with no "zenerlng
action" from UV irradiation was again surprising in view of the results obtained
from the all-metal sample (1). Particularly since the metallic parts were at
-15 kV. One possible explanation is that the negative charges embedded on the
backside dielectric are Immobile and inhibit the flow of electrons In the me-

tallic substrate towards the UV-exposed metallic solar cell i_terconnects which
are "trying" to "corona" to the solar cell coverglass surface. The fact that
the metallic portions get to -15 kV rap4dly is not surprising, since the back-
side kapton is 51Z open with holes which expose the underlying alumlnum honey-
comb material.

The implications of the observed -15 kV meta111c portion voltage are ser-
ious in that these large stresses and stored energy in the coverglass might

-i!! prove to be damaging to diodes on the solar array. Repeating of this test avd

further investigation of this configuration is required. Tnlq is partlcularly
the case if a requirement to make the backside conductive causes the thermal
design to necessitate a drastic redesign of the entire array.
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[ Tests with the Lightweight Sttbstr_te with Conductive
Coating an th_ Backside, Sample (2a) ,_I

!

71! Th_s sample (2a) is samp1_ (2) with the 0.5 rollBostik-Finch 463-fj°-14epnxy paint sprayed on the backsidQ kapton. The test configuration as shown !" i

;i' in figures 2 and 3 has tho electron beam irradlatin8 the backside and the UV

'7_ shlnlugon _.hesolar cell slde.................. iAs with sample (2), with _he UV lamps off, the metallic portions went to 'i
i -15 kV with the 20 kV 10 r_/cm _ electron beam. Initially after turning on the

UV lamps, this sample behaved as sample (2), arcing occasionally and remaining _,
at -15 kV, After a few tens of minutes of UV irradiation, howew_r, it began to
behave more like sample (1) in that the sample potential reduced to a few kV
negative, FiBure 6 shows the initial behavior of. this sample, Turning on the
tW lamp caused t.he attires frequency to increase, with very few arcs occurring

( when the lamps wpre turned off. Occasionally, the sample would "try" to zener
as is seen in figure 6, On some occasions the zenering continued after the
lamps were turned off as with sample (1). Reducing the electron beam current
slightly by lowering the electcon gun filament voltage _,rom 60 volts to 55
volts caused the sample to behave more nearly as the all-metal sample (1).
Figure 7 shows the result of a more careful calibration of the electron beam
current flux at the sample as a function of the electron gun filament voltage.
At the normal 60 volts, the current density is more nearly 30 na/cm L than 10
na/cm 2, and at 55 volts, about 6 na/cm 2. Figure 8 tJhowa some of the traces at
the voltage monitor point fnr this sample. Note that the "zeneting" is more
gradual and that turning off of the tN lamps allo_s the potential to gradually
rlae back to the -15 kV level. Extrapolation of th_ UV effect observed in this
test to the one-sun level would indicate that this sample (Ra) configuration is
acceptable from the viewpoint of spacecraft charging. The test and results

_. with sample (2a) are, sum_rized in table 3.

_j_ Further Tests with Sample (2a)

The preliminary TDRSS design guidelines v_re established on the basis of
i_ the foregoing test results. The following tests were performed subsequently on

sample (2a) to obtain a better understanding of the phenomena observed. As
i noted earlier, additional tests should be performed on the sample (2) conflg-
_ uration also. A verification test on the final TDRSS solar array design is

also required.

The following test was run on sample (2a) to define the photo-induced cur-
rent as a function of the potential of the metallic portions of the sample. A

: variable 250 V to 15 kV supply was used to bias the sample as shown in figure 9, ii
As the lamps were turned on, an init.tally large capacitive charging current is
see'n_s in flgure i0. When this current reached a steady state value, the
lamps were turned off, and this change constituted a measure of the photo-ln-
duced current. The results, as shown in figure 11, indicate an initially lin-
ear 8 ha/volt increase of current with bias voltage. Near -1 kV arc discharges :
begin to occur, and the curve begia_s to flatten.
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'i:: Figure 11 is a p!o_ of l;he s_eady state photoe_tsslon and does not In_
....._."i_ elude the transient dlaplacemant cutrenl: which charges up the coverglnas ca- ,:_

"'f. pacitanee. If one assu_s _hat the interconnects comprise 5% of the cev_r-
% i glass area. the current from the lnCereonnccts would be much amaller than any

',. of the measured currents shown in f_gurc 11:

g = (.05 • 160 cm2) • (.28 nalcm2) - 2.24 na b

The currents of tke order of 100 na shown in figure 11, oa the other hand,
would not account for the dramatic decrease of potential observed with sr_mple
(2a) or sample (I) where currents of i-I0 Na would be required. The current
required for "zenerlng" is affected by the dlsplaceme_t or capacitive charging
currents of the solar cell coverglass, Figure 10 indicates that these currents
may be in the micr.oampere range, These currents will flow away (electrons
leaving) from the sample if the capacitance is discharged by arc breakdown,
These arc discharges are observed when the power supply voltage is in the or-
der of -] kV, Measurements of the coverglass surface potential after turning
off the negative power supply show voltages in the order of 500 volts. This :i
also is an indication that voltage stresses of greater than 500 to 1000 volts
cannot be maintained with this polarity,

figure 12 shows discharge oscilloscope traces taken across the capacltlv-
_ Ity coupled 5 ohm resistor shown in figure 9. The peak discharge currents

range from 0.6 to 3.6 amperes as the sample voltage-ls raised from -1750 volts
: to -15 kV, and the widths were in the order of 2 to 4 microseconds. The peak

pulse current does not appear to be linearly related to sample voltage. Peak
pulse current vs sample voltage is shown below:

Sample Voltage (kV) 1.75 2.0 2.5 5.0 10.0 15.0

_ Peak Current (amps) 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.6 2.8 3.6
i

Test with Aluminum Plate Sample (3)
/

The aluminum plate (11.25" x 14"), used to obtain a measure of the photo-
emission level from the tr¢ lamps as described in the tests on the all-metal
substrate (1), was tested to determine whether enhanced photo-induced currents
would be obtained at high negative potentials. The initial photoemtsston
tests on this sample were made with a -22 volt bias.

With the 20 kV I0 ua/c_2 electron beam, the sample (3) potential went to
about the same -15 kV as the other solar array samples. No arcs were observed
whether the UV lamps were turned on or not. The voltage traces for this test
are shown in figure 13. Note that the UV effects are barely perceptible. Sum-
mary of tests and results on alumlnum plate sample (3) are llsted below:

• Electron bombardment on one side and UV
irradiation on the other side, 20 kV

Ii 10 nalcm2 beam_ _9.5Z of one-sun UV.
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e _a_ple potential went to _ -15 kV.

. • No arc discharges wlth or #Ithout W.

::, The fact that this sample (3# did not eXhibit the enhanced photo-lnduced 'ii
, emission current observed with all-metal sample (i) and the conductivity coated :I

backside lightweight sample (2a) is an indication that some process involving ,_

, dielect_ics on the UV irradiated side is a necessary Condition for enhanced ,'"__]
_. emissions to occur.

The test results with sample (2) which had solar cells on it, but no con-
ductlve coating on the backside, indicate that a conductive backside tled to

the metallic par_s of the array is a necessary part o_ the acceptable array de- 4
sign. The test on the sample (2) substrate without the Solar cells o_ it also ,_ !

(_ indicate that a conducting backside is necessary.

!

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS :,i
i:i

i _ _, The tests and results performed to develop TDRSS solar array design gulde-

i: lln_s for i_unlty to the geomagnetic substorm'envlronment at geosynchronous _ ":
altitudes are summarized in each section. The preliminary design guidelines

_ and zecommended practices based on these test results are given table 4. The i

_ guldelines and recommendations are consistent with a survey of our inhouS_ ex-
perience wlth spacecraft charging effects and with Infor_atlon exchanges with

, !_: outslds institutions such as NASA, European Space Agency and Canadian Research

Centre. The tests described here provide data which back up these _ecom_enda-

ttons and our experience, both analytical and eXperimental, indicate that these
guidelines are reasonable. Belng a relatively recently discovered (or acknowl-

edged) phenomenon and a field of active research, It is impossible to write a

definitive design gu_dellne document for immunizing against geomagnetic sub-
storm charging effects. Much work is being performzd at the present time on

the engineering as well as sclenti_Ic aspects of the spacecraft charging phe-

nomenon at many organizations. Specific design and immunity verification prob-

_, lems on each spacecraft program will have to be solved on an individual basis
until the technology has matured to an adequate level, i

r
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i TABLE I. SUMMARY OF TESTS AND RESULTS ON ALL-METAL S_STRATE SAMPLE (1) _;

• Electron bombardment of backside, UV on solar cell side. -20 kV, i0
ha/era2 beam; _9.5Z of one-sun UV.

' s Sample u_talltc portions brought out of tank and Brounded throu_
25,000 megohms (2.5.1010 ohu). i

• S_ _ple voltaae wa_t,_ -16 kV, occasional arcs with no W.

e VoltaKe dropped t_ _-1 kV with UV; noisy.

! • Voltage remained low when UV was turned off.

( s" Preceedln8 sequence starting w_th high negative voltages may be re- .".
' peated by closing doors and stopping the electron beam.

• Power supply directly on sample, no electron beam, shows "corona"
starting at -500 volts, arcing at -1 kW. Increased arcing frequency
and increased *'corona" current at -1.5 kV.

• Alumlnum plate the same size as all-metal subStrate (11.25" x 14.25")
I: showed 0.8 pa photoemiesiou current with -22.5 volt bias. Photo- :

emission current density calculated to be .28 na/cm2, or about 9.5X ,
; of that expected in orbit (one-Sun).

• Photo-induced currents ate 68 to 1152 (or even larger) times greater
. than mXght be expected from aluminum plate test (interconnect area only).

_ '}" • For one-sun conditions this extTapolates to 35 to 580 times or 10.2
!i _'_ na/cm 2 to 173 na/cm 2 (on an overall area basis includi_lK coverglaas

6 area)

• TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF TESTS _ RESULTS OH UNPAIRTED LIGHTWEIGHT
SUBSTRATE SAMPLE (2)

• Electron bombardment and W irradiation as for sample (1):
20 kV 10 halos2 beam; _..95Z of one-sun W,

• Sample(2) iS smaller (7.25" x 9" substrata, 20 cells) than
sample (1). !

• Sample metallic portion at _ -15 kV; occasional arc dis-
_harges.

• TuminB on UV lamps has no noticeable effect.
J

• Essentially the same results were Obtained with the sub- 'I
strata for sample (2) with no solar cells put on it. I

,J
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF TESTS AND RESULTS ON LIGHT_EIGHT SUBSTPATE ,L
• WITH CONDUCTZVE COATING ON BACKSIDE_ SAMPLE (2a) .........-....::-.

. Ftectron bombardment and UV.ttradtation as for samples (i)
and (2)1 20 kV I0 ua/cm2 beamg _ 9,5Z of one-su. UV. ,

• This sample (2), 7,25" x 9" substrate with 20 cells, but
with backside spray coated with .5 mil of BoStlk-Finch
463-6-14 epoxy paint.

e The resistance measured with I" diameter discs laid on the
paint measured _ 105 ohms. .' i

s To the substrate from one of the discs, the resistance was i

measured to be 0.5 to 1 times 10 4 ohms .... !

e The enhanced photo-lnduced electron emission was observed :I

as for sample (I) but was not as pronounced. _ ii1
,'j

, The incident electron beam was recalibrated and this showed tthat with 10 na/cm 2 and a one-sun UV irradiation, this con- _
figuration would result In a low stress design for the
TDRSS solar array.

!

TABL_ 4. PRELIMINARYDESIGN GUIDELINI_SAND RECOMMENDEDPI_CTICES ......... i_:i

i. The back surfaces of the solar array panels must be con-
ducttve.

.t_

2. The conductive back surface must be connected to structure.

, 3. The aluminum honeycomb core must be grounded to structure, i

4. The solar panel edges must be covered with conductive tape i

and grounded. _

5. The solar cell coverglsss may be fused silica or centa glass, i

6. The solar array _Irlns may be on the frontslde or the back- :i
.!

_ side--the backside is pre£erred. _:;

_: 7. The blocking and shunt diodes may be located on the front- il
_ side or the backside--the backside is preferred.

8. The blocking and shunt diodes should have the largest pos- ,-i

slble forwa_4i current ratings. ' _ I
.}

9. Design verification tests must be performed. ,! i
I
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FIGURE 4. ALL-METAL S_LE (i) VOLTAGE TRAC£S, TWO TRACES ARE SHO_q. THE
LOWEST PORTION OF EACH TRACE CORRESPONDS TO _ -15 kV. THE HIGH-
EST P0kTIONS OF THE TI_,CESARE _ -I kV. THE HORIZONTAL PERIOD
IS A_OUT 10 MINUTES PER TRAC#...
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,LLL L
LAflPS ON LA_P$ OFF

FIGURE 5. VOLTAGE TRACES WiTH LIGHTWEIGHT SUBSTRATE SAMPLE (2) (NO CON-

DUCTIVE COATING ON BACKSIDE). VOLTAGE TRACES SHOW THAT UV
LAMPS DO NOT CAUSE "ZENERING" ACTION.
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FIGURE 8. VOLTAGE TRACES WITH SAMPLE (2a) (LIGHTWEIGHT SUBSTRA'rg WITH

CONDUCTZVE COATTNG ON BACKSZDE). VARZABLE ELECTRON BEAM

CIJ'RRE_ DEI_SZTY FROM 6 TO 30 na/cm 2.
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FIGURE 11. STF.,AD¥ STATE. SANPLE (2a) PHOTO-INDUCED CURRENT VS POTENTIAL
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V - ol750 Volts
A - 5 ohms

A .2 amp/_n Vertlcat
I ps/cm Horizontal

V = 5000 Voles
R = ,5 ohms

i! B ._ amp/cm Vertical
" I _s/cm Horizontal

V - -15 ki'lovolts
R - 5 ohms

C I amp/cm Vertical
I ps/cm Horizontal



ME?AL PLATE (ALUMINUM) 20 KEV gEAMj IJV LAMP5 (4) ON/eFF

i.

i LAMPS LAMPs LAMPS LAMPS LAMPS LAMPS a, ON OFF ON oFF ON OFF

; i _ i i i. _ _ ..... [ I L i l . _1...... - -- - IL . .

FIGURE 13. VOLTAGE TRACES WITH AN ALUMINUM PLATE SAMPLE (3)
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A COMBINED SPACECRAFT CHAROING _

AND

, PULSED X-RAY SIMULATION FACILITY*

Steven H. Face, MiChael J. NewLY,
William R. Neal, and William A. Seidler+

Spin C0rporation !i

(o. t

, SUMMARY I! :!

A Spacecraft charging simulation facility has been constructed to investigate !

the response of satellite materials in a typical geomngnetie substerm environment. _
i: The _onditions simulated include vacuum, solar radiation, and substorm _lectror_! in ii :

addition, a nuclear threat environment simulation using a flash x-ray generator is
combined with the Spacecraft charging facility. ResultS obtained on a solar cell array i

: segment used for a preliminary facility demonstration are presented with a description
' of the facility, ..... _ _

INTRODUCTION :,,i_

i i

Recently, much inters, hasbeen shownin the subject of anomalousbehavior of ._ :
electrical systems deployed in satellites in geosynchronous orbit (refs. 1-4). This i
behavior is now being investigated extensively in the belief that it is caused by i
eieotrostatio charging of dielectric surfaces due to the space envi_nment (rots. $-8).
The eleetrieal discharges assoelated with spaoeeraft charging result in i _

: electromagnetic lnterfarenee which can couple into the spacecraft harness, in :i
addition, the dielectric surface becomes contaminated with surface tracks which may
lead to device failure or pOor performance (ref. 9). _ ,,

An electron charging facility was constructed at Spire fo_ the simulation of the _
low-energy plasma environment encountered in geosynehonous orbit. A flash x-ray
generator was Combined with the charging facility to simulate the effectS of a nuclear _
threat enVironment. In this facility the response of satellite materials con be ,'-_i :_,

determined for any combination of x-ray, surface charging, or simulated solar !:i ',
radiation, taken either separately or simultaneously. Altlmulgh there have been earlltr _/i
studies of _paeeOraft Charging unde_ a variety of conditions (refs. 10-12), the i i_ t
simultaneous exposure Of satellite dielectrics to flash x-rays and eieetro_ surface _ _

eherging has not been previou_ly reported, t_igure 1 is a schematic of the major ,_ ,
elements of the combined facllit'y. _

)

, "__ supported by the Defense Nuclear AgenCy. _ ii lyat Jayeor ::i
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 !ill_i! This paper deSCribes the combined x-ray and eleO_ostette oherging faeliity and
, summarizes the prelimin_y resUlts obtained during irradiation of solar cell array
_ sqmonts deployed on Sk'ynet satellites.

:. . FACILITY DESCRIPTION

_'_%_r_ _ The x-radiation used foe aSSessing the survivabiUty/vul_rabiUty of solar cells_ and other eleetrieai devices is produced by the SPi-PULSE M 6000 pu|sed-power

(, emission tube used in these experiments is a high Z target foe the eonvmion ofeleotton energy to bremsstredllung, The diode of the field emission tube consists ,of a
6.4--era diameter oathode end a 7.6-0m diameter tantalum foil anode. An $-mm diode
gap sparing provides a nominal 5- to i0-ohm load impodene@ foe the 1.5-ohm energy

_tor_. This overmatohed impedemee result, in the diode voltage being a sipifioimt
fraction of the store voltage. Since the x ray eonveesion efficiency increases with
electron enerK_, x-t'ay produotic, is ino_ased With high-impedance loads, and
depending on the eh_tpb level of the energy store, photon energies of up to 280 keV
ean be produced.

Diode operation is monitored by reeordin_ the vcltS_e end 0Urrant pcOdUeed
:_ durin_ dlSehari_e of the ener_y stars. Voltage on the inner conductor of the field

emission tube is measured with a tmpa_ltive divider end curt'ant is determined from a
resistive shunt. The voltaSe _nd oun.ent rep_xluoibillty of the diode diseheePte is
better than +5 peroent.

!_", The electron beam power pulse generated by this diode configuration has a
_" nomimd width of 150 ns FWHM. The x-ray pulse produced hema width of 100 ns leWHM

;_,'. due to the decrease of bremsstrahlung production efficiency foe low.-enoe_y eleeteons

at the pulse. Measurement of the x-ray time history made with a
, _. seintiiiator photodiode, eondstin_ of a_ EG&G SGD-IOOA photodiOde _.d a Pilot B_,, plastic scintillator t_l. A gold toil ealoeimeter is used to measure the x ray fiUenee,
!". which, at the center of the sample mount of the ehar_ faeiUty, is _Iven by

where_ is the fluenOe in mllliealOHe# per square centimeter and Vo Is the
ehae_ln_voitap of the puls_ in klioVolts.

The x-ray flUenoe at the upper end lower ends of the 450 samp|e thount wee_e
measured as 60 pereent rind 17o percent, resp_tively, of the eent_al fluenee.

'O0000010-TSE



Electron Ch_ging 8ourO_ ii_

The electron charging _acility was designed to simulate the m_noenergetic _
electron fluxes encountered in a geom_netie substorm environment. The electron
beam is produced by a standard cathOde-ray tube flood gun with a maximum
thermionio current output of 1 mA. The size and inte;lsity of the electron beam is !
contrOlled by biased grids in the _ and by the three-element cylindeieal lens system ! i
shown in figure i. The elcetron energy in the lens is oniy a few hundred volts, so that : i
shielding f_om stray magnetic fields is required. The electron source and lens system ;:
is raised to accelerating potentials up to 20 kV; a copper mesh is used for the ' i
electrostatic shieldinff of the lens region.

i ( A parallel-mesh accelerati(m field region at the exit of the lens system provides i !
, the high Voltage aceeleratien for the electronS. Components of electron velocity _

perpendicular to the aeeetet'ating field are negligible compared with the velocity _
through the exit mesh, so that beam divergence is minimal. _:

The test volume consists of an aluminum vacuum chamber, 20 cm in diameter
by 18 em in length, which attaches to the diode flange of the SPI-PULSE 6000 for the
combined x-ray and electron i_adiation3. Access to the target region is facilitated by
four cirCumferential chamber port_.

EleOtron intensity and uniformity are measured with a spatially resolving
Faraday collector array placed at the specimen position. The collector plate is 10 em
in diameter and contains twenty 0.8-¢m-by-0.45-om collectors across a diameter. The
remainder of the collector assembly is coated with cathode-ray-tube phosphor for
visual observation of the electron beam while adjusting the focus.

_/i_ The orientation of the current collector array in the test chamber is Controlled
externally by rotation of the sample-mount rOd. The eu_ent collector array _ay be ,
rotatetl 3600 to sample the entire elcetton beam. A representative map of th;_ _itial
beam uniformity obtained for a l-nA/em 2 peak current density is _hown in flgu_ 2
with e solar array segment. Superimposed bremsstrahlung fluenee intensities, for a

i representative test configuration, are also shown in the figure.
].

_ During testing, electron intensity is maintained constant by monitoring the
current density with four stationary eu_ent collectors near the circumference of the
beam at the entrance to the test ellambet" and adjusting the filament current
accordingly.

Measurements of the eu_ent density made at various distances from the beam
entrance aperture indicate no beam divergence or convergence Within the test
volume. Differences in beam current density at the top and bottom of the chamber
are less than 3 percent. Current density is variable up to 30 nA/em 2 fo_ an 8 cm .
diameter beam. Higher intensities are attainable with smaller diameter beams .... ,

it!i' i
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i ' Specimens are mounted On a dielectric or conductive sUpport in the center of
,:_ i_! the test chamber. The panel is mounted at a 45° angle to expose equal areas to

radiation from the electron sourOe and x-ray source. Light fronl a spectrany
' i calibrated tungsten lamp is introduced through a quartz window in the back plate of ....

_ the chamber. A mirror mounted on the front plate reflects the Hght onto the specimen!

i/ !_ surface. Light intensity is adjusted to provide 140 mW/cm z incident to simulate
i_ air-mass-zero solar intensity. The quartz window is atso used for viewing the sample;

! during electron charging.

_ Prior tO specimen irradiation, the uniformity s. _" _ntensity of the electron beam1

I are measured. The test specimen is then positioned in the chamber, while the test ivolume is evacuated to a pressure of less than 5x10-5 torr. Total pump-down time is
about 15 minute_. _i_

t _

The electron gun filament current is adjusted to provide the intensity of

interest as determined by the current measured with the four Faraday collectors at the i_!
beam periphery. During tile irradiation, a TREK Model 340 HV noneontaeting voltage ! :_
probe is used to measure the surface electrostatic potentiat on test specimens. This _it', unit has a voltage resolution of 0.1 percent, with measurements relatively independent

of probe-tHurface spacing. The time-reSponse of the probe is less than 2 ms. The _!_]
potential of the probe floats to that of the surface being measured, minimizing its _ ii

i effect upon the test environment. The probe may be manipulated from outside the i
test chamber using a set of external controlling rods. Position over the test surface is :i

• indicated by an x-y plotter connected to the rods. When not in Use the probe is
retracted into a side chamber. _

_--_., FACILITY DEMONSTRATIONS

;V Description of Solar Cell Array

_,_i The solar cell panels used for facility demonstration testing cOnSiSted of nine
_, ,, 2-cm-by-2-_cm cads configured in a three-by-three array. This configuration was

chosen as the smallest array which might represent an actual satellite deployment :
• geometry (i.e., the central eel1 is completely surrounded by other cells). The electrical

circuit of the central cell was independent of the outer cells to facilitate measurementof the cell response ",o various environments, although it was recognized as not being a
realistic configuration.

Four solar strays, designated 4057-I_ 4057-2, 4057-3, and 4057-4, were provided
by Ford Aerospace and CommUnications Corp. from Sk'ynet satellites. Details of the
solar cell geometry are shown m figure 3. The solar cells were n-On-p Silicon
fabricated from 5- to 14-ohm-era material wlth Junction depths of 0.25 to 0.30 _
micrometer. Two of the test pan_Is, arrays 4057-3 and 4057-4, had interconnected _
conductive eoVerSlip Coatings of indium oxide.

The four solar ceil arrays were irtadlated with x-rays, electrons, and Solar
spectrum photons. Initially, each array was irradiated with x-rays with and without
incident solar light. Array 4057-2 Was pulsed more than the others to observe any-
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....--. cumulative effects. EaCh array was charged with e!eetrons at a nominal l-hA/era 2

- flux level. Duringehargin_, the arrays were exp_ed alternately to llSht and darknessto simulate day-nlght _onditions. Finally, slmul1:_e0us x-ray, eleet_on charging, and
'_ incident light exposures were provided to asses the combined effects upon Cell array

per f0rmsnee.

At the eonelusi_ of eaeh phase of testing, the I-V oharaeteristles of the dentrai
cell were measured with a SDeetr_un Model X25 MKH AM0 sol_ simulator. In
addition, the Solar cells were examined for siffns of phymeai degradation after each

_. exposure.

Solar Cell ResponSe to X-Rays

( !
, The solar eel1 arrays We_ subjected to x-ray fiuenee levels of 0.07, 0.9, a,d _

_! _ 0.45 meai/em 2 ir_ident upon the central cell. The_e level_ correspond to SPi-PULSE
i 6000 charitng voltage_ of 150, 200, and 250 kV and a souro.e-to-tetget distance of 9

• era. The total x-ray dosedelivered was 3,4,md 6 reds(SI) at thefront surfa0e, i i!

I The ambient temperature of the test volume was reoorded for each pulse. A
ohromel-alumel thermo_ouple attached to the backside of. the central cell was

temperature rise of ie_s than loc at the highest X-ray fluenee level. This corresponds

to a 0.5 percent deCreaSe ,n Voeand 0J e_:¢_nt _nerease in cell eu_ent.

i A typical cell response .is She,wn ,; figure 4. The x-ray energy deposition in the :i
Solar ceil saturates the junction region due to Creation of election-hole pairs. The

i pulsewidth Of the cell output is de_,endenton the inj_tiOn level, carrier .drift velocity,

carrier recombination time, and load 0ireuit. No dzfferenOe Was Seen m the output

_1_,_!_ mgnal Whenthe coveeSlipsof arrays 4057-3 and 4057-4 were grounded. .

i to the AM0 in 5. No transient was observed during
simulation of daylight conditionS. Heating of the test volume with the tungsten lamp

! produced a Slight voltage deerease. No permanently adverse effects on eell _

i performance occurred from the x-ray exposures, il

I Solar Cell Response tO EieOtron Cha_dng

The Solar eell arrays were iiTadiated with eleet_om to simulate the environment i1encountered in a geosyn_hr_nous orbit. The nOminal flux densi_ of the electron beamwas maintained at I nAlem , while the electron edergy was varied from 2 to 20 keV. i

i The electr0_tat|e voltage probe reeo[,ded the potentials built uP on the
TREK

arraysurface and the fiberglass substrata. Oenaral_y, the potential of the S0_ cell !
i eoversllps reached 0ne-fourth tO one-third of the incident electron energy, while the
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' fiberglass substrate at the periphe['y of the array charged from one-half to two-thirds i

l_i !iii of6. the electron energy. A typical voltage profile across the surface is shown in figureDifferenOes in potential on the cell surfaces al_o cause# ,iseharges to occur
I amellg the cell cevemlips or between a cell and the fiberglass suL ;'ate. For some of

il I the testing the front contact of the center cell was _ounded. In this ca_e, potentialdifferences between cells due to electron charging resulted in electrical dischs_re$

t_ _ from the peripheral cell eovers.ps to the grounded contact.

: The surface discharge rate and associated potential drop we_ recorded -_ith theTREK p_obe. A diseharlre over the cell surface caused the potential to drop below 1
kV. Discharges to the fiberglass substrate Were generally only partial, resulting in a

t' ( potential <_op of 2 to 3 kV. A tiine hL_tory of the potential over the cell surface and
substrate exposed to the electron irradiation is shown in figure 7.

,i

i
Not all the electrical discharges appeared in the load circuit. If the front

contact of the cell waS grounded, few mgnals were oOServed in the lord, since the
discharge could go directly to ground. For most of the testing, the cell back contact

i waS grounded so that discharges to the front contact would appeer across the load. In
this mode of operatim, there was generally a coincidence in the drop in potential
recorded by the TREK probe and the signal recorded in the load circuit. To obtain a
signal of reasonable amplitude, a 1-Mopreampllfier was uSed as a load to the solar cell.

_3 Signals of ter_ Of mlllivolts were recorded din'inK the elee_l'ical discharges.

_ These signals reached their peak in a few millisecondS, then decayed exponentially in
ebout 10 ms. The ehsrge contained in the discharge signals amounted to a few tenths
of a mieroeoulomb. This quantity represents the charge lost in a $-kV potentia_ drop
on the cell surface, using the calculated capacitance of a cell eoverslip. The '_

I
!' corresponding energy lost in a discharge was about i mJ. The electrioai discharge

, signals were of both positive and negative polarity, and, in general, were v_y t
reproducible for fixed experimental conditions.

Photographic obse_.vation of the cell electrical discharge activity was recorded
with a Polaroid camera. Open shutter photographs of 5- to 10-rain exposure were
taken using the chamber quartz window as a view port. Evidence of electrical
discharges was observed with beam voltages from 2 to 20 kV at 1 hA/era 2 for times of

_. Several minuteS. An example of the electrical disehei_ing is shown in figure 8.

Most of the eleetrleal ares oeeu_ed aroUnd the central eeli whose front contact !J

was connected to ground through the load circuit. Some discharging Is evident among !
the outer cellS. The number of visible eieetrlcal ares Increases With the sm'faee
potentir, l of the ce]is.- _!

A reduced level of diseharg/ng was observe(: for the conductive eove_ltp cell I
arrayS. The potential of the fiberglass substrate around the eel_ was obs_veJ t_ be t
lower by 10 to 30 percent when the eoversllps were grounded.

:i
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With the tqste, turn On, ttm eltric dehng eeued
immediately for all arrays, as determine4 from monitoring, the Cell load eircu|t; The
potential on the fiberfflass Substrata deoa_:ed to a few hundred volts in minutes. No
evidence of aleetrioal discharge was recorded over the Bubstrate.

Ii .i
After mulilple dLseherges, measurement of the l-V oharaeterl_tles showed that ;

panels 4057-1 and 4057-2 exp_tcueed a joss in max!mum operat|ng power of 12 !

_! percent' Panels 4057-3 and 40_.4 incurred no effective.power loss as a result of _!
charging and discharging. The i ¥ cUrves for panels 4057 i and 4057-4 are shown in !

The central eelL_ of panels 4057-1 and 4057-3 oaeh had a Crack develop in the '

. ooVerslip. The position of the crack on both cells coincided with an observed electricalare. These panels were irradiated for a total t|me of 8h and 5h, re, actively, at

_ _ electron energies of tip to 20 keY. The other two panelS, irradiated for less than 4h._ each, did not develop similar eoVers,p cracks. •
+% !

i Solar Cell Response to Combined E_wironment Exposure
I All the panels were subjected to x-ra_ exposure during electro, irradiation.
!_ Each panel was eharl_ed with a 16-kV, 1-nA/em z electron b_m for lh in the dark. The /

; _I_I panelS were then pulsed with x-rays at test levels of 3, 4, and 6 reds (Si). The

i!_ None of the cells exhibited anomalous behavior during the x-ray pulse. Thex-ray response si_ls were the same as observed without eleetro_i charging. There
! was no potential drop observed, within the time_respo_e of the TREK probe, either on
_ the fiberglass SubStrate or over the cell surface during the x-ray pulse. It iS possible

that there may have been a late time responSe or a low-amplittide responSe that could

not be recorded with the _nstruv,nentation available, /

CONCLUDING RI_MARKS

r

_ The Spacecraft eharffing facility developed at Spire re.p_esents an economical
_: and reliable simUlation devioa. Results obtained u_/ng a three-by-three _olar eel] array

_ are in general a_reement with previously published results at other facilities (refs. 13
• and 14), These resul_,s demonstrate the utility of u_n_ small-area samples to simulate

t '_ larger area behavior.
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BREAKDOWN OF SPACECRAFT INSULATING MATERIALS* L

J" E. Nanevlcz and R. C. Adamo

SRI Internatlcnal

B. L. Beers

_ l:l;:; i Science Applications, Inc.:;:: BACKGROUND :_

i!,:i. j ii
i As part of a program to develop an understanding of the behavior of -

, typlcal Spacecraft insulating materials under exoatmospherlc charging

I condltlons_ a series of exploratory measurements of the external transient

ilil electric and magnetic fields produced by electrical breakdown of materlals was :i

performed. Although the metal test chamber used for these early measurements
was not ideally suited for det&iled electromagnetic transient studies, the 21

magnitudes of the observed flelds were sufflclently large that the need for a

i concentrated effort to determine the true electromagnetic nature of dlschazge
_. , generated transients was recognized. A program was therefore initiated to

' conduct discharge characterization tests in an electromagnetlcally "clean" and
! clearly defined structure, in oEder that the data obtained be free of artifacts

z associated with the measurement setup.

!_:: : The data presented in this paper were generated as part of a series of

i quick look experiments intended to verify the functioning of the experimental
,'-_ ! setup and to provide preliminary inputs £or the developmeat of analytical
_ ' i: models of the discharge process. Thus, although it is planned that additional

" li measurements will be made to cazry out the complete program, it is £elt that ithe results to date are significant in that they proVide information on source

• I characteristics in a form useful to the electromagnetic compatibility engineer. !

I i

I *E_ERIMENTAL SETUP :!
i

_ For the electromagnetic breakdown Studies, the test Samples were mounted

Ii, in the middle of a ground plane within an electromagnetlcally transparent '
r, vacuum chamber in the general manner illustrated in figure i. This arrangement i

simulates a region of charged dielectrlc mounted on the skin o_ a satelllte. '_
i! The electron gun is of a special type designed at SRI and uses-a multipactor ,_

!, electron source to provide a large-area uniform beam over a wid_ range of -
i: erLergles and current densities as discussed in a companion pape'_,:.**
i *The eork reported here was supported by the U.S. Air Force under contracts

: F49620-77-C-0113 and __
• ,!•*J. E. Nahevlcz and R. _C. Adamo, Further Development of the Multlpactor

Discharge Electron Source."

i
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The electron-gun circuitry Includes n feedback system tO maintain the
eleotron-beam current density at a preset level over long periods of time.

Thig setup produces an environment similar to that existing on a sat_llite
when breakdowns occur. Th_se dlscharges on the outer Surface generate transient
electric fields above the skin and transient currents on the skin. The electric
fields induce signals in wiring on the exterior o_ the satellite while both '

, electric fields and skin currents excite apertures in the skin which excite ,: :_
wtetng on the interior of tb,_ satellite. Thus an _C engineer requires informa-
tion about the time structure and spatial variation of the surface electric ,
fields and skin currents generated by electrical discharges on the surface of

the satellite. (It is worth noting that in this case, the electric field (E) ii
and the magnetic field (H) are not generally related by the free-space _

impedance of 377 ohms as they would be in free space, so that it is necessary _ 'i
I (:: to measure both E and H.) ,

Measurements of E and H (H is equivalent to skin current) are being made i
using simple antennas located at varying distances from the discharge test
panel as suggested in figure 1, The antennas being used are small electrlc
dipoles and half loops. The electric dipole sensors measure E while the loop
antennas respond to the H fleld. Although figure 1 shows _-fleld sensors and
a slgnal from the target-material base aS providing the outputs..toan oscillo-
scope, other combinations of antennas are also being used.

Translent data generated to date were recorded uslnga Tektronix Model
7844 dual-beam oscilloscope equipped with 7A19 preamplifiers, providing a System
bandwidth of 400 HHz. For future measurements, a Blomatlon Model 6500 waveform
recorder will also be used. This system has a bandwidth rf I00 FR4z and allows
the rapid digitization and storage of data for computer p-ocesslng.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In generating the records presented here, the instrumentation system
shown in figure i was configured so that target-materlal base current was
displayed on one channel of the oscilloscope. The second oscilloscope channel
was connected to a small E-field sensor located 30 cm from the center of the

bell Jar. All of tilerecords presented here were generated by discharges that
covered a large part of the dlelectrlc surface and extended to the edge of the
test sample. They generally are a representative sample of the hi_her •
amplitude signals generated for each particular material Sample.

As the quick-look experiments progressed, various experimental shortcomings
were u_covered, and appropriate improvements and modlficnti'ous were systemati-
cally incorporated into the test setup. For example, it was found that the
bell Jar material was sufficiently insulating that the electron beam could
deposit sub_tantlal charge on its inside surface. Cha_ged particles generated i_
by test sample breakdown n_utrallzed this charge on the bell Jar and produced
a large change In dc field at the E-fleld sensor. B_II Jar charging was
eliminated by covering the inside of the bell Jar with a high-resistance
conductive Coating which bleeds away dc charge but does not attenuate the
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high-freque_cy signals generated by the discharge. When the systematic data- '

:/._" gatherin_ phase of this program begins, ell of the measurements Will be made :
_ with the conductive co_ng installed. Presently, however, data from many of i

_-'_". the interesting test samples were obtained with the insulating bei] Jar, and ; ,

certain precautions must be observed in using the results_ It is felt that the i
_ wavefo_ms and magnitudes of the signals generated by breakdown of the samples '-_ "

are Of sufficient interest that the results should be presented at this time i I
in spite of their imperfectiens, in particular the data in figure 2 were r,'
obt&ined With the conductively coated beil Jar, while the rest of the records '!

Were obtained with an insulating bell Jar. ._-- 7

i=_:: Figure 2 Shows & record g_nerat_ by the b_eakdoWn of a second-surface

quartz optical solar reflector (OSR) pmL_l. A positive unipoi&r pulse is i
i

:, .'. ( generated in the test sample base replacement-current circuit indicating

i that negative charge iS driven away from the sample by the breakdown process. _.i :_: ' The current reaches its peak value of 1.7 A i_ roughly 100 ns and then decays _i

i!_ monotonically. The behavior of the E-field can be explained by the following _argument. The negative excursion_ which is roughly a mirror image of the i '

_L current waveform, is caused by the electrons generated in the breakdown plasma ;i- being driven upward from th_ surface, thereby increasing their dipole moment.
_ A simple back'of-the-envelope calculation quickly verifies that the magnitude

_. of the field change observed can be produced by the quentlty of charge :involved. In the flrat I00 he, the average blow-off Current is 0.87 A; thus
i_!:' the charge removed from the surface is 81x10 -_ coul. If _t Is assumed that _ "
;,_ this charge is contained in a column extending to a height of 30 cm from
i_ the ground plane, the electric field at a point on the ground plane 30 cm

from the dipole axis will be 7 kV/mwhlch is Consistent with the measured :

peak field excursion of 6 kV/m.

_ Figure 3 shows an early record _enerated by the breakdo_ of an 0SR panel
_' in the insulating bell Jar. The positive untpolar replacement current pulse

__- indicates that negative charge is driven a_ay from the sample. The current
:-:._ reaches its peak value of 0.68 A in roughly 300 ns and then monotonically •

decays until, at roughly 1400 us after the beginning of the discharge, another
breakdown process Occurs.

As before, the initial behavior of the E-field cad be explained by the
fact that the dipole moment of electrons driven upward by the discharge is

greatly increased, _n the first 100 ns, the average.bioW-off Current is 0.25
_ that the charge removed from the surface is 2_xiO 9 coul. ThUs we would
zxpect an E-field change at the measurement point of 2.03 kV/m which is
consistent with the measured peak negativ_ _ie_d excursion of 2.8 kV/m.

As the breakdown proceeds, the negatively charged particles driven away
from the sample surface arrive at the multipactor electron gun where they are
collected go that they no longe r Contribute to the electric field at the g_o,nd
plane. RemOval of negatively charged particles from the plasma region Ieaves

, an expanding Volume of positive charge which moves out and neutralizes the
negative charges on the bell Jar wall, so that after the first 100 ns, a
positive-going f£eid Change is produced. The E-field at the sensor continues

. to become more positive until, at the end of the record, a total field change
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of 7.5 kV/m has been produced, Th_,s positive-going field change is an ,, ,_
artifact of the early experimental setup and should be ignored.

i:

To indicate the occurrence of bell Jar wall effects, the E-field records
in figure 3 and gucceeding records have been shown dashed in the late-time

: regions where these effects become pronounced.
t

A record showing the signals generated by a discharge on a 10 cm by 15 cm
(6" 4")i' x aluminized-Kapton test Sample is presented in figure 4. The general
form of the signals is the same as for the OSR panel of figure 3, but both thei:

replacement current and the E-field-change m_gnicudes are an order of magnitude
ii or more higher in figure 4. The _epiacement current to the base of the test

sample reaches a peak magnitude of 65 A in 400 ns.

( Again, the field change is initially negative in response to the blow-off
of negative charge. The field reaches a negative peak of 9 kV/m in roughly i

", 60 ns. Since the average replacement current'during the first 60 ns is roughly
: 2.5 A, this means thaL the charge blown away is lO0xl0-9 coul. Thus we should
, expect a peak negative field change 4 ttme_ that observed with the OSR panel

of figure 3, or the field change would be expected to be 4x2.03 = 8.12 kV/m
i :_ in excellent agreement with the measured value.

It should be noted that 9 kV/m is a very substantial field change. Thus
_. it is not surprising that spacecraft char_ing can cause transient-upSet-level

l signals to be induced in spacecraft electronic systemS.

, Figure 5 shows another breakdown of the i0 cm by 15 cm (6" x 4")
aluminized-Kapton sample in which three indlvidual dischargee separated by
400 Ds in time occurred. Each of the individual discharges produced a current

change of roughly 10 A and generated a burst of blow-off charge that drove
_ the field roughly 7 to 8 kV/m more negative.

To investigate the importance of sample size in determining discharge
characteristics, breakdown experiments were conducted using a 5 cm by 7.5 cm

_: (2" x 3") aluminlzed-Kapton test sample. The signals generated by a discharge
of this sample are Shown in figure 6. Comparing figure 6 with figures 4 and 5

i, indicates that the duration of replacement current flow is roughly 1/2 as long
w_th the hail-size sample.

Again, the E-field signal is initially negative going, in response to the
blow-off of charged material, reaching a negative peak of 15 kV/m in roughly 7
160 ns. Since the average current flowing in this period is 15 A, the charge i
blown off is 240xi0"9 coui. Thus we would expect the field change to be i

240/25 = 9.6 times that observed with the OSR of figure 3 Or AE = 9.6x2.03 =
19.5 kV/m. This is in reasonable agreement with the measured negative field
chan_e.

i

i

:i
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cOnCLUSIONs j
-- °_/ i'!

, ' The breakdown eharactgrlzatio_.s_dies conducted thus _ar Indicate that '_";_i: the electromagnetic signatures generated ace highly material sensitive. For

if!. ii a given material, current-pulse length inerea_e? _tth sample size,]_" ; The absolute magnitudes of the signals generated are highly Significant. iii

_i: li Translent field changes of tens Of kV/m occurring in a perloO of _ 200 ns ..):
_y,. • have been measured with the sen_or roughly 30 cm from the center of the test _

' i sample. Such transient fields are comparable to those nornmlly a_soctated :ii_ "

i With nuclear EI_ events or nearby lightning, it has long been recognized ,_

.' that lightning and _ can seriously affect unprotected electronic syseems / :

_k:'_ ( and that deliberate measures must be taken to harden systems against these '!i xelectromagnetic threats. Since the transient noise signals generated as

_i_ the result of satellite charging appear to be of comparable _aEnttude, it is "r:_ i

-_ important that this source be more completely character{zed to allow the '_

_2:: intelltgentdevelopment of new or modified materials and design techniques _:_
:..,. having the necessary discharge i_untty to ensure the required high reliability .;

,: and long li_ett_ of future space systems. /,_ ,
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a FIGURE 5 MULTIPLE BREAKDOWN OF ALUMINIZED KAPTON
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4o5 "i!!i i--- DEVELOPMENTOF THE TRANSIENTPULSE !

" _ _ONITOR (TPM) FOg SCATHA/P78-2

4i !
i " g.C.. Adamo, J. E. Nanevicz, G. R. Rilbers

SRI International

i! INTRODUCTION

1! The Transient Pulse M_nttor (TPM) discussed at the 1976 Spacecraft ChargingIc

'_ Conference* has been assembled, tested and installed on the P78-2 spacecraft.L
This instrumentation system was developed to meet the need for a compact,
llghtwelght plggy-back Fackage.for.the detection of electrlcal transients on
space vehicles.

The primary objective of the TEanslent Pulse Monitor on P78-2 is to obtain

if a quantitative description of the electromagnetic pulse environment on a
+ Spacecraft at synchronous altitude. Relative frequency of occurrence of pulses

as a function of amplitude and duration, when obtained, will permit design of
_" command/control logic which is relatively immune to spurious signals on typical

spacecraft. A secondary objective is the characterization of signals produced
by arcing between dlffereStlally charged elements on the spacecraft. Addl-

es" tionaily, data fromknown discharge events, Identlfied by data from the Space-
&' craft Surface Potentlal Monitor on P78-2 can be used quantitatively and :
_:; qualitatively in the validation of electromagnetic pulse coupling models.

_,' TPM DESCRIPTION

;S- 5 i

_._, ' Although the basic TPM system can be used to characterize electrical
transients occurring on tb_ outside surface or internal to a spacecraft, the

i P78-2 TPM will be used entirely with internal sensors since the electromagnetic
i signatures of breakdowfl pulSeS on the exterior of the satellite will be
_ characterized by portions Of the onboard SC1 payload.

: The TPM, as configured for the P78-2 spacecraft, consists of an electronic
: _ processor (shown in figure l) and four electrical transient sensors. As shown

!_ in figure 2, two of the TPN sensOrS are passive current probes and two are long
:' wire antennas. One current p_obe is located on one of the two wires that _

connect the upper solar array to the Power Conditioning Unit (PCU). The other1
current sensor is located on one of seven ground wires between the PCU and
the vehicle frame. Both current sensors have sensitivities of 1 mV/mA.

J. E. Nanevlcz and R. C. Adam,, "Transient Response Measurements on a
Satellite Systemr" Proceedings of the Spacecraft Charging Technology Confer-
once, U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado, 27-29 October 1976.

_,, 876 _.
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The long wire antennas each consist of unshielded _nsulated wires tied to the i_

=_:i outside of th_ foil wrap of the main vehicle wiring harnesS. The two Wires
_ : run parallel to each other and extend half way around the l_otde of the vehicle

i center tube. These afltennas differ only in the magnitudes of their termination
! i_pedances. As showfl in figure 2, the low-impedance antenna is connected

directly to the vehicle frame at the far end and is terminated i_ 50 _ within
the TPM processor housing. The high-impedance antenna is connected to the
vehicle frame through a 100 K _ resistor at the far end. At the TPM end of

! the high-impedance antenna there is s 10 K fl resistor in series with the 50
TPM input impedance.

i Figure 2 also shows the 20 db attenuators that Were installed in _he lo_-
! impedance antenna and solar array sensor input channels to reduce the TPM

sensitivity to internal low-level background noise observed during P78-2
( system tests.

The TPM electronic processor continuously monlto_s electrical signals from
each of the four sensors simultaneously and provides the followlng Informatlon
fcr each sensor once per second, as is illustrated in figure 3_

i

• Positive peak amplitude
• Negative peak amplitude .......

' • Total pulse count
_. • PoSitive integral

• Negative integral

The TPM has two modes of operation: the continuous mode (mode _) which
is expected to be the normal mode of operation and the single-pulse mode
(mode 1) which will be used only in cases of high rate of occurrence of
detected transients.

The TPM also has four commandable gain (or threshold) settings that affect
the sensitivities of the pulse count and pulse integral channels. The TPM
continuously supplies a mode status indication bit to two gain level status
indication bits to the space vehicle telemetry system.

A clock signal is supplied by the vehicle telemetry system to the TPM
once per second. Upon receipt of this signal, data acquired during the
previous one-second period are transferred to the outputs of the TPM. There-
fore, data supplied by _he TFM during any one-second period-represent
information gathered during the previous one-second period.

The two peak amplitude channels associated with each sensor indicate the
maximum positive and negative excursions of the input signals during each
timing window. In the continuous mode (mode _), the timing window is the
entire one-second frame. In the single-pulse mode (mode I), the inputs to the
peak amplitude channels from any sensor are dlsabled approximately 10 mS after
the occurrence of any transient that exceeds the threshold of the pulse counter
channel associated with that sensor. The peak amplitude channels pro not

_i affected by changes In gain setting.
?
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_" _,_ The dynat_tcrange of the peak amplitude channels is 2 mY Co 24 V far the
_"- [! high-impedance antenna, 20_V Co 240 V for the to_-_mpedance antenna, 4 mA to
_ I 48 A for the solar array seasbr, and 140 mA co 1700 A for the power distribution

uniC sensor. These ranges include the effects of 20 db attenuators i_ the
,, inputs to the low-impedance and PCU sensors and also the fact that only one of

3 _even identical power leads is monitored by the PCU sensor and one of..two
identical Input leads is monlcored by the solar array sensor.

The pulse count channel associated wlth each sensor indicates the total
t number of times chat the magnitude of the input signal exceeds a set threshold

during each one-second telemetry w%ndow. However, if the input signal exceeds
the set threshold more than once during any 1 ms period, it is counted only

_.. once. The pulse counters acquire data throughout each one-second telemetry

frame regardless of the T_M mode setting. The dynamic range of the pulse( count channels is from 0 to 100 pulses per second.

,:. The two pulse integral channels associated with each sensor indicate the
total positive and negative integral of the input signals during each timing

_. window. However, the portions of the input signal that do not exceed the
lower amplitude thresholdj as shown in figure 3, are not included in the integral
measurement. In the continuous mode (mode _), the timing window is the entire

-_r.- one-second telemetry frame. In the single-pulse mode (mode 1), the inputs to
_;_, --- the pulse integral channels fro_ any sensor are disabled approximately i0 ms

after the occurrence of any transient that exceeds the threshold of the pulse
counter channel associated with that sensor.

_. The P78-2 TPM provides 20 continuous analog outputs (5 for each sensor) as
described above.

-_. The electronic processor shown in figure 1 consumes 6.8 watts and has
_'_ dt_nsions of 20 cm x 21.3 cm x 9.65 cm. The entire system including sensors
_ weighs 2.7 kg.

: It is planned that the TPMwill be tutmed on and checked out ea_'ly during
P78-2 transfer orbit and _rlll remain on to continuously acquire data throughout

" the mission.

It is hoped that the TPM ou P78-2 will proVide a substantial suppliant
to the limited data presently available on the actual eleccromagnetic pulse
environment on orbital spacecraft and if successful will serve as a model for
similar systems fo_ inclusion on other spacecraft.
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:. FIGURE). TRANSIENTPULSEMONITORITPM) ELECTRONICPROCESSOR
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FURTHEr,DEVELOPMENT O_ THE MULTIPACTOR

.:_: DISCHARGEELECTRON_OURCE ,_ ',

i". J.E. _anevlc_ and R. C. Ad_mo _,_

_, SRI International !!t

BACK_ROU_ID .'i

r,_ At the last spacecraft charging conference, we described a rugged electron '4
:, gun developed for use In the study of the behavior Of spacecraft insulating "::
i': materi_lS (ref. I). In this system, electrons are generated using a multi- .:'_
t pac_or discharge between a pair of plates with a diameter equal to the desired
!/ target diameter so that a u_iform, collimated, large-area electron beam iS

produced. Multipactor discharge occurs when two electrodes in vacuum are
_ driven with an RF source of the proper frequency. An initial electron

occurring near the first electrode will be accelerated across the gap, strike :_
the second electrode and generate one Or more secondary electrons Jus_ as the . !:!

_ field changes polarity. The secondary electrons, in turn, are accelerated __. across the gap and generate additional secondaries when they strike the first

'_' electrode. In this way the number of electrons in the breakdown cascades until _i
! Various loss mechanisms co_e Into pi&y and II_it _urther growth I_ the number of

_ !. electrons pa_t4clpatlng in the breakdown. Thus, the _ultipaCtor breakdown i_
_: may be thought of as a sheet of electrons oscillating between a pair of i

_ electrodes in synchronism with the applied RF field. The desirable _eatures_-_ _ of the muItlpactor electron source Include hlgh immunity to degradation from

ilii: :: contamination and virtually no dependence o£ beam size and unifor_ity on

!'il accelerating VOltage. _:_

!! The Original multtpactor electron gun setup shown in figure 1 included a
!. control grid tO adjust beam current, bU_ the beam accelerating voltage was

_ applied _t_een the electron source and _:he target. The muitipactor electron _
i__ sourc_ has since been modified to i_clude the electron accelerating system

_L _ithtn the source. As a result, the region between the source and the targetis free of fields produced by the source electrodes. This arrangement is more
! _uitable for the simulation of Spacecraft charging conditions.

!_ In addttibn a beam current feedback control system has been incorporatedk
i :o _alntai_ a constant source current density over a wide range of beam

_k i,' _ccelerating voltages. :_

__. _ MODIFIED _OLTIPACTOR SOURCE I_
1 I

= ,_ A photograph of O_e of the muitipactor electron sources presedtly in use 'i• :_

r • s shown in figure 2. The one shown generates a beam IO inches in diameter, i1_i
'i ...,i, 881
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° !
_:

_-o_....... _lof thes.rfacesvisibleinfigure2.in,Indiesthes_idth_o.shwh,ch i:I_
the beam is emitted, are at ground Po_ential. ' The eleetrm, source Is supported

: via mo_ting fixtures on the back surface of the assembly. RF and dc volgages '
are supplied to the source via connectors also located on the back surface
of the assembly, i_

& schematic of the new source design is sho_ in fibre 3. The multipactor ':

discharge _egion is essentially the same as it was in the earlier system. !ii":
_- The lower plate is perforated to allow the escape of electrons to form the ._|

beam. It may be considered to constitute the "cathode" of the electron gun.
The control grid, located below the perforated multtpactor plate, has been

( modified by the addition of a Solid Skirt which extends up to cover the entire :i!
mUltipactor gap. This modification was found to be necessary to allow coSplete i

" ' cutoff of the electron beam. Without the skirt, electrons diffusing radially :i

from the discharge regions are not cutoff by thecontrol grid. :i

In the present design, an accelerating grid has been added below the
control grid. A skirt on the accelerating grid extends upward past the upper ,_
multtpactor plate. The skirt is capped with a solid metal sheet at its upper
periphery. Thu3, the accelerator grid and its associated structure completely
enclose the electron gun system.

The accelerating grid structure is connected to syste_ ground. _lecerons
are accelerated by bi&sJ.ng the multipactor cathode negative _ith respect to the

_ accelerating grid. With this arrangement, both RF and de fields are completely _
contained within the Outer shell of the gun. '_:

To simp].ify the problem of providing h_gh-voltage_dc isolation of the RF
source, the _ulttpactor _ischarge is driven using transformer coupling between
a pair of coi_s. The primary and secondary windings of the trausf_t_uer are

., located one on the inside and one on the outside of a Teflon cylinder. '_ ,i
Practical considerations of circuit values associated with the Lransfo_._er i ii

•_ coupling scheme caused the operating frequency to be reduced from 150 t_Iz to '

i

il BEAN CURRENTCOnTrOLLER ,i
i

i
_r AlthOugh the basic multipacto_ source is basically stable and provides a
' reasonably constant beam current over periods of the order of minutess certain :_

applications require that the tests continue unattended for period_ of 2_ hours
and more. Over thls length of time, it was found that unacceptable changes in ii
beam current could occur. Also, in working with the multtpactOr e,lectron _'
source, it w_s found that there was some interaction between beam current and

"!

beam scceier_ting voltage. To avoid these drawbacks of the multJ.pactor electron :i

i: gU_, a f_edback system f_r-Gontrolling beam current was developed.
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i!
!_ Resent.ally, _.._t-maintatnSl ehe tote1 retun_cur_efit:_o_he el'ectron-sour¢_; _

canstant. ,.This approach: WaS cho.sen _a beinR_._st rePresentative:_or orbitalL.I._!i _ conditions tn:whieh a iarge,eCa_le ambie.nt ¢_rr_nt dczmity illumtnates_.the

ti vehicle..as_ a; whole,, while iocalCurrefit: dens£!:ies are determi.ned by I_cal
,_,,, conditions such as surface' char'ge on- ineulati_ meteri_ls.

__.Eseeutialiy, _the _ystem eense's_ _'he .return current .a_d"_generatee an
a_p_opria_e ac sisal w._i_h is fed through .a h_gh-voltage ts.ola_ion system to
a grid Voltage power supply eontroller maintaiued at' "cathode" potent£ai.

 iiiIIII!!
i_:_.., I The grid-to-cathode voltage Is adjusted in this way to estabItsh the required

return current, i_

TESTS OF THE MULTIPACTOR SOURCE 'i

•

Beam Uniformtt_

i "
_:_ _, The unifor_ty of the electron be'am generated by the electron source was

'_/I._ investigated in a vacuum chamber equipped wlth a ?araday cup mounted on a

movable am to pere_t it to be swe_t through the beam. _easured results
indicate that, c_er the diameter of the So_rce, the current density is uniform

i : to within 30_.

i--._/ Arrangements Were made to rotate the source In increments Of 450 to make

iiitll certain that the_e Were no nonuniformitieS anywhere within the beam.: Further checks Of beam uniformity w_re carried out by using the beam to

_!i:'_ uniformiliumlnateglowawas_etalobserved.sheetcoated _ith cathode-ray-tube phosphor. A highly

. Current Controller Functioning

I The beam current controller was te_ted by setting it at a given current

i! i and monitoring the return current periOdica!ly for roughly 24 hourS. It was

i found that the beam current was _aintained within + 5_ over this _eriod,

: In a Second test, the return current wa_ set at a predetermined valu_within the range 1 to 10 nMem 2 and the beam energy was varied from 5 to 15 KeY.

li The beam ret._ current Was maintained co, stant to withl, 5Z,

'_ _ APPLICATION OF MULTIL:ACTORGUN

i} I The new multlpautor electron source has b_e_ used for _eVeral months now i_
in variOuS e_ertments involvi_g s_acecraft :'hargin_ simulation. These have

i t involved frequeht Opening of the vaCuom sys_'e- t_ iustall new test samples :i|
i and to adjUSt instrU_entation. Aside from occa_,Lmal cleahing of the multi- _
_ paCtor electrodes, no maintenanc_ has been necessary. Rellable Operation has

i

i
i L_,,/
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been obtained with a minimum of time for adjustment of either RF or dc systems.
'o It is felt that the addltlonal complexity of the present multlpactOr electron

gun is more than offset by thP. ln:reased capability and operating conven,_ence ..........

RI_FERENCE
J_
V

. "A Rugged _.lectron/Ion Source for_. Nsnevlcz, J. £. and Adamo, R. C.,

Spacecraft Charging Experiments." PrOceedings of the Spacecraft Charging _:
Technology Conference, U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado,
27-29 October 1976. :i!
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0 to 20 kV

i SIERRA 470A-200 .!
160 MHz 'i

i

... _:J_r' MULTIPACTOR__PLATES _ii

GRID .... -,,-,

! i_OURCE DIA_IE1"EI_ -- 8 in.
MAXIMUM ELECTRON CURI1EN1 D_.NSI1Y = 5 MAtcm 2

TARGET

[777-/_//////'_ ":;_Z,7///////: -
i A.
i FIGURE 1 SCHEMATICOF ORIGINAL MULTIPACTORELECTfiOH iOURCE
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+ +o_,,, SIERRA 470A-2000 TO 2il I_V B0 MHz

ADJUSTABLE ltOWER SUPPLY r_ /

_ . ' I,!,1,1_---- ____t
CUMR;NT I I I "'"

I CONTR6LL_.i II

|1 I I n

Iliad _lmll Illim_ mllil, m m ---'--;. i .remit, lilm i elm m

' ACCELERATING
,,,,i GRID

TARGET

i FIGURE 3 SCHEMATIC OF PRESENT MULTIPACTOR ELECTRON SOURCE :
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_ SUMMARY OF PANEL DISCUSS ION

i '
i Chairman: Alan Rosen i

i TRW

: A. Rosen: Our topic is the spacecraft charging hazard to space systems

i !, and the credibility of that hazard to managers and systems designers who are
charged with the task of doing something about it and also what constitutes a

_: i reasonable response to this perceived hazard. The panel members are a dis-

tinguiShed group and represent organizations that are concerned with the hazard.
They may be regarded as technical spokesmen for their or_anizations and have

( responsibility something about the perceived hazard. To many of us,
the to do

: , they represent funding agencies: agencies that support much of our work. But,

it is important to realize chat they, themselves, are constrained to address _
i'i ,. what cons_.Itutes the "real" hazard rather than so_e imagined hazard.

1 The panel members are Major George Kuck, representing SAMSO; Robert Flake,

from the NASA Lewis Research Center; Michael Massaro, from General Electric;-
William Lehn, from the Air Force Materials Laboratory; John Darrsh, from the

i.. Air Force Weapons Laboratory; and Charles Pike, representing the Air ForceGeophyslcs Laboratory.

Because of the late hour, our agend& and _ormat for this discussion are

aimed at giving each ,snel member sn opport_nlty to respond to the key issues. !I3'
, I will ope_ the discussion with some definitions and clarification of the topic '_.!
_ ,_ problem. Each panel member will then respond, for abou_ 5 minutes, to the

: problem. Then the session will be opened to general discussion.

-± If we could identify a well-deflned threat to space systems, all tasks
aimed at alleviating or eliminating that threat would be funded. Project

managers and other people who are involved in the space program do respond to
a threat that they perceive. The question is, can we put the spacecraft
charging hazard in some sort of perspective on a scale of 0 to I0, wher_ 0 is

no hazard, 1 is a nuisance or outage of a second or less, 5 is an outage of a
. few hours, and I0 is some sort of catastrophe? At thls time, we have failed

to establlsh in a quantitative manner where the spacecraft charglng hazard

_. falls on this scale.

The elements that go into a.qua_tltatlve definition of the hazard are _he

environment, the interaction of a spacecraft with the e_vironment (the char_iL, g
model and the arc discharge characterization or the frequency-amplitude d_ma£n)
Where the charge goes (a crucial element in determining the hazard to space
systems), and the coupling analysis. What happens to the rest of a system

during a discharge and what damage may occur seem to be unclear. Key members

of the spacecraft design community cannot a_swer these questions. We h_ve
done qu.ite a bit in describing the spacecraft charging environment and in de-
fining a charging model. But we have failed in the area. of.discharges and

coupling analysis and in doing the necessary work to define the hazard. Is it
a valid hazard and what should be done about it?

i
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•
:. _' G,,, Kuck: My introduction to the SpaceCraft charging problem was about

6 months ago when I was .mde project officer on the SCATHA program. Thus, I
am the most Junior meuber Of this group. Although I was warned not to set
involved _tth the SCAIitA program and told it is a boondoggle, a WPA project
for geophysicists, I do not hold this view. I believe it to be an important
program a_d I think this is the perception of a large number of people. How-
everj project personnel do not seem to consider spacecraft charging to be a
hazard, and therefore nobody from the SAgO Systems Program Offices attended
this conference.

R. Finke: NASA has very little involvem_ent with geosynchronous space-
craft. Although NASA is synonymous With spacecraft, we do not build and
operate many 8eosyuchronouS spacecraft. We provide launch services. We did
build _.e Applications TechnOlo_; Satellite (ATS) spacecraft and were co-
experimenters on the CcunmicationS Technology Satellite (CTS). And we are
now taking part in the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite S_stem (TDRSS) which

_: is a big project involving a series of geosynchronous spacecraft.

So what is NASA doing in a spacecraft charging program? Well, We are
technologists, and some of the early ATS data taken by Goddard indicated that
there was a charging phenomenon. The particle detector ou the ATS spacecraft
indicated that in the geosyuchronous envirordnent spacecraft charged up. It
is an interesting phenomenon. Others began reporting anomalies in their 8eo-

synchronous spacecraft, primarily the military communications spacecraft.
Some of the commercial spacecraft people began talking about anomalies -
switching of logic circuits, and so forth. We started looRing st whet might

i be the cause of this and suggested the charging-discharging phenomenon. It
became apparent that there Was a problem with spacecraft - a relatively serious
problmn. So as technologists we _erceived that there was a technological
need.

NASA had for years worked on high-voltage systems in vacuum, and some of
uS were familiar with the space sclences_ instrumentation, and so forth. We
felt that, with our background and experience, we could make a contribution.

So, NASA decided to get In'_o[ved in this activity. Eventually, we evolved the

present Interceuter spacecraft charalng program and developed an interdependent

i cooperative effort with the Air Force.
i

We tried to use our 8round-based facilities to simulate the space envlron-

ment for testing. Ne de.monstrated that, after a solar array was charged dif-
ferentially, it arced and discharged. Kapton blankets, if not properly

,! 8rounded, also exhibited arcing effects. We turned the electron beam in the
vacUum system on to the Global Positioning Satellite (GP$) louvers and saw
them arc, discharge, and flutter (the louvers opening end closing very rapid-
ly).

!: From the _round test data, in this p_rticular environment, it appeared

/ that anomalLes (arctn_ and sparking that would couple _nto the spacecraft sys-
tem) could happen. ._o we began a mcdelirlg program and did __ore testing on the

and put it on CTS. There were 215 transient events on CTS durln8 a year _n
f
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orbit, A transient event in this ca_e is up to 60 spikes on the power bus. ._
Fifteen percent of the solar-_rray power bus was lost after a particularly
active flurry of transient events. S_, again a problem seemed to exist that i
needed attention. We installed the same kind of man£tor on the Orbital Test
Satellite (OTS), and it is detecting transient event,. The data have not yet
been analyzed.

So, to address the question of c_edibil£ty end hazardS, we feel, from
- groun_ tests and analyses and our knowledge of the spacecraft charging _nviron-

_:: ment, that there is a potential hazard but that it depends on the configuration
" and the spacecraft design. Transients can cause switching anomalies. Wt_are
; trying to develop techniques to prevent these anomalies. As discussed ill the
_ papers given at this conference, NASA is publishing design guidelines and test

(!i data, bu_ the acceptance of this technology by the user is highly dependent onour education of that user.
r,

Think of this program as an R&QA function. If a user does not want to
use qualified parts on his spacecraft but wants to risk using parts he can buy

from Radio Shack, nobody can stop him except his sponsor or his boss. There is, i_: perhaps, an unquantifiable risk - a risk that is going to vary a lo_ _ith the
spacecraft, its design life, and its componentS. We may never be able to pin
down exactly what the hazard is. But not looking at the charging cr|._eria may J
be s lot Like not using R&QA.

M. Massaro: I agree with most of Dr. Rosen's assessment. Whether a space-
craft charging hazard can be rated from 0 to I0 will depend on the spacecraft
design. That is, you can probably have the _II range of events, anywhere from

! 0 to I0, when an electrostatic discharge occurs, depending on the paruicula¢
payload or spacecraft design.

Through internally funded research_ govornment _esearch contracts, and
space hardware development contracts, GE has made some progress toward quanti-
tatively assessing the effects of electrostahic discharges (ESD). At the sys-
tems Level, we have analyzed ESD-produced st_ural currents and estimated
their amplitude and wave shapes. We have measured _he shielding effectlvenzss
of our Faraday cage design to both radiated and conducted tields in or, Ier to
determine the effects of electromagnetic-interference (EMI)-produced E.:Don

components and systems. Again, at the systems leVel_ we have performed ESD
.... radiated-spray testing on telemetry and command systems and on communications i

payloads while monitoring system performance. At the component level, we have
performed current-injection tests of blanket bonding and grounding techniques
to detetminc degradation of electrical grounds. We have perfo_u_d electron
bombardment tests of materials to dete_ine optical and thermal, degradation and
discharge characteristics. We have measured spectrum signature_ of materials
that produced ESD. That is, we have _easured the magnitude of the radiated.-
field spectrum vroduced by ESD in electron bombardment tests, Future approaches - i
to quantitatively assessing the effects o£ ESD are as follows: large-scale en-
vironmental testing of systems while monitoring system perfo_snce parameters,
as discussed by _bers of the European space co,lnunl_y; development of

comblned-ef_ects facilities to more accurately s_Jnulatethe space environment ]
for monitorin_ o_ materials responses and parameters, i
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in response to the question whethe_ the hazards of apaeecra£t charging
have been overerJti_todD the scientific coununitye_ reaction to _st new phe-

- nomena thdt po_e a threat to system perfo_nce t_ndA _O b*_ vet._ couQ_tV_t£Ve.
This _esults _.n excessive design and teot_ requirements iu an effort tO _ont_oi
the p#oblem, As the Spaces#eft chdr_ln8 phenomenon becomes better understood_
• o_e reaiiS_£c design and test requirements will emerge. But the threat posed

" by spacer.raft ch_rgi_ end discharging is reel and dangerous, as pointed out in
the lest t_o conference papers. For example, it can lead to thermal degrada-
tion of a_ater£als, comPJnicoti_ns perfo_umtce degradation, logic upsets, sensor
degradet£on_ and even spacecraft failure.

, HoweVer_ _e may be erring in attr£but_ing most spacecraft anotMlies tO
charging, Some of the occurrences ma_ be attributable to poor design. Current-

( lyj there is no system to identify the exact source of anomalies. _e also do
, not know enough abou_ the effects of ESD. That is, exactly tdia_ happens _hen

there t_ a bre&kdown, what are the coupling mechanisms, what are the systems
£nteractions: how does ESD couple into _pacecra2t systems? in _hort, there is
a credibility gap in perCeivi_g the actual hazard.

Cerement agencies should continue to fund basic research i_to model_n_
and testitig efforts that wili help our understanding of the charging-disCharging
phenomenon; sponsor large-scale system-level test efforts; develop and recom- !

i. mend def£nitive_ unambiguous, cost-_fgective desig_ procedures that can control
' the _f£ects o£ ESD; make design guidelines a contractual requirement but allow

the dest_ _roeedure_ tO be tailored to the Speci£ic mission and payload; i
sponsor deVmlopment of a s_andard_ praCtical_ _D _o_£toring syste_ that can
become available m_ gover_ent-f_rn£Shed equipment to spacecraft manUfaCturers
and provide its interface requirements. PriVate industry should use good guide-
lines that are presently in practice_ for exa/nple_ ENI Shielding of Critical

_ signal lines; use engineering spacecraft charging models; apply systems-level
analysis to validate designs; apply recognized, standardized test procedures to
ensure good design.

il

W. Lehn: AS evidenced by this conference and the previous sue, th#. space-
:_ craft charging-discharging phenomenon exists. 1t i_ now recognized as a phe-

nomenon that is encountered by sateilit_s and Other space systems, particularly
those that operate in _Ite geosynchronous enVirOnment. Reco_niti0n of the phe-
nomenon and proper consideratiOn of it in spacecraft design can reduce its _

_ potential eff.-et from a hazard tO a cause of disruptions or anomalies or can iiI
eilndnste it cempietely, as evidenced by t_te experi_flce with GEOS. GEOSWas ,i.

: designed _o be 96 percent conductive and has reported no instances of airy dis- _

r_ptio_s or anomalies thee could _e attributed to spacecraft charging. On the _

_ other hand_ Meteo_at-1 i_ reported to be perfot_£n8 extre_eiy _ell _n spite of
ii _ occasional (about 1 per week) status _hanges, These changes are attributed to i

:_ sur£ace discharges (spacecraft charging) resulting from the presently rather ,_
i_ high solar activity. A recent anomaly in the on-board satellite clock system
_" _ o£ an operational satellite has been attributed to spacecraft charging, but the

event has not been duplicated i_ the laboratory. Spacecraft charging is o£ten .._
offered as the cause of certain satellite an#n_lies without a_Ft'e_l direct .....

_ supporting evidence. There ts only one reported case in which spacecraft charg- _
_ was established as the cause of the catastrophic failure of a satellite - a

'-, DSCS power system. /i
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_.,_) It is my opinion that spacecraft chargin_ ls not really a hazard but a

....i! _ problem cha_- mu_t be treated early in the design of a satellite, By inco_por_t- ._
_' " lag the proper ntand_rds and guidelt_e_ it can b_ denl_ned out o£ a _t_llitc.

A_ gepotCed e_lie_, an eleccro_tatic dtochorge (ESD) contgol pro_ran_ has b_n
_. ,_ incorporated inca the deai_m, developmont_ and tooting of the DSCS II_ satellite

0 _ ii _nd proMtse_ to _tnimtze o_" eliminate the effects of spacecraft chergin_ _SU.
The preliminary spacecraft chutging standard add the de_tg_t guidclttte_ for the

/ control of spacecraft charging reported in be previous ses6:ton are two o_ the
key activities £., the cooperative N_.qA-AY spacecraft charging investigation,
When updated to include SCATHAspuceflight d_ta and fot_naltzed, these documrmts
wtlL provtde the basis for the design of charging-free operational satellites.
Certain scientific satellites whose mission includes measurements of ve_, Imp-
energy radiation end charge buildup present special problems that must be
handled on an lnd£v._dual satellite-by-satellite basis.

(
, The many papers presented at this conference are ample evidence of the

progress that has been made in qualitatively and quantitatively assessin_ _:he
overall phenomenon and Its potential fat causing problems with various space-
craft systems and subsystems. SCATHAwill add g_eater insight into the overall
problem and provide ch,.• data needed to further define the dynamic, often very
rapidly changing, geosynchronous radiation enviror_ent, The SCI and NL12 ex-
periments will provide valuable materials performance and response data and
relate spacecraft charging with contamination. A thorough understanding of
spacecraft charging and related modeling activities is expected to take many
years, but the standards and design guidelines Co build satellites essentially
free from any major hazards or ancmalies should be avaiIable within the next
2 to 3 years.

Is the At'_ Force response to spacecraft charging reasonable? Spacecraft
chargin_ is only one factor Chat must be considered in the development and up-

lit)i pl£cation of new satellite thermal-control coatings and materials. Table 1
shows these factors.

FOR EXTENDED-LIFE SUItVT-VABLESATELLITES

• Tailored optical properties

%,I_

• Space stable 7-10 years • Hardened for nuetear and

i (UV, e's, P+) YOUR laser effects

• Low contamination FAVORITE • Low-intrinsic-si_nature
material: (visible_ IR,
radar)

SATELLITE
Reduced space charging • Shroud and decoy materials
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_: t First and foremos_, _he, new _ofe_vtal_ ernst have _he required therma-
l .ptlcal properties to function a_ Che_1-eon_rol coatLng_. _ ma_erinl_

_ '.,i iI _e_C be s_abl_, to the natural _p_ce _nVirou_n_ for Ch_ l_fo _f the p_rc_culara_gasion acd, depen_itig on the apeci_i,¢, mionio_ (eo_',ngeatXoa_, _urvell, lance,i

h
ii:_ et:c.), be very lo_-conta_tnociott sources and/no be able _o control spacecta£t!i! _hargiug. In addiCt.on to naCu_al-environ_eac o,_rvlvabillty,4eaign of Ai_

i" _orce op_rational sa_¢iliteo _ot also con_idcr the vultmfabiltt_ factors in
the right-hand engram of cabie l, Certain of. these factors wore realm

• . o_'

' :. r 0 f SC_eUC_ fic_i'On not tOO many yoars ago, A spoce-stabie, low-contamination,
/:" reduced-space-ehar_£n8 _Cer£al that is suited £o¢ a co_crclal satellite might .,

'!_ ' ['i! hard_essbetotallyp_opertiesutmatisf_ctoty, for an Air Force satellite because of deficiencies in )"i
In summary, spacecraft charging is factor that must be eous£dered g

onl_ one

: the spacecraft charging standard :md r_e design guidelines for tbe control of
spacecraft charging f_.o_ the At_ Fo_c_ - R_A cooperative effort should reduce /

i/_:i i or essentially eiiminate spacecraft ch,rging a_ a major concern iu future satel-
[ liras. Very large space structures represent e special case, and further ef-!=_i fort and analysis will be required. There Lsa definite lack of secondary

'_ii fl emission, radiatiofi-induced surface and h.,,lk conductivity, photoconductivity,
... and other classical materials data nee6e_:_to support the spacecraft_charging

_i; '_ modeling activities and to form the basis for de.velop£ng new and £mpx'oved
: _. thermal-control coating mate_iels, Responsibility for developing such ds_._
_='" within the AY-N&SA spacecra£t-chazg._ng wo'tk_ng group has not been determined.

J.. Darrah: At the Air Force War,pans Lab,_rator:G we are prince-polly con-
cerned with nuclear warfare and the :;urvivab_.l_ty of spacecraft. There is thus

:: less ability, through normal _gpcrlence in peacetlme, _o check potential space-
_' craft performance. The p_rfor_.nce of spacecraft in ambient and enh_-_t._d _:£ec.-
• _ iron enviromnents (e.g., solar substorms) by no means explains what wo, ..ap-
:,-.: pen in a nuclear explosion. Here we have not only the electron enviro _n':,
_::_ but also the effects of gamma rays (which cause s number of chat'des to move in
:- a spaeecraft_ potentials to develop, currents to flow, and the conductivity of
:-, materials to change), as well as X-rays and photoelectric pLenomena (one prin-
.. cipal mechanism called the system-generated electromagnetic pulse (SGEMP) el-

.:. feet). And in some cases there may be synergistic effects, depending on the
state of the charge, between the electrons and the gem_a rays or X-rays. The

_ current in the spacecraft can be sigu&ftcantly higher, particularly Lu the ,_
high-energy portion, during a nuclear explosion than during a solar substorm.
Consequently, problems that _tght not be experienced during spacecraft opera- t
lion in the natural space environment may become problems in the nuclear en-
vironment. Essentially, the time to accumulate enough charge to cause dis-
charges and difficulties could be very long in the natural environment but i
could be a few orders of magnitude shorter in the nuclear environment. So this
is a dif£eren¢ problem and cannot be evaluated wo.ll from peacetime e_erience.

Nuclear tests above the atmosphere have started with the Starfish test,
which is the first of the FtshboWl series of high-latitude tests. There are
not a lot of data from these tests. However, there has been some review o_ the
data, and some spacecraft anomalies do not seem to be attributable simply to
total dose effects, for exmnple, solar-cell degradation and prompt TREE effects_
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which clearly lead to eventual space,raft failure. So some n_Cleer enoa_lies
may be related to spacecraft charging. The probloms are clearly not cats-

!: strophic (e.g., burnout of most of _e _aJor electronics) or there would be a
• lot of panic.

The best data available clearly come from space tests rather than fxom
: _ laboratory tests. Unfortunately# there seems to be e lack of _ooperation be- _

tween the sps_ecra£t designers and operators and the spacecraft-charging cowmu- !_
< n_ty. So there is no clearinghouse where incidents of anomalies are reported

i_ and the seriousness of the problem is investigated systematically. _Progress will never be made on the total engineering problem dOWn to the .... i
interface level wtthout laboratory experiments on the full systems level _

, i: Basic modeling phenomenotogy physics by itself w£1i not do very much. The solu-
, tlon to this problem is not going to come from flrst-princlple physics and it _ ,

f iS not going to come from smail-sample and limited-geometry tests First- _ (

'_i: principle calculations for the nuclear case, including Synergisms, produce re-
_i suits that are not real. If they were realj total burnout of spacecraft elec- _ '_i

....l ,_ tronics would have occurred in many cases. The problem of h_ dangerous space- :

i' craft charging is will be resolved by large-scale laboratory experiments backed

": _:i up by a reasonably prudent amount of eVen larger scale laboratory e_eriments
" :, and theory.

!: Although Spacecraft charging is obviously a hazard to some as yet undeter- i

il i mined degree, some operational problems mentioned by the panel members are sim-

s" _ ply a matter of design. So anomalies c_nnot be used as proof of how important
J_ il a problem charging is.

No one, neither system house nor govermnent agency , is capable of det_r-
mining the effect of a nuclear eXplosion on spacecraft charging. This effect
could become of prin_ importance during wartin_ and is a present concern of the ,,

i i < ' systems houses. Even the effect of a peacetime explo_ion causes concern. !

,_ i In conclusion, the Air _orce Weapon_ Laboratory is going to try, within th_ _ i
limits of our understanding, to reproduce the _pacecraft charging phenomenon in !
the laboratory. We will also try to conduct systeI-level experiments _Ith i

ii reasonable phenomenology across the whole spectrum of electron energies.

: C. Pike', The reliability and survivability of military missim_ spacecraft i;,
is of paramount consideration. In this program, technology dollars must tom- i

pete With systems dollars, _hi_h are c_rt_Inly far more slgnificant. A technol- i
ogy base must be developed and tr_usferred to the users, _ortu_mtely_ th_ haz- .i
ard of spacecraft charg£_ was recognized _any years ago _y Air For_e Hesdq_ar-

' _ t_r$, The Air Force then established an interdependent technology program With !

NASA. As th£_ program has progressed, the list of operating anomalies from i

_ military and civilian spacecraft has _rown and provides a very shrong Justlflca- r'_

_ tion for _ursuing our program. Indeed, there is a problem, although what is

_:_ perceived by one progra_ manager as an anomaly of great cobcern to his program i
:., would be merely a nuisance to another program manager. This is a subjective

area where c_ndor is often lacking, tt _s very difficult to assess w_at, from .:_
_ ,- an opera_ion_, m-d rellabll"Ity vlewpoin_, is a hazard.
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Some significant result_ Of the Ait_ _'o_ce - i_A p_ogrsm were presented at
this conference. Very siSntficsnt also is the presence at I:he conference of
the aerospace, industry, especially the lares corporations who are the contraC-
tors for the mission program. They viii implement the technology we develop
and are stz'ong spokesmen for this t_chnology,

MIL Standard 1541, which is s chazging-related test standard, has had a i_I
sign£ticant i_pact on sateili_e development. The only satellite development _.i
prosram usini this standard is I_CS ili, This satellite is heine developed in _:r_"
the _.ontext of the AF-NASk technoio_y program. The _rOw_U8 list of anomalies ?"
have occurred on satellites thac were designed many yearn ago and hav_ had band-
aid fixes to them. The technology that we have been develOpin8 in the past 2 to _
3 years is being incorporated in the DSCS llI program. Dr, Massaro's paper on _i
charging calculaciotts on DSCS III Sho_s that indeed the satel.liCeS Will see _
high voltages end that in some cases steps have been taken to mitigate that
voltage buildup. G£1 Condones paper shows the design end tejt proSram that _/

General Electric is pursuing. _!

The DSCS TIZ program £_ developing our next _eneratiou of communications iii
, satellites, a significant payof_ from the AF-I_ASA teehnolo_y proSrsm. The

spacecraft char_ing hazard has been recognized, a technolo_:y b_se has been de-
veloped, and £t iS being implemented. The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory has
been successful in defining the _pacecraft char_lug environment and _e know
where the technology Saps are - in the field-alined fluxes and ionic composi-
tion. SCATHAwill certainly provide needed information. In conclusion, there

i has been stror_ progress in the technology program. Technolo_ transfer has
been proceeding very sa_othly. These con£ez'ences are a Very important part o£
the transfer process. TechnolOgical development generally requires at least

, 10 years, end we. have only been involved _n £t for 2 or. 3 years. Only in 1972
Co 1974 did spacecraft chargin_ come to the forefront, i_n a very short time a

:_ lot of prosresS ha_ been made, and the technology is being applied in our next ..
generation Of co_uuleat_ous satellites.

i!

.: A. Rosen: Ther_ is one person that hasn't been represented - the person i
i_ who i_ responsible for assuring thaC a system that is about to be launched sur-
_, wives. That person generally needs a measured response to many, many hazardous i

i_ S_tuations. He really doesn't know whether to in_nerse the spacecraft in a gi- '!
gentle swarm tunnel and sub_ect £t to electrons and lo_ or mere_:y to do an air - i
r.est with a_u_lated a_cs. He does not even know what sort of arcs tO use.
Subjecting the spacecraft to unknown ares that may noC be representative of the i
in-orbit condition could be a greater hazard than not testing it at all. Should
he do a coupling analysis pro_ra_ which could be very expensive? Or a char_in_ '_

analysis? If he 8rounds some o_ the thermal blankets, does he need a verif_ca- !
tLon program to ensure that everything ts grounded? Thes_ questions haven*t
ceally been addressed. He would like to have a measured response to What he
considers to be the hazard, but he doesn't know whet a 8ood measured response
is. This is why Some quantitative assessment of _:i_e spacecraft chargin8 hazard *'
must be _ade. ::

At_ there any qUestiOm! of the panelists among each Other? Then, the dis-

cue.ion is open to the audience. '..,,
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3. Hagol£: I am with _CA America_ COwnunIcations. At the conference 2 +_
! _ years ago therr_ was d similar panel discussion, but th_ theme wa_ a little dif- £_

.... fe_ent. The p_nel members planned to tell Industry - all users, systems de-
Signers, and manufacturers - that they _anted to plot orbitial arcing to see
what the environment is like. They were 8oiug to supply sensors to Industry.

ii : Unfortuneteiy, no action was taken. I think £or that very reason there is a,i_ credibility sap.

i_ _ree of the five ¢onun6rcial users of satellites attended the last confer-
i ante. At this conference, I a_ the only commercial representative. The five
_ eormnereiai users have 18 satelliteB £_ geosynchronous orbits, i_ there wasfl't i
li+i+ a credibility gap, these users would be represented here. In the next couple

iii" of year++, there will be two more commercial users. They are not rep;eeented st Ithis cotiference either. Unless it can be demonstrated that electrostatic dis-
+ chargin8 (_.SD) W£1_ either curtail an 8-year mission and thus cause s loss of

i! potential profit and earninss on a conmer-.ial satellite, there is goir_ to be a i
credibility gap wtth the _ommercial users. That is one of the problems.

I_ As far as incorporating sensors on the _.pacecraft, I tried to brin8 the + 1
I_; message to my management but was met with the credibility Kap. They said sen- :

+ I sots would be nice to have if the procurement end installation were free. The i
. procurement from NASA was free. The installation by the contractor was not.

• Ii My management _anted to know what govermnent agencies that have launched satel- +_
" i lites in the last 2 years have these sensors on th_.r own satellites. That is

_ a hard question to. answer and is one that I would .ike to put to the panel, i

, Mike Massaro from G_. would like to see many test programs conducted, if :+
i all these test programs are sponsored by the government, fine. _ould GE run an + _
i internally f_nded program to test spacecraft in plasma tanks to show that there +

il is a hazard or that there £s a suiution to the hazard? I think that, if GE :
, i+ wasn't funded by the A+.r Force and NASA, that the posit£o_ wouldn't be taken.
++_+ _. _ feel that I'm bein_ _ realist here and I have one more question. Is DSCS III

,+ goin_ tO have any sensors on .board?

_+ ,+ Re Pinker All government-sponsored spacecraf_ put into _eosynchronous
+. orbit have had sensors. The Canadian _overm_.nt put a sensor on CTS. ESA put

a sensor on OTS. Both were simple sensors that counted transient events. But
. both these _ove_lment-aponsored spacecraft have them. A_ain_ NASA has not

_ sponsored or built spacecraft, with the exception of TDRSS. Ms. Bever repre-
sents the Ooddard Space Flight Center and TDRSS. The Director of Coddard,

i_ Dr. Cooper, has requested the support of the Le_is Research Center in inveet£- i ]
:_ _atin8 char_iug problems and design criteria for TD_.qS. We are supporting that .+I
'-++ pr+Ject. NASA, a_ein, Just is not in the geosynchronous spacecraft business.

But +e do take spacecraft Charging seriously.

_. +; C. Kuck: ,&omethiug like a TranSient Pulse Honitor (TPN) was installed off
_ an operational Air Force satellite many years a_o. B_ '_. the present spacecraft

char3ing progra_ is more expensive then just a single Instrument. The _78-2
" satellite alone costs over _$ mllliOfl. The SCATHAportion is Just over _$

... million. So the Air Force has invested over _50 million tn tryin_ to identify
and SOlve the spacecraft chargin8 problem. I have seen evidence at this confer-
_mce that G_ is working on the problem. $o_ the existence of the proxies is
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reco_£_ed, Nov, if we do out Job filet, the problen will no ionaet" exist in
• 2 yeats for the types of spacecraft bein_ built nov or to 1980 or 1985,, Except
..... _ for ktlc_aeter-s£ze att_ctures, the ptobl_ will be solved.

: ,.H...,.HasSaro: In response to the question about ESD moAit0rs, SA_0 Ln their
_ or/Sinai contract did rot request a monitor system on I_CS. Actually, General
i: Electric proposed it in out response to the pro_ _al. However, l_ter_ because

of budgetary constraints and mainly because ve don' t think ESD will be a problem
on DSCS because Of the materials baio8 used and the special preCaut£_s bels,S
taken, GE decided not to install an ESD monitor, However, the JapaneSe (our
castoff) during their contraa_ v£th us requested that Ve "rid proof" their
Broadcast Satellite Sxper£mental System. They, as a user, were cones,mad about
it.

In response to _he question about spacecraft outaKej the do_et£c common-
currier satellite companies who lease transponders on the Domats are terribly

( concerned about outages due to solar activity or any other cause. _le may not

_ ' be too aware of what the outaaes are_ as pointed out by auother panel u_mbel.
A lot of Spacecraft manufacturers and operators do not vent to distress the
problems they have had with their syateua. Some representatives from Cmasat
Laboratories are present and they may want to discuss the Outages cn the
Intelsats because they do seem concerned about the problem.

S. Basins: Mr. Datrah said that a smail-ecale test would not be relevant
° for enaineer£ng problems on a spacecra£t. HoWever, £_ you take any material,

you s_art with what its basic behavior will be. You establish its outgaaatus
properties, i_S thermo-optical properties, etc., with small-scale laboratory
tests. You al_o want to determine its electrical propertie_. It would be quite
non_al to apply a screen£n8 te_t method on the electrostatic properties of mate-
rials. In a sense this £s already tak£n8 place. Furthermore, Hr. Darrah said
that there axe no solutions for electrostatic problems. I think that Dr. Lehn
will agree that most 0£ the thermal-control coat£nKs have conductive altern8-

i_ tires. There are conductive black paints, conductive optical _olar reflectors
o_, (OSR_s), and metal 8ur£aces that are themselves conductive. Only the problem

of a Conductive flexible 8oia_ re£1ectot has yet to be solved. In 2 or 3 years

_.,_ solvin8 the electrostatic problem will be standard practice.

3..Datrah: Although the mat_ri_ls tests mentioned by Hr. Basins are o£ uSe, :
they have limitations that severely a _ect the original question of the cred£-
hi)iCy o_ spacecraft charging as a hazard. From a small area of material it is
difficult to establish, even from a basic physics standpoint, the area of ther-
mal blanket or the area Of solar cells ths_ contribute_ to _ arc. That is, as

; material is added to the apaceera£t, on the outside and the inside, how lhrse
an area contributes to a d_dcharRe current at what tin, e? Semll-_cale experi-
ments do not even establish the botmdaric_ of the problem. So you dontt kno_
how enoch increasing the area to more of • systems l_-,,_l might contribute to an
arc. So there is no_ a bound on current, local£sstiono or _ history f-oN
smalloscale experiments. That Is _hy laraer-acale experiJnent_ are req_4_red.
The wh_le spectru_ hasn't been treated, particularly the nuclear case. it isn't
cie_r tha_: result8 from thermal blankets end external coatin8 teats can _e _sed
to eValt,ete the potential of dt_Jcharaes in printed-circuit boards, in cables, _!
and In other dielectrics in the interior of the spacecraft during _uclear Vat- i

i
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£e_e. Tim e6upltns problem of arcs in many of chase latter cese_ £s a much ,_

_i_ _re complicated problem than the insight into _he physi_.s that comes from theS_il-Scale samples. The small-scale _xperi_ent results on coupl_n_ depend I
'.-L very _ch on the des:J,_.

!'_i: W. Lehni A lot of progress has been made £n the mCerialS chargiq aspect_ i
}J_ in trying to _dify PEP Tefflon or Kapton to be conductive. But that is only i

k ''_ _r.•j part O_ the problem. The right side of the table I presented esrlier shah the
.... . more severe pkoblem, which hasn't been broached-at this meeting. Peacett_ne use,

i ?_ _s tndicatedp is not Sn another some o_ the best mate- :
/ rials for soiV£_ the charging problem have been totally inadequate for those i _

problem l£sted on the right. _e have some soluti_ns, but we don't have the
_ 8oiution that viii fill all the k£r Force requirements. _e have some materials,

Ii i. data_ and approaches but also many questions. T_e question of in-depth cbarg-
_ in_ is still open. The need for bulk conductivity of materials has not been

(_: determined. There is no good, adequate approach to provide a substitute mate-

i__ rial for any current material tha_ has eli the optical properties, long life-
:_ time, and high bulk conductivity and that can be substituted directly,

_ G. K_ek: The question of the level to _hich you test _s one with which '
_ you are always faced. No r_tter what type of en_rom_nt is involved, you must
!, decide _her_er you want to st_nulate the environment or the effects of the en-
_o vLrOnm_nt. You have to d£f_erentiace bec_en verifyins that the system will be
_,' able to operate in that environment and makin$ a system that operates reliably
_. in the effects of that enviro_nt. All satellites that are hardened for SG_

,_, _ and for some Of the nuclear _;ffects are not tested _n under_round nuclear tests.
_° _ We try to test the systems some ocher way. We specify to the contractor what

type of test the Air Force or the c_stolner requires so the_ the operational
spacecraft will be proved reliable, without costing a _ercentaae of the gross /
_tional product. One of the approaChes taken in the SC_T_ program is to try

_ to gill that gap be_-_een the environment and the effects of the environment.
._ , The P78-2 satellite _li check what the _ and RFI environments are £n space.
- _ A laboratory scale model viii be tested, possibly including a spray test, to

-_:--rl !' see what its _f_-l_i environment is. The laboratory environment can then be_ related to _at _e See in apace. _e will then _ry to relate the laboratory en-!
._:,. _. VlroumenC to _¢. results of s_ll-_e_]e _ests_ in order _o _-_nnlr_eee_ th_s logic

:_ loop. Relatively _nexpensive tests that model all those effects will be levied
_.)i i on the contractor, it.-is a money and resources prObl_n.

-_ Earlier I was remiss in nut say_n_ what I ch£nk the govctmment_s r_spons_-
_ , bility is. The government's responsibility is to _ke _ure that we get the
._ _ tests and procedures that the coi_tractor can adapt to the sy_t_ he is bulid£ng.
_ In final analysis, we need a combination of a_alysls, testing, end whatever so

that we can assure the satellite sponsor e_hat the satellite wlil operate reli-
:' _ ably when _e launch it. If _here is an anomaly_ it will not be anywhere O_ the

scale between i and 1O, but w:'fl be about 0.5. To gain an extra 0.1 percent £n
reliability would cost too much. The question is how to tie together the small-
scale teSt_ the larger scale test, and the actual operation in the space envt-

• ,_ rosiest. Then, _iow does one model the effects arid define the appropriate,
; affordable, systet_-level test that gives you confidence before s launch.

_. _ _ou ha_e to look at the _hole system.

i
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_ Member of audience: Would the panel comment on the launch time o_ SCATRA
_ relative to the ll-year solar sunspot cycle_ ......

C, Pike: In the past 6 or 9 _onths_ solar activity has gone up very
dramatically and, more recently, it appears to be plateauing. SCATHAwill be

, orbiting end collecting data near the sunspot maximum, a Very disturbed time,

E. Nhipp!e: When Dr. Rosen formulated his point on a credibility gap, he
put £t in terms of questions to modelers: Have they really done their Job? i
Have the environmental modelers really done things properly? Have the sheath
modelers done their job? Have the discharge modelers really modeled that pro-
perly? That seemsto be putting the burden on the theoretical st4e, _t_ enough
of a theoretician to know you never trust a theoretical answer but you should .....
look to the data. I'm disappointed, in a way, that the people who have flown

! spacecraft, that is, the spacecraft designers and builders, have not found the
causes for these anomalies. Why eren*t they more interested? Is there a con-
flict of interest, perhaps, in that the designer doesnet want to admit that his
design didnet take care of this particular problem? Why hasn't there been more
work? We need to know more about the anomalies that have already occurred.

A. Rosen: I didnlt put the whole burden on the theoretician for solving
or not solving the important problems. I did put some of the burden on them;
but also some on the experimentalists for not tackling the righ_ problems; and
also some on the project managers, who are responsible for disseminating funds,
for not seeing to it tha_ the right problems were tackled. And, Iili accept
the responsibility myself £or being blind 2 years ago to what the real problems
were. So the theoret£clans are not being blaned for everythlng. The anomalies
are an exercise in frustration for most project managers. It is almost impos-
sible to reconstruct eVents as they occur on a spacecraft. Large sums of
money - about _lO million in bali a dozen cases - and quite a bit of effort
have gone into this. The results have been inconclusive in the cases I have

* been involved with. So, we are really chesin_ our tails. On the one hand the
spacecraft designer refuses to put diagnostics (transient monitors) on the
spacecraft because monitors are not goiT_ to f_x anything for him. On the
other hand_ when he does get into trouble, he is £n e dilemma and caner deter-
mine what the source _f the problem is.

E_Whip_le: Why hasn*t there been a strong emphasis c_n diagnostics? A
small TPM monitor is not expensive.

A, Rosen: _,_ people who are responsible got operational spacecraft gen-
erally donlt want Lo undertake a research and development program by using
diagnostics monitors.

G. KucR: Elden, itls money.

J. NepOli: One o£ the real reasons is that the level of problems has been
about 0.5 on e scale o£ 0 to 10 - problems that h_ve not caused any outages, at
least none that we can attribute to spacecraft charging. In my 3 years o£
satellite operational experience - that 3 years is a total of 6 if you take
the two satellite_ - we have not had any problems or any outages that we can
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_ attribute to spacecraft cha,,:.g£ng, That is true, in genereln with ell the com-
_. !ii_' martial sat611ite pro_sms, Without an outage caused by some unknown, you
_ _:" '! can't JuStify the cost of SensOr_.

S, Deforest_ That statement doesn't make sense unless we add the quaiif-
i icatlon" t_at' ail anomalies have been tracked do_l to a source without these

diagnostics beinS made.

J. Napoii: The anomalies we haven't been able _o track down are so in-

significant that they are not of. any major concern.

A, Rosen: There was one anomaly that was a. lO on a scale of 0 to 10 and
_ it was tracked down very.vt.gorously. This to_al failure and loss of a space
| system _#as attributed to a charging phenomenon. The_e was no other cause for

_: _ that fa**lure that was as credible as a charging a_d discharging event. Althoughwe cant, or say that tt de_£nitely was the cause.

_" M. HasSaro: Maybe the design features of the RCA satellites precluded any
problen_ _ith ESD. In other words, ESD did not affect the compoaents because

...... of the design procedures RCA had used for these two spacecraft. In ocher words,

_: It iS fortunate that you didn't have any problems.

• ! J. _apoli: Let me give you a little background on that. About 3_ or 4
_: years ago myself_ as a user, and our contractor, RCA Astroeleccronics o£

Princeton, toured the country _fter we had read the report, about that particular
_ catastrophic problem that Dr. Rosen made reference to. We were in the design

_, phase at that time so we _ere concerned. That iS the very reason why l_m here
and have followed ch£S subject for the last 4 years. We tried to find out what
the problems were and _d_at to do to avoid them. Then we went through all the

_ ramifications and reviewed all the test data we had picked up by contacting
-_ people in the optical coatin_ industry, in the other contracting industries, at
•. SAH50, and £n various other places. _e looked at our basic design, but even

: so we made no changes other than those we had originally planned to make anyway.

A... R°sen: At this point I would like to close the session.
' i
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